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Our mission  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are an alliance of banks rich in history and united by an 
 integrated, multi-functional, federal structure, able to  

capitalise on the distribution strength of our sales network  
and to express our potential for creating synergies on the market.  

 
We participate actively in the economic and social life  

of the communities in which we operate, with a distinctive ability  
to interpret, serve and encourage the development of local economies.  

 
We pursue the objective of promoting progress  

and creating value for all our stakeholders.  
 

We support the development of a healthy economic  
and business community to grow together with our customers  

with the excellence of our products and services.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(from the “Charter of Values” of the UBI Banca Group, approved on 29th January 2008)  
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Letter from the chairmen  

Dear registered and non registered shareholders,  
 
 
 The year ended 31st December 2009 saw no clear signals of recovery which we nevertheless 
trust will arrive in 2010 with the return to confidence by families and businesses and the end of 
the present period of stagnation in the real economy. Only financial markets, supported in part 
by the liquidity in circulation, which continues to keep interest rates close to record low levels, 
have recorded recoveries in the prices quoted, although partial and intermittent.  
 
 The year 2009 was also a difficult one for the UBI Banca Group, but true to our mission, we 
maintained our strong commitment  to involvement and participation in the social and economic 
life of the communities in which we operate. It is a commitment that is held at all levels of the 
Group’s complex banking operations, in its commercial operations designed to increase growth in 
volumes of business, in its risk management, in operations to strengthen capital, in streamlining 
the organisational structure and even in a structural reduction of costs.  
 
 From a commercial viewpoint, solutions were introduced (private individuals and small-
medium sized enterprises) to address the difficult economic context. Not only did the Group 
participate in the main initiatives to suspend debt repayment promoted in the banking industry 
by the Italian Banking Association (ABI), but all the banks in the Group introduced a series of 
measures to help families and local economies and businesses by working with public bodies 
(chambers of commerce, regional and provincial administrations) and with guarantee bodies.  
 
 At the end of year the portfolio of loans to customers had reached 98 billion euro, with annual 
growth of 1,6 billion euro and a parallel improvement in market share. This positive trend was 
seen mainly in the private individual segment of the retail market and in the non banking 
companies, while  demand from businesses continued to remain weak with  91% of existing 
loans destined to manufacturing and service companies and to consumer households.  
 
 As expected, the widespread deterioration in the risk profiles of businesses and households 
resulted in greater impairment (865 million euro compared to 566 million euro previously), to give  
a cost of credit of 0,88%, which nevertheless remains one of the best in the banking sector.  
 
 As concerns total amounts administered on behalf of customers, indirect funding grew by 6% 
to 79 billion euro, buoyed both by assets under management, which benefited from a recovery in 
the value of assets in the second and third quarters (+6% a 42 billion euro) and by assets under 
custody (+6% to 37 billion euro).  
Direct funding on the other hand, remained virtually stable (-0,4% to 97 billion euro), the 
aggregate result of an increase in “securities issued”, partly due to the first issue of covered 
bonds and a slowdown in amounts “due to customers”, caused mainly by a contraction in 
repurchase agreements, in favour of current accounts.  
 
Initiatives were taken in the performance of traditional banking activities to strengthen the 
capital base of the Group in the medium term, reorganising and improving the structure at the 
same time, in order to guarantee support for the economy, now and in the future, also in view of 
tighter  international prudential regulation of capital (Basel 3).  
 
   
 In implementation of the capital management programme approved by an Extraordinary 
General Meeting of 9th May 2009, 639.145.900 “Warrant azioni ordinarie UBI Banca 
2009/2011” (warrants on ordinary shares) were allotted free of charge, one for each 
shareholder, giving holders the right to subscribe 1 UBI Banca share in June 2011 every 20 
warrant held at a price of 12,30 euro. At the same time, the shareholders approved an option to 
shareholders ( 4 bonds for every 51 UBI Banca shares held) including 50.129.088 convertible 
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bonds of the convertible bond “UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con facoltà di rimborso in azioni” 
for a nominal total of 639.145.872 euro.  
 
 The Management Board also submitted a proposal to shareholders to  allocate 175,4 million 
euro to the extraordinary reserve, when profits are allocated.  
 
 As a result of this action taken, consolidated capital ratios as at 31st  December 2009 were 
strengthened further with a core tier one ratio of 7,43% (7,09% as at 31st December 2008), a tier 
one ratio of 7,96% (7,73%) and a total capital ratio of 11,91% (11,08%). These ratios do not take 
account of the additional effect to strengthen capital of approximately 70 basis points that could 
result from the conversion of the loan just mentioned.  
 
 From a structural and organisational viewpoint, while the integration process had already 
been all but completed at the end of 2008, activity in 2009 was focused on streamlining units at 
the Parent  and on a far reaching project to optimise the distribution network. This involved more 
than 300 branches, with the specialisation of single banks by geographical area and an 
exclusive focus of brands in the local markets in which they have their historical roots (completed 
at the beginning of 2010). The project was preceded during the year by operations to strengthen 
the branch networks of the network banks, with 27 new branches opened and the acquisition of 
operations consisting of 13 branches in Liguria.  
 
 Efforts also continued to further improve the range and quality of customer services with 
important corporate transactions in the following sectors: non life banc assurance, services to 
businesses, online trading and banking and depository banking.  
 
 As concerns profits, consolidated net profit over the twelve month period rose to 270 million 
euro from 69 million euro the year before, partly the result of gains on the disposal of 
investments and despite a significant effective tax rate (45%).  
 
 Operating income – which summarises the performance of ordinary activities, focused on  
recurring and sustainable core revenues – amounted to 3,9 billion euro (-4,5%), held down by 
trends both for net interest income (-14,6%), in a context of dampened economic activity and 
extremely low interest rates, and for net commission income (-10,7%).  
 
 More specifically, as is already known, a commitment fee was introduced from 1st July 2009, 
which is all encompassing in nature and, with a view to simplification, has replaced not only the 
maximum overdraft charge, but also a series of commissions applied to authorised current 
account  overdrafts. This resulted in an overall decrease in revenues of approximately 44 million 
euro. 
 
Buoyed by price recoveries, the result for financial activities improved from -242 million euro to + 
127 million euro, although continuing to maintain a low risk profile on investments.  
 
 The performance reported was accompanied by strong action taken to contain expenses: total 
operating costs fell by 3,7% to 2,5 billion euro.  
Personnel expenses were reduced by 7,5% and current administrative expenses (net of the 
component relating to indirect taxation, which was particularly heavy this year because of the 
introduction of VAT on intragroup services, amounting to more than 28 million euro) fell by 0,4%, 
while net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible 
assets contracted by 2,3% as they benefited, amongst other things, from the adoption of a single 
IT platform (with lower depreciation and amortisation amounting to 26 million euro).  
 
 The Management Board has decided to submit a proposal to the shareholders meeting 
convened for 23rd-24th  April  to declare a dividend of 0,30 euro on the 639.145.902 ordinary 
shares outstanding for a total of 191,7 million euro, after statutory and by-law allocations and 
an allocation to the extraordinary reserve (175,4 million euro). In approving the separate and 
consolidated financial statements, the Supervisory Board has approved the Management 
Board’s proposal for the allocation and distribution of profit for the year.  
Payment of the dividend, if approved, will be made on 24th  May 2010, with value date of 27th 
May 2010.  
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Dear registered and non registered shareholders,  
 
 Despite the difficult context, the Group has continued to distinguish itself with strong 
structural solidity in terms of volumes of business, capital, credit quality and reduced costs, 
partly as a result of the synergies created by the integration process.  
 
 It is on the basis of that solidity, made possible by the commitment of more than 20.000 staff 
and the trust of our customers and shareholders – all of whom we warmly thank – that we are 
able to confirm our constant commitment to face the challenges of the second three-year period 
since the birth of the Group. We face them on the basis of sound fundamentals, with a renewed 
capacity to act and to further develop our potential to serve, ready to support the long awaited 
recovery, which we trust will arrive with the end of the international crisis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Chairman of the Management Board  The Chairman of the Supervisory Board  
 Emilio Zanetti Corrado Faissola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April  2010  
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1 The indicators have been calculated using the reclassified figures contained in the section “Reclassified consolidated financial statements, reclassified 
income statement net of the most significant non-recurring items and reconciliation schedules” in the Consolidated Management Report.  
Information on the share is reported in the relative section of the UBI Banca Management Report.  

31.12.2009 31.12.2008

STRUCTURAL INDICATORS
Net loans to customers/total assets 80,1% 79,0% 

Direct funding from customers/total liabilities 79,5% 80,0% 

Net loans to customers/direct funding from customers 100,8% 98,7% 

Equity (including profit for the period)/total liabilities 9,3% 9,1% 

Assets under management/indirect funding from private customers 53,2% 53,1% 

PROFIT INDICATORS
ROE (Profit for the year/equity excluding profit for the year) 2,4% 0,6% 

Comprehensive income /equity excluding profit for the year 5,2% -0,4% 

ROA (Profit for the year/total assets) 0,22% 0,06% 

The cost/income ratio (operating expenses/operating income) 64,4% 63,9% 

Personnel expenses/operating income 37,5% 38,8% 

Net impairment losses on loans/net loans to customers (cost of credit) 0,88% 0,59% 

Net interest income/operating income 61,5% 68,7% 

Net commission income / operating income 31,1% 33,3% 

Net result on financial activities/operating income 3,2% -5,9% 

RISK INDICATORS

Net non-performing loans/net loans  to customers 1,36% 0,88% 

Net impairment losses on non-performing loans/gross non-performing loans (coverage for non-performing 51,57% 54,58% 

Net non-performing + net impaired loans/net loans to customers 3,24% 2,08% 
Net impairment losses on non-performing and impaired loans/gross non-performing + gross impaired 
loans (coverage) 35,93% 38,22% 

Net non performing loans/equity excluding profit for the year 11,96% 7,67% 

CAPITAL RATIOS  Basel 2 standard

Tier 1 ratio (tier 1 capital/total risk weighted assets) 7,96% 7,73% 

Core tier I ratio (tier 1 capital before specific deductions net of preference shares/total risk weighted assets) 7,59% 7,21% 
Core tier I ratio after specific deductions to tier 1 capital                                                                  
(tier 1 capital net of preference shares/total risk weighted assets) 7,43% 7,09% 

Total capital ratio (supervisory capital+tier 3/total risk weighted assets) 11,91% 11,08% 

Supervisory capital  (in thousands of euro) 10.202.555 9.960.812

of which: T ier 1 capital after the application of prudential filters and specific deductions 6.816.876 6.944.723

Risk weighted assets 85.677.000 89.891.825

INCOME STATEMENT, BALANCE SHEET DATA (in thousands of euro), OPERATING AND STRUCTURAL (numbers)

Profit for the year 270.099 69.001

Normalised profit for the year 173.380 425.327

Comprehensive income (item 140) 575.418  (40.045) 

Operating income 3.906.247 4.089.739 

Operating costs  (2.514.347)  (2.611.348) 

Net loans to customers 98.007.252 96.368.452

of which: net non-performing loans 1.332.576 848.671

net impaired loans 1.845.073 1.160.191

Direct funding from customers 97.214.405 97.591.237

Indirect funding from customers 78.791.834 74.288.053

of which: assets under management 41.924.931 39.430.745

Total funding from customers 176.006.239 171.879.290

Equity (excluding profit for the year) 11.141.149 11.071.206

Total assets 122.313.223 121.955.685

Branches in Italy 1.955 1.944

Total personnel at the end of year (actual employees in service + temporary agency staff) 20.285 20.680

Average total personnel (actual personnel in service + temporary agency staff) 20.183 20.606

Financial advisors 880 924

UBI Banca Group: Principal figures and 
performance indicators1
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The Rating  

The tables presented below summarise the ratings assigned to the Group by the international 
agencies, Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch Ratings.  
 
In March 2009, Standard & Poor’s changed its outlook for UBI Banca from positive to stable 
in relation to the deterioration in the economic situation in progress. In that same month, the 
agency also made a general downgrade of its ratings of hybrid instruments,1 widening the gap 
with respect to issuer ratings to three or more notches. As a consequence, the S&P rating for 
the UBI Banca preference shares changed from BBB+ to BBB, equivalent, as would be 
expected, to three notches below the A issuer rating.  
 
On completion of a review of the ratings of 22 Italian banks commenced on 18th May 2009, on 
1st July Moody’s announced that it was confirming its Bank Financial Strength Rating of C for 
UBI Banca (and the related Baseline Credit Assessment – BCA – of A3) with a Negative 
Outlook. The long term A1 rating with a Stable Outlook had been confirmed as unchanged on 
18th  June 2009.  
Moody’s also completed a revision  of its ratings method for hybrid instruments in 2009. Its 
rating of these instruments was linked to the “long-term debt and deposit rating”, which also 
incorporates an assessment of the probability of external support intervention, but was 
directly linked to the “Bank Financial Strength Rating” (and the related “Baseline Credit 
Assessment”) as an expression of the intrinsic soundness of the debtor.  
Consequently on 18th November 2009, 775 securities at world level were placed under 
observation for a possible downgrade. On 9th February 2010 Moody’s amended its ratings of 
hybrid instruments issued by Italian banks and changed the rating on UBI Banca preference 
shares from A3 (equivalent to the “long-term debt and deposit rating” less two notches) to 
Baa3 (the BCA less three notches)2, with a Negative Outlook.  
 
Finally, on 14th October 2009, the agency Fitch Ratings confirmed its existing ratings with a 
Stable Outlook.  
At the beginning of 2010, Fitch published a revision of its rating method for hybrid 
instruments, which involved widening the scale of the notches applied to the reference rating, 
the Issuer Default Rating. This translated into a general downgrade of 592 banking 
instruments examined at world level – officially announced in a press release of 29th January 
2010 – which was by only one notch in almost all cases. The rating for UBI Banca preference 
shares in particular therefore changed from A to A-3.  
 
In all cases, the downgrades of the hybrid instruments just described were purely technical in 
nature and had nothing to do with the assessment of the intrinsic soundness of UBI Banca.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            

1  Preference shares and long term subordinated securities or perpetuals (upper tier two) with deferrable interest payments.  
2  At the same time the rating assigned by Moody’s to the outstanding UBI Banca upper tier two issue, which matured on the following 

23rd February 2010, changed from A2 (equivalent to the long-term rating less one notch) to Baa1 (the BCA less one notch).  
3  On the date of the Press Release, the UBI Banca upper tier two issue which matured on 23rd February 2010, for which the rating was 

similarly lowered by Fitch from A to A-, was still in issue.  
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(i) The ability to repay debt maturing in less than one year.  
(A-1: best rating – D: worst rating)  

(ii) With reference to debt maturing after one year, it indicates the 
ability to pay interest and repay principal, together with any 
sensitivity to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances or 
economic conditions.  
(AAA: best rating – D: worst rating)  

 
 

 
 

 
(I) The ability to repay long-term debt (maturing after one year) in 

local currency. By using the JDA method (Joint Default Analysis), 
this rating associates the financial strength rating (BFSR – Bank 
Financial Strength Rating) with the probability of intervention if 
needed by external support (shareholders, the group to which it 
belongs or official institutions).  (Aaa: prime quality – Baa3: 
medium quality).  

(II) The ability to repay debt in local currency maturing in the short 
term (due in less than one year  
(Prime -1: highest quality – not prime: speculative grade)  

(III) This rating does not relate to the ability to repay debt but 
considers the bank’s intrinsic financial strength (by analysing 
factors such as its geographical market presence, the 
diversification of its activities, the financial basics) in the absence 
of external support (A: best rating – E: worst rating).  

 
 
 

  
 

(1)  The ability to repay debt maturing in the short term (duration of 
less than 13 months).  (F1: best rating – D: worst rating)  

(2)  The ability to meet financial commitments in the long term, 
independently of the maturity of individual bonds. This rating is 
an indicator of the probability that an issuer will default.  (AAA: 
best rating – D: worst rating)  

(3)  An assessment of a bank’s intrinsic strength (profitability, 
balance sheet strength, commercial network, ability of 
management, operational environment and outlook), on the 
assumption that the bank cannot rely on external support 
(possible intervention by a lender of last resort, support from 
shareholders, etc.).  
(A: best rating - E: worst rating)  

(4)  A rating of the possibility of concrete and timely external support 
(from the state or large institutional investors) if the bank finds 
itself in difficulty.  (1: best rating – 5: worst rating)  

(5)  This rating gives additional information, closely linked to the 
Support Rating, in that for each level of the Support Rating it 
identifies the minimum level which the Issuer Default Rating 
could reach if negative events were to occur.  

    

  STANDARD & POOR’S     

 Short-term Counterparty Credit Rating (i) A-1   

  Long-term Counterparty Credit Rating (ii)  A   

  Outlook Stable   

  RATINGS ON ISSUES    

  Senior unsecured debt A   

  Subordinated debt (Lower Tier II) A-   

  Tier III subordinated debt BBB+   

  Preference shares BBB   

 French Certificats de Dépôt Programme A-1  

    

     

 MOODY'S     

  Long-term debt and deposit rating (I) A1   

  Short-term debt and deposit rating (II) Prime-1   

  Bank Financial Strength Rating (BFSR)(III) C   

 Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA) A3  

  Outlook (deposit ratings) Stable   

 Outlook (Bank Financial Strength Rating) Negative  

  RATINGS ON ISSUES    

  Senior unsecured LT A1   

  Senior unsecured ST P-1   

  Lower Tier II subordinated  A2   

  Tier III subordinated A2   

 

Preference shares  
(former BPB-CV and Banca Lombarda) Baa3  

  Euro Commercial Paper Programme Prime-1   

 French Certificats de Dépôt Programme Prime-1  

 Covered Bond Aaa  
    

 
     

  FITCH RATINGS     

 Short-term Issuer Default Rating (1) F1   

  Long-term Issuer Default Rating (2) A+   

  Bank Individual Rating (3) B/C   

  Support Rating (4) 2   

 Support Rating Floor (5) BBB  

  Outlook for Long-term Issuer Default Rating Stable   

  RATINGS ON ISSUES   
  

  Senior unsecured debt A+   

 Lower Tier II subordinated A  

  Preference shares  A-   

 Tier III subordinated debt A-  

 Euro Commercial Paper Programme F1  

  Covered bond AAA   
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Notice of call4 

An Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of Unione di Banche Italiane S.c.p.A is convened in 
first call on Friday 23rd  April 2010 at 5.00, p.m. in the Conference Room of UBI Banca at No. 11, Piazza 
Mons. Almici, Brescia and in second call on Saturday 24th April 2010 at 9.30 a.m. in the premises of 
the Brescia Trade Fair at No. 5, Via Caprera, Brescia to discuss and resolve the following  
 
Agenda  
 

1) Proposal for the allocation and distribution of profits, after first presenting the separate and 
consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended 31st December 2009, pursuant to 
article 22, letter d) of the Corporate By-Laws.  

2) Authorisation of the Management Board concerning treasury shares.  
3) Appointment of the members of the Supervisory Board and of the Chairman and Senior Deputy 

Chairman for the financial years 2010-2011-2012, in accordance with the provisions of article 45 of 
the Corporate By-Laws and determination of their remuneration in accordance with article 22 of the 
Corporate By-Laws;  

4) Report to the shareholders on Group remuneration and incentive policies.  
Proposals for:  
- remuneration policies for members of the Management Board;  
- the medium-to-long term incentive plan based on the performance of the UBI Banca share as part 

of the remuneration policies for UBI Banca and Group employees.  
 

Those shareholders having the right to vote for which communication has been made to the Bank by the 
intermediary appointed in accordance with Art. 2370 of the Italian Civil Code and special provisions of the law, 
at least two working days prior to the date set for the first call, may participate in the shareholders’ meeting in 
accordance with the provisions of the law and the Corporate By-Laws.  
Registered shareholders may not withdraw shares for which the aforementioned communication was made 
before the meeting has taken place. The registered shareholder status must have been possessed for at least 90 
(ninety days) since inscription in the shareholders’ register in order to be able to take part, exercise voting 
rights and be elected to corporate office. A registered shareholder is entitled to be represented by issuing a 
written proxy to another registered shareholder having the right to participate in the shareholders’ meeting. 
Proxies may not be granted to members of the governing or controlling bodies or to employees of the Bank, to 
companies controlled by it, or to the members of the governing or controlling bodies or to employees of the 
latter. No registered shareholder may act as proxy for more than 3 (three) other registered shareholders. Voting 
by post is not permitted.  
The copy of the communication that intermediaries are required to make available to registered shareholders 
contains a special section for the issue of proxies.  
The election of the members of the Supervisory Board (item 3 on the agenda) shall be performed, in accordance 
with article 45 of the Corporate By-laws, by the Shareholders' Meeting on the basis of lists, which may be 
submitted by registered shareholders or by the Supervisory Board, according to the following procedures.  
The lists of candidates, signed by those presenting them, must be deposited at the registered offices of the 
Bank at least 15 (fifteen) days prior to the date set for the Shareholders’ Meeting in the first call and they must 
contain the names of at least two candidates. The signature of each Registered Shareholder presenting a list 
must be duly authenticated in accordance with the law by employees of either the Bank or its subsidiaries 
specifically authorised by the Management Board. The lists must also be accompanied by information 
concerning the identity of the registered shareholders who have presented them, with indications of the 
number of shares and therefore the total percentage of the shares held by the registered shareholders 
presenting them and by certificates which prove ownership of the shares, as well as all other information 
required by regulations including the regulatory provisions in force.  
Exhaustive information must be deposited together with each list on the personal and professional 
characteristics of the candidates as well as a declaration by the candidates themselves stating that they are in 
possession of the requirements specified by the Law and by regulatory and Corporate By-Law provisions and 
also that they accept their candidature.  
In cases where only one list has been presented within the time limit of 15 days set for the deposit of lists, or in 
any event in the cases provided for by the regulations in force, the Bank reports this immediately with a press 
release sent to at least two press agencies. In this case lists may be presented up until the fifth day following 
the date of the time limit cited. Again in this case the thresholds laid down in the subsequent paragraph are 
reduced by half.  

The election of the Members of the Supervisory Board shall take place on the basis of lists presented:  
a) directly by at least 500 (fivehundred) Registered Shareholders who have the right to participate in and vote 

in the Shareholders’ Meeting called to elect the Supervisory Board, who provide documentary evidence of 

                                                            

4 This notice of call for a General Meeting of the Shareholders was published in the Official Journal, No. 31 on 13th March 2010. 
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the right according to legislation in force, and that is by one or more registered shareholders who represent 
at least 0.50% of the share capital, calculated on the basis of the share capital existing 90 (ninety) days 
before the date set for calling the Shareholders’ Meeting;  

b) by the outgoing Supervisory Board on the basis of a proposal made by the Appointments Committee and 
with the approval of the Supervisory Board passed with the votes of at least 17 (seventeen) of its members, 
and in any case supported as reported in the preceding letter a) by at least 500 (fivehundred) Registered 
Shareholders who have the right to participate in and vote in the Shareholders’ Meeting called to elect the 
Supervisory Board, who provide documentary evidence of the right according to legislation in force, and that 
is by one or more registered shareholders who represent at least 0.50% of the share capital, calculated on 
the basis of the share capital existing 90 (ninety) days before the date set for calling the Shareholders’ 
Meeting.  

Each Registered Shareholder may participate in the presentation of one list only: if this rule is not observed, 
the Registered Shareholder’s signature is not counted as valid for any list. Each candidate may be included in 
one list only on pain of ineligibility. Lists presented that fail to observe the procedures reported above are 
considered as not presented. Each Registered Shareholder may vote for one list only.  

The election of the Supervisory Board is performed as follows:  
a)  in the case of the presentation of more than one list and without prejudice to the provisions of the following 

letter b), 22 (twentytwo) members of the Supervisory Board are taken from the list that obtains a majority of 
Registered Shareholders’ votes in the order of preference stated on it;  

b) 1 (one) member of the Supervisory Board is taken from the list with the second highest number of votes 
which is not connected within the meaning of the regulations in force with the list mentioned in letter b), 
and it is the name of the first person on that list. If that list has obtained at least 15% of the votes counted 
in the Shareholders’ Meeting, in addition to the first name indicated on that list, a further 2 (two) members 
of the Supervisory Board shall be taken from that list, and they shall be the second and third persons on 
that list. However, if that list has obtained at least 30% of the votes counted in the Shareholders’ Meeting, 
in addition to the first name indicated on that list a further 4 (four) members shall be taken from that list, 
and they shall be the second, third, fourth and fifth  persons on that list. Consequently 20 (twenty) or 18 
(eighteen) members respectively of the Supervisory Board shall be taken from the list that obtains a majority 
of Registered Shareholders’ votes in the order of preference stated on it;  

c) if the minority list mentioned in letter b) should contain the names of only 2 (two) candidates, the third and 
if necessary the fourth and fifth members of the board, where at least 30% of the votes are obtained, shall 
be taken from the majority list consisting of the persons not already elected on that list in order of 
preference stated on it.  

If only one list is validly proposed, then all 23 members of the Supervisory Board shall be taken from that list, 
if it obtains the majority required for an ordinary shareholders’ meeting. The Shareholders’ Meeting shall 
proceed by a relative majority vote to appoint those members of the Supervisory Board, who for any reason 
whatsoever could not be elected by means of the procedures already mentioned or if no list at all is presented; 
in the event of a tied vote, the candidate more senior by age is elected. If two or more lists obtain an equal 
number of votes, those lists must be voted on again until they no longer receive an equal number of votes. The 
positions of Chairman and Senior Deputy Chairman of the Board are reserved to the first and second members 
respectively on the list that obtains a majority of votes, or on the only list presented or to the members 
appointed as such by the General Meeting if no list is presented at all.  
Furthermore, in accordance with article 44 of the Corporate By-Laws, “the Members of the Supervisory Board 
must be in possession of the requirements of integrity, professionalism and independence prescribed by 
regulations currently in force. At least 15 (fifteen) of the members of the Supervisory Board must be in 
possession of the requirements of professionalism required by the legislation currently in force for persons who 
perform functions as directors of banks. In particular, at least 3 (three) members of the Supervisory Board 
must be chosen from among persons enrolled in the Registro dei Revisori Contabili (register of auditors) who 
have practiced as legal certifiers of accounts for a period of not less than three years.  
While mandatory provisions of the law, of the Supervisory Authority or regulations must be complied with, 
persons already holding offices of full statutory auditor or members of other supervisory bodies in more than 
five listed companies and/or their parent companies or subsidiaries cannot hold office as a member of the 
Supervisory Board. The lists of candidates, signed by those presenting them, must be deposited, in accordance 
with the procedures mentioned above, by 5.00 p.m. of Thursday 8th April 2010 at the very latest, at the 
Registered Shareholders’ Service of Banca di Bergamo at 8, Piazza Vittorio Veneto.  
In relation to the provisions of paragraph six of article 45 of the Corporate By-Laws, the share capital 
outstanding  as at 23rd January 2010 amounted to 1.597.864.755,00 euro divided into 639.145.902 shares of 
2,50 euro each.  
Those who intend to present a list of candidates for the Supervisory Board may contact the Shareholders’ 
Service of the Bank (Tel. 035 392155).  
The documentation required by the regulations in force concerning the items on the agenda shall be made 
available to the public within the time limits and according to the procedures prescribed by the legislation and 
rules in force. Registered Shareholders may view and obtain copies of the aforementioned documentation in 
accordance with the law by applying in advance to the Registered Shareholders’ Service.  

Bergamo, 9th March 2010  
 
  The Chairman of the Management Board  

  
 Emilio Zanetti
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The macroeconomic scenario  

The most critical phase of the financial crisis, reached in September 2008 with the collapse of 
Lehman Brothers, more or less came to an end in the first quarter of 2009. The improvement 
in economic prospects and the abundant liquidity injected into the system by central banks 
had the effect of generating a generalised recovery in the prices of financial instruments. Less 
aversion to risk and low interest rates in major economies encouraged investment flows into 
currencies and businesses where high returns were expected, while risk premiums on 
corporate bonds fell further and interbank markets almost returned to normal.  
In the credit sector, major international banks continued to strengthen their capital structure 
through recapitalisation operations mostly on the market, while credit default swap premiums, 
which in October 2009 had already returned to levels observed on the eve of the Lehman 
Brothers collapse, reduced further in the last quarter of the year, but still remained well above 
the levels recorded in the first half of 2007.  
 
The world economy nevertheless continues to be affected by the high degree of uncertainty 
over the transitory nature of the main factors which have driven it until now and over the 
dampening effect of various factors: excess production capacity, the high levels of 
unemployment and public debt and the decreased propensity to consume by households.  
 
On the monetary front, given the fragility of the recovery in progress, the main central banks 
have announced a gradual reduction in the non traditional measures adopted since the 
explosion of the financial crisis
1, but continuing, however, to guarantee the necessary degree of liquidity by temporarily 
holding reference interest rates at levels close to zero in many cases2.  
 
A debate commenced in 2009 on the reforms to be undertaken to avoid a future repetition of 
the crisis. In detail:  
• in Europe, after the publication in May of a proposal to reform the supervision of the 

financial system, in September the European Commission presented a draft bill of the 
legislation that should make the new architecture operational. The project involves the 
creation of a  European board to perform general prudential supervision (European 
Systemic Risk Board) 3 , while the supervision of individual institutions will be the 
responsibility of the European System of Financial Supervisors, consisting of national 
supervisory agencies and of three new authorities which will supervise banks, insurance 
companies and financial markets respectively4;  

• on the other side of the Atlantic, the United States government announced a reform plan in 
June to regulate and supervise the financial system. The chamber approved  a bill in 

                                                            

1  In a meeting of 16th December 2009 the Federal Reserve, while reaffirming its intention to maintain a strong expansionary policy for 
a prolonged period of time, declared that it no longer considered that it was necessary to renew, when they mature, most of the 
measures introduced during the crisis to inject liquidity into markets and the lines of swaps agreed with other major central banks.  
In a meeting at the beginning of December the ECB, while confirming its commitment to provide the banking sector in the euro area 
with the liquidity it needs, also made decisions designed to commence a gradual removal of the refinancing transactions of an 
exceptional nature, no longer considered indispensible. Amongst other things the council stated that the principal refinancing 
transactions will continue to be performed by means of fixed rate auctions with full grant of the amounts requested until at least the 
middle of April 2010. At the end of March 2010 the last transaction will be performed with a duration of six months. On the other 
hand, the last twelve month auction was held in December where the rate was set at the average of the minimum rates offered which 
will be applied to principal refinancing auctions during the course of the transaction. The purchase of covered bonds issued in the 
area also continued for a total of approximately 28 billion euro of the total of 60 billion euro provided for until July 2010 as part of 
the programme approved in June by the Governing Council.  
After communicating its intention at the end of October not to extend any of the measures adopted to create liquidity in an 
extraordinary meeting held at the beginning of December, in order to encourage a fall in long term interest rates, the Bank of Japan 
announced that it would inject new liquidity onto the market amounting to 10 thousand billion yen by issuing guaranteed three 
month loans at a rate of 0,1%.  

2  Only Australia, Israel and Norway increased their reference interest rates in the last quarter of 2009. While confirming its reference 
rate at very low levels in February 2010, the FED took note of the continuous improvements in conditions on financial markets and 
raised the official discount rate by 25 b.p. from 0,50% to 0,75%.  

3  The board will have a mandate to oversee and identify risks to the financial system as a whole and to report to the finance ministries 
and other leaders of EU countries.  

4  The three authorities will have the task of proposing new technical standards for prudential rules, to resolve cases of disagreement 
between national supervisory bodies, to guarantee the application of EU rules and to play a co-ordinating role in situations of 
emergency. 
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December while an alternative bill is still being debated in the Senate: the bill provides for 
the creation of a financial stability council consisting of regulatory authorities, including 
the FED, which will be responsible for identifying and regulating institutions which are 
considered  of systemic importance. The alternative bill, on the other hand, would greatly 
limit the FED’s supervisory and regulatory powers;  

• in December the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (CBSB) published two 
consultation documents, containing proposals to strengthen the capital and liquidity 
requirement of banks which operate internationally. The new measures, together with the 
modifications presented in July 2009 to the Basel II Accord5, should help overcome deficits 
in the regulation, supervision and management of risks in the banking sector highlighted 
by the financial crisis.  

 
 
 
The macroeconomic background  

According to the International 
Monetary Fund, world GDP fell 
slightly in 2009 by 0,8% (compared to 
+3% in 2008), the result of a gradual 
acceleration in the recovery in the 
second half of the year, although at 
different rates in different countries: 
more moderate in developed 
countries and faster for emerging 
economies, especially those in Asia. 
The recovery, which was also seen in 
international trade, benefited from 
strongly expansionary policies and 
drew new strength from the expected 
slowdown in some countries of the 
reduction in inventories, and also 
from the improved conditions on 

financial markets, although it was nevertheless accompanied by a generalised increase in 
unemployment and public debt.  
After reaching negative levels in the summer, inflation became positive again in the months 
that followed, affected on the one hand by the ending of the baseline effect related to the fall in 
energy prices that occurred in the second half of 2008 and, on the other hand, by a rise in raw 
materials prices.  
As shown in graph No. 1, after falling 
below 40 dollars per barrel in 
February 2009, the price of Brent oil 
rapidly rose again to level-off in the 
last quarter at between 70 and 80 
dollars. Brent ended the year at 
77,93 dollars (+70,9% over twelve 
months), remaining more or less at 
these levels even in the first few 
weeks of 2010, amid growing doubts 
over the size of the economic 
recovery in progress.  
 
In the second half of the year the 
United States economy came out of 

                                                            

5  On 13th July 2009, the BCBS published three documents containing measures designed to strengthen capital requirements on the 
banking book and resecuritisations and a series of recommendations on risk management and disclosure practices for 
securitisation, trading and off-balance sheet exposures in particular.  
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recession, but fears remained over the durability of the recovery. In the fourth quarter GDP 
increased by 5,9% annualised (+2,2% in the third quarter,) driven more by the build up of 
inventories again than by any real increase in consumption, which reduced its contribution to 
GDP compared to the summer. Fixed investments recorded an increase, although weak, after 
nine negative quarters and the residential housing component continued to perform weakly, 
while the balance of trade improved.  
Generally average annual GDP for the United States fell by 2,4%, the largest fall since 1946. 
On the currency front, graph No. 2 shows that while the currency initially strengthened 
against the euro, this was followed by weaker performance down to 1,51 dollars per euro, with 
a subsequent recovery which accelerated in the first few weeks of 2010. At the end of 
December the USA currency stood at 1,4316 dollars per euro (+2,4% compared to 1,3978 
dollars at the end of 2008).  
On the labour market, the unemployment rate rose progressively from 7,4% in December 2008 
to 10,1% in October, the highest level since June 1983, and it then remained at 10% in 
November and December. The first signs of improvement were recorded in 2010 (9,7% in 
January).  
Inflation – negative between March and October reaching a low in July (-2,1%) – rose rapidly in 
the last two months of the year to 2,7% in December (-0,4% the average annual rate compared 
to +3,8% in  2008). Core inflation (net of foodstuffs and energy products), on the other hand, 
remained practically unchanged (1,8% in December, the same as twelve months before).  
As concerns the “twin deficits”, the federal deficit more than doubled to 1.471,2 billion dollars 
from 680,5 billion euro in 2008, affected by numerous measures to support the economy and 
to combat the crisis undertaken by the  Obama administration. On the other hand – despite 
the growth in imports in the last few months of the year – the negative balance of trade was 
almost halved from 695,9 to 380,7 billion dollars, benefiting to a large degree from the 
reduction in indebtedness to OPEC countries (-115,8 billion euro).  
 
Despite the threat from China, Japan succeeded again in 2009 in remaining the second 
largest economy in the world, thanks to the last quarter results for GDP, which recorded an 
increase of 1,1% compared to the previous period, driven primarily by exports – especially to 
the euro area, the United States and emerging Asian countries. It also benefited from a 
positive contribution from domestic demand for the first time since the beginning of 2008.  
Expansion was recorded in industrial production (+1,9% on a quarterly basis in December, the 
tenth consecutive rise and  +5,1% on an annual basis after the sharp falls in previous months) 
and in exports encouraged by the depreciation of the yen against both the dollar (2,5%) and 
the euro (5,1%). Nevertheless the Japanese currency has been strengthening against major 
world currencies in the first few months of 2010, which would prejudice the consolidation of 
the recovery if it were to continue in the medium term.  
On the labour market, after a peak in July (5,7%), the unemployment rate fell back to 5,1% in 
December (4,1% on average in 2008).  
In December the Tankan report recorded a further improvement compared to September in the 
confidence climate for businesses, although lower than expected for large companies.  
The deflationary trend for prices in progress since February 2009 continued until the end of 
the year (-1,7% in December), although lessening compared to the low recorded in October (-
2,5%), (+1,4% the average change in prices in 2008).  
 
With an average annual growth rate of 8,7%, that is accelerating progressively (+10,7% in the 
fourth quarter), China is now close to becoming the second largest economy in the world. 
Activity was driven mainly by fixed investments (+30,1% over twelve months) and by retail 
consumption (+15,5%). Industrial production grew annually on average by 11% (+12,9% in 
2008) with a strong recovery in the last quarter (+18% year-on-year). The balance of trade 
surplus fell by 196,1 billion dollars  (-33,6% compared to 295,5 billion euro in 2008), affected 
by a fall in exports (-16%) that was greater than that for imports (-11,2%), while currency 
reserves nevertheless rose to 2.400 billion dollars (+23,3%) including a significant proportion 
(900 billion euro approx.) invested in United States government securities.  
The yuan, again pegged to the dollar, depreciated slightly against the euro (2,4%), while 
inflation, negative on average annually (-0,7%), became positive again in the last two months 
of the year (+1,9% in December).  
In order to reduce risks of too much speculation in the property sector and to limit exposure to 
that sector on bank balance sheets, the Chinese authorities abolished a series of recently 
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introduced tax concessions. Also, in order to halt growth in lending, the People’s Bank of 
China raised the ratio for the compulsory reserve requirements of banks by 50 basis points in 
January and February of 2010 respectively to now stand at 16,5% and it intensified the 
drainage of liquidity from markets through open market transactions.  
 
The major emerging economies also saw recoveries in the last few months of the year.  
The improvement in the economic situation went beyond expectations in India (+7,9% year-
on-year growth in GDP in the third quarter after +6,1% in the previous three months), the 
result of expansionary monetary and tax conditions which drove private sector demand and 
investments. Industrial activity and the services sector benefited from this in particular, while 
the recovery in world trade favoured exports which started to grow again in November after 
thirteen consecutive months of negative growth. Inflation accelerated at the same time (7,3% 
in December), fuelled by food prices.  
After three interventions in January, March and April, in which the Indian central bank had 
reduced the “repurchase rate” from 6,50% to 4,75%, monetary policy remained expansionary 
with no further intervention on the reference rate.  
Assisted by the improvement in the world business cycle and the rise in oil and raw materials 
prices the Russian economy seems to have passed its low point. The most recent estimates 
for 2009, nevertheless record a large contraction in GDP of 7,9%.  The hardest hit sectors were 
construction (-16,4%), tourism (-15,4%) and manufacturing  (-13,9%). Prospects in the short 
term remain dependent on overcoming a series of structural difficulties: weak consumption 
due to low income levels, difficulties in the banking sector in disbursing loans, the strong 
dependence on foreign manufacturing, inflation risks (10,7% in September) connected with 
large injections of liquidity into the system and the high public deficit. The Russian central 
bank lowered the reference rate on as many as ten occasions during the year from 13% to a 
record low of 8,75%.  

 
 
In Europe, as opposed to the United States, the economic recovery still seems uncertain: in 
the fourth quarter the quarterly increase in GDP was only 0,1% (+0,4% over the summer 
months after five consecutive falls) affected by the very poor result for the German economy, 
which stagnated after two quarters of growth, and those of the other major countries with the 
exception of France (+0,6%). On average, GDP generally fell over the year by 4%.  
Support for the economy came mainly from exports, favoured by the gradual improvement in 
the world business cycle, while domestic demand remained weak both in terms of investment 
and consumption, partly due to the removal of tax incentives in a number of countries.  
Industrial production is finding it difficult to really take-off again, as shown by the negative 
monthly change in December (-1,7%), after +1,4% in November. The annual trend (-5%) was 
also still negative, although better than in previous months.  
One of the main concerns, shared by the major economies, regards the progressive increase in 
the unemployment rate, which rose to 10% in December (with a peak of 19,5% in Spain) from 
8,2% at the end of 2008.  
After five months of negative changes in prices with a low recorded in July (-0,7%), the 
consumer price index became positive again in Europe too in the last two months of the year, 
with +0,9% recorded in December and +1% in January 2010 (+0,3% the 2009 average). Net of 
foodstuffs and energy products, along with alcohol and tobacco products, the index fell in the 

Actual and forecast figures
(percentages)

2008 2009 2010(1) 2008 2009 2010(1) 2008 2009 2010(1) 2008 2009 2010(1) Dec-08 Dec-09
UNITED STATES 0,4 -2,4 1,6 3,8 -0,4 3,0 5,8 9,3 10,2 5,9 10,3 10,4 0-0,25 0-0,25
JAPAN -0,7 -5,0 1,0 1,4 -1,4 -0,3 4,1 5,2 5,3 2,7 5,7 6,5 0,10 0,10
EURO AREA 0,6 -4,0 1,0 3,3 0,3 1,4 7,6 9,4 10,5 2,0 6,5 7,0 2,50 1,00
ITALY -1,3 -5,0 0,8 3,5 0,8 1,5 6,7 7,7 9,0 2,7 5,3 5,9 - -
GERMANY 1,3 -5,0 1,5 2,8 0,2 1,4 7,3 7,5 8,3 0,0 3,6 4,9 - -
FRANCE 0,4 -2,2 1,3 3,2 0,1 1,4 7,9 9,5 10,3 3,4 8,5 8,2 - -
SPAIN 0,9 -3,7 -0,4 4,1 -0,3 0,9 11,4 18,2 20,0 4,1 11,1 10,4 - -
UNITED KINGDOM 0,5 -5,0 0,8 3,6 2,2 1,6 5,7 7,6 8,3 5,5 12,2 12,4 2,00 0,50
CHINA 9,6 8,7 8,6 5,9 -0,7 2,7 4,2 4,3 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 5,31 5,31
INDIA 7,4 6,5 6,0 8,4 3,6 5,9 9,1 10,7 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 6,50 4,75 

(1) Forecasts source: Prometeia and official statistics

GROSS DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT

CONSUMER PRICES 
(average annual rate)

UNEMPLOYMENT
(average annual rate)

Public Sector Deficit (% of 
GDP) REFERENCE 

INTEREST RATES
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first half and then remained practically unchanged from the summer onwards (+1,1% in 
December compared to +1,8% at the end of 2008).  
In consideration of the difficult economic situation, the ECB continued to support the 
economy in the first few months of 2009, cutting the principal refinancing rate four times (50 
bp in January and March and 25 bp in April and May), which consequently fell from 2,50% at 
the end of 2008 to a record low of 1%. If the prospects for improvement in the economy should 
consolidate, then monetary policy could change in the last quarter of 2010, although not in 
step with expectations for the USA, where the starting rates are lower and the expectations of 
a recovery greater.  
As a consequence of the substantial intervention performed to launch growth again in Europe, 
national public deficits have also worsened in Europe. The situation is particularly critical in 
Spain, Ireland and Greece which had ratios of public deficit to GDP in 2009 estimated at well 
over 10%. Despite greater tolerance with countries going slightly and temporarily over the limit 
of 3% of GDP, in 2009 the EU started excess deficit procedures against almost all the 
countries in the euro area6. In consideration of the alarming state of Greek public finances, in 
the first few weeks of 2010, the countries belonging to the singular European currency 
declared that they were willing to take decisive and co-ordinated action to guarantee financial 
stability in the area if it should be necessary. Greece was asked to take determined action to 
reduce its public deficit as monitored by the European Commission and the ECB.  
 
Exit from recession still seems to be a long way off for Italy. The improvement in the economic 
situation for GDP over the summer months (+0,5%, after five consecutive quarterly reductions) 
was followed by a fall between October and December (-0,3%), due mainly to the insecure 
context in the industrial sector.  
The average annual fall in GDP was 5,1% (-1,3% the revised figure for 2008), which was the 
aggregate result of a generalised fall in both domestic consumer and investment demand and 
net foreign demand.  
After extremely negative performance in the first few months of the year, industrial production 
(seasonally adjusted) has not yet established a continuous path to recovery, ending the year 
with a reduction in output (-0,7% compared to November). Compared to December 2008, the 
index (adjusted for the number of working days) still recorded a decrease (-5,6%), although 
improving progressively. In terms of sectors, only the “chemical” (+7,8%), “extraction” (+5,6%), 
“foodstuffs” (+3,6%) and “pharmaceuticals” (+3,2%) sectors recorded positive performance over 
twelve months.  
The most recent monthly figures show a further increase in the unemployment rate in 
December, up to 8,5% (more than two million people) from 7% twelve months before (an 
average of 6,7% in 2008)7. The difficulties on the labour market were partially contained by 
greater use of state income benefits. After reaching a peak in February, the monthly trend for 
requests for income benefits for laid-off workers started to ease off, with temporary reversals of 
the trend during the year, which then levelled off towards year-end. The total authorised 
income benefits in 2009 for laid-off workers in terms of numbers of hours not worked 
increased by 311,4% compared to 2008, an all-time record since 1970 when data first started 
to be recorded.  
As concerns prices, although in line with European trends, inflation in Italy remained 
constantly at higher levels, with a sole modest reduction in July (-0,1%). The recovery in the 
last two months of the year brought the harmonised consumer price index up to 1,1% in 
December (0,9% for Europe).  
Average annual inflation was 0,8% (3,5% in 2008) compared to 0,3% for Europe.  
The balance of trade deficit fell appreciably to 4,1 billion euro from 11,5 billion euro in 2008 (-
64,2%), benefiting from a lower deficit in the energy sector (-18,1 billion euro) and a return to 
a positive balance for intermediate goods, which more than compensated for the reduction in 
the surplus for consumer and capital goods. Trends for imports (-22%) and exports (-20,7%) 
reflected weak international trade during most of the year.  
Finally, with regard to public finances, the preliminary estimates drawn up by the Italian office 
for national statistics (ISTAT) again give a ratio of the net indebtedness of public 

                                                            

6  Against France, Ireland, Greece and Spain on 27th April 2009, against Malta on 7th July and against Austria, Belgium, Germany, 
Italy, Holland, Portugal, Slovenia and Slovakia on 2nd December.  

7  During the autumn the Italian office for national statistics (ISTAT) also started to publish monthly data on employment and 
unemployment to fill the information gap between Italy and other major countries.  
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administrations to GDP and that of public debt to GDP for 2009, which rose substantially to 
5,3% (2,7% in 2008) and 115,8% (105,7%) respectively, affected mainly by the decrease in 
economic activity.  
The Council of the European Union therefore started an excess deficit procedure against Italy 
too asking it to bring its deficit down below the 3% of GDP limit by 2012.  
 
 
 
  

Financial markets  

A marked increase in the slope of the yield curve at 
nominal amounts was observed in 2009 both in 
Europe and the United States, reflecting expectations 
of an increase in interest rates from the current low 
levels.  

This was also accompanied for maturities of less than 
two years by a downwards shift in the curve, which 
was greater for European rates during the first half in 
relation to the interventions on official rates performed 
by the ECB.   

The shift in the longer part of the curve, however, was 
upwards and greater for the USA, due to the outlook of 
a recovery in output and also as a reaction to the 
progressive normalisation of markets. This relaxed the 
aversion to risk by international investors partly on the 
basis of expectations of higher yields both in 
consideration of the strong increase in the supply of 
public securities and also of the forecast of a possible 
recovery of inflation in the medium-to-long term.  
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The changes described therefore led to a broadening of the difference between rates for short 
term and long term maturities in both areas. After a start to the year characterised by heavy 
losses, the equity markets of the major industrialised economies reached a low on 9th March 
2009, followed by a rapid and substantial rise and a subsequent stabilisation of prices in the 
last quarter, mainly attributable to doubts over the real solidity of the recovery and also over 
the expected decrease in the current year profits of listed companies. In the last part of the 

year the banking 
sector was among 
those most penalised 
nternationally, by the 
effect of uncertainties 
over medium-to-long 
term profitability. 

At the end of 2009, 
market indices 
recorded rises of 
approximately 20% 
over twelve months 
(but between 50% and 
70%, compared to the 
lows reached in 
March), although 

insufficient to return to the levels recorded before the start of the subprime crisis (August 
2007).  
The recovery in equity prices was greatest on the principal emerging economies: the MSCI 
Emerging Market equity index recorded an improvement of 74,5% in December.  
 
The year 2010 began positively, but in the weeks that followed, fears of a high level of public 
debt for some European countries8 fuelled widespread falls in prices.  
 

 
 
The performance of the principal stock market indices, expressed in local currency, on some of 
the most important exchanges in 2009, was as follows: +43,9% the Nasdaq Composite of New 
York; +23,8% the Xetra Dax of Frankfurt; +23,5% the S&P 500 of New York; +22,3% the Cac 
40 of Paris; +22,1% the FTSE 100 of London; +20,3% the Nikkei 225 of Tokyo; +19,2% the 

                                                            

8  Greece, Ireland, Spain and Portugal.  
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FTSE Italy All-Share of Milan; +18,8% the DJ Industrial of New York; +6,6% the Topix of 
Tokyo.  
 
The markets managed by Borsa Italiana recorded a general recovery on an annual basis: the 
main indices increased by approximately 20 percentage points with rises of more than 70% 
compared to the lows reached in March.  
It will be recalled that the Milan stock exchange indices migrated onto the new FTSE Italia9 
indices on 1st June 2009.  
The particularly high volatility seen in the second and third quarters gradually started to 
weaken towards the end of October to record a fall of 19 percentage points at the end of 
December from 30,1% to 11,1%, for the FTSE Italia Mib storico index.  
Both the number of contracts (63,9 million, -7,8%) and the total value of the shares traded 
(673 billion euro, -34,6%) fell significantly compared to 2008. The volume of average daily 
trades in shares also fell (252 thousand contracts), with an even greater decrease in terms of 
the value (2,6 billion euro).  
The markets managed by Borsa Italiana, nevertheless established some new records in 2009 
for trading in ETFs (Exchange Traded Fund) and in ETCs (Exchange Traded Commodities), 
with a value of 54,5 billion euro and 2,5 million contracts and for trading on the MOT (screen 
based bond market) (228,9 billion euro and 3,5 million contracts). Records were also set for 
trading in equity derivatives on the Idem market with average daily standard contracts of 168 
thousand and with European leadership achieved both for number of contracts traded on 
screen-based markets and for trades on the MOT.  
At the end of the year listed companies on Borsa Italiana markets numbered 332, four less 
than twelve months before. The eight new admissions only partially offset the twelve 
companies that delisted. The total market capitalisation of listed companies at the end of the 
year had risen to 457 billion euro (30,1% of GDP) from 375 billion euro at the end of 2008 
(23,9% of GDP) 10.  
As a consequence of the reduction in trading accompanied by increased capitalisation, the 
turnover velocity11 of shares traded practically halved to 147% from 275% in 2008.  
 
Assets under management also benefited from the general improvement on financial 
markets, bringing a halt to the large falls in business in progress since 2006. The reversal of 
the trend for the mutual funds sector began in the second half, with a partial recovery of the 
disinvestments made since the beginning of the year.  
The open mutual investment fund industry ended 2009 with net inflows which were again 
negative, if only by 0,7 billion euro (-143,7 billion euro in 2008), the result of different 
performances by Italian registered funds (-12,9 billion) – which continued to be penalised by a 
more unfavourable tax treatment – and by foreign registered funds (+12,2 billion euro) which 
now account for more than 50% in terms of asset value. Assogestioni (national association of 
asset management companies) figures12 show that the contraction mainly affected hedge funds 
(-5,5 billion euro) and to a lesser extent monetary funds (-0,9 billion euro) and balanced funds 
(-0,7 billion euro), while the renewed liveliness on financial markets helped support flexible 
funds (+0,6 billion euro) and above all equity funds (+3,4 billion euro) and bond funds (+2,4 
billion euro).  
The appreciation of share prices compared to the lows reached in March brought total assets 
up to 435,3 billion euro (+8,1% compared to 402,7 billion euro at the end of 2008) with a 
change of composition into equity funds (up from 17% to 21,2%) and to a lesser extent into 
flexible funds (from 13% to 13,1%), against a reduction in the proportion of monetary funds 

                                                            

9  The Ftse/Mib index maintained continuity with the previous S&P/Mib index, as did the Ftse Italia Mib Storico (the former Mib 
Storico index) and the Ftse Italia Star index (the former All Stars index). The Mibtel and Midex indices on the other hand were 
replaced by the Ftse Italia All Share index (with a total basket of 250 securities instead of 275) and by the Ftse Italia Mid Cap index 
(with a basket of 60 instead of 30 equities) respectively. The Mib sector indices were replaced by new sector indices constructed 
using the international ICB (Industry Classification Benchmark) method, while two new indices were introduced: the Ftse Italia 
Small Cap and the Ftse Italia Micro Cap indices. The adoption of the new indices is a result of the entrance to the Milan stock 
exchange of the London Stock Exchange Group. The performance of the indices is measured by indicators constructed by the Ftse 
Group (Financial Times Stock Exchange), recognised throughout the world and used by international investors. They give a 
structured and full representation of market sectors.  

10 The value for GDP at current prices is used for the calculation of the stock market capitalisation to GDP ratio.  
11 An indicator which, as the ratio of the value of the shares traded electronically to the capitalisation, gives a measure of the turnover 
of the shares traded .  
12 “New map of assets under management (collective instruments and customer portfolio management)” relating to the 4th quarter of 
2009.  
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(from 21,3% to 20%), hedge funds (from 5,3% to 3,7%), balanced funds (from 4,4% to 3,9%) 
and bond funds (from 39% to 38,1%).  
 
The banking system  

The Italian banking sector received constantly strong funding from customers during the year, 
although slowing compared to 2008, while lending business, which reached a low in October, 
progressively slowed and the quality of credit deteriorated at the same time.  
 
On the basis of Bank of Italy13 data, direct funding (deposits of residents and bonds) at the end 
of December had increased year-on-year by 9,3% (+12,4% in December 2008) again driven, 
although not so strongly, by bonds (+11,2%), against basically stable growth by other forms of 
funding (+8%),  
 
As concerns lending, on the other hand, the annual trend for loans to private sector residents 
slowed to reach a low in October (+0,1%) and then recover to +1,7% in December (+4,9% at the 
end of 2008).  
Loans to households and non financial companies increased as a whole by 0,5%, with growth 
for loans that was still positive for longer maturities (+4%), against a reduction in progress 
since July for loans with shorter terms (-7,5%).  
As concerns the type of borrower, those same figures record a fall for businesses (-2,3% 
compared to +6,7% at the end of 2008) compared to a recovery for households (+5,9% 
compared to +0,9% in December 2008), driven primarily by loans for home purchases (+6,1%), 
but also by renewed liveliness for the various forms of consumer credit lending (+5%).  
 
From the viewpoint of risk, non performing loans to the private sector before write-downs, 
increased annually by 42,9% (+48,1% those to businesses and +34,4% those to households) 
and by 20,7% since the end of June (+22,4% for businesses and +17,9% for households). The 
combined effect of those trends and the modest growth in lending determined an increase of 
more than one percentage point from 2,70% in December 2008 to 3,80% in the ratio of gross 
non performing private sector loans to private sector loans14.  
Net non performing loans, on the other hand, increased annually by 66% and by 36,2% since 
June. The ratio of net non performing loans to total lending therefore stood at 2,02% (1,24% at 
the end of 2008), while the ratio of net non performing loans to capital and reserves increased 
to 12,23% (7,84% at the end of 2008).  
 
As a result of the various trends affecting banking business with customers, securities issued 
by residents in Italy held in the portfolios of Italian banks had increased year-on-year by 
29,5%, attributable mainly to the “other certificates” component (+26,4%), and more 
specifically to banking bonds (which accounted for 72,3%), and to a residual extent to both 
medium-to-long term (CCT and BTP, +26,6%) and shorter term (BOT and CTZ, +94,6%), 
government securities, the latter having almost doubled. Consequently the ratio of securities to 
private sector loans rose to 28,3% (22,2% at the end of 2008).  
 
The downward trend for the average interest rate on bank funding from customers15 (which 
includes the yield on deposits, bonds and repurchase agreements in euro for households and 
non financial companies), in progress for fourteen months, continued down to 1,5% (3% at the 
end of 2008), while the average weighted interest rate on loans to households and non financial 
companies progressively fell, in line with conditions on the interbank market, to 3,76% (6,09% 
at the end of 2008), the lowest level ever reached.  
 
From a regulatory viewpoint the outlook for international regulations on capital requirements 
is destined to highlight specific problems for the Italian banking sector, which has already 
taken action to strengthen capital in order not to prejudice its ability to support the economy 
in the recovery phase that is expected.  
                                                            

13 Bank of Italy, supplement to the statistics bulletin “Moneta e Banche”, February 2010.  
14 Both non performing loans and loans to public administrations are excluded from the calculation.  
15 Source: Italian Banking Association, Monthly Outlook, February 2010.  
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Moreover Italian banks are subject to more severe tax regulations from many viewpoints in an 
international comparison16.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            

16   Again from the viewpoint of legislation, on 10th March 2010, Legislative Decree No. 21/2010 came into force, to implement EU Directive No. 2007/44 
concerning disclosures to markets in cases of the acquisition of qualifying holdings in banks, insurance companies and investment companies. On the basis of 
the new measure, article 19 of the Consolidated Banking Act has been partially reformulated where it set a threshold of 5% of the voting rights above which 
authorisation was required from the Bank of Italy. In detail:  

− acquisition transactions which by any means whatsoever attribute at least 10% of the voting rights or the capital, with account taken of shares or quotas 
already held, or which permit the exercise of control or significant influence over the bank must be subjected to prior authorisation by the central bank;  

− further authorisation thresholds are also  implemented (20%, 30% and 50%) where there are changes  in holdings specified by the directive and above 
which prior intervention by the central bank is triggered, which will be bound, however, by the criteria set by the EU in terms of the financial quality of 
the potential purchaser and the financial solidity of the project.  
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Significant events that occurred during the 
year  

The completion of the 2007-2010 Integration Business Plan  
 
 
At the end of 2009, 98% of the projects originally identified in the 2007-2010 Business plan 
had been completed.  
However, it must be considered that because many objectives had been reached ahead of 
schedule, new projects had already been added to the original projects as early as the second 
half of 2008. They were designed both to broaden the scope of the integration activities and to 
improve some corporate processes.  
 
Following the basic completion of the plan, on the 15th September 2009 the Parent, UBI 
Banca, changed its organisational structure, thereby marking the passage from an 
establishment and integration phase to an evolved stage designed to  strengthen the 
positioning of the Group in terms of quality and soundness1.  
 
In terms of further integration, the merger was completed in 2009 of UBI CentroSystem Spa 
(the company which provides IT services for product companies which do not operate on the 
target system), into UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA (the consortium company which provides 
services to Group banks and companies).  
The transaction, which became effective on 1st July 2009, has led to improvements in the 
management of operating and IT activities at Group level. At the same time UBI.S broadened 
its shareholder base to include the new consortium members, formerly customers of UBI 
CentroSystem (B@nca 24-7, UBI Pramerica SGR, UBI Assicurazioni, UBI Insurance Broker, 
UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments and SILF).  
UBI.S also broadened the range of the services it provides, again with effect from 1st July, 
extending it to include some services formerly provided by the Parent, such as invoice 
processing and personnel administration services.  
 
 
Details of developments in the banc assurance sector on the other hand are given below.  
 
 NON LIFE INSURANCE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP 

Announced on 17th September, the joint venture with  Fortis and BNP Paribas 
Assurance was concluded on 29th December 2009 with the sale by the UBI Banca Group of 
50%+1 share of UBI Assicurazioni to a newly formed company (F&B Insurance Holdings2) 
and the signing of a long term contract for distribution through the branches of the UBI 
Banca Group.  
The new partnership will enable the Group: to expand and diversify its current product 
range in the non life sector through the distribution of high value added products, further 
broadening its commercial range into segments outside auto insurance; to benefit from the 
business expertise of its partners in terms of product innovation; and to maximise the 
potential offered by bundling banking products with credit protection and non-life 
insurance products.  
The cash outlay for the transaction was 120 million euro, with a further amount to be paid 
in instalments (by means of an earn-out mechanism linked to the achievement of 
determined volumes of premiums) with a present value of 40 million euro, to give a total 
value for UBI Assicurazioni of approximately 320 million euro.  

                                                            

1  The new organisation chart is presented in the management report of UBI Banca, contained in another section of this publication.  
2  Company registered in Belgium in which Fortis holds 50% + 1 share and BNP Paribas Assurance holds 50% - 1 share.  
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The transaction generated a gain for the UBI Banca Group, before tax but net of goodwill 
and ancillary expenses, of approximately 45,8 million euro and a positive impact of 
approximately 10 basis points on the core tier one ratio.  

 

 REORGANISATION OF THE EQUITY INVESTMENTS HELD BY AVIVA IN THE NETWORK BANKS  

As part of the life banc assurance agreements signed in 2004 by the former  BPU Banca 
with our partner Aviva, on 29th December 2009 UBI Banca concluded the following sales 
and purchases:  
- the purchase of 4,75% of BPCI for consideration of 81,9 million euro;  
- the purchase of 7% of Banca Carime at a price of 111,2 million euro;  
- sale of 6,49% of BPA for consideration of 111,2 million euro.  
Consequently at the end of year our insurance partner held the following interests in the 
share capital of the network banks: BPCI 11,89%, Carime 7,15% and BPA 6,49%.  
This reorganisation left the existing commercial agreements unchanged.  
The overall effects of the operation were as follows:  
- the recognition in 2009 of 32,4 million euro (net of a consolidation adjustment) as the 

gross gain on the sale of the interest held in BPA;  
- a negative impact on the consolidated core tier one ratio of approximately ten basis 

points (due to the goodwill generated and  the reduction of minority interests), as a 
result of the repurchase of 4,75% of BPCI and the redistribution of Aviva’s holdings in 
BPA and Banca Carime.  

 
Streamlining of corporate structure as part of asset management was also planned during 
the year, to be implemented in 2010 as follows:  
▪ the merger of Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR and UBI Pramerica Alternative 

Investments SGR into UBI Pramerica SGR, with the implementation of a new organisational 
structure for the management of single strategy hedge funds and funds of hedge funds in 
UBI Pramerica SGR;  

▪ the transfer to UBI Pramerica SGR of the entire interest held in UBI Management Company 
Sa Luxembourg (currently 99% owned by UBI Banca Private Investment with 1% held by 
UBI Banca International) in consideration of the close operational ties between the two 
companies in the general management of Luxembourg Sicav’s launched by the Group, 
following the reorganisation of the different sectors.  

 
As concerns Pramerica SGR in particular, in 2009 this asset management company further 
streamlined its product range, by reducing the number of funds offered from 36 to 29 and at 
the same time it redefined its organisational structure to strengthen specialist support 
provided to the distribution network and further reinforce control and risk management 
functions.  
 
As concerns ARCA SGR on the other hand, the orientation already decided in the past to 
dispose of this investment, dependent on an appropriate market price, remains unchanged.  
 
 
Integration synergies and costs  
 
Synergies were achieved in 2009 amounting to 295,4 million euro (-10% with respect to the 
objective of 328,8 million euro),3 composed as follows:  
 revenue synergies: 50,3 million euro (-41% compared to 85,4 million euro forecast) in 

relation to lower than forecast results in the sale of some products on the retail market 
(salary backed loans, credit cards, OTC derivatives and assets under management), which 
was only partially offset by the good performance for mortgages, personal loans and 
bundled current accounts and also for investment banking and structured finance business 
on the corporate market;  

                                                            

3  The synergies achieved during the course of 2008 totalled approximately 135 million euro.  
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 cost synergies: 245,1 million euro 4  (+1% compared to a target of 243,4 million) as a 
consequence of:  
- the performance of personnel cost synergies in line with expectations, mainly as a result 

of the early implementation at the end of 2008 and in the first part of 2009 of the 
redundancies planned for the whole of 2009 for permanent employees against a greater 
increase in average numbers of employees on temporary contracts and of agency temps;  

- greater synergies on administrative expenses (+2,7 million euro). More specifically, 
synergies were higher than forecast for administrative services and logistics, while those 
for IT systems, debt recovery and legal expenses were lower than expected;  

- synergies on depreciation and amortisation were a little lower than the Business Plan 
targets (-0,8 million euro), determined by higher investment in ICT, partially offset by 
lower investments in logistics.  

 
Total integration costs of 22 million euro were recognised during the year consisting of 11,6 
million euro in relation to personnel costs, 5,9 million euro in relation to other administrative 
expenses and 4,5 million euro to depreciation and amortisation. If the 349,4 million euro 
incurred in prior years is also considered, cumulative integration costs to 31st December 2009 
amounted to 371,4 million euro.  
 
 
 
Project to optimise the branch networks of the network banks 
of the Group  

In January 2010 the project to optimise the branch networks of the network banks, approved 
on 30th  September 2009, was implemented. It was designed, on the basis of the federal model 
of the Group, to optimise the distribution network by the specialisation of individual network 
banks in geographical areas, with a focus on traditional local markets.5  
Virtually exclusive coverage of a geographical area for each network bank was provided, by 
grouping the branches present in a given area under the same brand name. This has 
produced an increase in market shares and greater visibility for each individual network bank, 
while commercial growth and credit management processes have also been simplified at the 
same time.  
 
The operation involved the intragroup transfer of 316 branches6 and approximately 2.200 
personnel between Banca Regionale Europea (BRE), Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 
(BPCI), Banca Popolare di Bergamo (BPB), Banco di Brescia (BBS) and Banco di San Giorgio 
(BSG). In detail:  
- BRE, is now the bank which covers the Piedmont area (with the planned transfer of the 

General Management from Milan to Turin);  
- BPCI, is now the bank which covers the Lombard provinces of Milan and Pavia as well as 

the Emilian provinces of Bologna, Parma, Piacenza, Modena, Reggio Emilia and Ferrara;  
- BPB is now the bank which covers the provinces of Bergamo, Varese, Como, Lecco and 

Monza-Brianza;  
- BBS is now the bank which covers the provinces of Brescia, Lodi, Cremona, Mantova and 

Triveneto;  
- finally BSG is now the bank which covers the Region of Liguria.  
 
However, the current focus of the market coverage for Banca Popolare di Ancona, Banca 
Carime and Banca di Valle Camonica was confirmed as unchanged.  
 

                                                            

4  Cost synergies consisted of 96,4 million euro on personnel, 110,4 million euro on other administrative expenses and 38,3 million 
euro on depreciation and amortisation.  

5  The operation was completed, effective from 25th January 2010, after the required authorisations were received from the competent 
authorities and after a memorandum of intent was signed with trade union organisations on 23rd January 2010.  

6  Details of the branches involved are given in the subsequent section, “The distribution network and market positioning”.  
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As  consequence of the implementation of the project, the network banks of the UBI Group 
now operate with a single brand name in 74 of the 78 provinces in which  they are present.  
 
The branch transfers took place by the contribution of the business units concerned (14 were 
completed). Each of the five network banks receiving business assets increased their share 
capital in accordance with the asset transfers.7 Since these are transactions “under common 
control”, the increase in the share capital did not give rise to a share premium because the 
shares were issued at the nominal value, in relation to the actual value of the assets 
transferred.  
 
As part of the reorganisation, the purchase by UBI Banca is planned – once the formalities 
pursuant to article 2343 of the Italian civil code are complete – of the minority interests 
acquired in both directions by the individual banks following the asset contributions 
performed, in order to restore the original percentage ownership interests of the Parent in the 
network banks.  
 
No change will be made to the final share structure of the banks with the exception of a 
change in the configuration of the presence of the two foundations (the Cassa di Risparmio di 
Cuneo Foundation and the Banca del Monte di Lombardia Foundation), to take account of the 
new focus of the network banks on the historical geographical areas of the foundations 
themselves.  
The Banca del Monte di Lombardia Foundation will in fact no longer be a shareholder of Banca 
Regionale Europea, but will become a shareholder of Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria.  
The Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo Foundation will remain a shareholder of Banca Regionale 
Europea – focused on the Piedmont area – with its investment increasing from the 20% to 25% 
through the injection of new funds.  
 
At the same time as the optimisation operation was performed, 37 Group branches, both 
existing branches and those resulting from transfers, were transformed into mini-branches 
reporting to a parent branch, based on a “cluster” structure. This involved the following 
branches, 16 belonging to the BPCI, 14 to the BPB, six to BRE and one to BBS.  
 
Implementation of the project resulted in total one-off costs of 11,3 million euro – including 
1,5 million euro for investments – recognised in the income statement for the period concerned 
(8,1 million in 2009 and 1,7 million in 2010).  
One-off tax expenses estimated at approximately 13 million euro in relation to the disposal of 
the equity investments must be added to these costs.  
 
It is expected that the capital ratios of all the banks involved will be strengthened, with a 
positive impact at consolidated level estimated at approximately 10 basis points on the core 
tier one ratio.  
 

*  *  * 
 

The optimisation project just described was preceded during the year by a series of initiatives 
to streamline the distribution structure with had already led to:  
- the transformation into “mini-branches” of 57 small branches located in the proximity of 

larger branches to which they could be linked on the basis of the “cluster” structure already 
mentioned;  

- the closure of 40 branches which had a high ratio of expenses to income generated 
(cost/income ratio);  

- further immediate action taken to strengthen the branch network such as the 
transformation of eleven “treasury” branches into mini-branches and some mini-branches 
into branches.  

 
                                                            

7  A shareholders’ meeting of Banco di San Giorgio held on 8th January 2010 passed a resolution to increase the share capital at the 
service of the contributions and also to authorise the Board of Directors to issue share capital, in one or more tranches up to a total 
of 20 million euro, to be completed by 31st  December 2013 and to offer option rights on the issues to registered shareholders. The 
objective is to bring the total capital ratio back into line with the target (7%) set for commercial banks in the Group.  
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This action was undertaken in parallel with  a programme to strengthen the branch network 
endogenously – with 27 new branches opened – combined with the acquisition of 13 branches 
from Intesa Sanpaolo, located in the province of La Spezia and purchased in March 2009 by 
Banco di San Giorgio.  
 
 
 
International development   

In 2009 the UBI Banca Group took initiatives designed to increase the commercial focus – at 
the service of its customers – of its international presence. In detail:  

 as part of action taken to develop international private banking, Banque de Dépôts et de 
Gestion Sa opened a new Swiss branch in Geneva in November;  

 in order to geographically reposition trustee services, which are currently provided by the 
UBI Banca Group through the subsidiary UBI Trust Company Ltd. Jersey, UBI Trustee Sa, 
a new company (100% controlled by UBI Banca International Sa) was formed in 
Luxembourg. The trust – formed under the Anglo Saxon common law system – provides 
assistance with a large variety of legal relationships, and with inheritances in particular, 
facilitating the management of complex family matters, asset protection and family & 
corporate governance.  
The new company will form trusts subject to Anglo Saxon law. Once the necessary technical 
formalities have been completed the Jersey subsidiary will be closed down and replaced by 
the Luxembourg financial centre. UBI Trustee will provide trustee services to administer 
estates along with advisory and financial engineering services and assistance in the 
creation of international corporate structures to the “private banking” and  “corporate” 
customers of the Group;  

 the range of co-operation agreements with foreign banks was broadened: currently 33 exist 
which cover 54 countries;  

 in order to facilitate international commercial transactions, two agreements have been 
signed with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)8 and with the 
International Financial Corporation (IFC) of the World Bank Group9 for access to their 
“trade facilitation” programmes. The structure of the agreements is the same, while they 
differ in terms of the countries covered. The programme offered by the EBRD regards 
developing markets in Russia, Central Eastern Europe and the CIS, while the IFC 
programme covers developing countries throughout the world. The agreement signed by 
UBI Banca involves the participation of the network banks as “confirming banks” in 
transactions with countries and with foreign banks for which risk is mitigated, if not 
eliminated, by the guarantee issued by the two international institutions.  

 
Finally the UBI Banca Group participated as the sole banking sponsor in the seventh edition of the China 
Trader Award organised by  Cathay Pacific Airways. This important and prestigious award is made to 
Italian companies that have excelled in the development of business relations with the Chinese and Hong 
Kong markets in terms of the high quality, experience and expertise they have brought to them.  
 
 
 
The divestment of non strategic assets  

                                                            

8  The EBRD is a supranational institution located in London and founded in 1991. Its objective is to favour transitions to open market 
economies by promoting entrepreneurial initiatives by Russia, the countries of  Central Eastern Europe and the CIS (Commonwealth 
of Independent States which unites the former soviet republics) committed to democratic, pluralist and market oriented 
development.  

9  The IFC is a supranational institution located in Washington and founded in 1956 with the following objectives: to promote open 
markets and competition in developing countries throughout the world; to provide support to companies and other private sector 
partners; to generate employment in production; to guarantee the provision of basic services; and to create new employment 
opportunities for the growth of markets.  
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A process was commenced in the second half of 2009 for the divestment of some of the assets 
of BPB Immobiliare as part of a broader and more complex project to exploit this company’s 
property assets.  
At the end of year the  company had sold non operating assets – including the Alpine resort at 
Castione della Presolana (Bergamo), originally intended to satisfy the summer and winter 
vacation requirements of the personnel of the UBI Group – for a total amount of 21,5 million 
euro, with a profit on the sales of 3,8 million euro.  
 
On 28th September 2009 UBI Banca signed a contract with RBC Dexia Investor Services10 
(RBC Dexia) – one of the largest suppliers in the world of services to institutional investors – 
involving the following:  

▪ the transfer to RBC Dexia of the depository banking operations of the UBI Banca Group 
(more than 19 billion euro of assets administered, mainly in relation to the management of 
mutual funds performed by the subsidiary UBI Pramerica SGR) and of correspondent 
banking operations (some contracts for the provision of paying agent services in Italy to 
Luxembourg Sicav’s and  Irish UCITS, subject to customer consent);  

▪ the supply to UBI Banca of custody and settlement services for foreign securities activities 
relating to customer and proprietary business.  

 
As a result of this transaction, by making use of the services of a global specialist able to 
guarantee a high standard of service in the depositary banking sector, UBI Banca will be able 
to further optimise its operational risk and continue to invest in and focus on its core business 
of supplying products and services to its own customers.  
The value of the transaction amounts to 93 million euro, on the basis of a ten year contract for 
the supply of depositary banking services to UBI Pramerica by RBC Dexia. The disposal will 
generate a net gain for the UBI Banca Group of more than 80 million euro and a positive 
impact estimated at approximately 10 basis points on the consolidated core tier one ratio and 
the consolidated total capital ratio.  
The operation has already received approval from the Anti Trust authority and should be 
completed before the end of the first half of 2010. The proportion of the assets and liabilities 
relating to the business units in question have therefore been recognised in the financial 
statements as at 31st December 2009 within the line items 150 “non-current assets and 
disposal groups held for sale” and 90 “liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale“ 
in the balance sheet.  
Agreements were signed on 9th December 2009 and 3rd  February 2010 with trade union 
organisations with regard to the depositary banking operations and the correspondent 
banking operations respectively.  
 
Finally with regard to Mercato Impresa Spa, this company, which was controlled by the Parent 
Bank and specialises in services to businesses (provided through the web portal Coralis), was 
sold to Affinion International Holding Srl (the European branch of the Affinion Group, a world 
leader in customer relationship and loyalty marketing with more than 117 million customers) 
on 11th December 2009, for 18,4 million euro, with a profit on the sale, before tax and net of 
consolidation adjustments, of 12,8 million euro.  
In addition to that sales contract, the parties also signed a commercial agreement for the 
provision to the customers of the UBI Banca Group of services relating to “bundled accounts”, 
in which the network banks will also gradually participate. A further agreement was also 
signed for the distribution by Affinion of valued added products and services to Group 
customers in order to ensure continuity to the products of the network banks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            

10 RBC Dexia Investor Services is a joint venture between the Royal Bank of Canada and Dexia which provides a full range of services 
for investors at global level.  
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Funding  

Capital management operations  
 
A detailed programme of capital management was implemented during the year with a 
prudential view to maintaining and strengthening the capital base of the Group in the medium 
term and to improving and optimising its structure at the same time as described below.  
 
ISSUE OF WARRANTS AND A CONVERTIBLE LOAN  

With the dual objective of rewarding and increasing the loyalty of both registered and non 
registered shareholders and also of providing the Group with a potential increase in its equity 
in the medium term to support its lending to local businesses, the following action was 
undertaken in implementation of a resolution passed by an extraordinary shareholders’ 
meeting held on 9th May 2009:  

♦ on 21st May, 639.145.900 warrants, “Warrant azioni ordinarie UBI Banca 2009/2011”, 
were allotted free of charge, one for each share possessed, which gave the right to subscribe 
one UBI Banca share for every twenty warrants in June 2011 at a price of 12,30 euro. The 
warrants were admitted for official listing from 25th June;  

♦ from 22nd June until 10th July, 50.129.088 of the convertible bonds “UBI 2009/2013 
convertibile con facoltà di rimborso in azioni” were offered in option to shareholders at 
a ratio of four bonds for every 51 UBI Banca shares possessed for a total nominal amount 
of 639.145.872 euro. The bonds, with a nominal value of 12,75 euro, a maturity of four 
years (10th July 2013) and paying a gross fixed annual coupon of 5,75%, were offered at a 
price equal to 100% of their nominal value.  
During the period, 97,74% of the option rights were exercised. The rights not exercised were 
offered on the stock exchange, in accordance with Art. 2441 of the Italian Civil Code, 
through Mediobanca, in the five trading sessions from 20th to 24th July 2009. The 
14.430.144 option rights not taken up (2,26% of the total amount) were all sold on the first 
day of the auction period and subsequently the corresponding convertible bonds were 
subscribed. The bonds were admitted to the official listing from 20th July 2009.  
As concerns the conversion and redemption rights attaching to bonds:  
• when 18 months have elapsed since the issue date of the convertible bonds:  

- bondholders shall have the right to convert the bonds into UBI Banca shares at a 
ratio of one ordinary share for every one convertible bond held. If the conversion right 
is exercised, UBI Banca shall have the right to pay a sum of money in place of the 
shares, not less than the nominal amount of the bonds, calculated on the basis of the 
stock market share price of the UBI Banca shares;  

- UBI Banca shall have the right to call the convertible bonds by payment in cash 
and/or in UBI Banca shares, with the addition of a premium equal to 10% of the 
nominal amount of the convertible bonds;  

• the bonds not converted shall be redeemed at par on the maturity date. The issuer shall 
have the right to perform the redemption by payment in cash and/or ordinary shares of 
UBI Banca, in an amount not less than the nominal value of the convertible bonds.  

The convertible bond sold constitutes an immediate source of medium term funding which 
may be transformed, after 18 months (from January 2011), into an instrument to strengthen 
capital if the needs of the Group require it (with a potential positive impact on the core tier one 
ratio of 70 bp), by exercising the conversion option.  
The conversion option contained in the regulations of the bond affords maximum flexibility to 
the issuer, while at the same time protecting investors who are guaranteed redemption, in 
cash and/or shares, of the nominal amount of the bonds even if the share price is less than 
the nominal amount of the bond (in addition to a premium of 10% of the nominal amount if 
the bond is called early by the issuer).  

In view of the possible tightening of prudential regulations on capital outlined in the Basel 
Committee for Banking Supervision consultation document (“Strengthening the resilience of 
the banking sector”) published last December, the competent governing bodies of the Bank 
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have irrevocably decided not to take advantage of the right to redeem the bond with a cash 
payment as provided for by articles 7, 12 and 13 of the bond regulations if the market value of 
the UBI Banca share on the reference date is greater than 12,80 euro (against a nominal value 
of the bond 12,75 euro), leaving the right to choose for equal or lower amounts unchanged. 
This decision will also lessen the impact on the income statement (pursuant to IAS 32) of the 
implicit volatility resulting from the valuation of the option in the presence of possible future 
prices of the share higher than 12,80 euro.  

A general meeting of the bondholders, convened in accordance with Art. 2415, paragraph 1, 
No. 1 of the Italian Civil Code for 20th-21st October 2009, to pass resolutions concerning the 
appointment, the term of office and the remuneration of a common representative, was not 
held due to the failure to reach a quorum for the valid constitution of the meeting. 
Consequently, on the basis of Art. 2417, paragraph 2, of the Italian Civil Code, the 
Management Board presented an application to the Court of Bergamo to appoint an official 
common representative.  
In February 2010 that court announced the appointment of Avvocato Umberto Ambrosoli as 
that representative for the three-year period 2009-2010-2011, setting the fee for the 
appointment at ten thousand euro for each year in which the service is provided.  
 
PUBLIC EXCHANGE OFFER  

With a view, on the other hand, to improving the consolidated supervisory capital (with regard 
to both the more stable core tier one capital and the composition of the supplementary capital) 
and at the same time offering investors an opportunity to stabilise their investment given the 
volatility on markets, a Public Exchange Offer was launched in the period from 10th to 18th 
June on all three of the existing series of innovative capital instruments (preference shares) 
and on five series of tier two subordinated liabilities in exchange for senior debt securities to 
be issued as part of the EMTN programme. The operation was concluded on 25th June 2009.  
Securities for a total nominal amount of 640,45 million euro were presented in response to the 
offer (including 116,5 million euro relating to preference shares) which, on the basis of the 
exchange ratios set, led UBI Banca to issue senior securities for a total of 850 million euro,11 
inclusive of an additional amount designed to ensure greater liquidity to the issue. The 
securities, issued at 100% of their nominal value, mature on 25th June 2014 and pay a fixed 
annual coupon of 4,939%.  
A gross gain of 60,5 million euro was realised on the repurchase of the securities (41 million 
euro net of tax).  
The operation resulted in an improvement in consolidated supervisory capital both in 
quantitative terms and in the quality of its composition:  
 tier one capital: the more stable component, the core tier one capital (tier one capital net of 

preference shares) increased. The net gain on the repurchase of the securities (41 million 
euro) had a positive impact on the core tier one capital of approximately +5 basis points, 
even if that impact was not sufficient to offset the decrease in the total tier one capital  as a 
consequence of the decrease in the total outstanding preference shares (the net impact of 
the opposing factors on the tier one capital was -8 basis points);  

 supplementary capital (tier two): from a quantitative viewpoint, the total subordinated 
liabilities withdrawn were more than fully offset by the new issues  with the same 
subordination, sold to retail customers of the Group in the first half (1,1 billion euro 
nominal).12 With account also taken of the option exercised on subordinated liabilities with 
a call on 30th June 2009 and the lower tier two issues already mentioned performed in the 
first half, the public exchange offer led to an improvement in the total capital ratio of 45 
basis points. From a qualitative viewpoint, the new debt has been issued with a maturity of 
seven or ten years, thereby giving greater stability to this part of the supervisory capital 
than that of the securities repurchased, which had early redemption clauses that could be 
exercised over a shorter time period (from 2010 until 2013).  

                                                            

11 The issuance was reopened on the request of institutional investors, with value date 13th July 2009 and the issue of a second 
tranche of 25 million euro.  

12 The amounts issued more than compensated not only for the subordinated liabilities withdrawn but also for the subordinated 
liabilities which matured during the year (an upper tier two bond of UBI Banca amounting to a nominal 100 million euro + two 
lower tier two loans of the network banks totalling a nominal 125 million euro, of which 25 million euro eligible for inclusion in 
supervisory capital as at 30th  June 2009).  
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On the basis of the above, the overall impact on the total capital ratio was positive at +37 basis 
points.  
 
 

 
(*)  In consideration of the uncertainty caused by the expected introduction of new regulations for the calculation of capital requirements, in February 2010 

UBI Banca announced that it will prudentially not proceed to call the security on the first early redemption date of 10th March 2010, after which the bond 
may be called every three months.  

(**) UBI Banca had decided to proceed in any event to exercise its call option on 30th June 2009. Investors therefore had the possibility of accepting the 
exchange offer or of receiving payment in cash.   
(***)     Following additional purchases made after the Public Exchange Offer, residual nominal values as at 31st December 2009 were equal to euro 
154.750.000 and to euro 136.100.000. 
 
 

 
 
Diversification of institutional funding  
 
In 2009 UBI Banca further diversified its sources of institutional funding by making its first 
issuance of covered bonds pursuant to Art. 7 bis of Law No, 130/1999 as part of a 
programme for a maximum issuance of ten billion euro published in July 2008, the only 
“multi-originator” programme in Italy, which will eventually involve the participation of ten 
banks in the Group.  

Currently the range of institutional funding instruments available to the Parent therefore 
includes EMTN securities and covered bonds – designed to meet medium-to-long term 
requirements – as well as short term instruments, such as French certificates of deposit and 
euro commercial paper, used since June 2008.  

In detail, two fully successful issuances of covered bonds were performed for one billion euro 
each.  
The first – issued in September at 99,466% of the par value and admitted for listing on the 
London exchange – has a maturity of seven years (23rd  September 2016) and a fixed rate of 
3,625%, corresponding to a seven year mid swap rate + 60 basis points.  
The second – issued at 99,177% of the par value and admitted for listing on the London 
exchange – has a maturity of ten years (16th December 2019) and a fixed rate of 4%, 
corresponding to a ten year mid swap rate + 67 basis points.  

Both the issues – assigned AAA/Aaa ratings by Fitch and Moody’s – had Barclays as the 
arranger and Barclays, Deutsche Bank, Natixis and Société Générale as the joint lead 
managers.  

The issue is backed by UBI Finance Srl in which a portfolio of residential mortgages was 
formed, which as at 31st December 2009 totalled approximately 3,6 billion euro, 44% of which 
originated by Banco di Brescia, 36,8% by Banca Popolare di Bergamo and the remaining 
19,2% by Banca Regionale Europea.  

Securities subject to the public exchange offer (figures in euro)

ISIN Issuer Maturity
Early 

redemption 
clauses

Repurchas
e price    
(as % of 
nominal 
amount )

Nominal amount 
w hen issued

Nominal 
amount of 
securities 

accepting the 
offer

Remaining 
nominal 
amount

INNOVATIVE EQUITY INSTRUMENTS

XS0108805564 Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust perpetual 10-Mar-10 (*) 80 155.000.000      30.364.000    124.636.000     

XS0123998394 Banca Popolare di Bergamo Capital Trust perpetual 15-feb-11 80 300.000.000      72.564.000    227.436.000     

XS0131512450 Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 
Capital Trust 

perpetual 27-Jun-11 80
115.000.000      13.612.000    101.388.000     

570.000.000     116.540.000 453.460.000    

SUBORDINATED SECURITIES LOWER TIER TWO

XS0195722003 Banca Lombarda e Piemontese Spa (**) 30/06/14 30-Jun-09 100 250.000.000      78.360.000    -                     

XS0237670319 Banche Popolari Unite Scpa 07/12/15 07-Dec-10 94 500.000.000      150.350.000  349.650.000     

XS0259653292 Banche Popolari Unite Scpa 30/06/16 30-Jun-11 92 300.000.000      145.150.000  154.850.000     

XS0278107999 Banca Lombarda e Piemontese Spa 19/12/16 19-Dec-11 90 200.000.000      61.700.000    138.300.000     

XS0272418590 Banche Popolari Unite Scpa 30/10/18 30-Oct-13 85 300.000.000      88.350.000    211.650.000     

  1.550.000.000  523.910.000     854.450.000 

TOTAL 2.120.000.000 640.450.000 1.307.910.000 

(***) 
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More specifically, the segregated portfolio consisted of 51.317 mortgages, mainly floating rate 
(approximately 98%), with a residual average debt of  a little more than 70 thousand euro and 
an average loan to value ratio 13  of 44%. Geographically the portfolio is concentrated in 
northern Italy (73,7% in Lombardy and 13,2% in Piedmont) and approximately 6,5% 
approximately in Latium.  
 
 
 
IW Bank: development of trading and online banking activities  

A project has been launched to strengthen and further develop the online trading and banking 
business of the Group which will create synergies – through progressive operational and 
commercial integration – between IW Bank (the Group bank which specialises in providing 
online financial and banking services, listed since May 2007) and Twice SIM (an integrated 
operator which, alongside its traditional online brokerage services, also performs activities in 
capital markets and corporate finance for small-to-medium sized enterprises), already 
controlled by Medinvest International, a holding company which specialises in investments in 
industrial and financial sectors and in the provision of financial services to medium sized 
enterprises.  
The project, authorised by the Bank of Italy and concluded last December, consisted of the 
three lines of action set out in the agreement signed on 4th March 2009 by UBI Banca, 
Centrobanca and Medinvest International:  

 the acquisition of the shares held by the management of IW Bank to allow a strategic 
partner to purchase a stake in its share capital. On 6th March 2009, UBI Banca acquired a 
further 32,4% stake in the share capital of IW Bank, belonging mainly to the management 
existing on that date14 for 70,9 million euro. As a result of that purchase the shareholders 
agreements relating to IW Bank, to which some of the sellers were party, were dissolved and 
on 29th June 2009 a shareholders’ meeting of the online bank resolved to cancel the 
existing stock option plans;  

 the purchase of a stake in IW Bank by Medinvest International: on 20th March 2009 
Centrobanca, which held 33,8% of the share capital, sold 4,75% to Medinvest International 
for 8,9 million euro.  
On 23rd December 2009 Medinvest International sold the whole of its investment in Twice 
Sim to IW Bank for 27,8 million euro and on the same date it purchased a further 5,58% of 
the share capital of IW Bank in exchange for 9,9 million euro (the total sales made by 
Centrobanca resulted in a gain at consolidated level, before taxes and net of consolidation 
adjustments of five million euro);  

 operational integration with Twice Sim: the project involves the creation of revenue 
synergies in terms of the extension of the main banking services to customers of Twice and 
also significant cost synergies, the result above all of a reduction in fees for access to 
markets and the containment of operating expenses and overheads. In this respect, it is 
planned to streamline the perimeters of Twice Sim’s operations and when complete it will be 
merged into IW Bank, once it is focused exclusively on online trading activity.  

 
During the twelve month period IW Bank completed the corporate reorganisation of the 
InvestNet Group, which is fully controlled. With a view to encouraging the development of 
commercial projects targeted principally at institutional customers, all the operations 
performed by this group were consolidated within two Luxembourg registered companies: 
InvestNet International and IW Lux. The former was identified as a global IT provider, to 
provide IT services and market trading platforms, while the latter assumed the status of an 
investment firm and the role of a global broker to provide investment and accessory services to 
institutional customers  

                                                            

13  The ratio of the outstanding amount of the loan and the current market value of the property mortgaged.  
14  On 3rd July 2009 Benedetto Marti and Pasquale Casale, Deputy Chairman and Managing Director of IW Bank respectively, 

resigned from their positions with immediate effect. On the following 8th July Pasquale Casale resigned from his position as General 
Manager of the company.  
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The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision consultation 
documents  

In December 2009 the Basel Committee published two consultation documents, containing a 
detailed series of proposals to amend prudential regulations on capital and liquidity with the 
objective of reinforcing the stability of banks and containing liquidity risk. The documents are 
intended to implement the recommendations approved by the Financial Stability Board and 
the Pittsburgh G20 summit.  
 
The basic points of the Basel Committee’s proposal are as follows: raising the quality of 
supervisory capital – partly by raising the minimum limits – designed to ensure that the major 
part of the tier one capital consists of ordinary shares and retained earnings (common equity); 
strengthening capital requirements with regard to counterparty risk; containing the degree of 
financial leverage in the system by introducing a non weighted requirement for risk (leverage 
ratio) which prevents excessive expansion of assets during periods of strong economic growth; 
the reduction of pro cyclical elements in regulations by obliging banks to make provisions 
during expansionary periods to be used during periods of recession; finally the introduction of 
quantitative rules for liquidity risk.  
 
The solutions advanced for consultation constitute a basis for further refinement and revision. 
At the same time a detailed quantitative impact study (QIS) is to be performed by the first half 
of 2010, which will include UBI Banca among the participants. The survey, based on data and 
information collected by banks, is designed to assess the effectiveness of regulatory proposals 
and to define the level of capital and liquidity that banks will be called upon to hold in years to 
come. On the basis of the comments and observations received, the committee will consider 
the necessary refinements to the proposals and will issue a final version of the regulations 
before the end of 2010. Before the new regulations are implemented at national level, they will 
be subject to the usual process of legislative revision by European institutions. While the Basel 
Committee intends the new rules to come into force at the end of 2012, the new standards will 
be introduced with the necessary gradual degree of implementation, by means of transitory 
measures for a sufficient length of time.  
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Commercial activity  

The retail market  

The retail market includes a total of 3,6 million customers, consisting of 3,2 million private 
individuals (mass market and affluent segments) and approximately 360 thousand businesses 
(POE - small economic operators and small businesses). These customers are served by 7.200 
people consisting of account and branch managers.  
 
In consideration of the difficult economic situation, the commercial activities of the UBI Group 
in 2009 were designed on the one hand to provide solutions to help customers deal with the 
current difficulties and on the other to constantly improve the quality and quantity of the 
products and services provided.  
 
 
“Anti Crisis” measures to support small-to-medium sized enterprises1  
and families  
 
During the year the banks in the Group drew up a series of measures to help families and 
business in their respective local markets in co-operation with public institutions (chambers of 
commerce, regional and provincial governments) and  guarantee bodies.2  
 
At the same time the Group also participated in the principal initiatives organised in the sector 
nationally by the Italian Banking Association. On 12th August, the UBI Group joined the 
initiative “Agreement for the suspension of the debts of small-to-medium sized enterprises to 
banks” (and subsequent additions) signed on 3rd August by the Ministry of the Economy and 
Finance, by the Italian Banking Association and by other associations belonging to the Banks-
Businesses Observatory. The agreement is designed to support SMEs experiencing temporary 
financial difficulties, but which have adequate business prospects and are “going concerns”.  
A further condition for these businesses is that their positions with the Bank as at 30th 
September 2008 were classified exclusively by the Bank as “performing” and that at the time 
of presenting an application they have no “restructured”, or “impaired” positions, or 
proceedings for insolvency in progress.  
 
The agreement, which became operational on 28th September 2009, contains four measures: i) the 
suspension for twelve months of capital repayments on mortgages; ii) the suspension for twelve or six 
months of the capital repayment portion of property or equipment leasing instalments respectively; iii) an 
extension to 270 days for the repayment of bank advances on short term receivables; iv) special finance 
designed to strengthen the capital positions of SMEs.3  
                                                            

1 According to the definition in EU regulations, small-to-medium size enterprises are considered entities which carry on a business and 
regardless of their legal status employ fewer than 250 persons, with an annual turnover of not more than 50 million euro or with 
total assets of less than 43 million euro.  

2   For businesses these included: the “Trust Agreement” with the Chamber of Commerce of Bergamo, the “Protocol with the Province of 
Brescia for the Support  of SMEs”, the local initiatives of the Lombard chambers of commerce and of the Region of Lombardy for the 
guarantee bodies in the commerce sector, the “solidarity fund” created by the Marches Region to support access to credit by SMEs in 
the Marches, the “Memorandum of Intent – together to survive the crisis and launch growth” with the Rome Coopfidi, the Region of 
Calabria project to grant loans at subsidised rates for young people and women for self-employment initiatives and the start-up of 
micro businesses in Calabria.  

 With regard to families, each individual network bank has signed agreements with various local authorities (e.g. the Province of 
Milan, Province of Varese) to support those customers with mortgages and/or personal loans who have been laid off or made 
redundant by offering the possibility of suspending repayment instalments by extending the final repayment date of the original 
loan. Again at local level, initiatives were introduced to pay advances on extraordinary state redundancy scheme benefits in order to 
support families in difficulty.  

 

3   In a memorandum of 23rd October 2009, the Italian Banking Association broadened the perimeter of the finance transactions admissible for these measures. In 
detail, admissibility was clarified for the lengthening of the maturities, even for short term credit lines for advances on loans not backed by “notification” and 
“confirmation”. In a memorandum of 14th January 2009, the Italian Banking Association also made additions to the list of measures that can be taken in favour 
of businesses in temporary financial difficulties to be made operational within thirty days of the date of that memorandum (i.e. by 13th February): the extension 
to 120 days of the agricultural working capital credit with or without the use of agricultural bills of exchange; the extension of the twelve month suspension of 
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In order to help streamline the processing of applications under the agreement, a special 
procedure has been put in place for the approval of applications to benefit from the 
moratorium.  
At the end of 2009, 8.499 applications had been received – principally attributable to medium-
to-long term loans – for a total of 2,3 billion euro, 5.318 of which had already been processed 
for a quota of suspended repayment on capital amounting to 234 million euro. Almost all the 
applications meeting the requirements for admissibility were accepted.  
The number of applications received at the end of January 2010 had risen to 9.483 for a total 
amount of approximately 2,7 billion euro, 6.959 of which already processed for a quota of 
suspended repayment on capital amounting to 305 million euro.  
 
As concerns in particular, the provision of products under the agreement to strengthen the 
capital of SMEs, the UBI Group has created the credit line entitled “200% immediate 
recapitalisation”, which provides loans equal to twice the increases in capital actually paid in 
by the shareholders/proprietors of a business, up to a maximum of four million euro.  
The products offered by the banks in the Group also include two further credit lines backed by 
guarantees provided under standing agreements with major guarantee consortium bodies, 
which provide better terms and conditions than those provided under the agreement:  
• “400% Support and Development”: loans up to four times the amount of capital 

contributions made by the shareholders/proprietors of a business (up to a maximum of 500 
thousand euro) designed to support growth projects by making fixed investments; 

• “200% Capital reinforcement”: loans of up to twice the amount of capital contributions 
made by the shareholders/proprietors of a business (joint stock companies, partnerships or 
sole proprietor businesses), for a maximum amount of one million euro, designed to 
support the capitalisation of businesses and restructuring of the sources of funding. These 
loans are granted even in cases where capital payments are deferred or where future profits 
are to be allocated to reserves.  

 
Again as part of its “anti crisis” measures, on 6th  August 2009 the UBI Group also signed a 
finance contract with the Cassa Deposito e Prestiti (CDP – state controlled fund and deposit 
institution) on the basis of a convention signed by the Italian Banking Association and by the 
CDP on 28th May 2009, designed to provide new opportunities for funding for small-to-medium 
sized enterprises with attractive conditions through recourse to CDP funds resulting from 
postal savings.  
Maximum funds of 156 million euro were made available to the UBI Group (part of an initial 
tranche of three billion euro provided for the sector nationally4) to finance investments to be 
made, and/or in progress, or to increase the working capital of SMEs (again as defined by the 
European Community).  
This measure will allow the network banks of the Group to disburse loans granted to SMEs 
under attractive conditions, also in consideration of the reduction in the cost of the funding 
provided by the CDP under the contract mentioned for those banks with a tier one ratio of 
greater than 7%, from which the UBI Group will be able to benefit.  
The duration of the repayment schedule for the loan disbursed by the CDP to the banks 
participating in the initiative is set at a maximum of five years, with an initial grace period of 
three years and an interest rate equal to the Euribor half year plus a spread currently set at 
70 basis points for banks with a tier one ratio of less than or equal to 7%, or at 50 basis points 
for banks with a tier one ratio of greater than 7%.  
In December 2009, 775 loans had been approved for more than 63 million euro, of which 
approximately  37 million euro had already been disbursed, while applications for loans of 
more than 47 million euro were being assessed.  
At the end of February 2010 the number of loans approved had risen to 1.126 for a total of 
approximately 97 million euro, of which 80 million euro had already been disbursed while 
applications for loans amounting to 29 million euro were being assessed.  

                                                                                                                                                                                              

the  capital repayments on medium‐to‐long term loans backed by the issue of bills of exchange; extension of the range of application of the benefits for loans 
with a public subsidy either on interest or principal.  

4  On 17th February 2010, the Italian Banking Association Deposits and Loans Fund signed a new convention  agreement which 
establishes the criteria for the distribution and use of the second tranche of five billion euro.  
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As concerns families, on 20th January 2010 the UBI Group adhered to an agreement to 
suspend the repayment of mortgages by families in difficulty as a result of the crisis, signed by 
the Italian Banking Association and thirteen consumer associations.5 It forms part of the 
Italian Banking Association “families plan” initiatives designed to favour the sustainability of 
the retail credit market.  
The measure, which is unique on the European mortgage market, is similar in kind to the 
“Agreement for the suspension of the debts of small-to-medium sized enterprises to banks” 
already described.  
At the date of publishing this report, approximately 400 applications had been presented to 
banks in the Group for the suspension of mortgage repayments, 40% of which had already 
been accepted.  
 
The UBI Group is also party to the general agreement signed in May 2009 by the Italian 
Banking Association and by the Italian Episcopal Conference, making loans entitled “Loan of 
hope” available for families that have lost all income from work, have no unearned income or 
income other than that generated by the ownership of a home or ordinary or extraordinary 
state redundancy benefits. It is designed to implement projects for the return to work or the 
start of small businesses.  
The disbursement of these loans, available from September until 2012, is performed centrally 
by B@nca 24-7.  
 
 
Private individuals  
 
In 2009 the Master programme was completed. It had involved a total of 7.330 personnel and 
enabled the commercial approach to be standardised in all the network banks based on 
knowledge of customers and systematic analysis of their relative needs. At the same time a 
project is being completed to simplify and unify the product catalogue.  
 
The quality of service and the creation of value for customers continues to represent the 
criteria which guide the Group’s activities. The training programme to enhance the role of 
branch managers is important in this respect. It was commenced during the year to certify the 
essential skills required for appointment to and performance of this role and to reinforce all 
the basic professional skills (commercial, control, credit and financial) at the same time.  
 
Additionally, in order to provide better support to account managers in the provision of an 
advisory service customised to meet customer requirements, instruments are being finalised to 
identify details of unfulfilled needs of customers and to provide a targeted and sustainable 
commercial range for each type of need. This concerns the following:  
- asset management (in accordance with MiFID regulations);  
- loans for home purchases;  
- insurance protection.  
 
The product range is currently being broadened in relation, amongst other things, to 
insurance initiatives both to meet specific customer needs and to reach new customer groups.  
 
The following were released in this respect:  

 two new insurance policies in co-operation with UBI Assicurazioni: Health Security and Legal 
Security, which complete the range of insurance products offered by the network banks of the 
Group. The Health Security policy, consisting of four guarantees, which can be combined in 
different ways, represents the most effective way to allocate a  quota of income to “health risk”, 
thereby avoiding the need to channel liquidity directly into expenses when the need arises and 

                                                            

5  Briefly the agreement involves the suspension for at least twelve months of repayments on mortgages of up to 150.000 euro taken 
out for the purchase, construction or renovation of a  main dwelling even with arrears in payments of up to 180 consecutive days for 
customers:  
- with taxable annual income of up to 40.000 euro;  
- who have suffered or are suffering from particularly negative events in the two year period 2009-2010 (death, job loss, becoming 

non self-sufficient, becoming eligible for state redundancy benefits).  
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allowing a more appropriate and rational allocation of savings. The Legal Security policy, on 
the other hand, allows expenses to be incurred in the event of the need arising to take legal 
action to protect one’s interests in the event of legal disputes connected with one’s private life. 
This product is also modular in structure and can be customised;  
 the Prefix mortgage at a floating rate with a cap (maximum limit) of  5,5%. This mortgage, 

which has a maximum life of 25 years, combines the advantages of an initially more 
advantageous floating rate with the protection from the risk of fluctuations in market rates 
which might in future cause significant increases in the repayment instalments.  

UBI Banca has also participated in some initiatives of the Italian Banking Association as 
follows:  

 Simple Current Account: a product designed to meet the basic needs of consumers and 
thereby favour access to banking services by the more disadvantaged customers. It is the 
fruit of an agreement signed on 28th October 2009 between the Italian Banking Association 
and all the consumer associations to concretely implement Bank of Italy recommendations 
contained in the new provisions on the “Transparency of banking and financial 
transactions”. The Simple Current Account has the following characteristics:  
- an all inclusive annual charge and an interest rate on deposits set by the bank;  
- two distinct offers depending on whether transactions are performed at a branch or online;  
- very easy to understand as a result of the coincidence between all inclusive charges and the summary cost 

indicator given in the  information literature: the number of transactions and the type of service correspond to 
the standard use profile.  

It is planned to introduce the product during 2010;  

 in the context of urgent action in favour of populations affected by the earthquake in the 
Abruzzo region, the following measures have been introduced:  
- the suspension until 30th June 2010 of repayment instalments on mortgages and other 

bank loans;  
- the renegotiation of mortgages and/or other bank loans by lengthening the terms and 

the consequent recalculation of the instalments;  

 Loan fund for newborn infants: UBI Banca has adhered to the agreement signed on 5th  
November 2009 between the Italian Banking Association and the Prime Ministers’ Office to 
create a fund for newborn infants. The fund, which comes into operation in 2010, will allow 
loans to be granted under easy terms (up to five thousand euro to be repaid in five years) to 
families faced with the expenses connected with children born or adopted in the three year 
period 2009, 2010 and 2011.  

 
As concerns on the other hand, the acquisition of new customers, the Group is paying 
particular attention to young and immigrant segments of the market for which a series of 
dedicated new products have been planned.  
Two original new products have already been introduced between the end of 2009 and the 
beginning of 2010:  

 The clUBIno Savings Book, for children from 0 to 12 years of age. The product is completely 
free of charge in terms of costs and offers an attractive interest rate. The brand name 
CLUBINO was chosen with the objective of stimulating the sense of belonging to a club 
specially dedicated to young people, where children can learn to save, learn and have fun. 
The product is in fact bundled with a welcoming free gift, prizes for points and a website 
with games and information.  

 Carta SEMPRE Prepagata Play UBI: a Christmas advertising initiative designed to acquire 
and achieve visibility among potential young customers (from 14 to 29). Implemented in co-
operation with Mediamarket Spa, the issue of a prepaid cash card is combined with a 
coupon giving a discount of 50 euro on goods purchased at MediaWorld and Saturn sales 
outlets. Approximately 16 thousand cards have been issued as part of this initiative.  

Again with the objective of dedicating greater attention to young people, in addition to the 
programme already mentioned for newborn infants, a current account for teenagers, a Duetto  
Basic bundled account specifically for university students and an evolved prepaid card are 
already in the pipeline.  
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Small Businesses  
 
In consideration of the variety of small business customers, both from the viewpoint of size 
and finance, each with specific requirements related to the different professional and business 
realities in which they operate, different service models are provided for small economic 
operators (SEOs)6 and small-to-medium size enterprises (SMEs)7.  
The commercial approach for SEO customers who are more numerous and have more basic 
requirements, is of a standardised type with a strong emphasis on the use of direct channels 
(call centres, internet banking, evolved ATMs).  
The approach for SME customers, characterised by more sophisticated and varied 
requirements is of a relational nature with a strong emphasis on periodic meetings (at least 
quarterly), in order to explore customers’ needs, their potential and future requirements.  
 
A project was also carried forward in the small business segment during the year to simplify 
the product catalogue which concerned finance for businesses (mortgages and ordinary loans, 
agricultural loans, loans under arrangements with guarantee bodies and property mortgages).  
 
CONVENTION LOANS  

The banks in the Group continue to pay particular attention to loans granted “under 
convention”, i.e. loans provided on the basis of agreements with guarantee bodies and trade 
associations, which represent an important link in relations with the local economies in which 
network banks operate.  

New medium-to-long term loans granted in 2009 amounted to approximately 1.186 million 
euro, in relation to more than 16.000 loans (+24% in terms of amount and +16% by number of 
loans compared to December 2008), which raised the total outstanding loans at the end of the 
year to 2.868 million euro (+11%). Use of short term credit lines on the other hand, rose from 
413 to 499 million euro (+21%).  

The new initiatives reported in the sub section “Anti crisis measures to support small-to-
medium sized enterprises and families” were in addition to the broad range of existing 
products already available, with a large variety of financial operations performed with the main 
guarantee bodies to provide liquidity, restore financial strength, upgrade  plant and make 
investments in  “clean” energy and technological innovation.  

The “SME portfolio-Jeremie FESR” initiative was also started up, in operation since the end of 
January 2010, by the signing of two new convention agreements – which supplement existing 
agreements – with Confapi Lombarda Fidi (CONFAPI) and  Confidi Province Lombarde (CPL), 
which were assigned two of the three tranches of finance amounting to three million euro 
each, awarded by the Region of Lombardy through Finlombarda, to be drawn on the “Jeremie 
FESR Investment Fund”, created as part of the 2007-2013 Regional Competitiveness 
Operational Programme.  
These funds, supplemented by 1,1 million euro from funds made available by the guarantee 
bodies mentioned (0,75 million euro by CONFAPI and 0,35 million euro by CPL), are destined 
to improve conditions for access to credit by micro and small-to-medium sized enterprises 
operating in Lombardy with the specific intent of supporting investments with a high 
innovative content.8  

                                                            

6 Businesses with a turnover of less than 300 thousand euro.  
 

7 Businesses with a turnover of more than 300 thousand euro.  
 

8  These objectives will be achieved by the issue of guarantees (enforceable on first application) on the portfolios of the loans granted by 
banks to enterprises, and to businesses in the initial start-up phase in particular, to cover risks of initial losses on each portfolio up 
to a determined percentage (a cap rate) and up to 80% of each individual loan and in any case within the cash collateral limit 
consisting of the tranches of finance mentioned and the funds made available by the guarantee bodies (confidi). The operation, which 
has high innovative content, involves the allocation of funds by Banca Popolare di Bergamo, Banco di Brescia and Banca Popolare 
Commercio e Industria for unsecured loans (totalling approximately 90 million euro) with the same maturity, for which forms of 
guarantee are issued, different from those normally applied, by performing a synthetic securitisation compliant with Basel two, with 
benefits for SMEs in terms of lower cost finance. The loans relate to investments (with a high innovative content) in the areas of 
industrial research, experimental development, technological innovation and corporate-organisational development and they will 
cover at least 60% of the admissible investment for amounts of between 30 thousand and 500 thousand euro, with a term of 60 
months in addition to a grace period of up to 18 months.  
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FINANCIAL CONSULTING  

Co-operation by the network banks continued in 2009 with SF Consulting, an associate 
company controlled by the Finservice Group  and specialised in the supply of consulting 
services on subsidised loans which include: assessment of eligibility for access to subsidies, 
the preparation of investment projects, the assessment of investment plans and general 
assistance in making and processing applications for subsidised loans.  
Joint commercial action with the network banks resulted in more than one thousand new 
potential applications with visits to more than three thousand concerns in the  small business 
and corporate segment.  
 
BUNDLED SOLUTIONS  

The bundled accounts, “Utilio speciale PMI” (special SME) and “Utilio speciale Affair” (business 
special) have been marketed since 2008. They are designed to provide a flexible, innovative 
and concrete response to the requirements of small-to-medium sized enterprises, craftsmen, 
small retailers and self employed professionals.  

The Utilio range contains a complete range of banking and  insurance services and provides 
savings on important business expenses (telephone and fuel bills, e-commerce, information 
and advisory services). The simplicity typical of a current account with a fixed monthly charge, 
combined with the flexibility of a product that can be customised by selecting services on a  
self-bundled basis (as suggested by a sample of customers and trade associations which 
participated in special “focus groups”) confirmed the validity of  the UBI Group’s products with 
accounts held by more than 35 thousand customers.  

A new package dedicated to corporate customers and businesses which prefer to do business 
through remote channels is currently being studied to complete the “Utilio Speciale” business 
range. With a reduced monthly fixed charge, this new version of Utilio has no charges for the 
use of  remote instruments (payment cards, internet banking, POS terminals, etc.), while 
commissions differ according to the channel used and specific insurance and non banking 
services are provided on remote channels.  
 
SECTOR PRODUCTS  

The small business service model is also based on the development of distinct product ranges 
focused on business sectors. By taking account of the principal financial needs and the 
specifics of the “value chain” which characterise them, these ranges are designed to 
strengthen the role of UBI as a “partner bank”. These products are created after a process of 
analysis and study based on special “focus group” surveys on businesses in individual sectors, 
on interviews with the account managers of banks in the Group and on specific meetings with 
the relevant trade associations.  

The product range reserved to wholesale merchants entitled “Spazio Impresa-Commercio 
all’Ingrosso” was introduced during the year. The driver of the range is the Utilio Speciale PMI  
account and it is designed to satisfy the principal needs of businesses in the sector: savings on 
the management of payments and receipts, increased return on company liquidity, rapid 
finance for current operations, cover for all types of company risk, immediate advances to 
grasp commercial opportunities, simplification of administration, cutting company costs.  

A product range employing a similar approach is also under study, reserved to agricultural 
enterprises and designed to support development by means of a full range of loans, destined in 
particular to initiatives to shorten commercial supply chains, diversify production and 
facilitate generation turnover. It is accompanied by a range of services for the administration 
of payments and receipts and to insure against risks.  
 
“NEW ENERGY” LOANS  

Two new credit lines were launched in the first half of 2009 with the objective of encouraging 
investments for the production of “clean” energy and for generating energy savings. They were 
named “New Photovoltaic Energy”, designed to finance investment in photovoltaic plant, and 
“New Energy - Renewable Sources and Energy Savings”, to support company development 
programmes designed to generate energy either from renewable sources or with a low 
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environmental impact (i.e. wind power, hydro generation, biomass generation) and to improve 
energy efficiency.  

In order to educate existing and prospective customers on environmental issues and energy 
savings and also to support the “New Photovoltaic Energy” project, the Group organised a 
project, in co-operation with the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering in the 
Faculty of Engineering at the University of Brescia, designed to develop a software application 
– available on the Group website www.ubibanca.com – to assess the technical and economical 
sustainability of these investments by simulating the expected economic and environmental 
cost-benefits.  

Again with regard to photovoltaic energy a convention agreement was signed with Enel.si in 
July 2009, a member of the Enel Group, a leading operator on the Italian market in the 
design, creation and installation of photovoltaic plants. Under this convention Enel.si, which 
has a large network of installation technicians and shops under franchise throughout the 
country, can recommend the branches of the network banks of the Group to its customers or 
to those of its  franchisees if these require loans or insurance cover for the installation of 
photovoltaic plant.  

As at 31st December 2009, after just a few months of activity, the UBI Group had granted 
around 100 loans to businesses (small business and corporate segment) from the entire “New 
Energy” range for a total of more than 33 million euro.  
 
INSURANCE COVER AND CONSULTANCY  

Marketing commenced of the Special Finance Shield during the last quarter, a non life policy 
that can be bundled with the principal forms of newly granted loans, both unsecured and 
secured. It has been  designed in conjunction with UBI Assicurazioni to protect the capacity to 
repay loans in cases where partners, senior management or figures considered “significant” in 
a business’s organisation and activities are affected by permanent or temporary events (death, 
accident, invalidity, hospitalisation, etc.).  
Designed in compliance with ANIA (national association of insurance companies) guidelines, it 
is a “collective” non life policy, by which customers benefit from more attractive premiums 
compared to similar policies taken out independently.  
The particular design of the policy means that the insurance premium is charged to current 
accounts in a lump sum when loans are disbursed. The premium is financed with an increase 
in the amount disbursed, thereby allowing companies to spread the cost of the policy over time 
and, at the same time, to reduce the initial financial impact. A “stand alone” version is 
currently under study which in addition to allowing the payment of the premium without the 
need for a loan, will also provide cover for loans currently being repaid.  

Activity also continued to sell insurance cover for potential corporate risks through the UBI 
Assicurazioni network of insurance agents.  

Loans granted by the Group may also contain “clear and transparent” mechanisms to insure customers, 
which reduce or eliminate financial risks attaching to interest rate volatility, of particular importance in 
periods of turbulence on markets or in the presence, as at the moment, of future scenarios of probable 
interest rate rises.  
 
 
 
The Private Banking Market  

UBI Private Banking is a specialist service available throughout the country, provided through 
the individual network banks of the Group. It operates with 370 “private bankers” operating in 
100 dedicated offices.  
UBI Private Banking is the third largest private banking operator nationally in the sector in 
Italy with 37 billion euro of assets under management and approximately 63.000 customers.  
 
Although interest rate trends had a negative impact on the sector in 2009, the UBI Banca 
“Private Banking Market” succeeded in profiting from the growth on the principal financial 
markets by producing net positive wealth and increasing its customer base. It achieved this as 
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a result of its distinctive approach based on the one hand on building long term relationships 
of trust and on the other by providing integrated and specialist advice (investment, protection, 
finance).  
 
Its advisory activities were further expanded during the year in the following areas:  
• the “Pro-Active Wealth Advisory”, a specialist financial advisory service which performs 

thorough assessments of the characteristics and needs of family groups, analysing estates 
and proposing the best investment solutions available on the market; 

• the “Family Business” service designed to satisfy the specific requirements of customers in 
relation to the following:  
- generation handover (choice of heir, distribution of the inheritance line, estate reorganisation);  
- asset protection (capital protection tools and solutions);  
- family governance (family constitution, asset distribution);  
- corporate governance (corporate co-opting rules, assignment of roles, management appointments);  
- asset control structures (identification and implementation of the most appropriate legal forms or 

company vehicles to hold and manage individual types of asset);  
• the start of a project that will lead to the release on the distribution network of a new 

planning and financial consulting instrument. Based on an analysis of client 
characteristics, identified with the assistance of answers supplied to a MiFID questionnaire, 
this instrument will be used to formulate financial solutions tailor-made to suit client 
requirements.  

 
The following activities were performed with regard to products:  
 the UBI Pramerica asset management range of products was broadened and revised:  

- the number of indices underlying the open, customer portfolio, asset management 
products was increased to give greater customisation of the product;  

- the Sicav dedicated to the private banking market was restyled with the arrival of the 
“Tax Shield-ter” (capital repatriation law) with the creation of a specific class for 
repatriated sums and the range of sectors available was broadened;  

- a new line was created named “contained investment” as part of private banking 
customer portfolio management;  

 the range of Banc assurance products was extended by:  
- standardising the product range for the former BL banks with the launch of line one 

products on specific assets (a policy for which the underlying assets in the initial years 
consist of a security purchased by the insurance company and inserted in a specific 
fund), where the main characteristic is that the insurance company accepts issuer 
default risk from the inception of the policy:  

- the start of the sale of AVIVA products through BPA (capitalisation policies and line one 
policies), in order to bring the product range into line with that of the other network 
banks in the Group.  

 
Finally, with regard to the “tax shield-ter”, UBI Private Banking rapidly organised a full and 
complete service for its clients and for all those interested in performing the repatriation 
operation through the UBI Banca Group. Numerous initiatives were taken to achieve this 
which had already begun by the middle of 2009:  

- continuous training and updates for the entire UBI Banca commercial network 
(approximately 900 staff involved) on regulatory, legal, tax and technical matters;  

- the creation of specialist internal units (first and second level task forces) to formulate 
solutions to meet even the most complex requirements of clients, with the assistance where 
necessary of local, national and international consultants;  

- a programme of conventions on the issue with free attendance, organised in various Italian 
towns and cities, held by specialists from the UBI Banca Group, with contributions from 
external experts;  

- the supply of a full range of products and services, specifically designed for the “Tax Shield-
ter”  to  satisfy all the asset and liability management needs of clients.  

 
Total transactions concluded as at 31st December 2009 amounted to 2,1 billion euro, 
including approximately two billion euro relating to repatriations and 0,1 billion euro to official 
declarations of positions.  
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The Corporate Market  

The Corporate Market has 42.000 clients classified in the segment on the basis of a minimum 
turnover of 5 million euro and therefore characterised by complex financial behaviour 
patterns.  
It has been divided into three sub-segments on the basis of the complexity of the financial 
behaviour of the clients: Large Corporate (turnover of greater than 150 million euro), Mid 
Corporate (turnover between 25 and 150 million euro) and Lower Corporate (turnover between 
5 and 25 million euro). The three sub-segments are covered and supported by a network of 
specialist account managers comprising a total of approximately 750 account managers and 
assistants working in 66 Corporate Banking Units and 29 “Corners” and supported, for 
“foreign commercial” activities, by 300 specialists operating in 36 foreign centres.  
 
The Corporate Market has brought the INTEGRATED PRODUCT range to an advanced  level by 
involving the product companies of the Group and employing an evolved commercial approach 
which involves:  
- closer integration with product companies, with the creation of a contact role (integrated 

product range contact) in network banks for the more complex products (structured 
finance, investment banking, leasing, factoring, advisory services for subsidised loans, 
insurance brokerage), who reports directly to the Corporate Area of the Parent, with the 
objective of systematically maximising and implementing an integrated product approach 
and defining a customer driven product range;  

- Mid Corporate Advisory, a programme to support Mid Corporate clients, which by 
processing a client’s historical data and comparing them with the performance of the sector 
to which it belongs, is able to highlight the client’s overall needs. The programme, which 
has now been extended to cover a significant number of clients, has shown that the new 
commercial approach, which is designed to propose the Bank as a partner at all stages in 
the life cycle of a business, is becoming fundamental for the creation of value for companies 
themselves;  

- Large Corporate Advisory: recently launched and still at the pilot stage, this is an integrated 
approach for the large corporate segment designed to employ evolved commercial plans by 
means of joint contributions from a virtual team (network banks, product companies, 
foreign commercial centres). The project is designed to improve the overall service in order 
to increase market share;  

- the extension of customer relationship management (CRM) to inlcude foreign commercial 
services in order to support the operations of corporate and foreign commercial supply 
chains.  

 
Although Italian imports and exports were hit particularly hard by the financial crisis, which 
affected all markets (the Italian Office for National Statistics measured a fall in foreign trade of 
21% compared to the previous year), a particular FOCUS ON THE FOREIGN COMMERCE SECTOR – 
with the implementation of a foreign commercial model in all the network banks which 
involves a high level of attention on the sector – has  enabled the UBI Banca Group to 
maintain and in some cases increase the foreign commercial business of its customers.  
Particular attention is paid in this area to clients that operate with countries with high growth 
rates (India, China, Brazil and other emerging countries), in order to identify – with the 
assistance of commercial agreements and partnerships with major international operators – 
business areas with high valued added connected with the world of trade finance.  
The Group also continues to invest in:  

- initiatives designed to strengthen its image and that of its individual banks on the 
market (specialist international trade fairs, conventions, etc.);  

- constant monitoring of the quality of the service provided to clients by the dedicated 
distribution network, combined with the search for new technical and organisational 
solutions to render processes increasingly more efficient;  
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- an increase in the professionalism of personnel as a result of a significant commitment 
to commercial and technical training.  

 
 
The desire to broaden the customer base and to provide more effective support to corporate 
clients on the market persuaded the Corporate Market distribution network to create a line of 
operations specifically dedicated to GROWTH with the introduction of new, corporate account 
manager, market developers, who report directly to the Corporate Management of the network 
banks.  
In 2009 approximately thirty market developers commenced operations, each assigned to 
specific areas with lists of specific target customers. The objective for 2010 will be to broaden 
their field of activities to include Group clients with whom business is still at marginal levels.  
 
Finally, the system of support for the distribution network in setting prices that are consistent 
with the risk and profitability of counterparties (RISK BASED PRICING) was extended  from short-
term loans only to include medium-to-long term loans. This tool shows account managers all 
existing accounts and allows them to set prices consistently, with account also taken of the 
importance of the counterparty to the Group and the value it generates.  
 
 
 
Communication and marketing initiatives  

Numerous initiatives were developed in 2009 to support commercial growth in each market 
segment. They include the following:  
- the “family and SME insurance protection” campaign, with the following objectives: to give 

strong and clear visibility to the Group’s insurance division and to its full range of 
economically competitive products; to underline the longstanding experience of UBI 
Assicurazioni, a leader in Italy in the banc assurance sector; to promote the Group as single 
financial and insurance partner for existing and potential clients; to support marketing 
drives in the non life policy sector;  

- the development of specific advertising instruments for the presentation to businesses, via 
internet and other media, of new sector products, “new energy loans” and “anti crisis” 
measures to support small-to-medium sized enterprises;  

- the creation of a new organic and co-ordinated line of advertising for the presentation, 
including special events, of the product range to the private banking segment.  

 
The communication and marketing activities performed were concentrated, consistent with the 
substantial growth objectives set, on development and support for projects to acquire new 
customers, with targets differing according to the case.  
 
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL AND BUSINESS CUSTOMER ACQUISITION CAMPAIGN 

An important initiative was undertaken during the year of the “emotional comparison” type, 
with strong visibility and effectiveness, designed to support commercial activity to acquire new 
customers in all market segments.  
 

The campaign consisted of five messages with a strong impact, which amiably and playfully 
poked fun at the key advertising features of our main competitors to present the distinctive 
and varied advantages of UBI Banca: a concrete approach, friendly, capable, professional, 
satisfying. The advertisements were targeted mainly at the customers of competing banks who 
are dissatisfied and wish to change and also at existing customers in order to strengthen their 
perception of the value of the UBI Banca brand.  
 

In order to support the capacity of the banks in the Group to acquire customers and give a 
more concrete tone to the campaign, a set of target products was selected, which are usually 
determining in the choice of a new bank; competitive conditions were made available to 
account managers in relations with new customers.  
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DUETTO CLICK&GO CUSTOMER ACQUISITION CAMPAIGN  

At the beginning of year, when those consumers most attentive to costs compare prices on the 
market, an advertising campaign was  launched at prospective customers (not just young 
people) with a strong “do-it-yourself” tendency, familiar with technology, attracted by the 
advantages of an online bank and at the same time appreciative of the soundness, security 
and assistance provided by a conventional bank. The campaign, which was launched both in 
branches and on banners in the main target websites, emphasised the attractive low charges, 
the multichannel character, the simplicity and ease of use and the completeness of the 
services offered in terms of services included in the fixed charge. The initiative also stimulated 
an increase in the proportion of online operations performed by customers using channels 
other than their branches.  
 
THE “PLAY UBI” CUSTOMER ACQUISITION CAMPAIGN  

The communication campaign to support the Christmas “Play UBI” advertising initiative 
launched a programme of commercial actions designed to increase the percentage of 
customers aged between 0 and 29.  
 

The objectives of the “Play UBI” campaign were as follows: to be a strong attraction for young 
people through the use of an amusing and fun message which invited them to play and have 
fun (PLAY, BOY!), with emphasis placed on a prize of 50 euro that could be used to purchase 
objects appreciated by young people; to attract young people with a communication in their 
own language and by making an offer in harmony with their demands; to promote and renew 
the UBI Banca image not just for young people but also for a broader public, consisting of 
existing and prospective customers of all ages.  
 

At the same time as the branch advertising was performed, a campaign was also launched to 
increase the visibility of the initiative for the target and to increase its effect by means of 
website banners, radio commercials, posters and advertising material at all the points of sale 
of our partners in the initiative.  
 
THE CLUBINO CUSTOMER ACQUISITION CAMPAIGN  

At the turn of the year, the new Clubino product was launched for children aged between 0 
and 12,  with an original and amusing advertisement targeted at parents, but which involved 
children directly, with a mechanism which rewards the capacity to save and a website full of 
games and curiosities. The initiative, which immediately met with appreciation, broadens the 
range of products for families and constitutes an important foundation for future growth in the 
customer base. Further development of this product range is planned with new entertainment 
and advertising initiatives.  
 
 
 
Customer Care  

The centrality of the customer in the UBI Group is the first of the principles set out in our 
Charter of Values which declares that: “Customer satisfaction is the guide to our work. Trust 
and quality of service lie at the heart of how we develop relations with our customers… “.  
In order to implement this principle in concrete terms and to ensure that aspects of quality in 
customer relationships and customer service are guaranteed, a new Customer Care Area has 
been formed in the new organisational structure of the Parent, UBI Banca, as part of the  Risk 
Control Macro Area. It is responsible for the management of  reputation risk related to 
customer satisfaction. The “consultation” project started in 2008 has therefore been placed 
within this area, along with the related internal customer satisfaction project and activities to 
co-ordinate and analyse complaints relating to the network banks and the product companies.  
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The “consultation” project  
 
The objective of the “consultation” project is to measure the satisfaction of Group customers 
by means of a customer satisfaction index for the retail, corporate and private banking 
markets (and the relative segments).  
The index is measured continuously for the Group as a whole and for network banks, local 
retail banking areas, branches, corporate business units (CBU) and private banking business 
units (PBU), by means of approximately 150.000 telephone interviews each year, with 
representative sampling of customers.  
Additionally, in order to obtain the maximum attention from all the functions involved, in 
2009 a customer satisfaction index was  included among the incentive scheme objectives of 
the Group.  
 
The survey, performed with the assistance of a major national market research company, 
enabled the following:  

- the update of the indices for all the commercial lines several times each year;  
- the identification of priorities for action to improve customer satisfaction and bank-

customer relationships in general;  
- the comparison of Group results with market benchmarks provided by the market research 

institute.  
 
After a first quarter in which the indices fell, due above all to external factors, there was  a 
recovery on the three markets in 2009, more accentuated for the retail market, but also 
evident for the corporate and private banking markets. This trend became firmer in the last 
quarter, during which the three markets recorded greater improvements compared to their 
respective benchmarks.  
 
In detail, in December 2009 the index for the total retail market recorded an increase 
compared to a year before. The index for all three segments (mass market, affluent and small 
business) stood at levels much higher than the benchmark, demonstrating the importance of 
the centrality of personal customer relationships.  
 
The customer satisfaction index for the private banking market performed similarly, although 
to a lesser extent, which confirmed what had already been found in 2008 concerning the 
strategic importance of personal customer relationships in the long term. In terms of the 
comparison with the benchmark, while the index was basically in line with it for the private 
banking market as a whole, the UBI Group showed a significant advantage for customers 
belonging to the high net worth, top end of the market.  
 
The trend for the corporate market was negative, however, although less so compared to the 
benchmark, affected by the concerns of corporate clients, especially the smaller ones, over the 
grant of credit. Details for the segment show that the degree of satisfaction increases with 
company size both for the UBI Group and for our competitors. Recognition of the centrality of 
customer relationships continued for the corporate banking units, with satisfaction levels 
higher or just a little lower than the benchmark for the large and mid corporate segments.  
 
Information acquired from suggestions and recommendations freely given by customers 
interviewed, solicited with special “open” questions, was equally valuable. Approximately 40 
thousand recommendations were received in 2009, mainly involving relationships with 
personnel, terms and conditions, accuracy and efficiency in the performance of transactions 
and the personalisation of customer relationships.  
 
 
Internal Customer Satisfaction  
 
A further important customer satisfaction initiative was started in the last quarter of 2009 
entitled “Internal Customer Satisfaction”. The objective of the project is to start from the 
results of the customer satisfaction survey and then to identify the main activities of the 
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Group which have a direct impact on the quality of the services provided, by measuring the 
perception of personnel in direct contact with customers.  
 
 
Complaints  
 
Complaints constitute a valuable instrument for customer consultation  and each one of them, 
or even just one complaint, constitutes a valuable information asset for improving the quality 
of the services provided.  
 
A recent software application was developed during the year to support the complaint 
management process. It was recently distributed  to all the network banks and it allows data 
on each single complaint to be recorded, which facilitates management of them at all stages as 
well as providing detailed reports at different levels (branch, bank, Group).  
As a result of the support provided by this new system, qualitative analysis of complaints 
received will therefore be improved from 2010 and when appropriately integrated with the 
results of the consultation project and with CRM data, it will allow those factors which affect 
customer satisfaction to be better identified and corrective action to be taken  as a 
consequence.  
 
Total complaints received in 2009 numbered approximately 4.950, an increase compared to 
2008 of 13%, including 173 relating to privacy.  
Complaints of impolite or unprofessional conduct by personnel accounted for just one percent 
of the total.  
Complaints processed during the year numbered 5.346 including 1.732 in favour of 
customers. The average response time was 32 days.  
 
A total of 118 complaints were forwarded to the banking ombudsman, eight concluded in 
favour of customers, with an average response time of 17 days.  
 
On 15th October 2009 the Financial Banking Arbitrator service came into operation, formed 
within the Bank of Italy for the out-of-court settlement of disputes. At the end of December 
eight disputes had been presented to the new body and they are currently under examination.  
 
As concerns the methods by which customers send in complaints – most are currently still in 
hardcopy format – dedicated email addresses have been made available both at the Parent and 
at each of the network banks and the product companies. This will allow times for responses 
to customers to be shortened and more efficiency introduced in the various passages between 
corporate functions.  
 
Finally, with a view to reducing the number of complaints and facilitating customer 
consultation, training courses have been designed for the commercial personnel of the network 
banks, which contain a special section dedicated to customer relationship management and to 
methods of dealing with difficult cases.  
 
 
 
 

PattiChiari Consortium: commitments to quality  

As is known, the Italian banking industry has assigned the new role of “sector vehicle” to the 
PattiChiari consortium as part of a broader project to improve retail customer relationships. 
The objective is to implement a vast new plan of action which involves the production, 
management and distribution of tools to introduce simplicity, clarity, comparability and 
customer mobility (the “commitments to quality”), along with programmes to educate the 
public financially.  
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The banks in the UBI Group have been members of the PattiChiari Consortium since it was 
established (September 2003) and they promptly confirmed their continuing participation 
because they recognise the importance of a renewed commitment by the sector to high 
standards of customer service.  
 
Project activities were therefore directed mainly towards the gradual introduction of the 
“Commitments to Quality” and to other initiatives launched by the consortium in accordance 
with the “implementation plan” formulated by the Italian Banking Association and in 
compliance with the constant changes in the relative legislation.  
 
In this respect, in confirmation of the recognition given to self-regulatory initiatives taken by 
the sector, the recent revision of regulations concerning transparency issued by the Bank of 
Italy has incorporated various elements formulated and developed by banks on a self-
regulatory basis. As a consequence this has persuaded the consortium to amend the scope of 
its activities in order to avoid wasteful overlap in its work.  
The commitments to quality, the “summary fact sheets” (stage one commitment ) and “easy 
statements” (stage two commitment), initially programmed under the PattiChiari Statute, were 
therefore excluded from the self regulatory content, because they have been incorporated 
within the new Bank of Italy regulations on transparency.  
 
In 2009 the UBI Group’s network banks introduced all fourteen of the stage one 9 
commitments to quality, ten of the stage two commitments10 and also a further four optional 
initiatives. 11  Due to the particular characteristics of their operations, some of the 
commitments just mentioned are not applicable to UBI Private Investment, while none of the 
commitments are applicable to the Parent, UBI Banca, which is also a member of the 
consortium.  
 

                                                            

9 The stage one quality commitments introduced are as follows:  
 comparison engine for bundled current accounts; comparison engine for ordinary current accounts; price indicator for bundled 

current accounts; price indicator for ordinary current accounts; “change account” guide; “change mortgage” guide; informed 
investments; automatic transferability of direct debits; publication of average times for closing current accounts; automatic 
transferability of mortgage information; monitoring of times taken to close current accounts; information on ATM terminals on cash 
debit charges; monitoring the quality of indirect channels for the sale and management of credit through intermediaries; 
reimbursement times for mistaken/unauthorised charges made on cards  

10  The stage two quality commitments introduced are as follows:  
comparison engine for the financial inclusion service (former basic banking service); price indicator for the financial inclusion 
service; security guide; automatic transferability of “RiBa” automatic electronic payments; automatic transferability of mortgage 
and/or other loan repayments; monitoring of FARO service standards; centralised FARO call centre; financial inclusion service; 
certification for the tax deductibility of interest on mortgages; home banking protection. Commitments for which introduction or 
the issue of standards by the consortium are not yet complete are as follows:  protection for unauthorised card use, automatic 
transferability of credit transfers (wires); automatic transferability of securities portfolios; automatic transferability of credit card 
statements.  

11  Average response times on granting credit to small businesses; defined times for clearing cheques; availability of a list of services 
provided on an account.  
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The distribution network and market 
positioning  

The branch network of the Group  

As at 31st December 2009 the UBI Banca Group had 1.966 branches, which had risen to 
1.968 at the date of this report.  
 

 
* The figures included one foreign branch.  
** The figures included two foreign branches.  
(1)The figures do not include units dedicated exclusively to pawn credit (ten as at 31st December 2008 and as at 31st  December 2009, relating to 
Banca Regionale Europea; nine following the branch switches performed with the Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria brand).  

 
 
The changes that occurred during the year were mainly a reflection of the following:  
• a series of direct interventions designed to optimise the presence on markets by closing 

units or transforming them;  
• the start in parallel with this of a programme for opening new branches which led to the 

activation of 27 units and the transformation of eleven units previously providing treasury 
services into mini-branches;  

• the exogenous expansion of the branch network through the purchase from Intesa 
Sanpaolo of a line of business consisting of thirteen branches and one associated mini-
branch located in the province of La Spezia1, which completed the presence of Banco di San 
Giorgio in the Region of Liguria.  

 
 

A summary is given below of the changes that occurred in Italy in 2009 and until the date of 
this report, while a separate sub-section reports on the branch network abroad:  

                                                            

1  Seven branches and an associated mini-branch are located at La Spezia, two at Lerici, two at Sarzana, one at Portovenere and one at 
Castelnuovo Val di Magra in the Molicciara district.  

The Branch network of the UBI Banca Group in Italy and abroad

number of branches
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change

31.12.2009 
reclassified 
after switch

UBI Banca Scpa 2 2 -                      2

Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 375 361 14 382

Banco di Brescia Spa* 363 359 4 372

Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (1) 214 216 -2 261

Banca Regionale Europea Spa** (1) 295 291 4 227

Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 256 259 -3 256

Banca Carime Spa 295 315 -20 295

Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 59 59 -                      59

Banco di San Giorgio Spa 53 37 16 58

UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 36 38 -2 36

B@nca 24-7 Spa 1 1 -                      1

IW Bank Spa 2 2 -                      2

Centrobanca Spa 7 7 -                      7

Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa - Svizzera 6 4 2 6

UBI Banca International Sa - Lussemburgo 2 2                     -                      2

TOTAL (1) 1.966 1.953 13 1.966

Financial advisors 880 924 -44 

ATMs 2.533 2.465 68
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• Banca Popolare di Bergamo transformed ten treasury branches located in the Province of 
Bergamo into mini-branches2. The Costa Masnaga mini-branch (Lecco) also started to 
operate in July, while in the last quarter a mini-branch was opened in Milan in Via Rizzoli 
together with three branches (in Rome in Via Donna Olimpia, at Guanzate (Como) and at 
Monza in Via Boito) and the Ciserano branch was closed. Finally in February 2010, a mini-
branch in Bergamo was closed at the premises of A2A Spa, while in March a new mini-
branch was opened at Kilometrorosso of Stezzano (Bergamo);  

• Banco di Brescia strengthened its presence in the Lombard capital in November with a 
new branch in Via Triumplina and it continued its expansion in Veneto with the opening of 
three new branches at San Martino Buon Albergo (Verona), Pieve di Soligo (Treviso) and 
Altavilla Vicentina (Vicenza);  

• Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria opened two branches in Rome and two in Milan3 
and closed five 4 , while it sold its Palermo branch to Banca Popolare di Vicenza (in 
implementation of the settlement agreement related to the disposal of 61 branches);  

• Banca Regionale Europea opened five branches5 and closed a branch at Vedano Olona 
(Varese). In March 2010, on the other hand, it opened a new branch at Asti in Corso 
Savona;  

• Banca Popolare di Ancona opened six branches6 and closed two at Caserta in Via Battisti 
and in Naples in Piazza Bovio. It transformed a treasury branch into a mini-branch at 
Caiazzo (Caserta) and in January 2010 it closed  its Marcianise branch on the Sannitica 
state road and transformed its Gualdo Cattaneo treasury branch (Perugia) into a mini-
branch;  

• Banca Carime opened three new branches and closed 25;7  
• Banco di San Giorgio: in addition to the purchase of branches from Intesa Sanpaolo 

already mentioned, this bank opened two new branches at Recco (Genoa) and at Alassio 
(Savona);  

• UBI Banca Private Investment closed its branches at Parma and Rieti and in February 
2010 it opened a branch in  Florence in Viale Matteotti.  

 
A full list of all Group branches in Italy and abroad is given in the final pages of this publication.  
 
After the end of the year the UBI Banca Group implemented a branch network optimisation 
project already reported in the previous section, “Subsequent events”, which may be 
consulted.  
The intragroup transfer of 316 branches through the contribution of operations, as 
summarised in the table, was performed to increase the focus of the network banks on their 
respective geographical markets.  
 

 

                                                            

2 Adrara San Rocco, Bossico, Monasterolo del Castello, Onore, Piario, Rota Imagna, Ubiale Clanezzo, Viadanica, Vigolo and Cerete.  
3 In Rome in Via XX September and in Via dei Quattro venti; in Milan in Viale Monte Santo and in Viale Pirelli.  
4  In June: Milan in Piazzale Piola, San Giuliano Milanese in Via F.lli Cervi, Lissone in Via Cappuccina, Verona in Via Caserma Ospital 

Vecchio and Luino in Via Forlanini.  
5  Cinisello Balsamo (Milan) in Via Maximum Gorki; Milan in Via A. di Rudini; Acqui Terme (Alessandria); Moncalieri (Turin) and Turin 

in Corso Orbassano.  
6  Avellino in Via due Principati; Naples in Via Santa Brigida 62/63 (with the mini-branch at Città della Scienza), Forlì in Via 

Lazzaretto, Ancona in Via della Loggia and Macerata in Piazza Battisti.  
7  Openings at Andria in Via Barletta, at Galatina (Lecce), at Molfetta (Bari), at Salerno in Via Settimio Mobilio and at Conversano 

(Bari). Branches were closed on the other hand in June at Taranto; Galatone (Lecce); Zapponeta, Celenza Valfortore, Monteleone di 
Apulia (Foggia); Tricarico, Pomarico, Irsina (Matera); Lavello, Paterno di Lucania, Moliterno, Francavilla in Sinni (Potenza); Mercato 
San Severino, Capaccio, San Giovanni a Piro, Campagna (Salerno); Saline di Montebello Jonico, Seminara, Mammola (Reggio 
Calabria); San Marco Argentano, Longobucco, San Sosti, Luzzi, Terranova da Sibari (Cosenza); Rombiolo (Vibo Valentia).  

Branches involved in the branch network optimisation project

Transferring Bank (from) BPB BBS BPCI BRE BSG

Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa -                    18 37 31 4 90

Banco di Brescia Spa 24 -                    2 1 1 28

Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 63 9 -                    13 -                    85

Banca Regionale Europea Spa 10 10 93 -                    -                    113

TOTAL 97 37 132 45 5 316

Receiving Bank (to)
TOTAL
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 The Italian distribution network is 
completed by units dedicated 
specifically to private banking clients 
(private banking units and the 
“corners” that report to them ) and 
to corporate clients (corporate 
banking units and the “corners” that 
report to them).  
 
The summary given in the table 
“Private banking and Corporate 
Units” shows that there were 121 
corporate banking units and 120 
private banking units operating as 
at 31st  December 2009.8  
 
The activities connected with the 
branch optimisation project in 
January made it possible to 
reorganise and streamline these 
units at the same time, as shown in 
the last column of the table.  
 
The presence of the Group on the 
market is also supported by a 
network of 880 financial advisors 
who report to UBI Banca Private 
Investment.  
An integration process was 
completed during the year, in 
compliance with strategic policies 

and guidelines, following the merger between Banca Lombarda Private Investment and UBI 
SIM. The resulting organisational and commercial revision of the Financial Advisor Area came 
into effect from 15th July. It involves a new model for managing the network of financial 
advisors consisting of two commercial divisions in separate geographical zones (North and 
central Italy and South and central Italy), with formal reporting to the chief of that area. 
Consequently, at the end of the year 460 financial advisors were operating in the central and 
northern division and the remaining 420 were working in the central and southern division. 
The decrease compared to 924 financial advisors at the end of 2008 is due to distribution 
network streamlining processes started in the second half of 2008 with the strategic objective 
of progressively reducing the numbers of advisors with marginal portfolios and profitability 
while recruiting advisors with high range portfolios (larger than five million euro)9.  
On the basis of Assoreti (national association of stock brokerage companies) data published in 
December, UBI Banca Private Investment was again in 2009 one of the top players at national 
level both in terms of net inflows of assets and numbers of financial advisors and assets under 
management.  
 

                                                            

8  The following changes took place in 2009:  
- With regard to private banking facilities, BPB opened a corner at Zogno (Bergamo); BPCI closed three corners at Pavia, Seregno 

and Cesano Maderno in the  district of Binzago (Monza-Brianza) opening a new corner at Erba (Como); BPA closed a corner at 
Aversa (Caserta); BRE combined the two units  previously operational in Milan into a single unit; Banca Carime closed its Taranto 
corner and the Andria unit, opening  a new corner at Trani; Banco di San Giorgio opened two new units at Sanremo (Imperia) and 
La Spezia;  

- with regard to corporate banking facilities, BPB transformed its Lecco corner into a unit; BPCI sold a portion of its Brescia unit to 
Banca Popolare di Vicenza in implementation of a settlement agreement related to the sale of 61 branches and transformed the 
remaining part into a corner; BPA closed corners at Corridonia (Macerata), Fabriano and  Osimo (Ancona); Banca di Valle 
Camonica transformed its corner at Coccaglio (Brescia) into a unit; Banco di San Giorgio closed a corner at Sestri Levante (Genoa).  

9  The activities of financial advisors were affected by a broad range of actions during the year, mainly of an organisational and IT 
nature. These included the revision of the forms for distribution through indirect networks (contracts required by MiFID regulations 
and for opening bank accounts)  and the release during the second half of a new software application to support commercial 
activities (analysis of customer portfolios and reporting) named  “Personal Finance Desk”.  

Private banking and corporate units

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change
31.12.2009 
reclassified 
after switch

Private Banking Units 121 123 -2 103
Private Banking Units (PBU) 60 60 - 58

Banca Popolare di Bergamo 13 13 -                  14
Banco di Brescia 9 9 -                  12

Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 13 13 -                  8
Banca Regionale Europea 7 8 -1 6

Banca Carime 3 4 -1 3
Banca Popolare di Ancona 5 5 -                  5
Banca di Valle Camonica 1 1 -                  1

Banco di San Giorgio 3 1 2                  3
UBI Banca Private Investment 6 6 -                  6

Private corners 61 63 - 45
Banca Popolare di Bergamo 18 17 1                  15

Banco di Brescia 7 7 -                  3
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 12 14 -2 5

Banca Regionale Europea 3 3 -                  1
Banca Carime 9 9 -                  9

Banca Popolare di Ancona 11 12 -1 11
Banco di San Giorgio 1 1 -                  1

Corporate Banking Units 120 124 -4 95
Corporate banking Units (CBU) 71 70 1 66

Banca Popolare di Bergamo 17 16 1                  18                     
Banco di Brescia 18 18 -                  15                     

Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 11 12 -1 9                       
Banca Regionale Europea 9 9 -                  8                       

Banca Carime 5 5 -                  5                       
Banca Popolare di Ancona 6 6 -                  6                       
Banca di Valle Camonica 2 1 1                  2                       

Banco di San Giorgio 3 3 -                  3                       

Corporate corners 49 54 -5 29
Banca Popolare di Bergamo 5 6 -1 1                       

Banco di Brescia 13 13 -                  8                       
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 11 10 1                  6                       

Banca Regionale Europea 9 9 -                  3                       
Banca Carime 2 2 -                  2                       

Banca Popolare di Ancona 7 10 -3 7                       
Banca di Valle Camonica 1 2 -1 1

Banco di San Giorgio 1 2 -1 1                       
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The international presence  

In parallel with action taken with regard to the distribution network in Italy, as already 
reported in the previous section, “Significant events that occurred during the year”, the UBI 
Banca Group also continued the reorganisation of its international presence which at the date 
of this report includes the following:  
• two foreign banks, Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa (with six branches in Switzerland 

and a “financial advisory company” in Singapore) and UBI Banca International Sa (with 
headquarters in Luxembourg, branches in Munich and Madrid and two trust companies in 
Jersey and Luxembourg);  

• three foreign branches in France (at Nice and Menton of Banca Regionale Europea) and in 
Luxembourg (Banco di Brescia);  

• representative offices in San Paolo of Brazil, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Shanghai and Moscow;  
• equity investments (mainly controlling interests) in five foreign companies: in addition to 

UBI Trust Co Ltd Jersey, UBI Trustee Sa Luxembourg and BDG Singapore Private Pte Ltd. 
already mentioned, also in Gestioni Lombarda (Switzerland) Sa, Lombarda China Fund 
Management Co.10 and UBI Management Co. Sa; 

• one Branch of UBI Factor Spa in Krakow in Poland;  
• 35 commercial co-operation agreements with foreign banks (covering 54 countries) two new 

“Trade Facilitation” agreements with the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) and with the International Financial Corporation (IFC) and a “product 
partnership” in the Middle East and in Asia with Standard Chartered Bank to guarantee 
effective assistance on all the principal international markets for corporate clients.  

 
 
 
Remote channels  

The geographical market presence of the UBI Banca Group is reinforced by functions provided 
to customers of the network banks by direct channels (internet, contact centre, cell phone, 
corporate interbank banking, automated and POS terminals). These enable us to respond to 
customer demands for autonomy, rapidity and transparency by providing a range of easy-to-
use, convenient and innovative services.  
 
Channels available to private individual customers include:  
• the service QUI UBI Internet Banking, which provides customers with information on their 

bank accounts and enables them to perform a wide range of payment and investment 
transactions in real time, securely, rapidly and economically and also to access QUI UBI 
both from a PC and from a cell phone;  

• the QUI UBI Contact Center service which combines traditional services, accessed by 
telephone (information, stock market orders and payment instructions) with both actual 
and potential customer support and consultation, along with promotion and commercial 
development activity. The consolidation of a customer relationship and consultation 
approach has allowed the Contact Center to assess customer demands and expectations 
and to communicate them to the various corporate functions concerned.  

The Customers of the QUI UBI Internet Banking service increased in 2009 by more than 12%, 
exceeding 520 thousand at the end of the year (460 thousand approx. in December 2008).  
The number of Contact Center users also increased from approximately 520 thousand at the 
end of 2008 to more than 570 thousand in December 2009 (+6,9%)11.  
                                                            

10  On 4th November 2009 the shareholders approved the change of name to Guodu UBI Fund Management Company for which 
authorisation by the local financial authorities is in progress.  

11  Over twelve months the Contact Centre received more than one and a half million incoming calls from customers (+13%), including 
more than one million handled by the automatic telephone service and approximately 500 thousand by human operators, in 
addition to approximately 30 thousand emails processed. During the same period the Contact Center performed commercial 
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In parallel to this, there was also more intense use of these channels by customers:  
- the number of payment and telephone recharge transactions rose to around 3,2 million, an 

increase of 8%;  
- trading in securities on regulated markets performed through direct channels grew by 

34,3% to account for 56,3% of the total, up from in 47,4% in 2008.  
 
These results were also assisted by numerous improvements made during the year, as follows:  
• the launch of QUI UBI Affari, an internet banking service specially for small business 

customers;  
• the development of QUI UBI for smartphone mobile phones, which provides access to the 

main internet banking functions for approximately 2000 models of  cell phones. The first 
data available, relating to the second half, recorded more than 150 thousand accesses to 
the website for information on balances and transactions and more than 30 thousand 
accesses to give bank instructions (bank transfers, account transfers, recharging of cell 
phones and prepaid cards) and make requests for balances and statements on securities 
trading;  

• the publication of the commercial website www.ubibanca.com designed to provide 
information on the interactive product range of the Group for private individuals and 
businesses;  

• the implementation of simulators for the Group’s non life insurance policies (home, family, 
auto);  

• the release of a new internet banking platform (for private individuals and small 
businesses) which has radically renewed the functions, contents, navigation and graphics.  

 
The development of products and contents also continued into the beginning of 2010. In 
February a website dedicated to the private banking operations of the Group went on line 
(www.ubiprivatebanking.it) designed to increase visibility on the world wide web, while a 
simulator was published on the site www.ubibanca.com for calculating the sustainability of an 
investment in photovoltaic plant.  
 
With regard to services to businesses, the UBI Banca Group had approximately 154 thousand 
corporate and small business clients connected through the corporate interbank banking 
service in December, with substantial growth in the number of payment and receipt 
transactions performed through it.  
During the year a new detailed product range was implemented, focused on the demands of 
specific customer segments. In addition to the single bank QUI UBI Affari product, QUI UBI 
Imprese was also launched, a Group multi-bank, corporate interbank banking product 
provided in three versions with different methods of delivery and target segments. Action was 
also taken to standardise and simplify the product range.  
 
The Group has more than 2.500 ATMs, including more than 283 able to receive payments of 
cash and cheques, and approximately 54 thousand POS terminals installed in retail outlets.  
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

activity involving approximately 500 thousand calls to customers, of which around 50% resulted in the acquisition of useful 
contacts.  
The main changes introduced in 2009 consisted of the extension of activities to include the small business segment, the possibility 
to perform simulations and obtain estimates on the main products in the non life insurance sector by telephone, improvements in 
communications both with customers, due to the introduction of chat lines for contacts with personnel (in addition to telephone 
and email), and between personnel as a result of integration with the Inaction portal which introduced new opportunities for 
dialogue and relationship synergies between the Contact Center and branches.  
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Cards  

At the end of 2009, a total  of 963.351 credit cards were in use, a decrease of 4,6% compared 
to 1.009.307 in December 2008, the result of market trends caused by the consumer crisis.  
 
The range offered by the UBI Group, to which changes will be introduced during the current 
year, at present includes the following:  
• flexible cards which can be charge or revolving and also come in a multifunction version 

(i.e. credit and debit cards at the same time);  
• exclusively revolving credit cards that can be linked to a personal loan;  
• business and corporate cards;  
• cards exclusively for private banking customers.  
 
In 2009  a series of marketing campaigns were launched to increase the use of some products, 
mainly in the prepaid card sector, which rose to a total of 135.413 from approximately 105 
thousand at the end of 2008. They included SEMPRE Prepagata, (ALWAYS prepaid), the Group 
card, affiliated with the Mastercard network, launched in the second half of 2008, which 
accounted for 75% of the total at the end of the year.  
 
In addition to the PlayUBI initiative, targeted at young customers, which led to the issue of 
approximately 16 thousand cards, consisting of 65% in the SEMPRE Prepagata adults version 
and 35% in the SEMPRE Prepagata youth version, there was also a “Family Offer” campaign. 
This was designed for families with the issue of four payment cards in a single bundle with a 
total initial cost of just 24 euro12.  
 
As concerns debit cards (Bancomat-Pagobancomat), after decreasing in the first half, these 
started to grow in the second part of the year to 1.498.761 cards (including 471 thousand 
multi-function cards) almost unchanged compared to twelve months before.  
 
Finally work commenced at Group level for the issue of debit cards with chips based on the 
EMV standard,13 which should be completed in the second half of 2010.  
 
 
 
  

                                                            

12  The Family range includes a Libra Classic MasterCard credit card;  a Family Libra Classic MasterCard credit card; a debit card; the 
choice of either a Sempre Prepaid Rechargeable or a Sempre Prepaid non Rechargeable card. Attractive rates and charges apply to 
each card with a discount of approximately 70% on the cost total.  

13  EMV is a standard which arose from co-operation between the major payment networks in the world (Europay, Mastercard, Visa) 
and which defines the minimum security requirements for cards fitted with ICs.  
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The positioning of the Group  

The table summarises the positioning of the UBI Group 
in terms of branches as at 31st December 2008 and as 
at 31st September 2009, the latest available data.14  
 
The changes in market share reflect the policies for 
growth and to streamline market presence in the 
country pursued by the Group in the first nine months 
of the year.  
 
The fall in the share of branches in some provinces in 
the South was accompanied by a significant increase 
in Liguria – the result of the acquisition, already 
mentioned, of branches  located in the province of La 
Spezia from Intesa Sanpaolo – and the consolidation of 
market presence in some areas of Lombardy.  
 
The UBI Banca Group can currently count on market 
share of greater than 10% in 17 Italian provinces, in 
addition to an important presence in Rome (4%) and 
Milan (approximately 10%).  
 
 

                                                            

14  The data provided by the Bank of Italy does not take account of the recently formed new provinces.  

Branches 30.9.2009 31.12.2008

North Italy 6,6%  6,4%  

Lombardy 13,4%  13,2%  
Prov. of Bergamo 20,9%  19,8%  
Prov. of Brescia 22,3%  22,2%  
Prov. of Como 6,5%  6,5%  
Prov. of Lecco 5,9%  5,5%  
Prov. of Mantua 6,5%  6,6%  
Prov. of Milan 9,5%  9,4%  
Prov. of Pavia 16,5%  16,4%  
Prov. of Varese 26,6%  26,7%  

Piedmont 8,2%  8,2%  
Prov. of Alessandria 11,1%  10,9%  
Prov. of Cuneo 24,5%  24,7%  
Prov. of Novara 5,0%  5,0%  

Liguria 6,0%  4,3%  
Prov. of Genoa 4,9%  4,6%  
Prov. of Imperia 5,6%  5,7%  
Prov. of Savona 5,8%  5,2%  
Prov. of La Spezia 10,8%  0,7%  

Central Italy 3,7%  3,7%  

Marches 9,0%  9,2%  
Prov. of Ancona 11,1%  11,2%  
Prov. of Macerata 9,8%  10,1%  
Prov. of Ascoli Piceno 6,5%  6,6%  
Prov. of Pesaro-Urbino 8,2%  8,3%  

Latium 4,4%  4,3%  
Prov. of Viterbo 15,4%  15,5%  
Prov. of Rome 4,0%  3,9%  

South Italy 8,3%  8,6%  

Campania 5,9%  6,1%  

Calabria 21,8%  23,1%  
Prov. of Catanzaro 14,0%  14,6%  
Prov. of Cosenza 25,6%  26,9%  
Prov. of Crotone 18,9%  18,9%  
Prov. of Reggio Calabria 21,4%  23,2%  
Prov. of Vibo Valentia 26,8%  28,6%  

Basilicata 14,5%  16,8%  
Prov. of Matera 15,7%  18,2%  
Prov. of Potenza 13,9%  16,1%  

Apulia 8,1%  8,1%  
Prov. of Brindisi 12,2%  12,0%  
Prov. of Bari 9,0%  8,5%  

Total Italy 5,7%  5,7%  

UBI Banca Group: market shares
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Human resources  

 

(**) Staff leasing, regulated by Legislative Decree No, 276 of 10th  September 2003, replaced the temporary agency work contracts regulated by 
Law No. 196 of 24th June 1997.  

The table above gives details for each company of the actual distribution of ordinary employees (workers on permanent and temporary 
contracts and apprentices) within the Group as at 31st December 2009, adjusted to take account of secondments to and from other entities 
within or external to the Group (column A) compared with the situation at the end of 2008 (column B) restated on a uniform basis. Column 
C, on the other hand, gives details for each company of the number of employees on the payroll as at 31st December 2009 compared with 
the situation at the end of December 2008 (column D).  
 
 
At the end of 2009 the total personnel of the UBI Banca Group numbered 20.285 compared to 
20.680 in December 2008, a decrease over twelve months of 395 which also reflects the effects 
of both ordinary turnover from staff leaving and recruitment on temporary contracts and also  
the effects of extraordinary transactions which occurred during the period.  

Changes in the composition of Group personnel

Number 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes

A B A-B C D C-D
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 3.606 3.571 35 3.664 3.626 38
Banco di Brescia Spa 2.624 2.681 -57 2.643 2.706 -63 
Banca Carime Spa 2.210 2.263 -53 2.394 2.475 -81 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 1.965 2.027 -62 1.946 2.016 -70 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 1.958 2.001 -43 2.011 2.028 -17 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 1.692 1.704 -12 1.805 1.845 -40 
UBI Banca Scpa 1.368 1.522 -154 2.254 2.292 -38 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa 373 361 12 369 357 12
Centrobanca Spa 351 357 -6 337 332 5
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 349 338 11 353 341 12
IW Bank Spa 281 239 42 284 243 41
B@nca 24-7 Spa 204 194 10 135 134 1
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 174 176 -2 171 174 -3 
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 124 114 10 124 114 10
UBI Banca International Sa 96 91 5 91 87 4

TOTAL FOR BANKS 17.375 17.639 -264 18.581 18.770 -189 
UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA 1.838 1.795 43 657 666 -9 
UBI Leasing Spa 226 228 -2 245 255 -10 
UBI Factor Spa 145 144 1 143 142 1
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 128 113 15 117 111 6
Twice Sim Spa 44 48 -4 44 48 -4 
UBI Insurance Broker Srl 38 41 -3 36 39 -3 
Silf Spa 26 26 -                 28 34 -6 
UBI Fiduciaria Spa 25 20 5 18 18 -                 
InvestNet Italia Spa 13                  9                    4 10 9 1
BPB Immobiliare Srl 10 15 -5 5 9 -4 
Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa 10 10 -                 1 1 -                 
Gestioni Lombarda (Suisse) Sa 8 12 -4 8 11 -3 
UBI Gestioni Fiduciarie Sim Spa 8 7 1 4 4 -                 
Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR Spa 6 6 -                 2 2 -                 
Coralis Rent Srl 5 11 -6 -                     -                     -                 
UBI Management Company Sa 3 2 1 3 2 1
UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa 2                    3                    -1 5 5 -                 
Medinvest Spa 1                    3                    -2 3 3 -                 
S.B.I.M. Spa 1 1 -                 -                     -                     -                 
Coralis Travel in liquidazione Srl -                     1                    -1 -                     -                     -                 

TOTAL 19.912 20.134 -222 19.910 20.129 -219 
Personnel on agency leasing contracts (*) 373 429 -56 373 429 -56 

TOTAL PERSONNEL 20.285 20.563 -278 

On secondment outside the Group
   - out 14 23 -9 
   - in 16 28 -12 

TOTAL WORKFORCE 20.299 20.586 -287 20.299 20.586 -287 

Employees actually in service Employees on the payroll
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However, a comparison with the situation as at 31st December 2008 restated on a uniform 
basis1, as presented in the table, shows real reductions of 278 personnel, achieved primarily in 
the last quarter of the year.  
 
In the period 30th September-31st December 2009, total personnel decreased from 20.588 (restated on a 
consistent basis) to 20.285 at the end of the year, a contraction of 303, in line with the Business Plan.  
 
Synergies mainly involved the Parent (-154 employees) and the network banks (-169) 
compared to increases in some of the other Group member companies totalling 102, including 
42 at IW Bank and 43 at UBI.S. Synergies created at Group level also involved a total of 56 
personnel on staff leasing contracts, 51 of whom working in the network banks.  
 

The table gives details of changes in the 
type of employee contract, with a total 
decrease in numbers over twelve 
months of 219, the result of  897 
personnel leaving - 144 due to use of 
the “solidarity fund”, 15 on early 
retirement schemes and 419 for end of 
contract – and 678 new appointments, 
of which 182 permanent, 467 on 
temporary contracts and 29 
apprentices2.  

 
Intragroup mobility involved 531 personnel consisting of 461 on secondment and 70 leaving 
and being re-appointed in a new Group member company. This mobility is directly related to 
actions to increase efficiency and to centralise operations performed during the year and is 
also attributable to career development initiatives.  
 
As at 31st December 2009, the average age of employees at  UBI Banca was 43 years and 3 
months compared to 42 years and 6 months at the end of 2008, while the average length of 
service was 16 years and 7 months compared to 15 years and 11 months in December 2008.  
 

 The percentage of part time 
employees was 7% with no 
significant change. Female 
personnel accounted for 35,5% 
of the total, compared to 35,2% 
in 2008.  
 
As can be seen from the table 

there were no significant changes in the composition of personnel by rank.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            

1 The situation as at 31st December 2008 (columns B and D) was restated as follows:  
- the personnel of UBI Banca includes 33 personnel of Capitalgest Spa merged with effect from 1st  April 2009 (33 on the payroll; two actual);  
- the personnel of Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria is net of the 13 personnel affected by the sale of its Palermo branch to Banca 

Popolare di Vicenza in March 2009;  
- the personnel of Banco di San Giorgio includes 98 personnel working in the 13 branches of Intesa Sanpaolo purchased in March 2009;  
- the personnel of UBI Sistemi e Servizi includes 82 personnel of UBI CentroSystem merged with effect from 1st July 2009.  
Additionally the scope of consolidation for 2008 was aligned with that for 2009: 48 personnel of Twice Sim and three of Medinvest were 
included, both acquired in December, while the personnel of Mercato Impresa (54 on the payroll; 51 actual), sold in November, were excluded 
along with the personnel of UBI Assicurazioni (213 on the payroll; 200 actual) for which the majority stake was sold in December.  
Lastly the total number of temporary agency staff as at 31st  December 2008 was restated on a like-for-like basis with respect to 2009 (-2, 
consisting of one at Mercato Impresa and one at UBI Assicurazioni). 

2  The figures presented are net of intragroup transfers performed by dismissals and reappointments (70 in 2009).  

Composition of personnel in Group Banks by rank

31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 %

Senior managers 467 2,5% 471 2,5% 

Middle managers 3rd and 4th level 3.298 17,7% 3.245 17,3% 

Middle managers 1st and 2nd level 3.970 21,4% 3.855 20,5% 

3rd Professional Area (office staff) 10.571 56,9% 10.863 57,9% 

1st and 2nd Professional Area (other personnel) 275 1,5% 336 1,8% 

TOTAL FOR BANKS 18.581 100,0% 18.770 100,0% 

Composition of employees on the payroll

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change

Total employees              19.910              20.129 -219 

of which permanent 19.407              19.463              -56 

on temporary contracts 474                     666 -192 

apprentices (*)                       29                          - 29

(*) Contract regulated by Legislative Decree No. 276/2003 (Biagi Law) for young people
between the ages of 18 and 29, by which they acquire a qualification through training at
work which provides them with specific occupational skills. The duration varies from a
minimum of 18 months to a maximum of 48 months.
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Developments in redundancy plans and the employment 
programme  

As concerns the redundancy plan, activated on the basis of the trade union agreement of 14th 
August 2007 and applicable to UBI Banca, the network banks and UBI.S, 141 personnel left in 
2009 which, added to the 723 personnel who had left between 15th August 2007 and 31st 
December 2008, brought the total number of personnel leaving to 864 as at 31st December 
2009. The redundancy plan will be completed in 2010 with a further 93 personnel leaving.  
As concerns the employment plan, with the 162 temporary contracts converted to permanent 
contracts in 2009, the 425 conversions scheduled under the plan were all completed.  
 
 
 
Management policies and instruments  

The relational, intellectual and professional skills of each human resource represent 
fundamental strategic assets, especially in unfavourable economic contexts. The growth  of 
intellectual capital is capable of generating competitive advantages and ensuring that 
corporate results are stable and solid over time. The adoption of appropriate policies and 
instruments to manage human resources based on a  unitary vision within the Group, while 
taking account of the requirements and specifics of each individual company, is considered 
fundamental.  
In this respect the distribution of management tools among the main Group member 
companies has been completed. The systems of roles and professional families, skill 
assessment and performance assessment are used to manage all human resources and the 
results represent the basis for the definition of career paths, the identification of training 
requirements and how economic recognition is assigned. These instruments are reviewed and 
updated appropriately and annually aligned with the strategic policies and guidelines that are 
set.  
Again in the context of enhancing the value of internal human resources and in order to 
facilitate the ability to fill future key positions in the Group, measurement of potential among 
the population of branch manager replacements in the retail market and of UBI and UBI.S 
professionals continued and for the first year it was also extended to include corporate 
account managers and the private bankers of the network banks. A special training 
programme was introduced for those who had been involved in this in 2008 with the objective 
of strengthening improvement areas.  
 
Employees were involved in two projects of particular strategic importance in 2009: the 
streamlining of the Parent units and the project to optimise the branch networks of the 
network banks (BBS, BPB, BPCI, BRE and BSG).  
The results obtained from human resource management tools were used to implement it and 
the weighting of positions in particular was of great use in managing changes both at the 
Parent and in Group member companies, by ensuring that roles were assigned consistently.  
As concerns the project to optimise the branch network, the Parent, as the director of 
operations  and in continuous consultation with the network banks involved, has defined 
operational, training and  communication guidelines in order to ensure standardised 
behaviour.  
 
With regard to personnel management and development methodologies and instruments, the 
design was completed of the new employee relationship management (ERM) software 
application, designed to support human resource management in terms of:  
- prompt definition of priorities;  
- uniform behaviour within the Group;  
- customising actions and focusing them on individual employees.  
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The progressive release of this software application in Group banks and companies is planned 
for 2010.  
 

 

Remuneration policies  

The principles of the remuneration policies adopted by the Group are reflected in the values of 
fairness, uniformity, meritocracy and consistency over time, and it was in this context that 
mechanisms were employed in Group member companies in 2009 to determine the 
performance related component of remuneration consistent with Group guidelines and with 
respect for the specific characteristics of individual companies.  
 
Official incentive schemes are normally linked to the achievement of objectives set in terms of 
“return on risk adjusted capital” (RORAC) and corporate profits, as a tangible sign of the desire 
to involve all personnel in the strategies and objectives pursued. The schemes are also based 
on the principle of management by objectives, where individual goals are set and reward 
incentives are calculated on the basis of the extent to which those goals are achieved.  
 
The objectives have been weighted in the light of supervisory regulation, in compliance with 
the requirements for “objectivity” and “immediate measurement” and in order to ensure 
prudent risk management, with a long and not just a short term perspective. With regard to 
result objectives, use was in fact made, amongst other things, of operating and capital 
indicators consistent with the medium-to-long term strategic objectives set in the 2007-2010 
Business Plan, such as gross income net of impairment losses on loans and operating losses, 
used also in combination with the RORAC indicator mentioned.  
The identification of indicators used to define individual performance and in particular those 
related to the provision of investment services (employees in the commercial network 
responsible for the sale of financial products and instruments) was performed with regard to 
the requirement to avoid risks of failing to comply with regulations and especially those 
concerning transparency in banking and conflicts of interest. The methods used to quantify 
bonuses do not in fact consider direct connections with single services or products but relate 
more generally to areas or sectors of activity and categories of services or products.  
With regard to the mechanisms just described, the use of economic indicators was expressly 
excluded for organisational units – and the relative managers – which it was considered might 
fall within those cases mentioned in regulations, such as for example internal control 
functions and those responsible for preparing corporate accounting documents. In these cases 
appropriate indicators linked to the operations of the organisational unit were identified.  
 
While the incentive schemes employed by the UBI Group in 2009 possessed all the 
characteristics mentioned so far, they adopted a model for employees belonging to professional 
areas and middle management that was different from that used for senior managers. 
Incentive bonuses for the former were also calculated on the basis of the performance of the 
organisational unit to which individuals belong in order to encourage interpersonal co-
operation and team spirit.  
The performance indicators identified for teams were used to assign individual objectives for 
the senior managers that lead them. The incentive model for senior managers  does not 
include the existence of “teams”, but uses the complexity of the role filled and the performance 
achieved at company and individual level to determine bonus levels.  

 
*** 

 
The fees at consolidated level of directors and statutory auditors accounts for approximately 
1,55% of personnel expenses as shown in the table below.  
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In this respect we report that the members of the Supervisory Board decided in March 2009 to 
reduce the total amount of their fixed fees by 20% for their last year of office in order to 
demonstrate their awareness of the economic and financial crisis that has hit the country and 
to signal their concern to those who have been hit either directly or indirectly by that crisis.  
In March 2009 the Management Board decided on similar grounds to reduce their fixed fees by 
20% from 1st  January 2009.  
The chairman and deputy chairman of the Management Board in particular decided to reduce 
the fees for their positions by 50%.  
 
The following tables report the composition of the cost of gross annual remuneration as 
updated in December 2009, at consolidated level and for the Parent, in compliance with 
requests contained in an explanatory note of the Bank of Italy of 19th February 2009.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
The composition of gross annual remuneration is also reported for individual Macro Areas of 
the Parent, in terms of senior management, middle management and professional areas.  
 

UBI Banca Group

values in thousand euro

Directors an statutory auditors'fees 22.701         
Other personnel expenses 1.442.873     

1.465.574     

Actual figures 2009

UBI Banca Group
values in thousand euro

Gross Annual Remuneration  (1)

Senior managers 100.514        
Middle managers 639.250        
Professional Areas 586.438        

1.326.202     
(1) Valued at cos t, by applying an average cost of approximately 40%. Cost items not cons idered a component
of fixed remuneration have been excluded (e.g. overtime, travelling allowances , expense refunds , etc.). 

Data for December 2009

UBI Banca (employee personnel)
values in thousand euro

Gross Annual Remuneration  (1)

Senior managers 30.173          
Middle managers 60.806          
Professional Areas 28.048          

119.027        
(1) Valued at cos t, by applying an average cost of approximately 40%. Cost items not cons idered a component
of fixed remuneration have been excluded (e.g. overtime, travelling allowances , expense refunds , etc.).

Data as at December 2009
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The performance related component accounted on average in 2009 at Group level, based on 
allocations made in the accounts, for 4,2% of the total cost of personnel.  
 
No agreements are in force concerning termination of contracts which exceed that due 
according to employment contracts.  
 
Except for the residual existence of warrants relating to the private equity operations of Fondo 
Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR, no remuneration mechanisms exist in the Group that are 
linked to financial instruments.  
 

*** 
 
As concerns the recent introduction of regulatory measures concerning remuneration and 
incentives and the related verification activities, information is provided in the Corporate 
Governance and Ownership Structure Report of UBI Banca Scpa attached to this publication 
which may be consulted.  
 
In this respect in March 2010 the Supervisory Board of UBI Banca, approved Group policy on 
remuneration and incentives. Proposals will be submitted to the next shareholders’ meeting to 
set, insofar as it is competent, the following:  
- remuneration policies for members of the Management Board of UBI Banca;  
- the medium-to-long term incentive plan based on the performance of the UBI Banca share 

as part of the remuneration policies for UBI Banca and Group employees.  
 
 
Trade union relations  

Activity on the trade union front was intense in 2009, due mainly to the refinement and 
optimisation of the branch networks of some of the banks in the Group, to the completion of 
the UBI Group integration processes scheduled as part of the 2007-2010 Business Plan and to 
the establishment of a uniform company bonus scheme for Group banks.  
 
Negotiations provided for under employment contracts were commenced for the optimisation of 
the branch network of the Group performed by means of transfers of operations between Banca 
Popolare di Bergamo, Banco di Brescia, Banca Regionale Europea, Banca Popolare Commercio 
and Industria e Banco di San Giorgio, by the transformation of some branches into mini-
branches and changes to those banks on the basis of their new branch assets. These 
negotiations were concluded when a trade union memorandum of intent was signed on 23rd 

UBI Banca (total personnel) (1)

values in thousand euro

Gross Annual Remuneration  (2) Senior managers Middle managers Professional Areas Total

Legal and corporate affairs and subsidiaries 3.224                  3.920                   1.963                       9.107               
Administration and operational control 2.948                  7.074                   6.094                       16.116             
Parent and Group Audit 1.624                  12.522                 2.805                       16.951             
Commercial 6.381                  8.473                   4.800                       19.654             
Risk control 2.471                  4.532                   2.034                       9.037               
Credit and credit recovery 2.602                  6.057                   3.789                       12.448             
Finance 2.212                  5.897                   1.123                       9.232               
Human resources and organisation 3.983                  9.125                   4.285                       17.393             
Strategic development and planning 1.265                  2.540                   854                          4.659               

Total 26.710                60.140                27.747                     114.597           

(2) Va lued at co s t, by applying an average co s t o f appro xima te ly 40%. Co s t items no t co ns ide red a co mpo nent o f fixed remunera tio n have been excluded (e .g.
o ve rtime, trave lling a llo wances , expens e  refunds , e tc .).

(1) Excluding Genera l Management and pe rs o nnel tha t repo rt direc tly to  the  Supervis o ry Bo ard and to  the  Chief Executive  Officer.
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January 2010 to regulate the terms and conditions of the procedures for the transfer of the 
employment contracts of the approximately 2.000 personnel concerned.  
As concerns operations relating to the branch networks of banks, it will be recalled that the 
acquisition of 13 Intesa Sanpaolo branches by Banco di San Giorgio, had been concluded with 
the trade union agreement of 5th  February 2009.  
Following the use of the same distribution and commercial structure and the identification of 
standard roles in branches by all the network banks, the agreement was also signed at BVC - 
after BBS, BRE and BSG for which the process had already been completed in 2008 - with 
company trade union organisations to define management and career paths, in accordance 
with the national labour contract.  
 
Following the trade union negotiations commenced on 10th April 2009, action was also 
undertaken in the context of operations to complete plans and processes for the integration of 
the UBI Group. This involved redefinition of the areas of operation of UBI and UBI.S by 
introducing some administrative services at UBI.S formerly performed by UBI Banca and the 
streamlining of UBI, UBI.S and network bank activities by refining the logistics and 
organisation of some areas of operations. Moreover, some of the practical issues connected 
with the implementation phase of the merger of UBI CentroSystem into UBI.S were addressed 
and resolved with an agreement of 17th June 2009.  
On 3rd February 2009 a trade union agreement was signed concerning the disposal by UBI.S of 
Sicav administrative operations, while on 9th December 2009 a trade union agreement was 
concluded for the sale of depository banking operations by UBI Banca to RBC Dexia, which 
concluded the negotiations provided for under employment contracts commenced with a letter 
of 10th November 2009.  
Trade union activities also involved negotiations over the merger of Capitalgest into the Parent.  
 
Trade Union Agreements relating to company bonuses for the two year period 2008-2009 were 
signed in 2009 at almost all the Group’s network banks and at UBI.S and the product 
companies. They were based on the adoption of a single uniform model at Group level for 
defining the criteria for calculating bonuses in that period.  
 
 
 
 
Training and internal communication  

Appropriately structured and integrated with other systems for the development of human 
resources, training constitutes a tool for the creation of distinctive skills and standard 
behaviour patterns as well as a means to communicate the values and strategies of the UBI 
Group. It is performed by means of:  

• a system of defined training programmes, structured in the form of a sequence of recommended 
courses and on-the-job experience stages designed to ensure the development and refinement of 
the knowledge and skills considered necessary for each role and required as part of the skill 
measurement system;  

• specific training, designed to satisfy the requirements of specific segments of personnel in the 
Group and to support the dissemination of strategies and projects relating to organisational 
innovation, changes generated by regulatory developments and the more significant product, 
instrument and process innovations.  

 
Approximately 100.000 training days (in the classroom, job experience and remote training) 
were delivered in 2009 to personnel in the “core perimeter”3, with an average of approximately 
5,6 training days per employee, compared to 135.000 in 2008 which, however, reflected the 
extraordinary commitment of 70.000 days dedicated to the migration of the IT system. The in-
house instructor corps consisting of  more than 200 personnel trained in the internal School 
for Instructors delivered approximately 60% of the total classroom training.  
78% of training was for personnel working in retail market roles. More than 52% was for 
personnel in professional areas and 45% for middle management personnel.  

                                                            

3  The core perimeter comprises the Parent, the network banks and UBI Sistemi e Servizi.  
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A total of approximately 345.000 training days were delivered in the 2007-2009 three-year 
period, over 11% more than that planned for the same period under the 2007-2010 Business 
Plan.  
 
Training in 2009 was focused on strengthening the basic skills of individual professional roles 
in the Group with particular reference to commercial network personnel and commercial, 
credit and financial subjects to which 37% of training was dedicated.  
Commercial subjects were addressed mainly to the complete the “master” training programme, 
designed to consolidate and disseminate  commercial behaviours and the related planning and 
management tools among account managers (retail, private banking and corporate).  
A specific training course was developed in the credit field designed to strengthen the skills of 
account managers in the various phases of the “Credit Process (assessment and disbursement, 
management, monitoring, etc.), which were different for each network bank depending on the 
priorities and the different requirements (focus by market – role – phase of the process).  
As concerns finance, particular attention was paid to the development of knowledge on MiFid 
and market abuse regulations and also to the start, towards the end of the year, of a training 
plan to support the strategic project “Planning Financial Consulting”, to adequately 
accompany the introduction of the new service model for the provision of investment services 
to customers.  
 
Insurance subjects absorbed 32% of training with programmes that differed according the 
market and customer segment. They were designed as professional qualification and refresher 
programmes for the sale of insurance products in compliance with ISVAP regulation No. 
5/2006.  
 
As concerns regulatory subjects (22% of the total), these included anti-money laundering, 
health and safety at the work place and privacy and were delivered mainly using remote 
training instruments. Towards the end of the year training subjects included “Organisation, 
management and control model pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 231/2001”  and the new 
supervisory measures concerning “transparency”.  
 
The managerial training programme continued during the year designed for roles with greater 
responsibility which, amongst other things, involved participation at intercompany events to 
encourage exchange with others in different professional fields.  
The “School for potential branch managers” was also further  developed in this respect, 
conducted in co-operation with a primary Italian business school.  
New training plans were introduced in 2009 for employees appointed on the basis of 
“professional apprentice” contracts which are in addition to traditional training programmes 
for new recruits and personnel involved in professional retraining programmes.  
“Diversity management” initiatives were also implemented – with the organisation of seminars 
centred on the development of behavioural-managerial subjects, designed to fully value and 
consolidate distinctive skills specific to female personnel – along with an IT-language project to 
offer all Group personnel the chance to freely benefit from online courses, which have been 
inserted on the “catalogue of training courses”  
 
Finally with regard to internal communication, the contents of the house organ4 have been 
enriched with, amongst other things, the more direct involvement of personnel (special 
columns, personal experiences) and the use of the intranet was reinforced as a source of 
information, a means of publishing news on the life of the group and of supporting projects 
and giving advance notice of events including those of a commercial nature, an activity which 
is constantly managed and updated. The corporate website benefits from an evolving project 
which is designed to enrich the contents, improve the functions and make communication 
with all personnel more interactive and direct.  
 
                                                            

4  yoUBI – A two monthly periodical of company information and culture. The other periodicals of the Group are:  
- UBI News – a periodic supplement to yoUBI on the activities of the Group network banks;  
- UBI new time – a periodic supplement to yoUBI for retired personnel who also assist in publishing it;  
- We UBI Instructors – a four monthly periodical with up-to-date information for the School for Instructors, addressed to all personnel in the 

Group who train.  
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The work environment  

As concerns regulations contained in Legislative Decree No. 81 of 9th April 2008 (Consolidated 
law on safety), the section “principal risks and uncertainties to which the UBI Banca Group is 
exposed” may be consulted, while the corporate and environmental responsibility information 
contained in the section “other information” may be consulted for aspects concerning 
environmental responsibility.  
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Consolidation scope  

The companies that formed part of the consolidation as at 31st December 2009 are listed 
below, divided into subsidiaries (fully consolidated), companies subject to joint control 
(proportionately consolidated) and associates (consolidated using the equity method).  
The percentage of control or ownership attributable to the Group (direct or indirect), their 
headquarters (registered address or operating headquarters) and the share capital is also 
indicated for each of them.  
 
 
 
Companies consolidated on a line-by-line basis (control is by the Parent Bank of the Group where 
no other indication is given):  

1. Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa – UBI Banca (Parent Bank)  
registered address: Bergamo, Piazza Vittorio Veneto, 8 – share capital: 1.597.864.755 euro  

2. Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa (100% controlled)  
registered address: Bergamo, Piazza Vittorio Veneto, 8 – share capital: 1.256.300.000 euro  

3.   Banco di Brescia San Paolo CAB Spa (100% controlled)  
registered address: Brescia, Corso Martiri della Libertà, 13 – share capital: 593.300.000 euro 

4.   Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (88,111% controlled) 
registered address: Milano, Via della Moscova, 33 – share capital: 682.500.000 euro 

5.   Banca Regionale Europea Spa (59,9524% controlled) 1 
registered address: Cuneo, Via Roma, 13 – share capital: 442.000.000 euro 

6.   Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa (92,8526% controlled) 
registered address: Jesi (Ancona), Via Don A. Battistoni, 4 – share capital: 122.343.580  euro 

7.  Banca Carime Spa (92,8299% controlled) 
registered address: Cosenza, Viale Crati snc – share capital: 1.468.208.505,92  euro 

8. Banca di Valle Camonica Spa (74,2439% controlled and Banco di Brescia  holds an 8,7156% interest) 
registered address: Breno (Brescia), Piazza Repubblica, 2  – share capital: 2.738.693 euro 
 

9.   Banco di San Giorgio Spa (35,451% held and 57,3332% controlled by BRE) 
registered address: Genova, Via Ceccardi, 1 – share capital:  87.841.249,50 euro 

10.  Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Avenue du Théâtre, 14 - Lausanne (Switzerland) – share capital: 10.000.000 
Swiss francs 

11.  Gestioni Lombarda (Switzerland) Sa (100% controlled by Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion) 
registered address: Riva Caccia, 1 – Lugano (Switzerland) – share capital: 1.000.000 Swiss francs 

12.  BDG Singapore Pte Ltd (100% controlled by Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion) 
registered address: 391B Orchard Road # 15-01 Ngee Ann City Tower B Singapore – share capital: 
325.000 Singapore dollars 

13.  UBI Banca International Sa (93,0138% controlled, BPB holds 3,4621%, Banco di Brescia holds 
3,3468% and Banco di San Giorgio holds 0,1773%) 
registered address: 37/A, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L - Luxembourg – share capital: 57.539.730 euro 

14.  B@nca 24-7 Spa (100% controlled) 
operating headquarters: Bergamo, Via A. Stoppani, 11 – share capital: 316.800.000 euro 

15.  IW Bank Spa (55,0614%  controlled and 23,496%  held by  Centrobanca) 
registered address: Milano, Via Cavriana, 20 – share capital: 18.404.795 euro 

 

                                                            

1  The percentage indicated represents the control over the total share capital held. The Group does in fact possess 63,1338% of the 
ordinary shares, 26,4147% of the privileged shares and 59,127% of the savings shares.  
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16.  InvestNet International Sa (100% controlled by IW Bank) 
registered address: 8, Boulevard Royal - Luxembourg – share capital: 12.478.465 euro 

17.  IW Lux Sàrl, formerly InvestNet Italia Sàrl (100% controlled by IW Bank) 
registered address: 8, Boulevard Royal - Luxembourg – share capital: 5.000.000 euro  

18. Twice Sim Spa (100% controlled by  IW Bank) 
registered address: Milano, Piazza Affari, 5 – share capital: 15.261.842 euro 

19. Twice & Partners Corporate Advisers Srl (100% controlled by  Twice Sim) 
registered address: Milano, Via San Vittore al teatro, 1 – share capital: 90.000 euro 

20. Twice Research Srl (100% controlled by  Twice Sim) 
registered address: Milano, Via San Vittore al teatro, 1 – share capital: 15.000 euro 

21. Invesclub Srl (100% controlled by  Twice Sim) 
registered address: Milano, Via San Vittore al teatro, 1 – share capital: 10.000 euro 

22. UBI Banca Private Investment Spa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 74 – share capital: 67.950.000 euro 

23.  UBI Management Company Sa (99% controlled by UBI Banca Private Investment and 1% held by 
UBI Banca International) 
registered address: 37/A, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L - Luxembourg – share capital: 125.000 euro 

24. UBI Trustee Sa (100% controlled by UBI Banca International) 
registered address:37/A, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L - Lussemburgo – share capital: 250.000 euro 

25.  Centrobanca Spa (92,3515%  controlled and 5,4712% held by BPA) 
registered address: Milano, Corso Europa, 16 – share capital: 369.600.000 euro 

26.  Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR Spa (100% controlled by Centrobanca) 
registered address: Milano, Corso Europa, 16 – share capital: 2.000.000 euro 

27.  FinanzAttiva Servizi Srl (100% controlled) 
registered address: , Piazza Vittorio Veneto, 8 – share capital: 5.660.000 euro 

28. Medinvest Spa (100% controller by Centrobanca) 
operating headquarters: Milano, Corso Monforte, 16 – share capital: 675.000 euro 

29.  UBI Pramerica SGR Spa (65% controlled) 
operating headquarters: Milano, Via Monte di Pietà, 5 – share capital: 19.955.465 euro 

30.  UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa (96,25% controlled by UBI Pramerica SGR) 
operating headquarters: Milano, Via Monte di Pietà, 5 – share capital: 5.000.000 euro 
 

31.  Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa (100% controlled by UBI Pramerica SGR) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 74 – share capital: 1.500.000 euro 

32. UBI Insurance Broker Srl (100% controlled) 
registered address: Bergamo, Via f.lli Calvi, 15 – share capital: 3.760.000 euro 

33.  UBI Leasing Spa (79,9962% and 18,9965% held by BPA) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 74 – share capital: 196.557.810 euro 

34.  Silf Società Italiana Leasing e Finanziamenti Spa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Cuneo, Via Roma, 13 – share capital: 2.000.000 euro 

35.  Unione di Banche Italiane per il Factoring Spa - UBI Factor Spa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Milano, Via f.lli Gabba, 1/a – share capital: 36.115.820 euro 

36.  BPB Immobiliare Srl (100% controlled) 
registered address: Bergamo, Piazza Vittorio Veneto, 8 – share capital: 185.680.000 euro 

37. Società Bresciana Immobiliare-Mobiliare S.B.I.M. Spa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Brescia, Via A. Moro, 13 – share capital: 35.000.000 euro 

38.  Società Lombarda Immobiliare Srl - SOLIMM (100% controlled) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 74 – share capital: 100.000 euro 

39.  BPB Funding Llc (100% controlled) 
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registered address: One Rodney Square, 10th floor, Tenth and King Streets, Wilmington, New Castle 
County, Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000.000  euro 

40.  BPB Capital Trust (100% controlled by BPB Funding Llc) 
registered address: One Rodney Square, 10th floor, Tenth and King Streets, Wilmington, New Castle 
County, Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000  euro 

41.  Banca Lombarda Preferred Capital Company Llc (100% controlled) 
registered address: 1209, Orange Street the Corp. Trust Center, Wilmington, New Castle County, 
Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000 euro 

42.  Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust (100% controlled) 
registered address: 1209, Orange Street the Corp. Trust Center, Wilmington, New Castle County, 
Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000 euro 

43.  BPCI Funding Llc (100% controlled) 
registered address: One Rodney Square, 10th floor, Tenth and King Streets, Wilmington, New Castle 
County, Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000.000 euro 

44.  BPCI Capital Trust (100% controlled by BPCI Funding Llc) 
registered address: One Rodney Square, 10th floor, Tenth and King Streets, Wilmington, New Castle 
County, Delaware, USA – share capital: 1.000 euro  

45.  UBI Fiduciaria Spa (100% controlled) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 70 – share capital: 1.898.000 euro 

46.  UBI Gestioni Fiduciarie Sim Spa (100% controlled by UBI Fiduciaria) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 70 – share capital: 1.040.000 euro 

47. Coralis Rent Srl (100% controlled) 
registered address: Milano, Via Fratelli Gabba, 1 – share capital: 400.000 euro 

48.  UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA2 – Consortium Stock Company (70,9193% controlled and 2,9599% 
held by: Banca Popolare di Bergamo, Banco di Brescia, Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria, 
Banca Popolare di Ancona, Banca Carime e Banca Regionale Europea; 1,4799% held by: Banco di 
San Giorgio, Banca di Valle Camonica, UBI Banca Private Investment, Centrobanca, B@nca 24-7 and 
UBI Pramerica SGR; 0,74% held by: UBI Factor; 0,074% held by: UBI Insurance Broker, UBI 
Pramerica Alternative SGR e SILF) 
registered address: Brescia, Via Cefalonia, 62 – share capital: 35.136.400 euro 

49. UBI Finance Srl3 (60% controlled) 
registered address: Milano, Foro Buonaparte, 74 – share capital: 10.000 euro 

50.  Albenza 3 Srl4 
51.  Orio Finance Nr. 3 Plc4 
52.   Sintonia Finance Srl4 
53. 24-7 Finance Srl5 
54. Lombarda Lease Finance 2 Srl6 
                                                            

2  Following the partial disposal of UBI Assicurazioni Spa, control of UBI.S by the Group fell from 100% to 98,52%.  
3  A special purpose entity in accordance with Law No. 130/1999, this company, enrolled on the general list of intermediaries 

pursuant to Art. 106 of the consolidated law on banking, was formed on 18th March 2008 to allow the Parent to implement a 
programme to issue covered bonds.  

4  Special purpose entities formed in compliance with Law No. 130/1999 for the securitisations performed in 2001 and 2002 by the 
former BPB-CV Scrl (Albenza 3 Srl), by BPU International Finance Plc Ireland – now closed down – (Orio Finance Nr. 3 Plc) and by 
Centrobanca (Sintonia Finance Srl). They were included in the consolidated financial statements because they are in reality 
controlled, since their assets and liabilities were originated by Group member companies. The consolidation only concerns those 
assets subject to securitisation and the relative liabilities issued. As concerns Sintonia Finance, given that the securitisation was 
multioriginator, only those assets and liabilities relating to the operation originated by Centrobanca were consolidated.  

 It will be recalled that on 11th December 2008, Orio Finance Nr.2 Plc had communicated to markets that it was calling the class A 
securities (307 million euro the amount issued, with the remaining balance of 40,6 million euro entirely redeemed) and the class B 
securities (24 million euro the amount issued and redeemed), following the decision to exercise the call options, due to expire on 
15th January 2009. In addition to these, Orio Finance Nr.2 Plc also called the junior security held by UBI Banca (22 million euro 
the amount issued and 18 million euro the remaining balance partially redeemed). The securitisation Orio Finance Nr.2, which 
involved the issue of notes by the entity during 2001, was linked to a previous securitisation performed in 2000 by which the 
former BPB-CV had transferred mortgage loans to the special purpose entity Albenza 2 Srl. The securities issued by Albenza 2 – in 
a single class of notes – were purchased in full by BPB International Finance (put into liquidation in the meantime) and together 
with other assets were subjected to securitisation with the formation of the entity Orio Finance Nr.2.  

 The redemptions that took place resulted in the exclusion of both Albenza 2 Srl and Orio Finance Nr.2  Plc. from the consolidation 
during the first quarter of 2009.  

5  A special purpose entity (formerly Lombarda Lease Finance 1 Srl) used in accordance with Law No. 130/1999 for B@nca 24-7 
securitisations. It was included in the consolidated accounts because this company is in reality controlled, since its assets and 
liabilities were originated by a Group member company. UBI Banca holds a 10% stake in the company.  

6  Special purpose entities formed in compliance with Law No. 130/1999 for the securitisations performed in the years from 2002 
until 2005 by SBS Leasing (Lombarda Lease Finance 2, Lombarda Lease Finance 3 and  Lombarda Lease Finance 4). They were 
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55. Lombarda Lease Finance 3 Srl6 
56. Lombarda Lease Finance 4 Srl6 
 
57. UBI Finance 2 Srl7 
58. UBI Lease Finance 5 Srl8 
 
 
 
Companies consolidated using the proportionate method (the investment is by the Parent Bank 
where no other indication is given):  

1. UBI Trust Company Ltd (99,9980% controlled by UBI Banca International) 
registered address: Esplanade, 44 – St. Helier, Jersey (Great Britain) – share capital: 50.000 pounds 
sterling 

2.   BY YOU Spa9  (formerly Rete Mutui Italia Spa, 40% interest held) 
registered address: Milano, Corso Venezia, 37 – share capital: 650.000 euro  

3. PerMicro Spa (20,6148% interest held) 
registered address: Torino, Corso Massimo D’Azeglio, 74 – share capital: 1.616.800 euro 

4.   Barberini Sa (33,3333% interest held) 
registered address: Avenue de Tervueren 237 – Brussels (Belgium) – share capital: 3.000.000 euro 

5.   Prestitalia Spa10 (68,5185% controlled by Barberini Sa; UBI Banca holds a 22,8395% indirect 
interest) 
registered address: Roma, Salita San Nicola da Tolentino, 1/b, Sc. B – share capital: 9.385.200 euro 

6.   Polis Fondi SGRpA (9,8% interest held)11  
registered address: Milano, Foro Bonaparte, 24 – share capital: 5.200.000 euro 

 
 
 
Companies consolidated using the equity method (the investment is by the Parent Bank where 
no other indication is given):  

1. Aviva Vita Spa (50% interest held) 
registered address: Milano, Viale Abruzzi, 94 – share capital: 115.000.000 euro 

2. Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa (formerly UBI Assicurazioni Vita Spa)12  
      (49,9999% held by UBI Banca) 

registered address: Milano, Viale Abruzzi, 94, 12 – share capital: 49.721.776 euro 
3. Lombarda Vita Spa (49,9% interest held) 

registered address: Brescia, Corso Martiri della Libertà, 13 – share capital: 185.300.000 euro 

4. UBI Assicurazioni Spa (49,9999% interest held) 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

included in the consolidated financial statements because these companies are in reality controlled, since their assets and 
liabilities were originated by Group member companies. UBI Banca holds an interest of 10% in each company.  

7  A special purpose entity formed in accordance with Law No. 130/1999 for the securitisation performed in 2001 by Banco di 
Brescia and completed in the meantime. The company (formerly “Lombarda Mortgage Finance 1 Srl”) was used as an SPE (special 
purpose entity) for the securitisation of a portfolio of performing loans performed by Banco di Brescia. It was included in the 
consolidated accounts because this company is in reality controlled, since its assets and liabilities were originated by a Group 
member company. UBI Banca holds a 10% stake in the company.  

8  A special purpose entity formed in accordance with Law No. 130/1999 and used for the securitisation of performing loans by UBI 
Leasing. It was included in the consolidated accounts because this company is in reality controlled, since its assets and liabilities 
were originated by a Group member company. UBI Banca holds a 10% stake in the company.  

9 The company holds 100% of: By You Piemonte Srl, By You Liguria Srl, By You Mutui Srl and By You Adriatica Srl, all 
proportionately consolidated within the Group.  

 On 26th February 2009 an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of By You Spa approved the merger into the parent company of the 
companies By You Nord Srl (which had already merged Area Mutui Srl), By You Centro  Srl and By You Sud Srl. The operation, 
completed on 9th June, took effect for accounting and tax purposes from 1st January 2009.  

10  Prestitalia Spa  has temporarily suspended its operations since 4th  March 2010 which concern the grant of new loans on its own 
behalf and on behalf of intermediaries and its client banks. It has done this in compliance with Bank of Italy instructions of 3rd  
March, which order it not to undertake new transactions until it has implemented the plan required to strengthen its capital. The 
recapitalisation operation will be completed during March in order to allow it to resume its business activities.  

11  Polis was included in the consolidation using the proportionate method because joint control emerged following the signing on 18th 
October 2005 of both a shareholders agreement to stabilise the ownership structure and a shareholders syndicate agreement 
accounting for 51% of the share capital. The shareholders are Sopaf (49%) and five “Popular” co-operative banks (UBI Banca, 
Banco Popolare, BPER, Banca Popolare di Sondrio and Banca Popolare di Vicenza) and Unione Fiduciaria. The company manages 
the fund Polis, listed on the stock exchange since April 2001.  

12  The name was changed to Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa on 1st January 2009.  
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registered address: Milano, Piazzale f.lli Zavattari, 12 – share capital: 32.812.000 euro 

5. Lombarda China Fund Management Company13 (49% interest held) 
registered address: 47, Sin Mao Tower, 88 Century Boulevard, Pudong Area 200121, Shanghai 
(China) – share capital: 120.000.000 yuan/renminbi 

6. Secur Broker Srl (10% interest held by the Parent Bank and 30% by UBI Insurance Broker) 
registered address: Bergamo, Via f.lli Calvi, 15 – share capital: 46.800 euro 

7. SF Consulting Srl (35% interest held) 
operating headquarters: Mantova, Via P.F. Calvi, 40 – share capital: 93.600 euro 

8. Sofipo Fiduciaire Sa (30% interest held by Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion) 
registered address: Via Balestra, 22B - Lugano (Switzerland) – share capital: 2.000.000 Swiss francs 

9. Arca SGR Spa (23,1240% interest held by the Parent Bank and 3,5840% by BPA)  
registered address: Milano, Via M. Bianchi, 6 – share capital: 50.000.000 euro 

10. SPF Studio Progetti Finanziari Srl (25% interest held by BPA) 
registered address: Roma, Via Nazionale, 243 – share capital: 92.960 euro 

11. Group Srl (20% interest held by Centrobanca Spa) 
registered address: Milano, Corso Italia 9 – share capital: 80.000 euro 

12. Prisma Srl (20% interest held) 
registered address: Milano, Via S. Tecla, 5 – share capital: 120.000 euro 

13. SiderFactor Spa (27% held by UBI Factor) 
registered address: Milano, Via F.lli Gabba 1/A – share capital: 1.200.000 euro 

14. Tex Factor Spa (20% held by UBI Factor) 
registered address: Milano, Via F.lli Gabba 1/A – share capital: 1.033.000 euro 

15. Capital Money Spa (20,46% interest held) 
registered address: Milano, Via Losanna, 16 – share capital: 2.064.000 euro 

16. Ge.Se.Ri. – Gestione Servizi di Riscossione Spa in liquidation (95% controlled by BRE) 
registered address: Cuneo, Via Roma, 13 – share capital: 323.520 euro 

17. H&C Spa in liquidation (49,0833% interest held by Medinvest) 
registered address: Milano, Viale Lunigiana, 23 – share capital: 120.000 euro 

18. Italforex Srl (20% interest held by Invesclub) 
registered address: Milano, Via G. Serbelloni, 4 – share capital: 90.000 euro 
 

 
 
 
Changes in the consolidation scope  
 
 
There have been no changes to the scope of consolidation compared to 31st December 2008, 
except for a few changes in the percentage of shares owned, some further streamlining of the 
portfolio and the inclusion of a few new companies.  
 

Changes involving the network banks are as follows:  

- Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa: UBI Banca made further purchases during the year from 
minority shareholders, for a total of 10.929 shares (a small fraction amounting to 0,0447% 
of the  share capital) which brought its controlling interest up from 99,2935% at the end of 
2008 to 99,3382%. Following agreements with Aviva Spa, on 29th  December a partial sale 
of the shares (1.586.937 accounting for 6,4856%) was performed which brought the 
interest held by the Group to 92,8526% at the end of year;  

- Banca Carime Spa: in 2009 the Parent  purchased 0,0008% of the share capital (11.574 
shares) from minority shareholders, to bring its controlling interest up to 85,8297% 
(85,8289% as at 31st  December 2009). As part of the agreements already mentioned, on 

                                                            

13  On 4th November 2009 the shareholders approved the change of name to Guodu UBI Fund Management Company for which 
authorisation by the local financial authorities is in progress.  
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29th  December 2009, our insurance partner sold 98.825.000 shares (7,0002%) to UBI 
Banca. Therefore, at the end of December the controlling interest of the Group had risen to 
92,8299%;  

- Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa: as a result of the partial repurchase of 
30.875.000 shares from Aviva (4,75% of the share capital), UBI Banca saw its controlling 
interest rise over twelve months from 83,361% to 88,111%;  

- Banca Regionale Europea Spa: on 7th January 2009, UBI Banca purchased 3.006 savings 
shares to bring its interest up from 59,1205% at the end of 2008 to 59,127% as at 31st 
December 2009. The total share capital held in BRE therefore rose from 59,9521% to 
59,9524%;  

- Banco di San Giorgio Spa: an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of 13th March 2009 
approved an increase in the share capital by a total of 75 million euro for the purpose of 
purchasing business operations from Intesa Sanpaolo, consisting of 13 branches located in 
the province of La Spezia. The operation, consisting of two increases in the share capital by 
payment in tranches with limited option rights within the meaning of paragraph 5 of Art. 
2441 of the Italian Civil Code, was performed with an issue price for the new shares of 5,38 
euro of which 1,50 euro nominal and 3,88 euro as the issue premium.  
The first increase in the share capital, totalling 68.385.750,28 euro, was reserved to UBI 
Banca and to Banca Regionale Europea and it was subscribed in that same shareholders’ 
meeting of 13th March 2009 before the acquisition of the operations took place on 16th  
March 2009. The second increase in the share capital, for a maximum of 6.627.885,62 
euro, was a rights issue for all the other registered shareholders, except for those 
shareholders to whom the first increase was destined and it was performed on 20th August 
2009. Option rights were taken up on 259.960 shares and 23.449 shares have been applied 
for under pre-emption rights. In consideration of the commitment made to guarantee the 
successful outcome of the operation, the remaining shares have been subscribed by UBI 
Banca (362.418 shares) and by BRE (586.122 shares).  
As a result of the operations just mentioned and of further purchases from minority 
shareholders performed by the Parent, at the end of the year Banco di San Giorgio was 
92,7842% controlled (35,451% by UBI Banca and 57,3332% by BRE), while the share 
capital had risen to 87.841.249,50  euro. The bank had share capital of 66.926.667 euro as 
at 31st  December 2008 and was 91,1557% controlled.  

 

Changes made concerning other banks (and their subsidiaries) are as follows:  

- IW Bank Spa: an agreement was signed on 4th  March 2009 by UBI Banca, Centrobanca 
and Medinvest International designed to the progressively integrate IW Bank and Twice Sim 
both operationally and commercially. The project, completed last December, was developed 
along three lines of action:  

 the acquisition of the shares held by the management of IW Bank to allow a strategic 
partner to purchase a stake in its share capital. On 6th March 2009, UBI Banca acquired 
a further 32,4% stake in the share capital of IW Bank, belonging mainly to the 
management existing on that date, corresponding to approximately 23,9 million shares 
at a price of 2,97 euro per share with normal dividend entitlement for a total price of 
70,9 million euro.  
As a result of that purchase the shareholders agreements relating to IW Bank, to which 
some of the sellers were party, were dissolved and on 29th June 2009 a shareholders’ 
meeting of the online bank resolved to cancel the existing stock option plans;  

 the purchase of a stake in IW Bank by Medinvest International: on 20th March 2009 
Centrobanca, sold 3,5 million IW Bank shares (4,7542%) to Medinvest International 
(through its subsidiary Webstar Sa) at a price of 2,54 euro per share, with normal 
dividend entitlement, for 8,9 million euro. 
On 23rd December 2009 Medinvest International sold  its 100% investment in Twice Sim 
(7.630.921 shares and 1.448.223 warrants) to IW Bank for 27,8 million euro and on the 
same date, and again through its subsidiary Webstar, it purchased a further 4.109.144 
IW Bank shares (5,5816% of the share capital) from Centrobanca at a price of 2,40 euro 
per share ex dividend 2008 for 9,9 million euro (the total sales made by Centrobanca 
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resulted in a gain at consolidated level, gross of taxes and net of consolidation 
adjustments of five million euro);  

 the business integration with Twice Sim: as part of the project, which also involves 
streamlining the perimeters of Twice Sim’s business, on 22nd  December 2009, Centrobanca 
purchased the advisory company Mediterranea investments - Medinvest Spa 14 
(valuations, consulting and financial assistance) from Twice Sim at a price of 1,1 million 
euro, with a view to merging it in the future. To complete the information, the following 
companies wholly owned by it were also included in the consolidation together with 
Twice Sim: Twice & Partners Srl15 (administrative and management consultants), Twice 
Research Srl15 (financial consulting) and Invesclub Srl15 (financial and 
administrative/management consulting, and corporate planning), which also exerts 
significant influence over Italforex Srl (provider of ICT services for stock market analysis 
and online trading) in which a 20% interest is held, valued using the equity method.  

As a result of the operations just described, along with further purchases made on the 
market by the Parent, IW Bank was 78,5574% controlled by the Group (55,0614% by UBI 
Banca and 23,496% by Centrobanca) as at 31st December 2009  
This internet bank was 52,7349% controlled (33,8318% by Centrobanca and 18,9031% by 
UBI Banca) as at 31st December 2008 ;  

- InvestNet Group: the project to reorganise the company was more or less completed during 
the year, with the grouping of all the group’s activities within two Luxembourg registered 
companies: InvestNet International and IW Lux (the new name of Investnet Italia). In detail:  
 30th January 2009: an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of InvestNet International Sa 

approved a resolution to increase the share capital by seven million euro (from 
5.478.465 euro to 12.478.465 euro), by the issue of 1.400.000 new shares for a nominal 
amount of five euro each, entirely subscribed by its parent IW Bank;  

 10th February 2009: extraordinary shareholders’ meetings of Investnet Italia Srl and 
InvestNet Work Iberica Srl (held in Italy) took advantage of the principle of continuity 
recognised in both Italian and Luxembourg law to transfer the registered headquarters of 
both companies to Luxembourg (InvestNet Work Iberica will nevertheless maintain a 
stable organisation in Italy in Milan, at 20, via Cavriana and a secondary headquarters 
in Spain, at 98bis Rambla de Catalunya, Barcelona) subject to the transfer being filed 
with the Luxembourg Register of Commerce;  

 19th February 2009: extraordinary shareholders’ meetings of Investnet Italia Sàrl and 
InvestNet Work Iberica Sàrl (held in Luxembourg) ratified the shareholders’ resolutions 
of 10th February to transfer the two companies to Luxembourg and consequently also 
their acquisition of the status of Luxembourg registered companies, with amendments 
made to their by-laws at the same time;  

 2nd April 2009: an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting of Investnet Italia Sàrl (held in 
Luxembourg) resolved an increase in the share capital of 4.788.000 euro, to be 
performed by drawing on part of the profits for the year. The share capital therefore rose 
to five million euro;  

 23rd December 2009: InvestNet Work Iberica was merged into InvestNet International;  
 26th January 2010: IW Lux Sàrl (formerly Investnet Italia) was granted authorisation to 

change its name and also to perform and distribute financial services and investment 
activities by the Luxembourg Ministry of Finance;  

- UBI Banca International Sa: in order to increase its capital strength, following, amongst 
other things, the acquisitions performed in 2008 (the former BPB Munich branch and the 
Madrid branch of the former Financiera Veneta), on 6th January 2009 it was decided to 
increase the share capital by 12.280.290 euro, subscribed by UBI Banca and by Banco di 
Brescia. Consequently the share capital rose to 57.539.730 euro and UBI Banca now has 
control with 93,0138%, while BPB holds 3,4621%, Banco di Brescia 3,3468% and Banco di 
San Giorgio 0,1773%;  

                                                            

14  The company exerts significant influence – 49,08% – over H&C Spa currently in liquidation, which is therefore included in the 
consolidation and valued using the equity method.  

15  At the date of this report, procedures are at an advanced stage for the disposal of these investments.  
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As at 31st December 2008, the Parent  held 92,0265% of the share capital, BPB held 
4,4014%, Banco di Brescia held 3,3467% and Banco di San Giorgio 0,2254%, while the 
share capital amounted to 45.259.440 euro;  

- B@nca 24-7 Spa: on 24th December 2009 this bank was recapitalised, in order to 
strengthen its capital ratios and to render it compliant with internal policies for Group 
banks. The operation, which involved a total of 105 million euro, was achieved by the issue 
of 52.500.000 shares with a nominal value of one euro, at a price of two euro, subscribed 
by UBI Banca, the sole shareholder. The share capital therefore rose from 264.300.000 euro 
to 316.800.000 euro.  

 

Transactions performed in relation to the insurance sector were as follows:  

- UBI Assicurazioni Spa: on 17th September 2009, UBI Banca announced the creation of a 
joint venture in the non life banc assurance sector with Fortis and BNP Paribas Assurance. 
The operation was completed on 29th December 2009 with the sale by the UBI Banca Group 
of 50%+1 share of UBI Assicurazioni to a newly formed company (F&B Insurance Holdings), 
in which Fortis (50%+1 share) and BNP Paribas Assurance (50%-1 share) hold interests.  
A total of 31.550.001 shares were sold by UBI Banca (22.085.001 shares) and Banca 
Popolare di Ancona (9.465.000 shares, consisting of the whole of its investment) in return 
for payment of 120 million euro, which generated a gain before tax, and net of goodwill and 
accessory costs, of 45,8 million euro.  
As part of the agreements signed, reciprocal call options were provided for which are 
triggered when determined significant events occur which might compromise the necessary 
conditions for co-operation in the partnership.  
As a result of what has just been reported, since the interest held by UBI Assicurazioni fell 
from 100% at the end of 2008 to 50%-1 share, it is consolidated at present in the accounts 
using the equity method and no longer on a line-by-line basis;16  

- Aviva Vita Spa: on 5th February UBI Banca participated in an increase in the share capital 
for a total of 40 million euro, resolved by a shareholders’ meeting on that same date, and 
paid an initial tranche of 10 million euro on the basis of its percentage holdings, followed 
on 22nd May by a further tranche, again of 10  million euro. The share capital of the 
company therefore rose to 115.000.000 euro from 75.000.000 euro at the end of 2008;  

- Lombarda Vita Spa: on 19th March, UBI Banca paid 34.930.000 euro into the share capital 
account as part of total recapitalisation amounting to 70 million euro designed to replenish 
losses incurred in 2008 and to restore an adequate solvency margin. This allowed it to 
maintain its share capital existing as at 31st December 2008 unchanged (185.300.000 
euro).  

 

Transactions performed in relation to companies operating in the asset management sector 
are as follows:  

- UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa: on 6th March 2009, UBI Pramerica SGR 
re-acquired 3,5% of the share capital of this speculative asset management company from 
management, to restore its controlling interest to 96,25% (92,75% at the end of 2008). 

- Capitalgest Spa: on 25th March 2009 the contract was signed for the merger of the company 
into its parent UBI Banca. Since it was a wholly owned company, the ordinary shares of the 
merged company were cancelled entirely with no share exchange pursuant to Art. 2505 of 
the Italian Civil Code. The transaction took effect from 1st April 2009, while it was effective 
for accounting and tax purposes from 1st January 2009;  

- UBI Pramerica SGR Spa: following the merger of Capitalgest into UBI Banca, the Parent, 
which already held a 34,0795% interest in the share capital of this asset management 
company, also became the owner of the 30,9205% interest held by the merged company. At 

                                                            

16  Since the transaction was completed at the very end of 2009, the consolidated income statement for the year includes all the 
income and expense items on a “line-by-line” basis and not yet as profits of equity investments valued using the equity method on 
the basis of the percentage interest held. 
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the end of December UBI Banca therefore held a direct 65% controlling interest in UBI 
Pramerica SGR.  

 

Transactions performed in relation to service companies are as follows:  

- UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA: the project to streamline service activities, which had already 
led to the creation (on 1st July 2008) of a consortium company, was progressively extended 
to include the activities and services provided by UBI CentroSystem (responsible for IT 
service provision to the product companies not operating on the Group target platform). A 
summary is given below of the reorganisation and streamlining action decided by the 
Management Board (24th February 2009) and by the Supervisory Board (4th March 2009) 
and taken during the year:  
 in order for UBI.S to acquire the 100% interest in UBI CentroSystem Spa held by the 

Parent Bank, the share capital of UBI.S was increased by a total of 13.528.900 euro 
(through the issue of 17.570.000 new shares for a nominal amount of 0,52 euro per 
share with a share premium of 0,25 euro). This issue was fully subscribed on 6th April by 
UBI Banca and brought the share capital of UBI.S up to 35.136.400 euro (26 million 
euro as at 31st December 2008);  

 on 6th April shareholders’ meetings were held which approved the merger of UBI 
CentroSystem into UBI Sistemi e Servizi;  

 on 7th May the entire investment held by the Parent Bank in UBI CentroSystem was sold 
to UBI.S for 13,4 million euro on the basis of the book value of the net assets as at 31st 
December 2008;  

 on 19th June UBI Banca sold its interest in the share capital of UBI.S to Group member 
companies in a newly formed consortium (which already received service support from 
UBI CentroSystem), with shares assigned on the basis of the annual cost of the services 
received. In detail, 1.000.000 shares were transferred to B@nca 24-7, UBI Pramerica 
SGR and UBI Assicurazioni, while 50.000 shares were transferred to UBI Insurance 
Broker, UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR and SILF.  
A further 500.000 shares went to Centrobanca (which already held that same number as 
a user of UBI.S services) in order to bring the interest held into line with the volume of 
business provided.  
The shareholder base was therefore composed as follows:  

Shareholders of UBI.S 31st  December 
2008 No. shares 

% of the share 
capital 

31st December 
2009 No. shares 

% of the share 
capital 

UBI Banca Scpa  34.000.000  68,00%  47.920.000  70,9193% 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo  Spa 2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banco di Brescia Spa 2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa  2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banca Carime Spa 2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 2.000.000  4,00%  2.000.000  2,9599% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa 1.000.000  2,00%  1.000.000  1,4799% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 1.000.000  2,00%  1.000.000  1,4799% 
Centrobanca Spa  500.000  1,00%  1.000.000  1,4799% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 1.000.000  2,00%  1.000.000  1,4799% 
B@nca 24-7 Spa   1.000.000  1,4799% 
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa    1.000.000  1,4799% 
UBI Assicurazioni Spa    1.000.000  1,4799% 
UBI Factor Spa  500.000  1,00%  500.000  0,74% 
SILF Spa    50.000  0,074% 
UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa    50.000  0,074% 
UBI Insurance Broker Srl    50.000  0,074% 

Total 50.000.000 100% 67.570.000 100% 
 

 on 22nd June 2009 the merger of UBI CentroSystem into UBI.S was completed with the 
signing of the merger contract. It took effect from the following 1st July and from 1st 
January 2009 for accounting and tax purposes.  

Transactions performed in relation to other operating companies are as follows:  

- Coralis Rent Srl: following the losses incurred, in an extraordinary meeting of 23rd July 
2009 the shareholders resolved to fully replenish them (5,8 million euro) by drawing down 
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all the available reserves (2,6 million euro) and all the share capital (0,4 million euro) and 
by means of a payment of 3,2 million euro by UBI Banca (inclusive of the reconstitution of 
the share capital). Following that operation the Parent became the sole shareholder of 
Coralis Rent, because Mercato Impresa had waived its right to subscribe and did not intend 
to maintain its interest in the share capital of the company.  
In consideration of the deterioration in the economic situation and the new Group 
strategies, on 6th November 2009 Coralis Rent ceased marketing its long term leasing 
service to focus exclusively on the management of existing contracts. The company will 
continue to ensure that it meets its commitments to complete existing contracts and those 
in any case already entered into;  

- Coralis Travel in liquidation Srl: this company, controlled by Mercato Impresa and placed 
into liquidation in the last quarter of 2008, was removed from the business register on 12th 
June 2009;  

- Mercato Impresa Spa: this company, which is 98,5570% controlled by the Parent, was sold 
to Affinion International Holding Srl on 11th December 2009 for 18,4 million euro, to 
generate a gain before tax, and net of consolidation adjustments, of 12,8 million euro;  

- Group Srl: this company provides administrative and consulting services to its five 
shareholders (a group of “popular” banks) for participation in underwriting syndicates for 
the issue of financial instruments. Since Banca Popolare dell’Etruria e del Lazio manifested 
an interest in becoming a shareholder, on 25th November 2009, Centrobanca together with 
the other principal investors sold 2,5% of its holdings. As at 31st December 2009,  a 20% 
interest was held in  Group (22,5% twelve months before);  

- Capital Money Spa: the share capital of this credit finance company which specialises in 
the distribution of home mortgages was increased from 1.564.000 to 2.064.000 euro in 
order to address the difficult economic situation and with a view to maintaining operational 
continuity in the distribution of mortgages originated by the Group. UBI Banca subscribed 
its pro-rata quota on 5th August 2009 for a payment of 102 thousand euro.  

 

Finally, two new companies were included in the consolidation during the year:  

- PerMicro Spa: on 22nd May 2009 UBI Banca subscribed 1.140 shares of the company, 
corresponding to 9,936% of the share capital, for a total amount of 171 thousand euro, and 
it signed a shareholders’ agreement which involved, amongst other things, the right to 
nominate a member of the Board of Directors, a full auditor and an alternate auditor, and 
to subscribe a further 2.193 ordinary shares, which were then subscribed on 27th October 
2009 for a price of approximately 329 thousand euro.  
PerMicro was founded in Turin in 2007 and is enrolled in the list pursuant to Art. 106 of 
the consolidated banking act, being specialised in granting micro-credit; it operates 
throughout the country. The company performed progressive increases in its share capital 
during the year designed to acquire new shareholders, which were completed last 
November. At the end of the year the share capital amounted to 1.616.800 euro of which 
UBI Banca held 20,6148%. In consideration of the contents of the shareholders’ agreements 
the company was consolidated according to the proportionate method;  

- UBI Trustee Sa: this company, which is controlled by UBI Banca International Luxembourg, 
was formed on 18th December 2009 at a cost of 250.000 euro, as part of a project to 
reposition trustee services geographically. Once the necessary technical formalities have 
been completed, the Jersey subsidiary will be closed down and replaced by the Luxembourg 
financial centre.  
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Reclassified consolidated financial 
statements, reclassified income statement 
net of the most significant non-recurring 
items and reconciliation schedules  

 

Reclassified statement of financial position

ASSETS

10. Cash and cash equivalents 683.845 793.657 -109.812 -13,8%

20 Financial assets held for trading 1.575.764 2.326.654 -750.890 -32,3%

30. Financial assets at fair value 173.727 460.157 -286.430 -62,2%

40. Available-for-sale financial assets 6.386.257 4.351.838 2.034.419 46,7%

50. Held-to-maturity investments -                      1.630.844 -1.630.844 -100,0%

60. Loans to banks 3.278.264 3.053.704 224.560 7,4%

70. Loans to customers 98.007.252 96.368.452 1.638.800 1,7%

80. Hedging derivatives 633.263 792.398 -159.135 -20,1%

90. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-)
301.852 335.417 -33.565 -10,0%

100. Equity investments 413.943 246.099 167.844 68,2%

110. Technical reserves of reinsurers -                      88.362 -88.362 -100,0%

120. Property, equipment and investment property 2.106.835 2.170.867 -64.032 -2,9%

130. Intangible assets 5.523.401 5.531.633 -8.232 -0,1%

of which: goodwill 4.401.911 4.338.486 63.425 1,5%

140. Tax assets 1.580.187 1.512.530 67.657 4,5%

150. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 126.419 18.931 107.488 n.s.

160. Other assets 1.522.214 2.274.142 -751.928 -33,1%

Total assets 122.313.223 121.955.685 357.538 0,3%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

10. Due to banks 5.324.434 3.980.922 1.343.512 33,7%

20. Due to customers 52.864.961 54.150.681 -1.285.720 -2,4%

30. Securities issued 44.349.444 43.440.556 908.888 2,1%

40. Financial liabilities held for trading 855.387 799.254 56.133 7,0%

60. Hedging derivatives 927.319 635.129 292.190 46,0%

80. Tax liabilities 1.210.867 1.514.050 -303.183 -20,0%

90. Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale 646.320 4.412 641.908 n.s.

100. Other liabilities 3.085.006         4.030.238         -945.232 -23,5%

110. Staff severance provision 414.272 433.094 -18.822 -4,3%

120. Provisions for risks and charges: 285.623 295.429 -9.806 -3,3%

a) pension and similar obligations 71.503 81.285 -9.782 -12,0%

b) other provisions 214.120 214.144 -24 0,0%

130. Technical reserves -                      408.076 -408.076 -100,0%
140.+170.
+180.+190. Share capital, share premiums and reserves 11.141.149 11.071.206 69.943 0,6%

210. Minority interests 938.342 1.123.637 -185.295 -16,5%

220. Profit for the year 270.099 69.001 201.098 291,4%

Total liabilities and equity 122.313.223 121.955.685 357.538 0,3%

Figures  in thousands  of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes % changes
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Reclassified consolidated statement of financial position

ASSETS
10. Cash and cash equivalents 683.845 613.101 600.755 601.322 793.657 556.927 529.922 518.117
20. Financial assets held for trading 1.575.764 1.431.752 1.634.912 2.072.595 2.326.654 1.915.381 2.275.860 2.384.417
30. Financial assets at fair value 173.727 191.583 252.388 398.076 460.157 1.014.669 1.254.337 1.472.379

40. Available-for-sale financial assets 6.386.257 5.257.186 5.483.644 5.316.954 4.351.838 4.060.565 3.678.806 3.789.154
50. Held-to-maturity investments -                      1.687.077 1.577.276 1.657.865 1.630.844 1.396.121 1.401.857 1.261.503

60. Loans to banks 3.278.264 3.101.108 3.184.949 2.824.055 3.053.704 2.748.587 3.221.741 3.200.893
70. Loans to customers 98.007.252 96.554.963 96.830.116 96.892.382 96.368.452 98.020.148 96.506.114 93.126.196
80. Hedging derivatives 633.263 652.898 641.238 604.739 792.398 188.926 217.615 174.286

90. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 301.852 403.522 313.129 461.224 335.417 8.685 -70.934 6.715
100. Equity investments 413.943 360.098 337.162 297.068 246.099 249.561 230.911 274.543

110. Technical reserves of reinsurers -                      35.249 72.166 77.691 88.362 85.462 84.441 83.682
120. Property, equipment and investment property 2.106.835 2.094.140 2.098.840 2.144.779 2.170.867 2.118.217 2.131.786 2.137.213
130. Intangible assets 5.523.401 5.588.714 5.603.009 5.613.720 5.531.633 5.549.111 5.568.650 5.596.736

of which: goodwill 4.401.911 4.447.194 4.446.873 4.446.250 4.338.486 4.360.612 4.357.430 4.357.165
140. Tax assets 1.580.187 1.200.391 1.163.829 1.555.575 1.512.530 1.077.604 1.004.769 1.239.694

150. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 126.419 398.011 71.265 20.704 18.931 19.803 19.803 13.205
160. Other assets 1.522.214 1.931.071 1.978.893 1.940.263 2.274.142 2.585.655 2.662.354 2.851.620

Total assets 122.313.223 121.500.864 121.843.571 122.479.012 121.955.685 121.595.422 120.718.032 118.130.353

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
10. Due to banks 5.324.434 5.306.536 6.073.741 5.953.954 3.980.922 7.071.811 6.179.055 8.205.228
20. Due to customers 52.864.961 51.383.644 53.612.989 53.992.027 54.150.681 50.464.444 51.185.280 48.180.652

30. Securities issued 44.349.444 44.162.873 42.522.368 41.707.004 43.440.556 43.829.206 42.416.184 40.389.743
40. Financial liabilities held for trading 855.387 815.697 746.246 856.656 799.254 477.339 794.656 722.880
60. Hedging derivatives 927.319 883.088 724.402 981.373 635.129 337.193 396.679 297.082

70. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      10.939
80. Tax liabilities 1.210.867 1.132.291 1.014.788 1.633.358 1.514.050 1.528.496 1.360.800 1.937.137

90. Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale 646.320 810.081            156                  77                    4.412               6.609               6.609               -                      
100. Other liabilities 3.085.006 3.743.221 3.916.535 3.939.651 4.030.238 4.111.175 4.756.203 4.212.915
110. Staff severance provision 414.272 440.728 436.763 430.450 433.094 424.990 425.648 449.500

120. Provisions for risks and charges: 285.623 282.450 289.167 292.517 295.429 375.015 361.253 317.248
a) pension and similar obligations 71.503 69.820 72.758 80.892 81.285 81.149 82.361 83.517
b) other provisions 214.120 212.630 216.409 211.625 214.144 293.866 278.892 233.731

130. Technical reserves -                      195.215 391.352 405.032 408.076 385.463 380.198 381.520

140.+170.+
180.+190. Share capital, share premiums and reserves 11.141.149 11.104.760 10.942.579 11.152.097 11.071.206 10.849.749 10.841.295 11.642.377

210. Minority interests 938.342 1.052.983 1.046.548 1.110.471 1.123.637 1.113.892 1.094.986 1.163.862
220. Net profit for the year 270.099 187.297 125.937 24.345 69.001 620.040 519.186 219.270

Total l iabil ities and equity 122.313.223 121.500.864 121.843.571 122.479.012 121.955.685 121.595.422 120.718.032 118.130.353

Figures  in thousands  of euro

31st December 
2009

30th September 
2009

30thJune      
2009

31st March     
2009

31st December 
2008

30th September 
2008

30th June      
2008

31st March 
2008         

pro-forma
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Reclassified consolidated income statement

10.-20. Net interest income 2.400.543 2.810.297 (409.754)  (14,6%) 557.917 735.666 (177.749)  (24,2%) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (62.248) (77.238) (14.990)  (19,4%) (13.963) (18.768) (4.805)  (25,6%) 

Net interest income excluding the effects of the PPA 2.462.791 2.887.535 (424.744)  (14,7%) 571.880 754.434 (182.554)  (24,2%) 

70. Dividends and similar income 10.609 71.204 (60.595) (85,1%) 856 1.210 (354) (29,3%) 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method 35.375 18 35.357 n.s. 16.383 (14.556) 30.939 n.s.

40.-50. Net commission income 1.214.688 1.360.105 (145.417) (10,7%) 331.886 323.815 8.071 2,5% 

of which performance fees 22.930          6.274 16.656 265,5% 22.930 6.274 16.656 265,5% 

80.+90.+
100.+110.

Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities 
and from assets/liabilities at fair value 126.783 (242.261) 369.044 n.s. 33.737 (192.557) 226.294 n.s.

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations 30.945 9.639 21.306 221,0% (51) (6.915) (6.864) (99,3%) 

220. Other operating income/(expense) 87.304 80.737 6.567 8,1% 18.538 13.848 4.690 33,9% 

Operating income 3.906.247 4.089.739 (183.492) (4,5%) 959.266 860.511 98.755 11,5% 

Operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 3.968.495 4.166.977 (198.482) (4,8%) 973.229 879.279 93.950 10,7% 

180.a Personnel expenses (1.465.574) (1.584.867) (119.293) (7,5%) (346.621) (393.603) (46.982) (11,9%) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (777.216) (748.571) 28.645 3,8% (219.492) (211.601) 7.891 3,7% 

200.+210.

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property 
and intangible assets (271.557) (277.910) (6.353) (2,3%) (97.914) (77.467) 20.447 26,4% 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (100.992) (81.364) 19.628 24,1% (51.416) (26.663) 24.753 92,8% 

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets excluding the effects of the PPA (170.565) (196.546) (25.981) (13,2%) (46.498) (50.804) (4.306) (8,5%) 

Operating costs (2.514.347) (2.611.348) (97.001) (3,7%) (664.027) (682.671) (18.644) (2,7%) 

Operating costs excluding the effects of the PPA (2.413.355) (2.529.984) (116.629) (4,6%) (612.611) (656.008) (43.397) (6,6%) 

Net operating income 1.391.900 1.478.391 (86.491) (5,9%) 295.239 177.840 117.399 66,0% 

Net operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 1.555.140 1.636.993 (81.853) (5,0%) 360.618 223.271 137.347 61,5% 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (865.211) (566.223) 298.988 52,8% (272.667) (310.399) (37.732) (12,2%) 

130.b+
c+d

Net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities
(49.160) (510.550) (461.390) (90,4%) (13.606) (516.179) (502.573) (97,4%) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (36.932) (34.489) 2.443 7,1% (7.440) 4.531 (11.971) n.s.

240.+270. Profits (loss) from disposal of equity investments 100.302 84.985 15.317 18,0% 96.684 4.699 91.985 n.s.

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 540.899 452.114 88.785 19,6% 98.210 (639.508) 737.718 n.s.
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax excluding the 
effects of the PPA 704.139 610.716 93.423 15,3% 163.589 (594.077) 757.666 n.s.

290. Taxes on income for the period for continuing operations (243.442) (221.564) 21.878 9,9% (22.524) 125.544 (148.068) n.s.
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 52.532 51.258 1.274 2,5% 21.093 14.320 6.773 47,3% 

Integration costs (15.465) (67.236) (51.771)  (77,0%) (633) (21.825) (21.192)  (97,1%) 
of which: personnel expenses (11.626) (47.796) (36.170)  (75,7%) (97) (14.538) (14.441)  (99,3%) 

other administrative expenses (5.886) (41.920) (36.034)  (86,0%) (186) (12.442) (12.256)  (98,5%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property (4.510) (6.223) (1.713)  (27,5%) (646) (4.232) (3.586)  (84,7%) 
taxes 6.557 28.703 (22.146)  (77,2%) 296 9.387 (9.091)  (96,8%) 

310. After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations
5.155  (15.727) 20.882 n.s. -                (4.698) 4.698 (100,0%) 

330. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to minority interests (17.048) (78.586) (61.538) (78,3%) 7.749 (10.552) 18.301 n.s.
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 24.280 18.868 5.412 28,7% 12.461 6.152 6.309 102,6% 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 
excluding the effects of the PPA 356.527 157.477 199.050 126,4% 114.627 (526.080) 640.707 n.s.
Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the  
Parent 270.099 69.001 201.098 291,4% 82.802 (551.039) 633.841 n.s.

Total impact of the purchase price allocation on the income statement (86.428) (88.476) (2.048)  (2,3%) (31.825) (24.959) 6.866 27,5% 

Figures  in thousands  of euro

31.12.2009
A

31.12.2008
B

Changes    
A-B

% changes  
A/B

4th       
Quarter    
2009      

C

4th       
Quarter    
2008      

D

Changes    
C-D

% changes 
C/D
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Reclassified consolidated quarterly income statements

4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter 1st Quarter 4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter
1st Quarter    

pro-forma

10.-20. Net interest income 557.917 572.951 616.804 652.871 735.666 698.776 688.994 686.861 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (13.963) (15.198) (18.027) (15.060) (18.768) (15.172) (24.079) (19.219) 
Net interest income excluding the effects of the PPA 571.880 588.149 634.831 667.931 754.434 713.948 713.073 706.080 

70. Dividends and similar income 856 6.253 1.656 1.844 1.210 1.519 66.839 1.636 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method 16.383 8.828 5.956 4.208 (14.556) 374 5.470 8.730 

40.-50. Net commission income 331.886 297.178 294.300 291.324 323.815 322.090 348.662 365.538 

of which performance fees 22.930               -                          -                          -                          6.274 -                          -                          -                          

8 0 .+9 0 .+10 0 .+110 . Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from assets/liabilities at fair value 33.737 26.363 48.429 18.254 (192.557) (60.596) 37.980 (27.088) 

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations (51) 8.967 16.088 5.941 (6.915) 2.743 9.700 4.111 

220. Other operating income/(expense) 18.538 24.249 23.226 21.291 13.848 17.815 20.793 28.281 

Operating income 959.266 944.789 1.006.459 995.733 860.511 982.721 1.178.438 1.068.069 
Operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 973.229 959.987 1.024.486 1.010.793 879.279 997.893 1.202.517 1.087.288 

180.a Personnel expenses (346.621) (373.655) (366.562) (378.736) (393.603) (380.276) (415.472) (395.516) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (219.492) (174.589) (200.525) (182.610) (211.601) (165.107) (198.221) (173.642) 

200.+210. Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (97.914) (58.143) (57.546) (57.954) (77.467) (66.949) (66.942) (66.552) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (51.416) (16.526) (16.525) (16.525) (26.663) (18.237) (18.237) (18.227) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets excluding the effects of the PPA (46.498) (41.617) (41.021) (41.429) (50.804) (48.712) (48.705) (48.325) 

Operating costs (664.027) (606.387) (624.633) (619.300) (682.671) (612.332) (680.635) (635.710) 
Operating costs excluding the effects of the PPA (612.611) (589.861) (608.108) (602.775) (656.008) (594.095) (662.398) (617.483) 

Net operating income 295.239 338.402 381.826 376.433 177.840 370.389 497.803 432.359 
Net operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 360.618 370.126 416.378 408.018 223.271 403.798 540.119 469.805 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (272.667) (197.349) (235.622) (159.573) (310.399) (102.868) (93.299) (59.657) 

130.b+c+d Net impairment losses on other assets and liabilities (13.606) (580) 39.372 (74.346) (516.179) 2.122 3.517 (10) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (7.440) (2.621) (17.081) (9.790) 4.531 (13.100) (17.431) (8.489) 

240.+270. Profits (loss) from disposal of equity investments 96.684 (213) (357) 4.188 4.699 1.196 21.708 57.382 

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 98.210 137.639 168.138 136.912 (639.508) 257.739 412.298 421.585 
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax excluding the effects of the PPA 163.589 169.363 202.690 168.497 (594.077) 291.148 454.614 459.031 

290. Taxes on income for the period for continuing operations (22.524) (67.883) (50.367) (102.668) 125.544 (120.023) (66.345) (160.740) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 21.093 10.189 11.106 10.144 14.320 11.123 13.782 12.033 

Integration costs (633) (3.875) (4.555) (6.402) (21.825) (16.954) (14.037)  (14.420) 
of which: personnel expenses (97) (2.563) (3.998) (4.968) (14.538) (14.735) (8.634)  (9.889) 

other administrative expenses (186) (1.690) (1.136) (2.874) (12.442) (8.288) (10.788)  (10.402) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (646) (1.289) (1.312) (1.263) (4.232) (951) (718)  (322) 
taxes 296 1.667 1.891 2.703 9.387 7.020 6.103 6.193                 

310. After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations 0  (33) (5) 5.193             (4.698) -                    (11.029) -                    

330. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to minority interests 7.749 (4.488) (11.619) (8.690) (10.552) (19.908) (20.971) (27.155) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 12.461 4.219 4.117 3.483 6.152 3.646 4.942 4.128 
Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent excluding the effects of the PPA 114.627 78.676 120.921 42.303 (526.080) 119.494 323.508 240.555 

Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the  Parent 82.802 61.360 101.592 24.345 (551.039) 100.854 299.916 219.270 

Total impact of the purchase price allocation on the income statement (31.825) (17.316) (19.329) (17.958) (24.959) (18.640) (23.592) (21.285)

Figures  in thousands  of euro

20082009
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For information purposes, the reclassified consolidated income statement, together with the quarterly 
income statements, are presented without the reclassification of Maximum Overdraft Charges (MOC), i.e. 
maintaining MOC within net interest income and recognising commitment fees within net commissions 
from 1st July 2009.  
Without that reclassification net interest income fell by 16,7%, while net commission income was 
reduced by 4,9% in 2009.  

 
 

10.-20. Net interest income 2.485.056 2.982.127 (497.071)  (16,7%) 560.114 778.524 (218.410)  (28,1%) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (62.248) (77.238) (14.990)  (19,4%) (13.963) (18.768) (4.805)  (25,6%) 

Net interest income excluding the effects of the PPA 2.547.304 3.059.365 (512.061)  (16,7%) 574.077 797.292 (223.215)  (28,0%) 

70. Dividends and similar income 10.609 71.204 (60.595) (85,1%) 856 1.210 (354) (29,3%) 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method 35.375 18 35.357 n.s. 16.383 (14.556) 30.939 n.s.

40.-50. Net commission income 1.130.175 1.188.275 (58.100) (4,9%) 329.689 280.957 48.732 17,3% 

of which performance fees 22.930          6.274 16.656 265,5% 22.930 6.274 16.656 265,5% 

80.+90.+
100.+110.

Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities 
and from assets/liabilities at fair value 126.783 (242.261) 369.044 n.s. 33.737 (192.557) 226.294 n.s.

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations 30.945 9.639 21.306 221,0% (51) (6.915) (6.864) (99,3%) 

220. Other operating income/(expense) 87.304 80.737 6.567 8,1% 18.538 13.848 4.690 33,9% 

Operating income 3.906.247 4.089.739 (183.492) (4,5%) 959.266 860.511 98.755 11,5% 

Operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 3.968.495 4.166.977 (198.482) (4,8%) 973.229 879.279 93.950 10,7% 

180.a Personnel expenses (1.465.574) (1.584.867) (119.293) (7,5%) (346.621) (393.603) (46.982) (11,9%) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (777.216) (748.571) 28.645 3,8% (219.492) (211.601) 7.891 3,7% 

200.+210.

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property 
and intangible assets (271.557) (277.910) (6.353) (2,3%) (97.914) (77.467) 20.447 26,4% 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (100.992) (81.364) 19.628 24,1% (51.416) (26.663) 24.753 92,8% 

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets excluding the effects of the PPA (170.565) (196.546) (25.981) (13,2%) (46.498) (50.804) (4.306) (8,5%) 

Operating costs (2.514.347) (2.611.348) (97.001) (3,7%) (664.027) (682.671) (18.644) (2,7%) 

Operating costs excluding the effects of the PPA (2.413.355) (2.529.984) (116.629) (4,6%) (612.611) (656.008) (43.397) (6,6%) 

Net operating income 1.391.900 1.478.391 (86.491) (5,9%) 295.239 177.840 117.399 66,0% 

Net operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 1.555.140 1.636.993 (81.853) (5,0%) 360.618 223.271 137.347 61,5% 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (865.211) (566.223) 298.988 52,8% (272.667) (310.399) (37.732) (12,2%) 

130.b+
c+d

Net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities
(49.160) (510.550) 461.390 (90,4%) (13.606) (516.179) (502.573) (97,4%) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (36.932) (34.489) 2.443 7,1% (7.440) 4.531 (11.971) n.s.

240.+270. Profits (loss) from disposal of equity investments 100.302 84.985 15.317 18,0% 96.684 4.699 91.985 n.s.

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 540.899 452.114 88.785 19,6% 98.210 (639.508) 737.718 n.s.
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax excluding the 
effects of the PPA 704.139 610.716 93.423 15,3% 163.589 (594.077) 757.666 n.s.

290. Taxes on income for the period for continuing operations (243.442) (221.564) 21.878 9,9% (22.524) 125.544 (148.068) n.s.
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 52.532 51.258 1.274 2,5% 21.093 14.320 6.773 47,3% 

Integration costs (15.465) (67.236) (51.771)  (77,0%) (633) (21.825) (21.192)  (97,1%) 
of which: personnel expenses (11.626) (47.796) (36.170)  (75,7%) (97) (14.538) (14.441)  (99,3%) 

other administrative expenses (5.886) (41.920) (36.034)  (86,0%) (186) (12.442) (12.256)  (98,5%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property (4.510) (6.223) (1.713)  (27,5%) (646) (4.232) (3.586)  (84,7%) 
taxes 6.557 28.703 (22.146)  (77,2%) 296 9.387 (9.091)  (96,8%) 

310. After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations
5.155  (15.727) 20.882 n.s. -                (4.698) (4.698) (100,0%) 

330. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to minority interests (17.048) (78.586) (61.538) (78,3%) 7.749 (10.552) 18.301 n.s.
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 24.280 18.868 5.412 28,7% 12.461 6.152 6.309 102,6% 

Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 
excluding the effects of the PPA 356.527 157.477 199.050 126,4% 114.627 (526.080) 640.707 n.s.
Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the  
Parent 270.099 69.001 201.098 291,4% 82.802 (551.039) 633.841 n.s.

Total impact of the purchase price allocation on the income statement (86.428) (88.476) (2.048)  (2,3%) (31.825) (24.959) 6.866 27,5% 

% changes 
C/D

Reclassified consolidated income statement without the reclassification of the 
maximum overdraft charge

Figures  in thousands  of euro

31.12.2009
A

31.12.2008
B

Changes    
A-B

% changes  
A/B

4th       
Quarter    
2009      

C

4th       
Quarter    
2008      

D

Changes    
C-D
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Reclassified consolidated quarterly income statements without the reclassification of the maximum overdraft charge

4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter 1st Quarter 4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter
1st Quarter    
pro-forma

10.-20. Net interest income 560,114 577,084 654,067 693,791 778,524 740,671 731,909 731,023 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (13,963) (15,198) (18,027) (15,060) (18,768) (15,172) (24,079) (19,219) 
Net interest income excluding the effects of the PPA 574,077 592,282 672,094 708,851 797,292 755,843 755,988 750,242 

70. Dividends and similar income 856 6,253 1,656 1,844 1,210 1,519 66,839 1,636 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method 16,383 8,828 5,956 4,208 (14,556) 374 5,470 8,730 

40.-50. Net commission income 329,689 293,045 257,037 250,404 280,957 280,195 305,747 321,376 

of which performance fees 22,930               -                          -                          -                          6,274 -                          -                          -                          

80 .+90 .+100 .+110 . Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from assets/liabilities at fair value 33,737 26,363 48,429 18,254 (192,557) (60,596) 37,980 (27,088) 

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations (51) 8,967 16,088 5,941 (6,915) 2,743 9,700 4,111 

220. Other operating income/(expense) 18,538 24,249 23,226 21,291 13,848 17,815 20,793 28,281 

Operating income 959,266 944,789 1,006,459 995,733 860,511 982,721 1,178,438 1,068,069 
Operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 973,229 959,987 1,024,486 1,010,793 879,279 997,893 1,202,517 1,087,288 

180.a Personnel expenses (346,621) (373,655) (366,562) (378,736) (393,603) (380,276) (415,472) (395,516) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (219,492) (174,589) (200,525) (182,610) (211,601) (165,107) (198,221) (173,642) 

200.+210. Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (97,914) (58,143) (57,546) (57,954) (77,467) (66,949) (66,942) (66,552) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation (51,416) (16,526) (16,525) (16,525) (26,663) (18,237) (18,237) (18,227) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets excluding the effects of the PPA (46,498) (41,617) (41,021) (41,429) (50,804) (48,712) (48,705) (48,325) 

Operating costs (664,027) (606,387) (624,633) (619,300) (682,671) (612,332) (680,635) (635,710) 
Operating costs excluding the effects of the PPA (612,611) (589,861) (608,108) (602,775) (656,008) (594,095) (662,398) (617,483) 

Net operating income 295,239 338,402 381,826 376,433 177,840 370,389 497,803 432,359 
Net operating income excluding the effects of the PPA 360,618 370,126 416,378 408,018 223,271 403,798 540,119 469,805 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (272,667) (197,349) (235,622) (159,573) (310,399) (102,868) (93,299) (59,657) 

130.b+c+d Net impairment losses on other assets and liabilities (13,606) (580) 39,372 (74,346) (516,179) 2,122 3,517 (10) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (7,440) (2,621) (17,081) (9,790) 4,531 (13,100) (17,431) (8,489) 

240.+270. Profits (loss) from disposal of equity investments 96,684 (213) (357) 4,188 4,699 1,196 21,708 57,382 

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 98,210 137,639 168,138 136,912 (639,508) 257,739 412,298 421,585 
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax excluding the effects of the PPA 163,589 169,363 202,690 168,497 (594,077) 291,148 454,614 459,031 

290. Taxes on income for the period for continuing operations (22,524) (67,883) (50,367) (102,668) 125,544 (120,023) (66,345) (160,740) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 21,093 10,189 11,106 10,144 14,320 11,123 13,782 12,033 

Integration costs (633) (3,875) (4,555) (6,402) (21,825) (16,954) (14,037)  (14,420) 
of which: personnel expenses (97) (2,563) (3,998) (4,968) (14,538) (14,735) (8,634)  (9,889) 

other administrative expenses (186) (1,690) (1,136) (2,874) (12,442) (8,288) (10,788)  (10,402) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (646) (1,289) (1,312) (1,263) (4,232) (951) (718)  (322) 
taxes 296 1,667 1,891 2,703 9,387 7,020 6,103 6,193                 

310. After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations 0  (33) (5) 5,193             (4,698) -                    (11,029) -                    

330. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to minority interests 7,749 (4,488) (11,619) (8,690) (10,552) (19,908) (20,971) (27,155) 
of which: effects of the purchase price allocation 12,461 4,219 4,117 3,483 6,152 3,646 4,942 4,128 
Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent excluding the effects of the PPA 114,627 78,676 120,921 42,303 (526,080) 119,494 323,508 240,555 

Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 82,802 61,360 101,592 24,345 (551,039) 100,854 299,916 219,270 

Total impact of the purchase price allocation on the income statement (31,825) (17,316) (19,329) (17,958) (24,959) (18,640) (23,592) (21,285)

Figures  in thousands  of euro

20082009
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Reclassified consolidated income statement net of the most significant non-recurring items

Figures in thousands of euro

Other non 
recurring 

items

Net interest income (including the effects of PPA) 2.400.543 2.400.543 2.810.297 2.810.297 (409.754) (14,6%) 

Dividends and similar income 10.609 10.609 71.204 71.204 (60.595) (85,1%) 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method 35.375 35.375 18 13.018 13.036 22.339 171,4% 

Net commission income 1.214.688 1.214.688 1.360.105 1.360.105 (145.417) (10,7%) 

of which performance fees 22.930            22.930            6.274 6.274 16.656 265,5% 
Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 
assets/liabilities at fair value 126.783 (60.543) (37.441) 25.234 54.033 (242.261) (30.262) 69.132 (203.391) 257.424 n.s.

Net income from insurance operations 30.945 30.945 9.639 9.639 21.306 221,0% 

Other net operating income/(expense) 87.304 1.686 88.990 80.737 80.737 8.253 10,2% 

Operating income (including the effects of PPA) 3.906.247  (60.543)  (37.441) -                    25.234               -                           -                       1.686              -                      3.835.183 4.089.739  (30.262) -                          82.150       -                           -                    4.141.627 (306.444) (7,4%) 

Personnel expenses (1.465.574) (1.465.574) (1.584.867) (1.584.867) (119.293) (7,5%) 

Other administrative expenses (777.216) 7.511 (769.705) (748.571) (748.571) 21.134 2,8% 

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets (including the effects of PPA) (271.557) 34.891 (236.666) (277.910) 8.425 (269.485) (32.819) (12,2%) 

Operating costs (including the effects of PPA) (2.514.347) -                    -                        34.891         -                          -                           7.511              -                       -                      (2.471.945) (2.611.348) -                       -                          -                  8.425                  -                    (2.602.923) (130.978) (5,0%) 

Net operating income (including the effects of PPA) 1.391.900  (60.543)  (37.441) 34.891 25.234               -                           7.511              1.686              -                      1.363.238 1.478.391  (30.262) -                          82.150       8.425                  -                    1.538.704 (175.466) (11,4%) 

Net impairment losses on loans (865.211) 3.479 (861.732) (566.223) 9.523 (556.700) 305.032 54,8% 

Net impairment losses on other assets and liabilities
(49.160) 41.454 (7.706) (510.550) 510.351 (7.192) (7.391) 315 4,3% 

Net provisions for risks and charges (36.932) 4.996 (31.936) (34.489) 1.500 (32.989) (1.053) (3,2%) 

Profit (loss)  from disposal of equity investments 100.302 (96.157) 4.145 84.985 (78.808) 6.177 (2.032) (32,9%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax (including the effects of PPA) 540.899  (60.543) (92.144) 34.891 25.234 -                           7.511              10.161            -                      466.009 452.114 401.281 -                          93.173 1.233                  -                    947.801 (481.792) (50,8%) 

Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (243.442) 19.586 11.285 (11.305) (8.156) (31.038) (2.433) (2.524) (268.027) (221.564) (21.069) (183.267) (21.655) (704) (448.259) (180.232) (40,2%) 

Integration costs (15.465) 15.465 -                      (67.236) 67.236          -                      -                  -               

of which: personnel expenses (11.626) 11.626 -                      (47.796) 47.796          -                      -                  -                

other administrative expenses (5.886) 5.886 -                      (41.920) 41.920          -                      -                  -                
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets (4.510) 4.510 -                      (6.223) 6.223            -                      -                  -                

taxes 6.557 (6.557) -                      28.703             (28.703) -                      -                  -                

After tax profit (loss)  from discontinued operations 5.155 (5.155) -                       (15.727) 15.817 90                   (90)  (100,0%) 

Profit/loss for the year attributable to minority interests (17.048) 563 (8.761) 3.284 (633) (700) (1.307) (24.602) (78.586) 709 11.137 (77) (3.775) (3.713) (74.305) (49.703) (66,9%) 

Profit for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 270.099 (40.957) (80.296) 14.825 17.078 (27.754) 4.445 1.782 14.158 173.380 69.001 380.921 (172.130) 71.441 12.571 63.523 425.327 (251.947) (59,2%) 

ROE 2,4% 1,6% 0,6% 3,8% 

Cost / Income ratio (including the effects of PPA) 64,4% 64,5% 63,9% 62,8% 

Cost / Income ratio (excluding the effects of PPA) 60,8% 60,8% 60,7% 59,8% 

% changes  
A/B

Tax realignment 
pursuant to Art. 
15, paragraph 3, 

Decree Law 
185/2008 and 
IRAP refund

Branch 
network 

streamlining 
consulting 
expenses

Integration 
costs

31.12.2009
             

net of non-
recurring items 

A

31.12.2008

non-recurring items

31.12.2008
             

net of non-
recurring items 

B

Changes     
A-B

Madoff, 
Lehman 
Brothers 

and 
Icelandic 

banks      
effect

Disposal and 
impairment of 

equity 
investments

Tax Redemption 
EC section and 
recognition of 

goodwill

Integration 
costs

Adjustment of 
branch prices, 
adjustment of 

guarantee values, 
reduction in 

value of assets 
managed by 
Capitalgest 

31.12.2009
PEO gain on 

own 
subordinated 

securities

Disinvestment 
in securities 
and disposals

Impairment 
of intangible 

assets

Write-down of DD 
Growth Fund
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Reconciliation schedule to 31st December 2009

 RECLASSIFIED INCOME STATEMENT 
31st 

December 
2009

31st 
December 

2009

 Figures  in thousands  of euro 

mandatory 
consolidated 

financial  
statements

integration 
costs

net income 
from 

insurance 
operations

tax 
recoveries

profit of 
investments 

valued at 
equity

depreciation 
for 

improvement
s to leased 

assets

maximum 
overdraft 
charges

reclassified 
consolidated 

financial  
statements

10.-20. Net interest income 2.495.628 (10.572) (84.513) 2.400.543 

70. Dividends and similar income 10.609 10.609 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method -                   35.375 35.375 

40.-50. Net commission income 1.130.175 84.513 1.214.688 

80.+90.+
100.+110.

Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities 
and from assets/liabilities at fair value 126.788 (5) 126.783 

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations 20.049 10.896 30.945 

220. Other net operating income/(expense) 235.042 (319) (155.308) 7.889 87.304 

Operating income 4.018.291 -               -               (155.308) 35.375 7.889 -             3.906.247 

180.a Personnel expenses (1.477.200) 11.626 (1.465.574) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (938.410) 5.886 155.308 (777.216) 

200.+210.
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment 
property and intangible assets (268.178) 4.510 (7.889) (271.557) 

Operating costs (2.683.788) 22.022 -               155.308 -                   (7.889) -             (2.514.347) 

Net operating income 1.334.503 22.022 -               -             35.375 -                 -             1.391.900 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (865.211) (865.211) 

130.b+c+d
+260. Net impairment losses on other assets and liabilities (49.160) (49.160) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (36.932) (36.932) 

240.+270. Profit (loss) from disposal of equity investments 135.677 (35.375) 100.302 

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 518.877 22.022 -               -             -                   -                 -             540.899 

290. Taxes on income for the year from continuing operations (236.885) (6.557) (243.442) 

Integration costs -                   (15.465) (15.465) 
310. After tax profit (loss)  from discontinued operations 5.155            5.155 

330. Profit for the year attributable to minority interests (17.048) (17.048) 

Profit for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 270.099 -               -               -             -                   -                 -             270.099 

 Ite ms  

reclassifications

Reconciliation schedule to 31st December 2008

 RECLASSIFIED INCOME STATEMENT 
31st 

December 
2008

31st 
December 

2008

 Figures  in thousands  of euro 

mandatory 
consolidated 

financial  
statements

integration 
costs

net income 
from 

insurance 
operations

tax 
recoveries

profit of 
investments 

valued at 
equity

depreciation 
for 

improvement
s to leased 

assets

Maximum 
overdraft 
charge

Other

reclassified 
consolidated 

financial  
statements

10.-20. Net interest income 2.996.344 (14.217) (171.830) 2.810.297 

70. Dividends and similar income 71.204 71.204 

Profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method -                 18 18 

40.-50. Net commission income 1.188.275 171.830 1.360.105 

80.+90.+
100.+110.

Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase 
activities and from assets/liabilities at fair value (249.316) 7.055 (242.261) 

150.+160. Net income from insurance operations (2.386) 12.025 9.639 

220. Other net operating income/(expense) 226.884 2.192 (157.860) 9.521 80.737 

Operating income 4.231.005 -                -               (157.860) 18 9.521 -                 7.055 4.089.739 

180.a Personnel expenses (1.632.663) 47.796 (1.584.867) 

180.b Other administrative expenses (948.351) 41.920 157.860 (748.571) 

200.+210.
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment 
property and intangible assets (274.612) 6.223 (9.521) (277.910) 

Operating costs (2.855.626) 95.939 -               157.860 -                   (9.521) -                 -             (2.611.348) 

Net operating income 1.375.379 95.939 -               -             18 -                 -                 7.055 1.478.391 

130.a Net impairment losses on loans (559.168) (7.055) (566.223) 

130.b+c+d
+260. Net impairment losses on other assets and liabilities (510.550) (510.550) 

190. Net provisions for risks and charges (34.489) (34.489) 

240.+270. Profit (loss) from disposal of equity investments 85.003 (18) 84.985 

Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 356.175 95.939 -               -             -                   -                 -                 -             452.114 

290. Taxes on income for the year from continuing operations (192.861) (28.703) (221.564) 

Integration costs -                 (67.236) (67.236) 

310. After tax profit (loss)  from discontinued operations 
(15.727)  (15.727) 

330. Profit for the year attributable to minority interests (78.586) (78.586) 

Profit for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 69.001 -                -               -             -                   -                 -                 -             69.001 

 Ite ms  

reclassifications
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Notes to the reclassified consolidated financial statements  
The mandatory financial statements have been prepared on the basis of Bank of Italy Circular No. 262 of 22nd December 2005 and 
subsequent updates.  
 
Following the partial disposal of UBI Assicurazioni on 29th  December 2009, the income statement for 2009 still includes (the 
agreement having been completed at the end of the year) all the income and expense items on a “line-by-line” basis and not yet as 
profits of equity investments valued using the equity method on the basis of the percentage interest held. On the other hand, the 
balance sheet as at 31st December 2009, no longer includes the items relating to the insurance company.  
 
A “commitment fee” was introduced from 1st July 2009 which eliminated, amongst other things, the maximum overdraft charge. This 
brought about a reclassification – made in the reclassified financial statements only and not the mandatory financial statements – of 
the amounts for that fee, classified within interest until 30th June 2009.  
In consideration of the commission nature of the commitment fee, the income from the maximum overdraft charge was reclassified out 
of net interest income into net commission income also for all prior periods presented in the statements.  
 
In accordance with Bank of Italy instructions expenses incurred for insurance policies concerning directors have also been reclassified 
for the full year 2008 (and for the 2009 interim periods): the expense (689 thousand euro for the full year 2008) was reclassified out of 
other administrative expenses and into a separate sub-item of personnel expenses.  
 
The figures for the first quarter of 2008 continue to follow the pro-forma presentation in order to account for the changes made 
following the partial disposal of UBI Assicurazioni Vita (now Aviva Assicurazioni Vita), concluded on 18th June 2008, which resulted in 
the change from line-by-line consolidation to valuation according to the equity method.  
 

The following rules have been applied to the reclassified financial statements to allow a vision that is more consistent with a 
management accounting style:  
- net income from insurance companies still comprises the revenues of UBI Assicurazioni Spa: net interest, net premiums (item 150), income 

from trading activities and net income from insurance operations and other (items 160 and 220 in the mandatory financial statements  
- the tax recoveries recognised within item 220 of the mandatory financial statements (other operating income/expenses) were reclassified as 

a reduction in indirect taxes included within other administrative expenses  
- the item profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the equity method includes the profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the 

equity method included within item 240 in the mandatory financial statements;  
- the item net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets includes items 200 and 210 in the 

mandatory financial statements and the instalments relating to the depreciation of costs incurred for improvements to third party assets 
classified within item 220;  

- the item profit (loss) on the disposal of equity investments includes the item 240, net of profit (loss) of equity investments valued using the 
equity method, and item 270 in the mandatory financial statements;  

- the item other net operating income/expense includes item 220, net of the reclassifications mentioned above;  
- integration costs include residual components relating to personnel expenses (redundancy incentives, funds to support the commercial 

network and occupational mobility), administrative expenses (mainly borne by the Parent) and net impairment losses on property, 
equipment and investment property and intangible assets.  

 

The reconciliation of the items in the reclassified financial statements with the figures in the mandatory financial statements, 
prepared on the basis of Bank of Italy Circular No. 262 of 22nd December 2005, has been facilitated, on the one hand, with the 
insertion in the margin against each item of the corresponding number of the item in the mandatory financial statements with which 
it is reconciled and, on the other hand, with the preparation of specific reconciliation schedules.  
 

The comments on the performance of the main statement of financial position and income statement items are made on the basis of 
the reclassified financial statements and of the reclassified financial statements for the comparative periods, and the tables providing 
details included in the subsequent sections of this financial report have also been prepared on that same basis  
 

In order to facilitate analysis of the Group’s performance and in compliance with CONSOB Communication No. DEM/6064293 of 28th 
July 2006, a special schedule has been included in the reclassified financial statements to show the impact on earnings only of the 
principal non-recurring events and items – since the relative effects on equity and cash flow, being closely linked, are not significant 
– which are summarised as follows:  

full year 2009  
- public exchange offer (PEO) gain on own subordinated securities;  
- profits on the disposal of securities recognised within investments held to maturity and on equity investments (share of BPA, UBI 

Assicurazioni, Mercato Impresa and IW Bank) and impairment losses on the investment in Intesa Sanpaolo investment and the Polis Fund, 
recognised within available-for-sale financial assets;  

- impairment of intangible assets (brands);  
- write-down of DD Growth Fund;  
- tax effects of realignment pursuant to Art. 15, paragraph 3 of Decree Law No. 185/2008 and IRAP (local production tax) refund;  
- appraisal expenses for the operation to optimise the branch network of the Group;  
- extraordinary expenses/impairment/provisions relating to IW Bank, provision for the investment in Coralis Rent, disposal of UBI 

Assicurazioni agent operations and sale to BPVI of a Palermo branch and a part of a Brescia corporate business unit by BPCI;  
- integration costs;  
 

full year 2008  
- gains on the disposal of investments (Centrale dei Bilanci and Key Client) and of shares of UBI Pramerica SGR and UBI Assicurazioni Vita, 

impairment of the AFS investments in Intesa Sanpaolo, LSE and A2A and the write-down of the interest held in Hopa;  
- benefits resulting from the tax redemptions relating to section EC of the income tax return and from the tax recognition of goodwill;  
- effects of the Bernard Madoff, Lehman Brothers and Icelandic bank affairs;  
- price adjustments on the sale of BPCI branches to BPVI and of Banca Carime branches to Banca Popolare Pugliese; change in the method 

of calculating collective impairment losses on loan guarantees issued; a write-down in respect of the assets managed by Capitalgest 
Alternative Investments SGR recognised when the purchase price allocation was performed;  

- integration costs.  
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The consolidated income statement  

The income statement figures commented on are based on the reclassified consolidated financial statements (the 
income statement, the quarterly income statements and the income statement net of the principal non-recurring 
items) contained in another section of this report and the tables furnishing details presented below are also based 
on those statements. The notes that follow those reclassified financial statements may be consulted as may the 
reconciliation schedules for a description of the reclassification  

The year ended 31st December 2009 saw a recovery on financial markets – supported, amongst other 
things, by the liquidity in circulation which continued to maintain interest rates close to record low 
levels – and  a period of stagnation in the real economy which is still in progress, penalised by excess 
production capacity, by a lack of confidence by market operators, by a climate of uncertainty that is 
slowing corporate decision-making and by high levels of unemployment.  
 
The year 2009 was also a difficult one for the UBI Banca Group, even if markets re-acquired 
confidence and performed fairly well. Consolidated profit for the year did in fact rise to 270,1 million 
euro over the twelve month period from 69 million euro the year before
1, assisted by gains on the disposal of equity investments, a contribution from finance activity and 
substantial savings on costs, but nevertheless affected by modest demand for finance by businesses 
and households, the general level of loan impairment, the cost of the purchase price allocation and 
the impairment of some AFS financial instruments held in portfolio.  
 
The comprehensive income of the Group – calculated by summing net profit in the income 
statement to expense and income items recognised in equity – nevertheless improved substantially 
from -40 million euro in 2008 to the current 575,4 million euro.2 This item, which was affected 
mainly by movements in the fair value reserves for available-for-sale financial assets, does in fact 
state the wealth generated and/or absorbed by operations in broader terms, because it eliminates 
the asymmetry in the accounts created by the method for recognising fair value.  
 
Analysis of the reclassified income statement shows operating income – an indicator of the 
performance of ordinary activities – of 3.906,2 million euro, down  by 4,5% compared to 2008, held 
back by net interest income and net commission income, despite a positive result for trading and 
hedging activity.  
 
The introduction of a commitment fee from 1st July 2009 made it appropriate for the purpose of a uniform 
comparison to reclassify the old maximum overdraft charges (MOC) out of net interest income and into net 
commissions. They totalled 84,5 million euro in 2009 and 171,8 million euro in 2008.  
The commitment fee, as already reported, is of an all encompassing nature, which, with a view to simplification, 
has eliminated not only the maximum overdraft charge, but also a series of other commissions applied to credit 
lines and to authorised current account overdrafts. In overall terms, this resulted in a reduction in income from 
92,3 million euro in the first half to 70,5 million euro in the second half of 2009 compared to a total of 206,4 million 
euro for the whole of 2008, even if it will only be possible to make a final assessment of the impacts after the 
situation has stabilised over a an adequate period.  
 

                                                            

1 If non-recurring items are excluded, which were positive by 96,7 million euro in 2009 (mainly due to: profits on the partial disposal of UBI 
Assicurazioni and of interests held in BPA and in Mercato Impresa, to the benefits resulting from the public exchange offer on subordinated 
securities and from the sale of HTM investments held and to the tax realignment and the IRAP (local production tax) refund, partly offset by 
the impairment of the interest held in Intesa Sanpaolo and in the Polis Fund, as well the impairment of intangible assets, the complete write-
down of the DD Growth Fund, the integration costs and the appraisal expenses for the optimisation of the branch network) and negative by 
356,3 million in 2008 (principally as a result of the impairment of equity investments and AFS equities, the Madoff, Lehman and Icelandic 
bank defaults and integration costs although attenuated by the EC section tax redemption, by the tax realignment on goodwill and on the 
disposal of equity investments), net profit amounted to 173,4 million euro, compared to 425,3 million euro in the comparative year.  

2  See the “Statement of comprehensive income” included among the consolidated financial statements following the amendments made to IAS 
1 and IAS 34 by EC Reg. No. 1274/2008, starting with the interim financial report as at 30th June 2009.  
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Net interest income,3 which includes the cost of the PPA amounting to 62,2 million euro, fell by 
14,6% to 2,4 billion euro (-16,7% without the reclassification of the MOC), suffering from difficulties 
in economic sectors, but more particularly from the drastic cuts in interest rates,4 which rendered 
the contribution from direct funding only marginal. In detail:  

- the net balance on business with customers fell by 15,6% to a little more than 2,2 billion euro, 
dampened by weak average volumes of business for the network banks (-3,5% for lending and 
+1,5% for funding), accompanied by a progressive preference for longer maturity forms of lending 
and borrowing, but penalised above all by the interest rate effect, with a narrowing of the spread 
on business with customers of more than 60 basis points.  

- financial activities connected with the proprietary securities portfolio provided income of 
approximately 171 million euro, compared to 258 million euro previously, while investments in 
debt securities were basically unchanged over twelve months in terms of the total (-349 million 
euro), although affected by a change in composition between the various portfolios. However, at 
the end of 2008 the item still included 27,4 million euro relating to capitalisation insurance 
certificates reimbursed during the year;  

- the balance on net interest on the interbank market was negative by 8,3 million euro, a marked 
increase compared to -99,7 million euro in 2008, both because of the lower cost of interbank 
funding, above all on the shorter term maturities, and also as a result of the reduction in the 
average indebtedness of the Group to the banking sector (while lending to it was basically stable).  

 
Dividends received on shares owned fell to 10,6 million euro from 71,2 million euro previously, 
mainly the result of the absence of 55,1 million euro in relation to the interest held in Intesa 
Sanpaolo, which distributed no profits on its ordinary shares for last year.  
 

                                                            

3 Following, amongst other things, the update of Bank of Italy Circular No. 262, which eliminated details relating to assets and liabilities 
transferred but not derecognised, the calculation of net balances is now performed by classifying interest income and expense on hedging 
derivatives and financial liabilities held for trading within different business areas (with customers, financial, with banks).  

4  The average progressive one month Euribor rate fell from 4,351% in 2008 to 0,927% in 2009, a reduction of 342 basis points. Considering 
the fourth quarter only, the average Euribor rate fell from 4,032% to 0,453% over the two years.  

Interest and similar income: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
Debt securities Financing

Other 
transactions 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

1. Financial assets held for trading 17.945 241                   24 18.210 45.282 

2. Financial assets at fair value -                        -                        -                        -                        27.383              

3. Available-for-sale financial assets 165.526 -                        -                        165.526 126.009 

3. Held-to-maturity investments 59.659 -                        -                        59.659 54.618 

5. Loans to banks -                        40.009 251 40.260 137.137 

6. Loans to customers 6.750 3.823.215 1.852 3.831.817 5.610.793 

7. Hedging derivatives X X -                        -                        -                        

8. Other assets X X 2.685 2.685 2.943                

Total 249.880 3.863.465 4.812 4.118.157 6.004.165 

Interest and similar expense: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
Borrowings Securities

Other 
transactions 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

1. Due to central banks  (3.339) -                        -                        (3.339) (9.212) 

2. Due to banks  (45.132) X  (85) (45.217) (227.582) 

3. Due to customers  (373.732) X  (794)  (374.526)  (1.083.626) 

4. Securities issued X  (1.195.592) -                         (1.195.592)  (1.612.761) 

5. Financial liabilities held for trading  (810) -                        -                         (810)  (102.525) 

6. Financial liabilities at fair value -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

7. Other liabilities and funds X X  (1.406)  (1.406)  (896) 

8. Hedging derivatives X X  (96.724)  (96.724)  (157.266) 

Total (423.013) (1.195.592) (99.009) (1.717.614) (3.193.868) 

Net interest income 2.400.543 2.810.297 
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Profits of equity investments valued using the equity method, on the other hand, rose to 35,4 million 
euro (18 thousand euro in 20085) consisting mainly of 18,5 million euro from Aviva Vita, 11,2 million 
euro from Lombarda Vita, 3,3 million euro from Aviva Assicurazioni Vita and 2,8 million euro from 
Arca SGR.  
 
Net commission income (-4,9% without the reclassification of the MOCs) totalled 1.214,7 million 
euro, a contraction of 10,7%.  
The reduction of 145,4 million euro came mainly from typical banking operations and consisted of 
the following: 65,8 million euro from the item “other services” (in which the new commitment fee is 
recognised, for which income fell by approximately 44 million euro compared to the maximum 
overdraft charges and the previous commissions applied to credit authorisations and overdraft 
accounts), 23,9 million from the item “current account administration” (in relation to the lower unit 
profit on conventional products) and 20,8 million euro from “collection and payment services” (as a 
result of legislation which regulated the prices of a series of services provided).  
Income connected with factoring transactions, however, moved in the opposite direction with an 
increase of five million euro, as a result of good performance by the “product company”.6  
 
As concerns securities trading, still affected by the financial crisis, although it is lessening, total 
commission income amounted to 563,1 million euro7, a reduction of 35,3 million euro (-5,9%) 
compared to the previous year, attributable to portfolio management (-37 million euro), the 
distribution of insurance products (-10,3 million euro) and depositary banking services (-6,1 million 
euro), against an increase in the receipt and transmission of orders (+5,5 million euro) and the 
placement of securities (+1,6 million euro).  
Up front commissions earned on the “placement of securities” and the “distribution of insurance 
products” fell from 82,1 million euro to 67 million euro, a decrease of 18,4% resulting from a precise 
commercial policy with regard to customers.  
 

 
The contribution made by the sector was still negative, despite growth in totals for assets under 
administration and under management at the end of the period, due to the combined action of two 
factors that emerge from an analysis of operations: on the one hand a reduction on an annual basis 
in the average volumes of assets under management and on the other a reduction in the profitability 
of these (still penalised by a “market effect”) against an initial recovery in assets under 
administration. 

                                                            

5  That result was affected on the one hand by the provisions made by Aviva Vita and Aviva Assicurazioni Vita (13 million euro non-recurring) in 
respect of the defaults of the Icelandic banks which issued and guaranteed securities underlying three index linked policies sold to Group 
customers and  on the other by generally lower income from other equity investments. 

6  All the changes were calculated by subtracting commission expense from the respective commission income.  
7  The amount consists of management, trading and advisory services net of the corresponding expense items, excluding currency trading.  

Commission income: composition Commission expense: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

a) guarantees granted 41.069 42.417 a) guarantees received  (765)  (1.086) 

c) management, trading and advisory services 656.798        701.998 c) management and trading services:  (82.311)  (88.655) 

1. trading in financial instruments 37.830 39.469 1. trading in financial instruments  (17.093)  (17.820) 

2. foreign exchange trading 11.510 15.154 2. foreign exchange trading  (84)  (131) 

3. portfolio management 258.769 295.901 3. portfolio management  (2.877)  (2.956) 
3.1. individual 73.660 81.542 3.1. own  (1.653)  (610) 
3.2. collective 185.109 214.359 3.2. on behalf of third parties  (1.224)  (2.346) 

4. custody and administration of securities 19.188 20.166 4. custody and administration of securities  (10.687)  (9.295) 

5. depository banking 21.022 27.118 5. placement of securities  (3.774)  (5.331) 

6. placement of securities 78.411 78.359 
6. financial instruments, products and services 
distributed through indirect networks  (47.796)  (53.122) 

7. receipt and transmission of orders 48.681 43.138 d) collection and payment services  (64.034)  (61.798) 

8. advisory activities 5.965 7.144 e) other services  (51.899)  (47.907) 
8.1 on investments 5.965 7.144 

9. distribution of third party services 175.422 175.549 

9.1. portfolio management -                    39 
9.1.1. individual -                    39 

9.2. insurance products 105.233 115.534 Total  (199.009)  (199.446) 
9.3. other products 70.189 59.976 

d) collection and payment services 156.170 174.731 

f) services for factoring transactions 26.799          21.828          

i) current account administration 225.262 249.149 

j) other services 307.599 369.428 

Total 1.413.697 1.559.551 Net commission income 1.214.688 1.360.105 
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Performance fees, relating entirely to UBI Pramerica SGR, recorded a significant increase in relation 
to the performance of markets, rising from 6,3 million euro to 22,9 million euro (accounting for 1,9% 
of total commission income).  
 
 

 
 
 
The table containing the quarterly income statements shows the interruption in  the first quarter of 
2009 of the negative trend in progress since 2008, with an improvement in net commissions, in the 
fourth quarter above all, to 331,9 million euro (323,8 million euro in the same period of the previous 
year).  

Net trading income (loss) 

Gains
Profits from 

trading
Losses

Losses from 
trading

Net income 
(loss) 

Figures  in thousands  of euro (A) (B) (C) (D) [(A+B)-(C+D)]

1. Financial  assets held for trading 60.846 275.589  (8.976)  (149.947) 177.512  (1.289.107) 
1.1 Debt instruments 13.197 13.628  (1.757)  (7.663) 17.405  (20.001) 

1.2 Equity instruments 22.448 8.595  (2.170)  (6.008) 22.865  (89.960) 

1.3 Units in O.I.C.R. (collective investment instruments) 464 2.256  (127)  (301) 2.292  (87.340) 

1.4 Financing -               -                 -                   -                   -                     -                 
1.5 Other 24.737      251.110  (4.922)  (135.975) 134.950  (1.091.806) 

2. Financial l iabil ities held for trading 480           6                 (88)  (7) 391  (4.833) 
2.1 Debt securities 480           -                 -                   480  (20) 

2.2 Debts -               -                 -                   -                   -                     -                 
2.3 Other -               6                 (88)  (7)  (89)  (4.813) 

3. Financial  assets and liabilities: exchange rate differences X X X X 3.766  (929) 
4. Derivative instruments 355.030 2.557.847  (347.201)  (2.605.091)  (167.805) 1.152.595 

4.1 Financial derivatives 355.030 2.556.649  (346.835)  (2.605.091)  (168.637) 1.154.603 
- on debt securities and interest rates 324.163 2.534.048  (314.714)  (2.567.482)  (23.985)  (32.658) 
- on equity instruments and share indices 6.061 16.171  (6.521)  (33.391)  (17.680) 73.772 
- on currencies and gold X X X X  (128.390) 1.112.902 
- other 24.806 6.430  (25.600)  (4.218) 1.418 587 

4.2 Credit derivatives -               1.198  (366) -                   832  (2.008) 

Total 416.356 2.833.442  (356.265)  (2.755.045) 13.864  (142.274) 

Net hedging income (loss)

Figures  in thousands  of euro 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Net hedging income (loss) 15.960  (18.459) 

Income/expenses from disposal or repurchase

Figures  in thousands  of euro

Financial assets
1. Loans to banks -                   -                   -                      (37) 
2. Loans to customers -                    (81)  (81)  (1.055) 
3. Available-for-sale financial assets 33.578  (3.067) 30.511 30.046 

3.1 Debt instruments 27.751  (2.720) 25.031  (429) 
3.2 Equity instruments 5.463 -                        5.463 30.307 
3.3 Units in O.I.C.R (collective investment instruments). 364                   (347) 17 168 
3.4 Financing -                        -                        -                            -                      

4. Held-to-maturity investments 37.441             -                        37.441             -                 

Total assets 71.019  (3.148) 67.871 28.954 
Financial l iabil ities
1. Due to banks -                   -                   -                     -                 
2. Due to customers -                   -                   -                     -                 

3. Securities issued 65.001  (10.762) 54.239 7.553 

Total l iabilities 65.001  (10.762) 54.239 7.553 

Total 136.020  (13.910) 122.110 36.507 

Net income/expenses on financial assets and liabilities at fair value

Figures  in thousands  of euro 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Net income/expenses on financial assets and l iabilities at fair value  (25.151)  (118.035) 

126.783  (242.261) 
Net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 
assets/liabilities at fair value

31.12.2008

Profits Losses
Net income 
(expenses) 31.12.2008
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The net result for financial activities improved considerably to 126,8 million euro after the negative 
result of 242,3 million euro8 in 2008, which summarised the strong decreases in prices on markets. 
However, in normalised terms the net result rose from -203,4 million euro to +54 million euro. In 
detail:  

- trading activity made a positive contribution of 13,9 million euro (-142,3 million euro in 2008), 
consisting of: -6,5 million euro from debt securities and above all from debt security and interest 
rate financial derivatives (-52,7 million euro in 2008, affected also by the write-down of Lehman 
bonds of 10,9 million); +5,2 million euro from equities and the relative derivatives (-16,2 million 
euro in 2008 despite a gain of 14,5 million euro made by Centrobanca with the disposal of Radici 
Film); +2,3 million euro from hedge funds (-87,3 million euro in 2008, partly due to the write-
down of Madoff funds amounting to 58,2 million euro).  
Trading in foreign exchange and in the relative derivatives generated profits over the twelve month 
period of 10,3 million euro (20,2 million in 2008);  

- financial assets and liabilities at fair value – relating to hedge funds subscribed subsequent to 1st 
July 2007 – generated a negative result again of -25,2 million euro (-118 million euro in 2008). 
The balance not only includes the gains on Capitalgest and the reimbursements that occurred, 
mainly in the second half of the year, but also the write-down of the SV Special Situation Fund 
amounting to 8,1 million euro and also the write-off for 25,2 million of the DD Growth Fund 
classified within non-recurring items;  

- hedging activity – consisting of the change in the fair value of hedging derivatives and of the 
relative items hedged – generated a positive result of 16 million euro (-18,5 million euro), the 
consequence of a positive impact by bond hedges which more than compensated for the negative 
effect of hedges on loans;  

- income from the disposal/repurchase of financial assets and liabilities rose to 122,1 million euro 
(36,5 million in 20089), the result of both the presence of non-recurring items in relation to the 
gains on the public exchange offer on own subordinated securities (60,5 million euro) and on the 
disposal of BTPs in the held to maturity portfolio (37,4 million euro), and also from the disposal of 
equity instruments (5,5 million euro10) and the disposal of BTPs as asset swaps (classified as AFS) 
which generated gains of approximately 20 million euro.  

 
Assisted by the recovery in the value of financial assets, net income on insurance operations (which 
relates to UBI Assicurazioni, sold on 29th December 2009) more than tripled to 30,9 million euro 
from 9,6 million euro the year before, which was affected by significant extraordinary provision 
charges, following the adoption of a more rigorous policy for calculating the damages reserve.  
The amount includes net interest (10,6 million euro), the balance on other income/expenses for 
insurance operations, net premiums (20 million euro) and other income/expenses (+0,3 million 
euro).  
 
Other net operating income/expense 
increased to 87,3 million euro from 80,7 
million euro in 2008.  
As can be seen from the table, while 
income (195 million euro) remained stable, 
other operating expense fell by  7,1 million 
euro, due mainly to a decrease in 
exceptional liabilities, which in 2008 
included expenses of 11,2 million euro 
relating to bankers’ drafts which had 
expired in previous years.  
 
Total operating expenses fell by 3,7% to 
2.514,3 million euro.  
                                                            

8  The item also included the following non-recurring items: -58,2 million in relation to four Madoff funds fully written-off, -10,9 million euro 
resulting from the write-down of Lehman Brothers securities and +30,3 million euro for the gains on the disposal of equity investments  
(Centrale dei Bilanci and Key Client Card & Solutions formerly Cim Italia).  

9  The amount included, as non-recurring items, the gains on the disposal of Centrale dei Bilanci (23,2 million euro) and of Key Client (7,1 
million euro).  

10  Including 2,1 million euro (net of a consolidation adjustment) for the sale of the interest held in Cedacri by BRE, 1,5 million euro in relation 
to the disposal of the SIA-SSB investment and approximately one million euro from taking up the public tender offer to purchase on 
Meliorbanca shares.  

Other operating income and expenses

Figures  in thousands  of euro 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Other operating income 195.055 195.595 
Recovery of expenses and other income on current accounts 26.565 24.179 

Recovery of insurance premiums 31.787 35.763 
Recoveries of taxes 155.308 157.860 

Rents and other income for property management 7.936 8.413 
Recovery of expenses on financial lease contracts 13.946 13.154 

Other income and prior year income 114.821 114.086 
Reclassification of "tax recoveries"  (155.308)  (157.860) 

Other operating expenses  (107.751)  (114.858) 
Depreciation of improvements to leased assets  (7.889)  (9.521) 

Costs relating to financial lease contracts  (8.176)  (6.190) 

Costs for public authority treasury contracts  (8.042)  (7.545) 
Ordinary maintenance of investment properties -                    (12) 

Other expenses and prior year expenses  (91.533)  (101.111) 
Reclassification of depreciation of improvements to leased assets 7.889 9.521 

Other operating income and costs 87.304 80.737 
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However, net of non-recurring items (reported below), operating costs contracted by 5% (-131 million 
euro).  
 
Personnel expenses decreased by 7,5% to 1.465,6 million euro, with savings of 119,3 million euro. 
As shown from the composition reported in the table,11 almost all items recorded a decrease. In 
detail, employee related expenses, the largest component, fell by 112,9 million euro, attributable 
mainly to the variable components of remuneration (-81,4 million euro), related to company and 
Group performance, and also to changes in average personnel numbers (which were reduced by 
more than 200). Expenses relating to other personnel fell by 3,9 million euro (due to fewer renewals 
of contracts for project workers and for 
personnel on staff on leasing contracts), 
while remuneration paid to directors and 
statutory auditors decreased by 2,5  
million euro, following decisions taken in 
the first months of the current year by 
the Supervisory and Management Boards 
(see the 2008 Annual Report).  
 
Other administrative expenses totalled 
777,2 million euro, an increase of 
approximately 28,6 million euro.  
In reality, as can be seen from the table, 
the item included indirect taxes 
amounting to 60,9 million, which had 
increased during the year by 31,8 million 
euro. These consisted of 28,2 million euro 
as a result of the introduction in 2009 of 
VAT on intragroup services, more costly 
for groups with a federal structure, while 
2,4 million euro is attributable to the taxation arising from an increase in court action and mortgage 
formalities in relation to credit recovery.  
However, current expenses amounting to 716,3 million euro, were reduced by 3,2 million euro, 

despite a non  recurring item amounting to 
7,5 million euro relating to appraisal and IT 
expenses for the Group branch network 
optimisation project (including 7,1 million 
euro classified within professional and 
advisory services).  
The reduction compared to the previous year 
is the result of significant savings (e.g. -10,6 
million euro due to lower promotion, 
advertising and entertainment expenses, -9,1 
million euro due to the renegotiation of 
telephone and data transmission rates, -5,4 
million euro on travel expenses, printed forms 
and consumables, -4,7 million euro for 
outsourcing services), but also of growth in 
some items relating to ordinary operations 
(e.g. +13,2 million euro for credit recovery 
activities due to the deterioration in the 
economic situation, +5,2 million euro for 
tenancy of premises, property maintenance 
and rent payable, partly the result of contract 
renewals and new branches opening).  
It should also be noted that current expenses 
incorporate, in different items and to different 
extents, the savings resulting from the 
unification of the IT system.  

                                                            

11  The table for personnel expenses (like that for interest and commissions) was prepared on the basis of the new approach proposed by the 
Bank of Italy in its update of 18th November 2009 et seq of its Circular No. 262.  

Personnel expenses: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

1) Employees  (1.416.207)  (1.529.058) 
a) Wages and salaries  (974.448)  (1.060.549) 

b) Social security charges  (264.733)  (278.825) 

c) Severance indemnity  (1.842)  (3.255) 

d) Pension expense  (111)  (96) 

e) Provision charge for severance payments  (17.279)  (31.677) 

f) Provision charge for pensions and similar obligations:  (6.660)  (6.344) 

- defined contribution  (156)  (549) 

- defined service  (6.504)  (5.795) 

g) Payments to external supplementary retirement benefit plans:  (108.630)  (106.836) 

- defined contribution  (108.480)  (106.606) 

- defined benefits  (150)  (230) 

h) Expenses resulting from share based payment agreements  (179) 8 

i) Other benefits for employees  (42.325)  (41.484) 

2) Other personnel in service  (26.559)  (30.459) 
- Expenses for agency personnel on staff leasing contracts  (21.628)  (22.649) 

- Other expenses  (4.931)  (7.810) 

3) Directors and statutory auditors  (22.701)  (25.216) 

4) Expenses for retired personnel  (107)  (134) 

Total  (1.465.574)  (1.584.867) 

Other administrative expenses: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

A. Other administrative expenses  (716.329)  (719.482) 
Rent payable  (80.090)  (73.325) 

Professional and advisory services  (108.421)  (95.451) 

Rentals hardware, software and other assets  (36.869)  (38.219) 

Maintenance of hardware, software and other assets  (43.373)  (44.868) 

Tenancy of premises  (58.178)  (57.981) 

Property maintenance  (24.970)  (26.740) 

Counting, transport and management of valuables  (17.893)  (17.493) 

Membership fees  (11.541)  (8.299) 

Information services and land registry searches  (16.718)  (13.520) 

Books and periodicals  (1.970)  (2.911) 

Postal  (37.759)  (35.743) 

Insurance premiums  (27.331)  (32.060) 

Advertising  (28.033)  (36.615) 

Entertainment expenses  (2.385)  (4.356) 

Telephone and data transmission expenses  (67.817)  (76.942) 

Services in outsourcing  (47.597)  (52.291) 

Travel expenses  (24.396)  (26.679) 

Credit recovery  expenses  (42.468)  (29.246) 

Forms, stationery and consumables  (13.545)  (16.655) 

Transport and removals  (8.414)  (8.276) 

Security  (11.368)  (11.796) 

Other expenses  (5.193)  (10.016) 

B. Indirect taxes  (60.887)  (29.089) 
Indirect taxes and duties  (45.157)  (12.878) 

Stamp duty  (133.620)  (134.040) 

Municipal property tax  (9.818)  (8.313) 

Other taxes  (27.600)  (31.718) 
Reclassification of "tax recoveries" 155.308 157.860 

Total  (777.216)  (748.571) 
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Net impairment losses on property, equipment and intangible assets fell by 6,4 million euro to 271,6 
million euro. On the one hand these benefited from the adoption of the single target IT platform 
(which resulted in lower depreciation and amortisation of 26 million euro) and on the other hand 
they were affected by a negative non recurring component (-34,9 million euro) in relation to 
impairment tests performed on brand names. These tests were conducted in a broader context of 
verifying the carrying amounts of equity investments and indefinite life intangible assets, which also 
included brand names. The test was based on public independent estimates, relating to the value of 
the UBI brand to which the brands of the network banks of the former Banca Lombarda e 
Piemontese Group were linked, the brands of these having been identified among indefinite life 
intangible assets when the purchase price allocation was performed. The test found total impairment 
of 34,9 million euro. The impairment increased the amount, classified within the item, consisting of 
the impact on profits of the PPA which therefore rose to 101 million euro from the previous 81,4 
million euro.12  
Amortisation of the remaining goodwill on the brand names will commence from 2010, for a total of 
approximately 357 million euro over 19 years, with an annual impact on the PPA of 11 million euro.  
 
As a summary of the overall performance of the Group, net operating income amounted to 1.391,9 
million euro compared to 1.478,4 million euro in 2008.  
 
Net impairment losses on loans were recognised 
during the first nine months of the year 
amounting to 865,2 million euro, compared to 
566,2 million euro previously, to give a cost of 
credit of 0,88%, compared to 0,59% in 2008.  
This item has increased significantly since last 
year as a result of the widespread deterioration 
in the risk profiles for businesses and 
households, as shown by the changes in 
specific impairment which rose to 759,8 
million euro from 446,7 million euro in 2008.  
Moreover it includes the write-down of the 
Mariella Burani Group amounting to 56,5 
million euro (47 million euro relating to 
Centrobanca). In 2008, on the other hand, the amount included a non-recurring write-down of 
amounts due from Lehman Brothers of 9,5 million euro.  
 
 
Portfolio impairment, however, reduced slightly to 105,4 million euro from 119,5 million euro the 
year before, reflecting the adequate level of the provisions already made with a degree of coverage for 
the performing portfolio up to 0,52% (0,46% in 2008).  
 
After a peak in provisions made and intervention performed in the fourth quarter of 2008 (90,9 
million euro), the quarterly performance for the collective impairment losses confirmed the 
progressive return to normal for the item which recorded reversals of impairment losses of 9 million 
euro in the last three months of the year.  

 
 
 
After the extraordinary impairment recorded in 2008, net impairment losses on other assets and 
liabilities  reduced substantially over the last twelve months to 49,2 million euro.  
These included 9,1 million euro relating to the Polis Fund and 32,4 million euro (all reclassified 
within non-recurring items) in relation to the impairment pursuant to IAS 39 of the available-for-sale 

                                                            

12  The amount for 2008 included a negative non  recurring item of 8,4 million euro relating to the reduction of the amount attributed to the 
assets managed by Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR, recognised in the PPA.  

Net impairment losses/reversals of impairment losses: quarterly performance

2009  (122.845)  (36.728)  (159.573)  (176.919)  (58.703)  (235.622)  (178.354)  (18.995)  (197.349)  (281.668) 9.001  (272.667) 

2008  (64.552) 4.895  (59.657)  (85.136)  (8.163)  (93.299)  (77.484)  (25.384)  (102.868)  (219.512)  (90.887)  (310.399) 

Specific 4th 
Quarter

Specific Portfolio SpecificPortfolio Portfolio Portfolio3rd QuarterSpecific1st 
Quarter

2nd 
Quarter

Figures  in 
thousands  of 
euro

Figures  in thousands  of euro

A. Loans to banks  (3.468)  (14)  (3.482) 

B. Loans to customers  (756.318)  (105.411)  (861.729) 

C. Total  (759.786)  (105.425)  (865.211) 

Figures  in thousands  of euro

A. Loans to banks 7 279 286 

B. Loans to customers  (446.691)  (119.818)  (566.509) 

C. Total  (446.684)  (119.539)  (566.223) 

Impairment losses/reversals of 
impairment losses, net 31.12.2008

Specific Portfolio

Specific Portfolio

Impairment losses/reversals of 
impairment losses, net 31.12.2009
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investment in Intesa Sanpaolo, which occurred in the first half. In the third and fourth quarter of the 
year this investment recovered in value (126,1 million euro gross) on the basis of the official price – 
3,1654 euro – recorded on 30th December 2009, which increased the equity reserve in relation to 
available-for-sale financial assets.  
In 2008 this item – which totalled 510,6 million euro – recorded impairment of AFS shares pursuant to IAS 39, consisting of 
459,6 million euro relating to Intesa Sanpaolo, 24,6 million euro to London Stock Exchange (formerly Borsa Italiana) and 19,7 
million euro to the company A2A. It also included the impairment of the interest held in Hopa Spa by 6,4 million euro and the 
positive impact of the update of the parameters of the procedures for calculating net impairment losses on loan guarantees 
amounting to 7,2 million euro. All the amounts (503,1 million euro) were classified within non-recurring items.  
 
Net provisions for risks and charges amounted to 36,9 million euro (34,5 million euro year before13).  
The item currently includes: a provision of 2,8 million euro relating to tax litigation and a non-
recurring provision of four million euro made by Coralis Rent for risks in the current difficult 
economic situation relating to liabilities connected with operations.  
Following the unexpected reorganisation of 
top management at IW Bank, inspections 
were commenced by the internal audit 
function of the Parent, which also 
concerned the accounting system of that 
bank. The inspection found a series of 
problems of an operational and 
organisational nature, especially with the 
system of controls for suspense accounts. Amongst other things, suspended items were found dating 
back some time concerning business with customers, of uncertain recovery, for which loan 
impairments were recognised amounting to 3,5 million euro, operating costs of 1,7 million euro and 
provisions for risks and charges of one million euro.  
 
Disposals of equity investments recorded a profit of 100,3 million euro, compared to 85 million euro 
generated in the 2008.14  
The profit is the result of gains realised on the following non recurring transactions: the sale on the 
basis of specific agreements of an interest in Banca Popolare di Ancona to Aviva for 32,4 million euro 
(net of a consolidation adjustment), the disposal of the majority of the share capital of UBI 
Assicurazioni for 45,8 million euro (net of a reversal of goodwill, accessory costs and the positive 
effect of a change in the consolidation criterion), the disposal of the entire interest held in Mercato 
Impresa for 12,8 million euro (net of a consolidation adjustment) and the partial disposal of IW Bank 
shares by Centrobanca for five million euro (net of consolidation adjustments).  
The item also includes 3,8 million euro for the gain on the disposal of the non business assets of 
BPB Immobiliare as part of a property management project.  
 
Profit from continuing operations before tax therefore improved by 19,6% to 540,9 million euro 
(452,1 million euro in 2008).  
 
As a result of the changes in taxable income, taxes on income from the year from continuing 
operations rose to 243,4 million euro, compared to 221,6 million euro in 2008,15 to give a tax rate of 
45,01% compared to 49,01% previously (57,52% and 47,29% respectively in normalised terms).  
Compared to the theoretical tax rate (32,32%), the tax actually levied was subject to the combined 
effect of the following main factors:  
- the positive impact, amounting to 12,6 million euro, resulting from the application of a substitute 

tax (with the relative release of the related deferred taxation) in relation to the realignment of 
statutory accounts with tax accounts pursuant to Art. 15 of Decree Law 185/2008 converted into 
Law No. 2/2009;  

- the positive impact of 18,4 million euro resulting from recognition in the accounts of an IRES 
credit (corporation tax) for which a refund was requested in December 2009 in accordance with 

                                                            

13  Including a non-recurring item of 1,5 million euro as the quota borne by the Parent to cover the default of Icelandic bank issuers for three 
index linked policies sold to Group customers.  

14  The amount included the following gains on partial disposals of equity investments: 55,9 million euro for shares of UBI Pramerica SGR and 
22,9 million euro for UBI Assicurazioni Vita (now Aviva Assicurazioni Vita), all classified within non-recurring items.  

15  The amount for the previous year was the result of various factors with opposing impacts. Higher taxation resulted from the partial non 
deductibility of interest expense (37,9 million euro) and the increase in IRAP on impairment losses on loans (11 million euro). However lower 
taxation resulted from the disposal of equity investments under the PEX regime (26 million euro) and a reduction in the positive impacts 
resulting from specific measures of a non-recurring nature: the tax redemption of the EC section of the income tax form on non accounting 
differences and on the goodwill arising from extraordinary transactions (109,5 million euro).  

Net provisions for risks and charges

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Net provisions for risks and charges for revocations  (1.881)  (5.067) 

Net provision charges for bonds in default  (739)  (4.633) 

Net provisions for litigation  (17.610)  (14.805) 

Other provisions for risks and charges  (16.702)  (9.984) 

Total  (36.932)  (34.489) 
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Art. 6 of Decree Law No. 185/2008 converted into Law No. 2/2009 on the deductibility from 
taxable income for IRES for the financial years from 2004 until 2007;  

- lower taxation, estimated at 24 million euro, mainly as a result of the disposal of equity 
investments which benefit from the PEX regime (with taxation at 5%);  

- increased taxes amounting to approximately 23,4 million euro as a result of the partial non 
deductibility of interest expense (4%), introduced by Law No. 133 of 6th August 2008;  

- increased taxes for the non deductibility of the impairment of shares held in the available-for-sale 
portfolio amounting to approximately eight  million euro;  

- higher IRAP – local production tax – taxation consisting of 42 million euro due to the non 
deductibility of net impairment losses on loans and 50,9 million euro due to the non deductibility 
of personnel expenses and the partial non deductibility of other administrative expenses.  

Since only the positive items (which helped to reduce the tax levied) just mentioned seem to be of a 
non-recurring nature, the gap between the normalised amount and the theoretical tax rate has 
widened further (with an impact on expenses for ordinary operations).  
It should also be considered that the IRAP (local production tax) component for the year amounted to 
30% of taxable income, compared to a nominal rate of 4,82%.  
 
The income statement contains a separate item for integration costs, which reduced, as the 
integration process was completed, from 67,2 million euro in 2008 to the current amount of 15,5 
million euro (net of tax amounting to 6,5 million euro). They consisted of  11,6 million euro for 
personnel expenses, (4,1 million euro for leaving incentives and 4,5 million euro for temporary 
personnel to support network banks), 5,9 million euro for other administrative expenses (borne 
mainly by the Parent) and 4,5 million euro of net impairment losses on intangible assets 
(attributable to a greater extent to the Group services company).  
 
The after tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations amounted to 5,1 million euro – classified 
entirely as non recurring – and consisted of 2,6 million euro from the sale of insurance agent 
operations belonging to UBI Assicurazioni to the Cattolica Group and 2,5 million euro from the sale 
by BPCI of its Palermo branch and a portion of a corporate banking unit in Brescia to BPVI, as part 
of an agreement which had been reached previously.  
The amount recognised in 2008 (-15,7 million euro) related to the balance on the price for the sale of 61 branches to BPVI, 
also classified as non-recurring.  
 
Finally, profit for the year attributable to minority interests (inclusive of the effects of consolidation 
entries) fell to 17 million euro from 78,6 million euro previously, primarily as a result of the lower 
profits earned by the banks and companies of the Group.  
 

*** 
 
As can be seen from the relative table, although the quarterly performance of the income statement 
in 2009 showed some positive signs which are gradually strengthening, it is still far from the levels 
characteristic of the Group before the onset of the crisis of the financial system.  
 
With regard to revenues, operating income continued to be affected by the weakness of net interest 
income, which has been falling since the last quarter of 2008, although this has been partially offset 
by the trend for net commission income and the result for finance, even if consistent with the low 
risk profiles decided by Group policy.  
 
The trend for operating expenses continued further downwards to reach an average annual level of 
628 million euro, more than 24 million euro below the quarterly average for 2008 (approximately  
653 million euro). The severe action taken to contain expenses therefore softened the impact of the 
falls in total revenues, affected by the unfavourable economic situation.  
 
As concerns the fourth quarter of 2009, the period ended with a profit of 82,8 million euro, 
compared to a loss of 551 million euro in the last three months of 2008, the lowest in absolute terms 
in the two year period, penalised both by the negative results for financial activities and the 
impairment of available-for-sale equity instruments. An improvement was also seen in comparison 
with the result of 61,4 million euro in the third quarter of 2009 (+34,9%).  
In detail, operating income amounted to 959,3 million euro (+11,5% compared to the fourth quarter 
of 2008 and +1,5% compared to the previous quarter), supported by net commission income (which 
rose to 331,9 million euro, buoyed by the securities area and performance fees) and by the finance 
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result (33,7 million euro), which, despite the slowdown in the sector compared to the first three 
quarters, benefited from the gains on the disposal of the BTPs in the held to maturity portfolio). Net 
interest income, which reflected a further reduction in interest rates to the lowest levels of the year, 
fell to 557,9 million euro, the lowest level in the two year period.  
 
Operating expenses totalled 664 million euro (-2,7% year-on-year and +9,5% quarter-on-quarter) 
and included non-recurring expenses of 34,9 million euro relating to the impairment of goodwill on 
the brands of some of the banks in the Group and of 7,5 million euro due to the project to optimise 
the branch network.  
If extraordinary factors are excluded all items decreased: personnel expenses (not affected by non-
recurring items) fell year-on-year by 47 million euro and other administrative expenses (net of 
indirect taxes, which include the effects of intragroup VAT) decreased by six million euro, while 
impairment of property, plant, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (net of the 
impairment mentioned included in the PPA allocated here) also fell, again compared to fourth 
quarter of 2008, by six million euro.  
 
Net impairment losses on loans amounted to 272,7 million euro, compared to 310,4 million euro in 
the fourth quarter of 2008 (affected by the sudden deterioration in the economic situation and by 
some technical changes in the method of calculating it) and to 197,3 million euro in the third 
quarter of 2009, to give  an annualised cost of credit of 1,11%, compared to 1,29% in the last 
months of the  year before and to 0,82% in the previous quarter.  
It should be considered that the item also includes recognition of the impairment loss of the Mariella 
Burani Group amounting to 42,7 million euro which actually occurred in the last quarter of the year, 
net of which the annualised costs of credit would be 0,94%.  
 
Consequently profit from continuing operations before tax amounted to 98,2 million euro (-639,5 
million euro in the same period of 2008 and 137,6 million in the previous quarter). If the effects of 
the PPA are excluded, gross operating profit rises to 163,6 million euro, in line with the quarterly 
results  achieved during the year.  
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Traditional banking activities  

The comments that follow are based on the consolidated balance sheet items contained in the reclassified 
consolidated financial statements on which the relative tables furnishing details are also based.  
The sections “Consolidated companies: the principal figures” and “The performance of the main consolidated companies” may be 
consulted for information on individual banks and Group member companies.  
 
 
 
Direct funding  

At the end of 2009 total funding, consisting of total amounts administered on behalf of customers, 
amounted to 176 billion euro, with growth of 2,4% over twelve months. This was the result of a 
recovery by indirect funding (+6,1% to 78,8 billion) and more particularly by assets under 
management (+6,3% to 41,9 billion euro), which benefited from a recovery in asset values in the 
second and third quarters, while direct funding remained virtually stable (-0,4% to 97,2 billion euro).  
 

 
 
With regard to direct funding, the increase of 0,9 billion euro in “securities issued” (item 30), only 
partly offset the fall by 1,3 billion euro in “amounts due to customers” (item 20), which  against a 
general background climate of uncertainty had benefited at the end of 2008 from changes in the 
preferences of customers to more liquid forms of investment.  
As a result of those changes, the funding from securities as a percentage of total direct funding 
increased from 44,5% to 45,6% while amounts due to customers fell from 55,5% to 54,4%.  
 

 
 
(*)  The corresponding nominal amounts were 11.168 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (1.202 million euro subordinated) and 12.222 million euro as at 31st 

December 2008 (2.000 million euro subordinated).  
(**)  The preference shares were issued for nominal amounts by BPB Capital Trust of 300 million euro, by Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust of 155 million 

euro and by BPCI Capital Trust of 115 million euro. Following the public exchange offer concluded on 25th June 2009, the residual nominal amounts consisted of 
227,436 million euro for the BPB Capital Trust issue, 124,636 million euro for that of Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust and 101,388 million euro for the 
BPCI Capital Trust issue.  

 

Total funding from customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Direct funding 97.214.405 55,2% 97.591.237 56,8% -376.832 -0,4% 

Indirect funding 78.791.834 44,8% 74.288.053 43,2% 4.503.781 6,1% 

of which: assets under management 41.924.931 23,8% 39.430.745 22,9% 2.494.186 6,3% 

TOTAL FUNDING 176.006.239 100,0% 171.879.290 100,0% 4.126.949 2,4% 

31.12.2009 % % Changes31.12.2008 

Direct funding from customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Due to customers (liabilities item 20) 52.864.961 54,4% 54.150.681 55,5% -1.285.720 -2,4% 

Securities issued (liabilities item 30) 44.349.444 45,6% 43.440.556 44,5% 908.888 2,1% 

of which: network bank bonds subscribed by customers 19.550.948 20,1% 20.377.687 20,9% -826.739 -4,1% 

of which: securities subscribed by institutional customers: 16.039.495 16,5% 14.281.931 14,6% 1.757.564 12,3% 

  - EMTN (*) 11.187.997 11,5% 12.339.600 12,6% -1.151.603 -9,3% 

- French certificates of deposit 1.846.552 1,9% 566.111            0,6% 1.280.441 226,2% 

- Euro commercial paper 524.578 0,6% 767.269            0,8% -242.691 -31,6% 

- Covered bonds 1.978.464         2,0% -                        -               1.978.464         -               

  - Preference shares (**) 501.904 0,5% 608.951            0,6% -107.047 -17,6% 

TOTAL DIRECT FUNDING 97.214.405 100,0% 97.591.237 100,0% -376.832 -0,4% 

of which: subordinated liabilities 4.061.145 4,2% 4.016.334 4,1% 44.811 1,1% 

of which: - preference shares (**) 501.904 0,5% 608.951 0,6% -107.047 -17,6% 

- EMTN (subordinated securities) (*) 1.225.132 1,3% 2.036.629 2,1% -811.497 -39,8% 

31.12.2009 % % Changes31.12.2008 
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As concerns the types of funding from customers, there was a significant increase (+4,5 billion euro; 
10,9%) in current accounts and deposits, which totalled 46,1 billion euro at the end of the year, 
accounting for 47,4% of direct funding (42,6% at the end of 2008). During the course of 2009 
current accounts partially absorbed the liquidity previously invested in repurchase agreement 
transactions.  
The latter, amounting to 5,1 billion euro, were halved compared to 2008, with a parallel reduction in 
their percentage of direct funding, which  fell from 10,7% to 5,3%. In this respect repurchase 
agreement business with the Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (central counterparty clearing) 
remained basically stable rising from 3,4 billion to 3,5 billion euro.  
The other residual forms of funding (term deposits, other financing and other payables) fell as a 
whole by 0,5 billion euro, with a consequent reduction in their proportion of the total from 2,2% to 
1,7%.  
 

 
 
Securities issued increased to 44,3 billion euro from 43,4 billion euro at the end of 2008, as a result 
of growth in the bonds component (+7,7% to 39,5 billion euro), which came to represent 40,6% of 
funding compared to 37,6% in December 2008, which more than offset the fall in the item “other 
certificates” (-28,2% to 4,8 billion euro). Within the latter, the increase of 1,3 billion euro in French 
certificates of deposit was in fact offset by the decrease of 0,2 billion euro in euro commercial paper 
and of 0,1 billion euro in preference shares (following the public exchange offer launched in June 
2009), but above all by the reduction of 2,6 billion euro in yen certificates which fell from 3,8 billion 
euro to 1,2 billion euro.  
 
With regard to funding in bonds from institutional customers, the first two issues of covered bonds 
(in accordance with article 7 bis of Law No. 130/99) were performed for a nominal amount of one 
billion euro each1 - which offset the reduction in funding from EMTNs (Euro Medium Term Notes), 
which fell by 1,1 billion euro (-9,3%).  
With regard to customers of the network banks, a programme of UBI Banca listed bond issues 
already started in 2008 continued. It gave rise to seven bond issuances for a total nominal amount 
of 1,6 billion euro, including 1,1 billion euro with a lower tier two subordination clause. These issues 
partially replaced issues made by the network banks themselves, with a consequent fall in the total 
for these over twelve months of 0,8 billion euro.  
 
It should also be recalled that UBI Banca issued a convertible bond for a nominal amount of 639 
million euro, while Centrobanca issued bonds over the twelve month period for approximately 0,9 
billion euro through non-captive distribution channels.  
 
Total institutional funding amounted to 16 billion euro (+1,8 billion euro) and came to account for 
16,5% of total direct funding. It benefited from new issues of covered bonds and an increase in 
outstanding French certificates of deposit, which more than offset the fall in total EMTN securities 
and euro commercial paper as well as the partial reimbursement of preference shares as part of the 
public exchange offer.  
 
The aggregate was composed as follows:  
                                                            

1  Both the issues, which form part of a programme with a ceiling of ten billion euro initiated in July 2008 and involve the 
participation of ten banks in the Group, were given an AAA/Aaa rating by Fitch and Moody’s.  

Composition of direct funding from customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Current accounts and deposits 46.056.955 47,4% 41.537.816 42,6% 4.519.139 10,9% 

Term deposits 950.761 1,0% 1.296.530 1,3% -345.769 -26,7% 

Financing 5.156.697 5,3% 10.436.050 10,7% -5.279.353 -50,6% 

- repurchase agreements 5.143.394 5,3% 10.429.713       10,7% -5.286.319 -50,7% 

- other 13.303              0,0% 6.337 0,0% 6.966 109,9% 

Other payables 700.548            0,7% 880.285            0,9% -179.737 -20,4% 

Total amounts due to customers 52.864.961 54,4% 54.150.681 55,5% -1.285.720 -2,4% 
Bonds 39.514.741 40,6% 36.704.152 37,6% 2.810.589 7,7% 

Other certificates 4.834.703 5,0% 6.736.404 6,9% -1.901.701 -28,2% 

Total securities issued 44.349.444 45,6% 43.440.556 44,5% 908.888 2,1% 

TOTAL DIRECT FUNDING 97.214.405 100,0% 97.591.237 100,0% -376.832 -0,4% 

31.12.2009 % % Changes31.12.2008 
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• EMTN issues (Euro Medium Term Notes) amounting to 11,2 billion euro with a maximum ceiling 
authorised by the London listing authority on 17th September 2008 of 15 billion euro. All the 
EMTN securities are admitted for trading: the new UBI Banca issues and those originally issued 
by the former BPU Banca on the London stock exchange; those which had been issued by the 
former Banca Lombarda e Piemontese on the Luxembourg stock exchange.  

• French certificates of deposit amounting to 1,8 billion euro, issued by the Luxembourg branch of 
Banco di Brescia Spa as part of a programme for a maximum issue that was  raised in November 
from two to four billion euro with a consequent increase in the guarantee granted by UBI Banca 
on behalf of the issuer;  

• euro commercial paper amounting to 0,5 billion euro, issued by the Luxembourg branch of Banco 
di Brescia Spa as part of a programme for a maximum issue which was raised in May from three 
billion euro to five billion euro;  

• covered bonds amounting to two billion euro, consisting of two issues for a nominal amount of 
one billion euro each, issued by UBI Banca as part of a programme for a maximum issuance of 
ten billion euro initiated in July 2008. When fully phased in it will involve  the participation of ten 
banks in the Group, destined to meet medium-to-long term funding requirements. Both issues 
were given an AAA/Aaa rating by Fitch and Moody’s;  

• preference shares amounting to 501,9 million euro consisting of the securities remaining 
following the public exchange offer concluded in June 2009.  

 
As concerns the EMTN programme, twelve issuances were performed for a total nominal amount of 
3.656,8 million euro during the year, including 875 million euro relating to a senior bond issued as 
part of the public exchange offer.2  
The decreases by a nominal amount of 4.710,4 million euro were attributable: to the natural 
maturities of seven issues for a total of 3.600 million euro; to the cancellation of securities 
surrendered as part of the public exchange offer; to the exercise of an option on a subordinated bond 
with the call on 30th June 2009 for a total of 695,6 million euro; to the exercise of put options on two 
issues for a total of 260 million euro; and to the partial repurchase of securities for a nominal 
amount of 154,8 million euro.  
Securities will mature in 2010 amounting to 1.390 million euro (of which 1.130 million euro already 
redeemed at the date of this report) followed by a further 2.424 million euro in 2011.  
 

*   *   * 
 

The maturities of the bonds outstanding in December 2009 are given below together with details of 
Group bonds that are currently listed.  
 

 
 
 

                                                            

2 The original issue of 850 million euro was followed by a reopening of the issue for a further 25 million euro performed with 
a value date of 13th  July 2009.  

Bond maturities as at 31st December 2009

Nominal amounts in millions of euro

1s t Quarter 
2010

2nd Quarter 
2010

2nd Half 
2010 2011 2012 S ubs equent 

years Total

UBI BANCA 1.255 260 212 2.669 3.116 9.463 16.975

of which: EMTN 1.130 260 -                  2.424          3.070          4.284          11.168

covered bonds -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  2.000 2.000
Network banks 2.124 769 2.972 8.303 3.291 1.678 19.137

Other banks in the group 11 31 9 1.136 191 1.683 3.061

TOTAL 3.390 1.060 3.193 12.108 6.598 12.824 39.173
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The list does not include the numerous EMTN issues listed in London and in Luxembourg, nor the securities generated by securitisations performed for internal 
purposes by B@nca 24-7, UBI Leasing and Banco di Brescia, all listed on the Dublin stock exchange.  

 
 

 The table, “Geographical distribution of direct funding from 
customers by region of location of the branch” gives the 
geographical distribution of traditional funding (consisting of 
current accounts, savings deposits and certificates of deposit) in 
Italy.  
 
Reflecting the Group’s particularly strong roots in northern Italy, 
the figures show a particularly marked concentration of funding 
in northern regions, as compared with both southern regions and 
those in central Italy.  
The growth in the importance of northern regions (from 71,8% to 
72,9%) is primarily attributable to the increased percentages in 
Liguria (from 1,85% to 2,59%), due to expansion in the region, 
and in Piedmont (from 6,79% to 7,88%), while decreases were 
reported in central regions (from 14,9% to 12,8%), particularly in 
Latium (from 9,08% to 7,70%) and in the Marches (from 5,07% to 
4,41%).  
The total percentage recorded in southern regions increased (from 
14% to 14,3%), due to important streamlining action which  took 
place involving Banca Carime branches (25 closures, only 
partially compensated by five new branch openings).  
* The aggregates relate to banks only  

 
*   *   * 

Bonds listed on the MOT (screen based bond market)
ISIN number Nominal amount of issue
IT0001197083 Centrobanca zero coupon 1998-2018 L. 800 billion

IT0001257333 Centrobanca 1998/2014 reverse floater L. 300 billion 

IT0001267381 Centrobanca 1998/2018 reverse floater capped L. 320 billion 

IT0001278941 Centrobanca 1998/2013 equity linked coupon L. 100 billion 

IT0001300992 Centrobanca 1999/2019 step down indicizzato al tasso swap euro 10 anni € 170.000.000

IT0001312708 Centrobanca 1999/2019 step down eurostability bond € 60.000.000

IT0003834832 Centrobanca 2005/2013 inflazione Italia con leva € 16.280.000

IT0003210074 Banca Popolare di Bergamo-CV 2001/2012 a tasso variabile subordinato ibrido - upper tier II € 250.000.000

IT0004424435 UBI subordinato lower tier II a tasso variabile con ammortamento 28.11.2008-2015 € 599.399.000

IT0004457187 UBI subordinato lower tier II a tasso variabile con ammortamento 13.03.2009-2016 € 211.992.000

IT0004457070 UBI subordinato lower tier II fix to float con rimborso anticipato 13.03.2009-2019 € 370.000.000

IT0004497050 UBI subordinato lower tier II fix to float con rimborso anticipato 30.06.2009-2019 € 365.000.000

IT0004497068 UBI subordinato lower tier II a tasso variabile con ammortamento 30.06.2009-2016 € 156.837.000

IT0004497043 Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa tasso misto 30.06.2009-2014 € 219.990.000

IT0004496557 Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa tasso misto 07.07.2009-2014 € 200.000.000

IT0004517139 Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa tasso misto 04.09.2009-2013 € 84.991.000

IT0004572860 UBI subordinato lower tier II a tasso variabile con ammortamento 23.02.2010-2017 € 152.587.000

IT0004572878 UBI subordinato lower tier II a tasso fisso con ammortamento 23.02.2010-2017 € 300.000.000

Convertible bonds listed on the MOT (screen based bond market)
ISIN number Nominal amount of issue
IT0004506868 UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con facoltà di rimborso in azioni € 639.145.872

Covered bonds listed on the London Stock Exchange

ISIN number Nominal amount of issue
IT0004533896 Covered Bonds due 23 september 2016 3,625% guaranteed by UBI Finance Srl € 1.000.000.000

IT0004558794 Covered Bonds due 16 december 2016 4% guaranteed by UBI Finance Srl € 1.000.000.000

Innovative capital instruments (preference shares) listed on international markets
ISIN number Nominal amount of issue
Luxembourg
XS0123998394 Non-cumulative Fixed/Floating Rate Guaranteed Trust Preferred Securities Banca Popolare di Bergamo Capital Trust € 300.000.000

XS0131512450 9% Non-cumulative Guaranteed Trust Preferred Securities Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Capital Trust € 115.000.000

London
XS0108805564 Step-Up Non-voting Non-cumulative Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust € 155.000.000

Percentage of total
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Lombardy 60,10% 60,07% 

Piedmont 7,88% 6,79% 

Latium 7,70% 9,08% 

Calabria 4,61% 4,40% 

Marches 4,41% 5,07% 

Apulia 4,36% 4,05% 

Campania 3,77% 3,90% 

Liguria 2,59% 1,85% 

Emilia Romagna 1,08% 1,08% 

Veneto 0,99% 1,00% 

Basilicata 0,92% 0,85% 

Umbria 0,50% 0,60% 

Abruzzo 0,43% 0,48% 

Friuli Venezia Giulia 0,25% 0,27% 

Molise 0,23% 0,29% 

Tuscany 0,14% 0,14% 

Trentino Alto Adige 0,03% 0,02% 

Valle d'Aosta 0,01% 0,04% 

Sardinia 0,00% 0,01% 

Sicily -                0,01% 

Total 100,00% 100,00% 

Geographical distribution of direct 
funding from customers by region of 
location of the branch (excluding repurchase 

agreements and bonds) (*)                                                                  
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With regard to market segmentation of customers,3 management accounting figures for the average 
volumes of direct funding for the network banks and for UBI Banca Private Investment show that 
77,3% (74,5% in 2008) of funding from customers came from the retail market, 13,8% (16,4%) came 
from the private banking market and the remaining 8,9% (9,1%) from the corporate market.  
In terms of trends, the same management accounting figures show growth on an annual basis4 of 
+1,4% for the retail market, -4,3% for the corporate market and -17,7% for the private banking 
market (the latter is due primarily to the progressive transfer from repurchase agreement funding 
into indirect funding).  
 
 
 
Indirect funding and assets under management  

Group indirect funding from ordinary customers as at 31st December 2009 amounted to 78,8 billion 
euro, up by 6,1% compared to 74,3 billion euro twelve months previously.  
 

 
 
Trends for the item during the year benefited both from the progressive reduction of difficulties on 
markets and the consequent recovery of equity prices, which started in the middle of March, and 
also from the new net inflows of assets under management in the last three months of the year.  
The growth involved both assets under 
custody (+2 billion euro over twelve 
months) and assets under management 
(+2,5 billion euro), the latter driven by 
mutual investment funds and Sicav’s (+2 
billion euro) and by insurance policies 
(+0,8 billion euro), while there was a fall 
in customer portfolio management (-0,3 
billion euro). As can be seen from the 
graph, while total indirect funding has 
returned to levels close to those recorded 
in the third quarter of 2008, it is still 
suffering from the effects of the difficult 
market situation created by the sub-
prime mortgage market in 2007.  

*   *   * 

                                                            

3  The new organisational structure is based on the following business segments:  
retail: comprises mass market customers (private individuals with financial wealth – direct and indirect funding – of less than 50 thousand 
euro), affluent customers (private individuals with financial wealth – direct and indirect funding - of between 50 thousand and 500 thousand 
euro) and small businesses (firms with a turnover of up to 5 million euro);  
corporate: comprises customers – mid and low – (firms with a turnover of between 5 and 150 million euro) and large corporate customers 
(groups of firms or firms with turnover of more than 150 million euro).  
private banking: comprises customers consisting of private individuals with financial wealth (direct and indirect funding) of greater than 500 
thousand euro.  

4  The changes relate to average balances in December.  
 

Indirect funding from ordinary customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Assets under custody 36.866.903 46,8% 34.857.308 46,9% 2.009.595 5,8% 
Assets under management 41.924.931 53,2% 39.430.745 53,1% 2.494.186 6,3% 
Customer portfolio management 8.654.514 11,0% 8.951.219 12,1% -296.705 -3,3% 

of which: fund based instruments 2.116.155 2,7% 2.315.388 3,1% -199.233 -8,6% 
Mutual investment funds and SICAV’s 21.160.386 26,9% 19.197.247 25,8% 1.963.139 10,2% 

Insurance policies and pension funds 12.110.031 15,4% 11.282.279 15,2% 827.752 7,3% 
of which: Insurance policies 11.916.922 15,1% 11.118.593 15,0% 798.329 7,2% 

Total ordinary customers 78.791.834 100,0% 74.288.053 100,0% 4.503.781 6,1% 

31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 % Changes
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According to the most recent Assogestioni5 (national association of asset management companies) 
estimates, at the end of the fourth quarter the UBI Banca Group was positioned in fifth place among 
operators in the sector (fourth among Italian groups) in terms of assets under management 
(collective instruments and customer portfolio managements), with assets under management, net of 
Group funds, reaching almost 30,4 billion euro – including approximately 5,1 billion euro relating to 
institutional customers – and market share slightly down (3,54% compared to 3,80% in December 
2008).6  
 

*   *   * 
 
As concerns mutual investment funds and Sicav’s in particular, the Assogestioni figures for the 
asset management companies of the UBI Group reported the following for 2009:  
• net inflows now positive again of 395,7 million euro, amounting to 2% of assets under 

management at the end of 2008 (the figure for the sector nationally fell by 683 billion euro, -0,2% 
of assets under management compared to twelve months before);  

• assets under management of 21,2 billion euro, which confirms the Group’s position in third place 
among operators in the sector with a market share of 4,87%, unchanged compared to 2008;  

• an increase in assets under management on an annual basis of 1,6 billion euro (+8,1%), in line 
with the percentage for the sector nationally;  

- 
The table also confirms the prudential approach of UBI Group customers in 2009 in their selection 
of different types of funds.  
-  

- A comparison with the figures for 
the end of 2008 shows on the one hand, 
an increase in the equities component 
(from 8,7% to 10,5%) that is more 
contained than that of the Assogestioni 
sample (from 17% to 21,1%) and, on the 
other hand, a stable higher percentage 
of lower risk funds (monetary and bond 
funds) accounting as a whole for 75,8% 
of the total (75,1% in December 2008) 
compared to 58,1% for the sector 
nationally (60,3% at the end of 2008).  

 
*   *   * 

 
As concerns the funds offered, the UBI 
Group asset management company 
continued to streamline its product 
range in 2009. In detail:  
-UBI Pramerica SGR reduced its total 
range funds from 36 to 29 (22 

harmonised and seven non harmonised) by means of four mergers of funds which took effect from 
19th June;  

- at the same time Capitalgest Alternative Investments also undertook action, with effect from 30th 
August, to streamline its range of funds reducing them to three.  

 
Moreover, Lombarda China Fund Management Company broadened its range of products with the 
launch of three new funds consisting of two equity funds (“Value Discovery” and “Small and Mid 
Equity Fund”) and one bond fund (“Stable income”).  

Again in 2009 UBI Pramerica SGR Spa received important awards, details of which are given on the 
company in the section “The performance of the main consolidated companies”.  
   

                                                            

5  “New map of assets under management (collective instruments and customer portfolio management)” relating to the 4th 
quarter of 2009.  

6  If, on the other hand, assets under management gross of Group funds are considered, the UBI Banca Group is positioned in sixth place. 

Fund assets

UBI Banca Group 31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 %

Figures in millions of euro amount %

Equities 2.225 10,5% 1.698 8,7% 527 31,0% 

Balanced 1.497 7,1% 1.532 7,8% -35 -2,3% 

Bond 9.152 43,1% 7.794 39,7% 1.358 17,4% 

Monetary funds 6.947 32,7% 6.944 35,4% 3 0,0% 

Flexible 1.001 4,7% 1.155 5,9% -154 -13,3% 

Hedge funds 400 1,9% 500 2,5% -100 -20,0% 

Total (a) 21.222 100,0% 19.623 100,0% 1.599 8,1% 

Sector 31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 %

Figures in millions of euro amount %

Equities 92.148 21,2% 68.506 17,0% 23.642 34,5% 

Balanced 17.040 3,9% 17.671 4,4% -631 -3,6% 

Bond 165.816 38,1% 156.925 39,0% 8.891 5,7% 

Monetary funds 87.003 20,0% 85.917 21,3% 1.086 1,3% 

Flexible 57.171 13,1% 52.254 13,0% 4.917 9,4% 

Hedge funds 16.152 3,7% 21.387 5,3% -5.235 -24,5% 

Total (b) 435.330 100,0% 402.660 100,0% 32.670 8,1% 

Market share    
UBI Group (A/B) 4,87% 4,87%

Changes

Changes
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Lending  

 
 
Loans to customers as at 31st December 2009 exceeded 98 billion euro an increase of 1,7% 
compared to 96,4 billion euro twelve months before, an identical change to that recorded by the 

banking sector nationally for the private 
sector.  
The modest performance of lending, affected 
by the difficult macroeconomic context, is 
attributable mainly to the recovery that 
occurred in the fourth quarter (+1,5 billion 
euro; +1,5%) after the total had remained 
basically at the same level as loans at the 
end of 2008 during the first nine months of 
the year.  
 
In reality the total portfolio summarises 
opposing trends for the network banks (-
1,6%), which account for approximately 
69% of the consolidated total, and the 
product companies (+8,7%). It must also be 
considered that approximately one fifth of 
the business of the latter comes from 

“captive” customers of the network banks (+12,4% annually).  
 
As concerns types lending:  
• mortgages and other medium-to-long term lending increased to 50,2 billion euro (+2,9 billion 

euro; +6,2%), again the principal type of lending (51,2% of the total);  
• the various types of consumer credit grew overall to 6,6 billion euro (+0,8 billion euro; +13,4%). 

This growth was driven by B@nca 24-7, which increased its outstanding loans over twelve months 
by more than one billion euro, including 0,9 billion euro relating to salary backed loans originated 
by external distribution networks and 0,4 billion euro relating to personal loans originated by the 
network banks of the Group, against a decrease of 0,3 billion euro in loans originated by SILF 
and other residual types of lending;  

• finance leases exceeded 9,5 billion euro (+0,4 billion euro; +4,7%) reflecting the performance by 
UBI Leasing, the company in which the finance lease business of the Group is concentrated;  

• total factoring lending performed by UBI Factor increased to 2,5 billion euro (+0,2 billion euro; 
+10%), with a recovery in the last quarter of the year after a progressive reduction which occurred 
between January and September;  

• on the other hand, there was a decrease in all the main types of short term lending which were 
affected by less demand for loans to fund working capital from businesses: current account 
overdrafts fell to 14,1 billion euro (-1,6 billion euro; -10,4%), while “other transactions” (advances, 
portfolio, import/export transactions, very short term lending, etc.) fell by 1,4 billion euro to 14,7 
billion euro (-8,7%).  

 

Composition of loans to customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Current account overdrafts 14.086.259 14,4% 921.874 15.728.773 16,3% 342.475 -1.642.514 -10,4% 

Reverse repurchase agreements 292.127 0,3% -                      3.076 0,0% -                       289.051 n.s.
Mortgage loans and other medium-to-long 
term financing 50.150.434 51,2% 2.104.763 47.224.279 49,0% 877.421 2.926.155 6,2% 
Credit cards, personal loans and salary 
backed loans 6.588.940 6,7% 106.801 5.810.098 6,0% 73.372 778.842 13,4% 

Finance leases 9.569.620 9,7% 664.558 9.140.459 9,5% 343.255 429.161 4,7% 

Factoring 2.533.777 2,6% 48.846 2.302.625 2,4% 12.615 231.152 10,0% 

Other transactions 14.681.758 15,0% 684.392 16.082.157 16,7% 666.775 -1.400.399 -8,7% 

Debt securities 104.337 0,1% 1.000 76.985 0,1% -                       27.352 35,5% 

- Structured securities 31.113 0,0% -                      42.973 0,0% -                       -11.860 -27,6% 

- Other debt securities 73.224 0,1% 1.000 34.012 0,0% -                       39.212 115,3% 
TOTAL 98.007.252 100,0% 4.532.234 96.368.452 100,0% 2.315.913 1.638.800 1,7% 

31.12.2009 
A

of which 
deteriorated% % Changes (A/B)31.12.2008 
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At the end of year, the ratio of lending to funding stood at 100,8% compared to 98,7% in December 
2008, the result of the different trends which affected the two items during the year.  
 
As concerns customer market segmentation, management accounting figures for average monthly 
lending by network banks and by UBI Banca Private Investment show  that at the end of the year, 
55,5% was destined to the retail market, (54,3% at the end of 2009), 43,5% to the corporate market 
(44,7%) and the remaining one percent to the private banking market (1%).  
 
In terms of trends, those same management figures show that change on an annual basis7 was 
negative on aggregate for the corporate market (-5%), within which the core segment recorded -5,6% 
and the large corporate segment -4%. Lending to the retail market fell slightly (-0,5%), with an 
increase for the “private individuals” segment (+2%), but a decrease for the “small business” segment 
(-3,9%).  
 
Again on the basis of management figures, the results for network banks and Centrobanca only 
showed the following at the end of December 2009:  

- in terms of the types of borrower, 91% of existing lending was to manufacturing and service 
companies and to household consumers, which confirms the traditional vocation of the 
Group to support the local economies it serves;  

- as concerns the distribution by sector of lending to non financial companies and to producer 
households, “other services destined for sale” and “commercial services”, partly because of 
their heterogeneous nature, accounted for the largest percentage (42,5% considered 
together), followed by the construction sector (15,6%), energy products (6%) and metal 
products (3,6%), while “foodstuffs” and “public services” both accounted for 3,3%.  

 
Details are given in the table “geographical 
distribution of loans to customers by region of 
location of the branch” of the geographical 
distribution of lending.  
The share of loans destined to northern regions 
amounted to 83,3% of the total, (of which 79,5% 
to the North-West, up from 79,1% the year before) 
while that to central regions constituted 9,4%. 
The remaining 7,3% was to southern regions.  
With regard to the changes that occurred during 
the year, the increase in the proportion destined 
to the North West is to be interpreted in terms, amongst other 
things, of the consolidation of the Group’s presence in Liguria and 
in some areas of Lombardy, while action taken to streamline 
branches, which mainly involved southern regions, produced no 
effects.  

From the viewpoint of concentration, the figures in the table 
confirm the effectiveness of the detailed system of limits and 
monitoring action set by the vigorous specific policy in force for 
the UBI Banca Group. A slight increase was recorded compared to 
the record low level reached at the end of 2008 – when significant 
changes had been introduced as part of liquidity management – 
which can be considered a normal adjustment following the 
loosening of pressures on money markets.  
 

                                                            

7 The changes relate to average balances for the month of September.  

Amounts in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Manufacturing and service companies                       
(non financial companies and producer households) 62,7% 64,7% 

Consumer households 28,3% 26,4% 

Financial companies 5,1% 4,9% 

Public administrations 1,0% 0,8% 

Other                                                                             
(not-for-profit institutions and the rest of the world) 2,9% 3,2% 

TOTAL 100,0% 100,0% 

Distribution of loans by economic sector 
(Management figures for the network banks and Centrobanca)

Percentage of total
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Lombardy 70,32% 69,88% 

Piedmont 6,37% 6,50% 

Latium 4,71% 4,61% 

Marches 3,93% 4,19% 

Liguria 2,83% 2,70% 

Campania 2,12% 2,12% 

Apulia 2,08% 1,86% 

Emilia Romagna 1,93% 2,18% 

Calabria 1,81% 1,74% 

Veneto 1,56% 1,75% 

Umbria 0,62% 0,63% 

Abruzzo 0,61% 0,63% 

Basilicata 0,41% 0,42% 

Friuli Venezia Giulia 0,26% 0,31% 

Molise 0,25% 0,27% 

Tuscany 0,18% 0,16% 

Valle d'Aosta 0,01% 0,01% 

Trentino Alto Adige 0,00% 0,00% 

Sardinia 0,00% 0,00% 

Sicily -                    0,04% 

Total 100,00% 100,00% 

* The aggregates relate to banks only

Geographical distribution of loans to 
customers by region of location of the 
branch (*)

Customers or Groups 31.12.2009 30.9.2009 30.6.2009 31.3.2009 31.12.2008

Largest 10 4,1% 4,0% 4,3% 4,1% 3,9% 
Largest 20 6,5% 6,4% 6,7% 6,5% 6,2% 
Largest 30 8,1% 8,2% 8,4% 8,2% 7,7% 
Largest 40 9,3% 9,3% 9,6% 9,4% 8,8% 
Largest 50 10,3% 10,3% 10,6% 10,3% 9,8% 

Concentration of risk
(percentage of total loans and advances and guarantees for the largest customers or groups)
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With regard to “large exposures”, subject to periodic supervisory reporting to the Bank of Italy, the 
Group continued in December to record no positions amounting to more than 10% of the 
consolidated supervisory capital (no positions at the end of 2008 either).  
 
At the end of the year guarantees granted by the UBI Group totalled 5,7 billion euro, a further 
decrease compared to 6,3 billion euro in December 2008 (-8,7%).  
In detail commercial guarantees had been granted for 4,4 billion euro (-13,3%) compared to 
guarantees of a financial nature of more than 1,3 billion euro (+10,1%).  
 
 
 
Risks  

 

(*) The coverage is calculated as the ratio of impairment to gross exposure.  
 
 
Deteriorated assets in the last quarter of the year, affected by the difficult economic situation and 
compliance with new regulations introduced by the Bank of Italy8, started to increase again at a fast 
pace, after the partial slowdown seen over the summer. At the end of 2009 net deteriorated loans 
had almost doubled to  4,53 billion euro, an increase of 2,22 billion euro on an annual basis 
compared to 2,31 billion euro since the beginning of the year (+95,7%), consisting of 1,03 billion 
euro in the fourth quarter, 0,34 billion euro in the third, 0,62 billion euro in the second and 0,23 
billion euro in the first quarter.  
This performance regarded all the principal classes of deteriorated loans and was accompanied by a 
reduction in total coverage (28,89% compared to 35,80% twelve months before), attributable to lower 
losses estimated on newly classified positions (exposures past due and/or in arrears, secured 
positions or positions related to credit restructuring plans and impairments relating to exposures for 
which debt rescheduling has been requested in relation to loan restructuring pursuant to articles 
67/182 bis of the Bankruptcy Law).  
As can be seen from the table, the “composition of loans to customers”, approximately 70% of the 
annual increase in deteriorated loans, amounting to approximately 1,55 billion euro, is in fact 
attributable to the following types of lending “mortgage loans and other medium-to-long term 
financing” and “finance leases”, which, moreover, were more affected by reclassification into 

                                                            

8  Mortgage backed loans that have been past due for more than 90 days are also to be classified (on a transaction basis) within “deteriorated 
loans” (within the item “past due exposures”) as from December 2009.  

Loans to customers as at 31st December 2009

Figures in thousands of euro Impairment Coverage (*)

Deteriorated loans (6,35%) 6.373.596 1.841.362 (4,62%) 4.532.234 28,89% 
- Non-performing loans (2,74%) 2.751.588 1.419.012 (1,36%) 1.332.576 51,57% 

- Impaired loans (2,20%) 2.208.369 363.296 (1,88%) 1.845.073 16,45% 

- Restructured loans (0,48%) 479.520 40.785 (0,45%) 438.735 8,51% 

- Past due loans (0,93%) 934.119 18.269 (0,93%) 915.850 1,96% 

Performing loans (93,65%) 93.961.673 486.655 (95,38%) 93.475.018 0,52% 
of which: unguaranteed loans to countries at risk (0,00%) 1.784 276 (0,00%) 1.508 15,47% 
TOTAL 100.335.269 2.328.017 98.007.252 2,32% 
The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Loans to customers as at 31st December 2008

Figures in thousands of euro Impairment Coverage (*)

Deteriorated loans (3,68%) 3.607.588 1.291.675 (2,40%) 2.315.913 35,80% 
- Non-performing loans (1,90%) 1.868.615 1.019.944 (0,88%) 848.671 54,58% 

- Impaired loans (1,41%) 1.382.852 222.661 (1,20%) 1.160.191 16,10% 

- Restructured loans (0,15%) 142.114 39.555 (0,11%) 102.559 27,83% 

- Past due loans (0,22%) 214.007 9.515 (0,21%) 204.492 4,45% 

Performing loans (96,32%) 94.486.871 434.332 (97,60%) 94.052.539 0,46% 
of which: unguaranteed loans to countries at risk (0,01%) 6.040 294 (0,01%) 5.746 4,87% 

TOTAL 98.094.459 1.726.007 96.368.452 1,76% 
The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Gross exposure Carrying amount

Gross exposure Carrying amount
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deteriorated assets of exposures past due and/or in arrears for more than 90 days, backed by 
mortgages.  
On the other hand there was an increase in the coverage for performing loans, which rose from 
0,46% in December 2008 to 0,52% at the end of year.  
Net impairment losses on performing loans are estimated by adopting the same valuation methods 
for all the Group’s network banks and for Centrobanca based on internal estimates of PD and LGD, 
consistent with the Basel 2, Advanced Internal Rating Based (AIRB) approach.  
In order to provide a better representation of the specifics of the individual banks in terms of the 
actual portfolio risk, total net impairment losses have been attributed to the single entities by using 
an empirical approach, which also takes account of the deterioration rates for each individual 
reality.  
 
Details of these are given below.  
 
NON PERFORMING LOANS  
Net non-performing loans rose over twelve months from 849 million euro to 1,3 million euro, with an 
increase of 483,9 million euro (+57%), consisting of 143,5 million euro attributable to the fourth 
quarter, 89,6 million euro to the third, 149,2 million euro to the second and 101,6 million euro to 
the first quarter. The increase for the Italian banking sector in the same period was 66%.  
Even if only the second half of 2009 is considered, the net non performing loans of the Group 
increased by 21,2%, again lower in percentage terms than +36,2% recorded by the sector nationally.  
The network banks were responsible for two thirds of the increase in net non performing loans over 
twelve months. Reclassifications out of the performing loan class did not affect particularly large 
positions, but consisted mainly of small size exposures above all on the retail market.  
As concerns gross non performing loans, on the other hand, these increased by 883 million euro on 
an annual basis to 2,8 billion euro, a greater increase (+47,3%) than that recorded for the sector 
nationally (+42,9%). That amount consisted of 300,3 million euro attributable to the fourth quarter, 
174,8 million euro to the third, 269,7 million euro to the second and 138,2 million euro to the first 
quarter.  
The performance of gross non performing loans for the Group in the second half (+20,9%) was 
basically the same as the average for 
the sector nationally (+20,7%).  
- In percentage terms, the ratio of 
non-performing loans to loans 
increased to 1,36%9 in net terms (i.e. 
net of impairment) and to 2,74%10 in 
gross terms, a significant increase also 
because of the  low growth in the total 
portfolio. Nevertheless, the UBI 
Group still increased its advantage over 
the banking sector nationally 
(2,02% for net non performing 
loans and 3,80% for gross non 
performing loans relating to the 
private sector).  
Coverage stood at 51,57%, slightly 
down compared to twelve months 
before (54,58%), partly as a result of new non performing loans relating to UBI Leasing, which 
because of its type of operations,11 has significantly lower coverage rates than those of other banks 
and companies in the Group.  
For a proper evaluation of the adequacy of that level it must be borne in mind that it does not 
consider:  
- those positions where once an account is subject to proceedings by creditors (bankruptcy, prior 

arrangements with creditors, extraordinary administration, etc.), the part of the positions 
considered uncollectable and the relative impairment recognised are written off;  

- collateral in excess of the part already considered in calculating LGD (Loss Given Default).  

                                                            

9  The ratio rises to 1,38% if exposures to the Mariella Burani Group, classified within impaired loans as at 31st December 2009, are included 
within net non performing loans.  

10  The ratio rises to 2,81% if exposures to the Mariella Burani Group, classified within impaired loans as at 31st December 2009, are included 
within gross non performing loans.  

11  The secured nature of the loans granted (ownership of the asset leased) and type of asset financed (mainly property transactions).  
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It account is taken of these factors, the coverage for non performing loans as at 31st December 2009 
was 78,45%.  
 
DETERIORATION RATES  
Deterioration rates remained constantly lower than those for the banking sector with this gap 
broadening in favour of the UBI Group in the third quarter of  2009 (0,27% for the group consisting 
of the network banks, Centrobanca, IW Bank and B@nca 24-712 compared to 0,53% for the sector 
nationally). In the third quarter, in the absence of sector data, the indicator used for the UBI Group 
(calculated on the basis of customised Bank of Italy feedback) recorded a rise to 0,35%, (the same as 
June) which nevertheless remains below the level of 0,53% recorded for the sector in the third 
quarter of 2008.  
 
IMPAIRED LOANS  
Net impaired loans rose over twelve months from 1,16 billion euro to 1,84 million euro, a total 
increase of 684,8 million euro (+59%), including 161,2 million euro relating to fourth quarter 189,6 
million euro to the third, 232,8 million euro to the second and 101,3 million euro to the first quarter.  
- The increase that occurred over twelve months was generated principally by the network banks 
and by Centrobanca. This was the result of reclassifications out of performing loans of some large 
positions, including that of the Mariella Burani Group, and also of the UBI Group practice of 
classifying corporate counterparties with whom “standstill” 13  agreements have been signed as 
impaired (approximately 200 million euro at the end of 2009).  
- At the end of the year the coverage for impaired loans at consolidated level had increased to 
16,45%, slightly higher than 16,10% at the end of 2008. The improvement that occurred in the 
fourth quarter was related to write-downs made to the exposure to the Mariella Burani Group, while 
marginal impairment was recognised on the “standstill” positions.  
- If account is taken of the collateral in excess of the part already considered in calculating LGD, 
then the coverage for impaired loans was 28,39%.  
-  
THE MARIELLA BURANI GROUP  
On 11th February 2010, the Court of Milan declared the bankruptcy of the company Burani Designer Holding N.V. 
(“BDH”), the Dutch holding company of the Burani Group. The bankruptcy ruling did not regard the company 
Mariella Burani Fashion Group Spa (“MBFG”), the listed holding company of the Group in the fashion sector.  
On 25th February the Board of Directors of MBFG resigned giving the reason as the winding up of the company 
and called a shareholders’ meeting to appoint receivers for 29th-30th March. They also  suspended activities 
preliminary to the presentation of an application for “arrangements with creditors” pursuant to Art. 160 of the 
Bankruptcy Law.  
On 17th March 2010, following a writ of attachment issued on a property of the company, the bankruptcy section 
of the court of Reggio Emilia declared MBFG to be insolvent  and conferred all powers of ordinary and 
extraordinary  administration on a court receiver in order to assess whether the company is eligible for 
extraordinary receivership in accordance with the Legislative Decree No. 270/1999 previously mentioned.  
The exposure of the UBI Banca Group amounted to 90,6 million as at 31st December 2009 euro as follows:  
 

Counterparty Gross exposure Impairment losses Classification Lending banks/companies 
Mariella Burani Family Holding (MBFH) 42.806 38.700 Impaired Centrobanca 
Mariella Burani Fashion Group (MBFG) 20.759 12.211 Impaired Centrobanca, BPB, BBS, BPA 

Knitwear and shops 8.935 5.555 Impaired BPB, Centrobanca 

Environment and other sectors 18.053 - Performing Centrobanca, BPB, UBI Leasing 

Total 90.553 56.466   

 
 
The exposure to MBFH was written-off entirely net of collateral and personal guarantees given by Sig. Walter 
Burani. Exposures to MBFG and the “Knitwear and shops” division were written-down by 60% because while 
these operating companies are in difficulty, they still have value as individual companies.  
At the date of this report all the impaired positions had been reclassified as non performing.  
In addition to the civil proceedings for the recovery of credit, the UBI Banca Group is currently also studying 
possible legal action against representatives of the Burani Group.  
-  
- RESTRUCTURED LOANS  
                                                            

12  The historical data for B@nca 24-7 does not include figures for the second quarter of 2009.  
13  Agreements designed to allow borrowers in situations of temporary financial difficulty to temporarily freeze existing credit lines for a 

maximum period of six months while resolving the original cause of the difficulty or until a formula for full debt restructuring and a new 
business plan are drawn up.  
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Net restructured loans amounted to 438,7 million euro, an increase of 336,2 million euro on an 
annual basis, including 60,1 million relating to the fourth quarter, 60,2 million euro to the third, 
202,7 million euro to the second  – principally in relation to the Carlo Tassara position14 – and 13,2 
million euro in the first quarter. 
- The coverage at the end of the year stood at 8,51%, a significant reduction compared to 27,83% 
at the end of 2008, due to the low level of the impairment recognised for large positions, including 
that of Carlo Tassara just mentioned, in consideration of the substantial collateral pledged to secure 
them.  
-  
- EXPOSURES PAST DUE AND IN ARREARS  
Exposures past due and in arrears at the end of December amounted to 915,8 million euro, an 
increase of 711,4 million euro on an annual basis (659,3 million euro relating to the last quarter 
alone). They consisted of 104,7 million euro relating to Centrobanca, 309,1 million euro to the 
network banks, while the remainder is attributable primarily to UBI Leasing. On the basis of Bank of 
Italy instructions, mortgage backed loans that have been past due and/or in arrears for more than 
90 days determined at the level of individual transaction (i.e. without offsetting balances on margins 
available on other credit lines and without considering a minimum threshold of significance) are to 
be included within this class as from December 2009. They amounted to 569,3 million euro. Since 
by their nature these loans are fully secured, the very small impairment recognised affected the 
coverage for this class, which fell from 4,45% to 1,96% and also penalised the figure for total 
deteriorated loans.  
 
 
 

                                                            

14  A position of 175 million euro backed by a pledge for which a loan restructuring plan was drawn up.  
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The interbank market and the liquidity 
situation  
 

 
 
The net interbank indebtedness of the UBI Banca Group as at as at 31st December 2009 consisted of 
a debtor position of two billion euro, an increase compared to the end of 2008 (-0,9 billion euro), but 
it decreased progressively after peaking at the end of first quarter.  
Net short term debt with maturities of less than three months (-1,6 billion euro compared to -1 
billion euro at the end of 2008) remained steadily below the early warning threshold (-6 billion euro) 
set by the governing bodies of the Bank.  
 
In consideration of the net position on the interbank market, the Group possessed assets eligible for 
refinancing of a little less than 10 billion euro1 in December 2009 against an early warning threshold 
of nine billion euro set by the Group financial risks policy. Approximately 1,05 billion euro had been 
deposited as collateral for operations on the MIC (collateralised interbank market) and a further 0,5 
billion euro as backing for outstanding refinancing transactions with the ECB.  
 

 
* the nominal amount as at 31st December 2009 was approximately 38  million euro while the amount eligible net of haircuts was approximately 35 million euro.  
** ABACO (bank assets eligible as collateral) is the name given to procedures drawn up by the Bank of Italy for the management of loans eligible for refinancing. In order to 

qualify as eligible, an asset must meet specific requirements concerning the following: type of debtor/guarantor (public sector, non financial company, international and 
supranational institutions), high credit rating (single “A” credit quality level, equivalent to a default probability of 0,10 percent) and a minimum amount (one million 
euro for national use until 2011).  

 
The increase in the total assets eligible that occurred during the year is attributable mainly to the 
conclusion of an eligibility application process and to funds made available by Group Treasury of 

                                                            

1 At the date of this report, these amounted to 9,7 billion euro as a result of an  initial repayment instalment of 0,4 billion euro on a security 
resulting from a securitisation of B@nca 24-7 mortgages.  

The quarterly changes in the net interbank position

Figures in thousands of euro

31.12.2009
A

30.9.2009
B

30.6.2009
C

31.3.2009
D

31.12.2008
E

Loans to banks 3.278.264       3.101.108       3.184.949       2.824.055       3.053.704       224.560 7,4%

Due to banks 5.324.434       5.306.536       6.073.741       5.953.954       3.980.922       1.343.512 33,7%

NET INTERBANK POSITION -2.046.170 -2.205.428 -2.888.792 -3.129.899 -927.218 1.118.952 -120,7%

Figures in thousands of euro

31.12.2008
A

30.9.2008
B

30.6.2008
C

31.3.2008
D

31.12.2007 
pro-forma     

E

Loans to banks 3.053.704       2.748.587       3.221.741       3.200.893       3.691.901       -638.197 -17,3%

Due to banks 3.980.922       7.071.811       6.179.055       8.205.228       7.736.405       -3.755.483 -48,5%

NET INTERBANK POSITION -927.218 -4.323.224 -2.957.314 -5.004.335 -4.044.504 -3.117.286 77,1%

Changes A/E
amount       %

Changes A/E
amount       %

Assets eligible for refinancing

Figures in billions of euro

Nominal 
amount

Amount eligible 
(net of haircuts)

Nominal 
amount

Amount eligible 
(net of haircuts)

AFS and HTM securities 1,8 1,8 1,4 1,3
HFT securities * 0,0 0,0 0,3 0,3
B@nca 24-7 residential mortgage securitisation 2,3 1,7 2,3 1,7
B@nca 24-7 salary backed loan securitisation 0,7 0,6 0,7 0,6

B@nca 24-7 consumer loan securitisation 2,1 1,8 - -
UBI Leased assets securitisation 3,4 2,8 - -
Banco di Brescia assets securitisation 1,6 1,0 - -
Loans eligible due to participation in ABACO** 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,2

TOTAL 12,2 9,9 4,9 4,1

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 
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approximately 5,6 billion euro resulting from the securitisation of  assets relating to B@nca 24-7, 
UBI Leasing and Banco di Brescia.  
 
As concerns liquidity risk management, the pursuit of a co-ordinated policy started in 2008 for 
managing net exposure on the interbank market continued during the whole of 2009 with the dual 
objective of:  
• maintaining net short term interbank indebtedness constantly below the early warning threshold 

and within the limits set by internal policies. In this respect a further management accounting 
indicator has been introduced for short term net interbank indebtedness, more severe than those 
set by internal policies, which is used for more rapid and effective management of actual liquidity 
risk;  

• maintaining a level of assets eligible for refinancing with the ECB equal to at least 150% of the 
early warning threshold for short term net interbank indebtedness.  

Liquidity risk is managed in practice not just by means of a system of limits to exposure on the 
interbank market but also by monitoring the structural balance between assets and liabilities, both 
at Group and individual company level, in order to keep maturity transformation under control.  
 
 

 
 
Loans to banks other than the central bank increased by 0,6 billion euro with a partial change in the 
composition among the different types: current accounts  (+0,3 billion euro) and term deposits (+0,5) 
increased, while there was a fall in the item “other financing” (-0,2 billion euro), consisting of 
medium and long term lending by Group member companies to banking counterparties in the 
course of their business.  
 

 
 
 
As concerns funding, amounts due to banks recorded greater growth over twelve months (+1,3 
billion euro) from 4 billion euro to 5,3 billion euro.  

Loans to banks: composition

Figures  in thousands  of euro amount %

A. Loans to Central  Banks 641.788        19,6% 1.045.983     34,3% -404.195 -38,6% 
1. Term deposits -                   -             -                   -             -                   -           
2. Compulsory reserve requirement 641.751 19,6% 1.045.659 34,3% -403.908 -38,6% 
3. Reverse repurchase agreements -                   -             -                   -             -                   -           

4. Other 37 0,0% 324 0,0% -287 -88,6% 

B. Loans to banks 2.636.476     80,4% 2.007.721    65,7% 628.755 31,3% 
1. Current accounts and deposits 1.019.692 31,1% 712.201 23,3% 307.491 43,2% 
2. Term deposits 728.828 22,2% 253.770 8,3% 475.058 187,2% 
3. Other loans 887.956        27,1% 1.041.750     34,1% -153.794 -14,8% 

3.1 reverse repurchase agreements 99.889 3,1% 25.359 0,8% 74.530 293,9% 
3.2 finance leases 313 0,0% 3.067 0,1% -2.754 -89,8% 
3.3 other 787.754 24,0% 1.013.324 33,2% -225.570 -22,3% 

4. Debt securities -                   -             -                   - -                   -
TOTAL 3.278.264     100,0% 3.053.704     100,0% 224.560       7,4% 

Changes
31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 %

Amounts due to banks: composition

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

1. Due to central banks 639.753 12,0% 450.059 11,3% 189.694 42,1% 
of which: repurchase agreements 480.753 9,0% 400.059 10,0% 80.694 20,2% 

2. Due to banks 4.684.681 88,0% 3.530.863 88,7% 1.153.818 32,7% 
2.1 1. Current accounts and deposits 2.590.978 48,7% 898.961 22,6% 1.692.017 188,2% 
2.2 Term deposits 809.405 15,2% 452.187 11,4% 357.218 79,0% 
2.3 Financing 1.191.381 22,4% 2.007.541 50,4% -816.160 -40,7% 

2.3.1 repurchase agreements 347.603            6,5% 1.062.401         26,7% -714.798 -67,3% 
2.3.2 other 843.778 15,9% 945.140 23,7% -101.362 -10,7% 

2.4 Amounts due for commitments to repurchase own 
equity instruments

- - - - - -

2.5 Other payables 92.917 1,7% 172.174 4,3% -79.257 -46,0% 

TOTAL 5.324.434 100,0% 3.980.922 100,0% 1.343.512 33,7% 

31.12.2009 % 31.12.2008 %
Changes
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Changes in the composition of funding included an increase in funding from current accounts and 
term deposits (totalling +2 billion euro) against a reduction in the item “financing” (-0,8 billion euro), 
mainly due to the repurchase agreement component.  
Finally, with regard to amounts due to the central bank, an outstanding transaction existed with the 
ECB  at the end of the year for 480 million euro with maturity on 1st July 2010.  
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Financial activities  

The EC Regulation No. 1165/2009 – adoption of which is compulsory from 2009 – made amendments to 
IFRS 7 “Financial instruments: disclosures” by introducing the obligation to furnish greater information on 
the measurement of fair value and liquidity risk relating to financial instruments. 
More specifically, disclosure obligations were introduced concerning the “fair value hierarchy” of the 
financial instruments, the objective of which is to reflect the significance of the data used in performing the 
valuations (see the notes to the financial statements, Part A – Accounting policies).  
 Level 1 – if the financial instrument is quoted in an active market;  
 Level 2 – if the fair value is measured on the basis of valuation techniques which use observable market 

parameters other than the quoted prices of the financial instrument as input;  
 Level 3 – if the fair value is calculated on the basis of valuation techniques which use parameters not 

observable on the market as input.  
 
The total financial assets of the Group as at 31st  December 2009 amounted to 8,1 billion euro, 
a decrease of 7,2% compared to the year before.  
The trend for the aggregate comprises broad changes in the composition of the different types 
of investment: the total elimination of the held to maturity portfolio along with disinvestments 
in financial assets held for trading and those designated at fair value were partially offset by 
the increase in financial assets classified as available-for-sale (AFS).  
Net of financial liabilities held for trading, consisting mainly of financial derivatives, financial 
assets amounted to 7,3 billion euro (-8,7%).  
 
As can be seen from the table, in terms of percentages of the total, although debt securities fell 
by 0,3 billion euro compared to 2008, they increased from 75,3% to 76,8% of the total. 
However, O.I.C.R.s (collective investment instruments) decreased by half from 7,3% to 3,8%, 
while equity investments rose from  8,4% to 10,4%, the result above all of increases in the fair 
value.  
 

 
Management accounting figures1 for the 31st December 2009 show the following:  
- in terms of type of financial instrument, the securities portfolio of the Group was composed 

as follows: 58% of government securities, 28,7% of corporate securities (70% issued by 
major banks both Italian and international), 2,7% of hedge funds and the remainder 
consisting of funds, equities and other instruments;  

- from a financial viewpoint, floating rate securities accounted for 71,4% of the portfolio2 and 
fixed rate securities for 5,2%, while structured instruments (for which the optional 
component concerned the coupons only and not the capital invested), present mainly in the 

                                                            

1  The management accounting figures relate to a smaller portfolio than that stated in the consolidated financial statements, because 
they exclude equity investments, part of the hedging derivatives and some minor portfolios.  

2  The fixed rate securities purchased as part of asset swaps are also considered as floating rate.  

Financial assets/liabilities

Figures  in thousands  of euro amount %

Financial assets held for trading 1.575.764 19,4% 2.326.654 26,5% -750.890 -32,3% 

of which: financial derivatives contracts 722.831 8,9% 774.088 8,8% -51.257 -6,6% 

Financial assets at fair value 173.727         2,1% 460.157        5,3% -286.430 -62,2% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 6.386.257       78,5% 4.351.838     49,6% 2.034.419 46,7% 

Held-to-maturity investments -                    - 1.630.844     18,6% -1.630.844 -100,0% 

Total financial assets (A) 8.135.748 100,0% 8.769.493 100,0% -633.745 -7,2% 
of which:

- debt instruments 6.251.008         76,8% 6.600.018       75,3% -349.010 -5,3% 

- equity instruments 846.841            10,4% 738.994          8,4% 107.847 14,6% 

- Units in O.I.C.R. (collective investment instruments). 310.488            3,8% 635.620          7,3% -325.132 -51,2% 

Financial l iabil ities held for trading (B) 855.387 100,0% 799.254 100,0% 56.133 7,0% 
of which: financial derivatives contracts 746.752 87,3% 792.360 99,1% -45.608 -5,8% 

Net financial assets (A-B) 7.280.361 7.970.239 -689.878 -8,7% 

Changes
%31.12.2009    31.12.2008   %
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available for sale portfolio, accounted for 12,9%, with the remainder composed of equities , 
funds and convertible bonds;  

- as regards the reference currency, 98,2% of the securities were denominated in euro, while 
in terms of geographical distribution, 91,3% of the investments (excluding hedge funds) were 
located in the euro area and 6,1% in USA securities;  

- finally, an analysis by rating (for the bond portfolio only) shows that 96,2% of the portfolio 
consisted of “investment grade” securities with an average rating of A3.3  
 
 
 

Financial instruments held for trading  

Financial assets held for trading (asset item 20)  
 
The item “Financial assets held for trading” includes financial trading instruments “used to 
generate a profit from short-term fluctuations in price or from a dealer’s margin”. They are 
recognised at fair value through profit or loss – FVPL.  
 

 
 
At the end of December financial assets held for trading had fallen to 1.576 million euro from 
2.327 million euro in December 2008 (-32,3%), attributable mainly to the sale and/or maturity 
of debt securities.  
 
It will be recalled that this accounting class also includes the portfolio entrusted to UBI 
Pramerica SGR under the management mandate granted to it, which for 2009 involved an 
investment of 1,6 billion euro, relating solely to UBI Banca.  
On the basis of that mandate, management was performed following a capital protection 
strategy, which guaranteed a level of capital protection on maturity of 98,44%, and involved 
investments of approximately 10%-15% of the assets granted for management in asset 
instruments (mainly equities), while the remainder was managed by the use of derivative and 
monetary instruments. Investments in European equities amounted to approximately 91 
million euro at the end of the year (123 million euro at the end of 2008), in addition to open 
positions in futures on equity indices, options on equity indices and forward contracts in 
foreign currency.  
The mandate for 2010 is for a level of capital protection on maturity of 96,80%.  
 
Debt instruments, amounting to 630,1 million euro (more than 70% with a level one fair value), 
had practically halved compared to the year before.  

                                                            

3  The decrease compared to the average rating assigned in December 2008 (A2) is to be considered in relation to the decrease in 
holdings of government securities (BTP) relating to UBI Banca, to the increase in corporate securities held by Centrobanca and to the 
general downgrading of the corporate securities held in portfolio.  

Financial assets held for trading: composition

Figures  in thousands  of euro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total (a) Level 1 level 2 Level 3 Total  (b) amount %

A. On-balance sheet assets
Debt instruments 479.546 150.582 -           630.128 998.732 251.888 6.366 1.256.986 -626.858 -49,9%
Equity instruments 109.266 80.592 20.535 210.393 139.772 2.292 85.322 227.386 -16.993 -7,5%
Units in O.I.C.R. 628       8          8.642    9.278 48.857     10           -          48.867 -39.589 -81,0%
Financing -            3.134    -           3.134       -             19.327     -          19.327 -16.193 -83,8%

Total  A 589.440 234.316 29.177 852.933 1.187.361 273.517 91.688 1.552.566 -699.633 -45,1%

B. Derivative instruments
Financial derivatives 582       721.626 623 722.831 2.637      770.037 1.414 774.088 -51.257 -6,6%
Credit derivatives -            -           -           -              -             -              -          -              -               -            

Total  B 582       721.626 623 722.831 2.637      770.037 1.414 774.088 -51.257 -6,6%
TOTAL (A+B) 590.022 955.942 29.800 1.575.764 1.189.998 1.043.554 93.102 2.326.654 -750.890 -32,3%

Changes            
(a)/(b)

31.12.2009 31.12.2008
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The progressive reduction in the size of this portfolio is basically due to the net effects of sales 
and maturities and purchases of Italian Government securities.  
 
Debt instruments included investments in “asset backed securities” (ABS – financial 
instruments issued as part of securitisation transactions) amounting to 37,8 million euro, 
partially redeemed with respect to December 2008 (47,4 million euro).  
Details of ABS securities present in this asset class are as follows:  
 a Collateralised Debt Obligation (“CBO Investment Jersey Ltd 1999-2010”), subscribed by 

UBI Banca, amounting to 35,6 million euro (partially redeemed compared to 44,3 million 
euro twelve months previously), with the underlying assets consisting principally of 
securities issued by supranational AAA issuers (EIB and World Bank);  

 securities – mainly MBS (Mortgage Backed Securities) – amounting to 2,2 million euro (3,1 
million euro at the end of 2008) held by the subsidiary UBI Banca International Sa, with 
the underlying assets mainly of European origin.  
 

For a full picture of Group investments in ABS Securities, in addition to the 37,8 million of the 
assets just reported, account must also be taken of the five million euro relating to 
Centrobanca classified within loans and receivables (a new investment in 2009) and 165,2 
million euro included in the AFS portfolio and reported in that section, which may be 
consulted.  
Debt securities also included a structured product, similar in terms of risk to ABS securities, 
amounting to approximately 2,4 million euro and relating to UBI Banca International Sa (14,4 
million euro in December 2008 which also included two UBI Banca securities sold during the 
year).  
 
Equity instruments fell from 227,4 million euro to 210,4 million euro, mainly as a result of 
disinvestments in European equities by the Group’s asset management company under the 
management mandate granted to it (approximately -32 million euro with a level one fair value) 
partially offset by new investments in equities by Centrobanca.  
This category also includes investments in equity instruments held as part of merchant 
banking and private equity business (in connection principally with Centrobanca’s activities). 
At the end of 2009 these totalled 100,2 million euro – classified within fair value level two and 
three – with an increase of 6,6 million euro compared to December 2008, attributable to the 
increase in the fair value of some investments and to the net effect of new investments and 
disposals performed by Centrobanca during the year.  
 
Investments in OICR units (collective investment instruments) fell to 9,3 million euro (48,9 
million euro a year before) and related almost entirely to hedge funds purchased prior to 30th 
June 2007 and still held (8,6 million euro compared to 48,3 million at the end of 2008).  
The following sub-section, “financial assets at fair value”, may be consulted for a full picture of 
the Group’s investments in hedge funds.  
 
Financial instruments held for trading included impaired assets amounting to 1,1 million euro 
(unchanged since the year before), attributable to the presumed realisable value of bonds 
issued by Lehman Brothers, which had been purchased for a total nominal amount of 12,5 
million euro.  
 
With regard to the Lehman Brothers position, UBI Banca filed proof of claim applications in connection with 
derivatives contracts which had been entered into with companies in the Lehman Brothers Group subject to 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings in the USA. More specifically three proof of claim forms were filed with 
the Court of the Southern District of New York in relation to the following debts owed to UBI Banca by:  

1) Lehman Brothers Special Financing Inc. in relation to a cross-currency swap (6.002.141,62 dollars);  
2) Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. in relation to the guarantee granted on the debt mentioned in the 

previous point 1);  
3) Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. in relation to the guarantee granted by it in favour of Lehman Brothers 

International (Europe), a company in administration in the UK, from which the debt owed to UBI Banca 
may be claimed once the relative terms for creditors are established in the bankruptcy proceedings 
(853.676,91 dollars).  

 
Two proof of claim forms were also filed with the Court of the Southern District of New York in relation to 
the following debts owed to Centrobanca by:  
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a) Lehman Brothers Special Financing Inc. in relation to a derivatives contract which had been entered into 
by Centrobanca and Lehman Brothers Special Financing Inc. (7.803.282,00 dollars);  

b) Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. in relation to the guarantee granted by it on the debt mentioned in the 
previous point;  

On the basis of the relative contract clauses, the debt just mentioned owed to Centrobanca consists of the 
remaining balance after the deduction of a debt owed by UBI Banca to Lehman Brothers Special Financing 
Inc. amounting to 2.368.154,26 dollars.4  
 
As on the other hand concerns debt in relation to bonds issued or guaranteed by Lehman Brothers Holdings 
Inc., UBI Banca has filed proof of claim forms concerning bonds subscribed by UBI Banca (nominal amount 
of four million euro), by the Luxembourg branch of Banco di Brescia (nominal amount of six million euro) 
and by UBI Banca International SA (nominal amount of 2,5 million euro). The outcome of those claims has 
not yet been decided.  
 
The time limit for filing claims against Lehman Brothers International (Europe), in administration in the 
United Kingdom, was set at 31st December 2010. UBI Banca will file creditor claims in the proceedings 
before that date in relation to derivative contracts it had entered into. In this respect, UBI Banca has 
officially notified Lehman Brothers International (Europe) of its creditor position by which it is owed a sum 
of 664.237,15 dollars, to which interest and costs will be added if the claim is recognised by the courts. 
Finally, in relation to that position, UBI Banca  has already filed creditor claims against Lehman Brothers 
Holdings Inc., as the guarantor of Lehman Brothers International (Europe), in the context of the Chapter 11 
proceedings in the USA already mentioned.  
 
Finally, financial assets classified as held for trading also include derivative instruments 
amounting to 723 million euro (774 million euro in December 2008), entirely of a financial 
nature, for which the changes must be interpreted in strict relation to the corresponding item 
recognised within financial liabilities held for trading.  
 
 
Financial liabilities held for trading (liability item 40)  
 

 
 
In December 2009 financial liabilities totalled 855,4 million euro, a moderate increase (+7%). 
As can be seen from the table, the disappearance of credit derivatives during the year and the 
fall in financial derivatives (-45,6 million euro) was offset by an increase in amounts due to 
banks and to customers – relating to uncovered short positions, for which the commitments to 
purchase are recognised – which rose to a total of 108,6 million euro (5,1 million euro in 
December 2008).  
 
 
 

                                                            

4  The amounts are different from those published in the 2008 annual report because the American bankruptcy proceedings allow 
creditors to claim not only the principal, but also interest and the legal expenses incurred (these amounts were quantified 
subsequent to the issue of the “statement” in November 2008).  

Financial liabilities held for trading: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total (a) Level 1 level 2 Level 3 Total (b) amount %

A. On-balance sheet liabilities

Due to banks 86.857      -               -             86.857         -             -              -             -                   86.857         n.s.
Due to customers 21.778      -               -             21.778         5.108      10           -             5.118           16.660 325,5%
Debt securities -                -               -             -                   -             -              -             -                   -                   -                 

Total A 108.635   -               -              108.635      5.108     10           -              5.118          103.517 n.s.
B. Derivative instruments

Financial derivatives 3.960        742.792   -             746.752       5.147      787.213 -             792.360       -45.608 -5,8%
Credit derivatives -                -               -             -                   -             1.776 -             1.776           -1.776 -100,0%

Total B 3.960 742.792 -             746.752      5.147 788.989 -             794.136      -47.384 -6,0%
TOTAL (A+B) 112.595 742.792 -             855.387 10.255 788.999 -             799.254 56.133 7,0%

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes               
(a)/(b)
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Financial assets at fair value (asset item 30)  

The item “financial assets at fair value” includes financial instruments designated as such in 
application of the fair value option (FVO). They consist exclusively of units in hedge funds 
purchased subsequent to 1st July 2007.  
These financial assets are recognised at fair value through profit or loss.  
 
 

 
 
As at 31st December 2009, financial assets designated at fair value, consisting exclusively of 
units held by UBI Banca in O.I.C.R. (collective investment instruments) hedge funds, 
amounted to 174 million euro, down from 460 million euro in December 2008. The decrease 
that occurred during the year (-286 million euro) reflects action taken already started in 2008 
to progressively reduce the portfolio in order to contain risks.  
It will be recalled that investments in hedge funds amounting 8,6 million euro (48,3 million euro 
at the end of 2008) are also present within financial assets held for trading, reported in the 
previous sub-section.  
 
Total investments in hedge funds as at 31st  December 2009 therefore totalled 182,4 million 
euro, a significant contraction compared to 508,5 million euro at the end of 2008.  
 
Capitalgest funds were subscribed over the twelve month period for a nominal amount of 
approximately 100 million euro (a book value of 108,8 million euro as at 31st  December with a 
level one fair value) and redemptions were received, net of redemption fees,5 amounting to 
395,4 million euro, including 245,1 million euro (out of 320 million euro) from applications for 
redemptions made before 31st December 2008 and 150,3 million euro (out of 203 million euro) 
relating to requests sent subsequent to 1st January 2009.  
 
As at 31st December 2009 requests to redeem sent but not yet redeemed concerned the entire 
hedge fund portfolio with the exception of the Capitalgest funds for an amount of 74,2 million 
euro.6 Nevertheless management data show that twelve funds, for an amount of 57,5 million 
euro, have temporarily suspended redemptions and/or declared that they were implementing 
a deferred redemption plan (known as a "gate") – as allowed for in their respective regulations – 
and/or have not disclosed the NAV and another 19 funds, for an amount of 16,7 million euro, 
have employed the use of “side pockets”.  
With regard to these types of hedge fund (side pockets, funds with suspended redemptions or 
for which an exit “gate” has been implemented), UBI Banca appointed a Swiss company that 
specialises in alternative investment services to perform due diligence activity in order to 
produce an analysis of the composition of the funds and of the liquidity and potential 
liquidation of the underlying assets as well as the procedures for valuing the illiquid assets. An 
initial analysis – performed in July – concerned funds with a value of approximately 119 
million euro. Subsequently a second due diligence investigation, performed at the beginning of 
2010, considered approximately 90% of the amount of the funds remaining in the portfolio at 
the end of year.  
 
As already reported in the interim financial report, during the first half a direct exposure to the 
fund Dynamic Decisions Growth Premium 2X with headquarters in the Cayman Islands, 
                                                            

5 The technical term used to indicate expenses for redemption.  
6 At the date of this report a further 22 million euro of hedge funds had been redeemed.  

Financial assets at fair value: composition

Figures  in thousands  of euro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total (a) Level 1 level 2 Level 3 Total (b) amount %

Debt instruments -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -            
Equity instruments -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -            
Units in O.I.C.R. 108.819    -              64.908      173.727    460.157    -              -              460.157    -286.430 -62,2%
Financing -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -            
TOTAL 108.819    -              64.908     173.727    460.157    -              -              460.157    -286.430 -62,2%

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes           
(a)/(b)
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recognised in the financial statements as at 31st December 2008 for 25,2 million euro, was 
completely written down due to uncertainties over the recoverability of the investment made. 
The receivers appointed in March found an almost total absence of funds on the current 
accounts of the fund after redemptions were authorised to a global hedge fund in December 
2008. Given the lack of funds to meet expenses connected with the liquidation process (as 
emerged from a meeting of investors and creditors held in London on 1st July), UBI Banca, 
during the third quarter UBI Banca signed an agreement with the receivers of the fund which 
gives preference in the redemption of sums recovered in return for financing paid to the 
receivers themselves.  
As concerns the specific condition of the Fund SV Special Situation, following information 
received from the fund manager concerning impairments of the assets, the fund was 
completely written-off (8,1 million euro).  
On aggregate, if the two positions just mentioned are excluded, the net result of the valuations 
of hedge funds awaiting redemptions was a loss of approximately four million euro.  
 
Finally as concerns the action taken by UBI Banc against the Thema International Plc fund 
(attributable to the Madoff collapse), fully written down in the 2008 accounts, a “statement of 
claim” was filed on 16th September, with which UBI Banca issued a summons to the Thema 
International Plc fund to appear before the Commercial Court of Dublin together with the relative 
depository bank, HSBC Institutional Trust Services Ltd. The case is still in progress and the 
parties have filed their respective statements over the last few months. In the meantime, UBI 
Banca is monitoring the class actions brought in the USA and the liquidation proceedings in 
progress in the British Virgin Islands brought against three funds attributable to Madoff, 
Fairfield Sigma Ltd, Kingate Euro Ltd and Kingate Global Ltd, in order to protect UBI Banca’s 
creditor rights also with respect to these actions.  
 
 
 
Available-for-sale financial assets (asset item 40)  

These assets are measured at fair value with the recognition of changes in a separate fair value 
reserve in shareholders’ equity, except for losses due to reductions in value that are considered 
significant or prolonged. In this case the reduction in value that occurred, increased or decreased 
by the negative or positive reserve that may have been recognised in equity previously, is 
recognised through profit and loss. In subsequent years, additional reductions in value are 
recognised through profit and loss, while write-backs are recognised directly in the fair value 
reserve in equity.  
 

 
 
Available-for-sale financial assets as at 31st December 2009 - more than 65% of which 
consisting of government securities – had risen to 6.386 million euro from 4.352 million at the 
end of 2008.  
 
The total was composed principally as follows:  
- the UBI Banca AFS portfolio amounting to 4.919 million euro (2.768 million euro the year 

before);  
- the IW Bank portfolio, held to stabilise that bank’s net interest income, given the particular 

nature of its normal operations, amounting to 787 million euro (666 million euro);  

Available-for-sale financial assets: composition

Figures  in thousands  of euro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total (a) Level 1 level 2 Level 3 Total  (b) amount %

Debt instruments 4.041.201 1.573.093 6.586 5.620.880 2.804.901 900.636 6.651 3.712.188 1.908.692 51,4%
Equity instruments 489.825 71.083 75.540 636.448 397.263 35.483 78.862 511.608 124.840 24,4%
Units in O.I.C.R. 17.177 110.046 260 127.483 14.646 111.950 -            126.596 887 0,7%
Financing -                -                1.446     1.446 -              -               1.446     1.446 -              -            

TOTAL 4.548.203 1.754.222 83.832 6.386.257 3.216.810 1.048.069 86.959 4.351.838 2.034.419 46,7%

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Changes           
(a)/(b)
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- the Centrobanca corporate bond portfolio which constitutes activity complementary to and 
consistent with the lending approach of that bank, amounting to 535 million euro (427 
million euro).  
 

The assets of UBI Assicurazioni (376 million euro at the end of 2008) are no longer included in 
the portfolio following the partial disposal of the company, now consolidated according to the 
equity method rather than on a line-by-line basis.  

 
The significant growth that occurred in the item over the twelve month period – from 3.712 
million euro to 5.621 million euro – was attributable primarily to debt securities in the UBI 
Banca portfolio. It was the  result both of greater investments in BTPs, with IRS hedge 
contracts entered into at the same time, and also of the transfer of mainly corporate securities 
(a nominal amount of 670 million euro) from the held to maturity portfolio, which was entirely 
eliminated in December.  
Furthermore, in the third quarter of the year a gain was realised on asset swap positions in 
BTPs – which were then gradually reconstituted – for a nominal amount of 1,5 billion euro, 
which generated a profit of approximately 20 million euro.  
 
The Centrobanca portfolio, however, increased during the year by 108 million euro. It was 
attributable to the purchase of corporate securities for a nominal amount of 57 million euro, 
against maturities and sales during the year for a nominal amount of 30,5 million euro, and 
also to a significant recovery in market values, which helped reduce the negative reserves in 
equity.  
Similarly, the IW Bank portfolio rose by 121 million euro over twelve months, the result 
primarily of greater purchases of government securities (BTPs and CCTs) in addition to a 
recovery in the prices of securities.  
 
Debt securities also include ABSs (all held by UBI Banca) eligible for refinancing with the ECB, 
with a book value of 165,2 million euro (176,4 million euro in December 2008), consisting of 
128,8 million euro from INPS (national insurance institute) securitisations (130,3 million euro) 
and 36,4 million euro (46,1 million euro) from banking securitisations (RMBSs - Residential 
Mortgage Backed Securities).  
 
Group investments in ABS securities, net of own securitisations, totalled 208 million euro at 
the end of 2009, down compared to 223,8 million euro in December 2008 as a result of partial 
redemptions. They were composed as follows:  

- 165,2 million euro, included in the AFS portfolio, presented here;  
- 37,8  million euro included in the held to maturity portfolio (as already reported in the sub-

section “financial assets held for trading”);  
- five million euro classified within loans and receivables relating to Centrobanca (a new 

investment in 2009).  
 

Investments in own securitisations, eliminated in the consolidation, amounted to 43,4 million 
euro (56,6 million euro in December 2008) and were composed of the following:  

- RMBS securities amounting to 6,6 million euro classified within assets held for trading and 
held by UBI Banca (Orio Finance) (24,3 million euro);  

- ABS securities amounting to 36,8 million euro as follows:  
 7,5 million euro in the AFS portfolio of Centrobanca (Sintonia Finance) (7,9 million euro);  
 8,3 million euro in the AFS portfolio of the Parent  (Lombarda Lease Finance 4) (3,4 

million euro);  
 21 million euro classified within loans and receivables relating to UBI Leasing (Lombarda 

Lease Finance 4) (21 million euro).  
 

Equity instruments increased from 512 million euro to 636 million euro. Shareholdings that 
are not classified as companies subject to control, joint control or significant influence and 
that are not held for merchant banking and private equity activities, are recognised here.  
The growth in these assets – consistent with the partial recovery in financial markets during 
the year – is basically due to the increase in the fair value of the listed equity investments, 
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with particular reference to the Intesa Sanpaolo share.7 Its market value at consolidated level 
rose from 365,4 million euro to 459,1 million euro, while the A2A share also rose from 14,2 
million euro to 16,4 million euro and the London Stock Exchange share (formerly Borsa 
Italiana) was valued at 12,6 million euro by markets compared to 8,5 million at the end of 
2008.  
The increases in fair value just reported were recognised, net of tax, as increases in the 
corresponding reserve in equity.  
As concerns unlisted equity instruments, while disposals totalled 21 million euro (Cedacri, 
SIA-SSB and participation in the Meliorbanca public tender offer), the principal new 
investments (all relating to UBI Banca) consisted of the following: a further 7,85% stake in the 
company S.A.C.B.O. (the company which operates the Bergamo, Orio al Serio airport) with a 
subsequent revaluation of the shares for a total of 31 million euro; a 5% interest in the 
company Autostrada Pedemontana Lombarda; and a further stake of 3,9 million euro in ICBPI 
(Istituto Centrale Banche Popolari Italiane).  
 
The investment in O.I.C.R. units (collective investment instruments) totalled 127 million euro, 
virtually unchanged compared to December 2008. The item also includes property funds – 
held almost entirely by UBI Banca – totalling 26 million euro (23 million euro twelve months 
before), including 17 million euro in relation to the Polis Fund (14 million euro) recognised 
within fair value level one.  
 
 
 
Held-to-maturity investments (asset item 50)  

This class of assets includes securities which it is intended and it is possible to hold until 
maturity. They are recognised at amortised cost.  
 

 
 
 
The held to maturity portfolio included fixed income Government securities – 1.621 million 
euro relating to the Parent  and the remainder to the company UBI Factor at the end of 2008 – 
designed as a “revolving” investment, profitable in a context of falling interest rates.  
In a scenario like that of the present, characterised by expectations of rises in short term 
interest rates, while long term rates are expected to remain stable, this type of investment 
would generate limited and progressively less income.  
In relation to these considerations, the Management Board of UBI Banca therefore decided to 
dispose of the held to maturity portfolio8 – because it was no longer considered strategic – with 
the consequent sale of existing positions (945 million euro of BTPs held by the Parent, already 
sold in 2009) and the transfer to the available-for-sale portfolio of the remaining assets 
consisting of CMS corporate bonds for a nominal amount of 650 million euro, including 350 
million euro issued by major banking counterparties, 20 million euro of BTPs and 10 million 
euro relating to UBI Factor.  
These disposal operations had a positive impact on the income statement amounting to 37,4 
million euro in relation to the sale of BTPs and they also resulted in the recognition of a loss in 
equity – due to the difference between the amortised cost and the fair value of the CMS 

                                                            

7 The UBI Banca Group holds a total of 145.022.912 shares, amounting to 1,22% of the share capital with voting rights.  
8 According to IAS 39, if a significant proportion of held to maturity investments are sold or reclassified, no financial instrument may be 

classified as held to maturity for a period of two years following the disinvestment (the “tainting” rule).  

Held-to-maturity investments: composition

31.12.2009

Figures  in thousands  of euro
Total         

(a)
Carrying 

amount (b)
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total amount %

Debt instruments -                      1.630.844         975.458   578.317   -             1.553.775    -1.630.844 -100,0%

Financing -                      -                      -             -             -             -                 -                 -           

TOTAL -                      1.630.844 975.458   578.317   -             1.553.775 -1.630.844 -100,0%

31.12.2008 Changes            
(a)/(b)
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securities reclassified within available-for-sale financial assets – amounting to 31,5 million 
euro.  
 

 

Exposures of the UBI Banca Group to some types of products  

This section provides an update of the position of the UBI Group with regard to some types of 
financial instruments, which since the subprime mortgage crisis in 2007, are now considered 
at high risk.  
 
 
Special purpose entities (SPEs)  
 
The involvement of the UBI Group in special purpose entities (SPEs9) mainly concerns the 
following types:  
- entities formed to allow the issue of “preference shares”;  
- conventional securitisation transactions 10  performed by Group member companies in 

accordance with Law No. 130 of 30th April 1999;  
- the issue of covered bonds, in accordance with Art. 7 bis of Law No.130/1999.  
 
Special purpose entities existed as at 31st December 2009, within the UBI Banca Group for the 
issue of “preference shares”, used as innovative instruments on international capital markets. 
These issues, which current supervisory regulations allow to be included in the consolidated 
tier one capital, take the form of non redeemable instruments with a fixed rate annual coupon 
for the first ten years and they have particularly junior levels of subordination. The preference 
shares included in the tier one capital amounted to 453,46  million and they were issued by a 
number of the banks which formed the Group prior to the merger. These special purpose 
entities, which in accordance with IFRS fall within the scope of consolidation of the 
consolidated financial statements of the Group11 are as follows:  
BPB Funding Llc; 
BPB Capital Trust (100% controlled by BPB Funding Llc);  
Banca Lombarda Preferred Capital Company Llc; 
Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust; 
BPCI Funding Llc; 
BPCI Capital Trust (100% controlled by BPCI Funding Llc).  
 
Securitisations form part of a strategic policy with a view to growth in lending on the one hand 
by simultaneously freeing up part of the supervisory capital relating to the amounts 
transferred and on the other hand to constitute an important medium-to-long term funding 
instrument. The underlying assets securitised consist of performing assets (mortgage loans, 
salary backed loans and leasing contracts) belonging to the network banks and other Group 
member companies. The list of SPEs12 used for the securitisations in which the Group is 
involved is as follows:  
 
Orio Finance Nr. 3 Plc; 
                                                            

9 Special Purpose Entities (SPE) are special companies formed to achieve a determined objective.  
10  With traditional securitisations the originator sells the portfolio to a special purpose entity which then issues tranches of asset‐backed securities in order to 

purchase it. With a synthetic securitisation on the other hand, the originator purchases protection for a pool of assets and transfers the credit risk attaching to 
the portfolio – either fully or in part – by using credit derivatives such as CDSs (credit default swaps) and CLNs (credit‐linked notes) or by means of personal 
guarantees.  

11 Control is by the Parent of the Group where no indication is given. See the section “The consolidation scope” in this respect.  
12 Part E, section 1 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements may be consulted for a detailed description of the Group’s 

special purpose entities and securitisations.  
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Albenza 3 Srl; 
Lombarda Lease Finance 2 Srl; 
Lombarda Lease Finance 3 Srl; 
Lombarda Lease Finance 4 Srl; 
UBI Lease Finance 5 Srl; 
Sintonia Finance Srl; 
UBI Finance Srl; 
24-7 Finance Srl; 
UBI Finance 2 Srl. 
 
With the exception of UBI Finance Srl, the special purpose entities listed above are included in 
the consolidated financial statements because these companies are in reality controlled, since 
their assets and liabilities were originated by Group member companies. As concerns Sintonia 
Finance, as the securitisation was multi-originator, only those assets and liabilities relating to 
the operation originated by Centrobanca are consolidated.  
 
The securitisations concerning the special purpose entities, 24-7 Finance Srl, UBI Lease 
Finance 5 Srl and UBI Finance 2 Srl were performed in order to constitute a portfolio of assets 
eligible as collateral for refinancing with the European Central Bank, consistent with Group 
policy for the management of liquidity risk.  
 
They were performed on performing residential mortgages, salary backed loans and consumer 
loans of B@nca 24-7 (24-7 Finance Srl), on lease contracts of UBI Leasing (UBI Lease Finance 
5 Srl) and on performing loans to small-to-medium sized enterprises of Banco di Brescia (UBI 
Finance 2 Srl).  
The entity, UBI Finance, on the other hand, was formed to purchase loans from banks as part 
of operations to issue covered bonds. As at 31st December 2009, UBI Banca had performed two 
issuances of covered bonds for a total of two billion euro as part of a programme for a 
maximum issuance of 10 billion euro. The originator banks issued a subordinated loan equal 
to the value of the loans sold to UBI Finance in order to fund the purchase. At the end of year 
these loans amounted to approximately 3,67 billion euro.  
In this respect, exposures are present in the UBI Group which relate solely to the special 
purpose entities formed for the securitisations mentioned and they all fall within the scope of 
the consolidation.  
 
As reported in detail in the table, ordinary lines of liquidity existed as at 31st December 2009 
granted by the Parent to the special purpose entity Orio Finance Nr.3 Plc for a total of five 
million euro, never drawn on (10,8 million euro as at 31st December 2008). Ordinary lines of 
liquidity were also granted by B@nca 24-7 to the entity 24-7 Finance for a total of 64,4 million 
euro, which have been drawn on entirely (66,6 million euro, entirely drawn on as at 31st  
December 2008).  
 
All the securitisations are hedged by swap contracts where the main objective is to stabilise 
the flow of interest generated by the securitised portfolio and to protect the special purpose 
entity from interest rate risk. These derivatives contracts were taken out between the entities 
and the respective hedging counterparties which, in order to be able to “close” the risk with 
originator, took out contracts – identical in form but opposite in the effects – with UBI Banca. 
The Parent, then in turn, renegotiated further mirror swaps with the respective originators.13  
 
The exposures relating to the derivatives mentioned (on the part of the Parent, Centrobanca 
and UBI Leasing to the special purpose entities created for the securitisation of their assets) 
had a total mark-to-market value of 65,6 million euro (36 million euro as at 31st December 
2008).  
No exposures exist to special purpose entities or other conduit operations with underlying 
securities or investments linked to United States subprime and Alt-A loans  

                                                            

13  The following constituted exceptions to that practice: the UBI Lease Finance 5 and UBI Finance 2 transactions, where the special purpose entity entered into 
swap contracts directly with UBI Banca (which then renegotiated mirror swaps with the originators UBI Leasing and UBI Banco Brescia) and the Sintonia 
Finance securitisation which Centrobanca Spa closed directly, without going through the Parent, hedging the risk by means of a swap contract.  
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The total assets of SPEs relating to securitisations amounted to approximately 13,5 billion 
euro (12,5 billion euro as at 31st December 2008). Details by asset class are given in the table 
below:  
 

 
(*) assets transferred not derecognised on the books of the originators 
The distribution by geographical location and credit rating of the underlying assets relating to 
the securitisations by the special purpose entities Lombarda Lease Finance 3, 4 and UBI Lease 
Finance 5 is given below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXPOSURES TO SPEs

Hedged
Bank / Gross of Net of by techniques to Gross of Net of

Group companies Entity Type of exposure Portfolio impairment impairment reduce impairment impairment
counterparty/credit

risk

UBI Banca ORIO3 Ordinary lines of liquidity - 5,0 5,0 - 10,8 10,8
Banca 24-7 24-7 Finance Ordinary lines of liquidity - 64,5 64,5 - 66,6 66,6
UBI Banca ORIO2 Financial derivatives Trading -                 -                 - 0,1 0,1
UBI Banca ORIO2 Financial derivatives Trading -                 -                 - 0,0 0,0
UBI Banca ORIO3 Financial derivatives Trading 0,1 0,1 - -0,5 -0,5

Centrobanca SINTONIA Financial derivatives Trading -0,6 -0,6 - -0,8 -0,8
UBI Leasing LLF2 Financial derivatives Trading 0,0 0,0 - -0,4 -0,4
UBI Leasing LLF3 Financial derivatives Trading -0,4 -0,4 - -0,3 -0,3
UBI Leasing LLF4 Financial derivatives Trading -0,4 -0,4 - 0,4 0,4
UBI Leasing LLF4 Financial derivatives Trading 0,1 0,1 - 0,0 0,0
UBI Leasing LLF4 Financial derivatives Trading 0,0 0,0 - 0,0 0,0
UBI Leasing LLF4 Financial derivatives Trading -0,1 -0,1 - 0,1 0,1
UBI Leasing LLF4 Financial derivatives Trading -0,1 -0,1 - 0,1 0,1
UBI Banca 24-7 Finance Financial derivatives Trading 72,0 72,0 - 42,2 42,2
UBI Banca UBI LF 5 Financial derivatives Trading -2,3 -2,3 - -4,7 -4,7
UBI Banca UBI Finance 2 Financial derivatives Trading -2,6 -2,6 - -                  -                  

Banco Brescia UBI Finance Subordinated financing - 1.613,3 1.613,3 - 1.299,8 1.299,8
B. Reg. Europea UBI Finance Subordinated financing - 704,9 704,9 - 557,5 557,5
B. Pop. Bergamo UBI Finance Subordinated financing - 1.347,6 1.347,6 - - -

Figures in millions of euro Classifications Amount as at 31.12.2009 Amount as at 31.12.2008

SPE UNDERLYING ASSETS

Figures in millions o f euro

Va lua tion Gro ss  o f Ne t o f Gross  o f Net of 
Entity T o ta l a sse ts Class o f und erly ing  a sse t Accounting  crite ria  impa irment imp a irme nt imp a irme nt impairment

c la ss ifica tion ad op te d

Albenza 2 Srl -                      Mortgages L&R CA -                      -                      63,6                  63,5                   
Albenza 3 Srl 59,4               Mortgages L&R CA 53,3                53,2               75,1                  75,0                   

Sintonia Finance 38,2               Mortgages L&R CA 33,4                31,4               34,5                  34,4                   
24-7 Finance 6.222,4          Mortgages L&R CA 2.166,4          (*) 2.154,8         (*) 2.456,7            (*) 2.449,1             (*)
24-7 Finance -                      Salary backed loans L&R CA 551,7             (*) 551,5             (*) 731,3               (*) 731,1                (*)
24-7 Finance -                      Consumer loans L&R CA 1.665,2          (*) 1.629,7         (*) 2.575,0            (*) 2.534,6             (*)

Lease Finance 2 -                      Leasing L&R CA -                      -                      63,2                  63,2                   
Lease Finance 3 79,2               Leasing L&R CA 56,0                56,0               100,6               100,6                
Lease Finance 4 441,4             Leasing L&R CA 332,9             332,6             532,2               531,7                

UBI Lease Finance 5 4.128,4          Leasing L&R CA 2.917,7          (*) 2.906,5         (*) 3.879,3            (*) 3.870,8             (*)
Orio Finance 2 -                      RMBS Notes  (ALBENZA 2 Srl) L&R CA -                      -                      65,5                  65,5                   
Orio Finance 3 54,7               RMBS Notes (ALBENZA 3 Srl) L&R CA 54,3                54,3               75,9                  75,9                   
UBI Finance 3.681,7          Mortgages L&R CA 3.613,7          3.606,5         1.836,5            1.832,1             
UBI Finance 2 2.125,7          Loans to SMEs and small businesses L&R CA 1.632,7          (*) 1.627,9         (*) -                        -                         

Total impaired assets, mortgages and loans 133,0 82,7 10,8                  8,6                     
Total impaired assets, leasing 248,8 242,2 35,9                  33,1                   

T OT AL 16.831,0   13.459,1   13.329,3   12.536,1     12.469,2      

Classification of underlying assets of the securitisation Amount as at 31.12.2009 Amount as at 31.12.2008
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Distribution of the underlying assets of the UBI Leasing securitisations  
 

  
DISTRIBUTION BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA                                     DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS BY   CREDIT RATING  

 
 
 
 
 
Exposure in ABS, CDO, CMBS and other structured credit products  

As at 31st December 2009, the UBI Banca Group held direct investments in ABS instruments 
amounting to 210,4 million euro (238,2 million euro in December 2008), net of repurchases of 
tranches of its own securitisations, consisting mainly of the following:  
- a collateralised debt obligation (“CBO Investment Jersey Ltd 1999-2010”, classified within 

financial assets held for trading), amounting to 35,6 million euro and matured in January 
2010 (44,3 million euro as at 31st December 2008), with the underlying consisting of 
securities issued by supranational institutions;  

- ABS instruments totalling 2,2 million euro (recognised within financial assets held for 
trading), belonging almost exclusively to the subsidiary UBI Banca International Sa, with 
underlying assets mainly of European origin (3,1 million euro as at 31st December 2008);  

- ABS securities totalling five million euro, classified within the loans and receivables 
portfolio of Centrobanca, with underlying non performing loans of banking origin, backed 
by mortgage guarantees (new investment in 2009);  

- other structured credit products totalling 2,4 million euro (classified within financial assets 
held for trading in the UBI Banca International Sa portfolio) with an investment grade credit 
rating (14,4 million euro at the end of 2008);  

- ABS instruments totalling 128,8 million (recognised within available-for-sale financial 
assets) relating to senior tranches of INPS (national insurance institute) securitisations 
(amounting to 130,3 million euro as at 31st December 2008);  

- RMBS instruments amounting to 36,4 million euro (recognised within available-for-sale 
financial assets) and relating to the senior tranches of the residential mortgage 
securitisations of a major Italian banking group (46,1 million euro as at 31st December 
2008).  

 
The total amount of the direct investments in structured credit products (net of impairment) 
listed above accounted for 0,17% of consolidated Group assets.  
The ABS instruments classified within financial assets held for trading relate to trading 
activity that is subject to risk limits which are monitored daily.  
ABS securities recognised within available-for-sale financial assets are eligible for refinancing 
with the European Central Bank.  
No direct investments exist in securities backed by commercial mortgages (CMBS).  
 
The table summarises Group exposures in ABS instruments: none of the positions listed 
contained underlying assets linked to subprime or Alt-A loans.  

51,4%

10,6%

5,2%

8,0%

2,4%
3,4%
1,3%
1,3%

16,4%

Lombardy Veneto Piedmont

Latium Trentino Alto Adige Emilia Romagna

Liguria Friuli Venezia Giulia Other

84,8%

1,2%

0,6%
13,4%

AAA A BBB no rating
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Positions relating to own securitisations, eliminated when consolidating the accounts, totalled 
12 billion euro (10 billion euro as at 31st December 2008) and related almost totally to ABS 
instruments.  
 
In detail:  
 

 
 
In addition to the direct exposures, hedge funds or funds of hedge funds were identified among 
the assets present in Group portfolios with exposures to structured credit products of the CDO 
and CMBS type. Investment in these funds as at 31st December 2009 amounted to 
approximately 148 million euro (net of impairment losses/write-backs) and presented very low 
percentages of exposure (four hedge funds out of a total of 16 had a percentage of exposure 
lower than 2%). Total indirect exposure to CDOs and CMBSs amounted to approximately 0,5 
million euro, much lower than previously  (2,3 million euro as at 30th June 2009, 4,8 million 
euro as at 31st December 2008).  
 
Net gains/losses attributable to structured credit products classified as held for trading are 
recognised within item 80 of the income statement “Net trading income/loss” and amounted to 
+1,1 million, compared to -10,9 million euro in  2008.  
As concerns the fair value effect for structured products classified within available-for-sale 
financial assets, the reserve in equity was credited, net of the tax, by a positive amount of less 
than 0,1 million euro (-1,5 million euro as at 30th June 2009; -1,8 million euro as at 31st 
December 2008).  

DIRECT EXPOSURE IN ABS

Figures in millions of euro

Hedged
Counterparty Accounting Gross of Net of by techniques to Gross of Net of 
relationship Type of exposure Rating Seniority classification impairment impairment reduce impairment impairment

counterparty/credit
risk

investor ABS HFT 2,2 2,2 no 3,1 3,1
investor ABS AAA Senior AFS 128,2 128,8 no 130,9 130,3
investor ABS L&R 5,0 5,0 no -                -                 
investor RMBS AAA Senior AFS 34,3 36,4 no 48,2 46,1
investor CDO HFT 35,5 35,6 no 44,3 44,3
investor Other structured products HFT 2,4 2,4 no 20,5 14,4

TOTALE 207,8 210,4 247,0 238,2

Classifications Amount as at 31.12.2009 Amount as at 31.12.2008

EXPOSURE IN ABS - OWN SECURITISATIONS

Figures in millions of euro Amount as at 31.12.2009 Amount as at 31.12.2008

Bank / Type of net of net of
Group companies Securitisation exposure Rating Seniority impairment impairment

Centrobanca Sintonia ABS - Junior 7,5 7,6
Centrobanca Lombarda Lease Finance 2 ABS AAA Senior 0,0 0,3
UBI Leasing Lombarda Lease Finance 4 ABS - Junior 21,0 21,0
UBI Banca Orio - Albenza CDO - Junior 6,6 24,3
UBI Banca Lombarda Lease Finance 4 ABS BBB Mezzanine 2,9 3,4
UBI Banca Lombarda Lease Finance 4 ABS AAA Senior 5,4 -                                        
Banca 24-7 24-7 Finance ABS AAA Senior 5.130,0 (*) 5.130,0
Banca 24-7 24-7 Finance ABS - Junior 775,1 775,1
UBI Leasing UBI Lease Finance 5 ABS Aaa Senior 3.440,5 (*) 3.440,5
UBI Leasing UBI Lease Finance 5 ABS - Junior 583,6 583,6

Banco Brescia UBI Finance 2 ABS AAA Senior 1.559,5 (*) -
Banco Brescia UBI Finance 2 ABS - Junior 519,9 -

TOTAL 12.051,9 9.985,8

(*) Securities used as collateral for refinancing with the ECB.

Classifications
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Other subprime and Alt-A exposures  

Again at the end of 2009, indirect exposures to subprime and Alt-A mortgages existed that 
were contained in hedge funds or funds of hedge funds held by the Parent. The percentages of 
exposure to subprime and Alt-A mortgages were again low (no fund had a percentage exposure 
of greater than 2%), with total exposure to subprime and Alt-A loans of approximately one 
million euro, constantly decreasing (1,4 million euro as at 30th June 2009, 1,6 million euro as 
at 31st December 2008).  
 
 
Exposures to monoline insurers  
Indirect exposures to monoline insurance companies exist in hedge funds or funds of hedge 
funds held by UBI Banca. The percentages of exposure nevertheless remain modest, with an 
overall position as at 31st December 2009 amounting of less than 0,1 million euro (1,1 million 
euro as at 30th June 2009, 1,3 million euro as at 31st December 2008).  
As on the other hand concerns insurance policies to protect residential mortgage loans – for 
the part exceeding 80% of the mortgage –, B@nca 24-7 has an exposure of 71,7 million euro to 
a monoline insurance company14 (79,5 million euro at the end of 2008).  
 
 
Leveraged Finance 
The term leveraged finance is used in the UBI Group to refer to finance provided for a company 
or an initiative which has debt that is considered higher than normal on the market and is 
therefore considered a higher risk. Usually this finance is used for specific acquisition 
purposes (e.g. the acquisition of a company by other companies – either directly or through 
vehicles/funds – owned by internal [buy in] or external [buy out] management teams), 
characterised by “non investment grade” ratings (less than BB) and/or by remuneration that is 
higher than normal market levels.  
 
Structured finance operations have been centralised in Centrobanca in accordance with the 
business model of the Group. In order to implement this a special organisational unit has 
been formed at Centrobanca and a specific policy has been formulated to combine the 
achievement of budget targets in terms of business volumes and profits with appropriate 
management of the attached risks.  
Briefly, operations are based on a maximum investment ceiling, reviewed annually and 
allocated on the basis of rating classes for operations according to predefined maximum 
percentages. The system of limits is calculated to seek greater diversification as a function of 
the higher credit risk with particular attention paid to the concentration of risk on a single 
counterparty, both within Centrobanca and cumulatively within the UBI Group (the concept of 
the  “banking group in the group of companies”).  
Appropriate guidelines and adequate controls are employed with regard to both Group credit 
policies and the duration and repayment schedules for the transactions.  
 
The table below summarises on and off-balance sheet exposure for leveraged finance by 
Centrobanca as at 31st  December 2009. That activity accounts for approximately 18% of total 
lending to customers by Centrobanca (20% as at 30th June 2009, 17% as at 31st December 
2009). The amount relates to 128 positions for an average unit exposure of ten million euro. 
There were around ten positions with exposure of greater than 20 million euro corresponding 
to approximately 30% of the total.  
 

                                                            

14 B@nca 24-7 ceased business with the insurance company and existing policies will progressively decrease in number. 
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Leveraged finance activity of Centrobanca as at 31st December 2009  
 

 
 
 
 

Distribution of Centrobanca leveraged exposures  
 
 
 

 
 
Residual exposures also exist within the UBI Banca Group – approximately 384 million euro 
(364 million euro as at 31st December 2008) – relating to leveraged finance transactions 
performed before this type of business was centralised at  Centrobanca. They were performed 
by the network banks relating to a total of 48 positions with average unit exposure of eight 
million euro.  
The principal amounts related to Banco di Brescia (157,9 million euro), Banca Regionale 
Europea (71,5 million euro), Banca Popolare di Bergamo (67,8 million euro) and Banca 
Popolare Commercio e Industria (63,6 million euro).  
 
 
Financial derivative instruments for trading with customers  
(Business in trading derivatives, market and counterparty risks assumed)  
 
In quantitative terms, the analyses performed each quarter for internal monitoring purposes 
show that the risks assumed by customers are generally low and they outlined a conservative 
profile for UBI Group business in OTC derivatives with customers.  
 
An update of the qualitative analysis, performed as at 31st December 2009 found the following:  
- an increase in the negative total mark-to-market value for customers, which stood at 3,57% 

of the notional value of the contracts, compared to 3,25% as at 31st December 2008, 
attributable mainly to the cuts in interest rates that commenced towards the end of 2008, 
which affected the value of contracts that hedge against rises in interest rates;  

- the notional amount for existing contracts totalling 6,797 billion euro included interest rate 
derivatives amounting to 6,45 billion euro and currency derivatives amounting to 0,343 
billion euro. The notional amount for contracts on commodities was marginal amounting to 
4,4 million euro;  

- transactions in hedging derivatives account for approximately 93,5% of the notional 
amount traded for interest rate derivatives and 97% for currency derivatives;  

- the total net mark-to-market (interest rate, currency and commodities derivatives) 
amounted to approximately -233 million euro. Those contracts with a negative mark-to-
market for customers were valued at approximately -243 million euro.  

 
Following the approval on 10th September 2009 of a revision of the “Policy for the sale of OTC 
derivative instruments to customers” by the Supervisory Board of UBI Banca, on 13th October 

used impaired used impaired
1.194,3 -9,2 90,7 -6,5 

Guaranteed loans
gross exposure to customers

On-balance sheet exposure
gross exposure to customers

(figures  in millio ns  o f euro )
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2009 the Management Board of UBI Banca issued the “Regulations for the sale of OTC 
derivative instruments to customers”, which implement the policy in operational terms and 
involve the following:  
• customer segmentation and classes of customers associated with specific classes of 

products. More specifically, it was confirmed that the purpose of the derivatives 
transactions must be hedging and that transactions containing speculative elements must 
be of a residual nature; 

• rules for assessing the appropriateness of transactions, defined on the basis of the products 
sold to each class of customer;  

• principles of integrity and transparency on which the range of OTC derivatives offered to 
customers must be based, in compliance with the guidelines laid down by the Italian 
Banking Association (and approved by the CONSOB) for illiquid financial products;  

• rules and processes for assessing credit exposure, which grant credit lines with maximum 
limits for trading in interest rate derivatives and credit lines on each single transaction for 
currency derivatives and commodities derivatives, while counterparty risk is assessed on 
the basis of Bank of Italy circular No. 263/2006;  

• rules and processes for managing restructuring operations, while underlining their 
exceptional nature;  

• the catalogue of products offered to customers and the relative credit equivalents, updated 
with respect to previous versions.  
 
 
 
OTC interest rate derivatives: details of instrument types and classes of customer 

 
 

Type of instrument Policy customer class Number of 
transactions Notional MtM of which negative MtM

Purchase of caps 3: Professional and qualified 61               181.311.490,57            656.776,11 -
2: Non private individual retail 456             184.541.117,47            1.395.222,02 -
1: Private individual retail 422             46.002.326,43              780.744,41 -

Purchase of caps Total 939            411.854.934,47            2.832.742,54 -
Capped swaps 3: Professional and qualified 74               329.088.948,21            -6.967.928,95 -6.967.928,95

2: Non private individual retail 1.319          689.466.080,14            -18.888.493,62 -18.906.863,17
1: Private individual retail 6.727          712.836.087,39            -6.843.637,24 -6.843.637,24

Capped swaps Total 8.120          1.731.391.115,74         -32.700.059,81 -32.718.429,36
IRS Interest rate swaps 3: Professional and qualified 228             1.576.804.738,23         -50.612.310,92 -51.389.205,96

2: Non private individual retail 1.029          1.450.976.040,29         -59.822.243,50 -60.124.344,96
1: Private individual retail 1.667          206.456.768,89            -7.491.314,87 -7.491.314,87

IRS Interest rate swaps Total 2.924          3.234.237.547,41         -117.925.869,29 -119.004.865,79
IRS Step Up 3: Professional and qualified 27               83.796.325,97              -5.894.496,06 -5.894.496,06

2: Non private individual retail 98               193.995.785,24            -16.271.821,48 -16.351.299,18
IRS Step up Total 125            277.792.111,21            -22.166.317,54 -22.245.795,24

Total Class 1: hedging derivatives 12.108 5.655.275.708,83 -169.959.504,10 -173.969.090,39
Class 1: % of Group total 97,347% 87,69% 72,77% 73,20%

Purchase of caps (including KI/KO) 3: Professional and qualified 2                 1.500.000,00                -30.135,83 -30.135,83
2: Non private individual retail 20               33.460.764,78              -685.593,98 -685.653,22

Purchase of caps (including KI/KO) Total 22              34.960.764,78             -715.729,81 -715.789,05
Purchase of collars (including KI/KO) 3: Professional and qualified 5                 37.147.193,12              -948.202,48 -948.202,482: Retail Non Privato 12             26.126.853,46            1.644.983,02 1.644.983,02

17              63.274.046,58             -2.593.185,50 -2.593.185,50
IRS Cap spreads 2: Non private individual retail 1                 370.604,00                  -2.281,90 -2.281,90
IRS Cap spreads Total 1                370.604,00                  -2.281,90 -2.281,90
IRS Convertible 3: Professional and qualified 12               172.859.310,02            -9.886.269,24 -9.886.269,24

2: Non private individual retail 67               101.454.779,38            -4.783.171,95 -4.783.171,95
IRS Convertible Total 79              274.314.089,40            -14.669.441,19 -14.669.441,19

Total Class 2: hedging derivatives with possible exposure to contained financial risks 119             372.919.504,76 -17.980.638,40 -17.980.697,64
Class 2: % of Group total 0,957% 5,78% 7,70% 7,57%

3 a
Dual swaps ¹ 2: Non private individual retail 2                 560.000,00                  -7.296,90 -7.296,90
Dual swaps Total 2                560.000,00                  -7.296,90 -7.296,90
IRS Range 3: Professional and qualified 29               121.418.259,77            -11.786.454,96 -11.786.454,96

2: Non private individual retail 141             222.823.058,63            -24.696.485,69 -24.696.485,69
1: Private individual retail ³ 1                 500.000,00                  -60.242,78 -60.242,78

IRS Range Total 171            344.741.318,40            -36.543.183,43 -36.543.183,43
IRS Dynamic stability 2: Non private individual retail 2                 3.000.000,00                11.106,31 -
IRS Dynamic stability Total 2                3.000.000,00               11.106,31 -
Memory floors ² 2: Non private individual retail 1                 4.000.000,00                -5.045.875,63 -5.045.875,63
Memory floors Total 1                4.000.000,00               -5.045.875,63 -5.045.875,63

Total Class 3a: partial hedging derivatives with pre-established maximum loss 176 352.301.318,40 -41.585.249,65 -41.596.355,96

Policy 
product class

1

2

² Prior transaction not attributable to product policy - maturity 28/02/2012

Purchase of collars (incl. KI/KO) Total

Data as at 31st December 2009

³ Transaction stipulated with the customers Gianluigi Vezzoli and Lorenzo Vezzoli (Trade date 15/06/2007 - Maturity 19/06/2013)

¹ Transactions not attributable to product policy, resulting from the acquisition of Intesa branches by Banco di San Giorgio and of the consequent derivatives migration that took place on
16/03/2009. Maturity: 26/02/2010 for the notional transaction for 60.000 euro, 15/07/2010 for the notional transaction for 500.000 euro.
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OTC currency derivatives: details of instrument types and classes of customer  

 
 

Type of instrument Policy customer class Number of 
transactions Notional MtM of which negative MtM

3 b
Gap floater swaps 3: Professional and qualified 1                 811.158,00                  7.498,43 -

2: Non private individual retail 3                 7.253.854,00                -88.770,85 -93.943,26
Gap floater swaps Total 4                8.065.012,00               -81.272,42 -93.943,26

IRS corridor accruals 3: Professional and qualified 6                 15.500.000,00              -457.873,31 -457.873,31
2: Non private individual retail 6                 8.400.000,00                -219.419,72 -219.419,72

IRS corridor accruals Total 12              23.900.000,00             -677.293,03 -677.293,03

IRS Range stability 3: Professional and qualified 3                 7.268.954,00                -809.146,83 -809.146,83
2: Non private individual retail 14               25.650.000,00              -2.536.716,74 -2.536.716,74

IRS Range stability Total 17              32.918.954,00             -3.345.863,57 -3.345.863,57

Quanto trigger swaps 3: Professional and qualified 1                 3.000.000,00                51.897,58               -
Quanto trigger swaps Total 1                3.000.000,00               51.897,58               -

Sale of collars (including KI/KO) ¹ 2: Non private individual retail 1 805.966,00                  29.184,03               -
Sale of collars (including KI/KO) Total 1 805.966,00                  29.184,03               -

Total Class 3b: speculative derivatives with unquantifiable maximum loss 35 68.689.932,00 -4.023.347,41 -4.117.099,86

Total Class 3: derivatives not for hedging 211 420.991.250,40 -45.608.597,06 -45.713.455,82

Class 3: % of Group total 1,696% 6,53% 19,53% 19,23%

Total UBI Group 12.438 6.449.186.463,99 -233.548.739,56 -237.663.243,85

Policy 
product class

¹ Prior transaction not attributable to product policy - maturity 13/12/2010

Data as at 31st December 2009

Policy product 
class Type of instrument Policy customer class Number of 

transactions Notional MtM of which negative MtM

Average rate options forward 3: Professional and qualified 12 8.337.746,01 -139.562,71 -181.116,64
Average rate options forward Total 12 8.337.746,01 -139.562,71 -181.116,64
Collars 3: Professional and qualified 25 18.851.205,76 -17.370,36 -109.060,30

2: Non private individual retail 1 230.769,23 1.092,44 -
Collars Total 26 19.081.974,99 -16.277,92 -109.060,30
New collars 3: Professional and qualified 30 13.060.551,78 -211.200,86 -211.200,86

2: Non private individual retail 4 1.052.448,68 -6.039,66 -6.039,66
New collars Total 34 14.113.000,46 -217.240,52 -217.240,52
Forward synthetic 3: Professional and qualified 106 67.922.487,15 -7.036,96 -923.682,04

2: Non private individual retail 48 16.058.876,57 550.213,81 -108.143,16
Forward synthetic Total 154 83.981.363,72 543.176,85 -1.031.825,20
Knock in forward 3: Professional and qualified 56 25.463.428,76 217.654,37 -182.299,63

2: Non private individual retail 17 5.864.583,09 -203.291,96 -259.989,42
Knock in forward Total 73 31.328.011,85 14.362,41 -442.289,05
Options purchased by customer 3: Professional and qualified 19 12.248.389,46 395.470,99 -

2: Non private individual retail 8 1.936.990,08 48.655,29 -
Options purchased by customer Total 27 14.185.379,54 444.126,28 -
Plafond 3: Professional and qualified 88 75.589.404,89 -669.210,86 -1.667.903,72

2: Non private individual retail 170 86.325.350,18 -152.731,61 -1.307.154,84
Plafond Total 258 161.914.755,07 -821.942,47 -2.975.058,56

Total Class 2: hedging derivatives with possible exposure to contained financial risks 584 332.942.231,64 -193.358,08 -4.956.590,27
Class 2: % of Group total 95,89% 97,03% - 97,85%

Knock out forward 3: Professional and qualified 6 4.675.746,61 -27.351,28 -27.351,28
Knock out forward Total 6 4.675.746,61 -27.351,28 -27.351,28
Knock out knock in forward 3: Professional and qualified 5 1.585.132,26 -20.427,97 -20.995,45
Knock out knock in forwards Total 5 1.585.132,26 -20.427,97 -20.995,45
Knock out knock in collars 3: Professional and qualified 8 2.666.666,64 6.311,29 -5.678,39
Knock out knock in collars Total 8 2.666.666,64 6.311,29 -5.678,39
Options sold by customer 3: Professional and qualified 6 1.277.629,50 -54.655,78 -54.655,78
Options sold by customer Total 6 1.277.629,50 -54.655,78 -54.655,78

Total Class 3: derivatives not for hedging 25 10.205.175,01 -96.123,74 -108.680,90
Class 3: % of Group total 4,11% 2,97% - 2,15%

Total UBI Group 609 343.147.406,65 -289.481,82 -5.065.271,17

3

2

Data as at 31st December 2009
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OTC commodities derivatives: details of instrument types and classes of customer  
 

 
 

OTC derivatives: top 5 counterparties for network banks  

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Type of instrument Policy customer class Number of 
transactions Notional MtM of which negative 

MtM

Forward synthetic 3: Professional and qualified 1 1.446.600,00 413.450,00 -
Forward synthetic Total 1 1.446.600,00 413.450,00 -
Commodity swaps 3: Professional and qualified 5 2.918.920,00 -10.990,61 -105.713,00
Commodity swaps Total 5 2.918.920,00 -10.990,61 -105.713,00

Total Class 2: hedging derivatives with possible exposure to contained financial risks 6                4.365.520,00 402.459,39 -105.713,00

Total UBI Group 6             4.365.520,00 402.459,39 -105.713,00

Total UBI Group 13.053    6.796.699.390,64 -233.435.761,99 -242.834.228,02

Policy product 
class

2

Data as at 31st December 2009

Network bank Total negative MtM for the 
network bank

Banco di Brescia -72.702.541 20,32% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 17,82%
2: Non private individual retail 2,50%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca Popolare di Bergamo -39.438.995 27,18% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 22,77%
2: Non private individual retail 4,42%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca Regionale Europea -36.103.280 22,96% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 19,99%
2: Non private individual retail 2,97%
1: Private individual retail -

Centrobanca -29.944.959 59,80% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 32,27%
2: Non private individual retail 27,54%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca Popolare Commercio & Industria -26.413.647 29,22% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 7,38%
2: Non private individual retail 21,84%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca Popolare di Ancona -17.268.131 34,58% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 9,30%
2: Non private individual retail 25,28%
1: Private individual retail -

Banco di San Giorgio -13.414.711 28,00% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 0,00%
2: Non private individual retail 28,00%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca di Valle Camonica -5.493.007 40,27% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 27,49%
2: Non private individual retail 12,78%
1: Private individual retail -

Banca Carime -2.045.800 54,05% of which: 3: Professional and qualified 54,05%
2: Non private individual retail 0,00%
1: Private individual retail -

UBI Private Investment -9.158 63,65% of which: 3: Professional and qualified -
2: Non private individual retail -
1: Private individual retail 63,65%

% of negative MtM of first 5 Counterparties out of total negative MtM 
for the network bank
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Equity and capital adequacy  
 

 
 
The consolidated equity of the UBI 
Banca Group as at 31st December 
2009, inclusive of profit for the year, 
amounted to 11.411,2 million euro 
compared to 11.140,2 million euro for 
2008.  
 
As shown in the statement of changes 
in consolidated equity contained 
among the mandatory consolidated financial statements, the increase of 271 million euro that 
occurred over the twelve month period is attributable to:  
• the full allocation of 2008 net profit to dividends and other uses amounting to 69 million 

euro;  
• the use of reserves of 234,2 million euro to pay dividends;  
• the allocation to reserves when use of 2008 UBI Banca profits was decided of a total of 9,8 

million euro, including 2,4 million euro to the legal reserve and 7,4 million euro to the 
unavailable reserve for net gains on non negotiable financial instruments;  

• a negative change in reserves of approximately 11 million euro, including 4,1 million euro 
relating to reserves of profits;  

• a total increase in the fair value reserve amounting to 305,3 million euro. This consisted of 
291,1 million euro relating to available-for-sale financial assets, 10,7 million euro relating 
to cash flow hedging and 3,5 million euro to “actuarial gains/losses on defined benefit 
plans”1;  

• the recognition of consolidated  profit for 2009 of 270,1 million euro.  
 
As can be seen from the table, the increase of 291,1 million euro already mentioned in the “fair 
value reserve for available-for-sale financial assets” primarily reflects the significant increases 
in fair value that occurred in the securities held in portfolio (net of tax and minority interests). 
In detail:  
• the negative balance on the fair value reserve for debt securities was reduced by 144,9 

million euro as a result of the increase in fair value by more than 200 million euro 
attributable to the portfolios of UBI Banca, Centrobanca and IW Bank;  

• the positive balance on the reserve for equity instruments increased by 136,4 million euro, 
due to recoveries in fair value of 148,5 million euro, including 118,3 million euro relating to 
the interest held in Intesa Sanpaolo.  

 

                                                            

1 The amounts reported relate only to the portion attributable to the Group, excluding therefore the portion attributable to minority 
interests  

Reconciliation between equity and profit of the Parent with consolidated 
equity and net profit as at 31st December 2009

Figures in thousands of euro
Equity of which: Profit for the 

year

Equity and profit for the year in the financial statements of the Parent 10.662.230 406.317

Effect of consolidation of subsidiaries including joint ventures 1.445.987 485.128

Effect of valuing other significant equity investments using the equity method 57.571 34.156

Dividends received during the year -                                      -571.496 

Other consolidation adjustments (including the effects of the PPA) -754.540 -84.006 

Equity and profit for the year in the consolidated financial statements 11.411.248 270.099

Fair value reserves attributable to the Group: composition

Figures in thousands of euro 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Available-for-sale financial assets 168.729 -122.339 

Cash flow hedges -1.948 -12.660 

Foreign currency differences -243 -243 

Actuarial gains/losses -2.399 -5.938 

Special revaluation laws 70.904            70.884            

TOTAL 235.043         -70.296 
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Capital adequacy  

 
 
 

As at 31st December 2009, the supervisory capital of the UBI Group amounted to 10,2 billion 
euro, an increase compared to approximately ten billion euro at the end of 2008.  
 

Figures in thousands of euro
Debt 

securities
Equity 

instruments

Units in 
O.I.C.R.       

(c olle c tive  inve s tme nt 
ins trume nts )

Financing Total

1. Opening balances as at 1st January 2009 -147.320 36.951 -11.970 -                        -122.339 
2. Positive changes 227.607         151.303         20.126           -                        399.036        

2.1 Increases in fair value 204.344          148.494          8.439              -                        361.277         
2.2 Transfer to income statement of negative reserves 10.322            2.600              10.377            -                        23.299           

- for impairment 1.843              2.098              9.085              -                        13.026           
- from disposal 8.479              502                 1.292              -                        10.273           

2.3 Other changes 12.941            209                 1.310              -                        14.460           

3. Negative changes -82.735 -14.874 -10.359 -                        -107.968 
3.1 Decrease in fair value -4.962 -2.241 -2.374 -                        -9.577 
3.2 Impairment losses -                      -                      -                      -                        -                     
3.3 Transfer to income statement of positive reserves: from disposal -2.246 -3.115 -1 -                        -5.362 
3.4 Other changes -75.527 -9.518 -7.984 -                        -93.029 

4. Closing balances as at 31st December 2009 -2.448 173.380 -2.203 -                        168.729

Fair value reserves of available-for-sale financial assets attributable to the Group: annual changes

Capital ratios (Basel 2 standard)

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Tier 1 capital before filters 6.563.377 6.660.050

Preference shares (nominal amount) 453.460 570.000

Tier 1 capital filters -58.244 -180.445 

Tier 1 capital after filters 6.958.593 7.049.605
Deductions from tier 1 capital -141.717 -104.882 

Tier 1 after filters and specific deductions 6.816.876 6.944.723

Supplementary capital after filters 3.683.037 3.379.370
Deductions from supplementary capital -141.717 -104.882 

Supplementary capital after filters and specific deductions (Tier 2) 3.541.320 3.274.488

Deductions from tier 1+supplementary capital -155.641 -258.399 

Total supervisory capital 10.202.555 9.960.812
Credit and counterparty risk 6.190.116 6.456.869

Market risk 143.085 205.842

Operational risk 520.959 528.635

Other prudential requirements -                                 -                                 

Total prudential requirements 6.854.160 7.191.346

Subordinated liabilities Tier 3
Nominal amount -                                 -                                 

Amount eligible -                                 -                                 

Risk weighted assets 85.677.000 89.891.825

Core tier 1 after specific deductions from tier 1 capital (tier 1 capital net of preference�
shares/risk weighted assets)

7,43% 7,09% 

Tier 1 capital ratio 
(Tier 1 capital /risk weighted assets)

7,96% 7,73% 

Total capital ratio 
[(Supervisory capital+tier 3 calculable)/risk weighted assets]

11,91% 11,08% 
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The change that occurred over the twelve month period is the aggregate result of a fall in the 
tier one capital,2  which was more than offset by increases in the supplementary capital3 and a 
reduction in the deductions applied to both the tier one and the supplementary components.4.  
 
At the end of 2009 compliance with capital adequacy requirements resulted in a capital 
requirement of approximately 6,9 billion euro, 0,3 billion euro less than a year before as a 
result of less absorption of capital for credit and counterparty5 risk and to a lesser extent for 
market risk following the disposals of hedge fund investments.  
 
The result was a general improvement in all the capital ratios as at 31st December 2009, 
calculated including the effects of the proposed dividend.  
 
The core tier one ratio rose to 7,43% and the tier one ratio to 7,96%, while the total capital 
ratio reached 11,91%. These ratios do not include the additional positive impact of more than 
70 basis points that could result from the potential conversion of the  convertible loan issued 
in July 2009 as part of capital management operations already reported in detail in the section 
“significant events that occurred during the year”, which may be consulted.  
 
 

                                                            

2   The decrease in the tier one capital is due on the one hand to the reduction in minority interests – following transactions to 
reorganise corporate structure that occurred in 2009 – and on the other hand to the innovative capital instruments that were called 
in as part of the public exchange offer and to the higher deductions resulting from the increases in the share capital of the insurance 
companies in which the Group holds stakes. The decrease in negative filters on the other hand had a positive impact, mainly as a 
result of the reduction in negative available-for-sale reserves relating to debt securities.  

3 The increase in the supplementary capital is mainly attributable to changes in subordinated bonds: the issue of subordinated 
liabilities sold to retail customers (1,1 billion euro nominal) more than compensated for loans that matured and were called during 
the year (upper tier two for a nominal amount of 100 million euro nominal and two lower tier two subordinated bonds for a total 
nominal amount of 125 million euro) and the instruments subject to the public exchange offer (696 million euro including a loan 
subject to call).  

4  The deductions benefited, amongst other things, from the impact of the disposal of 50%+1 share of UBI Assicurazioni.  
5  The many factors that contributed to that reduction included the completion of activities to update documentation on property 

mortgages, the progressive extension of the adoption of Lince external ratings within the Group and the lower exposure to derivatives 
(decreased counterparty risk).  
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Research & Development  

A summary is given below of the main research projects developed in 2009 by the Innovation 
and Architecture Design Department of the IT Division. In some cases these are projects 
which, although originating from specific requirements of the Group, identify evolved 
opportunities for the IT system to provide advantages in terms of efficiency and effectiveness 
for corporate processes and also for customer relationships more generally.  
 
Activities continued as  part of the “unified communication” project (integration of telephone 
and PC-workstations), already commenced in 2008,  to develop evolved value added services 
which will exploit the VoIP1 platform, which was progressively extended at the same time to 
cover the Parent and the network banks.  
 
With regard to search engines, an assessment was conducted of two types of engine present on 
the market, statistical and semantic engines. The former are suitable for improving searches 
performed in general environments, while the second are best for more specialised searches, 
close to natural language. The consequent development activity on software applications was 
directed to the “regulatory” and “help desk” departments in the Group.  
 
As concerns video conference systems – already widely used within the UBI Group with more 
than 150 stations installed – it was decided, in order to further increase their use and improve 
their communication effectiveness, not only to increase the number of stations but also to 
enhance the quality, with the introduction of high definition systems.  
In addition to this, pilot tests were performed, for subsequent full scale adoption, on 
technology to integrate video conference systems with PC workstations. The proposal was of 
particular interest to the central and local management departments of the individual network 
banks,  both as a valid instrument to support decision-making processes and information 
exchange and also as a facilitating factor to reduce expenses and risk connected with the 
physical movement of individuals.  
 
As part of the constant commitment to identify solutions designed to improve customer 
relationships in network banks, a project named “new workstation” was commenced. This 
involves the adoption of an innovative user interface designed to simplify and increase the 
efficiency of activities, as a result above, all of a guide to the business process. The first 
context in which it will be applied is for granting mortgages to retail customers where a 
platform will also be introduced for the paperless “dematerialisation” of document 
management.  
 
New technologies and tools were explored in the multi-channel  field, based, for example, on 
“virtual assistant, semantic research and natural language recognition systems, which could 
be introduced into various access channels available to customers (internet and cell phone) in 
order to facilitate interaction.  
 
Finally, from the viewpoint of central, departmental technological architecture, in compliance 
with strategic policy for the assessment of new technologies, an analysis was conducted of 
market scenarios and of the main developments in the sector in order to identify an 
architecture and a platform that, while guaranteeing the same standards of service as the 
current infrastructure, would introduce significant financial benefits. The final solution 
consisted of open operating systems, already adopted from 2009, and standard hardware on 
the market with a better cost-performance ratio.  
 
 
  

                                                            

1 Technology that can be used to have a telephone conversation over the internet.  
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The system of internal control  

The document “Report on the corporate governance and ownership structure of UBI Banca 
Scpa” attached to these reports may be consulted for a description of the architecture, rules 
and organisational units of the system of internal controls. It also gives specific information 
required under Art. 123 bis of the Consolidated Finance Act (Legislative Decree No. 58/1998) 
concerning the risk management and internal control systems that govern the financial 
reporting process.  
 
Information on risk management and the relative hedging policies is contained in Part E of the 
notes to the consolidated financial statements, where details are also given of the information 
requested by Art. 2428 of the Italian Civil Code.  
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Consolidated companies: the principal 
figures  

 
 

(*)  The profit shown is from the financial statements prepared for the consolidation according to the accounting 
policies followed by the Parent.  

(1)   The profit to 31st December 2008 relates to the 100% interest held on that date.  
 

Figures  in thousands  of euro
2009 2008 % change

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa 406.317 23.886 n.s.
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 179.015 372.848 -52,0% 
Banco di Brescia Spa 128.973 216.653 -40,5% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 1.978 58.129 -96,6% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 54.618 111.490 -51,0% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 12.148 137.395 -91,2% 
Banca Carime Spa 69.988 118.292 -40,8% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 9.533 24.660 -61,3% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa 1.934 19.319 -90,0% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa -3.874 1.857 n.s.
Centrobanca Spa 28.042 61.681 -54,5% 
Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR Spa 137 -149 n.s.
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa (*) 2.803 6.279 -55,4% 
B@nca 24-7 Spa -49.394 -18.748 163,5% 
BY YOU Spa 4.365 125 n.s.
IW Bank Spa 4.057 11.076 -63,4% 
UBI Banca International Sa (*) 13.980 -5.684 n.s.
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 40.789 13.658 198,6% 
UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa 509 639 -20,3% 
Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa 63 579 -89,1% 
UBI Leasing Spa 11.578 43.834 -73,6% 
UBI Factor Spa 19.551 21.167 -7,6% 
BPB Immobiliare Srl 2.135 1.371 55,7% 
Società Bresciana Immobiliare - Mobiliare S.B.I.M. Spa 1.017 1.189 -14,5% 
UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA -                   -                   -                   
UBI Fiduciaria Spa 162 143 13,3% 
UBI Assicurazioni Spa (*) 1 -497 34.329 n.s.
Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa (49,99%) 2.600 4.601 -43,5% 
Aviva Vita Spa (50%) 18.350 -2.350 n.s.
Lombarda Vita Spa (49,9%) 10.841 -6.697 n.s.
UBI Insurance Broker Srl 3.050 3.304 -7,7% 
UBI Trust Company Ltd 4.393 1 n.s.
Mercato Impresa Spa 1.069 -1.267 n.s.
Coralis Rent Srl -4.254 -5.008 -15,1% 
CONSOLIDATED 270.099 69.001 291,4% 

Profit (loss) for the year
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(1) The figures as at 31st December 2008 include the business for the Palermo branch and the Brescia corporate banking unit 
transferred during the first quarter of 2009 to Banca Popolare di Vicenza.  

(2) The figures as at 31st December 2009 include the business of the branches acquired in the first quarter of 2009 from Intesa Sanpaolo.  
 

Net loans to customers

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change % change

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa 12.560.060 10.446.768 2.113.292 20,2% 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 19.959.411 19.719.071 240.340 1,2% 
Banco di Brescia Spa 14.178.741 14.458.084 -279.343 -1,9% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (1) 8.377.959 9.262.916 -884.957 -9,6% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 7.278.450 7.639.924 -361.474 -4,7% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 7.332.080 7.744.033 -411.953 -5,3% 
Banca Carime Spa 4.530.670 4.203.108 327.562 7,8% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 1.816.418 1.796.587 19.831 1,1% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa (2) 2.320.407 2.033.807 286.600 14,1% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 404.622 383.186 21.436 5,6% 
Centrobanca Spa 7.047.210 7.485.601 -438.391 -5,9% 
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 272.862 323.621 -50.759 -15,7% 
B@nca 24-7 Spa 10.855.336 8.666.159 2.189.177 25,3% 
UBI Banca International Sa 953.676 858.211 95.465 11,1% 
IW Bank Spa 149.538 105.728 43.810 41,4% 
UBI Factor Spa 2.323.230 2.133.904 189.326 8,9% 
UBI Leasing Spa 9.597.373         9.151.799         445.574 4,9% 

CONSOLIDATED 98.007.252 96.368.452 1.638.800 1,7% 

P ercentages
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2009 31.12.2008

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 1,25% 0,76% 1,69% 0,80% 2,94% 1,56%
Banco di Brescia Spa 0,93% 0,75% 1,77% 0,61% 2,70% 1,36%
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (1) 2,54% 1,56% 2,38% 1,78% 4,92% 3,34%
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 1,52% 1,22% 1,62% 1,20% 3,14% 2,42%
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 2,85% 1,61% 3,66% 2,60% 6,51% 4,21%
Banca Carime Spa 0,95% 0,69% 1,59% 1,04% 2,54% 1,73%
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 1,25% 0,69% 1,55% 0,74% 2,80% 1,43%
Banco di San Giorgio Spa (2) 1,49% 1,20% 1,94% 1,02% 3,43% 2,22%
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 0,78% 0,41% 0,87% 0,88% 1,65% 1,29%
Centrobanca Spa 0,67% 0,76% 3,10% 0,87% 3,77% 1,63%
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 0,05% 0,05% 0,42% 0,34% 0,47% 0,39%
B@nca 24-7 Spa 1,03% 0,39% 0,57% 0,68% 1,60% 1,07%
UBI Banca International Sa 0,06% 0,06% 1,22% 1,38% 1,28% 1,44%
IW Bank Spa -                   -                   0,08% 0,04% 0,08% 0,04%
UBI Factor Spa 0,58% 0,24% 0,19% 0,35% 0,77% 0,59%
UBI Leasing Spa 1,45% 0,61% 2,25% 2,46% 3,70% 3,07%
CONSOLIDATED 1,36% 0,88% 1,88% 1,20% 3,24% 2,08% 

Net non performing loans 
+ Net impaired loans / 
net  loans

Net impaired loans / net 
loans

Net non performing 
loans / net loans
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Direct funding from customers includes amounts due to customers and securities issued, with the exclusion of 
bonds subscribed directly by companies in the Group. In the case of UBI Banca, those bonds issued by it on 
behalf of network banks to support their business, and which were sold on the market, were also excluded.  
 
Direct funding was adjusted as follows for the following banks:  

UBI Banca: 487,2 million euro as at 31st December 2008  
Banca Popolare di Bergamo: 2.311,1 million euro (2.339,2 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
Banco di Brescia: 1.652,3 million euro (1.668,8 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
BPCI: 712 million euro (717,7 million euro as at 31st  December 2008)  
BPA: 1.249 million euro (1.260,3 million euro as at 31st  December 2008)  
Centrobanca: 1.105,2 million euro (1.117,4 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
Banca Regionale Europea: 502,1 million euro (508,4 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
Banca di Valle Camonica: 351,5 million euro (355,9 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
Banco di San Giorgio: 813,5 million euro (823,1 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
UBI Banca Private Investment: 75,2 million euro (75,9 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
B@nca 24-7: 4.349,1 million euro (4.323,5 million euro as at 31st December 2008)  
 
(1) The figures are net of the issues of French certificates of deposit and euro commercial paper (5.200,5 million 

euro as at 31st December 2009 and 1.642,4 million euro as at 31st December 2008).  
(2) The figures as at 31st December 2008 include the business for the Palermo branch and the Brescia corporate 

banking unit transferred during the first quarter of 2009 to Banca Popolare di Vicenza.  
(3) The figures as at 31st December 2008 include the business of the branches acquired in the first quarter of 

2009 from Intesa Sanpaolo.  
 
 
 
  

Figures in thousands of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change % change

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa 21.277.596 19.454.884 1.822.712 9,4% 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 21.385.193 22.715.003 -1.329.810 -5,9% 
Banco di Brescia Spa (1) 12.318.369 13.994.652 -1.676.283 -12,0% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (2) 7.850.961 8.633.794 -782.833 -9,1% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 7.460.874 7.720.368 -259.494 -3,4% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 6.747.461 7.267.371 -519.910 -7,2% 
Banca Carime Spa 7.892.084 8.014.542 -122.458 -1,5% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 1.497.744 1.716.236 -218.492 -12,7% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa (3) 1.352.344 1.057.917 294.427 27,8% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 561.051 655.331 -94.280 -14,4% 
Centrobanca Spa 3.067.540 2.201.207 866.333 39,4% 
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 508.659 339.535 169.124 49,8% 
B@nca 24-7 Spa 27.334 16.560 10.774 65,1% 
UBI Banca International Sa 985.219 1.061.050 -75.831 -7,1% 
IW Bank Spa 1.469.381 1.056.439 412.942 39,1% 

CONSOLIDATED 97.214.405 97.591.237 -376.832 -0,4% 

Direct funding from customers
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(1) The figures as at 31st December 2008 include the business for the Palermo branch and the Brescia corporate 
banking unit transferred during the first quarter of 2009 to Banca Popolare di Vicenza.  

(2) The figures as at 31st December 2009 include the business of the branches acquired in the first quarter of 
2009 from Intesa Sanpaolo.  

Indirect funding from customers (at market values)

Figures  in thousands  of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change % change

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa 12                58                -46 -79,3% 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 21.544.048    19.840.245    1.703.803 8,6% 
Banco di Brescia Spa 14.225.218    13.206.020    1.019.198 7,7% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (1) 12.296.433    11.445.688    850.745 7,4% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 9.362.398     8.943.038     419.360 4,7% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 3.670.727     3.576.283     94.444 2,6% 
Banca Carime Spa 5.705.915     5.499.396     206.519 3,8% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 980.718        783.426        197.292 25,2% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa (2) 1.438.360     724.213        714.147 98,6% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 4.879.018     3.877.077     1.001.941 25,8% 
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 1.138.469     1.532.084     -393.615 -25,7% 
Lombarda Vita Spa 5.061.697     4.793.534     268.163 5,6% 
Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa 2.565.908     2.675.380     -109.472 -4,1% 
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 25.246.638    23.825.517    1.421.121 6,0% 
Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa 177.335        371.519        -194.184 -52,3% 
UBI Banca International Sa 3.086.749     2.277.733     809.016 35,5% 
UBI P ramerica Alternative Inves tments  SGR Spa 111.806        122.676        -10.870 -8,9% 
IW Bank Spa 2.403.852     2.786.146     -382.294 -13,7% 
Aviva Vita Spa 3.932.378     3.317.717     614.661 18,5% 
CONSOLIDATED 78.791.834 74.288.053 4.503.781 6,1% 

Assets under management (at market value)

Figures  in thousands  of euro
31.12.2009 31.12.2008 Change % change

Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa 7                  5                  2 40,0% 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 10.911.606    10.363.687    547.919 5,3% 
Banco di Brescia Spa 7.413.029     7.027.184     385.845 5,5% 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa (1) 4.955.300     4.554.059     401.241 8,8% 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 5.625.295     5.414.322     210.973 3,9% 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 1.937.869     1.978.948     -41.079 -2,1% 
Banca Carime Spa 3.947.603     3.825.010     122.593 3,2% 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 479.669        403.698        75.971 18,8% 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa (2) 559.528        229.986        329.542 143,3% 
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 3.515.213     2.870.094     645.119 22,5% 
Banque de Dépôts et de Gestion Sa 1.138.469     1.532.084     -393.615 -25,7% 
Lombarda Vita Spa 5.061.697     4.793.534     268.163 5,6% 
Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa 2.565.908     2.675.380     -109.472 -4,1% 
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 25.246.638    23.825.517    1.421.121 6,0% 
Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa 177.335        371.519        -194.184 -52,3% 
UBI Banca International Sa 98.367          131.859        -33.492 -25,4% 
UBI P ramerica Alternative Inves tments  SGR Spa 111.806        122.676        -10.870 -8,9% 
IW Bank Spa 331.451        172.897        158.554 91,7% 
Aviva Vita Spa 3.932.378     3.317.717     614.661 18,5% 
CONSOLIDATED 41.924.931 39.430.745 2.494.186 6,3% 
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The performance of the main consolidated 
companies  

 
(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 2.311,1 million euro as at 31st December 2009  (2.339,2 million euro as at 31st  

December 2008).  
(**) The item to 31st December 2009 included an  impairment loss relating to the Mariella Burani Group amounting to 6,9 million euro. The item 

to 31st December 2008 included the reclassification from the item 100.a) “income/expense from disposal or repurchase of loans” of the losses 
on the disposal of Pininfarina loans amounting to 4,2 million euro.  

(***) The item to 31st December 2009 included the non recurring positive impact resulting from the payment of a substitute tax with the release of 
the deferred taxation – for the purposes of the decree for the realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures, following the 
adoption of IFRS – amounting to 0,8 million euro and from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to five million euro. The item as 
at 31st December 2008 included a positive non-recurring impact amounting to 8,6 million euro resulting from the redemption obtained from 
the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

 
 
In a difficult economic context, the Bank ended the year with a profit of 179 million euro, a 
decrease of 52% compared to 372,8 million euro in 2008.  
 
Operating income fell from 1.131,6 to 885,3 million euro. In detail:  

BANCA POPOLARE DI BERGAMO SPA 

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial  position figures
Loans to customers 19.959.411 19.719.071 1,2% 
Direct funding (*) 23.696.263 25.054.168 -5,4% 
Net interbank position 5.573.557 7.129.088 -21,8% 
Financial assets held for trading 50.459 84.305 -40,1% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 21.283 495 n.s.
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 1.721.337 1.439.150 19,6% 
Total assets 26.506.767 28.067.499 -5,6% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 21.544.048 19.840.245 8,6% 

of which: assets under management 10.911.606 10.363.687 5,3% 
Income statement

Net interest income 550.870 773.248  (28,8%) 
Net commission income 308.849 346.086  (10,8%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities 6.534  (3.100) n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense) 19.016 15.426 23,3% 

Operating income 885.269        1.131.660      (21,8%) 
Personnel expenses  (276.415)  (285.835)  (3,3%) 
Other administrative expenses  (207.168)  (201.497) 2,8% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (5.329)  (3.729) 42,9% 

Operating costs  (488.912)  (491.061)  (0,4%) 
Net operating income 396.357        640.599         (38,1%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h  (**)

 (111.255)  (56.665) 96,3% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments  (12)  (42)  (71,4%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 285.090       583.892         (51,2%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (***)  (104.538)  (200.790)  (47,9%) 
Integration costs  (1.537)  (10.340)  (85,1%) 

of which: personnel expenses  (1.663)  (2.247)  (26,0%) 
other administrative expenses -                         (12.476)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible as  (490)  (395) 24,1% 
taxes 616 4.778  (87,1%) 

After tax profit (loss)  from discontinued operations -                   86                 (100,0%) 

Profit for the year 179.015        372.848         (52,0%) 
Other information

Number of branches 375 361 14 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 3.736 3.760 -24 

Financial  ratios
R.O.E. [Profit for the year/equity (excluding net profit for the year)] 10,40% 25,91% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 55,23% 43,39% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 1,25% 0,76% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 1,69% 0,80% 

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 % change
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- net interest income of 550,9 million euro, fell by 28,8% compared to 2008, principally as a 
result of falling market interest rates with a contraction in the profitability of funding 
proportionally greater than the improvement of the margins from lending;  

- net commissions of 308,8 million euro fell by 10,8%, a reflection of the negative trend for 
commissions on indirect funding and from those on assets under management in 
particular;  

- the net income from trading, hedging and the disposal and repurchase of financial 
assets/liabilities recorded net growth from 3,1 million euro in 2008 to +6,5 million euro. 
This improvement  is the result of positive performance for trading activity (3,5 million 
euro), supported by profits from currency derivatives business (4,3 million euro compared 
to 1,3 million euro in 2008), together with a positive contribution of five million euro from 
hedging, as a result of a tax realignment which more than compensated for the negative 
result of two million euro relating to repurchases of financial liabilities issued;  

- other operating income and expenses rose from 15,4 million euro to 19 million euro.  

Operating costs remained more or less unchanged at 488,9 million euro. In detail:  
- personnel expenses amounted to 276,4 million euro, a reduction of 3,3% mainly 

attributable to a decrease in performance related components of remuneration;  
- other administrative expenses increased to 207,2 million euro (+2,8%), due to VAT charged 

on services provided within banking groups introduced from 1st January 2009. Net of that 
increased taxation of approximately 8,8 million euro, other administrative expenses would 
have fallen by 1,5%;  

- net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible 
assets rose from 3,7 to 5,3 million euro in relation to the purchase of new assets amounting 
to 9,7 million euro made in the period.  

 
As a result of these changes, net operating income fell by 38,1% to 396,4 million euro, with a 
parallel deterioration of the cost/income ratio (from 43,4% to 55,2%).  
 
Net impairment losses on loans rose from 62,3 million euro to 109,7 million euro in relation to 
more substantial provision charges on performing loans (+13,4 million euro) and greater 
recognition of impairment on single non performing loans (+34 million euro), to give a ratio of 
net impairment losses to net loans to customers (cost of credit) of 0,55%, an increase 
compared to 2008 (0,32%), but down compared to the annualised ratio for the first half of 
2009 (0,64%).  
Both net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities (-1 million compared to +1,8 million 
euro) and net provisions for risks and charges (-0,5 million euro compared to +3,9 million 
euro) were negative compared to the positive results for 2009.  
 
Integration costs, reported in detail in the table, fell from 10,3 million euro to 1,5 million euro, 
net of taxation of approximately 0,6 million euro. The personnel expenses reported  reflect the 
use of temporary personnel for the IT migration and a mobility indemnity for employees 
transferred to different workplaces, while impairment of property, equipment and investment 
property was the result of changing advertising signs performed as part of a rebranding 
project.  
 
As concerns the statement of financial position, lending to customers reached almost 20 
billion euro (+1,2%), in the presence of an appreciable deterioration in credit quality, which 
nevertheless continued to remain at higher levels than those recorded on average in the sector 
nationally. The ratio of net non performing loans to net lending of the Bank rose from 0,76% to 
1,25%, while the ratio of net impaired loans to net lending increased from 0,80% to 1,69%.  
 
Total net deteriorated loans of the Bank rose to 949,2 million euro from 360 million euro in 
December 2008. In detail: non performing loans increased from 150,4 million euro to 248,5 
million euro; impaired loans more than doubled from 157,1 million euro to 336,7 million euro; 
restructured loans increased from 16,6 million euro to 243,5 million euro as a result of 
restructuring agreements stipulated in relation to significant exposures to corporate 
counterparties; past due exposures rose from 35,9 million euro to 120,5 million euro, as a 
result of the inclusion of an amount of 98,3 million euro within exposures in arrears for 
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between 90 and 180 days relating to property mortgages, as required by supervisory 
regulations.  
 
Direct funding from customers amounted to 23,7 billion euro, a decrease of 1,4 billion euro 
attributable principally to repurchase agreements (-1,2 billion) and to short term certificates of 
deposit in foreign currency (-1,7 billion euro) – types of funding affected by the “migration” of 
wealth towards indirect funding – which was only partially offset by the increase of 1,4 billion 
euro in current accounts.  
 
Indirect funding from private individual customers, however, had grown by 1,7 billion euro to 
21,5 billion euro at the end of the year as a result of growth both in assets under custody 
(+1,2 billion euro to 10,6 billion euro) and in all items of assets under management (+548 
million euro to 10,9 billion euro): customer portfolio management (+162 million euro to 3,1 
billion euro), mutual investment funds and SICAV’s (+209 million euro a 5,1 billion euro) and 
life insurance policies (+177 million euro to 2,7 billion euro).  
 
The net interbank position at the end of 2009 was positive by 5,6 billion euro, but down by 1,6 
billion euro compared to twelve months before in relation to the opposing trends for funding 
and lending with customers.  
 
As concerns financial assets:  

- financial assets held for trading, consisting almost entirely of financial derivatives, fell by 
33,8 million euro to 50,5 million euro;  

- available-for-sale financial assets, consisting mainly of securities used as precautionary 
deposits for the issue of bankers’ drafts, increased to 21,3 million euro from 0,5 million 
euro, primarily due to the need to increase deposits in line with the greater volumes of 
drafts written.  

 
Capital ratios had improved as at 31st December 2009, with a tier one ratio (tier one capital/ 
risk weighted assets) of 11,30% (9,83% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio 
(supervisory capital /risk-weighted assets) of 13,17% (11,52%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute total dividends of 44,7 million euro after legal 
and by-law allocations.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 1.652,3 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (1.668,8 million euro as at 31st 

December 2008). The figure as at 31st December 2009 also included the issues of French certificates of deposit and euro commercial paper 
totalling 5.200,5 million euro. (1.642,4 million euro as at 31st December 2008).  

(**)  The item to 31st December 2008 included profit from the disposal of the interest in Centrale dei Bilanci amounting to 13,9 million euro and 
the write-down of Lehman securities amounting to 5,1 million euro.  

(***)  The item to 31st December 2009 included impairment losses relating to the Mariella Burani Group amounting to 2,4 million euro. The item 
to 31st December 2008 included impairment losses of the interest held in Hopa Spa by 6,4 million euro and the positive impact of the 
update of the parameters of the procedures for calculating net impairment losses on guarantees issued amounting to 2,1 million euro.  

(****)  The item to 31st December 2009 included the non recurring positive impact resulting from the payment of a substitute tax with the release 
of the deferred taxation – for the purposes of the decree for the realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures, following 
the adoption of IFRS – amounting to 2,8 million euro and from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to 3,1 million euro. The 
item as at 31st December 2008 included a positive non-recurring impact amounting to 16,1 million euro resulting from the redemption 
obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

 
 
Banco di Brescia ended 2009 with a profit of 129 million euro, a decrease compared to 216,7 
million euro the year before.  
 
Despite action taken to reduce operating costs (-7,9%), the contraction in revenues (-20,6%) 
had a significant impact on net operating income, which fell to 275,5 million euro from 400,9 
million euro the year before (-31,3%).  
 
Operating income, which totalled approximately 586,2 million euro (-151,9 million euro), 
performed as follows:  

BANCO DI BRESCIA SPA 

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial  position figures
Loans to customers 14.178.741 14.458.084 -1,9% 
Direct funding (*) 19.171.159 17.305.908 10,8% 
Net interbank position 6.071.367 3.721.819 63,1% 
Financial assets held for trading 114.259 142.994 -20,1% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 26.339 20.319 29,6% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 1.157.731 996.019 16,2% 
Total assets 22.680.420 20.992.583 8,0% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 14.225.218 13.206.020 7,7% 

of which: assets under management 7.413.029 7.027.184 5,5% 
Income statement

Net interest income 353.270 482.474  (26,8%) 
Dividends and similar income 1.699 3.838  (55,7%) 
Net commission income 200.248 220.100  (9,0%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities (**) 10.204 9.405 8,5% 
Other net operating income/(expense) 20.740 22.210  (6,6%) 

Operating income 586.161        738.027         (20,6%) 
Personnel expenses  (164.527)  (179.612)  (8,4%) 
Other administrative expenses  (134.507)  (146.060)  (7,9%) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (11.627)  (11.456) 1,5% 

Operating costs  (310.661)  (337.128)  (7,9%) 
Net operating income 275.500       400.899         (31,3%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h

 (73.826)  (76.680)  (3,7%) 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments  (76) 1.044            n.s.

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 201.598        325.263         (38,0%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (****)  (71.894)  (101.834)  (29,4%) 
Integration costs  (731)  (6.776)  (89,2%) 

of which: personnel expenses  (597)  (3.342)  (82,1%) 
other administrative expenses -                    (6.089)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible a  (441)  (342) 28,9% 
taxes 307 2.997  (89,8%) 

After tax profit (loss)  from discontinued operations -                   -                   -                 

Profit for the year 128.973        216.653         (40,5%) 
Other information

Number of branches 363 359 4 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 2.624 2.683 -59 

Financial  ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the period)] 11,14% 21,75% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 53,00% 45,68% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 0,93% 0,75% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 1,77% 0,61% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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- net interest income amounted to 353,3 million euro (-129,2 million euro), down as a result 
of depressed market interest rates;  

- dividends more than halved to 1,7 million euro because Intesa Sanpaolo did not distribute 
a dividend;  

- net commissions amounted to 200,2 million euro to (-19,9 million euro), primarily a 
reflection of the contraction in assets under management, only partially offset by the good 
performance of assets under custody as a result of activity to sell bonds issued by the 
Parent  (6,7 million euro) and third parties (7,7 million euro). There was also a fall in 
commissions on current accounts;  

- net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activity showed a modest 
recovery to 10,2 million euro (+0,8 million euro), the result of opposing performance by 
individual items: an improvement in the result for trading (+2,3 million euro) and for 
hedging (+13,1 million euro), was balanced by an almost nil result for disposal and 
repurchase of financial liabilities and loans (0,3 million euro compared to 14,9 million euro 
in 2008, which, however, included a non-recurring item of 13,9 million euro relating to the 
disposal of the interest held in Centrale Bilanci);  

- other net operating income amounted to 20,7 million euro (-1,5 million euro).  
 
Expenses, which fell to 310,7 million euro (-26,5 million euro), performed as follows:  
- personnel expenses fell to 164,5 million euro (-15,1 million euro) principally in relation to 

lower allocations made for company bonuses and incentive schemes as well as to changes 
in personnel numbers;  

- other administrative expenses, amounting to 134,5 million euro (-11,6 million euro), 
included, 1,1 million of expenses relating to the securitisation performed in January 2009 
as well as to the negative impact of intragroup VAT amounting to approximately 2,8 million 
euro;  

- net impairment on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets 
remained stable at 11,6 million euro.  

 
Despite the unfavourable economic situation, net impairment losses on loans fell from 70,5 to 
69,2 million euro to give a cost of credit of 0,49%.  
Net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities amounted to 1,3 million euro compared to 
4,2 million euro in 2008, which, however, included the impairment losses of the investment in 
Hopa by 6,4 million euro and a reversal of impairment losses of 2,1 million euro in relation to 
the standardisation of the method used for calculating net impairment losses on guarantees 
granted.  
Net provisions for risks and charges increased from two million euro to 3,3 million euro, 
mainly due to greater provisions made for legal action relating to compounding of interest and 
financial investments in Argentine bonds.  
 
As concerns statement of financial position items, loans to customers amounted to 14,2 billion 
euro, a decrease of 1,9% on an annual basis. If account is taken of the 0,7 billion euro of loans 
to Centrobanca and to B@nca 24-7, total lending was fully in line with that for 2008.  
In terms of types of lending, mortgages, amounting to 8,3 billion euro (58,4% of total lending), 
increased by 4,7%. They included 1.590 million euro to guarantee issues of covered bonds 
performed by the Parent  and 1.664 million euro in relation to the securitisation transaction.  
 
At the end of the year, the net deteriorated loans of the Bank had increased to 532 million 
euro (+244,9 million euro over twelve months; +85,3%). The increase affected all classes:  
- net non performing loans, increased to 132 million euro (+24 million euro) and at the same 

time they increased as a percentage of total lending from 0,75% to 0,93%;  
- impaired loans rose to 250,8 million euro (+162,2 million euro), increasing as a percentage 

of total loans from 0,61% to 1,77%, partly the result of some new positions of substantial 
amounts;  

- restructured exposures increased to 72,9 million euro (+11,1 million euro), while past due 
positions rose to 76 million euro (+47,6 million euro), including 55,5 million euro 
attributable to exposures in arrears for between 90 and 180 days relating to property 
mortgages, included  here on the basis of new Bank of Italy regulations.  
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At the end of the year direct funding from customers reached almost 19,2 billion euro (+1,9 
billion euro; +10,8%), supported by issues of certificates of deposit1  and euro commercial 
paper2 issued by the Luxembourg branch of the Bank (+3,6 billion euro in terms of the total 
compared to the end of 2008). The total also included approximately 1,7 billion euro of bonds 
subscribed by the Parent, designed to improve the structural balance between assets and 
liabilities.  
Amounts due to customers of 8,9 billion euro fell by 1,2 billion euro, attributable primarily to 
repurchase agreements (-1,4 billion euro), while current accounts and deposits recorded an  
increase (+0,4 billion euro).  
 
Indirect funding from ordinary customers also grew by more than one billion euro to 14,2 
billion euro (+7,7%), benefiting from a greater improvement in assets under custody (+0,6 
billion euro to 6,8 billion) as a result of the subscription of bonds, some of which 
subordinated, issued by the Parent for a nominal amount of 0,3 billion euro. However, a 
reversal of the trend after two years of strong falls, also resulted in increases in all components 
of assets under management (+0,4 billion euro to 7,4 billion euro).  
 
At the end of the year, the net interbank position of the Bank was positive by 6,1 billion euro, 
for which the increase over twelve months (+2,3 billion euro) is attributable primarily to the 
investment of liquidity generated from new issues of certificates of deposit and euro 
commercial paper.  
 
Total financial assets fell to 140,6 million euro (-22,7 million euro). The decrease in total 
assets held for trading (-28,7 million euro), was offset by an increase in available-for-sale 
financial assets (+6 million euro), in relation to the fair value of the interest held in Intesa 
Sanpaolo (+3,1 million euro) and the acquisition of shares and/or profit sharing financial 
instruments resulting from the total or partial conversion of amounts due to the Bank 
following the restructuring of loans to customers (+2,3 million euro).  
 
As at 31st December 2009, the capital ratios consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk 
weighted assets) of 10,53% (9,29% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 11,42% (10,60%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute total dividends of 32,3 million euro after legal 
and by-law allocations.  
 
  

                                                            

1  The maximum ceiling for the programme was raised in November from two billion euro to four billion euro.  
2  The maximum ceiling for the programme was raised in May from three billion euro to five billion euro.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 712 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (717,7 million euro as at 31st December 

2008).  
(**) The item to December 2008 included the positive impact of the update of the parameters of the procedures for calculating net impairment 

losses on guarantees granted amounting to 2,3 million euro.  
(***) The item to 31st December 2009 included the non recurring positive impact resulting from the payment of a substitute tax with the release 

of the deferred taxation – for the purposes of the decree for the realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures, following 
the adoption of IFRS – amounting to 0,9 million euro and from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to 2,5 million euro. The 
item to 31st  December 2008 included a positive non-recurring impact amounting to 1,9 million euro resulting from the redemption 
obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

(****) The item to 31st December 2009 relates to the sale of the Palermo branch and a portion of the Brescia corporate banking unit to Banca 
Popolare di Vicenza, while the amount to 31st December 2008 relates to the adjustment of the sale price.  

 
 
As part of agreements which had been entered into previously, the sale of two business 
operations (a Palermo branch and a part of the Brescia corporate centre) to Banca Popolare di 
Vicenza was concluded  on 27th February 2009 with effect from 1st March 2009. The balance 
sheet items do not therefore include the amounts for the business disposed of, while the 
income statement includes amounts for the first two months of 2009 only.  
 
In an economic context that was still particularly difficult, the Bank ended the year with a 
profit of two million euro, a significant decrease compared to 58,1 million euro in  2008.  
Net operating income, amounting to 131,7 million euro, decreased by 46,3%, the result of 
unfavourable performance by revenues (-24,5% to 396,3 million euro) only partially offset by 
reductions in expenses (-5,2% to 264,6 million euro).  
 

BANCA POPOLARE COMMERCIO E INDUSTRIA  SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 8.377.959 9.262.916 -9,6% 
Direct funding (*) 8.562.886 9.351.532 -8,4% 
Net interbank position 904.700 934.396 -3,2% 
Financial assets held for trading 28.430 38.291 -25,8% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 12.167 10.089 20,6% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 830.972 827.478 0,4% 
Total assets 10.335.412 12.151.910 -14,9% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 12.296.433 11.445.688 7,4% 

of which: assets under management 4.955.300 4.554.059 8,8% 
Income statement

Net interest income 252.863 334.234  (24,3%) 
Dividends and similar income 15 5 200,0% 
Net commission income 141.940 178.756  (20,6%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities  (4.607) 8.815 n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense) 6.050 2.804 115,8% 

Operating income 396.261          524.614           (24,5%) 
Personnel expenses  (142.102)  (152.542)  (6,8%) 
Other administrative expenses  (118.523)  (123.083)  (3,7%) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (3.934)  (3.508) 12,1% 

Operating costs  (264.559)  (279.133)  (5,2%) 
Net operating income 131.702         245.481           (46,3%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h  (**)

 (116.423)  (108.852) 7,0% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments  (49)  (27) 81,5% 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 15.230           136.602          (88,9%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (***)  (14.508)  (57.737)  (74,9%) 
Integration costs  (1.274)  (4.987)  (74,5%) 

of which: personnel expenses  (1.430)  (3.169)  (54,9%) 
other administrative expenses -                     (3.711)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible a  (351)  (263) 33,5% 
taxes 507                     2.156                  (76,5%) 

After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations (****) 2.530  (15.749) n.s.

Profit for the year 1.978             58.129            (96,6%) 
Other information

Number of branches 214 216 -2 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 1.982 2.093 -111 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 0,24% 7,02% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 66,76% 53,21% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 2,54% 1,56% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 2,38% 1,78% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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The significant contraction in revenues (-128,4 million euro) was caused primarily by net 
interest income, down to 252,9 million euro from 334,2 million euro in  2008 (-24,3%), due to 
the impact of the reduction in interest rate spreads and the fall in volumes of business.  
Similarly net commission income also fell, down to 141,9 million euro from 178,8 the year 
before (-36,8 million euro). While the negative trend affected all commission items, securities 
trading (-18,4 million euro) and current account management services (-4,8 million euro) 
suffered particularly.  
Net income from trading and hedging, which  was  positive by 8,8 million in 2008, was 
negative by 4,6 million euro, affected by the negative result for hedging  
(-4,8 million euro) and losses on the disposal/repurchase of financial liabilities (-2,1 million 
euro), balanced by a positive result of 2,3 million euro for trading activity.  

 
As concerns operating costs, personnel expenses amounting to 142,1 million euro, decreased 
compared to the previous year (-6,8%), benefiting from lower payments resulting from reduced 
personnel numbers and lower bonuses and provisions due to vacations taken.  
Other administrative expenses fell from 123,1 million euro to 118,5 million euro (-3,7%), as a 
result of a reduction in intragroup charges (-5,3 million euro), due to synergies resulting from 
the migration onto the Group ICT platform, despite greater expenses for action taken as part of 
the “branch optimisation” project (approximately 2 million euro) and for VAT on services 
performed by the Parent  (approximately 3,9 million euro).  
 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and on intangible 
assets amounted to 3,9 million euro, an increase of 12,1% compared to twelve months before.  
As a result of the performance reported above, the cost/income ratio worsened considerably 
rising from 53,2% to 66,8%.  
 
The difficult macroeconomic context and the consequent greater need to recognise write-
downs resulted in an increase in net impairment losses on loans from 97,5 million euro to 
112,2 million euro, while provisions for risks and charges, which included charges for pending 
litigation for customer revocation action and disputes, fell to 5,3 million euro from 13,7 million 
euro in  2008, mainly as a reflection of the reduction in provisions for revocation action which 
fell from 9,1 million euro to 1,6 million euro over twelve months.  
Net write-backs on other assets/liabilities were also recognised amounting to 1,1 million euro 
(2,3 million euro in 2008).  
 
Income taxes fell to 14,5 million euro from 57,7 million euro and included positive non-
recurring impacts resulting from the application of tax regulations (0,9 million euro from the 
realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures and 2,5 million euro from an 
IRAP (local production tax) refund.  
 
Net integration costs were incurred totalling 1,3 million euro (five million euro in 2008), 
relating mainly to personnel expenses for the completion of the IT migration.  
 
The income statement also recorded a non-recurring profit of 2,5 million euro on assets held 
for disposal consisting of the gain on the sale of the Palermo branch and a portion of the 
Brescia corporate banking unit to Banca Popolare di Vicenza.  
 
With regard to the statement of financial position, lending to customers, amounting to 8,4 
billion euro, recorded a fall of 9,6% despite growth of 4,6% in medium-to-long term lending, 
which came to account for more than half of the total credit portfolio.  
If the 229,9 million euro of loans disposed of as a result of the transactions for the sale of 
branches already mentioned were considered, the reduction in lending would have been 7,1%.  
 
Net deteriorated loans of the Bank rose to 488,8 million euro (+50% over twelve months) as a 
result of increases at all levels of exposure.  
In detail, non performing loans increased from 144,9 million euro to 212,7 million euro, 
impaired loans from 164,5 million euro to approximately 200 million euro and restructured 
loans from 13,6 million euro to 34,4 million euro. There was even more significant growth in 
past due exposures, which rose from 3,9 million euro to 41,9 million euro, as a result of 37,7 
million euro of exposures in arrears for between 90 and 180 days relating to property 
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mortgages reclassified within impaired loans as required  by supervisory regulations for banks 
that perform prudential reporting according to the standard method.  
 
Direct funding amounted to 8,6 billion euro, down 8,4% (-0,8 billion euro) compared to 
December 2008, attributable primarily to the fall in repurchase agreements  
(-1,1 billion euro), only partially offset by increases in current account deposits (+0,3 billion 
euro), while funding from securities remained stable.  
 
Indirect funding, however, rose to 12,3 billion euro from 11,4 billion euro at the end of 2008 
as a result of assets under custody (up from 6,9 billion euro to 7,3 billion euro), which 
included bonds issued by the Parent (up from 4,5 billion euro to approximately five billion 
euro), driven above all by growth in mutual funds and Sicav’s (2,8 billion euro), while 
customer portfolio management (1,3 billion euro) and insurance products (0,9 billion euro) 
remained unchanged.  
 
The net interbank position was again positive by 0,9 billion euro, in line with the previous 
year.  
 
Capital ratios as at 31st December 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/ risk 
weighted assets) of 11,74% (10,20% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 13,94% (12,11%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute total dividends of 1,9 million euro after legal 
and by-law allocations.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 502,1 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (508,4 million euro as at 31st  

December 2008).  
(**) The item to 31st December 2009 included a gain of 8,9 million euro on the disposal of the investment held in Cedacri.  
(***) The item to 31st December 2008 included the reclassification from the item 100.a) “income/expense from disposal or repurchase of loans” 

of losses from the disposal of Pininfarina loans amounting to 2,8 million euro and also the positive impact of the update of the parameters 
employed in the method for calculating net impairment losses on guarantees granted amounting to 1,9 million euro.  

(****)  The item to 31st December 2009 included the non recurring positive impact resulting from the payment of a substitute tax with the release 
of the deferred taxation – for the purposes of the decree for the realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures, following 
the adoption of IFRS – amounting to 1,6 million euro and from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to 1,7 million euro. The 
item to 31st December 2008 included the positive impacts of a tax realignment on goodwill amounting to 11,2 million euro and of the 
redemption obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax amounting to 4,1 million euro  

 
 
The Bank ended the year with a profit of 54,6 million euro, approximately  half the 2008 level, 
the result of an appreciable reduction in income only partially offset by reductions in 
expenses.  
 
Operating income fell from 454,5 to 352,2 million euro (-102,3 million euro). In detail:  
- net interest income of 187,3 million euro, decreased by 35,6% (-103,6 million euro), 

attributable mainly to the reduction in interest rate spreads;  
- dividends and similar income increased by 3,6 million euro to 10,3 million euro;  

BANCA REGIONALE EUROPEA SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial  position figures
Loans to customers 7.278.450 7.639.924 -4,7% 
Direct funding (*) 7.962.965 8.228.784 -3,2% 
Net interbank position 1.328.154 1.378.100 -3,6% 
Financial assets held for trading 47.284 58.041 -18,5% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 11.917 20.165 -40,9% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 925.018 926.909 -0,2% 
Total assets 9.706.497 10.501.328 -7,6% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 9.362.398 8.943.038 4,7% 

of which: assets under management 5.625.295 5.414.322 3,9% 
Income statement

Net interest income 187.255 290.885  (35,6%) 
Dividends and similar income 10.300 6.730 53,0% 
Net commission income 131.903 146.623  (10,0%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities (**) 12.756  (1.975) n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense) 9.943 12.220  (18,6%) 

Operating income 352.157        454.483         (22,5%) 
Personnel expenses  (128.627)  (146.249)  (12,0%) 
Other administrative expenses  (96.002)  (101.883)  (5,8%) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (9.125)  (8.670) 5,2% 

Operating costs  (233.754)  (256.802)  (9,0%) 
Net operating income 118.403        197.681         (40,1%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
charges (***)

 (36.356)  (36.517)  (0,4%) 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments  (40) 309              n.s.

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 82.007         161.473         (49,2%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (****)  (26.106)  (44.982)  (42,0%) 
Integration costs  (1.283)  (5.001)  (74,3%) 
of which: personnel expenses  (1.481)  (2.294)  (35,4%) 

other administrative expenses -                    (4.686)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible as  (309)  (245) 26,1% 
taxes 507                  2.224                (77,2%) 

Profit for the year 54.618          111.490         (51,0%) 
Other information

Number of branches 295 291 4 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 1.958 2.001 -43 

Financial  ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 5,90% 12,03% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 66,38% 56,50% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 1,52% 1,22% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 1,62% 1,20% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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- net commission income of 131,9 million euro fell by 10%, a reflection of the negative trend 
for commissions on indirect funding and from those on assets under management in 
particular;  

- net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase of loans and financial 
assets/liabilities improved to 12,8 million euro (compared to -2 million euro in 2008). It  
included: 1,1 million euro relating to trading  (2,8 million euro); three million euro relating 
to hedging (-5,4 million euro); 8,7 million euro (0,6 million euro) relating to the disposal and 
repurchase of financial assets/liabilities, achieved as a result of the disposal of the interest 
held in Cedacri which generated a gain of 8,9 million euro;  

- other net operating income/expense fell from 12,2 million euro to 9,9 million euro, 
principally as a result of lower recoveries of expenses from Group member companies.  

 
Operating costs decreased by 23 million euro (from 256,8 million euro to 233,8 million euro). 
In detail:  
- personnel expenses amounted to 128,6 million euro, a substantial reduction of 12%, 

mainly attributable to a lower personnel numbers and a decrease in performance related 
components of remuneration;  

- other administrative expenses fell to 96 million euro (-5,8%), despite taxation of 1,8 million 
euro consisting of VAT on the provision of services within banking groups introduced from 
1st  January 2009;  

- net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible 
assets rose from 8,7 million euro to 9,1 million euro.  

 
These changes had the effect of reducing net operating income by approximately 40%  from 
197,7 million euro to 118,4 million, with a deterioration at the same time in the cost/income 
ratio of approximately ten percentage points (from 56,50% to 66,38%).  
 
Net impairment losses on loans rose from 31 million euro to 33,7 million euro, to give a cost of 
credit of 0,46%, only marginally up on 2008 (0,41%).  
Net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities were recognised amounting to 0,5 million 
euro, compared to 2,5 million euro previously, which also included a positive non-recurring 
impact of 1,9 million euro in relation to the standardisation of the method used for calculating 
net impairment losses on guarantees granted.  
Net provisions for risks and charges, which included charges for revocation risks, litigation 
with customers and legal action taken by personnel, amounted to 2,2 million euro compared 
to three million euro in 2008.  
 
Residual integration costs amounted to 1,3 million euro, net of tax of approximately 0,5 
million euro, down from five million euro in 2008.  
 
As concerns the statement of financial position, lending to customers totalled 7,3 billion euro 
(-4,7%), in the presence of a deterioration in credit quality, which nevertheless continued to 
remain at higher levels than those recorded on average in the sector nationally. The ratio of 
net non performing loans to net lending of the Bank rose from 1,22% to 1,52% while the ratio 
of net impaired loans to net lending increased from 1,20% to 1,62%.  
 
At the end of 2009 net deteriorated loans of the Bank totalled 285,2 million euro compared to 
197,8 million euro in December 2008. In detail: non performing loans increased from 93,3 
million euro to 110,4 million euro, impaired loans from 91,5 million euro to 117,8 million 
euro, restructured loans from 1,8 million euro to 10,8 million euro and past due exposures 
from 11,2 million euro to 46,2 million euro. The latter included, 35,8 million euro of exposures 
in arrears for between 90 and 180 days relating to property mortgages classified within that 
class in compliance with Bank of Italy regulations.  
 
Direct funding from customers reached almost eight billion euro, a decrease of approximately 
0,2 billion euro, approximately half of which was attributable to amounts due to customers – 
within which the decrease in repurchase agreements was almost totally offset by the increase 
in current accounts – and the remaining amount to a decrease in funding from bonds due to 
some issues maturing.  
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Indirect funding from private individual customers, however, increased by 0,4 billion euro to 
more than 9,3 billion euro, as a result of positive growth both in assets under custody (+0,2 
billion euro to 3,7 billion euro) and in all components of assets under management (+0,2 
billion euro to 5,6 billion euro).  
 
The net interbank position at the end of 2009 was positive by 1,3 billion euro, in line with the 
situation at the end of 2008.  
 
Financial activities recorded the following performance:  

- financial assets held for trading fell by 10,8 million euro to 47,3 million euro reflecting 
changes in the fair value of trading derivatives;  

- available-for-sale financial assets fell by 8,2 million euro to 11,9 million euro in relation to 
the disposal already mentioned of the investment held in Cedacri.  

 
Capital ratios as at 31st December 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk 
weighted assets) of 11,64% (11,17% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 13,49% (13,01%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute dividends of 51,9 million euro after legal and 
by-law allocations.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 1.249 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (1.260,3 million euro as at 31st  

December 2008).  
(**) The item to 31st December 2009 included a provision charge of 3,6 million euro following the conclusion of a settlement agreement with a 

large group of companies.  
(***) The item to 31st December 2008 included the positive impact of the update of the parameters of the procedures for calculating net 

impairment losses on guarantees granted amounting to 0,6 million euro.  
(****) The item to 31st December 2009 included the profit on the disposal of UBI Assicurazioni shares amounting to 17 million euro. The item to 

31st December 2008 consisted mainly of the profit on the disposal of UBI Pramerica shares.  
(*****) The item to 31st December 2009 included a positive non recurring impact resulting from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting 

to 1,6 million euro. The item to 31st December 2008 included the positive impact of a tax realignment on goodwill amounting to 1,7 million 
euro and a positive non-recurring impact of 2,2 million euro resulting from the redemption obtained from the EC section of the income tax 
return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

 
 
The Bank ended the year with a profit of 12,1 million euro compared to 137,4 million euro in 
2008, which had also benefited from non-recurring items amounting to more than 70 million 
euro almost entirely attributable to disposal of shares in UBI Pramerica.  
 
Net operating income, down to 124,8 million euro (-86,1 million euro, -40,8%), was affected by 
an appreciable decrease in operating income (-20,1%), offset by a very small reduction in 
expenses (-2%).  
 
Operating income, which totalled approximately 361,7 million euro (-90,8 million euro), 
performed as follows:  

BANCA POPOLARE DI ANCONA SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 7.332.080 7.744.033 -5,3% 
Direct funding (*) 7.996.422 8.527.629 -6,2% 
Net interbank position 1.314.307 1.345.746 -2,3% 
Financial assets held for trading 20.259 26.186 -22,6% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 22.545 24.619 -8,4% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 867.338 762.527 13,7% 
Total assets 9.377.093 10.128.521 -7,4% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 3.670.727 3.576.283 2,6% 

of which: assets under management 1.937.869 1.978.948 -2,1% 
Income statement

Net interest income 234.174 302.265  (22,5%) 
Dividends and similar income 16.437 10.982 49,7% 
Net commission income 112.008 133.204  (15,9%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities  (715) 4.428 n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense) (**)  (196) 1.670 n.s.

Operating income 361.708        452.549         (20,1%) 
Personnel expenses  (128.114)  (133.649)  (4,1%) 
Other administrative expenses  (96.523)  (95.472) 1,1% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (12.262)  (12.551)  (2,3%) 

Operating costs  (236.899)  (241.672)  (2,0%) 
Net operating income 124.809        210.877         (40,8%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h  (***)

 (119.389)  (96.086) 24,3% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments (****) 17.077          73.555           (76,8%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 22.497         188.346         (88,1%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (*****)  (9.269)  (44.584)  (79,2%) 
Integration costs  (1.080)  (6.367)  (83,0%) 
of which: personnel expenses  (1.200)  (2.772)  (56,7%) 

other administrative expenses -                    (6.192)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible ass  (311)  (246) 26,4% 
taxes 431                  2.843                (84,8%) 

Profit for the year 12.148          137.395         (91,2%) 
Other information

Number of branches 256 259 -3 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 1.787 1.771 16

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 1,40% 18,02% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 65,49% 53,40% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 2,85% 1,61% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 3,66% 2,60% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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- net interest income amounted to 234,2 million euro (-68,1 million euro), a decrease due 
mainly to a reduction in interest rate spreads and to changes in volumes of business;  

- dividends increased to 16,4 million euro (+5,5 million euro) due to the sums received from 
UBI Assicurazioni;  

- net commission income amounted to 112 million euro (-21,2 million euro), primarily a 
reflection of the contraction in assets under management, only partially offset by the good 
performance of assets under custody, as a result of activity to sell bonds issued by the 
Parent (3,8 million euro) and third parties (2,5 million euro). There was also a fall in 
commissions on current accounts;  

- net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activity recorded a loss on 
aggregate of 0,7 million euro (compared to 4,4 million euro in 2008) due to poorer 
performance by all components;  

- other net operating income/expense, down to -0,2 million euro from 1,7 million euro in 
2008, included a cost of 3,6 million euro in relation to a settlement agreement with a major 
group of companies.  

 
Costs, which fell to 236,9 million euro (-4,8 million euro), performed as follows:  
- personnel expenses fell to 128,1 million euro (-5,5 million euro), principally in relation to 

lower allocations made for company bonuses and incentive schemes as well as to a 
decrease in average personnel numbers;  

- other administrative expenses, amounting to 96,5 million euro (+1,1 million euro), included 
the negative impact of Group VAT amounting to  approximately two  million euro;  

- net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and on intangible 
assets, amounted to 12,3 million.  

 
Net impairment losses on loans increased from 94,1 million euro to 115,7 million euro due to 
increased impairment losses on deteriorated loans and to a general deterioration in the quality 
of lending. Consequently the cost of credit rose to 1,58% (1,22% in 2008).  
Net impairment losses on other assets/liabilities were recognised amounting to 0,3 million 
euro compared to reversals of impairment losses of 0,9 million euro in 2008, which however 
benefited from the positive impact of the standardisation of the method used to calculate 
impairment on guarantees granted.  
Net provisions for risks and charges increased to 3,3 million euro (+0,4 million euro), including 
0,6 million euro relating to revocation actions, 1,7 million euro to proceedings relating to 
compounding of interest and financial investments and 0,4 million euro to customer claims.  
 
Residual integration costs were incurred during the year amounting to 1,1 million euro (net of 
tax of 0,4 million euro), compared to 6,4 million euro net in  2008.  
 
As concerns statement of financial position, loans to customers amounted to 7,3 billion euro (-
0,4 billion euro, -5,3%).  
In terms of the types of lending, mortgages, amounting to 4,5 billion euro (61% of total 
lending), increased by 0,1 billion euro (+2,7%), while the item other forms of lending fell by 0,5 
billion euro (-15,6%).  
 
At the end of the year the net deteriorated loans of the Bank had risen to 508,2 million euro 
(+152,5 million euro over twelve months, +42,9%). The increase affected all classes:  
- net non performing loans increased by 67,4% to 209,2 million euro. At the same time they 

increased as a percentage of total lending from 1,61% to 2,85%;  
- impaired loans rose to 268,7 million euro (+67,5 million euro), increasing as a percentage of 

total loans from 2,60% to 3,66%;  

- while restructured exposures amounted to just 0,9 million euro, past due positions 
amounted to 29,4 million euro, including 24 million euro attributable to exposures in 
arrears for between 90 and 180 days relating to property mortgages, included here on the 
basis of new Bank of Italy regulations.  
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At the end of 2009 the “Credit quality project” was officially concluded. It was implemented in 
strict co-ordination with organisational units in the Parent and was designed to achieve 
greater consistency in the classification and assessment of counterparties.  
 
At the end of the year, direct funding from customers reached almost eight billion euro (-0,5 
billion euro, -6,2%). Within the item, amounts due to customers increased to 4,6 billion euro 
(+0,4 billion euro, +8,9%), mainly in the form of current accounts which more than offset the 
reduction in repurchase agreements, while securities issued, down to 3,4 million euro (-1 
million, -21,2%), were affected mainly by a decrease in the item “other certificates” (consisting 
to a large extent of short term certificates of deposit in yen) by 0,9 billion euro. The total also 
included approximately 1,2 billion euro of bonds subscribed by the Parent, designed mainly to 
improve the structural balance between assets and liabilities.  
 
Indirect funding from ordinary customers increased slightly to 3,6 billion euro (+94 million 
euro, +2,6%) benefiting from an improvement in assets under custody (+136 million euro to 
1,73 billion) – the result of both a change in the composition of customers’ investment 
portfolios and the contribution from bonds, some of which subordinated, issued by the Parent  
(161,5 million euro nominal) – while decreases were recorded for all the components of assets 
under management, amounting to 1,9 billion euro (-41 million euro on aggregate).  
 
At the end of the year the net interbank position of the Bank was positive by 1,3 billion euro.  
 
Finally, financial assets totalled 42,8 million euro, a decrease of approximately eight million 
euro year-on-year.  
 
As at 31st December 2009 the capital ratios consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk 
weighted assets) of 12,12% (10,84% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 12,48% (11,39%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute dividends of three million euro after legal and 
by-law allocations.  
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(*)    The item to 31st  December 2008 included profit from the disposal of the interest in Centrale dei Bilanci Spa amounting to 1,2 million euro.  
(**)  The item to 31st December 2009 included the non recurring positive impact resulting from the payment of a substitute tax with the release of 

the deferred taxation – for the purposes of the decree for the realignment of differences in statutory and tax accounting figures, following the 
adoption of IAS accounting standards – amounting to 6,1 million euro and from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to 1,2 
million euro. The item to 31st December 2008  included the positive impact of a tax realignment on goodwill amounting to 3,7 million euro 
and a positive non-recurring impact amounting to 18 million euro resulting from the redemption obtained from the EC section of the income 
tax return form by payment of a substitute tax. 

(***) The item to 31st December 2008 related to a price adjustment on the price of the sale of branches to Banca Popolare Pugliese Scpa.  

 
 
Banca Carime ended 2009 with a net profit of 70 million euro compared to 118,3 million euro 
in 2008, which reflected the impacts of the global crisis which also affected the regions in 
which the Bank operates.  
 
Total operating income fell from 475,8 million euro to 399,3 million euro (-76,5 million euro,  
-16,1%). In detail:  

- net interest income of 275,7 million euro fell by 16,2% (-53,2 million euro) mainly as a 
result of the narrowing of interest rate spreads;  

- net commission income of 118,2 million euro fell by 13,2% (-18 million euro) affected by the 
decrease in assets under management, insurance and payment cards, while current 
account commissions remained unchanged;  

BANCA CARIME SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 4.530.670 4.203.108 7,8% 
Direct funding 7.892.084 8.014.542 -1,5% 
Net interbank position 4.318.255 4.685.526 -7,8% 
Financial assets held for trading 2.214 1.277 73,4% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 28.110 12.848 118,8% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 1.548.575 1.542.518 0,4% 
Total assets 10.094.090 10.347.438 -2,4% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 5.705.915 5.499.396 3,8% 

of which: assets under management 3.947.603 3.825.010 3,2% 
Income statement

Net interest income 275.724 328.968  (16,2%) 
Dividends and similar income 115 128  (10,2%) 
Net commission income 118.201 136.170  (13,2%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities (*)  (609) 7.516             (108,1%) 
Other net operating income/(expense) 5.835            3.061            90,6% 

Operating income 399.266        475.843         (16,1%) 
Personnel expenses  (154.655)  (163.159)  (5,2%) 
Other administrative expenses  (95.118)  (103.323)  (7,9%) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (13.703)  (13.239) 3,5% 

Operating costs  (263.476)  (279.721)  (5,8%) 
Net operating income 135.790        196.122         (30,8%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h

 (26.081)  (25.012) 4,3% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments 21                -                   n.s.

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 109.730        171.110         (35,9%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (**)  (36.951)  (41.157)  (10,2%) 
Integration costs  (2.791)  (11.507)  (75,7%) 
of which: personnel expenses  (3.541)  (7.205)  (50,9%) 

other administrative expenses -                         (9.066)  (100,0%) 
net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible ass  (330)  (153) 115,7% 
taxes 1.080               4.917                (78,0%) 

After tax profit (loss) from discontinued operations (***) -                    (154)  (100,0%) 

Profit for the year 69.988          118.292         (40,8%) 
Other information

Number of branches 295 315 -20 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 2.253 2.279 -26 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 4,52% 7,67% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 65,99% 58,78% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 0,95% 0,69% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 1,59% 1,04% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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- net income from trading, hedging and disposal and repurchase of financial assets/liabilities 
fell from +7,5 million euro to -0,6 million euro. In detail, positive results were recorded of 
2,9 million euro for trading – supported by profits on business in government securities and 
the early termination of derivatives contracts – and of 0,2 million euro from the gain on the 
disposal of available-for-sale assets, while a negative result of 1,9 million euro was recorded 
for hedging attributable to a hedge accounting transaction for an intragroup deposit  and a 
negative result of 1,8 million euro was recorded on a transaction for the repurchase of 
financial liabilities issued;  

- other net operating income rose from 3,1 million euro to 5,8 million euro.  
 
Operating costs of 263,5 million euro fell by 5,8% (-16,2 million euro). In detail:  

- personnel expenses amounted to 154,7 million euro, a reduction of 5,2%, mainly 
attributable to a decrease in performance related components of remuneration;  

- other administrative expenses fell to 95,1 million euro (-7,9%), following the conclusion of 
the IT migration and despite the negative tax impact of approximately two million euro 
resulting from the application of VAT on the provision of services within banking groups 
introduced from 1st January 2009;  

- net impairment on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets 
remained more or less stable at 13,7 million euro.  

 
As a result of these changes, net operating income fell by 30,8% to 135,8 million euro, with a 
parallel deterioration in the cost/income ratio (from 58,78% to 65,99%).  
 
Net impairment losses on loans remained basically unchanged at 20,1 million euro (20,2 
million euro in 2008), with a reduction as a percentage of net lending to customers from 
0,48% at the end of 2008 to 0,44%.  
Net reversals of impairment losses on other assets/liabilities remained marginal falling from 
0,3 million euro to  0,1 million euro, while net provisions for risks and charges, which 
included provisions relating to customers claims regarding compounding of interest, increased 
from 5,1 million euro to 6,1 million euro.  
 
Integration costs fell to 2,8 million euro – net of tax of approximately 1,1 million euro – from 
11,5 million euro in 2008, which included expenses incurred for the migration of IT systems.  
 
As concerns the statement of financial position, lending to customers amounted to 4,5 billion 
euro (+7,8%), the result of growth in mortgages and the positive trend for current account 
overdrafts. As a result of these changes, if performing loans only are considered, medium-to-
long term lending increased by 8,6% and came to account for more than two thirds of lending.  
 
While a deterioration in credit quality was inevitable, it continued to remain at higher levels 
than those recorded on average for the sector nationally. The ratio of net non performing loans 
to net lending of the Bank rose from 0,69% to 0,95%, while the ratio of net impaired loans to 
net lending increased from 1,04% to 1,59%.  
Total net deteriorated loans of the Bank rose to 157,2 million euro from 86,3 million euro in 
December 2008. In detail: non performing loans increased from 29,2 million euro to 43,1 
million euro, impaired loans from 43,8 million euro to 71,9 million euro and past due 
exposures from 13,3 million euro to 42,2 million euro. The latter included, 33,8 million euro of 
exposures in arrears for between 90 and 180 days relating to property mortgages classified 
within that class in compliance with recent Bank of Italy regulations.  
 
Direct funding from customers reached almost 7,9 billion euro compared to eight billion euro 
in 2008, the result of a decrease in funding from bonds (-0,2 billion euro to 2,9 billion euro), 
only partially offset by growth in amounts due to customers (+0,1 billion euro to 5 billion 
euro), including an increase of approximately 0,5 billion euro in current accounts and deposits 
offset by a reduction of approximately 0,35 billion euro in repurchase agreements.  
 
Indirect funding from customers on the other hand, increased by 0,2 billion euro to 5,7 billion 
euro as a result of positive growth both in assets under custody (+0,1 billion euro to 1,8 billion 
euro) and in assets under management (+0,1 billion euro to 3,9 billion euro), supported by 
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mutual investment funds and Sicav’s (+3% to 2,5 billion euro) and by insurance policy funding 
(+4,1% to 1,3 billion euro), while customer portfolio management remained stable at 0,15 
billion euro.  
 
The net interbank position at the end of 2009 was positive by 4,3 billion euro, reflecting the 
significant liquidity of the Bank, but down by 0,3 billion euro compared to twelve months 
before in relation to the opposing trends for funding and lending with customers.  
 
As concerns financial investments:  

- financial assets held for trading increased by 0,9 million euro to 2,2 million euro and 
related exclusively to the positive value of derivatives contracts entered into for trading 
purposes;  

- available-for-sale financial assets rose from 12,8 million euro to 28,1 million euro due 
principally to the purchase of debt securities.  

 
Capital ratios as at 31st December 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk 
weighted assets) of 17,15% (16,93% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 20,31% (20,07%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute total dividends of 64 million euro after legal 
and by-law allocations.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 1.105,2 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (1.117,4 million euro as at 31st 

December 2008).  
(**) The item to 31st December 2008 included a gain of 14,5 million euro from the disposal of shares held in Radici Film.  
(***) The item to 31st December 2009 included  impairment losses relating to the Mariella Burani Group amounting to 47 million euro. The item 

to 31st December 2008 included impairment losses of amounts on Lehman Brothers amounting to 4,7 million euro.  
(****) The item as at 31st December 2009 relates to the profit on the sale of IW Bank shares.  
(*****) The item to 31st December 2009 included a positive non recurring impact resulting from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting 

to 0,9 million euro. The item to 31st  December 2008 included a positive non-recurring impact of 4,1 million euro resulting from the 
redemption obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

 
 
Centrobanca is the bank in the UBI Group which specialises in corporate and investment 
banking to support corporate clients with innovation, expansion and financial restructuring.  
As part of the “Masterplan” implemented in 2008, projects were carried out during the year 
regarding both governance and support for business.  
The main initiatives concerned the following:  
- the extension of the Group “Basel 2 – AIRB approach” project to include the Centrobanca 

major borrower segment;  
- mapping and innovation of processes;  
- the development of internal regulations to bring investment service models into line with 

the relative legislation and regulations;  
- innovation through enrichment of the  product range.  
 
The year 2009 ended with a profit of 28 million euro (61,7 million euro the year before), 
penalised by a significant increase in net impairment losses on loans as a consequence of the 
impact that the difficult economic situation had on some large exposures of the Bank.  

CENTROBANCA SPA 

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 7.047.210 7.485.601  (5,9%) 
Direct funding (*) 4.172.765 3.318.612 25,7% 
Net interbank position  (2.977.202)  (4.059.999)  (26,7%) 
Financial assets held for trading 399.861 400.634  (0,2%) 
Available-for-sale financial assets 537.143 427.624 25,6% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 574.553 499.405 15,0% 
Total assets 8.806.074 9.197.188  (4,3%) 

Income statement
Net interest income 126.192 108.619 16,2% 
Dividends and similar income 3.686 4.475  (17,6%) 
Net commission income 40.890 35.490 15,2% 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities (**) 24.264 17.355 39,8% 
Other net operating income/(expense) 3.543 5.192  (31,8%) 

Operating income 198.575        171.131        16,0% 
Personnel expenses  (33.449)  (36.228)  (7,7%) 
Other administrative expenses  (23.234)  (21.366) 8,7% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (993)  (1.010)  (1,7%) 

Operating costs  (57.676)  (58.604)  (1,6%) 
Net operating income 140.899        112.527        25,2% 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and 
h

 (114.184)  (25.705) 344,2% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments (****) 17.798          -                   n.s.

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 44.513          86.822          (48,7%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (*****)  (16.471)  (24.816)  (33,6%) 
Integration costs -                    (325)  (100,0%) 
of which: other administrative expenses -                         (480)  (100,0%) 

taxes -                        155                   (100,0%) 

Profit for the year 28.042         61.681           (54,5%) 
Other information

Number of branches 7 7 -               
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 351 358 -7 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 4,88% 12,35% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 29,04% 34,25% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 0,67% 0,76% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 3,10% 0,87% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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Net operating income, however, recorded positive growth (+25,2% to 140,9 million euro) as a 
result of good performance by revenues (+27,4 million euro to 198,6 million euro) and 
contained costs (-1,4 million euro to 57,7 million euro). 
 
In detail, net interest income rose by 16,2% to 126,2 million euro, benefiting from positive 
performance by medium term interest bearing assets and an increase in the overall spread 
(+21 b.p.).  
Net commission income of 40,9 million euro also recorded growth of 15,2%, the result of 
lending activity in particular (+21,6% to 35,1 million euro), due to an effective pricing policy for 
new transactions. Despite the difficult economic situation, the contribution from investment 
banking business remained steady at 5,5 million euro (6,1 million euro in 2008).  
 
Net income from trading, hedging and the disposal and repurchase of financial 
assets/liabilities recorded substantial growth (+39,8% to 24,3 million euro), attributable to the 
increase in income from OTC derivatives business with corporate and retail customers and in 
income from market making activity (pricing on derivatives, interest rates and currency).  
A contribution to profits also came from the private equity portfolio which benefited on the one 
hand from the proceeds from the disposal of the investment in Bouty Spa and on the other 
hand from write-ups of the investments in Pellegrini Spa and Humanitas (at the end of 2008 
the item included 14,5 million euro relating to the disposal of the interest held in Radici Film).  
 
Dividends, however, fell to 3,7 million euro from 4,5 million euro the year before, as a result of 
lower dividends received from private equity investments.  
 
As concerns operating costs, personnel expenses amounted to 33,4 million euro, a decrease 
compared to 2008 (-7,7%), attributable to the reduction in performance related components of 
remuneration (bonuses and incentive schemes), to effective management of staff turnover 
(replacement of staff leaving with less costly new appointments) and less use of temporary and 
external personnel.  
Other administrative expenses, on the other hand, recorded an increase (+8,7% to 23,2 million 
euro), due in particular to growth in indirect expenses – connected with outsourcing of middle 
office and auditing services, as well as Group IT services (higher capital management costs) – 
made worse, moreover, by the non deductibility of VAT on intercompany transactions.  
 
As a result of the performance described above, the cost/income ratio improved to 29%, 
compared to 34,25% in 2008.  
 
Net impairment losses and provisions were recognised totalling 114,2 million euro (25,7 
million euro at the end of 2008), affected by the significant increase in the impairment of some 
single exposures, especially that relating to the Mariella Burani Group which amounted to 47 
million euro.  
Greater impairment losses on loans (up from 19,4 million euro to 112,4 million euro) were also 
a result of changes made to the method of calculating collective impairment which is based 
from 2009 on the probability of default (PD) and on the loss given default (LGD) resulting from 
the application of rating models, instead of on the application of long term impairment rates. 
The cost of credit therefore rose to 1,59% from 0,26% in  2008.  
 
Finally profits on the disposal of investments (IW Bank) amounting to 17,8 million euro also 
contributed to the result for the year.  
 
As concerns the statement of financial position, loans to customers amounted to seven billion 
euro (-5,9% compared to 2008), a result of a reduction in  the volume of loans granted (-38,8% 
to 2,1 billion euro). The slowdown in lending business affected higher value added business in 
particular, generated by the Corporate Finance and the Acquisition & Project Finance 
departments, which was only partly offset by the increase in traditional corporate lending.  
 
The impact of the economic crisis on the corporate sector and on some large exposures of the 
Bank in particular resulted in a significant increase in impaired loans and a worsening of 
credit quality. The ratio of net impaired loans to net lending rose to 3,1% (0,9% twelve months 
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before), while the ratio of non performing loans to net lending to customers at 0,7% remained 
in line with the level the year before.  
 
Less recourse to borrowing from banks (principally in the form of interbank deposits with the 
Parent, down by 1,2 billion euro) led to a significant reduction in net interbank debt (from -4,1 
billion euro to -3 billion euro).  
 
In order to restore balance to the ratio of short term funding to medium-to-long term funding, 
the funding requirement was supported by the issue of bonds (mainly through third party 
networks) for 0,9 billion euro. Direct funding from customers therefore rose to 4,2 billion euro 
from 3,3 billion euro the year before.  
 
Financial assets held for trading, amounting to 400 million euro, remained more or less 
unchanged compared to 2008. They include equity instruments amounting to 92,6 million 
euro, an increase of 12,5 million euro over twelve months, the net result of purchases and 
disposals of equity investments and increases in the fair value of some merchant and 
investment banking investments. The portfolio of available-for-sale financial assets, consisting 
almost entirely of investments in corporate bonds made as part of Centrobanca’s general 
lending business, increased by approximately 110 million euro attributable to a recovery in 
the prices of securities caused by a  reduction in market spreads.  
 
Capital ratios at the end of 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk weighted 
assets) of 6,67% (5,87% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory capital/risk-
weighted assets) of 9,03% (8,17%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profits, after allocating 1,4 million euro to reserves, is to distribute 
a total dividend of 26,5 million euro.  
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(*) Including bonds subscribed by the Parent amounting to 4.349,1 million euro as at 31st December 2009 (4.323,5 million euro as at 31st 

December 2008).  
(**)  Net impairment losses on loans to 31st December 2008 amounted to 104,7 million euro and included the standardisation of methods of 

calculating collective impairment losses in line with the models used by the Parent Bank amounting to 21 million euro.  
(***) The item to 31st December 2009 included a positive non recurring impact resulting from an IRAP (local production tax) refund amounting to 

0,2 million euro.  

 
 
The Company ended the year with a loss of 49,4 million euro compared to a loss of 18,7 
million euro in 2008. This result basically reflects a more prudent measurement of loans in 
the context of a deteriorating macroeconomic scenario, while net operating income increased 
again (+40,8%), the aggregate result of a greater increase for income (+35,9%) than for 
expenses (+26,6%).  
 
Operating income, amounting to 193,2 million euro (+51 million euro), performed as follows:  
- net interest income was yet again the main driver, rising to 174,4 million euro (+65,3 

million euro) as a result of positive performance by average volumes of business and by the 
spreads in particular, against basic stability of the total loans granted;  

- net commission income remained more or less unchanged at approximately 26 million 
euro, mainly in relation to the sale of insurance policies at the branches of network banks 
and through third party networks, to credit card business and to repayment instalment 
receipts;  

- the net loss from trading and hedging was on aggregate 31,8 million euro (-10,7 million 
euro in 2008). It reflects the strongly negative results for hedges on some fixed rate loan 
portfolios performed using derivatives (all with the Parent as the counterparty), for which in 
many cases the performance curve has not been in line with that of the assets hedged, due 
to performance for loan repayments that is different  from that forecast when the hedges 
were entered into;  

- other net operating income, which includes accessory income on loans granted such as the 
recovery of appraisal expenses, increased by 7,9 million euro to 24,7 million euro, partly as 

B@NCA 24-7 SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 10.855.336 8.666.159 25,3% 
Direct funding (*) 4.376.481 4.340.053 0,8% 
Net interbank position  (7.858.789)  (4.384.436) 79,2% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 397.552 311.172 27,8% 
Total assets 13.136.902 9.690.569 35,6% 

Income statement
Net interest income 174.415 109.126 59,8% 
Dividends and similar income 2 631  (99,7%) 
Net commission income 25.792 26.284  (1,9%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activity  (31.758)  (10.702) 196,7% 
Other net operating income/(expense) 24.710 16.820 46,9% 

Operating income 193.161          142.159          35,9% 
Personnel expenses  (12.775)  (13.133)  (2,7%) 
Other administrative expenses  (49.069)  (35.677) 37,5% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (229)  (237)  (3,4%) 

Operating costs  (62.073)  (49.047) 26,6% 
Net operating income 131.088          93.112           40,8% 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and  (186.251)  (106.333) 75,2% 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax  (55.163)  (13.221) 317,2% 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (***) 6.522  (3.110) n.s.
Integration costs  (753)  (2.417)  (68,8%) 
of which: other administrative expenses  (1.112)  (3.571)  (68,9%) 

taxes 359                     1.154                  (68,9%) 

Profit for the year  (49.394)  (18.748) 163,5% 
Other information

Number of branches 1 1 -                 
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 218 199 19 

Financial ratios
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 32,14% 34,50% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 1,03% 0,39% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 0,57% 0,68% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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a result of income from the special purpose entity 24-7 Finance Srl, in relation to interest 
maturing on investments in commercial paper.  

 
Operating costs, amounting to 62,1 million euro (+13 million euro), performed as follows:  
- personnel expenses fell to 12,8 million euro (-0,4 million euro);  
- other administrative expenses, however, increased by 13,4 million euro to 49,1 million 

euro, due to higher costs incurred for credit recovery, for loan approval activities (e.g. land 
registry searches) and for the operation of IT systems outsourced to Group member 
companies.  

 
As a result of the performance reported above, the cost/income ratio improved over twelve 
months from 34,50% to 32,14%.  
 
Changes in net impairment losses on loans in 2009 (+80,2 million euro to 184,9 million euro) 
were affected by increased portfolio risk due to the economic difficulties experienced by 
households. More specifically, there was an increase in impairment recognised on single loans 
connected with the valuation of some types of personal loans granted through the network 
banks, but above all on non captive loans granted through the network of the SILF Group.  
 
As concerns the balance sheet, volumes of business performed favourably in 2009.  
 
Total loans outstanding grew by 25,3% to 10,9 billion euro (+2,2 billion euro), two thirds of 
which originated through third party networks with growth driven by mortgages (+1,1 billion 
euro to 4,6 billion euro), the main type of lending (42,3% of the total), and by salary backed 
loans (+0,9 billion euro to 2,6 billion euro).  
The total volume of new loans granted remained more or less the same as the year before (4,4 
billion euro) including: 1,5 billion euro relating to mortgages (+45,7%), originated principally 
through the BY You Spa3 network; 1,3 billion euro of salary backed loans originated through 
third party networks (Prestitalia and others, +14%)4; 1,6 billion euro of personal and special 
purpose loans distributed through the network banks and the SILF distribution network (-
29,8%), penalised by a more prudent approach by households towards the assumption of 
financial commitments.  
 
At the end of 2009 active cards issued by B@nca 24-7 to Group customers numbered close to 
490 thousand, a decrease on an annual basis of 2%.  
 
Net deteriorated assets more than doubled over the twelve month period from 92,8 million 
euro to 198 million euro: net non performing loans rose from 33,7 million euro to 111,5 
million euro, net impaired loans rose from 59,1 million euro to 61,6 million euro, while 
exposures past due and in arrears amounted to 24,9 million euro. The Bank took action 
during the year to improve the credit quality management. It refined its customer credit rating 
tools for all types of finance and proceeded to bring its lending rules into line with those of the 
Parent. As concerns lending processes, it became compulsory to assign an objective risk rating 
for each loan application regardless of the type of product marketed. The system of loan 
approval powers, differentiated on the basis of ratings, was revised for all customer segments. 
While regulations concerning large risks were not changed, appropriate progressive thresholds 
for granting credit were introduced on the basis of specific regulations which identified the 
decision maker (from the account manager up to the board of directors).  
 
Growth in lending  was funded mainly by the use of intragroup interbank funding (current 
account overdrafts with UBI Banca and Banca Popolare di Bergamo; Term deposits with the 
Parent; repurchase agreements with the Parent with senior securities from securitisations as 
the collateral), but also by the issue of bonds subscribed by the Parent.  
The net interbank position as at 31st December 2009 was therefore negative again, with an 
increase to -7,9 billion euro from -4,4 billion euro in 2008.  
 
                                                            

3 In August, the agreements signed with the BY You Spa network were revised which resulted in advantages for the Bank on the 
whole.  

4  This result confirmed the Bank as the Italian leader in the sector with market share of close to 28%.  
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Finally, on 24th December 2009, an increase in the share capital was decided in an 
extraordinary meeting, fully subscribed by the Parent, from 264,3 million euro to 316,8 million 
euro, by the issue of 52,5 million ordinary shares, at a price of two euro per share (of which 
one euro as the share premium).  
At the end of December equity, excluding profit for the year, had therefore increased to 397,6 
million euro.  
 
The capital ratios consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk weighted assets) of 6,14% 
(5,59% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory capital /risk-weighted assets) 
of 8,44% (7,12%).  
 
The Board of Directors proposed replenishing the loss for 2009 by drawing 18,1 million euro 
from reserves of profits and 31,3 million euro from the share premium reserve, while the loss 
brought forward from 2008 (18,7 million euro) will be fully replenished by drawing on the 
share premium reserve.  
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For more than ten years IW Bank has specialised in the provision of banking and financial 
services to retail and institutional customers almost exclusively through the Internet. Its range 
of services includes trading in financial instruments, the distribution of OICRs (collective 
investment instruments), current accounts, the issue of credit and debit cards, electronic 
money, insurance, personal loans and mortgages.  
 
The share of the Bank is currently listed on the Mercato Telematico Azionario (MTA - screen 
based stock market) managed by Borsa Italiana, after the Expandi market, on which the share 
had been traded since May 2007, was absorbed into the MTA  on 22nd  June 2009.  
 
In the year just ended, the Bank undertook commercial initiatives to launch new products5, 
continuing moreover to invest in technological innovation. This involved in particular the 
continued development of “IW Bank Institutional”, a dedicated platform designed to support 
the activities of independent financial advisors.  
Activity also commenced, with the support of a major consulting firm, to map processes for the 
update of internal regulations and to conduct business impact analyses to support a new 
business continuity and disaster recovery solution which will be implemented in 2010.  
 
Important changes occurred with regard to company officers during the course of the year:  
- On 3rd July 2009 Benedetto Marti and Pasquale Casale, resigned from their positions as Deputy 

Chairman/Executive Director  and CEO of the Bank respectively;  

                                                            

5  In detail: new agreements for the distribution of the insurance policies Linear and Quixa; a pilot project, in partnership with Visa 
Europe, to trial the new “One-Time-Code Card” card in Italy; the limited edition “Finite” credit card created for the “Grande Fratello 
City” event; a floating mortgage also available with an “Investment Offset” option.  

IW BANK SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position figures
Loans to customers 149.538 105.728 41,4% 
Direct funding 1.469.381 1.056.439 39,1% 
Net interbank position 516.338 333.737 54,7% 
Financial assets held for trading 39.648 52.346 -24,3% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 787.147 666.092 18,2% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 61.858 51.545 20,0% 
Total assets 2.569.415 2.878.582 -10,7% 
Indirect funding from customers (including insurance) 2.403.852 2.786.146 -13,7% 

of which: assets under management 331.451 172.897 91,7% 
Income statement

Net interest income 32.127 35.402  (9,3%) 
Net commission income 31.738 31.600 0,4% 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities 6.589            651              n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense)  (420) 3.839            n.s.

Operating income 70.034         71.492           (2,0%) 
Personnel expenses  (19.517)  (18.795) 3,8% 
Other administrative expenses  (26.453)  (27.114)  (2,4%) 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (6.510)  (5.414) 20,2% 

Operating costs  (52.480)  (51.323) 2,3% 
Net operating income 17.554          20.169          (13,0%) 
Net impairment losses on loans, other financial assets and provisions for risks and  (7.777)  (1.464) 431,2% 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 9.777            18.705           (47,7%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations  (5.720)  (7.629)  (25,0%) 

Profit for the year 4.057           11.076           (63,4%) 
Other information

Number of branches 2 2 -               
Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 282 239 43 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 6,56% 21,49% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 74,94% 71,79% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers -                   -                   
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 0,08% 0,04% 

31.12.2009 % change31.12.2008
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- on 6th July the Board of Directors co-opted onto the board until the date of the shareholders’ meeting of 
18 September, Alessandro Prampolini and Giuseppe Sciarrotta, to replace the resigning members  
Benedetto Marti and Pasquale Casale, appointing, at the same time, Alessandro Prampolini to  the 
position of CEO and Gian Cesare Toffetti to the position of Deputy Chairman;  

- on 11th September the Board of Directors appointed Alessandro Prampolini to the position of General 
Manager to replace Pasquale Casale, who had resigned from the position on 8th July;  

- on 18th September a shareholders’ meeting passed resolutions in an extraordinary session to amend the 
corporate by-laws in order to comply with supervisory regulations concerning the corporate organisation 
and governance of banks issued by the Bank of Italy and in an ordinary session it appointed two new 
directors (Giorgio Costa and Mario Cera) to replace the two resigning directors and also, in compliance 
with article 11 of the new corporate by-laws, it set the new number of the members of the Board of 
Directors at 13 and therefore made further appointments;6  

- on 14th October the Board of Directors, having acknowledged the resignation of Giorgio Frigeri from the 
position of Chairman, who nevertheless maintained his position as a director7, appointed, at the same 
time, Mario Cera as the new Chairman of the Board;  

- finally on 6th November, the Board of Directors co-opted Renato Tassetti onto the board as an 
independent director to replace Giorgio Costa, who had  resigned due to other work commitments on 
15th October.  
 
 

The preceding sections “Significant events that occurred during the year ” and “The 
consolidation scope” may be consulted for information concerning the development of online 
trading and banking activity and the corporate reorganisation of the InvestNet Group.  
 
In 2009, IW Bank further increased the number of accounts opened and in use, which rose to 
approximately 98,6 thousand from 90 thousand at the end of 2008. The average daily number 
of orders received from customers was over 30 thousand (approximately 28 thousand in 2008).  
 
In terms of the income statement, IW Bank ended the year with a profit of 4,1 million euro, a 
decrease compared to 11,1 million euro in 2008, due to a decrease in  net operating income 
and to extraordinary provisions.  
 
Operating income, amounting to 70 million euro (-1,5 million euro), comprised an increase in 
net income from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activity (+5,9 million euro) – in 
relation to gains on the sale of government securities in the available-for-sale portfolio – which 
only partly offset the reduction in net interest income (-3,3 million euro), caused by the sharp 
cuts in interest rates and the decrease in other net operating income (-4,3 million euro), 
attributable to the recognition of non-recurring expenses and a decrease in income from sub-
letting properties. Net commission income remained steady at 31,7 million euro.  
 
Operating costs, which rose to 52,5 million euro (+1,1 million euro), comprised net impairment 
losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets which increased 
to 6,5 million euro (+1,1 million euro) due to the start of the Disaster Recovery and the 
Business Continuity projects and to the full operational use of investments made relating to 
physical devices for customer identification and the certified mail projects. The increase in 
personnel expenses (+0,7 million euro), in relation to the increase in employee numbers, was 
offset by a reduction in other administrative expenses (-0,7 million euro).  
 
As a result of the performance described above, net operating income decreased by 13% to 
17,5 million euro.  
 
Net impairment losses and provisions were recognised totalling 7,7 million euro (1,5 million 
euro in 2008), consisting of:  
- impairment losses on loans of 5,5 million euro (1,4 million in 2008), which included 3,5 

million of a non-recurring nature relating to prudential estimates of the risk of losses on 
prior year suspended items concerning business with customers;  

                                                            

6  Antonello Cestelli, Rossella Leidi, Pietro Mazzola, Ettore Giuseppe Medda, Paolo Opromolla, Pierangelo Rigamonti. 
7  His resignation was given in compliance with the new UBI Group rule which puts a limit on the total number of positions held.  
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- provisions for risks and charges amounting to 2,2 million euro (0,1 million euro), including 
one million euro of a non-recurring nature to cover the operational risks on the suspended 
items just mentioned.  

 
As concerns statement of financial position items, direct funding – which includes the bond 
“IW Bank floater 2008-2011 prima tranche” amounting to 11 million euro – rose to 1,5 billion 
euro (+0,4 billion euro), while indirect funding fell to 2,4 billion euro (-0,4 billion euro), 
although assets under management increased within the item from 173 million euro to 331 
million euro. The changes in the two items are basically attributable to the effect of customers 
moving funds from “IW Power” term deposits, which form part of indirect funding, to “IW 
Power” on demand deposits, which form part of direct funding.  
 
Loans to customers increased over the twelve month period from 105,7 million euro to 149,5 
million euro. It included mortgages of 80,1 million euro, personal loans of 7,9 million euro, the 
use of credit cards of 12,2 million euro and the grant of credit for leveraged trading and to 
meet temporary uncovered short positions amounting to 22,1 million euro, while the 
remaining 27,2 million euro related to other transactions (postal deposits, security deposits, 
commercial credit and margins with clearing houses).  
 
The net interbank position, consisting mainly of positions with the Parent, rose to 516,3 
million euro (333,7 million euro in December 2008).  
 
The portfolio of available-for-sale financial assets, amounting to 787 million euro (+121 million 
euro), consisted mainly of Italian government securities, including 533 million euro, floating 
rate certificates (CCT).  
 
Capital ratios at the end of 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk weighted 
assets) of 12,67% (15,60% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 13,60% (15,58%).  
 
The proposal for the use of profits is to distribute dividends of 3,3 million euro after allocating 
0,2 million euro to the legal reserve.  
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(*) The item to 31st December 2009 included a positive non recurring impact relating to an IRAP (local production tax) refund  amounting to 0,6 

million euro. The item to 31st December 2008 included a positive non recurring effect of 5,3 million euro resulting from the redemption 
obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax and a negative effect from the partial non 
deductibility of interest expense amounting to 0,9 million euro.  

 
The year 2009 was yet again a particularly difficult one for the leasing market, which was 
significantly affected by the general crisis in the economy and on financial markets which 
caused a substantial reduction in investment by companies.  
On the basis of Assilea (national association of leasing companies) data, 2009 ended at 
national level with total contracts signed worth 26,1 billion euro, a decrease of approximately 
33% compared to the year before. The hardest hit sectors were aeronautical and rail (-57,3% 
to 1,3 billion euro), followed by vehicles (-32,9% to 5,7 billion euro), machinery and equipment 
(-31% to 8,5 billion euro) and property (-29,7% to 10,6 billion euro).  
 
In the year just ended, UBI Leasing business fell less on average than that for the sector 
nationally and was again, according to the Assilea classification, the third largest leasing 
company in Italy by volume of contracts signed, with an increase in market share now at 
7,95% (7,12% in 2008).  
The Company signed 10.653 contracts for a total amount of 2,1 billion euro, a decrease of 
25,1% in volumes and of 32,8% in the number of transactions concluded. As can be seen from 
the table, there were significant falls in all business areas, less than for the market nationally 
for the aeronautical and property sectors but greater for the vehicle sector, because the 
national figures benefited from the better performance of the automobile manufacturers’ 
captive business.  

UBI LEASING SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position
Loans to customers 9.597.373 9.151.799 4,9% 
Due to customers 776.360 914.515 -15,1% 
Net interbank position  (9.561.805)  (8.103.160) 18,0% 
Financial assets available-for trading 1.141 726 57,2% 
Available-for-sale financial assets 26 5 420,0% 
Equity (excluding profit for the year) 289.104 285.218 1,4% 
Total assets 10.765.141 9.499.701 13,3% 

Income statement
Net interest income 98.776 121.340  (18,6%) 
Net commission income  (4.000)  (7.778)  (48,6%) 
Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities  (3.024) 4.266            n.s.
Other net operating income/(expense) 31.962          25.366          26,0% 

Operating income 123.714        143.194         (13,6%) 
Personnel expenses  (15.238)  (18.806)  (19,0%) 
Other administrative expenses  (26.676)  (26.327) 1,3% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (640)  (1.090)  (41,3%) 

Operating costs  (42.554)  (46.223)  (7,9%) 
Net operating income 81.160          96.971           (16,3%) 
Net impairment losses on loans and provisions for risks and charges  (59.382)  (31.678) 87,5% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments 15                16                 (6,3%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 21.793          65.309           (66,6%) 
Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (*)  (10.137)  (19.645)  (48,4%) 
Integration costs  (78)  (1.830)  (95,7%) 
of which: other administrative expenses  (115)  (2.704)  (95,7%) 

taxes 37                     874                   (95,8%) 

Profit for the year 11.578          43.834           (73,6%) 
Other information

Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 232 235 -3 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [Profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 4,00% 15,37% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 34,40% 32,28% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 1,45% 0,61% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 2,25% 2,46% 

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 % change
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With regard to the statement of financial position, loans to customers increased to 9,6 billion 
euro with growth of 4,9%, accompanied by an increase in net bank debt (from -8,1 billion euro 
to -9,6 billion), mainly with the Parent.8  
 
The progressive deterioration in the general market context led to an increase in levels of risk. 
Total gross deteriorated loans increased from 396,9 million euro to 761,7 million euro, with an 
increase of 364,8 million euro, consisting of past due loans, overdue and in arrears 9 
accounting for 65,7%, non performing loans accounting for 27,6% and impaired and 
restructured loans accounting for the remaining 6,7%. However, this growth was not 
accompanied by a proportionate increase in the degree of coverage, which remains less  than 
that for other companies and banks in the Group, in relation to both the secured nature of the 
loans (ownership of the  asset leased) and the prevalence of property transactions 
(approximately 70% of outstanding deteriorated loans at the end of 2009). There was on the 
other hand an increase in the coverage for performing loans from 0,34% to 0,62%.  
Faced with the continuing negative economic situation, the Company adopted measures to 
halt the growth in default positions and  formed a “credit focus” unit to improve risk 
management. One of the actions taken of particular importance was the creation of a Problem 
Credit Committee composed of the top management of the Company. Its duties are to monitor 
the credit portfolio on a monthly basis, assess the most critical positions and to formulate 
policy on credit monitoring, control and recovery. Another action taken was the institution of 
new procedures, in co-operation with the distribution network, to recover the first instances of 
arrears and to propose rescheduling repayment plans in a manner more appropriate to the 
requirements of customers in difficulty, helping to limit the transfer of customers into the 
“high risk” class (the last before default)10.  
 
From an earnings viewpoint, net operating income fell to 81,2 million euro (-16,3%), the result 
of a greater fall in revenues than in costs.  
The performance of operating income, down to 123,7 million euro (-19,5 million euro), 
reflected the basic contraction of net interest income (-22,6 million euro), due to the increased 
cost of funding. Operating expenses, however, fell by 42,5 million euro (-3,7 million euro), due 
mainly to lower personnel expenses (-3,6 million euro to 15,2 million euro).  
The impact of the deterioration in credit quality practically doubled net impairment losses on 
loans, which rose from 30,8 million euro in 2008 to 59,3 million euro in 2009, making a 
significant contribution to the decrease in profit on continuing operations before tax, 
amounting to 21,8 million euro, down from 65,3 million euro twelve months before.  
After taxes on continuing operations amounting to 10,1 million euro, which benefited from a 
positive non recurring impact of 0,6 million euro (a local production tax refund), and  residual 
integration costs of 0,1 million euro, net profit for the year amounted to 11,6 million euro, a 
decrease compared to 43,8 million euro the year before.  
 
The proposal for the use of profit is to distribute total dividends of 10,8 million euro.  
                                                            

8  The Company transferred senior securities (with a Moody’s “Aaa” rating) to the Parent as collateral in repurchase agreements 
during the year. They were subscribed in 2008 for 3.440.500.000 euro and issued by the special purpose entity UBI Lease Finance 
5. 

9  In compliance with supervisory regulations, past due loans now also include exposures in arrears for between 90 and 180 days 
relating to property mortgages (109,4 million euro gross as at 31st  December 2009).  

10  An agreement was also defined at government level with the approval of the Italian Banking Association and Assilea (national 
association of leasing companies) to grant SMEs in difficulty the chance to suspend capital repayments on outstanding loans. For 
leasing companies, the suspension is for twelve months for the property sector and six months for other assets. UBI Leasing 
participated in the moratorium and had accepted 2.288 applications as at 31st December 2009 for a total of  57,7 million euro. 

Sector % change % change

Figures  in thousands  of euro number amount number amount number amount

Auto 5.147 193.677 7.581 314.512 -32,1% -38,4% 

of which: - motor vehicles 3.122 101.096 3.834 121.271 -18,6% -16,6% 
- commercial vehicles 1.299 32.059 2.062 49.441 -37,0% -35,2% 
- industrial vehicles 726 60.522 1.685 143.800 -56,9% -57,9% 

Machinery and equipment 4.301 483.893 6.793 742.545 -36,7% -34,8% 
Aeronautical 300 137.556 320 154.238 -6,3% -10,8% 
Property 905 1.260.102 1.150 1.560.427 -21,3% -19,2% 

Total 10.653 2.075.228 15.844 2.771.722 -32,8% -25,1% 

 2009  2008
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UBI Pramerica SGR continued work in 2009 to streamline and reorganise its asset 
management business and to rationalise its product range at the same time.  
 
With regard to the former, on 15th June 2009 the Board of Directors  decided to merge two 
speculative asset management companies (UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments and 
Capitalgest Alternative Investments) into UBI Pramerica SGR, an operation which should be 
completed in 2010.  
In October, the Company also applied to the supervisory authority for authorisation to acquire 
the entire share capital of UBI Management Company Sa, the company which manages the 
Group’s Luxembourg Sicav’s (The Sailor’s Funds Sicav).  
 
With regard to the product range on the other hand, the merger of seven mutual funds into 
seven existing funds took effect from 19th June 2009 with a change in the investment policy 
for one of these. It reduced the range of funds from 36 to 29.  
 
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa again received important recognition in 2009:  
- the “High Return” awards organised by “Il Sole 24 Ore” awarded a prize in February to the 

UBI Pramerica Total Return Prudente fund as the “Best international bond fund” for its 
performance over three years;  

- the 2009 Eurofonds Grand Prix Prize awarded in March in the “Best company in the 16-25 
fund class with fundclass rating”; the UBI Pramerica Euro Medio Lungo Termine fund was 
also judged the best Italian fund in the European bonds category, obtaining a four star 
rating;  

- the 2009 Lipper Fund Awards Prize awarded in March to the UBI Pramerica Portfolio 
Prudente fund as the best fund in the class “Best Mixed Asset EUR Conservative – Europe 
over 3 years”;  

UBI PRAMERICA SGR SPA

Figures  in thousands  of euro

OWN "RETAIL CUSTOMERS" 7.264.874         7.070.821         2,7% 

Of which: customer portfolio management 5.148.719 4.755.433 8,3% 

Fund based instruments 2.116.155 2.315.388 -8,6% 
FUNDS 20.070.861 18.925.351 6,1% 

of which: Pramerica funds included in fund based instruments  (2.097.040)  (2.192.445) -4,4% 

Other duplications  (75.624)  (63.230) 19,6% 
SICAV’s and other (net of duplications) 83.567              85.020              -1,7% 

TOTAL ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT 25.246.638      23.825.517      6,0% 
Income statement

Net interest income 1.605 5.587  (71,3%) 

Dividends and similar income 539                   -                        -

Net commission income 61.143 69.658  (12,2%) 

Performance fees 22.930 6.274 265,5% 

Net income/expenses from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activity 34  (1) n.s.

Other net operating income/(expense) 652                   502                   29,9% 

Operating income 86.903             82.020             6,0% 
Personnel expenses  (12.813)  (11.550) 10,9% 

Other administrative expenses  (13.359)  (14.852)  (10,1%) 

Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible assets  (92)  (20) 360,0% 

Operating costs  (26.264)  (26.422)  (0,6%) 
Net operating income 60.639              55.598              9,1% 
Net provisions for risks and charges  (375) -                        -
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments -                         (23.252)  (100,0%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 60.264              32.346             86,3% 
Taxation for the year  (19.475)  (18.553) 5,0% 

Integration costs -                         (135)  (100,0%) 

of which: other administrative expenses -                         (200)  (100,0%) 

taxes -                        65  (100,0%) 

Profit for the year 40.789             13.658              198,6% 
Other information

Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 128 120 8

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 % change
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- the Mutual Investment Funds Triple A Prize awarded in March to the UBI Pramerica 
Bilanciato Euro a Rischio Controllato fund and to the UBI Pramerica Portafoglio Moderato 
fund  at the Milano Finanza 2009 Global Awards ceremony;  

- the Morningstar 2009 Fund Awards Italy Prize awarded in May as the “Best Multi-Asset 
Company”. Also, the UBI Pramerica Obbligazioni Globali Alto Rendimento and the UBI 
Pramerica Euro Corporate funds were awarded Morningstar top selection certificates in the 
Morningstar high yield bond and corporate bond classes respectively.  

 
In March 2010 the Company also received:  
- the 2010 Lipper Fund Awards Prize as the “Best Italian asset management company in the 

large bond class” as a result of the performance of the bond team over the last three years. 
UBI Pramerica received two more prizes awarded to the UBI Pramerica Euro B.T. fund as the 
best “Eurozone – short term” fund over ten years and to the UBI Pramerica Portafoglio 
Moderato fund as the best “Mixed Asset EUR Conservative – Global” fund over five years;  

- the Triple A Mutual Investment Fund Prize awarded to the UBI Pramerica Portafoglio 
Moderato fund at the Milano Finanza 2010 Global Awards ceremony.  

 
In terms of volumes, total assets under management by UBI Pramerica relating to ordinary 
customers amounted as at 31st December 2009 to 25,2 billion euro, an increase compared to 
23,8 billion euro at the end of 2008 (+6%).  
 
If the customer portfolios managed on behalf of institutional customers are also considered, 
total assets under management by UBI Pramerica at the end of 2009 amounted to 30,4 billion 
euro (net of duplications), compared to 29,1 billion euro (again net of duplications) twelve 
months before.  
 
In terms of the income statement, net operating income improved by 9,1% to 60,6 million 
euro, the aggregate result of a recovery in revenues (+6% to 86,9 million euro) and a slight fall 
in operating costs (-0,6% to 26,3 million euro).  
Revenues included a sharp increase in performance fees (+16,7 million euro), consistent with 
the improved performance by financial markets, which more than compensated for the fall in 
other net commission income (-8,5 million euro) and in net interest income (-4 million euro), 
the latter penalised by the fall in interest rates for interest income.  
As concerns costs, an increase in personnel expenses (+1,3 million euro) – mainly in relation 
to 21 members of personnel from FinanzAttiva Servizi which affected the item for two months 
only in 2008 – was offset by a fall in other administrative expenses (-1,5 million euro).  
 
As a result of the performance reported above, the year 2009 ended with a profit of 40,8 
million euro, an increase compared to 13,7 million euro earned the year before, which was, 
however, penalised by impairment of the interest held in Capitalgest Alternative SGR Spa 
recognised in 2008, amounting to 23,3 million euro.  
 
The proposal for the allocation of profit is to distribute total dividends of 40,3 million euro.  
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(*) The item to 31st December 2009 included a positive non recurring impact resulting from an IRAP (local production tax) refund 
amounting to 0,2 million euro. The item to 31st December 2008 included a positive non-recurring impact of 2,3 million euro 
resulting from the redemption obtained from the EC section of the income tax return form by payment of a substitute tax.  

 
 
UBI Factor, the Group member company which specialises in factoring business, performs 
“captive factoring” activity, mainly with major international industrial groups and with public 
administrations. In 2009 the Company was positioned in fifth place nationally in terms of 
outstanding amounts (receivables which have been purchased, but not yet received), with a 
market share of 6,5%, and in fourth position in terms of advances with and without recourse, 
with a market share of 7,9%.  
 
A progressive withdrawal during the year from companies operating in high risk sectors (e.g. 
consumer electronics, construction, textiles) was accompanied by a commercial policy 
designed to form commercial partnerships or standing arrangements with companies of high 
standing  in order to develop initiatives that would guarantee substantial and continuous 
business. More specifically this could be achieved by continuous finance of their suppliers and 
that is through large operations without recourse and by dividing the risk, by making use in 
the majority of the cases of insurance guarantees provided by the principal operators in the 
sector to suppliers selling invoices, where UBI Factor is the beneficiary of the insurance 
indemnity.  
A substantial effort was also made with regard to some large industrial groups who employ 
electronic payments systems for their suppliers, by making modifications to the factoring 
platform used for discounting receivables and the issue of guarantees.  
 
As concerns business with public administrations, an optimisation policy  was pursued 
designed to reduce this area as a percentage of business by means of actions taken to reduce 
the exposure.  
 
Foreign business is growing constantly, consisting of factoring for export and import 
transactions. The objective is to develop business with customers of high standing, 

UBI FACTOR SPA

Figures  in tho us ands  o f euro

Statement of financial position
Loans to customers 2.323.230 2.133.904 8,9% 
Due to customers 15.946 11.979 33,1% 
Net interbank position  (2.192.398)  (2.013.168) 8,9% 
Equity (excluding profit) 92.892 77.254 20,2% 
Total assets 2.366.367 2.202.903 7,4% 

Income statement
Net interest income 38.680 34.006 13,7% 

Dividends and similar income 23                23                -                 
Net commission income 16.260 15.214 6,9% 
Other net operating income/(expense) 4.069            2.961            37,4% 

Operating income 59.032         52.204         13,1% 
Personnel expenses  (10.644)  (10.728)  (0,8%) 
Other administrative expenses  (10.136)  (9.785) 3,6% 
Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property and intangible  (349)  (391)  (10,7%) 

Operating costs  (21.129)  (20.904) 1,1% 
Net operating income 37.903          31.300         21,1% 
charges  (8.199)  (2.347) 249,3% 
Profit/loss on the disposal of equity investments -                    (7)  (100,0%) 

Profit (loss) on continuing operations before tax 29.704         28.946          2,6% 
Taxation for the year (*)  (10.153)  (7.779) 30,5% 

Profit for the year 19.551          21.167           (7,6%) 
Other information

Total work force (actual employees+personnel on leasing contracts) 147 147 -                 

Financial ratios
R.O.E. [Profit for the year/equity (excluding profit for the year)] 21,05% 27,40% 
Cost/income ratio (operating costs/operating income) 35,79% 40,04% 
Net non performing loans/net loans to customers 0,58% 0,24% 
Net impaired loans/net loans to customers 0,19% 0,35% 

31.12.2009 31.12.2008 % change
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characterised by high profitability and low credit risk, operating on both established and 
developing markets.  
In this respect the Polish branch of the Company had already reached the break-even point in 
2009, its first full year of business. Positive growth was also recorded for the commercial 
partnership with the Turkish factoring company Strateji Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş..  
 
The year ended with a profit of 19,6 million euro compared to 21,2 million euro the year 
before, which, however, had benefited from a positive non-recurring impact of 2,3 million euro 
resulting from the tax redemption on non accounting deductions in the EC section of the 
income tax return.  
 
In detail, operating income increased from 52,2 million euro to 59 million euro due to growth 
both in net interest income (+13,7% to 38,7 million euro) and in net commission income 
(+11,6% to 16,3 million euro). This performance was tempered by a slight increase in operating 
costs, which rose from 20,9 million euro to 21,1 million euro, as a result of higher 
administrative expenses (up from 9,8 million euro to 10,1 million euro), only partially offset by 
containment of personnel expenses (down from 10,7 million euro to 10,6 million euro).  
As a consequence, the cost/income ratio improved by more than four percentage points, 
falling from 40% to 35,8%.  
Net impairment losses on loans increased to eight million euro from 3,3 million euro in 2008, 
in relation to the deterioration of credit quality, which nevertheless remained at low levels.  
 
As concerns volumes of business, total business turnover during the year amounted to 5,5 
billion euro, virtually unchanged compared 2008. This included 5,1 million euro relating to 
factoring transactions (+3%), which benefited from commercial action targeted at customers of 
the banks in the Group, the result of synergies created by means of targeted commercial 
approaches, specialist contacts in the network banks and pricing policies in line with the 
markets on which factoring firms operate. Business generated in 2009 by development action 
taken with customers of the banks in the Group amounted to 1,5 billion euro (+50% compared 
to 2008), which had positive effects on trends for revenues.  
 
Loans to customers amounted to 2,3 billion euro, an increase of 8,9% compared to 2,1 billion 
euro twelve months before.  
 
Non performing loans rose from 5,1 million euro to 13,6 million euro, while impaired positions, 
consisting mainly of receivables purchased from public administrations and classified as 
deteriorated loans because of the remaining duration of the loan and not on the basis of 
collectability, fell to 4,3 million euro from 7,5 million euro in 2008.  
 
Capital ratios as at 31st December 2009 consisted of a tier one ratio (tier one capital/risk 
weighted assets) of 8,34% (7,51% at the end of 2008) and a total capital ratio (supervisory 
capital/risk-weighted assets) of 8,32% (7,49%).  
 
The proposal for the allocation of profit, is to distribute total dividends of 4,9 million euro, 
after allocating 14,7 million euro to reserves.  
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Transactions with related parties  

Information on related party transactions and on the rules employed by the Group to ensure 
that these are performed properly both in form and substance is given in part H of the Notes to 
the Consolidated Financial Statements and also in the “Report on the corporate governance 
and ownership structure of UBI Banca Scpa” contained in an attachment to this publication, 
which may be consulted.  
 
 
 
 

Other information  

Treasury shares  

The companies included in the consolidation did not hold any of their own shares nor those of 
the Parent during the course of 2009 with the sole exception of IW Bank which, as at 31st 
December 2009, held 827.168 of its treasury shares (corresponding to 1,12% of the share 
capital) for a nominal amount of 206.792 euro and recognised at the purchase prise of 
approximately 2,6 million euro. During the year IW Bank repurchased 26.554 trasury shares 
(corresponding to 0,04% of the share capital) with a nominal value of 6.638,5 euro at a price of 
approximately 51 thousand euro.  
 
 
 
Litigation  

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT RELATING TO THE “BANCA POPOLARE DI ANCONA 
LITIGATION”  

With regard to the settlement agreement concluded on 23rd March 2005 between UBI Banca 
(then BPU Banca) and Banca Popolare di Ancona, on the one hand, and five  minority 
shareholders of the latter on the other hand, we report the following:  
‐ the payment by BPA to the Carifano Foundation of the fourth and last instalment of 250 

thousand euro, which brought the total paid up to one million euro, as planned under the 
specific agreements designed to put an end to all claims against the UBI Group concerning 
the disposal of the Cassa di Risparmio di Fano bank;  

‐ the establishment, on 26th January 2009, by UBI Banca, BPA, the parties to the settlement 
agreement and the BPA shareholders association, of the Marches Foundation which will 
operate in the Marches region with scientific, cultural and managerial training objectives. 
The Foundation has a governing body of 11 members, two of whom appointed by UBI 
Banca and BPA, five by the parties to the settlement agreement, one by Carifano, one by the 
Marches Region and two by Marches universities. The first two instalments of a total 
amount of six million euro (where the total commitment is for 15 million euro, drawn from 
profits, to be paid over a minimum period of five years) were paid in 2009 and at the 
beginning of 2010 using provisions already recognised in the accounts since 2007. These 
sums result each year in a corresponding reduction in the allocations made by UBI and 
BPA for charitable, social and cultural initiatives.  
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APPEAL BY BANCA REGIONALE EUROPEA AGAINST A FINE IMPOSED BY THE MINISTRY OF THE ECONOMY 
AND FINANCE  

In 2001 the Ministry of the Economy and Finance imposed a fine on Banca Regionale Europea 
(totalling 10,3 million euro) for alleged infringement of Law No. 197/1991 (the “anti-money 
laundering law”).  
The appeal proceedings initiated by the subsidiary were concluded in favour of that bank with 
a ruling of 28th January 2003 by the Court of Mondovì. The Ministry appealed to the Court of 
Cassation against that ruling.  
With rulings made in March-April 2007, the Court of Cassation ruled in favour of the 
Ministry’s appeal and reversed the rulings of the Court of Mondovì referring the case back to 
the Court of Turin, before which BRE made independent applications and appeared against 
the action brought by the Ministry.  
The resumptions of the cases were recently united into two separate proceedings. In both 
cases the judges declared willingness to consider a settlement, subject to a report by a court 
appointed expert, to which BRE will add its own expert.  
On 30th September the reports of the court appointed expert were filed.  
For both the cases the Bank, in taking up the recommendation of the judges, formulated a 
settlement proposal and the response of the Ministry had not yet been received.  

In consideration of the above it was not considered that any reason existed to modify the 
provision made amounting to 5,140 million euro.  
 
 
IW BANK  

In July 2009, the former Directors of IW Bank Spa – Benedetto Marti and Pasquale Casale – 
initiated arbitration action against UBI Banca in which they requested to be freed from non 
competition and length of service commitments they had entered into, together with a claim 
for damages commensurate to the failure to receive emoluments, bonuses and fringe benefits 
for three years from June 2009 until June 2012.  

UBI Banca rejected all their requests because considered without grounds – and as such not 
requiring any provision to be made – and filed a cross complaint based on contract penalty 
clauses also claiming damages.  
Both parties filed briefs within the time limits and according to the procedures laid down by 
the Milan Chamber of Arbitration and a hearing is scheduled for April 2010 for an attempt at 
reconciliation and settlement. 
Signor Casale also made remuneration claims against IW Bank in relation to prior employment 
contracts.  
With a writ of summons notified on 23rd July 2009, the shareholder  Leopoldo Lama, the 
owner of 168.000 shares of IW Bank (approximately 0,2% of the share capital), applied to the 
court to render null and void the resolutions of items two and three on the agenda of the 
ordinary shareholders’ meeting of IW Bank held on 8th April 2009. The case is pending before 
the Civil Court of Milan.  
Finally with resolution No. 16956 of 16th July 2009, notified on 23rd July 2009, the Consob 
(Italian securities market authority) imposed a fine on IW Bank for a total of 20 thousand euro 
for “violations of article 114 of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 4th  February 1998 and the relative 
regulations to implement it”, due to late compliance with disclosure obligations concerning the 
purchase of own shares performed in September, October, November and December 2007.  
In deciding the amount of the fine, which was set at the minimum allowed of five thousand 
euro for each violation, the Consob took into consideration the “co-operative and transparent” 
conduct of the issuer, which “spontaneously informed the Consob of the transactions concerned, 
although after the time limit set by regulations”.  
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Appeal against the fine imposed by the Antitrust Authority  

As already reported in a previous financial report, as a result of an investigation commenced 
in May 2008, on 8th  August 2008 the Antitrust Authority imposed fines on 23 banks including 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo, Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria, Banco di Brescia and 
Banca Regionale Europea, because it held that their conduct concerning the transfer of 
mortgage loans violated regulations on unfair market practices contained in the “Consumer 
Code” (articles 18 et seq. of Legislative Decree No. 206/2005, as amended by Legislative 
Decree No. 146/2007). The fine imposed amounted to 450 thousand euro for each bank of the 
Group.  

In the meantime, all 23 of the banks fined, including those of the UBI Banca Group, made an 
administrative appeal to the TAR (administrative court) of Latium against the measure in 
question, which on 4th February 2009, accepted the appeal and asked for the fines imposed to 
be quashed.  

In July, the Antitrust Authority informed the Ministry of the Economy and Finance, as the 
competent ministry for the payment, of its authorisation for accepting the application for the 
reimbursement of the fine which had been imposed on the four banks of the Group involved in 
the matter.  

On 6th October the appeal, already notified on 18th  September, was filed with the Council of 
State. The arguments presented in the appeal contain no new elements with respect to those 
already presented by the authority when the fine was imposed and in its defence at the 
Regional Administrative Tribunal of Latium. Furthermore, no application was made to 
suspend the order to return the sums paid for the fine. On the date of this report, Banco di 
Brescia and Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria had already  received reimbursement from 
the Ministry, while Banca Popolare di Bergamo e Banca Regionale Europea are still waiting for 
the payment.  

In November 2009, the four network banks of the Group just mentioned filed an official 
defence. The relative briefs are currently being prepared – on the basis of the arguments 
already presented and supported by the ruling fully in favour given in the hearing of first 
instance by the judge of the administrative tribunal – and will be filed, within the time limits 
set, before the hearing, a date for which has not yet been set.  

The positions concerned have been classified as contingent liabilities.  
 
 
 
Inspections  

Inspections were concluded on 30th April 2009, which had been commenced on 29th January 
2009 by the Bank of Italy into the asset management company UBI Pramerica, pursuant to 
Art. 10 of Legislative Decree No. 58/1998, and subsequently extended – in relation to the law 
in force – to UBI Banca, as the depositary bank of the funds managed by UBI Pramerica.  
In September UBI Pramerica and UBI Banca presented  their observations concerning the 
remarks and considerations received during the summer.  
 
The remarks made concerning the asset management company of the Group – which mainly 
regarded areas affected by recent new legislation (implementation of EU measures in Italian 
law concerning MiFID, anti-money laundering and anti-terrorism measures) – related to 
activities to revise organisational decisions and procedures commenced following the 
acquisition of a business unit from Capitalgest. They therefore constituted an opportunity for 
further discussions, study and integration with the Parent on the matters subject to analysis 
already commenced, thereby helping to define an organisational structure for the Company 
with stronger risk management and control functions, designed to pursue sound and prudent 
management objectives more effectively.  
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The remarks made concerning UBI Banca on the depositary bank activities for the funds 
managed by UBI Pramerica, however, concerned organisational and procedural aspects on 
which action is already planned as part of a wide ranging project, designed to strengthen 
controls over the activities as a whole. The timing for the completion of the action is dependent 
on integrating the software application platforms for depositary banking activities in the 
former BPU and BL companies.  
The action planned is at an advanced stage of implementation, partly in relation to the 
disposal already announced of these operations to RBC Dexia, scheduled for completion before 
the end of the first half of 2010. This involves the progressive migration onto the system of this 
partner and therefore the maintenance of adequate standards of service by companies in the 
UBI Banca Group.  
 
In December 2009, the Consob (Italian securities market authority) started inspections at 
Banca Popolare di Bergamo into the state of progress of the update of the solutions adopted 
pursuant to Consob Communication No. 9019104 of 2nd March 2009 ”Level 3 – Intermediaries 
regulations – The duty of  an intermediary to adopt proper and transparent conduct when 
distributing illiquid financial products” and the relative guidelines for relations between 
associations. At the date of this report, the inspection is still in progress, with the supply of 
the documentation required and meetings with personnel in the Parent and the network bank.  
 
Finally, in February 2010 the Bank of Italy informed the Group of the start of inspections – 
pursuant to articles 54 and 68 of Legislative Decree No. 385/1993 (Consolidated Banking Act) 
–  designed to assess the Group with regard to the management, governance and control of 
credit risk in the corporate customer segment, including the state of progress of the project to 
introduce an internal rating system to measure risk.  
 
 
 
Tax aspects  

Summary of changes introduced during the year  
 
“TAX SHIELD” (CAPITAL REPATRIATION)  

The legislation in question grants an amnesty for capital held abroad illicitly as at 31st  
December 2008, for all assets capable of generating income such as financial or property 
assets. The period set for benefiting from the legislation was set to run from 15th September 
2009 until 15th December 2009, which was then indirectly extended until 31st December 2010 
where “impediments” existed to the conclusion of the repatriation operations, which 
nevertheless had to be performed by 15th December.  
At the end of the year the Government enacted Decree Law No. 194 of 30th December 2009, 
which extended the amnesty further from 30th December 2009 until 30th April 2010. While 
other aspects remained unchanged, the substitute tax was raised from 5% to 6% where 
repatriation occurred by 28th  February or to 7% if performed by 30th April 2010. The extended 
time limit until 31st December 2010 remains for cases of “impediment” to the conclusion of the 
operation at the time of filing the declaration.  
In consideration of the central role played by financial intermediaries in the implementation of 
the legislation, the Group has made its legal and tax assistance facilities available to 
customers and it has also organised conventions on the subject together with meetings with 
professional associations. A total of 16 conventions were held in 15 towns and cities (including 
two in Milan) which were attended by approximately two thousand individuals including 
professionals, existing and potential customers, personnel operating in the sector, etc.  
As at 31st December 2009 the Group had received a total of more than 5.200 declarations for 
total repatriated assets of two billion euro, amnestied for 0,1 billion euro.  
 
LEGISLATION ON CONTROLLED FOREIGN COMPANIES IS BROADENED  

Article 13 of the “Anti crisis measures”, Decree Law No. 78/2009,  made amendments to 
tighten the tax legislation on controlled foreign companies (CFC - foreign subsidiaries) resident 
in tax havens. On the basis of the new legislation, in order to be excluded from the CFC tax 
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regime (see Art. 167 of the TUIR – consolidated income tax law) – which consists, “for 
transparency”, of immediate taxation in Italy of income earned by foreign subsidiaries – in 
addition to the already existing condition that a foreign controlled company must actually 
perform commercial and industrial activities, these must now be performed on the local 
market where it is registered. For financial companies this requirement is met when most of 
the sources of finance, investments and revenues originate in the country in which they are 
located.  
At the same time, the CFC rules have also been extended to include subsidiaries wherever 
they are located, where the following conditions apply:  
a) the actual taxation of the foreign company is less than half that applied in Italy;  
b) more than fifty percent of the revenues are generated by the management, possession or 

investment in equities and financial assets, by the exploitation of intangible assets or by the 
provision of services to companies in the same group.  

Exclusion from the CFC regime may be allowed by making an application in advance to the tax 
authorities, demonstrating that the foreign company is not an artifice designed to obtain an 
undue tax advantage. The legislation just briefly described is not easy to interpret and/or to 
apply, with regard for example to:  
‐ effect from 2009 rather than from 2010;  
‐ the procedures for determining the actual level of foreign taxation, also with respect to the 

legal privileges of subsidiaries already presented on the basis of prior laws;  
‐ the role of “passive income companies”1.  
All the issues just mentioned have been broadly analysed in a recent document submitted by 
the main trade associations concerned (i.e. Italian Banking Association, National Insurance 
Association, Joint Stock Company Association, Association of Italian Industry, etc.) to the 
attention of the tax authorities. The authorities issued a communication on the basis of which 
the new rules are effective from 2010 only, while information on other important aspects is 
still lacking. The Group, like others, will not be able assess the organisational and operational 
impacts until that information is made available.  
 
INTRAGROUP VAT  

Art. 10, paragraph 2 of Presidential Decree No. 633/1972  came into full force from 1st 
January 2009. Under determined conditions it renders the provision of services by 
consortiums or consortium companies to their members exempt from VAT. From that same 
date Art. 6 of Law No. 133/1999, which generally exempted ancillary services provided by 
banking and insurance groups to members of the same group, was repealed.  
Consequently, given its federal organisational structure, the UBI Banca Group continues to be 
significantly penalised in terms of the taxation due on a broad range of services provided by 
the Parent. Intragroup VAT, recognised in the income statement for 2009 within other 
administrative expenses, amounted to 28,2 million euro.  
 
DETERMINATION OF INCOME FOR IFRS ENTITIES  

The enactment of Decree No. 48 of 1st April 2009 completed the measures to amend and add 
to the consolidated law on income tax for IFRS entities already commenced with Law No. 244 
of 24th December 2007 and subsequently added to with Decree Law No. 185/2008 where it 
lays down the means to align statutory and tax accounting treatment for extraordinary 
operations.  
More specifically the legislation introduced the possibility of realigning different statutory and 
tax accounting figures for the three year period 2005-2007 resulting from the previous 
legislation by payment of a 16% substitute tax.  
The Group proceeded to perform specific realignments with regard to the following:  
‐ misalignments as at 1st January 2009 resulting from first time adoption of IAS;  
‐ misalignments as at 1st January 2009 resulting from the normal application of IAS/IFRS 

standards which would not have arisen where the new tax measures introduced by the 
2008 Finance Act already mentioned were applied.  

                                                            

1  Companies formed to own tangible and/or intangible assets from which it obtains economic benefits (rights, royalties, dividends, 
etc.).  
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As a result of that option – exercised on 16th  June 2009 pursuant to Art. 15 of Decree Law No. 
185/2008 when the balance on 2008 taxation was paid – taxes of 15,8 million euro have been 
paid, while 12,6 million euro already recognised as deferred tax assets/liabilities have been 
released against the income statement.  
 
IRAP [LOCAL PRODUCTION TAX] REFUND  

Decree Law No. 185/2008 (the “Anti crisis decree”, converted into Law No. 2 of 28th January 
2009), introduced forfeit 10% deductibility of IRAP for IRES (corporation tax) purposes, with 
the retrospective application of that deductibility for the tax years 2004-2007.  
While account was taken for the tax year 2008 of the benefit of the deductibility of IRAP when 
the balance on IRES was paid, refund applications were made via internet through the Parent 
for prior years.  
A refund of the greater IRES paid is due for each tax year to the single companies that have 
applied even in the presence of tax losses. In these cases the greater loss that arises is 
counted as a deduction of income in the first subsequent tax year in which a profit is earned.  
For those years of participation in the tax consolidation, the amount of the refund applied for – 
which relates to the total income of the tax consolidation – will be paid to the consolidating 
company UBI Banca, which will then pay the individual consolidated companies the amounts 
due to them on the basis of their recalculated individual incomes. Vice versa, for those years 
without participation in the tax consolidation, the refund will be paid directly  to the 
companies applying for it.  
On this basis, the total amount of the refund applied for via internet for the prior years 2004-
2007 due to Group member companies which participated in the tax consolidation for at least 
one tax year affected by the refund (inclusive of companies subject to extraordinary 
operations) amounted to 18,4 million euro (17,3 million euro for the part relating to the 
consolidated income and 1,1 million euro for the individual part).  
The total amount for individual years was as follows:  
2004: 3,1 million euro;  
2005: 4,8 million euro;  
2006: 5,4 million euro;  
2007: 5,1 million euro.  
Since the refunds will be paid by the tax authorities within the spending limits of the budget 
allocated by the anti crisis decree (i.e. 100 million euro in 2009, 500 million euro in 2010 and 
400 million euro in 2011), it is considered at the moment that the refunds in question will be 
paid, although in instalments over a relatively long period.  
From an accounting viewpoint the entire amount of the tax credit was recognised in the 
accounts as at 31st December 2009 against recognition of lower taxes.  
 
 
Tax litigation  
 
As is known, many Group member companies are classed as “large taxpayers” on the basis of 
the parameters set by tax authority directive No. 54291 of 6th April 2009. These companies are 
also subject to more stringent inspection by the authorities and “tutelage” was also 
commenced, which on the basis of the policy as known, will provide taxpayers of large 
dimensions with constant assistance and supervision of their operations.  
In this context, like others, the UBI Banca Group was and is  subject to inspections by the 
relative tax authorities and the Guardia di Finanza (finance police): seven inspections were 
started and/or completed in 2009 and one in 2010.  
Further details of action taken by the tax authorities are given in the Notes to the Consolidated 
Financial Statements, Part B, Section 12.5 Liabilities, Contingent liabilities, which may be 
consulted.  
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Relations with analysts and institutional investors and 
communication through the corporate website  

The work of the investor relations function, which reports directly to the CEO, was focused on 
both equity and debt security markets, under the difficult conditions which again continued to 
characterise markets in 2009. The objective was to ensure maximum transparency in  
disclosures to markets, a constant and traditional trait of the Group, and to dialogue with 
operators in the sector.  
 
The following deserve mention in this respect:  
 conference calls2 organised when annual and interim results were approved;  
 the participation of UBI Banca as a speaker at eleven international conferences in Milan, 

Rome, London, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and Paris to promote knowledge of the Group among 
institutional “equity” and “debt” investors and representatives of major national and 
international brokers;  

 periodic meetings with Italian and international investors and with the analysts who cover 
the UBI share (the share is currently followed by 26 brokerage houses, including 19 
international, while the remainder are Italian).  
Altogether senior management and/or the investor relations officer met more than 200 
institutional investors during the year;  

 the very many occasions on which analysts and investors were provided with information in 
response to telephone or email queries, especially in view of the intense reporting activity 
required by the situation on markets.  

 
UBI Banca was classified in third place in Italy in the special league table drawn up each year 
by Institutional Investor in its “2009 European Investor relations Benchmark Study” for the 
measurement of “best practices” and the effectiveness of institutional financial 
communication, irrespective of the sector, on the basis of the indications of “sell side” analysts 
working in major brokerage houses.  
 
Work continued during the year on updating and improving the corporate website 
www.ubibanca.it,  in both the Italian and English version, also in the light of the ever-
increasing importance of online communications, both in terms of use and regulations.  
 
The efforts and investments made to improve online financial communication led to UBI Banca 
achieving eighth position (ninth in 2008 and thirteenth in 2007) in the Italian league table 
compiled annually by the specialist web ranking company Hallvarsson & Halvarsson, and it 
again held second position in the banking sector.  
 
 
Corporate communication and press relations  

Again in 2009 corporate communication was performed with a maximum of transparency and 
co-operation with each publication and with each journalist in order to ensure an accurate 
perception of the Group by the media.  
The press unit at the Parent issued 20 press releases during the year, seven on social and 
local issues, seven on products and initiatives to support business and six on activities and 
initiatives organised by UBI Banca or in which the Group was a partner. As normal in the 
course of this activity, attempts were made to inform the press as much as possible on issues 
of a more strictly financial nature.  
The network banks were in involved in specific initiatives with the issue of press releases at 
local level to attain widespread distribution to the public.  

                                                            

2 With a view to encouraging the fullest participation of those potentially concerned, all the invitations (prepared in the English 
language) are not only sent to a mailing list of analysts and investors, but are also communicated to CONSOB and Borsa Italia Spa 
through NIS (the Borsa Italia network information service) for immediate publication on the institutional website A copy of the 
presentation is made available on the Bank’s website, in good time beforehand.  
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In a generally complex media climate, UBI Banca succeeded in transforming some difficult 
issues into positive points by focusing on its capital strength, generally recognised as one of its 
distinctive features.  
In 2009 the Group obtained visibility in the Italian press in 7.353 articles, 30% of which 
described it in detail in an “authoritative” manner (+20,5% compared to 2008), with a 
readership (an estimate of the number of people who read these articles) of more than 900 
million readers (+24% compared to the previous year). At the same time the percentage of 
positive articles also increased from 27% in 2008 to 31% in 2009, while negative articles 
diminished (down from 14% to 8%).  
 
Particular visibility was also obtained from sponsorships and donations designed mainly to 
support socio-cultural and charitable initiatives.  
Activities in this area were focused on enhancing the brand names employed on different local 
markets with direct initiatives undertaken not only by network banks, but also by the Parent.  
The activities sponsored, and that is the recipients of donations from UBI Banca in  2009, 
consisted generally of three groups:  
- welfare and solidarity activities;  
- cultural activities;  
- social, recreational and sports activities.  
 
SPONSORSHIPS  

Following the earthquake which hit Abruzzo, UBI Banca, together with some banks in the 
Group, decided to work with the charity organisation Aquila per la vita (Aquila for life) giving 
support for an annual oncology contract, as part of oncological treatment in the home. More 
specifically the Group will help fund treatment and care in the home provided by doctor 
Federica Aiello.  
With regard to culture, sponsorships included a concert by the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra 
conducted by Daniel Barenboim, which was held in January at the Teatro alla Scala of Milan. 
The Barenboim-Said Foundation, which promotes the activities of the West-Eastern Divan 
Orchestra, is well known for its activities in training young musicians from Israel and various 
middle eastern cities, with the objective of combining the study of music with peaceful co-
existence between different populations that are traditionally rivals.  
Co-operation also continued with the “Popotus a scuola” project, organised by the daily 
newspaper Avvenire to help children to read and understand newspapers, by introducing them 
to a newspaper specially for them. Popotus is in fact a true and genuine newspaper which 
covers all current events in language and in a manner appropriate to children.  
Finally, on the sports front, partnerships continued with the Varese Basketball team, the 
Goggi Ski Club in Bergamo and the Bergamo international tennis tournament.  
 
DONATIONS  

Welfare and solidarity initiatives continued with support by UBI Banca for the CAM Auxiliary 
Centre for the problems of minors, with ten scholarship grants again in 2009 to help young 
people in difficulty acquire a place in the world of work. A donation was made in this same 
field to the Difesa Fanciulli Foundation of Turin to renovate local facilities for children with 
particular problems.  
In addition to co-operation with Clematis to support the families of employees with disabled, 
non self-sufficient, children, UBI Banca also provided support for AIL (Italian association to 
fight leukaemia, lymphoma and myeloma) to create a research institute at the clinic for 
haematological oncology patients  at the Spedali Civili hospital of Brescia, for the care of 
orphans and street children in hostels and to build schools and workshops at the village of 
Gioia in Tanzania.  
The usual support was also provided in the sphere of culture to high prestige musical events 
which included the Brescia and Bergamo international pianoforte festival which is held in May 
each year in one of the two Lombard cities. UBI Banca was also a sponsor, through a donation 
made to the Cardinal Federico Borromeo Foundation, of the exhibition on Leonardo Da Vinci, 
a unique event which over the next six years will see the display of all the sheets of the famous 
Atlantic Code at the Ambrosian Library and in the Santa Maria delle Grazie Church.  
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Support was provided in the research field to the Einaudi Centre of Turin for the publication of 
a report on Italy and globalisation and on projects concerning “Milan for co-development” and 
“Milan for the protection of bio-diversity” connected with Expo 2015 themes.  
Co-operation  continued in the university field with the LIUC-Libero Istituto Universitario Carlo 
Cattaneo di Castellanza University on a project to internationalise the university.  
Finally with regard to the restoration of artistic heritage and conservation of the environment, 
UBI Banca made a donation to the Mia Foundation to help finance the renovation of the Astino 
Monastery and with the WWF it sponsored conservation and environmental protection projects 
in WWF “Oasis System” protected areas.  
 
 
 
Social and environmental responsibility  

The social responsibility of the UBI Banca Group is based principally on the values contained 
in its Charter of Values and in the Global Compact. All the organisational units in the Group 
are involved in the definition and pursuit of social responsibility, with support from the 
Corporate Social Responsibility Staff unit. This staff unit formulates proposals for policies and 
guidelines, contributes to the management and control system, supports the involvement of 
stakeholders and manages reporting activities.  
 
By progressively integrating social responsibility objectives in its Business Plan, UBI Banca 
pursues the convergence of corporate strategies, policies and objectives with its values and 
principles and with the expectations of its stakeholders. The objective is to create sustainable 
value through the control of reputational risk, to establish a strong and distinctive corporate 
identity and to develop a climate of trust with its staff, its shareholder base and markets.  
 
Work was performed in the corporate governance area in 2009 on the preparation a new 
Group code of conduct scheduled for approval before the end of the first half of 2010. The 
process has involved all organisational units, the network banks and the main product 
companies in work to draw a map of stakeholders and to identify important ethical and social 
responsibility issues. At the same time Vigeo – a major consulting firm for ethical investors – 
was commissioned to analyse corporate policies and procedures concerning the application of 
social responsibility criteria. It will also be useful for the purposes of the code of conduct and 
was being completed at the data of publishing this report.  
 
Business management is oriented towards innovation in products and services, marketing 
approaches and distribution processes consistent with the ethical, social and environmental 
expectations of stakeholders and in implementation of the mutual and community vocation of 
the Group. In addition to action taken on behalf of families and businesses reported in the 
section “Commercial activity”, three counters for PerMicro (a major Italian company operating 
in the micro credit sector in which a stake was acquired during the year) were introduced in 
branches of Banca Popolare di Bergamo in  Bergamo, Banco di Brescia in Brescia and Banco 
di San Giorgio in Genoa as part of the Group’s commitment to developing micro credit for 
social inclusion and to support employment.  
 
Social intervention management is designed to strengthen and support those large numbers of 
nonprofit organisations and initiatives which contribute to growth in cultural and social 
capital, to the development of a spirit of solidarity, to maintaining our traditions and history 
and to enhancing and conserving the urban and natural environments of the areas in which 
the Group operates. In 2009 the Group disbursed a total of more than 19 million euro (-19,4% 
compared to 2008) in the form of donations and sponsorships in co-operation with the Parent, 
the network banks, the main product companies and the foundations. Each entity operates 
independently in response to the demands it encounters and considers consistent with its own 
values and social responsibility objectives. Worthy of note in this respect is the longstanding 
partnership with CESVI (one of the main Italian NGOs operating in the field of humanitarian 
emergencies throughout the world) with which UBI Banca sponsored the initiative “One Kiss 
One euro” in 2009 for a total of 52.926 euro donated in support of a food security project for 
the children of northern Uganda.  
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On the issue of environmental responsibility, in addition to full and substantial compliance 
with the relative regulations in force, it is Group policy to contribute to sustainable economic 
performance and to the achievement of the objectives set out in the Kyoto protocol, thereby 
concretely implementing the principles adhered to in the Global Compact. The “Best Place for 
Green” prize received in 2010 bears witness to this commitment. Awarded by Demoskopea, in 
partnership with  AzzeroCO2, it is destined to banks which effectively communicate attention 
and commitment to environmental issues.  
The environmental policy approved in December 2008 commits the Group to  reducing its 
environmental impact through the intelligent and responsible management of both direct 
impacts generated by its own operating activities, (e.g. in terms of the consumption of 
resources, the production of waste and emissions of harmful substances) and also indirect 
impacts generated by the conduct of third parties with whom the Bank does business, its 
customers and suppliers. In addition to controlling the direct and indirect impacts of its own 
commercial operations, the Group is committed to increasing general awareness of 
environmental issues by promoting the responsible involvement not only of its own personnel 
but also of all the stakeholders with which it interacts and of society in general.  
 
Finally with regard to reporting and control activity for social and environmental 
responsibility, the Group’s efforts are focused on the implementation of an integrated internal 
and external communication and operational monitoring system, in line with best practices in 
the sector and consistent with the relative models. The Corporate Social Responsibility Report, 
together with the social responsibility section of the Group website, is the main instrument for 
integrated reporting on the economic aspects (the economic value generated and distributed), 
social aspects (commitments, objectives and results achieved in terms of satisfying the 
legitimate expectations of stakeholders) and environmental aspects (commitments, objectives 
and results for controlling direct and indirect impacts) of operations.  
The involvement of stakeholders in monitoring the level of awareness and agreement with the 
social responsibility strategies of the Group and the quality of the reporting provided in 
relation to expectations is achieved through a special section of the customer satisfaction 
survey activity  (the “listen project” - consultation) and through focus groups for 
representatives of trade associations and nonprofit organisations that are conducted on a 
rotating basis in the main geographical areas in which the Group operates (six focus group 
surveys were held in 2009 in Ancona, Varese and Cuneo).  
 
THE CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT  

The 2009 Corporate Social Responsibility Report was prepared in compliance with the 2006 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (G3) and the Financial Services Sector Supplement issued 
by the Global Reporting Initiative3 and it was subjected to an independent audit by the audit 
firm KPMG Spa. Approximately 3.000 copies are printed to distribute mainly to registered 
shareholders at the annual general meeting, together with this report. As occurred last year, a 
summary version is planned in co-operation with the publishers Società Editoriale Vita to be 
printed in approximately 100.000 copies and distributed as a supplement to the Vita Non 
Profit magazine and in the branches of the Group. Both the full and the summary versions are 
available (the former also in the English language) in the social responsibility section of the 
Group website.  
 
Attempts were made with this edition, on the basis of input from focus groups, mainly to 
improve communication aspects by slimming down the document substantially and giving it a 
new graphics format, while maintaining the quantity and quality of the indicators high enough 
to ensure that a B+ level of application of the GRI model is maintained.  
 
A new method for the calculation and distribution of economic value generated was adopted 
for economic reporting which reconciles the corporate social responsibility report with the 
consolidated financial statements. In 2009 the UBI Banca Group generated economic value of 

                                                            

3  A non profit foundation located in Amsterdam which was formed from a project started in 1997 by CERES of Boston (a coalition of 
investors, environmental organisations and public interest groups which came together to promote corporate social responsibility by 
addressing businesses directly on social and environmental issues). Its mission is to produce global standards for sustainability 
reporting, thanks to the contribution of hundreds of experts in a large number of countries throughout the world.  
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3,2 billion euro (-0,7% compared to 2008), 9,3% of which is retained by the Group and 90,7% 
is distributed to  stakeholders.  
 
Reporting on social aspects of operations highlights commitments and results in relations with 
different stakeholders, focusing specifically on certain issues of importance for the sector 
indicated in the introduction to the document, partly in relation to economic context.  
 
The environmental responsibility report gives an account of Group performance on containing 
the consumption of resources and the production of harmful emissions and waste and reports 
the following:  

 a reduction of 55% in TOE4 consumed, the result of an increase in the proportion of 
electricity generated from renewable sources from 71% to 84%;  

 a decrease of 27% in CO2 emissions (28.194 tons compared to 33.211 tons in 2008), 
primarily as a result of growth in the proportion of electricity purchased generated from 
renewable sources;  

 a reduction of 22% in total waste produced (amounting to 2,1 tonnes), 94,5% of which is 
paper and cardboard packaging that is fully recycled or recovered.  
 
 

 
Legislation on the protection of personal data  

In compliance with Art. 34 of Legislative Decree No. 196 of 30th June 2003 – legislation on the 
protection of personal data – the companies of the Group performed the periodic update of 
security programme documents on time and in compliance with the recommendations 
contained in the Attachment B, Technical Regulations, of that decree (rule 19).  
In order to ensure the accurate and proper preparation of that document, standardising 
operational practices where possible and at the same time defining the scope of responsibility 
of each actor concerned – the Parent prepared specific corporate guidelines to regulate the 
process at UBI Banca, UBI Sistemi e Servizi and in the network banks. At the same time those 
guidelines also constituted a reference framework for the other banks and subsidiary 
companies required to prepare the document.   

                                                            

4  A Ton of Oil Equivalent is a unit of energy measurement. It represents the quantity of energy released by burning a ton of crude oil 
and is equal approximately to 42 GJ (billion joules). The value is set by convention, because different types of oil have different 
values for the heat of combustion and there are many conventions currently in use.  
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Principal risks and uncertainties to which 
the UBI Banca Group is exposed  

Risks  

The UBI Banca Group attributes great importance to the measurement, management and 
monitoring of risk, as activities necessary to the sustainable creation of value over time and to 
the consolidation of its reputation on its markets.  
 
In compliance with the new regulations for the prudential supervision of banks (Bank of Italy 
Circular No. 263/2006), the Group has put a process in place to calculate its total capital 
adequacy requirement – for the present and the future – to meet all significant risks to which 
the Group is or might be exposed on the basis of its operations (ICAAP - Internal Capital 
Adequacy Assessment Process).  
 
In this respect a thorough identification was performed of the risks to be measured on the 
basis of its operations, its characteristics and its markets.  
Activities for the identification of risks are performed continuously. They are designed to verify 
the magnitude of risks that are already subject to measurement and to detect signals of other 
types of risk that may be manifesting. Identification involves precise conceptual definition of 
the risks to which the Group is exposed, an analysis of the factors which combine to generate 
them and a description of the relative manner in which they manifest. This activity was 
achieved by means of a centralised process of analysis supplemented by self assessment 
conducted on all the entities of the Group.  
 
Once the activity to identify significant risks is completed, the ICAAP process involves the 
measurement of the risks identified and the calculation of the capital required to meet it 
(capital adequacy), both at present and in the future. Use is made of specific and global stress 
tests (by assessing impacts on a single risk and on all risks respectively) to perform a better 
assessment of exposure to risk and of systems for mitigating and monitoring them and 
calculating capital requirements.  
 
The UBI Banca Group has a system of risk governance and management in place which takes 
account of organisation, regulations and methods in order to ensure consistency in its 
operations and its relative propensity to risk.  
In consideration of its mission and the operations of the Group and also the market context in 
which it operates, the risks to be subjected to measurement in the ICAAP assessment process 
were identified and divided into first pillar and second pillar risks as required by the relative 
regulations.  
 
First pillar risks – already managed under the requirements of supervisory regulations – are as 
follows:  

• credit risk (including counterparty risk): the risk of incurring losses resulting from the 
default of a counterparty with whom a position of credit exposure exists;  

• market risk: the risk of changes in the market value of positions in the trading portfolio for 
supervisory purposes due to unexpected changes in market conditions and 
creditworthiness. It also includes risks resulting from unexpected changes in foreign 
exchange rates and commodities prices which relate to all balance sheet positions;  

• operational risk: the risk of incurring losses resulting from the inadequacy or malfunction 
of procedures, human resources and internal events or from exogenous events. These 
include losses resulting from fraud, human error, business disruption, system failure, non 
performance of contracts and natural disasters and it comprises legal risk.  
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In addition to first pillar risks, measurable second pillar risks were identified, for which 
quantitative methods are formulated which lead to the determination of internal capital, 
together with non measurable second pillar risks subjected to qualitative assessment (policies, 
control measures, attenuation or mitigation).  
 
The second pillar risks subject to analyses are as follows:  
 
1) Measurable risks:5  

 concentration risk: risk resulting from exposures in the banking portfolio to 
counterparties, or groups of counterparties in the same economic sector or 
counterparties which carry on the same business or belong to the same geographical 
area. Concentration risk can be divided into two types, single name concentration risk 
and sector concentration risk;  

 interest rate risk: current or future risk of a change in net interest income and in the 
economic value of the Bank following unexpected changes in interest rates which have 
an impact on the banking portfolio;  

 business risk: the risk of adverse and unexpected changes in profits and margins with 
respect to forecasts, connected with volatility in volumes of business due to competitive 
pressures and market conditions;  

 equity risk: the risk of losses incurred in the equity investments portfolio.  
 property risk: risk of changes in the value of property assets.  

 
2) Non measurable risks:6  

 risks resulting from securitisations: the risk that the underlying economic substance of a 
securitisation is not fully reflected in decisions made to measure and manage risk;  

 compliance risk: the risk of incurring legal or administrative sanctions, substantial 
financial losses or damage to reputation resulting from violations of laws and external 
regulations or internal regulations (by-laws, codes of conduct and voluntary codes);  

 liquidity risk: the risk of the failure to meet payment obligations which can be caused 
either by an inability to raise funds or by raising them at higher than market costs 
(funding liquidity risk), or the presence of restrictions on the ability to sell assets (market 
liquidity risk) with losses incurred on capital account;  

 reputational risk: the risk of incurring losses resulting from a negative perception of the 
image of the Bank by customers, counterparties, shareholders of the Bank, investors, 
the supervisory authority or other stakeholders;  

 residual risk: the risk of incurring losses resulting from the unforeseen ineffectiveness of 
established methods of mitigating risk used by the Bank (e.g. mortgage security);  

 strategic risk: the current or future risk of a fall in profits or in capital resulting from 
changes in the operating context, inadequate decision-making, failure to react to 
changes in a competitive environment.  

 
Credit risk constitutes the most important characteristic risk of the UBI Banca Group: 
historically this risk accounts for approximately 90% of the supervisory risk capital. The 
continued difficulties of the economy in general and the consumer crisis – generated by the 
reduction in the available income of households – has had a negative impact on the ability of 
businesses and individuals to meet their commitments and has determined an increase in 
credit risk with a consequent increase in problem loans and the relative provisions made.  
 
To complete the information there is a risk of partial redemption associated with some 
positions in hedge funds held in portfolio, for which redemption requests have been made 
(counterparty risk).  
 
The current period of intense activity in terms of new regulations by supervisory authorities 
both recently issued  (e.g. Consob Resolution No. 17221 of 12th March 2010 concerning related 

                                                            

5  Risks for which it is possible to quantify the capital at risk, i.e. the capital requirement that is considered necessary to cover losses 
above a given expected level;  

6  Risks for which policies and measures for control, reduction or mitigation are considered more appropriate because no specific 
methodology exists for the measurement of the capital at risk.  
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party transactions, the PSD-SEPA, Payment Services Directive – Single European Payment 
Area), and currently at the consultation phase (reporting obligations for supervised entities 
pursuant to Consob Resolution No. 14015, Bank of Italy measures concerning anti-money 
laundering, etc.), as well as interpretation clarifications (e.g. responses to queries on usury 
issued on 19th February 2010), require action to be taken down to a very low and costly 
operating level for the measures to be implemented in corporate procedures, and this can 
assume importance in terms of the risk of non compliance  (compliance risk).  
 
As concerns securities brokering and the sale of financial instruments (funds, policies, etc.), 
the recent performance of financial markets has determined substantial reductions in 
expected commission income (business risk).  
 
Finally, with regard to liquidity risk, pressures on financial markets have eased considerably – 
especially towards the end of 2009 – although the cost of institutional funding is still high.  
 
The marginal magnitude of risks other than those reported is not expected to change during 
the course of the year.  
 
Detailed information on financial risk management objectives and policies and also on the 
exposure of the Group to price risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and the risk of changes in cash 
flows – pursuant to article 2428 of the Italian Civil Code – is given in Part E of the Notes to the 
Consolidated Financial Statements, which may be consulted.  
 
 
 
Uncertainties  

An uncertainty is defined as a possible event for which the potential impact, attributable to one 
of the risk categories just mentioned, cannot be determined and therefore quantified at present.  
 
The context in which the Group is currently operating is affected by the fragile and 
intermittent nature of the recovery by advanced economies, and that of the euro area in 
particular. More specifically, international institutions are predicting a slow recovery with 
broad uncertainty surrounding the performance of the world economy and the continuing 
deterioration of conditions on labour markets. Pressures on financial markets diminished 
compared to the previous year, but volatility on markets has nevertheless increased recently.  
 
The elements of uncertainty identified could manifest with impacts attributable basically to 
credit risk, interest rate risk, residual risk and business risk. In detail, the main uncertainties 
identified for 2010 are linked to the following aspects:  
• developments in the macroeconomic situation. Uncertainties over developments in the 

macroeconomic context remain, linked to the ability of the system to transform the growth 
phase commenced with exceptional expansionary measures – both monetary and fiscal – 
contingent in nature, and implemented to address the recession, into a sound and 
widespread recovery. The labour market, especially in the United States and Europe, 
continues to remain weak, with important consequences for demand in general and, 
because of this, amongst other things, for business output and turnover. Negative impacts 
therefore result for the volume and quality of lending by banks.  
Uncertainties over the timing and magnitude of the general recovery also derive from 
possible policies to contain government spending, designed to reduce the levels of debt 
reached during the economic crisis, which could be accompanied by the gradual 
introduction of measures to ease tax burdens on households and businesses;  

• the performance of financial markets and the yield curve. The prolonged period of low 
interest rates, has kept banking margins under pressure, which, on the contrary, would 
benefit if they gradually increased. Uncertainties remain over the timing of when the 
expansionary monetary policies pursued during the recession period will end. Future 
trends for inflation are therefore particularly important and the information available in this 
respect does not show the presence of endogenous pressures consistent with the high 
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output gap that characterises the Italian economy and the entire euro area. Potential 
adverse effects are nevertheless not to be excluded, particularly with regard to the energy 
sector, resulting from growth in raw materials prices – accompanied by stability for 
producer prices, with a consequent reduction in profit margins for businesses – which may 
be amplified if the current weakening of the euro consolidates.  

 Impacts for financial markets, currently unquantifiable, could result from uncertainties 
over the solvency of sovereign borrowers and the related broadening of yield spreads.  

 On the other hand, the recovery on securities markets, which has occurred since March 
2009, on which the stabilisation of redemptions and the recovery in the performance of 
funds depends,  could mitigate exposure to business risk;  

• performance of the property market. With regard to property assets used to secure loans and 
leasing contracts with customers, the combination of high prices recorded in the recent 
past in combination with the potential decrease in prices in the future could lessen the 
intrinsic security for outstanding transactions;  

• changes in the legislative and regulatory context. Generally, the introduction of new laws or 
of conventions and agreements in the sector nationally could modify the pricing of some 
revenue items and bring with it a reduction in lending margins and in commissions on 
services, which cannot yet be quantified at present. More specifically, one important factor 
for the immediate future concerns the implementation of the EC Directive 2007/64/EC 
relating to payment services in the internal market (the Payment Services Directive), the 
provisions of which could be subject to additions when instructions to implement it are 
issued by the Bank of Italy. Finally proposals to modify prudential regulations advanced for 
consultation by the Basel Committee (Basel 3) for which implementation is scheduled from 
2012-2013, in order to avoid limiting the capacity of the system to grant credit, could 
require far from negligible operating intervention by banks and the adoption of balance 
sheet policies focused on strengthening the quality and quantity of capital resources. In 
particular, the greatest impacts could result from a proposal to deduct minority interests 
and deferred tax assets from the calculation of the core tier one capital, together with the 
introduction of quantitative requirements designed to contain liquidity risk.  

 
* * * 

 
The risks and uncertainties just described were subject to a process of assessment designed, 
amongst other things, to examine the impacts of changes in market parameters and conditions 
on corporate performance. The Group does in fact possess instruments to measure the impacts of 
risks and uncertainties on its operations (sensitivity analysis and stress tests in particular), 
which allow it to rapidly and continuously adapt its strategies – in terms of its distribution, 
organisation and cost management systems – to changes in the operating context. Risks and 
uncertainties are also under constant observation through the implementation of the policies and 
regulations to govern risk adopted by the Group: policies are updated in relation to changes in 
strategy, context and market expectations. Periodic monitoring of policies is designed to verify 
their state of implementation and their adequacy. The findings of the analyses performed show 
that the Group is able to meet the risks and uncertainties to which it is exposed, which therefore 
confirms the assumption that it is a going concern.  
 

Risks relating to health and safety at the workplace (Legislative 
Decree No. 81 of 9th April 2008)  

Statistics published by INAIL (national insurance institute for accidents at the workplace) on 
work-related accidents and illnesscontinue to place the banking and insurance sectors in the 
lowest class, both in terms of absolute severity and the frequency and seriousness of 
accidents. Above all the majority of the accidents that are reported – and almost all those with 
a significant prognosis, including those involving administrative liability pursuant to 
Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, which is those with  recovery periods of longer than 40 days 
– fall within the category “accident while travelling” not connected with the actual work 
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performed, but which occur travelling to and from work. In this respect the data for the UBI 
Banca Group is perfectly in line with those for the sector.  
 
However, one possible source of accident risk consists of the presence of the employees of 
outside firms which perform building and similar works and/or ordinary and extraordinary 
maintenance work at the operating premises of the group (termed “interference risks”). 
Consequently, great attention was paid in 2009 to proper compliance by contractors  with 
regulations specially drawn up to manage contract work in safety (article 26), which were  
distributed in a corporate memorandum. This was achieved through continuous education for 
the personnel in the consortium service company, responsible for direct management of 
relations with suppliers and also of the chiefs of local operating units where the contract 
works is actually performed, thanks to a special one day course dedicated to them. Further 
development of the regulations for the management of contracted work in safety is in progress, 
which provides for greater and direct involvement of the Group personnel concerned by means 
of official procedures and reports for the control and supervision activities normally conducted 
with respect to outside contractors.  
 
In addition to “interference risk” there is also that of “psycho-social” risks to which increasing 
attention is being paid in the banking sector as in others, not so much because of the intrinsic 
level of risk as to the widespread knowledge of the problem at all levels. The processes of 
profound organisational change which continue to affect most companies, the impacts of 
which are in some cases further amplified by the spread of the world economic crisis and the 
need to accelerate those processes of change, have without doubt intensified the problems of 
work-related stress. Compulsory assessment of this type of stress was introduced (although 
application has been postponed several times) by a legislative decree in April 2008.  
      
As concerns one of the risk factors for the physical safety of personnel that is traditionally 
considered typical of the banking sector, the risk of robbery, it can undoubtedly be stated that 
the decision of the Group to adopt automated cash machines which eliminate the presence of 
cash in hand has considerably reduced the number of robberies in absolute terms. However, 
there has been an increase compared to recent years in the phenomenon of robberies 
performed with personnel taken hostage for long periods until safes open. A strange statistical 
effect was therefore seen in 2009, with a  decrease in the number of robberies, but an increase 
in the percentage of those considered “serious” from the viewpoint of the mental and physical 
safety of personnel, with a need for psychological assistance following practices established 
with positive results over the years.  
 
The governance activity of the Parent on health and safety matters is performed by the 
Prevention and Protection Function within the Human Resources and Organisation Macro 
Area. Additionally the chief of that function represents UBI Banca on the Technical 
Commission on Health and Safety of the Italian Banking Association. This governance activity 
led in 2009 to the centralisation in the Parent of the management of health and safety also for  
all the product companies (with the sole exceptions of IW Bank and Centrobanca). 
Consequently, the following could be standardised: risk assessment regulations, internal 
procedures, training programmes and  procedures for managing relations with safety doctors. 
The foundations could also be laid for the adoption of a standard  “organisational model” on 
safety that is consistent with the organisational structure of the Group.  
 
A project was therefore planned by the Prevention and Protection Function to improve and 
unify the system of authorisations for safety prevention  with the assistance of a leading legal 
firm and support from a consulting firm. Under that system the General Manager of each 
company is the official “Employer”, with specific authorisation granted by the governing body 
of the company. Below him powers are delegated, on the basis of a detailed operational system 
of authorisations, to the chiefs of the areas most directly involved in the operational 
management of the health and safety of workers (the Departmental Staff and Human 
Resources of each individual company along with Logistics, Physical Safety and Purchases at 
UBI.S). Consequently, organisational and spending powers and responsibilities are transferred 
from the “Employer” on the basis of a principle of “effectiveness”, guaranteed by a specific 
official notarised authorisation which details the respective obligations to act consistent with 
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the organisation structure of the UBI Banca Group, in terms of the list of the obligations of the 
“Employer and Executive Officer” pursuant to article 18 of Legislative Decree No. 81/2008.  
 
The solution described above will be proposed to all the banks in the Group with a view to the 
first fundamental implementation of the principles contained in the organisation and 
management model contained in Legislative Decree No. 231/2001.  
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Subsequent events and the business outlook 
for consolidated operations  

Part A, Section 4 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements may be consulted for 
significant events occurring after the end of the year.  
 
With regard to the business outlook for operations, on the basis of the information currently 
available, the economic situation and the general environment for 2010 appear for the time 
being to be improving very slowly.  
Improvement activities set in motion, including those to optimise the branch network, 
commercial projects in the “young people” segment and more generally initiatives to 
strengthen customer acquisition and growth in business volumes will allow the Group to 
successfully grasp opportunities arising from a possible increase in market interest rates.  
The action is currently being finalised to contain costs that will minimise the effects of 
increases resulting from the renegotiation of labour contracts and from the slight recovery in 
inflation, while it is expected that the cost of credit will start to progressively reduce from the 
second half onwards as a result of action taken on Group companies with lower credit quality.  
 
Finally, with regard to an update of the Business Plan, although the relevant Government 
Bodies have already approved guidelines in previous meetings, they feel it is best not to 
finalise the plan until a less uncertain economic situation takes shape.  
 
 
 
 
Bergamo, 19th March 2010  
 
 
 

THE MANAGEMENT BOARD  
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Certification of the consolidated financial statements pursuant to Art. 81-ter of the 
Consob Regulation 14th May 1999, No.11971 and subsequent modifications and 
integrations  
 
 
1.The undersigned Victor Massiah, Chief Executive Officer, and Elisabetta Stegher, Senior Officer Responsible for 
preparing the company accounting documents of UBI Banca Scpa, having taken account of the provisions of 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of article 154 bis of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24th February 1998, hereby certify:  
 
 the adequacy in relation to the characteristics of the company and  
 the effective application  

 
of the administrative and accounting procedures for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements during 
the course of 2009.  
 
2. The model employed  
 
The assessment of the adequacy of the administrative and accounting procedures for the preparation of the 
consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended 31st December 2009 was based on an internal model 
defined by UBI Banca Scpa and developed in accordance with the framework drawn up by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) and with the framework Control Objectives for IT 
and related technology (COBIT) which represent the generally accepted international standards for internal control 
systems.  
 
3.Furthermore, it is certified that:  
 
3.1 the consolidated financial statements:  

a) were prepared in compliance with the applicable international financial reporting standards recognised 
by the European Community in accordance with the Regulation No. 1605/2002 (EC) issued by the 
European Parliament on 19th  July 2002;  

b) correspond to the records contained in the accounting books of the Group;  
c) give a true and fair view of the capital, operating and financial position of the issuer and of the group 

of companies included in the consolidation.  
 

3.2 the management report comprises  a reliable analysis of the performance, operating results and position of the 
issuer and of the companies included in the consolidation, together with a description, insofar as they are 
known, of the main risks and uncertainties to which they are exposed.  

 
Bergamo, 19th March 2010 
 
 
          Victor Massiah                                                                                       Elisabetta Stegher 
      
 
 
 
 
(signed on the original)                                                                                    (signed on the original) 
 
 
 
 
 

Senior Officer Responsible for 
preparing the company accounting 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Consolidated statement of financial position  
 
 
 
 

ASSET ITEMS (figures in thousand euro) 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

10. Cash and cash equivalents 683.845 793.657 
20. Financial assets held for trading 1.575.764 2.326.654 
30. Financial assets at fair value 173.727 460.157 
40. Available-for-sale financial assets 6.386.257 4.351.838 
50. Held-to-maturity investments - 1.630.844 
60. Loans to banks 3.278.264 3.053.704 
70. Loans to customers 98.007.252 96.368.452 
80. Hedging derivatives 633.263 792.398 
90. Fair value change in hedged financial assets 301.852 335.417 
100. Equity investments 413.943 246.099 
110. Technical reserves of reinsurers - 88.362 
120. Property, equipment and investment property 2.106.835 2.170.867 
130. Intangible assets 5.523.401 5.531.633 

of which:
goodwill 4.401.911 4.338.486 

140. Tax assets: 1.580.187 1.512.530 
a) current 744.435 746.975 
b) deferred 835.752 765.555 

150. Non current assets and disposal groups held for sale 126.419 18.931 
160. Other assets 1.522.214 2.274.142 
Total assets 122.313.223 121.955.685 

 
Table 1: 100O|1 - NOTA1 
 
I 
Gl considerazione dell’allineamento delle prassi contabili resesi necessarie a seguito della fusione tra gli ex Gruppi BPU e 
aca Lombarda, nonché della variazione del principio contabile relativo ai piani a benefici definiti per i dipendenti, i valori 
a1 dibre 2006 sono stati modificati rispetto a quelli già pubblicati. A tale proposito si rimanda a quanto esposto nella   
ai “Criteri di redazione” . 
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LIABILITIES AND EQUITY (figures in thousand euro) 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

10. Due to banks 5.324.434 3.980.922 
20. Due to customers 52.864.961 54.150.681 
30. Securities issued 44.349.444 43.440.556 
40. Financial liabilities held for trading 855.387 799.254 
60. Hedging derivatives 927.319 635.129 
80. Tax liabilities: 1.210.867 1.514.050 

a) current 558.997 744.869 
b) deferred 651.870 769.181 

90. Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale 646.320 4.412 
100. Other liabilities 3.085.006 4.030.238 
110. Staff severance provisions 414.272 433.094 
120. Provisions for risks and charges: 285.623 295.429 

a) pension and similar obligations 71.503 81.285 
b) other provisions 214.120 214.144 

130. Technical reserves - 408.076 
140. Fair value reserves 235.043 (70.296) 
170. Reserves 2.207.863 2.443.259 
180. Share premiums 7.100.378 7.100.378 
190. Share capital 1.597.865 1.597.865 
210. Minority interests 938.342 1.123.637 
220. Profit for the year 270.099 69.001 
Total liabilities and equity 122.313.223 121.955.685 

Table 2: 100O|1 - NOTA2 
 
In considerazione dell’allineamento delle prassi contabili resesi necessarie a seguito della fusione tra gli ex Gruppi BPU e 
Banca Lombarda, nonché della variazione del principio contabile relativo ai piani a benefici definiti per i dipendenti, i 
valori al 31 dicembre 2006 sono stati modificati rispetto a quelli già pubblicati. A tale proposito si rimanda a quanto 
esposto nella sezione relativa ai “Criteri di redazione” . 
saldi di confronto al 31 dicembre 2006 si riferiscono al solo ex Gruppo BPU Banca.ai “Criteri di redazione” . 
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Consolidated Income Statement  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

10. Interest and similar income 4.213.948 6.190.249 
20. Interest expense and similar (1.718.320) (3.193.905) 

30. Net interest income 2.495.628 2.996.344 
40. Commission income 1.329.184 1.387.721 
50. Commission expense (199.009) (199.446) 

60. Net commission income 1.130.175 1.188.275 
70. Dividends and similar income 10.609 71.204 
80. Net trading income (loss) 13.864 (142.274) 
90. Net hedging income (loss) 15.960 (18.459) 
100. Income/expenses from disposal or repurchase of: 122.115 29.452 

a) loans (81) (8.147) 
b) available-for-sale financial assets 30.516 30.046 
c) held-to-maturity investments 37.441 - 
d) financial liabilities 54.239 7.553 

110. Net income/expenses on financial assets and liabilities at fair value (25.151) (118.035) 

120. Gross income 3.763.200 4.006.507 
130. Net impairment losses on: (914.371) (1.069.718) 

a) loans (865.211) (559.168) 
b) available-for-sale financial assets (43.883) (516.917) 
d) other financial transactions (5.277) 6.367 

140. Net financial operating income 2.848.829 2.936.789 
150.  Net insurance premiums 169.176 189.040 
160. Other income/expenses of insurance operations (149.127) (191.426) 

170. Net income from banking and insurance operations 2.868.878 2.934.403 
180. Administrative expenses (2.415.610) (2.581.014) 

a) personnel expenses (1.477.200) (1.632.663) 
b) other administrative expenses (938.410) (948.351) 

190. Net provisions  for risks and charges (36.932) (34.489) 
200. Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property (117.408) (123.567) 
210. Net impairment losses on intangible assets (150.770) (151.045) 
220. Other operating income/(expense) 235.042 226.884 
230. Operating expenses (2.485.678) (2.663.231) 
240. Profits (losses) of equity investments 35.578 2.050 
270. Profits (losses) on disposal of investments 100.099 82.953 
280. Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax 518.877 356.175 
290. Taxes on profit for the year from continuing operations (236.885) (192.861) 

300. After tax profit (loss) from continuing operations 281.992 163.314 
310. Profit (loss) after tax of discontinued operations 5.155 (15.727) 

320. Profit (loss) for the year 287.147 147.587 
330. Profit attributable to minority interests (17.048) (78.586) 
340. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 270.099 69.001 

Figures in thousands of euro

I
n considerazione dell’allineamento delle prassi contabili resesi necessarie a seguito della fusione tra gli ex Gruppi BPU e 
Bana Lombarda, nonché della variazione del principio contabile relativo ai piani a benefici definiti per i dipendenti, i  
A reclassification was performed on the figures to 31.12.2008 amounting to 689 
thousand euro relating to insurance for Directors and Statutory Auditors which was 
reclassified within administrative expenses out of item b) other administrative expenses 
into item a) personnel expenses. quelli già pubosito si rimanda a quanto I  
Iesposto nella sezione relativa ai “Criteri di redazione” . 
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icembre 2006 si riferiscono al solo ex Gruppo BPU Banca. 
 
 
 

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income  
 
 

Figures in thousands of euro 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

 10. PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR 287.147 147.587

Other comprehensive income net of taxes
 20. Available-for-sale financial assets 254.041 (83.098) 
 30. Property, equipment and investment property - -                       

 40. Intangible assets - -                       

 50. Foreign investment hedges - -                       

 60. Cash flow hedges 10.682 (13.611) 
 70. Foreign currency differences - -                       

 80. Non current assets held for sale. - -                       

 90. Actuarial gains (losses) on defined benefit plans 3.471 (8.554) 
100. Share of fair value reserves of equity investments valued at equity 38.186 (5.680) 
110. Total other comprehensive income net of taxes 306.380 (110.943) 
120. COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (item 10 + 110) 593.527 36.644
130. CONSOLIDATED COMPREHENSIVE INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO MINORITY INTERESTS 18.109 76.689
130. CONSOLIDATED COMPREHENSIVE INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT 575.418 (40.045) 
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Statement of changes in consolidated equity  
 
 

• to 31/12/2009  
 
 

(figures in thousands of euro)
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Share capital: 1.597.865 - 1.597.865 - - - - - - - - - - 1.597.865 435.440 
a) ordinary shares 1.597.865 - 1.597.865 - - - - - - - - - - 1.597.865 435.440 
b) other shares - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Share premiums 7.100.378 - 7.100.378 - - - - - - - - 7.100.378 85.839 
Reserves 2.443.259 - 2.443.259 9.788 (234.165) (11.019) - - - - - - 2.207.863 347.883 
Fair value reserves: (70.296) - (70.296) - - 20 - - - - - - 305.319 235.043 52.132 
Equity instruments - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Treasury shares - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Profit for the year 69.001 - 69.001 - (69.001) - - - - - - 270.099 270.099 17.048 
Equity attributable to the Parent 11.140.207 - 11.140.207 9.788 (303.166) (10.999) - - - - - 575.418 11.411.248 X
Equity attributable to minority interests 1.123.637 - 1.123.637 - - (203.404) - - - - - - 18.109 X 938.342 

Changes during the year
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• to 31/12/2008  
 

 

(figures in thousands of euro)
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Share capital: 1.597.865 - 1.597.865 - - - - - - - - - - 1.597.865 553.653 
a) ordinary shares 1.597.865 - 1.597.865 - - - - - - - - - - 1.597.865 553.653 
b) other shares - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Share premiums 7.100.378 - 7.100.378 - - - - - - - - 7.100.378 46.680 
Reserves 2.195.597 - 2.195.597 248.080 - (418) - - - - - - 2.443.259 395.186 
Fair value reserves: 37.485 - 37.485 - - 1.265 - - - - - - (109.046) (70.296) 49.532 
Equity instruments - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Treasury shares - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Profit for the year 880.812 - 880.812 (248.080) (632.732) - - - - - - 69.001 69.001 78.586 
Equity attributable to the parent 11.812.137 - 11.812.137 - (632.732) 847 - - - - - (40.045) 11.140.207 X
Equity attributable to minority interests 1.085.839 - 1.085.839 - - (38.891) - - - - - - 76.689 X 1.123.637 
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (Indirect method)  
 
 

Figures in thousands of euro  31/12/2009 31/12/2008

A. OPERATING ACTIVITIES
1. Ordinary activities 918.163 1.689.194 

- profit for the year (+/-) 270.099 69.001 

- gains/losses on financial assets held for trading and on financial assets/liabilities at fair value ( 11.287 260.309 

- gains/losses on hedging activities (-/+) (15.960) 18.459 

- net impairment losses on loans (+/-) 914.371 1.069.718 

- net impairment losses on plant, equipment and investment property and intangible assets (+/-) 268.178 274.612 

- net provisions for risks and charges and other expense/income (+/-) 36.932 34.489 

- net premiums not received (-) - - 

- other insurance income/expense not received (+/-) - - 

- outstanding taxes and duties (+) (370.840) 69.445 

- net impairment losses on disposal groups held for sale after tax (+/-) (5.155) 15.727 

- other adjustments (+/-) (190.749) (122.566) 

2. Cash flows generated/absorbed by financial assets (2.190.821) (3.075.808) 

- financial assets held for trading 764.754 787.913 

- financial assets at fair value 261.279 762.947 

- available-for-sale financial assets (1.409.265) (1.301.576) 

- loans to banks: repayable on demand - - 

- loans to banks: other loans (224.560) 850.475 

- loans to customers (2.504.011) (4.175.567) 

- other assets 920.982 (4.175.567) 

3. Cash flows generated/absorbed by financial liabilities 585.854 2.589.644 

- amounts due to banks repayable on demand - 

- amounts due to banks: other payables 1.343.512 (4.223.836) 

- due to customers (1.285.720) 5.143.712 

- securities issued 908.888 2.569.483 

- financial liabilities held for trading 56.133 (65.953) 

- financial liabilities at fair value - - 

- other liabilities (436.959) (833.762) 

Net cash flows generated/absorbed by operating activities (686.804) 1.203.030 
B. INVESTING ACTIVITIES
1. Cash flows generated by 1.219.026 183.303 

- disposals of equity investments - 2.407 

- dividends received on equity investments 10.609 71.204 

- disposals of held-to-maturity investments 1.083.337 15.000 

- disposals of property, equipment and investment property 19.826 8.277 

- disposals of intangible assets - 3.462 

- disposals of lines of businesses 105.254 82.953 

2. Cash flows absorbed by (338.868) (603.072) 

- purchases of equity investments (55.032) (35.030) 

- purchases of held-to-maturity investments (115.373) (391.324) 

- purchases  of property, equipment and investment property (88.390) (117.157) 

- purchases of intangible assets (80.073) (59.561) 

- purchases of lines of business - - 

Cash flows generated/absorbed by investing activities 880.158 (419.769) 
C. FUNDING ACTIVITIES - - 

- issues/repurchases of treasury shares - - 

- issues/purchases of equity instruments - - 

- distribution of dividends and other uses (303.166) (632.732) 

Cash flows generated/absorbed by funding activities (303.166) (632.732) 
CASH FLOWS GENERATED/ABSORBED DURING THE YEAR (109.812) 150.529  
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Reconciliation  
 

Figures in thousands of euro 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 793.657 643.108 
Cash and cash equivalent inflow on 01/04/2007 following the merger - - 
Total net cash flows generated/absorbed during the year (109.812) 150.549 
Cash and cash equivalents: effect of changes in exchange rates - - 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 683.845 793.657 

 
 
 
 
To complete the information, non current assets available for sale (and the liabilities associated 
with them) have been recognised at the lower of the carrying amount and the fair value (net of 
sales costs).  
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Part A – Accounting policies  

A.1 – General Part  
A.2 – Main Balance Sheet Items  

 
Part B – Information on the consolidated statement of 
financial position 
                 Assets 
                 Liabilities  

Other information  
 

PART C – Information on the consolidated  
               income statement  
 
PART D – Consolidated statement  
               of comprehensive income  
 
PART E – Information on risks and the  
               relative hedging policies  
 
PART F – Information on consolidated capital  
 
PART G – Business combination transactions  
               concerning companies or lines of business  
 
PART H – Transactions with related parties  
 
PART I – Share-based payments  
 
PART L – Segment Reporting  
 

 
  
The figures contained in the tables in the notes to the financial statements are stated in 
thousands of euro, unless specified otherwise.  
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Part A – Accounting policies  
 
 
 
A.1 – GENERAL PART  
 
 
Section 1 Statement of compliance with IFRS  
 
This consolidated financial statements of the UBI Banca Group have been prepared in 
compliance with the international financial reporting standards issued by the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and endorsed at the date of publication and also in 
compliance with the related interpretations of the International Financial Reporting 
Interpretation Committee (IFRIC).1 
 
This report is composed of the balance sheet, income statement, statement of comprehensive 
income, statement of cash flows, statement of changes in equity, the notes to the financial 
statements and the consolidated management report, subjected to audit by the independent 
auditors and it relates to the companies (subsidiaries, associates and companies subject to 
joint control) included in the consolidation.  
 
The consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended 31st  December 2009 have 
been clearly stated and give a true and fair view of the capital and financial position, the result 
for the year, the changes in equity and the cash flows.  
 
 
SECTION 2 Basis of preparation  
 
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared according to the general 
accounting principles contained in IAS 1 “Presentation of financial statements” and they 
therefore report information on a going concern basis, recognising income and expenses on an 
accruals basis, without offsetting assets against liabilities and income against expenses.  
Account was also taken in the preparation of this annual report of the Bank of 
Italy/Consob/Isvap document No. 4 of 3rd March 2010 which, following on from the previous 
joint document No. 4 of 6th February 2009 issued by those authorities, recommends that 
financial reports provide a clear, full and up-to-date view of the risks and uncertainties to 
which the company is exposed, the capital available to meet those risks and its effective ability 
to generate income. The document, like its predecessor, is not to be interpreted alone, insofar 
as it does not introduce any further reporting obligations with respect to those already 
contained in international accounting standards, while it recommends full and accurate 
compliance with them. Nevertheless, it identifies the following reporting areas in which 
companies must ensure a higher degree of transparency:  

1. measurement (impairment testing, IAS 36) of goodwill, indefinite life intangible assets 
and equity investments;  

2. measurement of equity instruments classified as “available-for-sale financial assets” 
(IAS 39);  

3. classification of financial liabilities when contract clauses are not complied with which 
determine a loss of the benefits when concluded.  

 
The document in question also provides information on the accounting treatment to adopt in 
situations where debt is restructured in exchange for shares. Finally, it calls attention to the 
importance of the correct definition and related disclosure of the three levels of fair value (“fair 
value hierarchy”) introduced by IFRS 7.  

 
Account was taken of the document just mentioned in the preparation of these annual reports 
when the specific sections of the notes to the financial statements which deal with those 
aspects were compiled.  

                                       
1 See the “List of IAS/IFRS standards approved by the European Commission”. The standards listed there and the 

relative interpretations are applied on the basis of events occurring that are disciplined by them and the year from 
which they must be applied.  
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The information contained in this annual report is expressed, unless otherwise indicated, in 
euro as the accounting currency and the financial information, the balance sheet and income 
statement, the notes and comments and the explanatory tables are presented in thousands of 
euro. The relative rounding of the figures has been performed on the basis of Bank of Italy 
instructions. Items for which there are no values for the current and the previous period have 
been omitted.  

 
The mandatory financial statements used in this annual report comply with those defined in 
Bank of Italy Circular No. 262/2005, as amended by the first update of 18th November 2009, 
and in addition to the accounts as at 31st December 2009, they also provide the same 
comparative information as at 31st December 2008.  
 
On 18th November, the Bank of Italy issued the first update of Circular No. 262/05 “Banking 
financial statements: presentations and compilation rules”. This update consisted of a full 
revision of this circular, which regulates the preparation of financial statements for banks, in 
order to incorporate amendments which had been made to international accounting standards 
in the circular, to rationalise some of the tables contained in the notes to the financial 
statements and to incorporate interpretations  already furnished in previous 
communications.2  
 
Some reclassification became necessary following the  issue of this first update, which for the 
UBI Banca Group merely involved a few details in the Notes to the Financial Statements, 
because they were performed within the same general item.  
 
 
Accounting policies  
 
The accounting policies contained in Part A.2 concerning the classification, measurement and 
derecognition phases are essentially the same as those adopted for the preparation of the 2008 
annual financial statements.  
 
The accounting policies employed tend to apply the cost criterion with the exception of the 
following financial assets and liabilities, which are valued using the fair value criterion: 
financial instruments held for trading (including derivative products), financial instruments 
designated at fair value (in application of the fair value option) and available-for-sale financial 
instruments.  
 
To complete the information, non current assets available for sale (and the liabilities 
associated with them) have been recognised at the lower of the carrying amount and the fair 
value (net of sales costs).  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

                                       
2 The reference is to the following administrative communications: No. 222359 of 22nd February 2008 concerning the 
recognition of lease transactions under construction; No. 1354714 of 22nd December 2008 concerning the 
renegotiation of mortgages and No. 1379882 of 31st December 2008 (released to banks by means of the “addendum” of 
January 2009) concerning modifications and clarifications to Circular No. B.I. 262/05. 
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SECTION 3 Consolidation scope and methods  
 
 
The consolidated financial statements include the financial and operating results of UBI Banca 
Scpa and the companies either directly or indirectly controlled by it, including within the 
scope of the consolidation also those companies which operate in sectors different from that to 
which the Parent belongs and the special purpose entities, when the conditions of effective 
control exist, even in the absence of an equity stake, but in relation to what is termed 
“business”.  
 
The following principal changes occurred in the scope of the consolidation as compared with 
the situation as at 31st December 2008.  
 
Changes in the scope of the consolidation  
 

‐ Purchase on 23rd December 2009 by IW Bank S.p.A of the entire share capital of Twice 
S.I.M. S.p.A.  

‐ The purchase of Twice S.I.M.  S.p.A. resulted in the inclusion in the consolidation of 
the following subsidiaries fully controlled by it:  

o Twice & Partners S.r.l. 
o Twice Research S.r.l 

‐ Invesclub S.r.l. which in turn exerts significant influence over:  
o Italforex S.r.l.  valued using the equity method  

‐ The purchase on 22nd December 2009 by Centrobanca S.p.A. of the entire share capital 
of Medinvest S.p.A.  

‐ The purchase on 22nd May and subsequently on 27th October 2009 of a 20,6148% 
interest in the share capital of the company PerMicro S.p.A. 

‐ The sale, on 29th December 2009, of 50% plus one share of UBI Assicurazioni S.p.A. to 
a newly formed company (F&B Insurance Holding ) in which Fortis and BNP Paribas 
Assurance hold interests. That partial disposal meant that the consolidation method 
for the company was changed from full consolidation to consolidation by the equity 
method.  

‐ The sale on 11th December 2009 of the whole of the interest held in Mercato Impresa  
to Affinion International Holding S.r.l.  

‐ The cancellation on 12th June 2009 from the business register of the company Coralis  
Travel, which had been in liquidation since the last quarter of 2008  

‐ The formation on 18th December 2009 of the company UBI Trustee Sa  by UBI Banca 
International Luxembourg  

 
Non recurring transactions which occurred within the Group  
 

‐ The merger, on 25th March 2009, of Capitalgest S.p.A. into UBI Banca  
‐ The sale, on 7th May 2009, of the entire interest held by the Parent  in UBI 

Centrosystem to UBI Sistemi e Servizi  and the merger, on 22nd June 2009, of UBI 
Centrosystem into UBI Sistemi e Servizi  

‐ The sale by UBI Banca Scpa to six Group member companies of interests in the 
consortium company UBISS Scpa.  

 
 
See the section “the consolidation scope” in the management report for further information on 
the changes just reported and for information on operations which resulted in changes in the 
percentages of ownership.  
As concerns changes in the percentage of ownership, these did not determine changes in the 
methods of consolidating the undertakings involved in those operations, except for those just 
mentioned.  
 
With regard to the consolidation methods, companies subject to control are consolidated using 
the line-by-line method, those subject to joint control are proportionately consolidated, while 
those interests over which the Group exercises significant influence are valued using the 
equity method.  
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The line-by-line consolidation method  
 
Subsidiaries subject to control are consolidated using the full line-by-line method. The concept 
of control goes beyond a majority percentage interest in the share capital of the company 
invested in and is defined as the power to determine the financial and operating policies of the 
entity in question for the purpose of obtaining the benefits from its activities.  
The line-by-line consolidation method involves summing the items of the income statements 
and balance sheets of subsidiaries on a line-by-line basis. The following adjustments are made 
for this purpose:  
(a) the carrying amounts of the subsidiaries held by the Parent and the corresponding part of 

the equity are eliminated;  
(b) the proportion of equity and of profit or loss for the year attributable to other shareholders 

is stated under a separate item.  
 
If the results of the above value adjustments are positive, these are stated (after first allocating 
them if possible to the assets or liabilities of the subsidiary) as goodwill under item “130 
intangible assets” on the date of the first consolidation. If the resulting differences are negative 
they are normally charged to the income statement.  
Intragroup balances and transactions, including revenues, costs and dividends are completely 
eliminated.  
The operating results of a subsidiary that is acquired during the period are included in the 
consolidated balance sheet starting from the date on which it is acquired. Similarly the 
operating results of a subsidiary that is disposed of are included in the consolidated balance 
sheet until the date on which control over the company is released.  
The accounts used in the preparation of consolidated financial statements are stated as of the 
same date.  
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared using uniform accounting policies 
for like transactions and events.  
If a subsidiary uses different accounting policies from those employed in the consolidated 
financial statements for like transactions and other events in similar circumstances, value 
adjustments are made to its accounts for the purposes of the consolidation.  
 
 
 
The proportionate method  
 
An equity investment is considered as subject to joint control even in the absence of equal 
voting rights, if control over the operating activities and strategic policies of the company 
invested in is shared with others on the basis of contractual agreements.  
Application of the proportionate method involves the inclusion in the investor’s balance sheet 
of its share of the assets controlled jointly and of its share of the liabilities for which it is 
jointly responsible.  
The income statement of the investor includes the relative share of the income and expenses of 
the jointly controlled entity.  
Intragroup balances and transactions, including revenues, costs and dividends are eliminated 
on the basis of the share of joint control.  
The investor ceases the use of the proportionate consolidation method for the purposes of 
consolidation from the date on which it ceases to have joint control over the investment.  
 
 
 
 
The equity method  
 
Equity investments over which the Group exercises significant influence, which is the power to 
participate in the financial and operating policy decisions but not to control or have joint 
control over them are valued using the equity method.  
Under this method an equity investment is initially recorded at cost and the carrying amount 
is increased or decreased to reflect the investor's share of the net profit or loss of the associate 
after the acquisition date. The proportion of the profit or loss for the year made by the investee 
attributable to the investor is stated in the income statement of the latter. Dividends received 
from an investee reduce the carrying value of the investment; adjustments to the carrying 
amount may also be required arising from a change in the portion of the investee's equity 
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attributable to the investor that have not been recognised in the income statement. These 
changes include changes arising from the revaluation of property, equipment and investment 
property from exchange rate differences on items in foreign currencies. The portion of those 
changes attributable to the investor are recorded directly in its equity.  
Where potential voting rights exist, the investor's share of profit or loss of the investee and of 
changes in the investee's equity is determined on the basis of present ownership interests and 
does not reflect the possible exercise or conversion of potential voting rights.  
Where the investee incurs continued losses, if these exceed the carrying value of the investee, 
the carrying value is written off and further losses are only recognised if the investor has 
contracted legal or implicit obligations or has made payments on behalf of the investee. If the 
investee subsequently realises a profit, the investor resumes recognition of its share of the 
profits only after reaching the share of the profit which was previously not recognised.  
For the purposes of consolidating investments in associates the figures from the financial 
statements prepared and approved by the boards of directors of the individual companies are 
used. Where accounts prepared according to international standards are not available those 
prepared according to national accounting standards are used after first verifying that there 
are no significant differences.  
The consolidating entity ceases use of the equity method from the date on which it ceases to 
exercise significant influence over the associate and the investment is classified under either 
“Financial assets held for trading” or “available-for-sale financial assets”, according to the 
case, starting from that date on condition that the associate does not become a subsidiary or 
subject to joint control.  
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1.  Equity investments in companies subject to exclusive control and to joint control (proportionally consolidated)  
 

Investing company % held

1. Unione di Banche Italiane Scpa - UBI Banca Bergamo
2. Albenza 3 Srl Milan euro 10.000 4 X X X
3. B@nca 24-7 Spa Bergamo euro 316.800.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
4. Banca Carime Spa Cosenza euro 1.468.208.505,92 1 UBI Banca Scpa 92,830% 92,830%
5. Banca di Valle Camonica Spa Breno (BS) euro 2.738.693 1 UBI Banca Scpa 74,244% 82,960%

Banco di Brescia Spa 8,716%
6. Banca Lombarda Preferred Capital Company LLC Delaware (USA) euro 1.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
7. Banca Lombarda Preferred Securities Trust Delaware (USA) euro 1.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
8. UBI Banca Private Investment Spa Brescia euro 67.950.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
9. Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Capital Trust Delaware (USA) euro 1.000 1 BPCI Funding Llc - USA 100,000% 100,000%
10. Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Funding LLC Delaware (USA) euro 1.000.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
11. Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa Milan euro 682.500.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 88,111% 88,111%
12. Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa Jesi ( AN) euro 122.343.580 1 UBI Banca Scpa 92,853% 92,853%
13. Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa Bergamo euro 1.256.300.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
14. Banca Regionale Europea Spa Cuneo euro 442.000.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 59,952% 63,134%
15. Banco di Brescia Spa Brescia euro 593.300.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
16. Banco di San Giorgio Spa Genoa euro 87.841.249 1 UBI Banca Scpa 35,451% 92,784%

Banca Regionale Europea Spa 57,333%
17. Banque de Depots et de Gestion Sa Lausanne (Switzerland) Swiss francs 10.000.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
18. BDG Singapore Pte Ltd Singapore Singapore dollars 325.000 1 Banque de Depots et de Gestion Sa 100,000% 100,000%
19. BPB Capital Trust Delaware (USA) euro 1.000 1 BPB Funding Llc - USA 100,000% 100,000%
20. BPB Funding LLC Delaware (USA) euro 1.000.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
21. BPB Immobiliare Srl Bergamo euro 185.680.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
22. UBI Leasing Spa Brescia euro 196.557.810 1 UBI Banca Scpa 79,996% 98,993%

Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 18,997%
23. UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR Spa Milan euro 5.000.000 1 UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 96,250% 96,250%
24. Capitalgest Alternative Investments SGR Spa Brescia euro 1.500.000 1 UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 100,000% 100,000%
25. UBI Factor Spa Milan euro 36.115.820 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
26. Centrobanca Spa Milan euro 369.600.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 92,351% 97,822%

Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 5,471%
27. Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR Spa Milan euro 2.000.000 1 Centrobanca Spa 100,000% 100,000%
28. Coralis Rent Srl Milan euro 400.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
29. 24-7 Finance Srl Brescia euro 10.000 UBI Banca Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
30. FinanzAttiva Servizi Srl Bergamo euro 5.660.000 1 UBI Banca Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
31. Gestioni Lombarda Suisse Sa Lugano ( Switzerland ) Swiss francs 1.000.000 1 Banque de Depots et de Gestion Sa 100,000% 100,000%
32. Invesclub Srl Milan euro 10.000 1 Twice SIM Spa 100,000% 100,000%
33. Investnet International Sa Luxembourg euro 12.478.465 1 IW Bank Spa 100,000% 100,000%
34. Investnet Italia Sarl Luxembourg euro 5.000.000 1 IW Bank Spa 100,000% 100,000%
35. IW Bank Spa Milan euro 18.404.795 1 UBI Banca Scpa 55,061% 78,557%

Centrobanca Spa 23,496%

T
ype of 

ow
nership

PARENT 

Details of investment

% of votes

A.1 Line-by-line consolidated companies

Name Headquarters Share capital
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Inv e s t ing  c o m pa ny % he ld

36. Lo mbarda  Leas e  F inance  2 Srl Bres c ia euro  10.000 UBI Banca  Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
37. Lo mbarda  Leas e  F inance  3 Srl Bres c ia euro  10.000 UBI Banca  Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
38. Lo mbarda  Leas e  F inance  4 Srl Bres c ia euro  10.000 UBI Banca  Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
39. Medinves t Spa Milan euro  675.000 1 Centro banca  Spa 100,000% 100,000%
40. UBI Management Co mpany Sa Luxembo urg euro  125.000 1 UBI Banca  Inte rna tio na l SA 1,000% 100,000%

UBI Banca  P riva te  Inves tment Spa 99,000%
41. UBI F inance  2 Srl Bres c ia euro  10.000 UBI Banca  Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
42. UBI F inance  Srl Milan euro  10.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 60,000% 60,000%
43. Orio  F inance  Nr. 3 P lc Dublin (Ire land) euro  10.000 4 X X X
44. So c ie tà  Bres c iana  Immo bilia re  - Mo bilia re  SBIM Spa Bres c ia euro  35.000.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
45. UBI Ges tio ni F iduc ia rie  S im Spa Bres c ia euro  1.040.000 1 UBI Fiduc ia ria  Spa 100,000% 100,000%
46. S ilf - So c ie tà  Ita liana  Leas ing e  F inanziamenti Spa Cuneo euro  2.000.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
47. S into nia  F inance  Srl Milan euro  10.000 4 X X X
48. So c ie tà  Lo mbarda  Immo bilia re  Spa  - SOLIMM Bres c ia euro  100.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
49. Twice  SIM Spa Milan euro  15.261.842 1 IW Bank Spa 100,000% 100,000%
50. Twice  & P artners  Srl Milan euro  90.000 1 Twice  SIM Spa 100,000% 100,000%
51. Twice  Res earch Srl Milan euro  15.000 1 Twice  SIM Spa 100,000% 100,000%
52. UBI F iduc ia ria  Spa Bres c ia euro  1.898.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
53. UBI Banca  Inte rna tio na l SA Luxembo urg euro  57.539.730 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 93,014% 100,000%

Banco  di Bres c ia  Spa 3,347%
Banco  di San Gio rgio  Spa 0,177%
Banca  P o po lare  di Bergamo  Spa 3,462%

54. UBI Ins urance  Bro ker Srl Bergamo euro  3.760.000 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 100,000% 100,000%
55. UBI P ramerica  SGR Spa Milan euro  19.955.465 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 65,000% 65,000%
56. UBI Leas e  F inance  5 Srl Bres c ia euro  10.000 UBI Banca  Scpa 10,000% 10,000%
57. UBI S is temi e  Servizi Scpa Bres c ia euro  35.136.400 1 UBI Banca  Scpa 70,919% 100,000%

Banca  Carime Spa 2,960%
Banca  P o po lare  Co mmerc io  e  Indus tria  Spa 2,960%
Banca  P o po lare  di Anco na  Spa 2,960%
Banca  P o po lare  di Bergamo  Spa 2,960%
Banca  Regio na le  Euro pea  Spa 2,960%
Banco  di Bres c ia  Spa 2,960%
Banca  24-7 Spa 1,480%

Banca  di Valle  Camo nica  Spa 1,480%

Banco  di San Gio rgio  Spa 1,480%
Centro banca  Spa 1,480%
UBI As s icurazio ni Spa 1,480%
UBI Banca  P riva te  Inves tment Spa 1,480%
UBI P ramerica  Sgr Spa 1,480%
UBI Fac to r Spa 0,740%
Silf Spa 0,074%
UBI Ins urance  Bro ker Srl 0,074%
UBI P ramerica  Alte rna tive  Sgr Spa 0,074%

58. UBI Trus tee Luxembo urg euro  125.000 1 UBI Banca  Inte rna tio na l Sa 100,000% 100,000%

N a m e He a dqua rte rs S ha re  c a pita l

D e ta ils  o f  inv e s tm e nt

% o f  v o te s
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Investing company % held

1. Barberini Sa Brussels (Belgium) euro 3.000.000 7 UBI Banca Scpa 33,333% 33,333%
2. UBI Trust Company Ltd Jersey (Great Britain) UK sterling 50.000 7 UBI Banca International Sa 99,998% 99,998%
3. By You Spa Milan euro 650.000 7 UBI Banca Scpa 40,000% 40,000%
4. By You Piemonte Srl Ciriè (TO) euro 60.000 7 By You Spa 100,000% 100,000%
5. By You Mutui Srl Milan euro 60.000 7 By You Spa 100,000% 100,000%
6. By You Liguria Srl Genoa euro 60.000 7 By You Spa 100,000% 100,000%
7. By You Adriatica Srl Bologna euro 60.000 7 By You Spa 100,000% 100,000%
8. Permicro Spa Turin euro 1.264.200 7 UBI Banca Scpa 20,615% 20,615%
9. Polis Fondi SGR Spa Milan euro 5.200.000 7 UBI Banca Scpa 9,800% 9,800%
10. Prestitalia Spa Rome euro 9.385.200 7 Barberini Sa 68,518% 68,518%

Name Headquarters Share capital

Type of 
ow

nership

Details of investment

% of votes

A.2 Proportionately consolidated companies

 
 
 
 
Key  
(1) Type of relationship:  

1 = majority of voting rights in ordinary general meetings  
2 = dominating influence over ordinary general meetings  
3 = agreements with other shareholders  
4 = other forms of control  
5 = “unitary management” control under Art. 26, paragraph 1, of “Legislative Decree No. 87/92”  
6 = “unitary management” control under Art. 26, paragraph 2, of “Legislative Decree No. 87/92  
7 = joint control  

(2) Votes available at ordinary shareholders’ meetings, distinguishing between actual and potential  
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2.      Other information  
 
Companies in which no equity investment is held and for which shares have been received as 
pledges are excluded from the scope of the consolidation, in consideration of the purpose of 
possession, which is to secure the loan granted and not to exercise control and determine 
financial and operating policies in order to obtain the economic benefits deriving from them.  
The statement of financial position, income statement and statement of cash flows of 
consolidated companies which operate with a reference currency other than the euro are 
translated at the exchange rate ruling at the end of the year. All the exchange rate differences 
resulting from the conversion are recognised in a specific reserve in equity. If an investment is 
disposed of, this reserve is eliminated with a simultaneous debit or credit in the income 
statement at the time of disposal.  
International financial reporting standards require the recognition in the financial statements 
of corporate events in a manner which reflects the underlying economic substance of them.  
No equity investments held directly or indirectly by the Parent with an interest of less than 
20% existed at the statement of financial position date over which it is considered it exerted 
significant influence. Furthermore, with the exception of equity investments held for merchant 
banking activities classified under item 20 “Financial assets held for trading”, no equity 
investments held directly or indirectly by the Parent Bank with an interest of more than 20% 
existed at the statement of financial position date over which it is considered it did not exert 
significant influence.  
No significant restriction existed at the statement of financial position date on the ability of 
associate companies to transfer funds to the investing company in the payment of dividends or 
the repayment of advances with the exception of the company Prestitalia Spa, which in 
compliance with Bank of Italy instructions of March 2010 is not at the moment able to 
distribute profits or other components of its capital for the financial year 2009.  
The reporting dates of the companies measured using to the equity method and consolidated 
proportionately were the same as that of the Parent.  
 
 
 
SECTION 4 Subsequent events  
 
With regard to the provisions of IAS 10, subsequent to 31st December 2009, the reporting date, 
and until 19th March 2010, the date on which the Annual Report was approved by the 
Management Board for submission to the Supervisory Board, no events occurred to make 
adjustments to the figures presented in the report necessary.  
 
For information purposes, the following events are mentioned, which have already been 
reported in the consolidated management report, which may be consulted:  
• on 25th-26th January 2010 the migration was successfully performed of 14 lines of business 

for a total of more than 300 branches as planned under the branch network optimisation 
project of the Group,  which resulted in attributing almost exclusive geographical cover 
locally to each network bank;  

• with regard to the bond entitled “UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con facoltà di rimborso in 
azioni”, the competent governing bodies have irrevocably decided not to exercise the options 
for settlement in cash provided for by articles 7, 12 and 13 of the bond regulations if the 
market value of the UBI Banca shares on the reference date is greater than 12,80 euro, 
leaving the right to choose for equal or lower amounts unchanged.  

 
On 10th March 2010, the Markets-Insider Trading Office Division of the Consob (Italian 
securities market authority), notified UBI Banca Scpa, as the company into which Banca 
Lombarda e Piemontese Spa (BLP) was merged, of an alleged violgation by the Bank pursuant 
to article 187-septies of Legislative Decree No. 58/1998 (Consolidated Finance Act) concerning 
an affair dating back to 2006 relating to possible irregularities pursuant to article 187 ter of 
the Consolidated Finance Act discovered in relation to trading in listed shares performed by an 
untrustworthy employee (subsequently dismissed) on an account of Banca Lombarda and on 
personal accounts of the employee himself, both by means of trading performed directly on the 
Borsa Italiana Spa electronic market and through orders placed though intermediaries. UBI 
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Banca considers that it has grounds for defence against the accusations made by the Consob 
and will present its case within the legal time limits.  
On 17th March 2010 the Tax Unit of Ancona of the  Guardia di Finanza (Finance Police), 
notified the Senigallia branch of the Banca Popolare di Ancona of two violations for failing to 
make reports, pursuant to Art. 3 of Law No. 197/1991 and subsequent amendments and 
additions (anti-money laundering), concerning transactions performed between 2005 and 
September 2006. BPA will file a defence with the Ministry of the Economy and Finance within 
30 days of the notification.  
 
 
SECTION 5 Other aspects  
 
 
Convertible bond issue  

Significant capital management operations were performed during the year, details of which 
are given in the section of the management report entitled “Significant events that occurred 
during the year”. These included a convertible bond issuance “UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con 
facoltà di rimborso in azioni”  approved by the Management Board of UBI Banca on 27th May 
and 18th June 2009. While details of the bond are reported in the section “Significant events 
that occurred during the year ” in the consolidated management report, information is given 
here on the accounting treatment for the recognition of the transaction in question.  

For accounting purposes the loan in question was a complex instrument, which not only 
incorporated a “plain vanilla” debt instrument, but also a conversion option exercisable by the 
subscriber and an early redemption option exercisable by the issuer, which required separate 
recognition in the accounts. At the initial recognition stage, in compliance with the IAS 32, 
“Financial instruments: presentation”, the individual items just listed need to be unbundled in 
order to identify the nature of each of them and to recognise each one with the correct 
amount. As concerns the first aspect, the identification of the single items, the application of 
the IFRS led to recognition of the “plain vanilla” debt as a liability issued for non trading 
purposes (recognition within item 30 “securities issued”) and therefore valued at amortised 
cost. Since UBI Banca had reserved the option to either redeem the bond with its own shares 
or to pay a sum in cash in place of the shares not less than the nominal value of the shares, 
the conversion option exercisable by the subscribers was recognised as a liability at fair value 
to be measured periodically. The early call option exercisable by the issuer was also recognised 
as a liability at fair value to be measured periodically.  

With regard to those items listed, the options in question were measured using internationally 
recognised mathematical and financial valuation methodologies, while the bond was valued at 
amortised cost.  

More specifically, the conversion option exercisable by the Bank was recognised at an amount 
which took account of the “cap” (maximum limit) on the  value of its share of 12,80 euro, 
above which UBI Banca had taken the decision, irrevocably for the whole duration of the loan 
(by means of a resolution of the Management Board of  19/03/2010), with regard to its 
conversion right contained in the options mentioned, to settle its debt by payment with shares.  

 
Disposal and reclassification of held-to-maturity investments  
 
In December 2009 the UBI Banca Group disposed of a substantial part of its held-to-maturity 
securities portfolio. This operation was decided in relation to future expectations concerning 
the performance of interest rates and involved the following:  
 

 the  disposal of BTP securities for a nominal amount of 945 million euro with 
recognition of a gain amounting to 37,4 million euro before taxes;  

 the transfer of the remaining assets in the held-to-maturity portfolio consisting 
mainly of corporate CMS bonds to the AFS portfolio for a nominal amount of 670 
million euro with recognition of a negative amount in the fair value reserve of 28,1 
million euro before tax.  
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The accounting standard IAS 39 states that if an entity no longer wishes or is no longer able to  
hold securities within the held-to-maturity classification, it may proceed:  

 to the direct sale of the financial instrument. In this case the difference between the 
sales price (fair value) and the carrying amount of the security (amortised cost) is 
recognised within item 100 c) of the income statement “income/expense from 
disposal or repurchase of held-to-maturity investments”;  

 to the reclassification of the remaining assets out of the held-to-maturity class into 
available-for-sale financial assets. In this case the difference between the carrying 
amount (amortised cost) and the fair value measured at the time of the transfer is 
recognised directly in equity according to the rules for available-for-sale financial 
assets.  

The accounting standard also states that if a substantial sum of held-to-maturity investments 
are reclassified or sold, no financial instrument may be classified as held to maturity for a 
period of two years following the disinvestment (the “tainting” rule)  
 

Optimisation of branch networks  
 
As already reported in the interim financial report as at 30th September 2009 and in detail in 
the section “Significant events that occurred during the year” of  the management report in 
this publication, the “branch network optimisation” project involved the transfer of 14 
business units, consisting mainly of branches, between some of the network banks of the UBI 
Banca Group and the subsequent reorganisation of the units involved.  
Those transfers took legal effect  from 25th January 2010 and are therefore effective for 
accounting purposes in the financial year 2010.  
The branch network optimisation operation, performed between entities under common 
control, will be recognised in the separate financial statements of the UBI Group member 
companies in application of “Orientamenti preliminari Assirevi in tema IFRS” (OPI – preliminary 
orientations on IFRS of the Italian National Association of Auditors), since operations of this 
type do not fall within the scope of IFRS 3 “Business combinations”.  
In compliance with those OPI, since the transactions mentioned were mainly conducted for re-
organisational purposes they will therefore be recognised on the basis of the carrying 
amounts, and that is with no recognition in the income statement.  
 
The expenses incurred to 31st December 2009 with regard to entities outside the Group (for 
the sole purpose of example: appraisal and IT expenses) in relation to the operation in 
question, were recognised within item 180b “other administrative expenses”, in consideration 
of the reorganisational nature of the entire operation. They amounted to 7,5 million euro.  
 
 
Commitment fees (former maximum overdraft charge)  
 
As already reported in the interim financial report as at 30th September 2009, the Group 
introduced “commitment fees” as from 1st July 2009, following the changeover to a new 
commission regime. This commission, which is of an all encompassing nature, replaces not 
only the commissions applied to credit lines and to authorised current account overdrafts, but 
also the “maximum overdraft charge”.   The commitment fee is therefore different in nature 
and logic in the way it is determined compared to the maximum overdraft charge. As a 
consequence it is recognised in the income statement within the item “commission income” 
and not within “interest and similar income” in which maximum overdraft charges were 
classified.  
 
For the reporting period in question, maximum overdraft charges totalling 84,5, million euro 
were recognised within the item “interest and similar income” and commitment fees totalling  
78,2 million euro, were recognised within the item “commission income”.  
 
Considering the differences between the nature and methods of calculation for Maximum 
overdraft charges and commitment fees, the amounts stated for the previous periods, 
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presented for comparative purposes in the mandatory income statement pursuant to Bank of 
Italy circular No. 262/05, have not been reclassified and therefore income from maximum 
overdraft charges amounting to 171,8 million euro to 31st December 2008 have been 
recognised entirely within the item “interest and similar income ”.  
     
Further information relating to the commission in question is given in the section “Other 
information” of the consolidated management report, which may be consulted.  
 
 

Use of estimates and assumptions in the preparation of the consolidated financial 
statements  

Statement of financial position items are valued according to the policies set out in subsequent 
Part A.2 “The main statement of financial position items” of these accounting policies.  
Where it is impossible to value items in the financial statements with precision, the application 
of those policies involves the use of estimates and assumptions which may even have a 
significant effect on the amounts recognised in the statement of financial position and in the 
income statement.  
The use of reasonable estimates forms an essential part of the preparation of financial 
statements and we have listed here those items in the financial statements in which the use of 
estimates and assumptions is most significant:  

− measurement of loans;  
− measurement of financial assets not listed in active markets;  
− measurement of intangible assets and equity investments;  
− quantification of provisions for liabilities and charges;  
− quantification of deferred taxes;  
− definition of depreciation and amortisation charges for property, equipment and 

investment property and defined life intangible assets.  
 
Furthermore in this respect an adjustment may be made to an estimate following a change in 
the circumstances on which it was based or if new information is acquired or yet again on the 
basis of greater experience. A change in an estimate is applied prospectively and it therefore 
generates an impact on the income statement in the year in which it is made and, if it is the 
case, also in future years.  
 
No significant changes were made this financial year to the criteria previously employed for 
estimates in the financial statements as at 31st December 2008.  
 

 
******* 

 

Amendments to IAS 39  

On 12th November the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) approved the final 
version of IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”, the new accounting standard destined to replace 
the part concerning the classification and measurement of financial assets contained in IAS 39 
“Financial instruments: recognition and measurement”, thereby completing the first phase of 
the project to fully revise that accounting standard.  
However, the IFRS 9 standard has not been endorsed by the European Commission and is 
therefore not currently applicable to the financial statements of European countries. The 
endorsement process has been postponed indefinitely with the possibility of the hypothetical 
date for the introduction of the new standard being put back significantly with probable 
changes to the contents as known today.  
 
No substantial changes have been made to the version of IFRS 9 approved by the IASB 
compared to the details already reported in the interim financial report as at 30th  September 
2009, which may be consulted for full information.  
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In consideration of the situation just described, the UBI Banca Group is actively committed to 
participation in working groups set up by the Italian Banking Association to monitor the 
approval procedures for IFRS 9 and also to study the contents introduced by recent 
documents which revise other issues currently addressed by IAS 39 (the second phase of the 
project).  
In this respect, on 5th November 2009, the IASB published an exposure draft document 
entitled  “Financial Instruments; Amortised Cost and Impairment” for consultation which will 
end on 30th June 2010. This document proposes a revision of the methods used to calculate 
impairment of all financial assets valued at amortised cost (for the banking sector in particular 
these are loans). The most significant change proposed is that for the method of calculating 
expected cash flows from assets subject to valuation. The purpose of the change lies in an 
attempt to avoid the application of a pro-cyclical model like that currently in use (i.e. incurred 
loss), where impairment is only recognised when it actually occurs. The new model proposed, 
termed the “expected loss” model involves recognition of losses expected during the whole life 
of the contract of the asset. In the initial phase, these expected losses are taken into 
consideration in the calculation of the effective interest rate of the assets. In subsequent 
measurement phases, each change in the expected cash flows (with respect to the time of 
recognition of the asset) causes impairment to be recognised through profit and loss. In this 
manner a change in the expected future cash flows causes a loss of value in the present, 
without the need to wait until the event actually occurs.  
 
 
List of the main IFRS standards endorsed by the European Commission  
 
 
IAS/IFRS ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ENDORSEMENT 

IAS 1 Presentation of financial statements Reg. 1274/2008, Reg. 
53/2009, Reg. 70/2009, Reg. 
494/2009 

IAS 2 Inventories Reg. 1126/2008 
IAS 7 Statement of cash flows Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 494/2009 

IAS 8 Accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and errors Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 

IAS 10 Events after the statement of financial position date Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 1142/2009 

IAS 11 Construction contracts Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

IAS 12 Income taxes Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 16 Property, plant and equipment Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 17 Leases Reg. 1126/2008 
IAS 18 Revenues Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

69/2009 
IAS 19 Employee benefits Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 
IAS 20 Accounting for government grants and disclosure of government 

assistance 
Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 

IAS 21 The effects of changes in foreign exchange rates Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 69/2009, 
Reg. 494/2009 

IAS 23 Borrowing costs Reg. 1260/2008, Reg. 
70/2009 

IAS 24 Related party disclosures Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

IAS 26 Retirement benefit plans Reg. 1126/2008 
IAS 27 Consolidated and separate financial statements Reg. 494/2009 
IAS 28 Investments in associates Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 494/2009, Reg. 
495/2009 

IAS 29 Financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
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1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 
IAS 31 Interests in joint ventures Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

70/2009, Reg. 494/2009 
 
IAS 32 

 
Financial instruments: presentation 

 
Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 53/2009, 
Reg. 70/2009, Reg. 
495/2009, Reg. 1293/2009 

IAS 33 Earnings per share Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 34 Interim financial reporting Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 36 Impairment of Assets Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 69/2009, 
Reg. 70/2009, Reg. 
495/2009 

IAS 37 Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 38 Intangible assets Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 495/2009 

IAS 39 Financial instruments: recognition and measurement Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 53/2009, 
Reg. 70/2009, Reg. 
494/2009, Reg. 495/2009, 
Reg. 824/2009, Reg. 
839/2009, Reg. 1171/2009 

IAS 40 Investment property Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 

IAS 41 Agriculture Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 

IFRS 1 First-time adoption of international financial reporting standards Reg. 1136/2009, Reg. 
1164/2009 

IFRS 2 Share-based payment Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1261/2008, Reg. 495/2009 

IFRS 3 Business combinations Reg. 495/2009 
IFRS 4 Insurance contracts Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 1165/2009 
IFRS 5 Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009, 
Reg. 494/2009, Reg. 
1142/2009 

IFRS 6 Exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources Reg. 1126/2008 
IFRS 7 Financial instruments: disclosures Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 

1274/2008, Reg. 53/2009, 
Reg. 70/2009, Reg. 
495/2009, Reg. 824/2009, 
Reg. 1165/2009 

IFRS 8 Operating segments Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

 
 
SIC/IFRIC INTERPRETATION DOCUMENTS ENDORSEMENT 

IFRIC 1 Changes in existing decommissioning, restoration and similar liabilities Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

IFRIC 2 Members' Shares in Co-operative Entities and Similar Instruments Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
53/2009 

IFRIC 4 Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
70/2009 

IFRIC 5 Rights to interests arising from decommissioning, restoration and 
environmental rehabilitation funds 

Reg. 1126/2008 

IFRIC 6 Liabilities arising from participating in a specific market - waste electrical 
and electronic equipment 

Reg. 1126/2008 

IFRIC 7 Applying the restatement approach under IAS 29 “Financial reporting in 
hyperinflationary economies” 

Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

IFRIC 8 Scope of IFRS 2 Reg. 1126/2008 

IFRIC 9 Reassessment of embedded derivatives Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
495/2009, Reg. 1171/2009 

IFRIC 10 Interim financial reporting and impairment Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 
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IFRIC 11 IFRS 2 - Group and treasury share transactions Reg. 1126/2008 

IFRIC 12 Service concession arrangements Reg. 254/2009 

IFRIC 13 Customer loyalty programmes Reg. 1262/2008 

IFRIC 14 IAS 19 – The limit on a defined benefit asset, minimum funding 
requirements and their interaction 

Reg. 1263/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

IFRIC 15 Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate Reg. 636/2009 

IFRIC 16 Hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation Reg. 460/2009 

IFRIC 17 Distributions of non-cash assets to owners Reg. 1142/2009 

IFRIC 18 Transfers of assets from customers Reg. 1164/2009 

SIC 7 Introduction of the euro Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 494/2009 

SIC 10 Government assistance – no specific relation to operating activities Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

SIC 12 Consolidation – special purpose entities Reg. 1126/2008 

SIC 13 Jointly controlled entities – non-monetary contributions by venturers Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

SIC 15 Operating leases – Incentives Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

SIC 21 Income taxes – Recovery of revalued non-depreciable assets Reg. 1126/2008 

SIC 25 Income taxes – Changes in the tax status of an enterprise or its 
shareholders 

Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

SIC 27 Evaluating the substance of transactions in the legal form of a lease Reg. 1126/2008 

SIC 29 Service concession arrangements: disclosures Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008, Reg. 70/2009 

SIC 31 Revenue – Barter transactions involving advertising services Reg. 1126/2008 

SIC 32 Intangible assets – Website costs Reg. 1126/2008, Reg. 
1274/2008 

 
 
For full information purposes and to supplement the information given in the interim reports 
for the period  in question,  a brief description is given of newly published accounting 
standards and those that were amended following the issue of EC regulations in the fourth 
quarter.  
 
EC Regulation No. 1136/20093 introduces a new version of IFRS 1 in order to simplify future 
first time adoption by companies and also to eliminate some transitory provisions which are 
now obsolete.  

 
EC Regulation No. 1142/20094 introduces the interpretation IFRIC 17 “Distributions of non-
cash assets to owners” which provides explanations concerning the accounting treatment for 
the distribution of these assets, such as for example tangible assets or shareholdings in other 
entities.  

 
EC Regulation No. 1164/20095 introduces the interpretation IFRIC 18 “Transfers of assets 
from customers”, the objective of which is to provide explanations and orientations concerning 
the recognition of transfers of tangible assets that companies receive from customers and 
which are to be used to connect the customer to a network or to ensure continuous access by 
the customer to the supply of goods and services. The standard provides guidelines to 
establish whether those items satisfy the definition of assets and, if that definition is satisfied, 
how the assets should be valued.  

 

                                       
 3 Compulsory adoption from 2010.  
4 Compulsory adoption from 2010.  
5 Compulsory adoption from 2010.  
6 Compulsory adoption from 2009.  
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EC Regulation No. 1165/20096, by making amendments to IFRS 7 “Financial instruments: 
disclosures” and to IFRS 4 “Insurance contracts”, introduces the need to furnish greater 
information on how to measure fair value and liquidity risk for financial instruments.  
More specifically, the regulation in question introduces reporting obligations concerning the 
“fair value hierarchy” of financial instruments, the objective of which is to reflect the 
importance of the data used in performing the valuations. The fair value hierarchy is 
composed of the following levels:  

 Level 1 – prices listed (not adjusted) on active markets for identical assets or liabilities;  
 Level 2 – data input that are not those of listed prices in level 1, but which are 

observable for the entity or the liability, both directly (as in the case of prices) or 
indirectly (i.e. because derived from prices);  

 Level 3 – data inputs relating to assets or liabilities that are not based on observable 
market data (unobservable data):  
 

EC Regulation No. 1171/20097 makes amendments to IFRIC 9 “Reassessment of embedded 
derivatives” and to IAS 39 “Financial instruments: recognition and measurement” in order to 
clarify the treatment for derivative financial instruments embedded in other contracts when a 
hybrid financial asset is reclassified out of financial assets held for trading with recognition of 
changes in value through profit and loss. These new provisions state that if an entity is 
unable, when the reclassification occurs, to measure separately the embedded derivative that 
should be separated, then the reclassification is not allowed and the hybrid contract continues 
to be classified within “financial assets held for trading”.  

 
EC Regulation No. 1293/2009,8 which introduces an amendment to IAS 32 “Financial 
instruments: presentation” in order to clarify certain rights when the instruments issued are 
denominated in a currency other than the functional currency of the issuer.  
Basically, by making an addition to paragraph 11, the  right to acquire a determined number 
of equity instruments of an entity in return for a determined amount, denominated in any 
currency, is now considered an equity instrument if the entity offers the right pro rata to all 
the shareholders of the same class of its own equity instruments.  
The previous provisions would have led to the classification of that right denominated in a 
currency other than the functional currency as a liability (derivative) and not as equity, 
because that classification did not reflect the relationship of “fixed to fixed” (because of 
currency fluctuations) required for classification as equity.  
 
 
 
 

                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 Compulsory adoption from 2009.  
8 Compulsory adoption from 2011.  
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A.2 – MAIN STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION ITEMS  
 
 
1. Financial assets and liabilities held for trading and financial 

assets and liabilities at fair value  
 
This category includes:  
 
1.1. Definition of financial assets and liabilities held for trading  
 
A financial asset or liability is classified as held for trading (at fair value through profit or loss 
– FVPL) and is stated under either item 20 “Financial assets held for trading” or item 40 
“Financial liabilities held for trading”, if it is: 

 acquired or incurred for sale or repurchase in the short term;  
 part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments which are managed together and for 

which there is evidence of a recent and effective strategy of short term profit taking;  
 a derivative (except for derivatives designated and effective as a hedging instrument – see 

the relative section below).  
 

1.1.1. Derivative financial instruments  

A “derivative” is defined as a financial instrument or other contract with the following 
characteristics:  

 its value changes in response to the change in an interest rate, in the price of a financial 
instrument, in a commodity price, in a foreign currency exchange rate, in a price, interest 
rate or credit rating index, or credit worthiness index or other specific variable;  

 it requires no initial investment, or a net initial investment that is smaller than would be 
required for other types of contract from which a similar response to changes in market 
factors would be expected;  

 it is settled at a future date.  
 
The UBI Group holds derivative financial instruments for both trading and for hedging 
purposes (see the relative section below for information on the latter). All derivatives held for 
trading are stated initially at fair value which generally is the same as cost. Subsequently 
derivative contracts are stated at fair value, which is the value that the Group would pay or 
receive if it terminated the contract at the date of valuation. Each change measured in the fair 
value is recognised in the income statement within the item 80 “Net trading income (loss)”.  
The fair value of derivatives is measured by applying the methods described in the section 
below “Measurement Criteria”.  
 
 
1.1.2. Embedded derivative financial instruments  

An "embedded derivative financial instrument" is defined as a component of a hybrid 
(combined) instrument which also includes a “host” non derivative contract such that some of 
the cash flows of the combined instrument behave in a way similarly to the derivative as a 
stand-alone instrument. The implicit derivative is separated from the host contract and treated 
in the accounts as a stand-alone derivative if and only if:  
 the economic risks and characteristics of the embedded derivative are not closely related to 

the economic risks and characteristics of the host contract;  
 a separate instrument with the same conditions as the embedded derivative would satisfy 

the definition of a derivative;  
 the hybrid (combined) instrument is not recognised within financial assets or liabilities held 

for trading  
 
The fair value of separated derivatives is measured by applying the methodology described in 
the section below “Measurement criteria”.  
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1.2. Definition of financial assets and liabilities at fair value  
 
Financial assets and liabilities may be designated on initial recognition under “financial assets 
and liabilities at fair value” and recorded under items 30 “Financial assets held at fair value” 
and 50 “Financial liabilities at fair value”.  
 
A financial asset/liability is designated at fair value through profit or loss on initial recognition 
only when:  
a) it is a hybrid contract containing one or more embedded derivatives and the embedded 
derivative significantly alters the cash flows that would otherwise be generated by the contract.  
b) the designation at fair value through profit or loss allows better information to be provided 
because:  

 it eliminates or considerably reduces an asymmetry in the valuation or in the 
recognition, which would otherwise result from the valuation of assets or liabilities or 
from recognition of the relative profits and losses on a different basis;  
or 

 a group of financial assets, financial liabilities or of both is managed and its 
performance is valued on the basis of its fair value according to a documented risk 
management procedure or investment strategy and the information on the group is 
provided internally on that basis to senior managers with strategic responsibilities.  

 
 
1.3. Recognition criteria  
 
The financial instruments “Financial assets and liabilities held for trading and financial assets 
at fair value” are recognised at the time of settlement if they are debt securities or equity 
instruments or at the trade date if they are derivative contracts and they are valued at cost, 
intended as meaning the fair value of the instrument without considering any transaction 
costs or income directly attributable to the instruments themselves.  
 
 
 
1.4. Measurement criteria  
 
Subsequent to initial recognition, the financial instruments in question are measured at fair 
value with changes recognised in the income statement under item 80 “Net trading income 
(loss)”, for assets/liabilities held for trading and under item 110 “Net income/expense on 
financial assets and liabilities at fair value” for financial assets/liabilities at fair value. The 
measurement of the fair value of the assets and liabilities held in a trading portfolio is based 
on prices quoted on active markets or on internal valuation models which are generally used 
in financial practice and are described below.  
 
1.4.1. Methods of measuring fair value  

 
1.4.1.1. Securities listed and not listed  

For securities listed on active markets, the measurement of fair value is based on prices 
quoted on the relative market (that on which the greatest volume of trading occurs) as 
obtained from international providers and registered on the last day of the financial year or 
reference period. A market is defined as an active market if the prices quoted reflect normal 
market transactions, are readily and regularly available and represent actual and regularly 
occurring market transactions.  
Hedge funds are valued on the basis of the official end of period NAV. In its absence, the last 
available NAV is used prudentially adjusted if external observations show evidence of lower 
values.  
For unlisted securities fair value is measured by using valuation techniques that measure the 
price that an instrument would have had at the valuation date in a free transaction motivated 
by normal market considerations. Measurement of the fair value is performed by applying 
methods commonly used on international markets and also internal valuation models. More 
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specifically, for unlisted bonds, models which discount expected future cash flow to present 
value (using interest rates that take proper consideration of the sector that the issuer operates 
in and the rating class where available) and price option models are used. For equity 
instruments, prices based on comparable transactions, the market multiples of directly 
comparable companies and capital, income and mixed valuation models are used.  
 
1.4.1.2. Derivatives: listed and unlisted  

For listed derivatives the measurement of fair value is based on prices taken from active 
markets. For unlisted derivatives the fair value is measured by using models which discount 
future cash flows to present value and which are also weighted for the credit risk associated 
with the financial instrument. For derivatives traded with institutional counterparties, this 
risk is considered virtually nil because of compensation agreements (CSA) designed to 
minimise credit risk.  
 
1.4.1.3. Private equity and merchant banking interests  

For equity instruments not classified as held for control, but held for merchant banking and 
private equity activities, the measurement of fair value is performed by using methods 
commonly accepted in market practice. For equity instruments held in listed companies, the 
last available and significant price quoted in the period is used; for unlisted companies resort 
is made to prices inferred from recent transactions concerning assets similar to those that are 
being valued, market multiples of directly comparable companies or capital, income and mixed 
valuation models.  
 
1.5. Derecognition criteria  
 

“Financial assets and liabilities held for trading and financial assets at fair value” are 
derecognised in the accounts when the rights to the cash flows from the financial assets or 
liabilities expire or when the financial assets or liabilities are transferred with the substantial 
transfer of all the risks and rewards deriving from ownership of them. The result of the 
transfer of financial assets or liabilities held for trading is recognised in the income statement 
under item 80 “Trading income (loss)”, while the result of the transfer of financial assets or 
liabilities at fair value is recognised under item 110 “Net income/expense on financial assets 
and liabilities at fair value”.  
 

2. Available-for-sale financial assets  
 
2.1 Definition  
 
Available-for-sale financial assets (AFS) are defined as non-derivative financial assets 
designated on initial recognition as such or that are not classified as:  

(1) loans and receivables (see section below);  
(2) financial assets held until maturity (see section below);  
(3) financial assets held for trading and measured at fair value recognised in the income 

statement (see section below).  
 

These financial assets are recognised within item 40 “Available-for-sale financial assets”.  
 
The UBI Group has classified asset-swapped bonds, securities in US dollars, bonds and funds 
belonging to the “strategic portfolio”, securities held by insurance companies (mainly bonds) 
and equity instruments not classified as subsidiaries, companies subject to joint control or 
associates not held for merchant banking and private equity activities in this category.  
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2.2 Recognition criteria  
 
Available-for-sale financial assets are recognised initially when, and only when, the company 
becomes a party in the contract clauses of the instrument and that is on the date of 
settlement, at fair value which generally coincides with the cost of them. This value includes 
costs or income directly connected with the instruments themselves.  
The recognition of available-for-sale financial assets may result also from the reclassification 
out of “held-to-maturity investments” or, but only and only in rare circumstances and in any 
case only if the asset is no longer held for sale or repurchase in the short term, out of 
“financial assets held for trading”; in this case the recognition value is the same as the fair 
value at the moment of reclassification.  
 
 
2.3 Measurement criteria  
 
Subsequent to initial recognition, available-for-sale financial assets continue to be recognised 
at fair value with interest (resulting from application of the amortised cost) recognised in the 
income statement and changes in fair value recognised in equity under item 140 “Fair value 
reserves”, except for losses due to impairment, until the financial asset is derecognised, at 
which time the profit or loss previously recognised in shareholders’ equity must be recognised 
in the income statement. Equity instruments for which the fair value cannot be reliably 
measured according to the methods described are recognised at cost.  
 
At the end of each financial year or interim reporting period, objective evidence of impaired 
value is assessed, which in the case of equity instruments is also held to be significant or 
prolonged.  
 
As concerns the significance of the impairment, if significant indications of impairment exist 
where the market value of an equity instrument is less than 35% of its historical cost of 
acquisition, then impairment is recognised through profit or loss without further analysis. If 
the impairment is less then it is recognised only if the valuation of the instrument performed 
on the basis of its fundamentals does not confirm the soundness of the company and that is 
its earning prospects.  
As concerns the permanence of the impairment, it is defined as prolonged when the fair value 
remains below its historical cost of purchase for a period of longer than 18 months. In this 
case the impairment is recognised through profit or loss without further analysis. If the fair 
value continues to remain below its historical purchase cost for periods shorter than 18 
months, then the impairment to be recognised through profit or loss is determined by 
considering, amongst other things, whether the impairment is attributable to general negative 
performance by stock markets rather than to the specific performance of the individual 
counterparty.  
 
If there is permanent impairment, the cumulative change, including that previously recognised 
in equity under the aforementioned item, is recognised directly in the income statement within 
item 130 “net impairment losses on b) available-for-sale financial assets”.  
Permanent impairment is recognised when the acquisition cost (net of any repayments of 
principal and amortisation) of an available-for-sale financial asset exceeds its recoverable 
amount. Any recoveries of value, which are only possible when the causes of the original 
permanent impairment no longer exist are treated as follows:  
 if they relate to investments in equity instruments, then with a balancing entry directly in 

the equity reserve;  
 if they relate to investments in debt instruments, they are recognised in the income 

statement under item 130 “Net impairment losses on b) available-for-sale financial assets”.  
 

The amount of the recovery in value may not in any case exceed the amortised cost which, in 
the absence of previous value adjustments, the instrument would have had at that time.  
 
Because the UBI Group applies IAS 34 “Interim financial reporting” to its half year interim 
reports with consequent identification of a half year “interim period”, any impairment 
incurring is recognised historically at the end of the half year.  
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2.3.1 Methods of measuring fair value  

See the sub section on “Financial assets and liabilities held for trading and financial assets at 
fair value  
 
 
2.4 Derecognition criteria  
 
Available for sale financial assets are derecognised in the accounts when the contractual 
rights to the cash flows from the financial assets expire or when the financial assets are sold 
with the substantial transfer of all the risks and benefits deriving from ownership of them. The 
result of the disposal of available-for-sale financial assets is recognised in the income 
statement under item 100 “Income/expense from the disposal or repurchase of b) available for 
sale financial assets”. Upon derecognition any corresponding amount of what was previously 
recognised in equity under 140 “Fair value reserves” is written off against the income 
statement.  
 
 
3. Held-to-maturity investments  

 
3.1 Definition  
 
Held-to-maturity investments (HTM) are defined as non derivative financial assets with fixed or 
determinable payments and fixed maturity that an entity intends and is able to hold to 
maturity. Exception is made for those:  

(a) held for trading and those designated upon initial recognition at fair value through profit 
or loss (see previous section);  

(b) designated as available for sale (see previous section);  
(c) which satisfy the definition of loans (see section below).  
 
When annual and interim reports are prepared the intention and ability to hold financial 
assets until maturity is assessed.  
 
The assets in question are recognised under item 50 “Held-to-maturity investments”.  
 
 
3.2 Recognition criteria  
 
Held-to-maturity investments are recognised initially when, and only when, the company 
becomes a party in the contract clauses of the instrument and that is on the date of 
settlement, valued at cost inclusive of any costs and income directly attributable to it. If the 
recognition of assets in this category is the result of the reclassification out of “available-for-
sale financial assets” or, but only and only in rare circumstances if the asset is no longer held 
for sale or repurchase in the short term, out of the “financial assets held for trading”, the fair 
value of the assets as measured at the time of the reclassification is taken as the new measure 
of the amortised cost of the assets.  
 
 
3.3 Measurement criteria  
 
Held-to-maturity investments are valued at amortised cost using the criteria of the effective 
interest rate (see the section below “loans and receivables” for a definition). The result of the 
application of this method is recognised in the income statement within the item 10 “Interest 
and similar income  
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When annual financial statements or interim reports are prepared objective evidence of the 
existence of an impairment of the value of the assets is assessed. If there is permanent 
impairment, the difference between the recognised value and the present value of expected 
future cash flows discounted at the original effective interest rate is included in the income 
statement under the item 130 “Net impairment losses on c) held-to-maturity investments”. 
Any recoveries of value recorded, should the cause that gave rise to the previous value 
adjustments no longer exist, are recognised under the same item in the income statement.  
 
3.3.1 Methods of measuring fair value  

The fair value of held-to-maturity investments is given for the sole purpose of information. A 
description of the measurement is given in the section “Financial assets and liabilities held for 
trading and financial assets and liabilities at fair value”. For effective hedging of currency risk 
or of loans, the fair value is calculated in relation to the risk that is hedged for Measurement 
purposes.  
 
 
3.4 Derecognition criteria  
 

Held-to-maturity investments are derecognised when the rights to the cash flows from the 
financial assets expire or when the financial assets are sold with the substantial transfer of all 
the risks and rewards deriving from ownership of them. The result of the disposal of held-to-
maturity financial assets is recognised in the income statement under the item 100 
“Income/expense from disposal or repurchase of c) held-to-maturity investments”.  
 
 
4. Loans and receivables  

 
4.1 Definition  
 
Loans and receivables (L&R) are defined as non-derivative financial assets with fixed or 
determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. The following are exceptions:  

(a) those which it is intended to sell immediately or in the short term, that are classified as 
held for trading and those that may have been designated on initial recognition as at fair 
value through profit or loss;  

(b) those designated upon initial recognition as available for sale;  
(c) those for which the holder may not recover substantially all of its initial investment, other 

than because of credit deterioration; in this case they are classified as available-for-sale.  
 
Loans are recognised under the items 60 “Loans to banks” and 70 “Loans to customers”.  
 
 
4.2 Recognition criteria  
 
Loans are initially recognised in the accounts when the company becomes part of a loan 
contract, which is to say when the creditor acquires the right to the payment of the sums 
agreed in the contract. That moment corresponds to the date on which the loan is granted.  
Recognition in this category may result also from the reclassification out of “available-for-sale 
financial assets” or, but only and only in rare circumstances if the asset is no longer held for 
sale or repurchase in the short term, out of “financial assets held for trading”.  
The value initially recognised is that of the fair value of the financial instrument which is the 
same as the amount granted inclusive of costs or income directly attributable to it and 
determinable from the outset, independently of when they are paid. The value of the initial 
recognition does not include all those costs that are reimbursed by the debtor counterparty or 
that are attributable to internal costs of an administrative character.  
If the recognition is the result of reclassification, the fair value of the asset recognised at the 
time of the reclassification is taken as the new measure of the amortised cost of the assets.  
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For loans not granted under market conditions, the initial fair value is calculated by using 
special valuation techniques described below; in these circumstances the difference between 
the fair value that is calculated and the amount granted is included directly in the income 
statement under the item interest.  
Contango and repo agreements with the obligation or right to repurchase or resell at term are 
recognised in the accounts as funding or lending transactions. For transactions with a spot 
sale and forward repurchase, the spot cash received is recognised in the accounts as 
borrowings while the spot purchase transactions with forward resale are recognised as lending 
for the spot amount paid.  
 
 
4.3 Valuation criteria  
 
Loans are valued at amortised cost using the criteria of effective interest.  
The amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability is the amount at which the 
financial asset or financial liability was measured upon initial recognition net of principal 
repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortisation using the effective interest criterion 
on any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any 
reduction (arising from an impairment or uncollectability).  
The effective interest criterion is a method of calculating amortised cost of an asset or liability 
(or group of assets and liabilities) and of distributing the interest income or expense over its 
relative life. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated flow of 
future cash payments or receipts until the expected maturity of the financial instrument. To 
determine the effective interest rate, the cash flows must be estimated taking into 
consideration all the contractual conditions of the financial instrument (e.g. payment in 
advance, a purchase option or similar), but future impairments of the loan are not considered. 
The computation includes all fees and basis points paid or received between parties to the 
contract which are integral parts of the effective interest, the transaction costs and all other 
premiums or discounts.  
 
At each reporting date or when interim reports are prepared, any objective evidence that a 
financial asset or group of financial assets has suffered impairment in value is assessed. This 
circumstance occurs when it is probable that a company may not be able to collect amounts 
due on the basis of the original contracted conditions or, for example, in the presence of:  
 significant financial difficulties of the issuer or debtor;  
 an infringement of the contract such as default or failure to pay interest or repay principal;  
 the lender, because of the economic or legal factors relating to the financial difficulties of 

the debtor, granting a concession to the latter which the lender would not otherwise have 
considered;  

 the probability of the beneficiary declaring procedures for loan restructuring;  
 the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset due to financial difficulties;  
 available data which indicate a substantial decrease in expected future cash flows for a 

similar group of financial assets since the time of the initial recognition of those assets, 
although the decrease cannot yet be identified with the single financial assets of the group.  

 
The measurement of non performing loans (loans which, according to Bank of Italy definitions, 
are non performing, impaired, restructured and past due, including exposures in arrears for 
between 90 and 180 days secured by property mortgages) is performed on a case-by-case 
basis. The remaining loans are valued using, collective, statistical methods which group 
uniform classes of risk together.  
 
The method for determining the impairment losses to be recognised ino non performing loans 
is based on discounting expected future cash flows for principal and interest, taking account 
of any guarantees attached to positions and of any advances received. The basic elements for 
determining the present value of cash flows are the identification of the estimated receipts, the 
relative maturity dates and the discount rate to apply. The magnitude of the loss is equal to 
the difference between the recognised value of the asset and the present value of expected 
future cash flows, discounted at the original effective interest rate.  
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The measurement of performing loans (including exposures subject to country risk) relates to 
asset portfolios for which no objective evidence of impairment exists and which are therefore 
valued collectively. Percentage rates of loss calculated from historical statistics are applied to 
the estimated cash flows from the assets, grouped into uniform classes with similar 
characteristics in terms of credit risk.  
 
Net impairment losses on performing loans are estimated by adopting valuation methods for 
Group’s network banks based on Basel 2 regulations.  
More specifically PD (probability of default) and LGD (loss given default) are determined on the 
basis of historical series calculated on the total aggregate for the network banks. While on the 
one hand this method guarantees correct representation of the overall credit risk attaching to 
the lending portfolio, on the other hand it still does not adequately reflect the specifics of the 
individual network banks. In fact in the current context of the UBI Group, the cost of the 
quality of credit and the loan deterioration rates are not yet uniform as a result above all of 
differences in practices and processes for managing and monitoring credit. Therefore in order 
to provide a better representation of the specifics of the individual banks consistent with the 
actual portfolio risk, a methodology is employed which calculates total impairment losses for 
the network banks on the basis of the individual specifics of the historical data for impairment 
losses and impairment rates.  
 
The statistical, collective, method is also applied to exposures subject to country risk and that 
is loans without guarantees to residents in countries which have difficulty in servicing their 
debts. These loans do not include impaired exposures for which the case-by-case valuation 
mentioned above is applied.  
 
 
Permanent impairment that is found is immediately recognised in the income statement under 
the item 130 “Net impairment losses on a) loans” as are recoveries of part or all of the amounts 
previously written down. Recoveries in value are recognised where there is an improvement in 
credit quality sufficient to provide reasonable certainty of prompt collection of the principal 
and the interest according to the original conditions of the original loan contract, or in the 
presence of a progressive reversal of the present value calculated at the time of recognising the 
impairment. Where loans are valued on a collective basis, any upward value adjustments or 
recoveries in value are recalculated as differences in relation to each performing loan at the 
valuation date.  
 
4.3.1 Methods of measuring fair value  

The fair value of loans is measured by considering future cash flows discounted at the 
replacement rate or the market rated existing at the valuation date and relating to a position 
with the same characteristics as the loan valued. The fair value is measured for all loans for 
information purposes only. For loans subject to effective hedging, the fair value is calculated in 
relation to the risk that is hedged for valuation purposes.  
 

4.4 Derecognition criteria  
 

Loans are derecognised on the statement of financial position when the rights to the cash 
flows from the financial assets expire or when the financial assets are sold with the 
substantial transfer of all the risks and rewards deriving from ownership of them. Otherwise 
loans continue to be recognised on the statement of financial position for an amount equal to 
the remaining involvement, even if legal title has been transferred to a third party.  
The assets in question are derecognised on the statement of financial position even when the 
Bank maintains the contractual right to receive cash flows from them, but when at the same 
time it has a contractual obligation to pay those cash flows to a third party.  
The profit or loss on the disposal of loans is recognised in the income statement under the 
item 100 “Income/expense from the disposal or repurchase of a) loans”.  
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5. Hedging derivatives  

 
5.1 Definition  
 
Hedging transactions are designed to neutralise potential losses on a specific item (or group of 
items) attributable to a determined risk, by means of the gains realised on another instrument 
or group of instruments if that particular risk should actually result in losses.  
The UBI Group uses the following type of hedging transactions, appropriately represented in 
the accounts and described below:  

 a fair value hedge: the objective is to offset adverse changes in the fair value of the asset or 
liability hedged;  

 a cash flow hedge: the objective is to hedge against the exposure to variability in expected 
cash flows with respect to the initial expectations.  

 
Derivative contracts stipulated with external counterparties are designated as hedging 
instruments.  
 
 
5.2 Recognition criteria  
 
As with all derivatives, derivative financial instruments used for hedging are initially 
recognised and subsequently measured at fair value and are classified in the statement of 
financial position on the assets side under item 80 “Hedging derivatives” and on the liabilities 
side under item 60 “Hedging derivatives”.  
 
A relationship qualifies as a hedge and is appropriately represented in the accounts if, and 
only if, all the following conditions are satisfied:  

 at the start of the hedging transaction the relationship is formally designated and 
documented, including the company’s risk management objective and strategy for 
undertaking the hedge. This documentation includes identification of the hedging 
instrument, the item or transaction hedged, the nature of the risk being hedged, and how 
the entity will assess the hedging instrument's effectiveness in offsetting the exposures to 
changes in the fair value of the item hedged or in the cash flows attributable to the risk 
hedged;  

 the hedging is expected to be highly effective;  
 the planned transaction hedged, for hedging cash flows, is highly probable and presents an 

exposure to changes in cash flows that could have effects on the income statement;  
 the effectiveness of the hedging can be reliably measured;  
 the hedging is measured on an ongoing basis and is considered highly effective for all the 

financial years in which it was designated.  
 
5.2.1 Methods for testing effectiveness  

A hedge relationship is judged effective, and as such is appropriately represented in the 
accounts, if at its inception and during its life the changes in the fair value or cash flows of the 
hedged item attributable to the hedged risk are almost always completely offset by the changes 
in the fair value or cash flows of the hedging instrument. This conclusion is reached when the 
actual result falls within a range of between 80% and 125%.  
The effectiveness of hedging is tested at inception by means of a prospective test and when 
annual reports are prepared by means of a retrospective test; the outcome of the test justifies 
the application of hedging accounting because it demonstrates its expected effectiveness.  
Retrospective tests are conducted monthly on a cumulative basis where the objective is to 
measure the degree of effectiveness of the hedging in the reporting period and therefore to 
verify whether the hedging has actually been effective in the period.  
Derivative financial instruments that are considered hedges from a profit and loss viewpoint 
but which do not satisfy the requirements to be considered effective instruments for hedging 
are recognised under item 20 “Financial assets held for trading” or under item 40 “Financial 
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liabilities held for trading” and the profits and losses under the corresponding item 80 
“Trading income (loss)”.  
See the section “financial assets and liabilities held for trading” and “financial assets and 
liabilities at fair value” for a description of the methods used to calculate the fair value of 
derivatives  
 
 
5.3 Measurement criteria  
 
5.3.1 Fair value hedging  

Fair value hedging is treated as follows:  

 the profit or loss resulting from measuring a hedging instrument at fair value is included in 
the income statement under item 90 “Net hedging income (loss)”;  

 the profit or loss on the item hedged attributable to the hedged risk adjusts the value in the 
accounts of the hedged item and is recognised immediately, regardless of the type of asset 
or liability hedged, in the income statement under the aforementioned item.  

 
Hedge accounting is discontinued prospectively in the following cases:  

1. the hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated, or exercised;  
2. the hedge no longer meets the hedge accounting criteria described above;  
3. the entity revokes the designation.  
 
In case 2, if the assets or liabilities hedged are valued at amortised cost, the higher or lower 
value resulting from valuing them at fair value as a result of the hedge becoming ineffective is 
recognised in the income statement, according to the effective interest rate method prevailing 
at the time of revocation of hedge.  
The methods used for measurement of the fair value of the risk hedged in the assets or 
liabilities hedged are described in the notes that comment on available-for-sale financial 
assets, loans and held-to-maturity financial assets  
 
 
5.3.2 Cash flow hedging  

When a derivative is designated as a hedge of exposure to changes in expected cash flows from 
an asset or liability in the statement of financial position or a future transaction considered 
highly probable, the accounting treatment of the hedge is as follows:  

 the profits or losses (from the measurement of the hedging derivative) attributable to the 
effective portion of the hedge are recognised in a special reserve in equity termed 140 “Fair 
value reserves”;  

 the profits or losses (from measurement of the hedging derivative) attributable to the 
ineffective portion of the hedge are recognised directly in the income statement under item 
90 “Net hedging income (loss)”;  

 the asset or liability hedged is measured according to the class of asset or liability to which 
it belongs.  

 
If a future transaction occurs which involves recognising non financial assets and liabilities, 
the corresponding profits or losses initially recognised under item 140 “Fair value reserves” are 
then transferred from that reserve and included as an initial cost of the asset or liability that is 
recognised. If the future hedged transaction subsequently involves recognition of a financial 
asset or liability, the associated profits or losses that were originally recognised under the item 
140 “Fair value reserves” are reclassified to the income statement in the same reporting period 
or periods during which the assets acquired or liabilities incurred have an effect on the income 
statement. If a portion of the profits or losses recognised in the fair value reserve are not 
considered recoverable, it is reclassified into the income statement under item 80 “Net trading 
income (loss)”.  
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In all cases other than those already described, the profits or losses initially recognised under 
the item 140 “Fair value reserves” are transferred to the income statement to reflect the time 
and manner in which the future transaction is recognised in the income statement.  
 
An entity must discontinue hedge accounting prospectively in each of the following 
circumstances:  

(a) the hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated, or exercised (for this purpose the 
replacement or exchange of one hedging instrument with another hedging instrument is 
not a conclusion or termination if that replacement or exchange forms part of an entity’s 
documented hedging strategy). In this case the total profit (or loss) on the hedging 
instrument continues to be recognised directly in equity until the reporting period in 
which the hedge became effective and it continues to be recognised separately until the 
programmed hedging transaction occurs;  

(b) the hedge no longer satisfies the criteria for hedge accounting. In this case the total profit 
or loss on the hedging instrument continues to be recognised directly in equity starting 
from the reporting period in which the hedge became effective and it continues to be 
recognised separately in equity until the programmed hedging transaction occurs;  

(c) it is no longer considered that the future transaction should occur, in which case any 
related total profit or loss on the hedging instrument recognised directly in equity starting 
from the reporting period in which the hedge became effective must be recognised in profit 
or loss;  

(d) the entity revokes the designation. For hedges of a programmed transaction, total profits 
or losses on the hedging instrument recognised directly in equity starting from the 
reporting period in which the hedge became effective continues to be recognised separately 
in equity until the programmed transaction occurs or it is expected that it will no longer 
occur.  

 
If it is expected that the transaction will no longer occur the total profit (or loss) that had been 
recognised directly in equity is transferred to the income statement.  
 
5.3.3 Hedging portfolios of assets and liabilities  

Hedging of portfolios of assets and liabilities ( “macrohedging”) and appropriate accounting 
treatment is possible after first:  
 
- identifying the portfolio to be hedged and dividing it by maturity dates;  
- designating the risk to be hedged;  
- identifying the interest rate risk to be hedged;  
- designating the hedging instruments;  
- determining the effectiveness.  
 
The portfolio for which the interest rate risk is hedged may contain both assets and liabilities. 
This portfolio is divided on the basis of expected maturity or repricing dates of interest rates 
after first analysing the structure of the cash flows.  
Changes in the fair value of the hedged instrument are recognised in the income statement 
under item 90 “Net hedging income (loss)” and in the statement of financial position under 
item 90 “Fair value change in hedged financial assets” or under item 70 “Fair value change in 
hedged financial liabilities”.  
Changes occurring in the fair value of the hedging instrument are recognised in the income 
statement under item 90 “Net hedging income (loss)” and on the assets side of the statement of 
financial position under item 80 “Hedging derivatives” or on the liabilities side under item  60 
“Hedging derivatives”.  
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6. Equity investments  

 
6.1 Definition  
 
6.1.1 Associates  

An “associate” is defined as a company in which at least 20% of the voting rights are held or 
over which the investing company exercises significant influence and which is neither a 
subsidiary nor a company subject to joint control by the investing company. Significant 
influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the 
company invested in but not to control or have joint control of it. Investments in associates are 
valued using the equity method.  
 
 
6.1.2 Companies subject to joint control  

A “company subject to joint control” is defined as a company governed by a contractual 
arrangement whereby two or more parties undertake an economic activity that is subject to 
joint control.  
Investments in companies subject to joint control are recognised in the accounts by adopting 
either the equity method or the proportionate method.  
 
6.2 Recognition criteria  
 
Equity investments are recognised in the financial statements by applying the methods 
described in the preceding sections.  
 
 
6.3 Measurement criteria  
 

Any objective evidence that an equity investment has been subject to impairment is assessed 
as at each annual or interim reporting date. The recoverable amount is then calculated, 
considering the present value of the future cash flows which may be generated by the 
investment, including the final disposal value. If the recoverable amount calculated in this way 
is less than carrying value the difference is recognised in the income statement under 240 
“Profits (losses) of equity investments (valued at equity)”. Any future recoveries of value are 
also included in the item where the reasons for the original write down no longer apply.  
 

6.4 Derecognition criteria  
 

Equity investments are derecognised in the statement of financial position when the 
contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial assets expire or when the financial 
assets are sold with the substantial transfer of all the risks and rewards deriving from 
ownership of them. The result of the disposal on investments valued using the equity method 
recognised in the income statement under item 240 “Profits (losses) of equity investments 
(valued at equity)”; the result of the disposal of equity investments other than those valued 
using the equity method is recognised in the income statement under item 270 “Profits (losses) 
on the disposal of investments”.  
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7. Property, equipment and investment property  
 
7.1 Definition of assets for functional use  
 
“Assets for functional use” are defined as tangible assets possessed to be used for the purpose 
of carrying on a company’s business and where the use is planned to last longer than one 
year.  
Assets for functional use also include properties rented to employees, ex employees and their 
heirs, as well as works of art.  
 
 
7.2 Definition of investment property  
 
“Investment property” is defined as properties held in order to earn rentals or for capital 
appreciation. As a consequence, investment property is to be distinguished from assets held 
for the use of the owner because they generate cash flows that are very different from the other 
assets held by the banking group.  
 
Finance lease contracts are also included within tangible assets (for functional use and held 
for investment) even if the legal title to the assets remains with the leasing company.  
 
 
7.3 Recognition criteria  
 
Tangible assets, functional and other, are initially recognised at cost (item 120 “Property, 
equipment and investment property”), inclusive of all costs directly connected with bringing it 
to working condition for the use of the assets and of purchase taxes and duties that are not 
recoverable. This value is subsequently increased to include expenses incurred from which it 
is expected future benefits will be obtained. The costs of ordinary maintenance are recognised 
in the income statement at the time at which they are incurred while extraordinary 
maintenance costs (improvements) from which future benefits are expected are capitalised by 
increasing the value of the relative asset.  
Improvements and expenses incurred to increase the value of leased assets from which future 
benefits are expected are recognised:  
 

– under the most appropriate category of item 120, “Property, equipment and 
investment property” if they are independent and can be separately identified, 
whether they are leased assets the property of others or whether they are held 
under a financial leasing contract;  

– under item 120 “Property, equipment and investment property” if they are not 
independent and cannot be separately identified as an increase to the type of 
assets concerned if held by means of a financial leasing contract or under item 
160 “Other assets” if they are held under an ordinary leasing contract.  

 
The cost of property, equipment and investment property is recognised as an asset if, and only 
if:  

 it is probable that the future economic benefits associated with the asset will flow to the 
enterprise;  

 the cost of the asset can be reliably determined.  
 
 
7.4 Measurement criteria  
 
Subsequent to initial recognition, tangible assets for use in operations are recognised at cost, 
as defined above, net of accumulated depreciation and any permanent cumulative impairment. 
The depreciable amount, equal to cost less the residual value (i.e. the amount that would be 
normally obtained from disposal, less disposal costs, if the asset was normally in the 
conditions, including age, expected at the end of its useful life), should be allocated on a 
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systematic basis over the asset's useful life by adopting the straight line method of 
depreciation. The useful life of an asset, which is reviewed periodically to detect any significant 
change in estimates compared to previous figures, is defined as:  

 the period of time over which it is expected that the asset can be used by a company or,  
 the quantity of products or similar units that an entity expects to obtain from the use of the 

asset.  
 

Since property, equipment and investment property may consist of items with different useful 
lives, land, whether by itself or as part of the value of a building is not depreciated since it 
constitutes a fixed asset with an indefinite life. The value attributable to the land is deducted 
from the total value of a property for all buildings in proportion to the percentage of 
ownership. Buildings, on the other hand, are depreciated according to the criteria described 
above.  
Works of art are not depreciated because they generally increase in value over time.  
Depreciation of an asset starts when it is available for use and ceases when the asset is 
written off the accounts the accounts, which is the most recent of when it is classified as for 
sale and the date of elimination from the accounts. As a consequence depreciation does not 
stop when an asset is left idle or is no longer in use, unless the asset has already been fully 
depreciated.  
Improvements and expenses which increase the value are depreciated as follows:  

– if they are independent and can be separately identified, according to the presumed 
useful life as described above;  

– if they are not independent and cannot be separately identified, then if they are held 
under an ordinary leasing contract, over the shorter of the period in which the 
improvements and expenses can be used and that of the remaining life of the contract 
taking account of any individual renewals, or if the assets are held under a financial 
leasing contract, over the expected useful life of the assets concerned.  

The depreciation of improvements and expenses to increase the value of leased assets 
recognised under item 160 “Other assets” is recognised under item 220 “Other operating 
income (expense)”.  
 
At the end of each annual or interim reporting period the existence of indications that 
demonstrate the impairment of the value of an asset are assessed. The loss is determined by 
comparing the carrying amount of the tangible asset with the lower recoverable amount. The 
latter is the greater of the fair value, net of any sales costs, and the relative use value intended 
as the present value of future cash flows generated by the asset. The loss is immediately 
recognised in the income statement under item 200 “Net impairment losses on property, 
equipment and investment property”; the item also includes any future recovery in value if the 
causes of the original write down no longer exist.  
 
 
7.4.1 Definition and determination of fair value  

 
7.4.1.1 Properties  

The fair value is determined on the basis of the market value intended as meaning the best 
price at which the sale of a property might reasonably be expected to have been completed 
unconditionally for cash consideration on the date of valuation, assuming:  

− that the seller and the purchaser are independent counterparties;  

− the intention of the seller to sell the assets is real;  

− that there is a reasonable period (having regard to the nature of the property and the 
state of the market) for the proper marketing of the property and for the agreement of 
price and terms necessary to complete the sale;  

− that the market trend, level of values and other circumstances were, at the date of 
signing the preliminary contract of purchase and sale, identical to those existing at the 
date of valuation;  
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− that no account is taken of bids by purchasers for whom the property has 
characteristics which make it “outside the market range”.  

 
The procedures adopted for determining the market value are based on the following methods:  

 the direct comparative or market method, based on a comparison between the asset in 
question and other similar asset subject to sale or currently on sale on the same market or 
competing markets;  

 the income method based on the present value of potential market incomes for a similar 
property, obtained by capitalising the income at a market rate.  

 
The above methods are performed individually and the values obtained are appropriately 
averaged.  
 
7.4.1.2 Determination of the value of land  

The method used for identifying the percentage of the market value attributable to land is 
based on an analysis of the location of the property, taking account of the type of construction, 
the state of conservation and the cost of rebuilding the entire building.  
 
 

7.5 Property, equipment and investment property acquired through 
finance leases  

 

A finance lease is a contract that substantially transfers all the risks and rewards incident to 
ownership of an asset. Legal title may or may not be transferred at the end of the lease term.  
  
The beginning of the lease term is the date on which the lessee is authorised to exercise his 
right to use the asset leased and therefore corresponds to the date on which the lease is 
initially recognised. When the contract commences, the lessee recognises the financial lease 
transactions as assets and liabilities in his statement of financial positions at the fair value of 
the asset leased or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum payments due. To determine 
the present value of the minimum payments due, the discount rate used is the contractual 
interest rate implicit in the lease, if practicable, or else the lessee’s incremental borrowing rate 
is used. Any initial direct costs incurred by the lessee are added to the amount recognised for 
the asset.  
  
The minimum payments due are apportioned between the finance charges and the reduction 
of the residual liability. The former are allocated over the lease term so as to produce a 
constant rate of interest on the residual liability.  
The financial leasing contract involves recognition of the depreciation charge for the asset 
leased and of the finance charges for each financial year. The depreciation policy used for 
assets acquired under finance leases is consistent with that adopted for owned assets. See the 
relative paragraph for a more detailed description.  
 

7.6 Derecognition criteria  
 

Property, equipment and investment property are derecognised in the statement of financial 
position when they are disposed of or when they are permanently retired from use and no 
future economic benefits are expected from their disposal. Any gains or losses resulting from 
the retirement or disposal of the property, equipment and investment property, calculated as 
the difference between the net consideration on the sale and the carrying amount of the asset 
are recognised in the income statement under item 270 “Profit (loss) on the disposal of 
investments”.  
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8. Intangible assets  

 
8.1 Definition  
 
An intangible asset is defined as an identifiable non monetary asset without physical 
substance that is used in carrying on a company’s business.  
The asset is identifiable when:  

 it is separable, which is to say capable of being separated and sold, transferred, licensed, 
rented, or exchanged;  

 it arises from contractual or other legal rights, regardless of whether those rights are 
transferable or separable from other rights and obligations.  
 

An asset possesses the characteristic of being controlled by the enterprise as a result of past 
events and the assumption that its use will cause economic benefits to flow to the enterprise. 
An entity has control over an asset if it has the power to obtain future economic benefits 
arising from the resource in question and may also limit access by others to those benefits.  
Future economic benefits arising from an intangible asset might include receipts from the sale 
of products or services, savings on costs or other benefits resulting from the use of the asset 
by an enterprise.  
 
An intangible asset is recognised if, and only if:  
(a) it is probable that the expected future economic benefits attributable to the asset will flow 

to the entity;  
(b) the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.  
 
The probability of future economic benefits occurring is assessed on the basis of reasonable 
and supportable assumptions that represent the best estimate of the economic conditions that 
will exist over the useful life of the asset.  
The degree of probability attaching to the flow of economic benefits attributable to the use of 
the asset is valued on the basis of the sources of information available at the time of initial 
recognition, giving greater weight to external sources of information.  
 
In addition to goodwill and software used over several years, brands, core deposits, assets 
under management and assets under management recognised following the merger of the 
former BPU Banca and the former Banca Lombarda e Piemontese are also considered as 
intangible assets.  
 

8.1.1 Intangible assets with a finite useful life  

A finite useful life is defined for an asset where it is possible to estimate a limit to the period 
over which the related economic benefits are expected to be produced.  
Intangible assets considered as having a finite useful life include software, customer 
relationships resulting from granting property loans to private individuals, core deposits and 
assets under management.  
 

8.1.2 Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life  

An indefinite useful life is defined for an asset where it is not possible to estimate a predictable 
limit to the period over which the asset is expected to generate economic benefits for a 
company. The attribution of an indefinite useful life to an asset does not arise from having 
already programmed future expenses which restore the standard level of performance of the 
asset over time and prolong its useful life.  
Intangible assets considered as having an indefinite useful life include goodwill and brands.  
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8.2 Recognition criteria  
 
Assets recognised under the statement of financial position item 130 “Intangible assets” are 
stated at cost and any expenses subsequent to the initial recognition are only capitalised if 
they are able to generate future economic benefits and only if those expenses can be reliably 
determined and attributed to the assets.  
The cost of an intangible asset includes:  

 the purchase price including any non recoverable taxes and duties on purchases after 
commercial discounts and bonuses have been deducted;  

 any direct costs incurred in bringing the asset into use.  
 
 
8.3 Measurement criteria  
 
Subsequent to initial recognition intangible assets with a finite useful life are recognised at 
cost net of total amortisation and any losses in value that may have occurred. Amortisation is 
calculated on a systematic basis over the estimated useful life of the asset (see definition 
included in the section “Property, equipment and investment property ”) using the straight line 
method for all intangible assets with the exception of intangible assets relating to customer 
accounts recognised following the purchase price allocation resulting from the merger of the 
former BPU Banca and the former Banca Lombarda e Piemontese. In this case the 
amortisation is calculated using percentage rates of amortisation which represent the 
probability of the customer accounts ending over time.  
 
Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases on the date on which the 
asset is written off the accounts.  
 
Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life (see, goodwill, as defined in the section below if 
positive) are recognised at cost net of any value impairment resulting from periodic reviews 
when tests are performed to verify the appropriateness of the carrying amount of the assets 
(see section below). As a consequence amortisation of these assets is not calculated.  
 
No intangible assets arising from research (or from the research phase of an internal project) 
are recognised. Research expenses (or the research phase of an internal project) are recognised 
as costs at the time at which they are incurred.  
 
An intangible asset arising from development (or from the development phase of an internal 
project) is recognised if, and only if the following can be demonstrated:  

(a) the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it becomes available for 
sale or use;  

(b) the intention of the company to complete the intangible asset to use it or sell it;  
(c) the capacity of the company to use or sell the intangible asset.  
 
At the end of each annual or interim reporting period the existence of potential impairment of 
the value of intangible assets is assessed. The impairment is given by the difference between 
the carrying value of the assets and the recoverable amount and is recognised, as are any 
recoveries of value, under the item 210 “Net impairment losses on intangible assets”, with the 
exception of impairment losses on goodwill which are recognised under item 260 “Net 
impairment losses on goodwill”.  
 
 
8.4 Goodwill  
 

Goodwill is defined as the difference between the purchase cost and the fair value of assets 
and liabilities acquired as part of a business combination which consists of the union of 
separate enterprises or businesses in a single entity required to prepare financial statements. 
The result of almost all business combinations consists in the fact that a sole entity, an 
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acquirer, obtains control over one or more separate businesses of the acquiree. When an entity 
acquires a group of activities or net assets that do not constitute a business it allocates the 
cost of the group to individual assets and liabilities identified on the basis of their relative fair 
value at the date of acquisition.  
A business combination may give rise to a holding relationship between a parent company and 
a subsidiary in which the acquirer is the parent company and the acquiree is the subsidiary.  
 
All business combinations are accounted for using the purchase method of accounting.  
The purchase method involves the following steps:  

(a) identification of the acquirer (the acquirer is the combining enterprise that obtains control 
of the other combining enterprises or businesses);  

(b) determination of the cost of the business combination;  
(c) on the acquisition date the cost of the business combination is allocated to the assets and 

liabilities and assumed contingent liabilities acquired.  
 
With the purchase method the acquirer must calculate the cost of a business combination as 
the sum total of:  

(a) the fair values, at the date of exchange, of assets sold, liabilities incurred or assumed, and 
equity instruments issued by the acquirer, in exchange for control of the acquiree;  

(b) any costs directly attributable to the business combination.  
Business combination transactions performed with subsidiary undertakings or with 
companies belonging to the same group are recognised in the accounts on the basis of the 
significant economic substance of the transactions.  
In application of that principle, the goodwill arising from those transactions in the separate 
financial statements is recognised:  
(a) within asset item 120 of the statement of financial position if significant economic 

substance is found;  
(b) as a deduction from equity if it is not found.  
 
These transactions are eliminated from the consolidated financial statements and are therefore 
recognised solely as the relative costs incurred in relation to parties external to the Group.  
 

8.4.1. Allocation of the cost of a business combination to the assets and liabilities and 
contingent liabilities.  

The acquirer:  

(a) recognises the goodwill acquired in a business combination as assets;  

(b) measures that goodwill at its cost to the extent that it is the excess of the cost of the 
business combination over the acquirer's share of interest in the net fair values of the 
acquiree's identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities.  

Goodwill acquired in a business combination represents a payment made by the acquirer in 
the expectation of receiving economic future benefits from the asset which cannot be identified 
individually and recognised separately.  
After initial recognition, the acquirer values the goodwill acquired in a business combination 
at the relative cost net of cumulative impairment.  
The goodwill acquired in a business combination must not be amortised. The acquirer tests 
the asset for impairment annually or more frequently if specific events or changed 
circumstances indicate that it may have suffered a reduction in value, according to the relative 
accounting standard.  
 
The standard states that an asset (including goodwill) has suffered value impairment when the 
value recognised in the accounts exceeds the recoverable amount understood as the greater of 
the fair value, net of any sales expenses and its value in use, defined by section 6 of IAS 36.  
In order to test for impairment, goodwill must be allocated to cash generating units or to 
groups of cash generating units, in observance of the maximum aggregation limit which 
cannot exceed the operating segment identified in accordance with IFRS 8.  
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8.4.2. Negative goodwill  

If the acquirer’s share of the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent 
liabilities exceeds the cost of the business combination the acquirer:  

(a) reviews the identification and measurement of the identifiable assets, liabilities and 
contingent liabilities of the acquiree and the determination of the cost of the business 
combination;  

(b) immediately recognises any excess existing after the new measurement in the income 
statement.  

 
8.5 Derecognition criteria  
 

Intangible assets are derecognised in the statement of financial position following disposal or 
when no economic future benefit is expected from its use or disposal.  
 

9. Liabilities, securities issued (and subordinated liabilities)  
 

The various forms of interbank and customer funding are recognised within the statement of 
financial position items 10 “Due to banks”, 20 “Due to customers” and 30 “Securities issued”. 
These items also include liabilities recognised by a lessee in financial leasing operations.  
 
9.1 Recognition criteria  
 
The liabilities in question are recognised in the statement of financial position at the time 
when the funding is received or when the debt securities are issued. The amount recognised is 
the fair value inclusive of any additional costs/income that are directly attributable to the 
transaction and determinable from the outset regardless of when they are paid. The value of 
the initial recognition does not include all those costs that are reimbursed by the creditor 
counterparty or that are attributable to internal costs of an administrative character.  
 
9.2 Measurement criteria  
 
After initial recognition financial liabilities are valued at amortised cost using the effective 
interest method as defined in previous paragraphs.  
 
9.3 Derecognition criteria  
 
Financial liabilities are derecognised in the statement of financial position when they expire or 
are extinguished.  
The repurchase of own securities issued results in derecognition of the securities with the 
consequent redefinition of the liability for debt securities issued. Any difference between the 
repurchase value of the own securities and the corresponding carrying value of the liabilities is 
recognised in the income statement under the item 100 “Income/expense from the disposal or 
repurchase of d) financial liabilities”. Any subsequent re-issue of the securities previously 
subject to derecognition in the accounts constitutes a new issue for accounting purposes with 
the consequent recognition at the new issue price without any effect in the income statement.  
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10. Tax assets and liabilities  
 
Tax assets and liabilities are stated in the statement of financial position under the items 140 
“Tax assets” and 80 “Tax liabilities”.  
 

10.1. Current tax assets and liabilities  
 
Current tax for the current and prior periods is recognised as a liability to the extent that it 
has not yet been settled; any excess compared to the amount due is recognised as an asset.  
 
Current tax liabilities (assets) for the current and prior years, are measured at the amount 
expected to be paid to/recovered from taxation authorities, using the tax rates and tax laws in 
force.  
Current tax assets and liabilities are derecognised in the accounts in the year in which the 
assets are realised or the liabilities are extinguished.  
 

10.2. Deferred tax assets and liabilities  
 
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences unless the deferred 
tax liability arises from:  

 goodwill for which amortisation is not deductible for tax purposes or  
 the initial recognition of an asset or a liability in a transaction which:  

− is not a business combination and  
− at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting nor the taxable profit.  

Deferred tax assets are not calculated for higher values of assets for which the tax regime has 
been suspended relating to equity investments and to reserves for which the tax regime has 
been suspended because it is considered there are no reasonable grounds to assume they will 
be taxed in future.  

 
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised within the statement of financial position item 80 “Tax 
liabilities b) deferred  
A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary differences if it is probable that 
a taxable income will be used against which it will be possible to use the deductible temporary 
difference, unless the deferred tax asset arises from:  

 negative goodwill which is treated as deferred income;  
 the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which:  

− is not a business combination and  
− affects neither the accounting profit nor the taxable profit.  

assets for prepaid taxes are recognised under the statement of financial position item “Tax 
assets b) deferred  
 
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are subject to constant monitoring and are 
valued using the tax rates that it is expected will apply in the period in which the tax asset will 
be realised or the tax liability will be extinguished on the basis of the tax regulations 
established by laws currently in force  
 
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are derecognised in the accounts in the year in 
which:  
 the temporary difference which gave rise to them becomes payable with regard to deferred 

tax liabilities or deductible with regard to deferred tax assets;  
 the temporary difference which gave rise to them is no longer valid for tax purposes.  
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Deferred tax assets and deferred liabilities must not normally be discounted to present values 
nor offset one against the other  
 
11. Non current assets and disposal groups held for sale – 

Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale  
 
Non current assets and liabilities and groups of non current assets and liabilities for which it 
is presumed that the carrying value will recovered by selling them rather than by continued 
use are classified respectively under items 150 “Non current assets and disposal groups held 
for sale” and 90 “Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for sale”.  
In order to be classified within these items the assets or liabilities (or disposal groups) must be 
immediately available for sale and there must be active, concrete programmes to sell the 
assets or liabilities in the short term.  
These assets or liabilities are valued at the lower of the carrying value and their fair value net 
of disposal costs. Profits and losses attributable to groups of assets or liabilities held for sale 
are recognised in the income statement under item 310 “Profit (loss) after tax of discontinued 
operations”. Profits and losses attributable to individual assets held for disposal are recognised 
in the income statement under the most appropriate item.  
 
 

12. Provisions for risks and charges  

 

12.1. Definition  
 
A provision is defined as a liability of uncertain timing or amount.  
 
A contingent liability, however, is defined as:  
 a possible obligation, the result of past events, the existence of which will only be confirmed 

by the occurrence or (non occurrence) of future events that are not totally under the control 
of the enterprise;  

 a present obligation that is the result of past events, but which is not recognised in the 
accounts because:  

− it is improbable that financial resources will be needed to settle the obligation;  
− the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.  
 

Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the accounts, but are only reported, unless they are 
considered a remote possibility.  
 
 

12.2. Recognition criteria and measurement 
 
A provision is recognised if and only if:  

 there is a present obligation (legal or implicit) that is the result of a past event and  
 it is probable that the use of resources suitable for producing economic benefits will be 

required to fulfil the obligation and  
 a reliable estimate can be made of the amount arising from fulfilment of the obligation.  

 
The amount recognised as a provision represents the best estimate of the expenditure required 
to settle the present obligation at the statement of financial position date and reflects the risks 
and uncertainties that inevitably characterise a number of facts and circumstances. The 
amount of a provision is measured by the present value of the expenditure that it is assumed 
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will be necessary to settle the obligation where the effect of the present value is a substantial 
aspect. Future events that might affect the amount required to settle the obligation are only 
taken into consideration if there is sufficient objective evidence that they will occur.  
 
Provisions made for risks and charges include those for the risk attaching to any existing tax 
litigation.  

 

12.3. Derecognition criteria  
 
The provision is reversed when it becomes improbable that the use of resources suitable for 
producing economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation.  
 
 
13. Foreign currency transactions  

 

13.1. Definition  
 
A foreign currency is a currency other than the functional currency of the entity, which is the 
currency of the primary economic environment in which an entity operates.  
 

13.2. Recognition criteria  
 
A foreign currency transaction is recorded at the time of initial recognition in the functional 
currency applying the spot exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign 
currency ruling on the date of the transaction.  

 

13.3. Measurement criteria  
 
At each reporting date:  

(a) foreign currency9 monetary amounts are translated using the closing rate;  
(b) non-monetary items10 carried at historical cost in foreign currency are translated using 

the exchange rate at the date of the transaction;  
(c) non-monetary items carried at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the 

exchange rates that existed on the dates when the fair values were determined.  
 
Exchange rate differences arising from the settlement of monetary items, or from the 
translation of monetary items at rates different from those at which they were translated when 
initially recognised during the year or in previous financial statements, are recognised in the 
income statement for the period except for exchange rate differences arising on monetary 
items that form part of a net investment in a foreign operation.  
Exchange rate differences arising from a monetary item that forms part of a net investment in 
a foreign operation of an entity that prepares financial statements are recognised in the 
income statement of the individual company financial statements of the entity that prepares 
the financial statements or the individual company financial statements of the foreign 
operation. These exchange rate differences in the financial statements that include the foreign 
                                       
9 “Monetary” items are defined as relating to determined sums in foreign currency, which is to say to assets and 
liabilities which must be received or paid for a determined amount in foreign currency. The defining characteristic of a 
monetary item is the right to receive or an obligation to pay a set or calculable number of foreign currency units.  
10 See the note on “monetary” items for the contrary.  
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operation (e.g. in the consolidated accounts when the foreign operation is a subsidiary) are 
initially recognised as a separate component in equity and are recognised in the income 
statement at the time of the disposal of the net investment.  
When a profit or loss on a non monetary item is recognised directly in equity, each change in 
that profit or loss is also recognised directly in equity. However, when a profit or loss on a non 
monetary item is recognised in the income statement each change in that profit or loss is 
recognised in the income statement.  
 
The financial statements of foreign subsidiaries and associates which employ an accounting 
currency that is different from that of the Parent are translated using the exchange rates 
ruling at the statement of financial position date.  
 
 
14. Other information  
 
 
14.1 Treasury shares  
 
Treasury shares if present in the UBI Group portfolio are deducted from equity. No profit or 
loss arising from the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of treasury shares is recognised in 
the income statement. The differences between the purchase and sale price arising from these 
transactions are recorded in equity reserves.  
 

14.2 Provisions for guarantees granted and commitments  
 
Provisions made on a cases by case and collective basis to estimate possible payments to be 
made connected with the assumption of credit risks attaching to guarantees granted and 
commitments assumed are calculated by applying the same criteria as that reported for loans.  
These provisions are recognised within the item 100 “Other liabilities” with the balancing entry 
within the item in the income statement 130d “Net impairment losses on: other financial 
transactions”.  
 
 
14.3 Employee benefits  

14.3.1 Definition  
 
Employee benefits are defined as all forms of consideration given by an enterprise in exchange 
for services rendered by employees. Employee benefits can be classified as follows:  

 short-term employee benefits (not including benefits due to employees for severance 
payments and benefits paid in the form of equity instruments) due entirely within 12 
months after the service is rendered by employees;  

 post-employment benefits due after the contract of employment has terminated;  

 post-employment benefit plans subsequent to the termination of the employment contract 
and that is agreements whereby the enterprise provides benefits subsequent to the 
termination of the employment contract;  

 long term benefits, other than the previous, due entirely within the twelve months 
subsequent to the end of the financial year in which employee rendered the relative service. 
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14.3.2  Severance payments and defined service provisions  

14.3.2.1 Recognition criteria  
Severance payments recognised are considered a defined benefit plan and as such require the 
amount of the obligation to be determined on an actuarial basis and to be discounted to 
present values because the debt may be extinguished a long time after the employees have 
rendered the relative service.  
The amount is accounted for as a liability amounting to:  

(a) the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the statement of financial position 
date;  

(b) plus any actuarial gains (less any actuarial losses) recognised in a separate reserve in 
equity;  

(c) less any pension costs relating to past service rendered not yet recognised;  
(d) less the fair value at the statement of financial position date of any assets at the service of 

the plan.  

Measurement criteria  
As concerns the accounting treatment for actuarial gains/losses, the UBI Group has opted for 
direct recognition of these items within fair value reserves in equity.  

“Actuarial gains/losses” comprise adjustments arising from the reformulation of previous 
actuarial assumptions as a result of actual experience or from changes in the actuarial 
assumptions themselves.  
 
The “Projected Unit Credit Method” is used to calculate the present value. This considers each 
single period of service as giving rise to an additional unit of severance payment and therefore 
measures each unit separately to arrive at the final obligation. This additional unit is obtained 
by dividing the total expected service by the number of years that have passed from the time 
service commenced until the expected payment date. Application of the method involves 
making projections of future payments based on historical analysis of statistics and of the 
demographic curve and discounting these flows on the basis of market interest rates. The rate 
used for discounting to present value is calculated as the average of the swap, bid and ask 
rates at the valuation date appropriately interpolated for intermediate maturity dates.  

14.3.3 Stock Options  
Stock option plans are defined as operations where an employee or a third party renders 
service for a consideration paid in the equity instruments (including options on shares) of the 
enterprise which benefits from the service.  
The cost of these transactions is measured at the fair value of equity instruments granted and 
is recognised in the income statement under item 180 “Administrative expenses a) personnel 
expenses” on a straight line basis over the original life of the plan. The fair value determined 
relates to the equity instruments granted at the time of grant and takes account of market 
prices, if available, and the terms and conditions upon which the instruments were granted.  
 
 
14.4 Segment reporting  
 
Segment reporting is defined as the manner in which financial information on an enterprise is 
reported by operating segment.  
An operating segment is intended as a component of an entity:  

 that engages in business activities that generate revenues and expenses;  
 whose operating results are reviewed regularly by the entity’s chief operating decision 

maker to make decisions about the resources to be allocated to the segment and assess 
its performance and  

 for which discrete financial information is available.  
 
Segment reporting  is based on elements that senior management uses to make operating 
decisions (a “management approach”) and consequently the identification of operating 
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segments is performed on the basis of the current system of reporting to management which is 
based primarily on management analysis of legally recognised entities. 
Segment reporting is completed by information on the geographical areas in which revenues 
are produced and assets are held.  
 
 
14.5 Revenues  

14.5.1 Definition  
Revenues are the gross inflow of economic benefits resulting from business arising from the 
ordinary operating activities of an enterprise when these inflows create an increase in equity 
other than an increase resulting from payments made by shareholders.  
 
 

14.5.2 Recognition criteria  
Revenues are measured at the fair value of the consideration received or due and are 
recognised in the accounts when they can be reliably estimated.  
 
The result of the rendering of services can be reliably estimated when the following conditions 
are met:  

 the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;  
 it is probable that the economic benefits arising from the transaction will flow to the 

company;  
 the stage of completion of the operation at the statement of financial position date can be 

measured reliably;  
 the costs incurred, or to be incurred, to complete the transaction can be measured reliably.  

 
Revenue recognised in return for services rendered is recognised by reference to the stage of 
completion of the transaction.  
Revenue is only recognised when it is probable that the economic benefits arising from the 
transaction will be enjoyed by the company. Nevertheless when the recoverability of an 
amount already included within revenues is uncertain, the amount not recoverable or the 
amount for which recovery is no longer probable is recognised as a cost instead of adjusting 
the revenue originally recognised.  
 
Revenue arising from the use by third parties of the company’s assets which generate interest 
or dividends are recognised when:  

 it is probable that the economic benefits arising from the transaction will be received by the 
enterprise;  

 the amount of the revenue can be reliably measured.  
 
Interest is recognised on an accruals basis that takes into account the effective yield of the 
asset. In detail:  

 interest income includes the amortisation of any discounts, premiums or other differences 
between the initial carrying value for a security and its value at maturity.  

 arrears of interest that are considered recoverable are recognised within the item 10 
“Interest and similar income”, but only the part considered recoverable.  
 

Dividends are recognised when shareholders acquire the right to receive payment.  
 
Expenses or revenues resulting from the sale or purchase of financial instruments, determined 
by the difference between the amount paid or received for the transaction and the fair value of 
the instrument are recognised in the income statement on initial recognition of the financial 
instrument when the fair value is determined:  

 by making reference to current and observable market transactions in the same 
instrument;  
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 by using valuation techniques which use, as variables, only data from observable 
markets.  

 
14.6 Expenses  
 
Expenses are recognised in the accounts at the time at which they are incurred while following 
the criteria of matching costs to revenues that result directly and jointly from the same 
transactions or events. Expenses that cannot be associated with revenues are recognised 
immediately in the income statement.  
Expenses directly attributable to financial instruments valued at amortised cost and 
determinable from the outset, regardless of the time at which they are settled, flow to the 
income statement by applying the effective interest rate, a definition of which is given in the 
section “loans”.  
Impairment losses are recognised in the income statement in the year in which they are noted.  
 
 
14.7 Insurance sector products  

14.7.1 Definition  
An insurance contract is a contract under which one party (the insurer) accepts significant 
insurance risk from another party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the 
policyholder if a specified uncertain future event (the insured event) adversely affects the 
policyholder.  
 
Events that consist of changes in one or more of the following elements are not considered 
insurance events because they constitute financial risks and not insurance risks: an interest 
rate, the price of a security, the price of a good, an exchange rate, an interest rate or price 
index, a creditworthiness rating or an index linked to a credit risk or to other variables.  

14.7.2 Measurement criteria  
 
14.7.2.1 Insurance type contracts  
Insurance type contracts are recognised in the accounts and valued according to national 
accounting principles. Nevertheless when contracts take the form of hybrid insurance 
contracts (i.e. characterised by a financial component in addition to the insurance component) 
the international accounting standard IFRS 4 is applied which:  
 

 when the financial component can be valued separately and when national 
accounting standards do not require the recognition in the accounts of all the rights 
and obligations resulting from the contract, obliges insurers to unbundle the 
financial component from the insurance component and to account for the insurance 
components and financial components appropriately (the latter according to the IAS 
39 rules );  

 permits the unbundling and consequent separate valuation of the financial 
component from the insurance component if this can be valued separately;  

 forbids the unbundling and consequent separate valuation of the financial 
component from the insurance component if this cannot be valued separately.  

 
The obligation under IAS 39 to unbundle and value derivative contracts embedded in other 
financial instruments separately also applies to derivative contracts embedded in insurance 
contracts. The separation is not performed if the derivative itself falls within the definition of 
an insurance contract.  
 
Application of IFRS 4 also involves testing the adequacy of technical reserves to cover the 
future cash flows relating to insurance contracts, estimated using current hypotheses.  
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14.7.2.2 Financial type contracts  
 
Financial contracts are normally governed by IAS 39 as described in previous sections. An 
exception to this rule is found in contracts which involve discretionary distribution of profits 
for which IAS 39 is not applied and national accounting standards continue to apply.  

 
More specifically, contracts which involve discretionary participation in profits are those 
whereby an insurer recognises additional significant benefits to policyholders which are at the 
discretion of the insurer with regard to the timing and the amount and the contracts are 
generally linked to separate asset managements. These contracts are recognised in the 
accounts largely according to national accounting practice with premiums, payments and 
changes in technical reserves recorded in the income statement. Furthermore valuation 
asymmetry between assets and liabilities generated by market valuation of securities has been 
removed with the portion of unrealised profits and losses attributable to insured parties 
explicitly recognised. In fact deferred liabilities due to policy holders themselves were 
constituted in application of IFRS 4 on the basis of the mechanism by which policyholders 
participate in profits.  
Most of the life insurance policies are comprised of contracts that involve participation in 
profits.  
 
On the other hand contracts which do not involved discretionary participation in profits, 
governed by IAS 39, give rise to financial assets and liabilities and as a consequence, the 
relative premiums are not recognised in the income statement under revenues but on the 
contrary as liabilities (deposits received) recognised at market value.  
 
A.3 – INFORMATION ON FAIR VALUE  
 

A.3.1 Transfers between portfolios  

No reclassifications have been performed in the UBI Banca Group either in the current year, or 
in the previous year in financial asset portfolios from asset classes recognised at fair value into 
classes recognised at amortised cost with regard to the possibilities introduced by EC 
Regulation No. 1004/2008 of the European Commission, as reported in detail in the 
consolidated financial statements as at 31st  December 2008 on page 227.  
 

A.3.2 Fair value hierarchy  

The fair value used for measuring the value of financial instruments is determined on the 
basis of criteria, listed in hierarchical order below, which involve the use of what is termed 
observable or unobservable inputs.  
Observable inputs are parameters developed on the basis of available market data and they 
reflect the assumptions that market participants should use when they price financial 
instruments. On the other hand, unobservable inputs are parameters for which market data 
are not available and which are therefore developed on the basis of the best available 
information on the assumptions that market participants should use when they price financial 
instruments.  

• fair value determined on the basis of input level 1: the measurement is based on 
observable inputs, i.e. prices listed on active markets for identical financial 
instruments to which the entity can gain access on the valuation date of the 
instrument. A market is defined as active when the prices quoted reflect normal market 
transactions, are regularly and readily available and if those prices represent actual 
and regular market trading.  

• fair value determined on the basis of input level 2: the measurement is performed 
using methods that are used if the instrument is not listed on an active market and is 
therefore based on inputs that are different from those of level 1. The valuation of the 
financial instrument is based on prices inferred from market quotations for similar 
assets or by using measurement techniques for which all the significant factors – credit 
spreads and liquidity spreads – are inferred from observable market variables. 
Although this is the application of a valuation technique, there is basically no element 
of discretion in the resulting price, because the most important parameters used are 
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drawn from markets and the calculation methods used replicate quotations existing on 
active markets.  

• Fair value determined on the basis of input level 3: the measurement is performed 
using methods which consist of valuing unlisted instruments by employing significant 
inputs not inferable from markets and which therefore involve the use of estimates and 
assumptions made by management.  

 
Level 1  
Equity instruments quoted on regulated markets, bonds quoted on the EuroMot circuit and 
those for which prices that represent actual and regular market transactions continuously 
available from the main contribution platforms occurring on the basis of a normal reference 
period with price fluctuations over the last five days which occur at intervals considered 
normal are all considered as quoted on an active market.  
Those derivatives for which a quotation on an active reference market (e.g. IDEM) are also 
considered as quoted, to the extent that the markets are considered highly liquid.  
The fair value of these instruments is calculated on the basis of the relative closing prices on 
the last day of the month on the markets on which they are quoted.  
The hedge funds issued by Capitalgest for which the NAV made available periodically by the 
fund managers and for which it is considered that no adjustment need be made to take 
account of liquidity risk and/or counterparty risk are also considered as quoted.  
 
Level 2  
Where no prices are available on active markets, the fair value of instruments is measured by 
using valuation models which make use of market inputs. The resulting valuation is therefore 
based on factors inferred from official quotations, essentially similar in terms of risk factors, 
by applying a determined method of calculation.  
With regard to derivatives, almost all the trading instruments are attributable to over the 
counter derivatives and are therefore valued using internal models that use market inputs. 
The options implicit in structured bonds and in the respective hedging derivatives are valued 
using appropriate pricing models which make use of directly observable market inputs (e.g. 
interest rate curves, volatility matrices and correlations, exchange rates). The calculation 
methodologies used replicate the prices of financial instruments listed on active markets 
without making discretionary assumptions which might influence the final price.  
As concerns equity instruments recognised within the available-for-sale portfolio, these are 
classified as within level two if they are measured on the basis of valuation methods which 
consider transactions occurring in the instrument in a reasonable period of time with respect 
to the date of valuation and in some cases, by means of stock market multiples for comparable 
companies.  
Finally the “plain vanilla” bonds in issue and the “plain vanilla” component of structured 
bonds are valued by discounting future cash flows to present values. The curve used for 
subordinated issues is obtained by applying the UBI subordinated spread observed for 
transactions with a duration equal to the residual life of the bond to the risk free curve. The 
curve used for senior issues destined for institutional customers is the UBI EMTN curve. 
Finally the curve used to determine the fair value of issues subscribed by ordinary customers 
is obtained by applying the spreads observed in the last quarter for issues with a maturity 
equal to the residual life of individual bonds to the risk free curve.  
 
Level 3  
Level 3 is defined as the fair value determined using valuation models which use inputs that 
are not directly observable on markets and which involve the use of estimates and 
assumptions by management.  
Hedge funds not managed by Capitalgest to which adjustments have been made to take 
account of liquidity and/or counterparty risk are included in level three, and they do not 
therefore assume that the NAV reported by the managers is totally reliable.  
Complex OTC derivatives are valued using internal models that use implicit assumptions; the 
credit risk component is also considered explicitly for these.  
The remaining part of the equity instruments classified as available-for-sale are valued using 
methods based on an analysis of the fundamentals of the company in question and, as an 
alternative of last resort, at cost.  
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It is necessary to use valuation models to measure the level 3 fair value  of options with 
underlying equity instruments that involve the use of market inputs that are not directly 
observable and which involve the use of estimates and assumptions in the valuation. More 
specifically the valuation instruments are designed using appropriate calculation methods 
based on specific assumptions that regard:  

o the performance of future cash flows, affected by future events to which 
probabilities are assigned based on historical experience or on behavioural 
assumptions;  

o determined input parameters not observable on active markets which are 
estimated from financial instruments observable on the market but not 
identical to the instruments measured.  

Finally, with regard to bonds issued, these are recognised within level three and valued at cost 
if this correlates directly with the financing operation.  
 
 
Further technical information is given below on the models and software applications used for 
the valuation of securities and derivatives.  
 
Information on the valuation models used for securities and derivatives  

The target instrument used for pricing securities and derivatives in the UBI Group is the 
software application Mxg2000 by Murex. This software takes account of all market factors in 
measuring the value of financial instruments.  

The majority of the market data is acquired through the information provider Reuters, partly 
in real time (i.e. prices, yield curves and exchange rates) and partly at preset times (ATM 
volatility for swaptions and ATM volatility and smile curves for caps and floors). The 
application is also fed “on demand” with a series of market parameters supplied by the 
provider Bloomberg: correlations, dividend yields, index and forex volatility.  
Fair value is calculated daily as follows:  

• the market parameters acquired in real time by Mxg2000 (prices, yield curves and 
exchange rates) are crystallised at 4.45 p.m. and used as reference data for calculating 
the mark-to-market. The last update of the day for the volatilities of swaptions and 
caps/floors (and the other market data acquired on demand if necessary) is performed 
at 4.45 p.m.;  

• at the end of the day closure (which occurs at 9.00 p.m.), a series of software 
procedures are performed which extract various information from Mxg2000 including 
the reference mark-to-market for the day.  

 
The pricing of unlisted financial assets is currently calculated using the software application 
Risk Watch by Algorithmics, before the full migration of Group portfolios onto the Mxg2000 
Front Office target system takes place. For these instruments the future cash flows are 
discounted to present values using interest rates which take into account the specific nature 
of the issuer (credit spread).  
 
OTC derivatives on interest rates and exchange rates and derivatives used to hedge bonds 
(with interest rates and currencies as the underlying) are valued using the target software 
(Mxg2000). Values are measured for all contracts which can be priced using closed formula 
models. In detail, the main pricing models used in Mxg2000 for OTC derivatives are: Black 
Yield, Black Fwd, Black Swap Yield, Cox Fwd, Trinomial, Lnormal and CMS Convexity 
Analytical.  
 
Derivative instruments that are not managed in Murex, relating to embedded options in 
structured bonds issued and in the respective derivative hedges are valued using internal 
models (stochastic models with MonteCarlo simulations).  
 
Pricing for unlisted “plain vanilla” liabilities securities and the “plain vanilla” component of 
structured securities is currently calculated on the Front Office Mxg2000 target system.  
 
The pricing models employed for securities and derivatives are used continuously over time 
and are only modified when substantial market changes occur.  
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A.3.2.1 Accounting portfolios: distribution by fair value level  
 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
1. Financial assets held for trading 590.022 955.942 29.800 1.189.998 1.043.554 93.102 
2. Financial assets at fair value 108.819 - 64.908 460.157 - - 
3. Available-for-sale financial assets 4.548.203 1.754.222 83.832 3.216.810 1.048.069 86.959 
4. Hedging derivatives - 633.263 - - 792.398 - 

Total 5.247.044 3.343.427 178.540 4.866.965 2.884.021 180.061 
1. Financial liabilities held for trading 112.595 742.792 - 10.255 788.999 - 
2. Financial liabilities at fair value - - - - - - 
3. Hedging derivatives - 927.319 - - 635.129 - 

Total 112.595 1.670.111 - 10.255 1.424.128 - 

31.12.2009 31.12.2008
 Financial assets/liabilities measured at fair value 

 
 
The note at the foot of table 3.1 in the assets section may be consulted for transfers into and 
out of “level 3”.  
 
 
A.3.2.2 Annual changes in financial assets recognised at fair value (Level 3)  
 

1. Opening balances 93.102 - 86.959 - 
2. Increases 54.717 510.879 21.720 - 
2.1. Purchases 463 55.931 10.392 - 
2.2. Profits recognised in:
2.2.1. Income statement 3.963 12.801 8.987 - 

- of which gains 1.713 2.009 43 - 
2.2.2. Equity X X 441 - 
2.3. Transfers from other levels 48.278 441.638 - - 
2.4. Other increases 2.013 509 1.900 - 
3. Decreases (118.019) (445.971) (24.847) - 
3.1.Sales - (55.931) (12.485) - 
3.2. Reimbursements (115.980) (345.112) (50) - 
3.3. Losses recognised in:
3.3.1. Income statement (647) (44.928) (3.268) - 

- of which losses (74) (39.172) (2.251) - 
3.3.2. Equity X X (232) - 
3.4. Transfers to other levels - - - - 
3.5. Other decreases (1.392) - (8.812) - 
4. Closing balances 29.800 64.908 83.832 - 

FINANCIAL ASSETS

measured at fair 
value available-for-sale hedgesheld for trading

 
 
A.3.2.2 Annual changes in financial liabilities recognised at fair value (level 3)  
 
No financial liabilities recognised at fair value exist in the UBI Banca Group.  
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A.3.3 Information on “day one profit/loss”  
 
The information relates to paragraph 28 of the IFRS which concerns differences between 
transaction prices and the value obtained by using valuation techniques that emerge on initial 
recognition and that are not immediately recognised through profit and loss on the basis of 
paragraphs AG76 and AG76A of IAS 39.  
Where this type of event occurs, indication must be given of the accounting policies adopted by 
the bank for recognition through profit or loss of the differences that arise in this manner 
subsequent to initial recognition of the instrument.   
The UBI Banca Group performed few of these operations (solely through its subsidiary 
Centrobanca) during the financial year of this report, for which a difference between the 
transaction price and the value of the instrument obtained using internal valuation techniques 
emerged. Commissions were recognised in the income statement amounting to 4,2 million 
euro on the operation.    
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Part B – Notes to the Consolidated 
Statement of financial position  
 
 
 
ASSETS  
 
 
 
SECTION 1 Cash and cash equivalents – Item 10  
 
 
1.1 Cash and cash equivalents: composition  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

a) Cash in hand 683.845 793.657 

b) Deposits with central banks - - 
Total 683.845 793.657 

 
Table 3: 101000O|1 - NOTA 
 
SECTION 2 Financial assets held for trading – Item 20  
 
 
2.1 Financial assets held for trading: composition by type  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008
L 1 L 2 L 3 L 1 L 2 L 3

A. On-balance sheet assets
1. Debt securities 479.546 150.582 - 630.128 998.732 251.888 6.366 1.256.986 

1.1 Structured securities 107 7.916 - 8.023 8.254 37.699 4 45.957 
1.2 Other debt securities 479.439 142.666 - 622.105 990.478 214.189 6.362 1.211.029 

2. Equity instruments 109.266 80.592 20.535 210.393 139.772 2.292 85.322 227.386 
3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                         
(collective investment instruments) 628 8 8.642 9.278 48.857 10 - 48.867 
4. Financing - 3.134 - 3.134 - 19.327 - 19.327 

4.1 Reverse repurchase agreements - - - - - - - - 
4.2 Other - 3.134 - 3.134 - 19.327 - 19.327 

Total A 589.440 234.316 29.177 852.933 1.187.361 273.517 91.688 1.552.566 
B. Derivative instruments

1. Financial derivatives 582 721.626 623 722.831 2.637 770.037 1.414 774.088 
1.1 for trading 582 707.650 623 708.855 2.637 762.755 1.414 766.806 
1.2 connected with fair value options - - - - - - - - 
1.3 other - 13.976 - 13.976 - 7.282 - 7.282 

2. Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - 
2.1 for trading - - - - - - - - 
2.2 connected with the fair value option - - - - - - - - 
2.3 other - - - - - - - - 

Total B 582 721.626 623 722.831 2.637 770.037 1.414 774.088 
Total (A+B) 590.022 955.942 29.800 1.575.764 1.189.998 1.043.554 93.102 2.326.654 

Balances as at 31/12/2009 Balances as at 31/12/2008
Items/Values

Table 4: 102000O|1 - NOTA 
 
Equity instruments also include equity investments held for merchant banking activity, 
performed mainly by Centrobanca Spa.  
Item 1.2 “Other debt securities – Level 2” includes impaired assets consisting of bonds issued 
by Lehman Brothers for a nominal amount of 12,5 million euro for which the measurement of 
the fair value resulted in recognition of 8,625% of the nominal amount.  
The relative loss was recognised within item 80 “Net trading income (loss)” in prior years.  
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2.2 Financial assets held for trading: composition by debtors/issuers  
 

Items/Values 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

A. ASSETS
1. Debt instruments 630.128 1.256.986 
a) Governments and Central Banks 450.384 910.990 
b) Other public authorities 142 3.921 
c) Banks 82.874 213.711 
d) Other issuers 96.728 128.364 

2. Equity instruments 210.393 227.386 
a) Banks 8.014 12.363 
b) Other issuers: 202.379 215.023 

- insurance companies 7.493 13.727 
- financial companies 64.879 70.941 
- non financial companies 126.309 126.954 
- other 3.698 3.401 

3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                
(collective investment instruments) 9.278 48.867 
4. Financing 3.134 19.327 
a) Governments and Central Banks - - 
b) Other public authorities - - 
c) Banks - - 
d) Other 3.134 19.327 

Total A 852.933 1.552.566 
B. DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS
a) Banks
    - fair value 348.200 460.245 
b) Customers
    - fair value 374.631 313.843 

Total B 722.831 774.088 
Total (A+B) 1.575.764 2.326.654 

 
Table 5: 102030O|1 - NOTA 
 
2.3 Financial assets held for trading: annual changes  
 

Changes/Underlying assets Debt instruments Equity instruments Units in O.I.C.R. Financing Total

A. Opening balances 1.256.986 227.386 48.867 19.327 1.552.566 
B. Increases 8.498.803 303.714 14.896 3.134 8.820.547 

B.1 Purchases 8.353.010 267.836 10.788 3.134 8.634.768 
B.2 Positive changes in fair value 13.395 22.446 464 - 36.305 
B.3 Other changes 132.398 13.432 3.644 - 149.474 

C. Decreases (9.125.661) (320.707) (54.485) (19.327) (9.520.180) 
C.1 Sales (8.572.350) (312.509) (10.737) (19.327) (8.914.923) 
C.2 Redemptions (537.203) - (43.349) (580.552) 
C.3 Negative changes in fair value (2.235) (2.190) (97) (4.522) 
C.4 Transfers to other portfolios - - - - 
C.5 Other changes (13.873) (6.008) (302) (20.183) 

D. Final balances 630.128 210.393 9.278 3.134 852.933 

- N 
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SECTION 3 Financial assets at fair value –Item 30  
 
 
3.1 Financial assets at fair value: composition by type  
 

Items/Values

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total L 1 L 2 L 3 Total

1. Debt instruments - - - - - - - - 
1.1 Structured instruments - - - - - - - - 
1.2 Other debt instruments - - - - - - - - 

2. Equity instruments - - - - - - - - 
3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                
(collective investment instruments) 108.819 - 64.908 173.727 460.157 - - 460.157 
4. Financing - - - - - - - - 

4.1 Structured - - - - - - - - 
4.2 Other - - - - - - - - 

Total 108.819 - 64.908 173.727 460.157 - - 460.157 
Cost 108.819 - 64.908 173.727 460.157 - - 460.157 

Balances as at 31/12/2009 Balances as at 31/12/2008

: 103000O|1 – NOTA 
Item 3 “OICR units (collective investment instruments)” relates exclusively to units in hedge 
funds subscribed by UBI Banca Scpa. The decrease in the total is attributable to a decision by 
management to reduce investments in this area.  
The classification by fair value hierarchy levels was performed by classifying investments in 
hedge funds (Capitalgest funds) for which  the NAV is communicated regularly and for which 
the assets of the fund are totally liquid within level 1.  
However, hedge funds were classified within “Level 3” for which the NAV was replaced by 
prudential valuation methods devised internally in consideration of the prospects of 
redemption, which are not short term (suspended redemptions, exit gates or side pockets) and 
where recovery of the investment is therefore probable in instalments over time.  
Information on the impacts on profit and loss are given in “Part C – Information on the income 
statement” at the foot of table  7.1. “Net value change in financial assets/liabilities at fair 
value”, which may be consulted.  
 
 
3.2 Financial assets at fair value: composition by debtors/issuers  
 

Items/Values 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Debt instruments - - 
a) Governments and Central Banks - - 
b) Other public authorities - - 
c) Banks - - 
d) Other issuers - - 

2. Equity instruments - - 
a) Banks - - 
b) Other issuers: - - 

- insurance companies - - 
- financial companies - - 
- non financial companies - - 
- other - - 

3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                  
(collective investment instruments) 173.727 460.157 
4. Financing - - 
a) Governments and Central Banks - - 
b) Other public authorities - - 
c) Banks - - 
d) Other - - 

Total 173.727 460.157 
 

Ta 
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3.3. Financial assets at fair value: annual changes  
 
 

Debt 
instruments

Equity 
instruments

Units in O.I.C.R. Financing Total

A. Opening balances - - 460.157 - 460.157 
B. Increases - - 176.217 - 176.217 

B.1 Purchases - - 155.931 - 155.931 
B.2 Positive changes in fair value - - 8.985 - 8.985 
B.3 Other changes - - 11.301 - 11.301 

C. Decreases - - (462.647) - (462.647) 
C.1 Sales - - (55.931) - (55.931) 
C.2 Redemptions - - (361.788) - (361.788) 
C.3 Negative changes in fair value - - (39.171) - (39.171) 
C.4 Other changes - - (5.757) - (5.757) 

D. Final balances - - 173.727 - 173.727 Table 
6: 103020O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
 
 
 
 
SECTION 4 Available-for-sale financial assets – Item 40  
 
 
4.1 Available-for-sale financial assets: composition by type  
 

Items/Values

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total L 1 L 2 L 3 Total

1. Debt instruments 4.041.201 1.573.093 6.586 5.620.880 2.804.901 900.636 6.651 3.712.188 
1.1 Structured instruments 128.752 41.798 - 170.550 130.311 46.081 - 176.392 
1.2 Other debt instruments 3.912.449 1.531.295 6.586 5.450.330 2.674.590 854.555 6.651 3.535.796 

2. Equity instruments 489.825 71.083 75.540 636.448 397.263 35.483 78.862 511.608 
2.1 At fair value 489.825 71.057 31.823 592.705 397.263 35.478 42.681 475.422 
2.2 At cost - 26 43.717 43.743 - 5 36.181 36.186 

3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                
(collective investment instruments) 17.177 110.046 260 127.483 14.646 111.950 - 126.596 
4. Financing - - 1.446 1.446 - - 1.446 1.446 

Total 4.548.203 1.754.222 83.832 6.386.257 3.216.810 1.048.069 86.959 4.351.838 

Balances as at 31/12/2009 Balances as at 31/12/2008

Table 7: 104000°|1 – NOTA 
 
Equity instruments are recognised within level 3 if, for example, in the absence of a price 
quoted on an active market, their fair value is estimated by assuming the value at cost or the 
quota of the equity corresponding to the ownership held. Equity instruments for which the fair 
value assumed is cost include an interest held by Banca Carime Spa in the Bank of Italy 
amounting to approximately 422 thousand euro. These also include all the equity investments 
held by the Group for the purposes of a more solid presence on its local markets and for the 
development of commercial agreements.  
The units held in “OICR units” (collective investment instruments) relate mainly to 
investments in private equity funds.  
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4.2 Available-for-sale financial assets: composition by debtors/issuers  
 

Items/Values  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Debt instruments 5.620.880 3.712.188 
a) Governments and Central Banks 3.675.786 2.241.194 
b) Other public authorities - - 
c) Banks 1.070.838 777.484 
d) Other issuers 874.256 693.510 

2. Equity instruments 636.448 511.608 
a) Banks 494.958 406.478 
b) Other issuers: 141.490 105.130 

- insurance companies 4.518 1.831 
- financial companies 47.092 44.137 
- non financial companies 87.171 58.788 
- other 2.709 374 

3. Units in O.I.C.R.                                
(collective investment instruments) 127.483 126.596 
4. Financing 1.446 1.446 
a) Governments and Central Banks - - 
b) Other public authorities - - 
c) Banks - - 
d) Other 1.446 1.446 

Total 6.386.257 4.351.838 
 

 
 
Equity instruments include shares acquired by the network banks following partial 
conversions of restructured loans. In detail:  
- Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa an exposure for a nominal amount of 824 thousand euro 
written-down by 134 thousand euro;  
- Banca Regionale Europea Spa an exposure for a nominal amount of 431 thousand euro 
written-down by 127 thousand euro;  
- Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa three exposures for a nominal amount of 2.148 
thousand euro written-down by 232 thousand euro;  
- Banco di Brescia Spa an exposure for a nominal amount of 2.341 thousand euro.  
 
Table 8: 104010O|1 - NOTA 
4.3 Available-for-sale financial assets: hedged assets  
 

Items/Components  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Financial assets subject to fair value 

specific hedge
a) interest rate risk 3.768.135 1.827.012 
b) price risk - - 
c) currency risk - - 
d) credit risk - - 
e) multiple risks - - 

2. Financial assets subject to cash flow 

specific hedge
a) interest rate risk - - 
b) currency risk - - 
c) other - - 

Total 3.768.135 1.827.012 
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4.4 available-for-sale financial assets: annual changes  
 
 

Debt instruments Equity instruments Units in O.I.C.R. Financing Total

A. Opening balances 3.712.188 511.608 126.596 1.446 4.351.838 
B. Increases 4.995.426 191.849 11.980 - 5.199.255 

B.1 Purchases 3.696.945 33.985 6.527 - 3.737.457 
B.2 Positive changes in fair value 472.046 145.617 5.382 - 623.045 
B.3 Reversal of impairment losses 42 - - - 42 

- recognised in the income statement - - - - - 
- recognised in equity 42 - - - 42 

B.4 Transfers from other portfolios 679.648 - - - 679.648 
B.5 Other changes 146.745 12.247 71 - 159.063 

C. Decreases (3.086.734) (67.009) (11.093) - (3.164.836) 
C.1 Sales (2.610.624) (22.709) (3.951) - (2.637.284) 
C.2 Redemptions (66.907) (50) (4.077) - (71.034) 
C.3 Negative changes in fair value (5.351) (2.231) (2.364) - (9.946) 
C.4 Impairment losses - (33.483) - - (33.483) 

- recognised in the income statement - (33.483) - - (33.483) 
- recognised in equity - - - - - 

C.5 Transfers to other portfolios - - - - - 
C.6 Other changes (403.852) (8.536) (701) - (413.089) 

D. Final balances 5.620.880 636.448 127.483 1.446 6.386.257 

 
The increase recorded in the positive changes in the fair value of debt instruments was caused 
by substantial investments in asset swapped BTP securities. The corresponding recognition of 
the derivatives is within item 60 ”Hedging derivatives”, on the liabilities side of the statement 
of financial position.  
As described in the management report in the section “Financial activities”, in December 2009, 
the Management Board of UBI Banca decided to dispose of a substantial part of its held-to-
maturity portfolio (because it was no longer considered strategic) with the consequent sale of 
the BTPs held and the transfer to the available-for-sale portfolio of approximately 680 million 
euro (nominal amount) mainly consisting of corporate bonds.  
With regard to investments in equity instruments, shares were purchased in the company 
SACBO (the company which operates the Bergamo, Orio al Serio airport) for 16,5 million euro, 
in ICBPI (Istituto Centrale Banche Popolari Italiane) for 3,9 million euro and in Autostrada 
Pedemontana Lombarda Spa for 4,8 million euro.  
The interest held in Banca Intesa Sanpaolo Spa was written-down by a total of 32,4 million 
euro during the year, recognised as at 30th June 2009 after the share was quoted on the 
market at a lower price than at the end of the previous year.  
The recovery in the prices quoted for the share in the second half of the year resulted in an 
increase in value that was recognised in the fair value reserve amounting to 125,9 million euro 
before tax. The total positive reserve, recognised within fair value reserves as at 31st December 
2009, amounted to approximately 126,1 million euro before tax, inclusive of the reserve 
recognised by Banco di Brescia in its separate company financial statements. Details of the 
performance of the share are given below:  
 

No. shares unit 
price cost unit 

price fair value impairmen
t of share

transfer of 
negative 
reserves; 

elimination of 
positive reserves

total write-
down in the 

income 
statement

unit 
price fair value

reversal of 
share to 

reserve (gross 
of tax)

recognition in the 
income statement 

(already 
performed to 30th 

June 2009)

145.022.912 5,686 824.600 2,519 365.356 (417.332) (42.314) (459.646) 3,165 459.056 126.069 32.369

historical values values 
31/12/2008

impairment losses recognised in the 
income statement to 31/12/2008 values 31/12/2009 movements in reserves and in 

the income statement

 
 
L’incremento  
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SECTION 5 Held-to-maturity investments – Item 50  
 
 
5.1 Held-to-maturity investments: composition by type  
 

Type of transaction/Group component

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total fair value L 1 L 2 L 3 Total fair 
value

1. Debt instruments - - - - - 1.630.844 975.458 578.317 - 1.553.775 
1.1 Structured - - - - - - - - - - 
1.2 Other debt securities - - - - - 1.630.844 975.458 578.317 - 1.553.775 

2. Financing - - - - - - - - - - 

Total - - - - - 1.630.844 975.458 578.317 - 1.553.775 

Balances as at 31/12/2009

Carrying 
Amount

Fair value

Balances as at 31/12/2008

Carrying 
Amount

Fair value

able 9: 105000O|1 - NOTA 
 
5.2. Held-to-maturity investments: debtors/issuers  
 

Type of transaction/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Debt instruments - 1.630.844 
a) Governments and Central Banks - 1.262.298 

b) Other public authorities - - 

c) Banks - 153.409 

d) Other issuers - 215.137 

2. Financing - - 
a) Governments and Central Banks - - 
b) Other public authorities - - 

c) Banks - - 

d) Other - - 

Total - 1.630.844 
 

Tab 
 
le 10: 105010O|1 - NOTA 
5.3 Held-to-maturity investments: hedged  
 
There are no held-to-maturity investments subject to hedging.  
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5.4 Held-to-maturity investments: annual changes  
 

Debt securities Financing Total
A. Opening balances 1.630.844 - 1.630.844 
B. Increases 153.410 - 153.410 

B.1 Purchases 115.373 - 115.373 

B.2 Reversals of impairment losses - - - 
B.3 Transfers from other portfolios - - - 

B.4 Other changes 38.037 - 38.037 

C. Decreases (1.784.254) - (1.784.254) 
C.1 Sales (978.337) - (978.337) 

C.2 Redemptions (105.000) - (105.000) 

C.3 Impairment losses - - - 
C.4 Transfers to other portfolios (679.648) - (679.648) 

C.5 Other changes (21.269) - (21.269) 

D. Final balances - - - 

 
The reduction in the total amounts of held-to-maturity investments is attributable to the 
disposal of the portfolio held by UBI Banca. This disinvestment was performed by the disposal 
of positions in fixed rate BTP government securities  for a nominal amount of approximately 
945 million euro and the transfer of the remainder of the portfolio for a nominal amount of 
approximately 680 million euro, consisting mainly of corporate bonds, to the available-for-sale 
portfolio.  
The disposal of the BTP securities gave rise to a gain of 37,4 million euro before tax recognised 
in the income statement within item 100 “Income/expenses from disposal or repurchase”, 
while the recognition at fair value of the securities transferred to the available-for-sale portfolio 
resulted in the recognition of a negative reserve in equity of approximately 19 million euro net 
of tax.  
Table 11: 105030O|1 - NOTA 
 
Section 6 Loans to banks – Item 60  
 
6.1 Loans to banks: composition by type  
 

Type of transaction/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Loans to Central Banks 641.788 1.045.983 
1. Term deposits - - 
2. Compulsory reserve requirement 641.751 1.045.659 
3. Reverse repurchase agreements - - 
4. Other 37 324 
B. Loans to banks 2.636.476 2.007.721 
1. Current accounts and deposits 1.019.692 712.201 
2. Term deposits 728.828 253.770 
3. Other loans 887.956 1.041.750 

3.1 Reverse repurchase agreements 99.889 25.359 
3.2 finance leases 313 3.067 
3.3 other 787.754 1.013.324 

4. Debt instruments - - 
4.1 Structured instruments - - 
4.2 Other debt instruments - - 

Total (carrying amount) 3.278.264 3.053.704 
Total (fair value) 3.278.360 3.056.539 

 
 
Table 12: 106O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
Deteriorated loans to banks as at 31/12/2009 amounted to  677 thousand euro.  
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The item “Other loans other” consists mainly of mortgages, cheques drawn on third parties 
and pooled financing.  
 
6.2 Loans to banks: assets subject to specific hedging  
 
 
There were no loans to banks subject to specific hedging.  
 
 
 
 
6.3 Finance leases  
 

of which 
guaranteed 
remaining value

of which non 
guaranteed 
remaining value

up to 3 months - 10 - - 10 10 

between 3 months and 1 year - 67 - 4 71 71 

from 1 year to 5 years - 70 - 4 74 74 

more than 5 years - 166 - 6 172 172 

indeterminate maturity - - - - - - 
total gross value - 313 - 14 327 327 

Net impairment losses:

- specific - - - - - - 

- collective - - - - - - 
net total - 313 - 14 327 327 

Duration explicit loans

minimum payments
gross investment

quota of principal

quota of interest
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SECTION 7 Loans to customers – Item 70  
 
 
7.1 Loans to customers: composition by type  
 

Performing Impaired Performing Impaired
1. Current account overdrafts 13.164.385 921.874 15.386.298 342.475 
2. Reverse repurchase agreements 292.127 - 3.076 - 
3. Mortgages 48.045.671 2.104.763 46.346.858 877.421 
4. Credit cards, personal loans and salary backed loans 6.482.139 106.801 5.736.726 73.372 
5. Finance leases 8.905.062 664.558 8.797.204 343.255 
6. Factoring 2.484.931 48.846 2.290.010 12.615 
7. Other transactions 13.997.366 684.392 15.415.382 666.775 
8. Debt instruments 101.512 2.825 75.154 1.831 

8.1 Structured instruments 31.113 - 42.973 - 
8.2 Other debt instruments 70.399 2.825 32.181 1.831 

Total (carrying amount) 93.473.193 4.534.059 94.050.708 2.317.744 
Total (fair value) 95.797.250 4.564.415 97.085.434 2.292.302 

 31/12/2009
Type of transaction/Amounts

 31/12/2008

 
On the basis of Bank of Italy instructions, as at 31st  December 2009 impaired assets included 
loans that have been past due and/or in arrears for more than 90 days backed by property 
mortgages amounting to 569 million euro.  
Table 13: 107000O|1 - NOTA2_ASS 
 
7.2 Lending to customers: composition by debtors/issuers  
 
 

Type of transaction/Amounts

Performing Impaired Performing Impaired

1. Debt securities 101.512 2.825 75.154 1.831 
a) Governments - - - - 
b) Other public authorities 6.631 1.825 7.142 1.831 
c) Other issuers 94.881 1.000 68.012 - 

- non financial companies 5.523 - - - 
- financial companies 79.346 1.000 57.976 - 
- insurance companies 10.012 - 10.036 - 
- other - - - - 

2. Financing to 93.371.681 4.531.234 93.975.554 2.315.913 
a) Governments 122.763 - 166.906 - 
b) Other public authorities 993.651 2.067 832.487 2.406 
c) Other 92.255.267 4.529.167 92.976.161 2.313.507 

- non financial companies 55.961.312 3.404.354 58.665.112 1.484.495 
- financial companies 4.570.089 166.657 4.371.691 34.091 
- insurance companies 53.942 104 66.734 96 
- other 31.669.924 958.052 29.872.624 794.825 

Total 93.473.193 4.534.059 94.050.708 2.317.744 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
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7.3      Loans to customers: assets subject to specific hedge  
 
 

Type of transaction/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. 1. Loans subject to fair value specific hedge:
a) interest rate risk 755.617 1.620.767 
c) currency risk - - 
d) credit risk - - 
e) multiple risks - - 

2. 2. Loans subject to cash flow specific hedge:
a) interest rate risk - - 
b) currency risk - - 
c) other - - 

Total 755.617 1.620.767 
 

 
 
 
107030O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
7.4 Finance leases  
 

of which 
guaranteed 
remaining value

of which non 
guaranteed 
remaining value

on demand 33.861 38.359 - - 38.359 - 

up to 3 months 26.151 290.403 - 89.438 379.841 195.428 

between 3 months and 1 year 69.229 855.029 - 244.868 1.099.897 563.550 

from 1 year to 5 years 237.087 2.989.211 - 856.755 3.845.966 1.795.093 

more than 5 years 294.403 2.969.205 - 823.648 3.792.853 12.990.024 

indeterminate maturity 3.827 1.762.855 - - 1.762.855 - 
total 664.558 8.905.062 - 2.014.709 10.919.771 15.544.095 

Duration explicit loans

minimum payments
gross investment

quota of capital

quota of interest

 
 
The lending portfolio for the finance leases of UBI leasing consists of 89.686 contracts, 
composed as follows:  

− 70% property leases;  
− 19% plant and equipment;  
− 7% auto;  
− 4% aeronautical sector.  

 
The ten most significant exposures had a total remaining value amounting to 279.112 
thousand euro and deferred financial profits amounting to 89.056 thousand euro.  
Potential lease instalments (equal to the index value of the instalments) were recognised 
amounting to 105.509 thousand euro.  
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Section 8 Hedging derivatives – Item 80  
 
 
8.1 Hedging derivatives: composition by type of contract and underlying assets  
 

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total nominal amount L 1 L 2 L 3 Total nominal amount

A) Financial derivatives - 633.263 - 633.263 27.452.549 - 792.398 - 792.398 15.634.274 
1) Fair value - 625.529 625.529 27.081.756 - 404.231 - 404.231 13.176.193 
2) Cash flow - 7.734 - 7.734 370.793 - 388.167 - 388.167 2.458.081 
3) Foreign investments - - - - - - - - - - 
B) Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - - - 
1) Fair value - - - - - - - - - - 
2) Cash flow - - - - - - - - - - 

Total - 633.263 - 633.263 27.452.549 - 792.398 - 792.398 15.634.274 

Type of derivative/Underlying 
assets

Balances as at 31/12/2009 Balances as at 31/12/2008

Table 14: 108000O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
 
8.2 Hedging Derivatives: composition by portfolios hedged and type of hedge  
 
 

Fair Value
Transactions /Type of hedging Specific

Interest rate 
risk

Currency 
risk

Credit risk Price risk
Multiple 

risks

1. Available-for-sale financial assets 2.033 - - - - X - X X

2. Loans 15.489 - - X - X - X X
3. Held-to-maturity investments X - - X - X - X X
4. Portfolio X X X X X 19.906 X - X
5. Other transactions - - - - - X - X - 

Total assets 17.522 - - - - 19.906 - - - 

1. Financial liabilities 588.101 - - X - X 7.734 X X

2. Portfolio X X X X X - X - X
Total liabilities 588.101 - - - - - 7.734 - - 

1. Expected transactions X X X X X X - X X
2. Portfolio of financial assets and 
liabilities

X X X X X - X - -

Cash flow

Foreign 
investments 
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SECTION 9 Fair value change in hedged financial assets – Item 90  
 
 
9.1 Fair value change in hedged assets: composition by portfolios hedged  
 

Fair value change in hedged assets/Group 
components

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Positive adjustments
1.1 of specific portfolios: 337.916 372.062 

a) loans 337.916 372.062 
b) available-for-sale assets - - 

1.2 general - - 
2. Negative adjustments
2.1 of specific portfolios (36.064) (36.645) 

a) loans (36.064) (36.645) 
b) available-for-sale assets - - 

2.2 general - - 

Total 301.852 335.417 
 

Table 15: 1 
 
 
09000O|1 - NOTA 
9.2 Assets of the banking group subject to interest rate risk macro hedge: composition  
 

Hedged assets  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
1. Loans 8.561.145 6.862.582 
2. Available-for-sale assets - - 
3. Portfolio - - 

Total 8.561.145 6.862.582 
 

Table 16: 109 
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SECTION 10 Equity investments – Item 100  
 
 
10.1 Equity investments in companies subject to joint control (valued using the equity 

method) and in companies subject to significant influence: information on 
investments  

 

Investing company % held

B. Companies
UBI Banca Scpa 23,124%
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 3,584%

2. Aviva Vita Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 50,000% 50,000%
3. Capital Money Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 20,460% 20,460%
4. Ge.Se.Ri. Spa in liquidazione Cuneo Significant influence Banca Regionale Europea Spa 95,000% 95,000%
5. Group Srl Milan Significant influence Centrobanca Spa 20,000% 20,000%
6. Lombarda China Fund Management Co. Shenzen (China) Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 49,000% 49,000%
7. Lombarda Vita Spa Brescia Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 49,900% 49,900%
8. Prisma Srl Milan Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 20,000% 20,000%

UBI Insurance Broker Srl 30,000%
UBI Banca Scpa 10,000%

10. SF Consulting Srl Mantua Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 35,000% 35,000%
11. Sider  Factor Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Factor Spa 27,000% 27,000%
12. Sofipo Fiduciarie Sa Lugano Significant influence Banque de Depots et de Gestion Sa 30,000% 30,000%
13. SPF Studio Progetti e servizi Finanziari Srl Rome Significant influence Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 25,000% 25,000%
14. Tex Factor Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Factor Spa 20,000% 20,000%
15. Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 49,999% 49,999%
16. H&C Spa in liquidazione Milan Significant influence Medinvest Spa 49,083% 49,083%
17. Italforex Srl Milan Significant influence Invesclub Srl 20,000% 20,000%
18. UBI Assicurazioni Spa Milan Significant influence UBI Banca Scpa 49,999% 49,999%

40,000%

% of votes

1. Arca SGR Spa Milan Significant influence 26,708%

Name Headquarters Type of relationship
Details of investment

9. Secur Broker Srl Bergamo Significant influence

 

The financial statements as at 31st December 2009 included exclusively equity investments 
valued using the equity method.  

The larger equity investments were subjected to impairment testing in some cases using the 
average of the multiples of a sample of comparable companies, while in other cases reference 
was made to market transactions occurring during the financial year in question.  

Greater information is given on the market values relating to the more significant equity 
investments recognised in the consolidated financial statements of UBI Banca. Additionally, 
the market value for the insurance companies Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa, Aviva Vita Spa 
and Lombarda Vita Spa was calculated on the basis of a sample of companies quoted on active 
European stock markets considering the multiple price/book value (P/BV) adjusted for 
minority interests and the tangible equity (equal to the book value adjusted for intangible 
assets). The source for the amounts used was Bloomberg. The equity value was compared with 
the carrying amount of the equity investments in the consolidated financial statements.  

‐ Aviva Vita Assicurazioni Spa – the equity attributable to the Parent, amounting to 51,1 
million euro, inclusive of profit to 31st  December 2009 and also of a consolidation 
difference amounting to 2,6 million euro compared to an equity value (pro rata) of 70,5 
million euro;  

‐ Aviva Vita  Spa  – the equity attributable to the Parent, amounting to 77,9 million euro, 
inclusive of profit to 31st December 2009 compared to an equity value (pro rata) of 79,6 
million euro;  

‐ Lombarda Vita Spa – the equity attributable to the Parent, amounting to 200,6 million 
euro, inclusive of profit to 31st December 2009 and a positive consolidation difference 
amounting to 36,6 million euro compared to an equity value (pro rata) of 204,8  million 
euro.  

As concerns UBI Assicurazioni Spa, the equity attributable to the Parent amounted to 44 
million euro, inclusive of the result at the end of the year and of a positive consolidation 
difference amounting to 5,6 million euro. For comparison purposes, in December 2009 a sale 
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was finalised of 50% plus one share of the company at an implicit value on the basis of an up 
front price of 240 million euro (100% basis).  

As concerns Arca SGR Spa, the equity attributable to the Parent amounted to 30 million euro 
inclusive of profit at the end of the year. The equity of the company (100%), inclusive of profit 
at the end of year, amounted to 112,4 million euro and compared with a valuation by a major 
firm of independent auditors, performed last year, of 130 million euro. The appropriateness of 
the carrying amount therefore appears fully guaranteed.  

For further details “Part A. Accounting policies – Section 3 – Consolidation scope and 
methods” of this report may be consulted.  
 
 
10.2 Equity investments in companies subject to joint control and in companies subject 
to significant influence: accounting information  
 

Name Total assets Total revenues Profit (Loss) Equity Consolidated 
carrying amount

1. Arca SGR Spa                162.605                173.678                  10.008                112.447                  30.032 
2. Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa             2.857.000                273.600 5.369                  96.896                  51.058 
3. Aviva Vita Spa             4.065.600                953.300                  36.700                155.800                  77.950 
4. Capital Money Spa  *                    8.527                    9.479                         (80)                    3.284                    1.513 
5. Ge.Se.Ri. Spa in liquidazione                         36                          -                           (32)                       (293)                          -   
6. Group Srl                       108                         34                           8                         97                         19 
7. H&C Spa in liquidazione                       717                       758                          -                         587                         82 
8. Italforex Srl  *                       355                       253                         (29)                         29                          -   
9. Lombarda China Fund Management Co.                  16.275                    6.369                    (1.165)                  13.212                    6.474 
10. Lombarda Vita Spa             5.685.946             1.510.248                  21.725                328.665                200.638 
11. Prisma Srl                    1.003                    1.113                         30                       246                         49 
12. Secur Broker Srl                       642                       345                         59                       295                       118 
13. SF Consulting Srl                    6.939                    8.226                       100                       510                       179 
14. Sider  Factor Spa                  94.865                    2.027                       585                    2.689                       726 
15. Sofipo Fiduciarie Sa                    3.290                    2.681                       195                    2.275                       682 
16. SPF Studio Progetti e servizi Finanziari Srl                    1.047                       770                           8                       145                         39 
17. Tex Factor Spa                  14.406                       918                         14                    1.856                       371 
18. UBI Assicurazioni Spa                529.279                220.226                       (994)                  76.840                  44.013 

1. Barberini Sa                  36.225                         67                    (1.049)                  13.491  xxx 
2. UBI Trust Company Ltd                       178                       197                           4                         97  xxx 
3. By You Spa                  21.957                  76.522                    6.473                    7.560  xxx 
4. By You Piemonte Srl                    1.888                    5.661                       216                       522  xxx 
5. By You Mutui Srl                  10.152                  20.327                    3.563                    3.873  xxx 
6. By You Liguria Srl                       630                    2.097                         34                       113  xxx 
7. By You Adriatica Srl                       999                    2.242                       400                       537  xxx 
8. Permicro Spa                    1.968                       214                       (542)                    1.602  xxx 
9. Polis Fondi SGR Spa                  12.236                    5.737                       965                    9.791  xxx 
10. Prestitalia Spa                233.669                  76.313                    2.338                  18.975  xxx 
TOTAL          13.768.542           3.353.402                84.903              852.141              413.943 

A. Companies valued using the equity method

B. Proportionately consolidated companies

 
 
For companies valued using the equity method subject to significant influence, the fair value is 
not used because they are investments in companies that are not listed on active markets.  
 
‘* These are the latest available data.  
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10.3 Annual changes in equity investments  
 

A Opening balances 246.099 183.448 
B Increases 169.777 86.968 

B.1 Purchases 55.032 35.030 
B.2 Reversals of impairment losses - - 
B.3 Revaluations - - 
B.4 Other changes 114.745 51.938 

C Decreases (1.933) (24.317) 
C.1 Sales - (2.407) 
C.2 Impairment losses - - 
C.3 Other changes (1.933) (21.910) 

D Final balances 413.943 246.099 
E Total revaluations - - 
F Total impairment losses - - 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

110
000O|1 - NOTA 
  
The amount recognised on line B.1 “Purchases” represents the increases in the share capital 
subscribed and paid up by the Parent  to:  

‐ Lombarda Vita Spa   34.930 thousand euro  
‐ Aviva Vita Spa   20.000 thousand euro  
‐ Capital Money Spa       102 thousand euro  

The amount recognised on line B.4 “Other changes” consists of the following:  
‐ an amount of 44.012 thousand euro for the first recognition of UBI Assicurazioni Spa 

according to the equity method after the disposal of 50% plus one share;  
‐ an amount of 34.682 thousand euro consisting of positive changes in the fair value 

reserve amounting to 33.996 thousand euro in relation to Lombarda Vita Spa, other 
changes in reserves amounting to 151 thousand euro and  535 thousand euro of 
positive exchange rate differences;  

‐ total profits for the year of 36.051 thousand euro. These included:  
o Aviva Vita Spa    18.500 thousand euro  
o Lombarda Vita Spa   11.194 thousand euro  
o Aviva Vita Assicurazioni Spa    3.274 thousand euro  
o Arca SGR Spa      2.795 thousand euro  

The amount recognised on line C.3 “Other changes” is composed as follows:  
‐ dividends of 1.113 thousand euro;  
‐ losses for the period including 571 thousand euro incurred by Lombarda China Fund 

Management Co. and 105 thousand euro by Capital Money Spa;  
‐ other changes amounting to 144 thousand euro.  

 
 
10.4 Commitments relating to equity investments in subsidiaries 
 
Commitments relating to the possible exercise of options  
 
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria/Banca Carime/Banca Popolare di Ancona – banc 
assurance agreement with the Aviva Group: this agreement between UBI Banca and Aviva 
involves three call options granted to UBI on equity investments in banks (BPCI, Carime and 
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Popolare di Ancona) for which the trigger events are connected with the performance of the 
joint-venture or the termination of the distribution agreement or the exclusive distribution 
condition. If UBI fails to exercise the call options, Aviva will have the right from 30th September 
2016 (from 1st January 2020 in the case of the investment in Popolare di Ancona), to exercise 
a put option on the same investments at a price equal to the fair value at the time of exercise.  
 
 
10.5 Commitments relating to equity investments in companies subject to joint control  
 
Commitments connected with the possible payment of further tranches of the price  
 
By You Spa: the agreements signed in 2006 involved some increases to the price, linked to the 
achievement of predetermined volumes of mortgage loans to be granted by 30th September 
2009. The total price was 33,5 million euro, consisting of 3,6 million euro recognised as part of 
the investment in By You Spa and 29,9 million euro within intangible assets in relation to the 
future benefits accruing to the customer relationships established.  
 
 
10.6 Commitments relating to equity investments in companies subject to significant 
influence  
 
Commitments relating to the possible exercise of options  
 
Lombarda Vita S.p.A.: put/call options on the respective investments in the share capital of  
Lombarda Vita form part of the banc assurance agreement with Cattolica Assicurazioni. The 
call option is exercisable by UBI Banca at its discretion, following the approval of the 2010 
Annual Report of Lombarda Vita. The put option can be exercised by Cattolica Assicurazioni 
on a minority interest in the share capital of the company if the call option is exercised by UBI 
Banca.  
 
Lombarda China Fund Management Company: the partnership agreement signed between 
UBI Banca and Goudu Securities Banca Ltd. in the asset management sector, focused on the 
Chinese market, involves a series of intersecting put/call options which can be exercised if 
determined trigger events occur concerning the respective investments held in Lombarda 
China Fund Management.  
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SECTION 11 Technical reserves of reinsurers – Item 110  
 
 
11.1 Technical reserves of reinsurers: composition  
 
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Non life sector - 88.362 
A.1 Premium reserves - 15.312 
A.2 Claims reserves - 73.050 

A.3 Other reserves - - 

B. Life sector - - 
B.1 Mathematical reserves - - 

B.2 Reserves for sums to be paid - - 

B.3 Other reserves - - 

C. Technical reserves where the investment 
risk is borne by the policyholders - - 

C1. Reserves relating to contracts on which 
performance is linked to investment funds and 
market indexes

- - 

C2. Reserves resulting from the management 
of pension funds

- - 

D. Total technical reserves of reinsurers - 88.362 
 

 
 
 
11.2 Change in item 110 “Technical reserves of reinsurers ”  
 

Life Non life Total
Opening balances - 88.362 88.362 
Change in mathematical reserves - X - 
Change in premium reserves of complementary insurance companies - X - 
Change in reserve for sums to pay - X - 
Change in premiums reserve X (15.312) (15.312) 
Change in claims reserve X (73.050) (73.050) 
Total technical reserves of reinsurers - - - 
 
 
The disappearance of technical reserves of reinsurers is due to the change in the consolidation 
method employed for UBI Assicurazioni Spa.  
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SECTION 12 Property, equipment and investment property – Item 120  
 
 
12.1 Property, equipment and investment property: composition of assets valued at 

cost  
 

Assets/amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Assets used in operations
1.1 owned 1.932.480 2.043.066 
a) land 904.231 939.511 
b) buildings 822.851 902.057 
c) furnishings 51.985 56.160 
d) electronic equipment 70.430 65.724 
e) other 82.983 79.614 
1.2 acquired through finance leases 48.409 51.911 
a) land 23.011 23.322 
b) buildings 23.820 25.056 
c) furnishings 164 66 
d) electronic equipment 154 57 
e) other 1.260 3.410 

Total A 1.980.889 2.094.977 

B. Assets held for investment

2.1 owned 125.946 75.890 
a) land 65.703 36.506 
b) buildings 60.243 39.384 
2.2 acquired through financial leasing - - 
a) land - - 
b) buildings - - 

Total B 125.946 75.890 
Total (A+B) 2.106.835 2.170.867 

Table 17: 
112000O|1 – NOTA 
 
 
12.2 Property, equipment and investment property: composition of the assets at fair 

value or revalued  
 
No property, equipment and investment property assets at fair value are held.  
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12.3 Property, equipment and investment property used in operations: annual changes  
 
 

Land Buildings Furnishings
Electronic 
equipment

Other Total

A. Gross opening balances 1.090.827 1.575.921 213.619 399.508 370.499 3.650.374 
A.1 Total net reductions in value (127.994) (648.808) (157.393) (333.727) (287.475) (1.555.397) 
A.2 Net opening balances 962.833 927.113 56.226 65.781 83.024 2.094.977 
B. Increases 4.918 15.520 7.667 42.423 30.991 101.519 
B.1 Purchases 4.549 10.785 7.667 42.170 30.748 95.919 
B.2 Capitalised improvement expenses - 3.297 - - - 3.297 
B.3 Reversals of impairment losses - - - - - - 
B.4 Positive changes in fair value recognised in: - - - - - - 

a) equity - - - - - - 
b) income statement - - - - - - 

B.5 Positive exchange rate differences 13 20 - 1 - 34 

B.6 Transfers from properties held for investment 1 2 - - - 3 
B.7 Other changes 355 1.416 - 252 243 2.266 

- business combination transactions - - - - - - 
- other changes 355 1.416 - 252 243 2.266 

C. Decreases (40.509) (95.962) (11.744) (37.620) (29.772) (215.607) 
C.1 Sales (4.572) (13.063) (65) (1.514) (212) (19.426) 
C.2 Depreciation - (43.106) (11.210) (35.529) (23.321) (113.166) 
C.3 Impairment losses recognised in: (267) (90) (206) - - (563) 

a) equity - - - - - - 
b) income statement (267) (90) (206) - - (563) 

C.4 Negative changes in fair value - - - - - - 
a) equity - - - - - - 
b) income statement - - - - - - 

C.5 Negative exchange rate differences - - - - - - 
C.6 Transfers to: (35.577) (37.910) (4) - - (73.491) 

a) tangible assets held for investment
(27.532) (16.588) - - - (44.120) 

b) assets held for sale (8.045) (21.322) (4) - - (29.371) 
C.7 Other changes (93) (1.793) (259) (577) (6.239) (8.961) 

- business combinations - - - - - - 
- other changes (93) (1.793) (259) (577) (6.239) (8.961) 

D. Final net balances 927.242 846.671 52.149 70.584 84.243 1.980.889 
D.1 Total net reductions in value (104.442) (689.627) (167.322) (353.974) (310.543) (1.625.908) 
D.2 Final gross balances 1.031.684 1.536.298 219.471 424.558 394.786 3.606.797 

Table 18: 112010O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
 
12.4 Annual changes in tangible assets held for investment  
 

Total
Land Buildings

 A. Opening balances 36.506 39.384 
 B. Increases 30.162 26.652 
 B.1 Purchases 2.415 9.944 
 B.2 Capitalised improvement expenses - 8 
 B.3 Positive changes in fair value - - 
 B.4 Reversals of impairment losses - - 
 B.5 Positive exchange rate differences - - 
 B.6 Transfers from properties used in operations 27.532 16.588 
 B.7 Other changes 215 112 
 C. Decreases (965) (5.793) 
 C.1 Sales (66) (334) 
 C.2 Depreciation - (3.679) 
 C.3 Negative changes in fair value - - 
 C.4 Impairment losses - - 
 C.5 Negative exchange rate differences - - 
 C.6 Transfers to other asset portfolios (777) (1.768) 
 a) properties for use in operations (1) (2) 
 b) non current assets held for disposal (776) (1.766) 
 C.7 Other changes (122) (12) 
 D. Final balances 65.703 60.243 
 E. Fair value 135.424 121.284 

Table 
19: 112020O|1 - NOTA 
 
Given that land and buildings are recognised at cost for accounting purposes, in order to 
determine the fair value (market value) of the properties, the Parent had external appraisers 
value the entire stock of properties.  
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The estimate was based on generally accepted valuation principles, by applying the following 
valuation criteria:  
• the direct comparative or market method, based on a comparison between the asset in 

question and other similar assets subject to sale or currently on sale on the same market 
or on competing markets;  

• the income method, based on the present value of potential market incomes for a property, 
obtained by capitalising the income at a market rate.  

The valuation methods just described have been performed individually and the values 
obtained appropriately averaged.  
 
External appraisers were appointed to test the value of all property, equipment and investment 
property assets for impairment at the end of the financial year.  
The appraisals performed basically confirmed the appropriateness of the carrying amounts.  
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12.5 Commitments for the purchase of property, equipment and investment property  
 

Assets/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Assets used in operations
1.1 owned 7.061 2.554 

- land - - 

- buildings 2.008 2.072 
- furnishings 1.769 68 

- electronic equipment 1.728 153 

- other 1.556 261 

1.2 Finance lease - - 

- land - - 
- buildings - - 

- furnishings - - 

- electronic equipment - - 

- other - - 
Total A 7.061 2.554 

B. Assets held for investment
2.1 owned - - 

- land - - 

- buildings
2.2 In finance leases - - 

- land - - 

- buildings - - 

Total B - - 
Total (A+B) 7.061 2.554 

 
Table 20: 112030O|1 - NOTA 
 
SECTION 13 Intangible assets – Item 130  
 
 
13.1 Intangible assets: composition by type of asset  
 

Assets/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
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A.1 Goodwill X 4.401.911 X 4.338.486 
A.2 Other intangible assets 1.121.453 37 801.588 - 
A.2.1 Assets valued at cost: 1.121.453 37 801.588 

a) Internally generated intangible assets 612 - 859 - 
b) Other assets 1.120.841 37 800.729 391.559 

A.2.2 Assets at fair value: - - - - 
a) Internally generated intangible assets - - - - 
b) Other assets - - - - 

Total 1.121.453 4.401.948 801.588 4.730.045 

Table 21: 113000O|1 - NOTA 
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Details of the item “Goodwill” are given below.  
 
UBI Banca Scpa 521.245

Banco di Brescia Spa 1.377.754
Banca Carime Spa 812.454
Banca Regionale Europea Spa 430.683
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 249.049
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 188.124
UBI Leasing Spa 160.337
Banco di San Giorgio Spa 151.738
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 103.621
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 82.423
Banca 24/7 Spa 71.132
UBI Factor Spa 61.491
IW Bank Spa 54.631
Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 22.028
UBI Banca Private Investment Spa 20.189
Capitalgest Alternative Spa 17.365
Centrobanca Spa 16.672
UBI Banca International Sa 15.080
UBI Management Company Sa 9.155
Twice SIM Spa 8.688
PrestItalia Spa 8.298
Gestioni Lombarda Suisse Sa 4.145
By You Spa 3.459
Investnet International Sa 2.719
UBI Sistemi e Servizi Scpa 2.122
UBI Insurance Broker Srl 2.094
UBI Fiduciaria Spa 2.052
Barberini Sa 1.026
Medinvest Spa 993
UBI Gestioni Fiduciarie Sim Spa 778
Solimm Spa 172

Other goodwill 194

Total 4.401.911  
 
 
 
The goodwill recognised in the consolidated financial statements of UBI Banca Group 
(“goodwill arising on consolidation” resulting from the elimination of the equity investments in 
subsidiaries) is the result of all the goodwill items and relating to some of the companies 
controlled by UBI Banca.  
The goodwill recognised in the financial statements of UBI Banca Scpa amounting to 521,2 
million euro was recognised following the merger between the former Banche Popolari Unite 
Group and the former Banca Lombarda e Piemontese Group, which occurred on 1st April 
2007. That transaction was recognised in accordance with accounting standard IFRS 3, in 
application of the purchase method, according to which the acquirer (BPU) allocated the cost 
of the transaction at the fair value of the assets and liabilities of the acquired company (BLP), 
recognising what remained after the allocation within the item “goodwill”. The amount on 
initial recognition (1st  April 2007) was 569,7 million euro. That goodwill was reduced in 2008 
by approximately 0,6 million euro following the extension of the joint venture between UBI 
Pramerica SGR Spa and Prudential Financial Inc. At the end of the 2009 following the disposal 
of 50% plus one share of  UBI Assicurazioni Spa and the disposal of shares in Banca Popolare 
di Ancona Spa, it was reduced by 36,4 million euro and by 11,4 million euro following the 
impairment recognised by UBI Banca, in its separate company financial statements, in the 
value of its investment in UBI Leasing Spa.  
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A brief description of the most important items of goodwill is given below.  
 
No changes were recorded compared to 31st December 2008 in the goodwill and the positive 
consolidation difference for  Banco di Brescia Spa, totalling 1.377,8 million euro.  
 
The Banca Carime Spa goodwill consisted of 662,9 million euro recognised in the separate 
company financial statements of the bank (unchanged compared to 31st December 2008) and 
of a remaining amount of 149,5 million euro recognised in consolidated financial statements 
as a positive consolidation difference. That last amount was reduced by approximately 2,1 
million euro following the repurchase by UBI Banca of approximately 7% of the share capital 
from  Aviva Holding  on the basis of life banc assurance agreements stipulated in  2004.  
 
The goodwill of Banca Regionale Europea Spa consists of 81.050 thousand euro recognised 
in the separate company financial statements of the bank and a remaining amount of 349.633 
thousand euro recognised in the consolidated financial statements as a positive consolidation 
difference. That last amount had increased by two thousand euro compared to 31st  December 
2008 due to the purchase of approximately six thousand savings shares by minority 
shareholders.  
 
The goodwill of Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa consists of 31,7 million euro recognised in 
the separate company financial statements of the bank and a remaining amount of 217,3 
thousand euro recognised in the consolidated financial statements as a positive consolidation 
difference. The positive consolidation difference decreased on aggregate by 10,8   million euro. 
It increased by 0,5 million euro due to the purchase of shares from  minority shareholders and 
it decreased by 11,2 million euro due to the sale of a  6,49% interest in the share capital to 
Aviva Holding on the basis of life banc assurance agreements stipulated in 2004.  
 
The goodwill of Banco di San Giorgio Spa is composed of 60,4 million euro recognised in the 
separate company financial statements of the bank and of a remaining amount of 91,4 million 
euro recognised in the consolidated financial statements as a positive consolidation difference. 
The purchase of operations from  Intesa Sanpaolo consisting of 13 branches located in the 
Province of La Spezia resulted in recognition of goodwill of approximately  40,5 million euro 
after the allocation of intangible assets amounting to approximately 14,7 million euro. The 
positive difference recognised on 1st April 2007 amounted to 105,7 million euro. The increase 
in the share capital performed in order to purchase the business operations already  
mentioned resulted in an increase in the percentage ownership by the Bank, which 
determined an additional positive consolidation difference amounting to 1,3 million euro. The 
realignment of consolidation accounting entries performed  on first time consolidation resulted 
in a decrease in the positive consolidation difference by approximately 15,7 million euro with 
an equal decrease in the value of minority interests.  
 
The Banca Popolare di Commercio e Industria Spa goodwill consisted of 22,3 million euro 
(unchanged compared to 2008) recognised in the separate company financial statements of the 
bank and of a remaining amount of 60,2 million euro recognised in consolidated financial 
statements as a positive consolidation difference. That last amount had increased during the 
financial year by approximately 42,4 million euro due to the effects of the purchase of a 4,75% 
interest in the share capital from Aviva Holding on the basis of life banc assurance agreements 
stipulated in 2004.  
 
The UBI Pramerica S.G.R. Spa  goodwill amounting to 188,1 million euro consisted 
exclusively of positive consolidation differences recognised in prior years. In detail, it consisted 
of a consolidation difference relating to UBI Pramerica  prior to the merger of the BPU and 
Banca Lombarda banking groups amounting to 6,7 million euro and consolidation differences 
arising at the time of the purchase price allocation  (1st April 2007) and relating to the former 
companies Capitalgest S.G.R. and Grifogest S.G.R., subsequently merged into UBI Pramerica, 
amounting to 190,4 million euro. Following those mergers and the realignments of the 
percentages of ownership for the purpose of extending the joint venture between UBI 
Pramerica and Prudential Financial Inc. the final positive difference arising in January 2008 
stood at 188,1  million euro  and has not changed since then.  
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The UBI Leasing S.p.A. goodwill consisted of two million euro (unchanged compared to 2008)  
recognised in the separate company financial statements of the company and of a remaining 
amount of 158,3 million euro recognised in the consolidated financial statements as a positive 
consolidation difference. The latter amount consisted of 144,4 million euro recognised when 
the purchase price allocation was performed relating to the company S.B.S. leasing  S.p.A.. 
The subsequent merger of the two leasing companies of the UBI Group (BPU leasing and 
S.B.S. Leasing) gave rise to an additional positive consolidation difference of approximately 2,5 
million euro. At the end of the financial year the positive difference had increased by 11,4 
million euro equal to the decrease recognised by UBI Banca as already reported.  
 
The Banca di Valle Camonica S.p.A. goodwill consisted of 6,9 million euro (unchanged 
compared to 2008) recognised in the separate company financial statements of the bank and 
of a remaining amount of 96,7 million euro recognised in the consolidated financial statements 
as a positive consolidation difference when the purchase price allocation of 1st April 2007 was 
performed. That amount was also unchanged compared to the previous year.  
 
“Other finite life intangible assets” amounting to 1.121.453 thousand euro were comprised 
mainly of the following:  
 
- “brands” totalling 356.631 thousand euro arising from the purchase price allocation 
performed on 1st  April 2007, following the merger of the BPU Banca and Banca Lombarda 
banking groups. That amount relates to the value of the brands of the banks in the former 
Banca Lombarda Group as follows:  
 
Banco di Brescia Spa    219.491 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa  103.165 
Banca di Valle Camonica Spa   21.955 
Banco di San Giorgio Spa    12.020 
Total      356.631  
 
As reported later, the impairment test methods applied to the values of those brands resulted 
in the recognition of total impairment of 34.891 thousand euro and a change in the life from 
indefinite to finite;  
 
- “core deposits”, intangible assets associated with customer relationships totalling 356.202 
thousand euro. These assets arose from the purchase price allocation already mentioned and 
from that relating to Banco di S. Giorgio Spa following its acquisition of operations consisting 
of 13 branches from Banca Intesa San Paolo. In view of their close dependence on customer 
relationships, they are by definition finite life  assets and are subject to systematic 
amortisation according to a schedule that takes account of the probability of current accounts 
being closed;  
 
- asset management business consisting both of the actual management and the relative 
distribution activities totalled 182.466 thousand euro. These assets are amortised over the 
useful remaining life of the customer relationships.  
 
- “asset under administration” business totalling 60.167 thousand euro;  
 
- the remaining balance consists almost exclusively of software, allocated mainly to UBISS UBI 
Banca Group service company. Software is amortised over three years.  
 
Finite life intangible assets include a remaining amount of 24.021 thousand euro, which 
relates to the identification within the amount of the interest acquired in the company By You 
Spa of the intangible assets consisting of the value of the benefits accruing from customer 
relationships. The amount at historical cost is 29,9 million euro, while the useful life was 
considered to be ten years on the basis of the average remaining life of the mortgages.  
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13.2 Annual changes in intangible assets  
le

Other intangible assets: internally 
generated

Other intangible assets: other
Balances at:

Goodwill Finite life Indefinite life Finite life Indefinite life  31/12/2009
A Opening gross balances 4.645.426 4.406 - 1.057.357 391.559 6.098.748
A.1 Total net reductions in value ( 306.940) ( 3.547) - ( 256.628) - ( 567.115)
A.2 Net opening balances 4.338.486 859 - 800.729 391.559 5.531.633
B. Increases 161.420 - - 472.655 - 634.075
B.1 Purchases 148.239 - - 80.073 - 228.312
B.2 Increases in intangible internal assets X - - - - -
B.3 Reversals of impairment losses X - - - - -
B.4 Positive changes in fair value - - - - - -

- in equity X - - - - -
- in the income statement X - - - - -

B.5 Positive exchange rate differences - - - - - -
B.6 Other changes 13.181 - - 392.582 - 405.763
C. Decreases ( 97.995) ( 247) - ( 152.543) ( 391.522) ( 642.307)
C.1 Sales ( 61.716) - - - ( 61.716)
C.2 Impairment losses - ( 246) - ( 150.524) - ( 150.770)

- Amortisation X ( 246) - ( 114.182) - ( 114.428)
 - Impairment losses - - ( 36.342) - ( 36.342)

+ equity X - - - - -
+ income statement - - - - - -

C.3 Negative changes in fair value - - -                           -
- in equity X - - - - -
- in the income statement X - - - - -

C.4 Transfers to non current assets held for sale. - - - ( 1.733) - ( 1.733)

C.5 Negative exchange rate differences - - - - - -
C.6 Other changes ( 36.279) ( 1) - ( 286) ( 391.522) ( 428.088)
D. Final net balances 4.401.911 612 - 1.120.841 37 5.523.401
D.1 Total impairment losses ( 188.792) ( 3.794) - ( 156.116) - ( 348.702)
E. Final gross balances 4.590.703 4.406 - 1.276.957 37 5.872.103
F. Value at cost - - - - - -

 22: 113010O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
The column “Goodwill” consists of the following:  
 
‐ Line B.1, Purchases :  

Banco di S. Giorgio Spa – recognition of goodwill in its separate company financial 
statements of 40.506 thousand euro following the acquisition of operations from Intesa 
Sanpaolo;  
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa – recognition of a positive consolidation 
difference of 42.418 thousand euro following the acquisition from AVIVA of a 4,75% 
interest in the share capital of the bank;  
IW Bank Spa -  recognition of a positive consolidation difference of 53.706 thousand 
euro following the purchase of shares from minority shareholders by UBI Banca in 
accordance with the agreement signed by the Parent, Centrobanca and Medinvest 
International for the enhancement and further development of the Group’s online 
trading and banking business;  
Twice SIM Spa - recognition of a positive consolidation difference of 8.688 thousand 
euro following the purchase by IW Bank  of the entire share capital of Twice Sim. This 
purchase is related to the agreements just described;  
Centrobanca Spa - recognition of goodwill in its separate company financial 
statements of 1.425  thousand euro  following the acquisition of company operations 
from Twice SIM Spa. This purchase also forms part of the agreements just mentioned 
between UBI Banca, Centrobanca and Medinvest International;  
 

‐ Line C.1, Sales:  
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa – derecognition of a positive consolidation difference 
of 11.217 thousand euro following the sale of a 6,48% in interest in the share capital to 
Aviva;  
IW Bank Spa – derecognition of a positive consolidation difference of 6.929 thousand 
euro following the sale of shares to minority shareholders by Centrobanca Spa 
following agreements signed by the Parent, Centrobanca and Medinvest International 
for the enhancement and further development of the Group’s online trading and 
banking business;  
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UBI Assicurazioni Spa - derecognition of goodwill arising in consolidation of 5.587 
thousand euro following the disposal  of 50% plus one share of the insurance company 
following the creation of a joint venture with Fortis and BNP Paribas Assurance;  
Mercato Impresa Spa - derecognition of 1.625 thousand euro following the sale of the 
entire share capital to third parties;  
UBI Banca Scpa – derecognition of goodwill in the separate company financial 
statements of the Parent  following the sales of shares in UBI Assicurazioni Spa and 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa;  
 

‐ Line C.6, Other changes:  
UBI Assicurazioni Spa – reclassification of the remaining part of the positive 
consolidation difference of 5.587 thousand euro to increase the value of the equity 
investment held by UBI Banca and now consolidated using the equity method;  
Banco di San Giorgio Spa – the realignment of the initial consolidation entries 
resulted in a reduction in the goodwill recognised by approximately 15,7 million euro 
against the minority interests of the bank.  

 
The column “Other intangible assets – Other – Indefinite life” relates to the following:  
 
‐ Line C.2, Impairment losses:  

as reported later, this relates to the impairment losses on brands following impairment 
testing;  
 

‐ Line C.6, Other changes:  
this relates to the change in the useful life of brands from indefinite to finite.  
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13.3 Other information  
 
The useful life of software considered for the purposes of amortisation is three years.  
Contracted commitments to purchase intangible assets amounted to 5.117 thousand euro for 
the acquisition of software.  
 
The goodwill recognised in the consolidated financial statements of UBI Banca (“consolidation” 
resulting from the elimination of the equity investment in subsidiaries) is the result of all the 
goodwill items and all the goodwill arising from some of the companies controlled by UBI 
Banca. In detail, following the merger of Banca Lombarda e Piemontese into BPU Banca, 
which took effect on 1st  April 2007, goodwill was recognised in the consolidated financial 
statements of the BPU Banca Group (which changed its name from 1st April 2007 to UBI 
Banca) amounting to euro 3.181 million as the positive difference that arose from a 
comparison of (i) the purchase price paid by UBI Banca for the control of the company Banca 
Lombarda e Piemontese amounting to 6.546 million and (ii) the present value of the assets 
acquired (i.e. the fair value of the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired in 
proportion to the interest held by the acquirer), inclusive of the intangible assets identifiable 
that were not previously recognised in the accounts of the entity acquired (e.g. the brands of 
the banks of the former Banca Lombarda e Piemontese Group).  
 
In order to test goodwill for impairment, the criterion followed in allocating it considers the 
minimum level at which it is monitored for the purposes of internal management control, 
which coincides with the legal entities of the Group. As concerns the goodwill that arose from 
the merger between the BPU and Banca Lombarda e Piemontese groups, the allocation for the 
purposes of impairment testing followed the same logic as that employed for the purchase 
price allocation. In detail, the goodwill attributable to synergies from which the companies in 
the former acquiring group (BPU Group) benefit was allocated to the individual units of the 
acquiring group, while the goodwill arising from the difference between the fair value of the 
former equity investments of the Banca Lombarda e Piemontese and their equity adjusted for 
the fair value of loans, properties and bonds was allocated to individual units. The goodwill of 
the units of the former BPU Group not affected by synergies created by that merger was tested 
for impairment along the same lines as in previous years.  
 
For cash generating units (CGU) that are not wholly owned, for impairment purposes goodwill 
was restated on a notional basis including the goodwill attributable to minority interests (not 
recognised in the consolidated financial statements) by means of “grossing up” (goodwill 
attributable to the Parent/percentage ownership  attributable to the Parent) in accordance 
with example seven in IAS 36. The value measurement used to calculate the recoverable 
amount of the business units (or groups of units) to which goodwill was allocated was that of 
their value in use or the fair value if the value in use was lower than the carrying amount. The 
value in use was estimated on the basis of the financial criterion and the book value of the 
CGUs was determined on the basis of the criterion used to estimate the recoverable value.  
 
The recoverable amount was the same as the value in use for all the CGUs except for the CGU, 
IW Bank, and the CGU, Banca 24-7, for which the fair value less cost to sell was used. For the 
CGU, IW Bank, the fair value less cost to sell was based on target prices set by analysts who 
cover the share, while for the CGU, Banca 24-7, the fair value less cost to sell was calculated 
on the basis of multiples implied in comparable transactions (by size and type of business). 
One of the transactions used as a basis was that performed in August 2009 between 
Findomestic and BNP Paribas.  
 
The impairment test, for which the procedure was approved prior to the approval of the 
financial statements by the Management Board,  was performed with methodological support 
from an external appraiser of high standing and with account taken of the following factors:  
 
(i) reasonable and demonstrable assumptions which represent the best estimate that can be 
made by management of the range of possible economic conditions that may manifest over the 
useful life of the asset in question;  
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(ii) the 2010 budget approved by the competent corporate bodies of UBI Banca and of its 
subsidiaries and the forecasts made by management for the period 2011-2013 on the basis of 
guidelines approved by corporate bodies of the Parent and of its subsidiaries.  
These forecasts for the network banks (which allocated more than 80% of the total goodwill) 
are based on:  

a) an estimate for short term interest rates (one-month Euribor rate) of 3,85% for the end 
of  2012, up by approximately 250 b.p. compared to the average annual short term 
interest rates used for the purposes of the 2010 budget  (1,18%) and sufficient to 
ensure a progressive normalisation of the markup and  markdown; an estimate for end 
of 2012 interest rates in line with the implied yield to maturity for interest rates;  

b) an annual average growth rate for business (lending to customers, direct and indirect 
funding) in the explicit forecast period of approximately 4,5%;  

c) a progressive normalisation of the cost of risk (net impairment losses on loans/loans to 
customers), forecast for 2012, appreciably down compared to 2009 and the levels 
budgeted for 2010 and consistent with long term historical data and risk management 
forecasts;  

d) stable operating costs over the explicit forecast period.  
 

(iii) a rate of growth in profits for the network banks – beyond the explicit forecast period – that 
is stable and does not exceed the long term growth rates for the banking sector nationally 
(0,75%); for the CGU which operates in the asset management sector the long-term growth 
rate was estimated at 3,4%, while for the other non banking financial CGU’s, the growth rated 
lies within the range 0% - 3,10%. These growth rates, together with opportunity costs for 
capital reported in the following point (iv), ensure rates of return on capital (cost of capital – 
rate of long term growth in profit) in line with the rates of return expressed by analysts who 
cover the UBI share;  
 

(iv) a discount rate used for calculating the present value of cash flows corresponding to the 
return on equity required by investors/shareholders for investments with similar risk/return 
characteristics. The cost of equity was estimated on the basis of the following:  

a) a CAPM estimation criterion was applied (Capital Asset Pricing Model – the criterion 
used by the Group for the purposes of estimating value in use, considering the 
reference made to it in appendix A of IAS 36);  

b) the beta coefficient for business segments was obtained on the basis of the beta 
coefficients of comparable listed companies;  

c) a cost of equity was considered for the main business segments of the Group, as 
reported by analysts who follow the UBI Banca share and published after the 
announcement of the 2009 third quarter results;  

d) a different cost of equity was used for each year due to the use of different yields to 
maturity for risk free securities, in accordance with appendix A of IAS 36 § A21. The 
yields to maturity for risk free securities for each year are consistent with the interest 
rate forecasts made by the corporate bodies.  

 
The cost of equity was estimated on this basis for each business unit/segment. The cost of 
equity  reported below is the long term cost (i.e. the opportunity cost of equity used to estimate 
the terminal value).  
 
 

  
Network Banks Assets Under Management Other Companies 

Cost of equity after tax 7,75% 10,40% 7,75% - 11,10% 
 
 
 
Since the UBI Group presents costs that were not allocated to single CGUs, a second level of 
impairment test was performed on the Group as a whole in accordance with sections 101 and 
103 of IAS 36. To perform this, value in use was calculated on the basis of the same methods 
used for the first level impairment tests. The recoverable amounts obtained in this way did not 
show any loss of value (i.e. impairment losses) neither at the level of CGUs nor at that of the 
Group as whole. An estimate of the value in use was performed on the sole basis of consensus 
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parameters: median cost of equity and the growth rate for income beyond the explicit forecast 
used by the analysts who follow the UBI share and the median expected income flows, again 
used by the analysts for the period 2010 – 2013. The recoverable amount was found to be 
greater than the carrying amount  also on the basis of this test.  
 
Finally a sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the variation in key variables that 
would render the recoverable amount of the different CGUs equal to their carrying amounts in 
the consolidated financial statements. This analysis showed that for the CGU Banca Popolare 
di  Ancona, an increase of 0,24% in the cost of equity, or of 0,04% in the cost of risk compared 
to  forecasts would make the recoverable amount equal to the carrying amount. As concerns 
the GCUs operating in non banking financial sectors, the table shows that for the CGU UBI 
Leasing, a rise in the cost of risk of 0,01% or in the cost of equity of 0,12% would make the 
recoverable amount equal to the carrying amount.  
 
 
 

Rise in the cost of equity required to 
make the value in use lower than the 

carrying amount

Rise in the cost of risk required to make the value in 
use lower than the carrying amount

Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 9,47% 1,11%

Banco di Brescia Spa 1,55% 0,36%

Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 2,31% 0,43%

Banca Regionale Europea Spa 2,88% 0,40%

Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa 0,24% 0,04%

Banca Carime Spa 0,59% 0,19%

Banca di Valle Camonica Spa 0,84% 0,19%

Banco di San Giorgio Spa 0,68% 0,14%

Centrobanca 2,24% 0,22%

UBI Leasing 0,12% 0,01%

UBI Factor 1,81% 0,27%

UBI Banca International 3,61% 0,68%

UBI Private Investment 3,58% 1,34%

Asset Management 3,54% n.s.

* cost of risk = net impairment losses on loans/loans to customers  
 
Finally the reasonable nature of the results of the impairment tests were assessed by the 
current prices quoted for the UBI share. The analysis showed that the consensus expectations 
of the analysts and the rates used by them in the reports published after the announcement of 
the 2009 third quarter results justify the results of the impairment tests (in the sense that 
they lead to a recoverable amount per share that is greater than the equity per share). 
Therefore the difference between the stock market price and the recoverable amount per share 
is not explained by the fundamentals, but  rather in the different types of value (the minority 
share price versus the fundamental value attributable to consensus expectations). The 
analysis showed that the market price incorporates a shorter time horizon for forecasting than 
that used by the analysts and for impairment testing purposes.  
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Brand names  
 
These were tested for impairment as intangible assets with an indefinite useful life. The 
impairment testing was based on public independent estimates of the value of the UBI brand. 
Those estimates were linked to the brands of the network banks of the former Banca 
Lombarda e Piemontese the brands of which were identified among the indefinite life intangible 
assets when the purchase price allocation was performed. The analysis, based on the multiple 
“value of the brand/pre-tax income” implied in the independent estimate by a public source 
already mentioned, resulted in a total impairment loss of 34,891 million euro distributed as 
follows: 28,327 million euro for the CGU, Banca Regionale Europea, 2,779 million euro  for the 
CGU, Banca di Valle Camonica, and 3,785 million euro for the CGU, Banco di San Giorgio.  
 
In accordance with IAS 36 § 17 the impairment of an indefinite life intangible asset constitutes 
grounds to presume that the remaining useful life of the asset itself has been reduced and 
requires the conditions for maintaining the intangible asset as an indefinite life asset to be 
tested. An analysis was therefore performed to identify the remaining useful life of the brands 
following impairment, based on the advertising and promotion expenses incurred by the UBI 
Group. The results of the analysis estimated the remaining useful life of the assets in question 
at 19 years. The brands will therefore be amortised on the basis of a remaining useful life of 19 
years from the financial year 2010.  
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SECTION 14 Tax assets and tax liabilities – Asset item 140 and Liability 
item 80  
 
14.1 Deferred tax assets: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Balancing entry in the income statement 802.142 659.316 
Balancing entry in shareholders’ equity 33.610 106.239 

Total 835.752 765.555 
 

 
le 23: 114010O|1 - NOTA 
14.2 Deferred tax liabilities: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Balancing entry in the income statement 219.269 238.908 
Balancing entry in equity 432.601 530.273 

Total 651.870 769.181 
 

Table 24: 114020 
O|1 - NOTA 
14.3 Changes in deferred tax assets (balancing entry in the income statement  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
1. Opening balance 659.316 437.780 
2. Increases 294.076 532.173 
2.1 Deferred tax assets arising during the year 233.841 336.342 

a) relating to previous years 5.211 2.804 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
c) reversals of impairment losses 53 - 
d) other 228.577 333.538 

2.2 New taxes or increases in tax rates 6 
2.3 Other increases 60.235 195.825 

3. Decreases (151.250) (310.637) 
3.1 Deferred taxes derecognised during the year (98.569) (140.594) 

a) reversals of temporary differences (98.569) (140.529) 
b) impairment losses of non-recoverable items - (65) 
c) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
d) other - 

3.2 Reductions in tax rates - - 
3.3 Other decreases (52.681) (170.043) 
Final amount 802.142 659.316 

 
Table 25: 114030O|1 - NOTA 
Deferred tax assets are recognised in the accounts on the basis of the probability of there 
being sufficient future taxable income and also taking into account the consolidated tax 
regime adopted in accordance with articles 117 et seq of Presidential Decree No. 917/86. The 
recognition was made on the basis of the tax legislation in force.  
No deferred tax assets were recognised for impairment losses on equity investments which 
satisfied the requirements for participation exemption.  
The rates generally used for calculating prepaid taxes for IRES (corporation tax) and IRAP 
(local production tax) purposes are 27,50% and 4,82%.  
The difference between the “Increases” and the “Decreases” of the “assets for deferred tax 
assets” recognised in the income statement does not correspond to the item “Change in 
deferred tax assets”, reported in table 20.1 of the income statement section “Taxes on income 
for the year for continuing operations“ amounting to approximately 4.315 thousand euro. That 
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difference is the result of a transfer of approximately 13.232 thousand euro from “prepaid 
taxes recognised in equity” for prepaid taxes recognised until 31st  December 2008, which will 
be recognised in the income statement and also the result of a transfer performed by the 
Parent, recognised within other increases, of 18.236  thousand euro of IRES (corporation tax) 
to the tax consolidation against current tax liabilities.  
Total deferred tax assets of the UBI Banca Group as at 31st December 2009 consisting of 
credits with the tax authorities in relation to value adjustments over the tax deductible limit – 
recoverable over 18 years – amounted to 336 million euro.  
 
 
14.4 Changes in deferred tax liabilities (balancing entry in the income statement)  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Opening balance 238.908 491.968 
2. Increases 123.031 85.731 
2.1 Deferred tax liabilities arising during the year 54.040 74.027 

a) relating to previous years 1.228 1.354 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
c) other 52.812 72.673 

2.2 New taxes or increases in tax rates - 17 
2.3 Other increases 68.991 11.687 

3. Decreases (142.670) (338.791) 
3.1 Deferred taxes derecognised during the year (94.587) (264.529) 

a) reversals of temporary differences (92.879) (244.125) 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
c) other (1.708) (20.404) 

3.2 Reductions in tax rates - - 
3.3 Other decreases (48.083) (74.262) 

4. Final balance 219.269 238.908 
14040O|1 

- NOTA 
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised on the basis of temporary differences between the 
financial accounting value of an asset or liability and its value for tax purposes. The 
recognition was made on the basis of the tax legislation in force.  
No deferred taxes were recognised on untaxed reserves, because no events occurred to remove 
the tax exemption regime.  
The difference between the “Increases” and the “Decreases” of the “deferred tax assets” 
recognised in the income statement does not correspond to the item “Change in prepaid 
taxes”, reported in table 20.1 of the income statement section “Taxes on income for the year 
from continuing operations“ amounting to approximately 67.536 thousand euro. That 
difference is almost entirely the result of a transfer of approximately 68.115 thousand euro 
from “deferred taxes recognised in equity” for deferred taxes recognised until 31st December 
2008 which will be recognised in the income statement and also the result of approximately 
580 thousand euro resulting from the first consolidation of the company Twice SIM S.p.A. at 
the end of December 2009 and for which no income and expenses were recognised.  
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14.5 Changes in deferred tax assets (balancing entry in equity)  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008
1. Opening balance 106.239 39.495 
2. Increases 12.627 79.388 
2.1 Deferred tax assets arising during the year 12.425 61.587 

a) relating to previous years 769 272 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
c) other 11.656 61.315 

2.2 New taxes or increases in tax rates 14 204 
2.3 Other increases 188 17.597 

3. Decreases (85.256) (12.644) 
3.1 Deferred taxes derecognised during the year (54.585) (12.052) 

a) reversals of temporary differences (54.585) (10.706) 
b) impairment losses on non-recoverable items - (1.346) 
c) due to changes in accounting policies - - 

3.2 Reductions in tax rates - - 
3.3 Other decreases (30.671) (592) 

4. Final balance 33.610 106.239 
 

Table 26: 114050O|1 - NOTA 
 
14.6 Changes in deferred tax liabilities (with balancing entry in equity)  
 

1. Opening balance 530.273 595.136 
2. Increases 30.339 5.409 
2.1 Deferred tax liabilities arising during the year 30.299 4.759 

a) relating to previous years 119 1.549 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - 
c) other 30.180 3.210 

2.2 New taxes or increases in tax rates - 2 
2.3 Other increases 40 648 

3. Decreases (128.011) (70.272) 
3.1 Deferred taxes derecognised during the year (58.625) (68.230) 

a) reversals of temporary differences (58.365) (67.247) 
b) due to changes in accounting policies - - 
c) other (260) (983) 

3.2 Reductions in tax rates - - 
3.3 Other decreases (69.386) (2.042) 
4. Final balance 432.601 530.273 

 31/12/2008 31/12/2009

 
Table 27: 114060O|1 - NOTA 
 
14.7 Other information  
 
The tables above contain the aggregate figures giving all the information on the fully 
consolidated individual companies and banks. Tables 14.3 “Changes in deferred tax assets 
(balancing entry in the income statement)” and 14.4 “Changes in deferred tax liabilities 
(balancing entry in income statement)” recorded movements due to the consolidation entries 
which determined changes in the consolidated profit.  
 
Finally taxes of 9.931 thousand euro in respect of dividends that will be paid by subsidiaries 
in 2010 have been recognised within deferred taxes with the balancing entry in the income 
statement (23.136 thousand euro  as at 31st December 2008).  
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SECTION 15 Non current assets and liabilities and groups of assets and 
the associated liabilities held for disposal – Asset item 150 and Liability 
item 90  
 
 
15.1 Non current assets and disposal groups held for sale: composition by type of asset  
 

31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Individual assets
A.1 Financial assets - - 

A.2 Equity investments - - 
A.3 Property, equipment and investment property 44.052 13.439 

A.4 Intangible assets - - 

A.5 Other non current assets - - 

Total A 44.052 13.439 
B. Groups of assets (discontinued operating units)
B.1 Financial assets held for trading - - 

B.2 Financial assets at fair value - - 

B.3 Available-for-sale financial assets - 259 

B.4 Held-to-maturity investments - - 
B.5 Loans to banks - 3.100 

B.6 Loans to customers 71.158 1.787 

B.7 Equity investments - - 

B.8 Property, equipment and investment property - - 

B.9 Intangible assets 1.733 - 
B.10 Other assets 9.476 346 

Total B 82.367 5.492 
C. Liabilities associated with non current assets held for 
disposal.
C.1 Borrowings - - 

C.2 Securities - - 
C.3 Other liabilities - - 

Total C - - 

D. Liabilities associated with disposal groups held for disposal

D.1 Due to banks - - 

D.2 Due to customers 645.567 - 

D.3 Securities issued - - 

D.4 Financial liabilities held for trading - - 

D.5 Financial liabilities at fair value - - 

D.6 Provisions - 19 

D.7 Other liabilities 753 4.393 
Total D 646.320 4.412 

Table 28: 
115000O|1 - NOTA 

As reported in the section “Significant events that occurred during the year” in the 
management report, on 28th September 2009 UBI Banca signed a contract with RBC Dexia 
Investor Services, which  involves the transfer to RBC Dexia of a business unit consisting of 
the depositary banking business of the UBI Banca Group and also the transfer of 
correspondent bank contracts. In consideration of all the related compliance requirements, 
completion of the transfer is scheduled for before 30th June 2010. The assets and liabilities 
relating to the current accounts for the management of the investment funds for which the 
depositary banking activity is performed, amounted to 71 million euro for the assets and 646 
million euro for the liabilities.    
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Property, equipment and investment property destined to sale included 31,9 million euro 
relating to the properties of BPB Immobiliare destined for sale as part of the “Property 
management project” which involves a programme of disinvestment in potentially disposable 
assets.  
 
 
 
15.2 Other information  
 
Nothing to report.  
 
 
15.3 Information on equity investments in companies subject to significant influence 

not valued using the equity method  
 
Nothing to report.  
 
 
 
 
SECTION 16 Other assets - Item 160  
 
 
16.1 Other assets: composition  
 

Description/Values 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Consolidation adjustments 7.865 6.768 

Tax credits relating to prior years and related interest 3.198 3.020 

VAT tax credits and payments on account 28.692 52.983 

Credits for withholding taxes paid on behalf of third parties 6.767 391 

Payments on account for stamp duty on banking documents and deeds 137.944 96.532 

Tax credits for personal income tax and staff severance payments on account 656 1.336 

Withholding tax on merger losses 1.805 - 

Tax credits on withholding tax 4.597 2.621 

Items in transit 544.020 670.776 

Debtor items in transit not yet posted to destination accounts 152.859 564.757 

Bills, securities, coupons and fees to be debited to customers and 
correspondents

141.275 269.099 

Cheques drawn on the bank 353 5.627 

Improvements to third party leased assets 43.872 37.178 

Accrued income not attributed to specific items 21.095 55.470 

Prepaid expenses not attributed to specific items 96.833 87.321 

Sundry debtor items 330.383 420.263 

Total 1.522.214 2.274.142 

Table 29: 116000O|1 - NOTA 
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LIABILITIES  
 
 
 
SECTION 1 Due to banks – Item 10  
 
1.1 Amounts due to banks: composition by type  
 

Type of transaction/Group component  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Due to central banks 639.753 450.059 
2. Due to banks 4.684.681 3.530.863 
2.1 1. Current accounts and deposits 2.590.978 898.961 
2.2 Term deposits 809.405 452.187 
2.3 Financing 1.191.381 2.007.541 

2.3.1 Repurchase agreements 347.603 1.062.401 
2.3.2 Other 843.778 945.140 

2.4 Amounts due for commitments to repurchase own 
equity instruments

- - 

2.5 Other payables 92.917 172.174 
Total 5.324.434 3.980.922 

Fair value 5.310.965 3.970.727 
abella 

1: 201000O|1 - NOTA 
 
1.2 Details of the item 10 “Due to banks”: subordinated liabilities  
 
No subordinated liabilities due to banks have been recognised.  
 
 
1.3 Details of the item 10 “Due to banks”: structured debts  
 
No structured debts due to banks have been recognised.  
 
 
1.4 Amounts due to banks subject to specific hedging  
 

Type of transaction/Amounts 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

1. Liabilities subject to fair value specific hedge: 893.520 889.187 

a) interest rate risk 893.520 889.187 

b) currency risk - - 
c) multiple risks - - 

2. Liabilities subject to cash flow specific hedge: - - 

a) interest rate risk - - 
b) currency risk - - 
c) other - - 

Total 893.520 889.187 
 

Tabella 2: 201030O|1 - NOTA 
1.5 Amounts due for finance leases  
 
No amounts due to banks for finance leases have been recognised.  
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SECTION 2 Due to customers – Item 20  
 
2.1 Amounts due to customers: composition by type  
 

Type of transaction/Group component 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

1. Current accounts and deposits 46.056.955 41.537.816 
2. Term deposits 950.761 1.296.530 
3. Financing 5.156.697 10.436.050 

3.1 repurchase agreements 5.143.394 10.429.713 
3.2 other 13.303 6.337 

4. Amounts due for commitments to repurchase own 
equity instruments

- - 

5. Other payables 700.548 880.285 
Total 52.864.961 54.150.681 

Fair Value 52.893.491 54.190.354 
Tabella 

3: 202000O|1 - NOTA 
 
2.2 Details of item 20 “Due to customers”: subordinated liabilities  
 
No subordinated liabilities due to customers have been recognised.  
 
 
2.3 Details of item 20 “Due to customers”: structured debts  
 
No structured debts due to customers have been recognised.  
 
 
2.4 Amounts due to customers subject to specific hedging  
 
No amounts due to customers subject to specific hedging have been recognised.  
Tabella 4: 202030O|1 - NOTA 
2.5 Amounts due for finance leases  
 
Amounts due to customers (i.e. lease companies) for finance leases totalled 1.334 thousand 
euro. Details of these are as follows  
 

Counterparty Total amount Contract expires Amount for final purchase

S.Paolo Leasint Spa 1.965                                  01/09/2011 196                                     

ABF Leasing Spa 1.859                                  25/07/2011 310                                     

ABF Leasing Spa 837                                     13/02/2012 217                                     

 
 
The total amount relates to three property contracts signed by UBI Banca Scpa (two contracts) 
and by UBI Leasing.  
The residual life of those debts is as follows:  
 
 

Residual life UBI contracts UBI Leasing contracts Total
up to 3 months - - - 

between 3 months and 1 year 47                                       253                                     300                                     

from 1 year to 5 years 669                                     365                                     1.034                                  

more than 5 years -                                          -                                          -                                          

total 716 618 1.334
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SECTION 3 Securities issued – Item 30  
 
3.1 Securities issued: composition by type  
 
T

L 1 L 2 L 3 L 1 L 2 L 3
A. Securities

1. Bonds 39.514.741 13.333.949 23.650.248 2.594.985 36.704.152 6.555.190 28.246.503 1.810.024
1.1 structured 6.998.963 1.698.438 4.961.009 408.482 6.772.940 594.617 5.590.903 623.717
1.2 other 32.515.778 11.635.511 18.689.239 2.186.503 29.931.212 5.960.573 22.655.600 1.186.307

2. Other securities 4.834.703 - 4.636.184 183.049 6.736.404 - 6.543.660 197.489
2.1 structured - - - - - - - -
2.2 other 4.834.703 - 4.636.184 183.049 6.736.404 - 6.543.660 197.489

Total 44.349.444 13.333.949 28.286.432 2.778.034 43.440.556 6.555.190 34.790.163 2.007.513

Type of 
security/Amounts

 31/12/2009

Fair valueCarrying 
amount

 31/12/2008

Carrying 
amount

Fair value

abella 5: 203000O|1 - NOTA 
 
The carrying amount for “Bonds other” is given net of the options which were unbundled, 
amounting to 6,3 million euro and recognised within derivative instruments in item 40 
“Liabilities held for trading”.  
The item “Bonds, other, level 1” includes an amount for a convertible bond issuance issued by 
UBI Banca Scpa.  
Further information is given in the note at the foot of Table 3.1 in the liabilities section of the 
notes to the separate company financial statements.  
The Group commenced a programme of covered bond issues during the year as  reported in 
detail in the management report.  
 
 
3.2 Details of the item 30 “securities issued”: subordinated securities  
 

Description/Amount 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Subordinated securities issued 4.061.145 4.016.334 

 

bella 6: 203020O|1 - NOTA 
 
Details of item A.1 “Subordinated securities” are also given.  
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* In relation to the security ISIN XS0108805564, in consideration of the uncertainty caused 
by the expected introduction of new regulations for the calculation of capital to be issued in 
2010, UBI Banca did not proceed to call the security on the first early redemption date (10th 
March 2010). After that date the loan may nevertheless be called every three months.  

 
 
 
3.3 Securities issued subject to specific hedge  
 

Type of transaction/Amounts 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

1. Securities subject to specific fair value hedge: 23.208.842 14.609.560 
a) interest rate risk 23.208.842 14.609.560 
b) currency risk - - 
c) multiple risks - - 

2. Securities subject to specific cash flow hedge: 1.181.614 3.727.828 
a) interest rate risk - - 
b) currency risk 1.181.614 3.727.828 
c) other - - 

 
Tabella 7: 203030O|1 - NOTA 
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SECTION 4 Financial liabilities held for trading – Item 40  
 
 
4.1 Financial liabilities held for trading: composition by type  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
FV FV

L 1 L 2 L 3 L 1 L 2 L 3
A. On-balance sheet liabilities

1. Due to banks 80.800 86.857 - - 86.857 - - - - - 
2. Due to customers 20.342 21.778 - - 21.778 5.004 5.108 10 - 5.118 
3. Debt securities - - - - - - - - - - 

3.1 Bonds - - - - - - - - - - 
3.1.1 Structured - - - - X - - - - X
3.1.2 Other bonds - - - - X - - - - X

 3.2 Other securities - - - - - - - - - - 
 3.2.1 Structured - - - - X - - - - X
3.2.2 Other - - - - X - - - - X

Total A 101.142 108.635 - - 108.635 5.004 5.108 10 - 5.118 
B. Derivative instruments

1. Financial derivatives 3.960 742.792 - 5.147 787.213 - 
1.1 For trading X 3.960 712.874 - X X 5.147 684.852 - X
1.2 Connections with the fair value option X - - - X X - - - X
1.3 Other X - 29.918 - X X - 102.361 - X

2. Credit Derivatives - - - - 1.776 - 
2.1 For trading X - - - X X - 1.776 - X
2.2 Connections with the fair value option X - - - X X - - - X
2.3 other X - - - X X - - - X

Total B X 3.960 742.792 - X - 5.147 788.989 - X
Total (A+B) X 112.595 742.792 - X X 10.255 788.999 - X

Type of securities/Group components
NA FV* NA FV*

Tabella 8: 
204000O|1 - NOTA 
On-statement of financial position liabilities include uncovered short positions in debt securities.  
 
Key  
FV = fair value  
FV* = Fair value calculated excluding changes in value resulting from a change in the credit rating of the issuer since the date of issue.  
NA = nominal or notional amount 
L = listed  
UL = unlisted  
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4.2 Details of item 40 “Financial liabilities held for trading”: subordinated liabilities  
 
No subordinated financial liabilities held for trading have been recognised.  
 
 
4.3 Details of item 40 “Financial liabilities held for trading”: structured debt  
 
No structured debt financial liabilities held for trading have been recognised.  
 
 
4.4 Financial liabilities held for trading (excluding “uncovered short positions”): annual 

changes  
 
 
No financial liabilities held for trading have been recognised.  
 
 
 
SECTION 5 Financial liabilities held at fair value – Item 50  
 
 
The UBI Group has not applied of the option under IFRS to designate financial liabilities at fair 
value (fair value option).  
 
 
 
SECTION 6 Hedging derivatives – Item 60  
 
6.1 Hedging derivatives: composition by type of hedge and hierarchical level  
 

 

L 1 L 2 L 3 L 1 L 2 L 3

A) Financial derivatives - 927.319 - 16.457.827 - 635.129 - 11.828.118 
1) Fair value - 874.833 - 15.646.867 - 583.053 - 10.562.383 
2) Cash flow - 52.486 - 810.960 - 52.076 - 1.265.735 
3) Foreign investments - - - - - - - - 
B) Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - 
1) Fair value - - - - - - - - 
2) Cash flow - - - - - - - - 

 Total - 927.319 - 16.457.827 - 635.129 - 11.828.118 

 Types of derivative/Underlying assets 

 Fair Value 31/12/2009 
 Nominal 
amount 

 Fair Value 31/12/2008 
 Nominal 
amount 

 
Tabella 9: 206000O|1 
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6.2 Hedging derivatives: composition by portfolios hedged and type of hedging  
 

Fair value hedges Cash flow

Transactions/Type of hedging Specific

Interest rate 
risk

Currency 
risk

Credit 
risk

Price risk
Multiple 

risks
Macro-hedge Specific Macro-hedge

1. Available-for-sale financial assets 382.359 - - - - X - X X
2. Loans 78.869 - - X - X 23.270 X X
3. Held-to-maturity investments X - - X - X - X X
4. Portfolio - - - - - 313.469 - - X
5. Other transactions X X X X X X X X -

Total assets 461.228 - - - - 313.469 23.270
1. Financial liabilities 100.136 - - X - X 29.216 X X
2. Portfolio - - - - - - - - X

Total liabilities 100.136 - - - - - 29.216 - X
1. Expected transactions X X X X X X X X

2. Portfolio of financial assets and liabilities X X X X X - X - -

Foreign 
investments

 
TErrore. Il collegamento non è valido. 
 
Tabella 10: 206010O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
SECTION 7 Fair value change in macro-hedged financial liabilities – Item 70  
 
No items of this type exist.  
 
 
 
SECTION 8 Tax liabilities – Item 80  
 
 
Details of tax liabilities are reported in the assets section 14.  
 
 
 
SECTION 9 Liabilities associated with assets held for disposal – Item 90  
 
 
See assets section 15 for details.  
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SECTION 10 Other liabilities – Item 100  
 
10.1 Other liabilities: composition  
 

Description/ Values  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Balance of illiquid portfolio items 570.197 790.418 
Credit items in transit in departments or branches pending posting to accounts 228.085 274.645 
Sums available to customers and banks for transactions in the course of payment 578.087 838.015 
Items payable to tax authorities on behalf of third parties 68.149 53.055 
Items in transit 229.419 213.841 
Sums due to customers but not available due to various restrictions 202 201 
Tax withheld on income paid to third parties 107.737 131.180 
Indirect taxes payable 11.220 13.618 
Social security contributions for third parties in the course of payment 2.229 2.193 
Dividends and sums due to shareholders 2.449 1.495 
Amounts due to staff pension funds, inclusive of accessory costs 15.203 16.250 
Accrued expenses not attributed to specific items 43.894 92.597 
Deferred income not attributed to specific items 89.436 101.526 
Payables for educational, cultural, charitable and social purposes 15.527 16.195 
Debt for staff severance/welfare schemes 29.655 39.345 
Doubtful overall outcomes on guarantees granted and commitments 44.766 31.422 
Due to staff 257.506 387.548 
Residual creditor items 791.245 1.026.694 

Total 3.085.006 4.030.238 

Tabella 11: 210000O|1 - NOTA 
 
 
 
SECTION 11 Staff severance payments – Item 110  
 
 
11.1 Annual changes in staff severance payments  
 

Total 
31/12/2009

Total 
31/12/2008

A. Opening balances 433.094 469.879 
B. Increases 21.021 36.123 

B.1 Allocation for the year 6.221 7.500 
B.2 Other changes 14.800 28.623 

C. Decreases (39.843) (72.908) 
C.1 Payments made (29.722) (67.732) 
C.2 Other changes (10.121) (5.176) 

D. Final balances 414.272 433.094 
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11.2 Other information  
 
The demographic and actuarial hypotheses adopted to value the staff severance provision and leaving entitlements as 
at 31/12/2009 
Mortality rate The “RGS48” tables (prepared by the State General Accounting Office) were used 

appropriately modified on the basis of historical data for the Group 
Staff severance payment 
advances 

The probability of advance payments, calculated on the basis of historical data for the 
Group, is 2% while the average amount requested is between 45% and 100% of the 
available provision. 

Inflation rate Long term forecasts of the scenario for inflation led to the use of a rate of 2%. 
Present value discount 
rate 

A discount rate of 4,871% was used,  calculated as the weighted average of the EUR 
Composite A curve as at 30.12.2009, using, as weights, the ratios between the amount paid 
and advanced for each maturity date and the total amount to be paid and advanced until 
the extinction of the population considered. This was performed because IAS 19 states that 
reference should be made to the market yields of “high quality corporate bonds”, or to 
yields on securities with a low credit risk. By making reference to the definition of 
“investment grade” securities, where a security qualifies for that classification if its rating is 
equal to or higher than BBB for  S&P or Baa2 for  Moodys, it was decided to consider only 
securities issued by corporate issuers with a class “A” rating with the assumption that this 
class identifies an average level for “investment grade” securities and thereby excludes 
higher risk securities. Since IAS 19 makes no explicit reference to a specific market sector 
for the bonds, it was decided to opt for a “composite” market curve which therefore 
summarises the prevailing market conditions on the valuation date for securities issued by 
companies belonging to different sectors, including utilities, telephone, financial, banking 
and industrial sectors. The euro area was used for the geographical area. 

 
The demographic and actuarial hypotheses adopted to value the staff severance provision and leaving entitlements as 
at 31/12/2009 
Mortality rate The “RGS48” tables (prepared by the State General Accounting Office) were used 

appropriately modified on the basis of historical data for the Group. 
Turnover rate Table obtained from appropriate smoothing of historical data for the Group in recent years, 

also taking account of redundancies forecast under the Business Plan. 
Staff severance payment 
advances 

The probability of advance payments, calculated on the basis of historical data for the 
Group, is 1%, while the average amount requested is 40% of the available provision. 

Inflation rate Long term forecasts of the scenario for inflation led to the use of a rate of 2%. 
Present value discount 
rate 

The euro swap yield curve as at 31st December 2008 was used. This is because the rates 
used not only possess the characteristics of prudence always required for actuarial 
valuations, but they are also those which comply most closely with the last part of 
paragraph 78 of IAS 19.  
On the other hand the turbulence on financial markets in the months immediately 
preceding the valuation date which still persists, led to both a significant compression in 
euro swap rates and to an equally significant increase in the risk of default for government 
and corporate securities.  
In consideration of the above it was considered that the sum of the euro swap curve, 
appropriately “bootstrapped”, and the credit spread curve, 
“Cash_Govt_of_Italy_31122008” (which represents a curve of implied credit spreads 
obtained from quotations of benchmark Italian government securities), would constitute 
the best interpretation of present value discounting according to IAS 19 for the valuation as 
at 31st December 2008. 
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SECTION 12 Provisions for risks and charges – Item 120  
 
12.1 Provisions for risks and charges: composition  
 

Items/Components  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Company pension funds 71.503 81.285 
2. Other provisions for risks and charges 214.120 214.144 

2.1 litigation 100.315 94.290 
2.2 staff costs 26.526 25.700 
2.3 other 87.279 94.154 

Total 285.623 295.429 
 

Tabella 12: 212000O|1 - NOTA 
 
12.2 Provisions for risks and charges: annual changes  
 
Tabella 13: 212010O|1 - NOTA 

Items/Components Total

Pension funds Other provisions

A. Opening balances 81.285 214.144 
B. Increases 7.777 67.233 

B.1 Allocation for the year 5.378 56.982 
B.2 Changes due to passage of time 2.178 6.268 
B.3 Changes due to changes in discount rate - 1.581 
B.4 Other changes 221 2.402 

C. Decreases (17.559) (67.257) 
C.1 Use for the year (17.535) (38.717) 
C.2 Changes due to changes in discount rate - - 
C.3 Other changes (24) (28.540) 

D. Final balances 71.503 214.120 
 

 
 
 
12.3  Defined benefit company pension funds  
 
The balance in the financial statements for defined benefit company pension funds was composed 
of Banca Carime Spa funds amounting to 46.204 thousand euro, Banca Regionale Europea Spa 
funds amounting to 24.298 thousand euro and Centrobanca Spa funds amounting to 1.001 
thousand euro.  
 
12.3.1 Description of the funds  
 
BANCA CARIME SPA 
 
Three defined benefit company pension funds existed as at 31.12.2009.  
 
1. The fund to supplement I.N.P.S. (national insurance institute) benefits for compulsory 
invalidity, old age and survivors insurance for retired personnel of the former Cassa di Risparmio 
di Calabria e Lucania (Reg. No. 9059 in the Pension Fund Register);  
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2. Fund to supplement I.N.P.S. (national insurance institute) benefits for compulsory invalidity, 
old age and survivors insurance for retired staff of the former Cassa di Risparmio di Puglia (Reg. 
No. 9124 in the Pension Fund Register);  
 
3. The fund to supplement I.N.P.S. (national insurance institute) benefits for compulsory 
invalidity, old age and survivors insurance for retired staff of the former Cassa di Risparmio 
Salernitana (Reg. No. 9053 in the Pension Fund Register);  
 
The funds pay the following welfare benefits as a direct pension for:  
 
• old age, when the participants have reached 60 years of age if men and 55 years of age if 
women, provided that they have participated in the fund for at least 15 years;  
• length of service, at any age when the participants have participated in the fund for 35 years if 
men and 30 years if women;  
• invalidity at any age when permanently and completely unable to work through disability and 
participating in the fund (in addition, for the fund of the former Cassa di Risparmio di Puglia, the 
invalidity must be caused by work and for the fund of the former Cassa di Risparmio Salernitana, 
participation for at least five years is required).  
 
Furthermore, survivors of participants receive an ‘indirect pension’ if a participant dies while in 
service and a surviving dependent’s pension if a participant dies, provided a direct pension has 
been paid.  
 
 
 
Description of the main actuarial hypotheses  
 
The defined benefit plan funds were subjected to actuarial valuation which in the technical audit 
as at 31.12.2009 resulted in an amount for the mathematical reserve which on average, in the 
actuarial sense, will allow the pensions granted to pensioners and their surviving dependents to 
be paid.  
The valuations were performed in compliance with accounting standard IAS 19, with the 
legislation governing the relative pensions schemes and with company regulations. More 
specifically, the criterion used to calculate the liability is consistent with the projected unit credit 
method required under IAS 19.  
 
The following demographic hypotheses were assumed:  
 
• for the probability of death of pensioners, those for the Italian population censused by ISTAT in 
2002, separately by gender;  
• for the probability of death of permanently and completely disabled pensioners, those adopted in 
the INPS (national insurance institute) model for projections to 2010, separately by gender;  
• for the probability of leaving a family, those published separately by gender in pension fund 
reports;  
• for the probability of widowers and widows remarrying, those taken from ISTAT 1960/62 
marriage tables;  
• for the probability of death of widowers and widows, those for the Italian population censused by 
ISTAT in 2002, while for orphaned minors, the probability of death assumed is nil.  
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The economic and financial hypotheses used in the actuarial valuation were as follows:  
 

Former Carical 
pension fund

Former Caripuglia 
pension fund

Former Carisal 
pension fund

a) Discount rates 4,50% 4,50% 4,50%

b) Expected rates of increase in remuneration 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

c) Inflation rate 2,00% 2,00% 2,00%
 

 
 
Actuarial valuations  
 
The table below gives the results from the actuarial valuations performed as at 31st December 
2009 in relation to the different groups.  
 
Changes in liabilities in 2009 for IAS 19 purposes  
 

Pension Fund 
former Carical

Pension Fund 
former Caripuglia

Pension Fund 
former Carisal Total

A. Opening balances 42.592 11.931 704 55.227 
B. Increases 4.346 921 65 5.332 
B.1 Interest expense balancing entry in the income statement "personnel 
expenses"

4.346 921 65 5.332 

B.2 Actuarial gains balancing entry for "fair value reserves" - - - - 
B.3 Provisions - - - - 
B.4 Other changes - - - - 
C. Decreases (11.104) (3.094) (157) (14.355) 
C.1 Pension benefits paid (11.104) (3.094) (157) (14.355) 
C.2 Actuarial losses balancing entry in "fair value reserves"
C.3 Other changes - - - - 
D. Final balances 35.834 9.758 612 46.204  
 
The average present value of pensions currently being paid (immediate costs) was identified as 
constituting the economic commitments of the fund as at 31st  December 2009.  
A sufficiently prudent system of financial capitalisation was adopted that is able to guarantee the 
full cover of the benefits to be paid to the group of pensioners existing as at 31st December 2009 
with the accumulated reserves at any moment.  
 
 
CENTROBANCA SPA 
 
This is a supplementary pension fund in which there are now 11 remaining pensioners from 
Centrobanca participating.  
The reduction in the number of participants compared to 2008, the result of acceptance of a 
proposal of a lump-sum capital payment, had a total impact amounting to 671 thousand euro, 
stated within line C.1 in the table.  
The contribution for the 2009, as specified by the “Fund Regulations” was calculated on the basis 
of the weighted average rate used in the valuation performed (3,7%).  
Against that contribution the Bank benefited from the returns on using the assets of the fund. 
The sums in the fund are not invested in specific assets.  
Except for the amount for asset item 120a), no “other” liabilities and/or assets were recognised in 
the financial statements of the bank  
The main actuarial hypotheses on which the valuation of the fund as at 31.12.2009 was based 
are as follows:  
- demographic hypotheses from ISTAT (Italian National Office for Statistics) 2006 mortality tables;  
- the present value discount rate determined on the basis of zero coupon interest rates calculated 
on same maturity swap rates for the date 31st December 2009 (source Bloomberg).  
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The present value of the fund, calculated on the basis of those hypotheses, resulted in an 
“actuarial loss” of 24 thousand euro (point C.2).  
 
Changes in liabilities in 2009 for IAS 19 purposes  
 

Pension Fund 
Centrobanca

A. Opening balances 1.761 
B. Increases 46 
B.1 Interest expense balancing entry in the income statement "personnel 
expenses"

46 

B.2 Actuarial gains balancing entry in "fair value reserves" - 
B.3 Provisions - 
B.4 Other changes - 
C. Decreases (806) 
C.1 Pension benefits paid (782) 
C.2 Actuarial losses balancing entry in "fair value reserves" (24) 
C.3 Other changes - 
D. Final balances 1.001  
 
 
BANCA REGIONALE EUROPEA SPA 
 
As at 31.12.2009 there was a fund to supplement compulsory invalidity, old age and survivors 
insurance for the personnel of Banca Regionale Europea originally from the former Cassa del 
Monte di Lombardia and from the former Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo.  
The fund pays the following welfare benefits as a direct pension for:  
• old age, when the participants have reached the age limits set in the contracts in force at the 
time, provided that they have participated in the fund for at least 15 years;  
• length of service, when the participants have reached the minimum age limits set in the 
contracts in force at the time;  
• invalidity when, having obtained acknowledgement of the condition of invalidity and whatever 
the age, a length of service of at least five years has been served, or whatever the length of service, 
if the invalidity is permanent and caused by work.  
 
Furthermore, survivors of participants receive an ‘indirect pension’ if a participant dies while in 
service after one year of participation in the fund or after any period if death was caused by work 
and a surviving dependent’s pension if a participant dies, provided a direct pension has been 
paid.  
 
Description of the main actuarial hypotheses  
 
The defined benefit plan fund was subjected to actuarial valuation which in the technical audit as 
at 31.12.2009 resulted in an amount for the mathematical reserve which on average, in the 
actuarial sense, will allow the pensions granted to pensioners and their surviving dependents to 
be paid.  
 
The valuations were performed in compliance with accounting standard IAS 19, with the 
legislation governing the relative pensions schemes and with company regulations. More 
specifically, the criterion used to calculate the liability is consistent with the projected unit credit 
method required under IAS 19.  
 
The following demographic hypotheses were assumed:  
 
• for the probability of death of pensioners, direct and/or indirect, those for the Italian population 
taken from “RGS48” tables prepared by the State General Accounting Office, separately by gender;  
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• for the probability of death of permanently and completely disabled pensioners, those adopted in 
the INPS (national insurance institute) model for projections to 2010, separately by gender;  
• for the probability of leaving a family, those published separately by gender in pension fund 
reports;  
• for the probability of widowers and widows remarrying, those taken from ISTAT 1960/62 
marriage tables.  
 
The economic and financial hypotheses used in the actuarial valuation were as follows:  
• discount rate  4,50%  
• expected rate of increase in remuneration  3,50%  
• annual inflation rate of 2,00%.  
 
Actuarial valuations  
 
The table below gives the results from the actuarial valuations performed as at 31st December 
2009 in relation to the different groups.  
 
Changes in liabilities in 2009 for IAS 19 purposes  
 

Pension Fund 
former B.M.L.

Pension Fund 
former C.R.C. Total

A. Opening balances 9.478 14.819 24.297 
B. Increases 936 1.242 2.178 
B.1 Interest expense balancing entry in the income statement "personnel 
expenses"

427 667 1.094 

B.2 Actuarial gains balancing entry in "fair value reserves" 476 575 1.051 
B.3 Provisions 33 - 33 
B.4 Other changes - - - 
C. Decreases (518) (1.659) (2.177) 
C.1 Pension benefits paid (518) (1.659) (2.177) 
C.2 Actuarial losses balancing entry in "fair value reserves" - - - 
C.3 Other changes - - - 
D. Final balances 9.896 14.402 24.298 

 
The average present value of pensions currently being paid (immediate costs) was identified as 
constituting the economic commitments of the fund as at 31st December 2009.  
A sufficiently prudent system of financial capitalisation was adopted that is able to guarantee the 
full cover of the benefits to be paid to the group of pensioners existing as at 31st December 2009 
with the accumulated reserves at any moment.  
 
 
ella 14: 212030O|1 - NOTA 
12.4 Provisions for liabilities and charges – other provisions  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Provision for revocation risks 36.938 45.996 
2. Provision for bonds and default 12.385 14.594 
3. Other provisions for risks and charges 37.956 33.564 

Total 87.279 94.154 
 

 
The provision for revocation risk decreased by approximately nine million euro.  
Details of revocation and other risks are given in Part E point 4 Banking Group – operational risks 
– Legal risk, which may be consulted.  
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12.5 Contingent liabilities  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
for personnel litigation 1.061 731 
for revocation risks 7 6.414 
for bonds in default 60 - 
for compounding of interest 1.781 1.779 
for claim risks 500 500 
for tax litigation 135.400 70.848 
for other litigation 42.152 40.386 
Total 180.961 120.658 

 
abella 15: 212040O|1 - NOTA 
The liabilities governed by IAS 37, characterised by the absence of certainty over the timing or the 
amount of future expense required to settle presumed liabilities, can be classified as being of two 
types:  
 

 probable liabilities;  
 contingent liabilities (possible or remote).  

 
The correct identification of the nature of liabilities is of fundamental importance because it 
determines whether or not the risk deriving from an obligation must be recognised in the financial 
statements.  
 
The recognition of a provision for risks and charges in the financial statements represents a 
probable liability of uncertain timing or amount11 and the amount recognised in the accounts 
represents the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation existing at the 
statement of financial position date and reflects the risks and uncertainties that inevitably 
characterise a number of different facts and circumstances.  
 
The amount of a provision is measured by the present value of the expenditure that it is assumed 
will be necessary to settle the obligation where the effect of the present value is significant.  
 
Future events that might affect the amount required to settle the obligation are only taken into 
consideration if there is sufficient objective evidence that they will occur.  
 
The measurement of provisions is periodically reviewed to verify that they are reasonable.  
 
The general and theoretical legal parameters which the govern the process of determining the 
present value of provisions, which is performed for each single case of litigation and for the 
relative residual life, are given below:  
 
• type/nature of the litigation, to be assessed in the light of the legal claims formulated by the 
counterparty. Various “macro-families” are identifiable in this respect such as corporate litigation, 
labour law cases, financial intermediation litigation, litigation generically definable as 
compensation for damages (resulting from non performance of contract obligations, illegal actions, 
violation of regulations) etc.;  
 
• degree of “innovation” in the litigation, to be assessed by considering whether the issues 
turn on matters already known and “weighed” by the Bank or on completely new matters which 
therefore require study (e.g. resulting from a change in the legislation or in legal orientations);  
 

                                       
11 Details of the criteria for recognising provisions are given in Part A.2 of the notes to the financial statements “The main 
balance sheet items”, section 12 “Provisions for liabilities and charges”, which may be consulted.  
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• degree of “strategic importance” of the litigation to the bank: for commercial reasons the 
Bank might for example decide to end a case very rapidly even if it had grounds of defence that 
would allow it to resist in court for a long time;  
 
• average length of litigation, to be weighted taking account of geographical factors, which is to 
say the location of the jurisdiction in which the case is tried and the state of progress of the trial. 
In this respect a decision must be taken on the source of the statistics from which data is 
obtained and assistance can be obtained from the lawyers who represent the Bank in litigation 
and who have direct knowledge of the jurisdictions concerned for each case;  
 
• the “nature” of the counterparty (e.g. a private individual or a legal entity, a professional 
operator or not, a consumer or not, etc.).  
 
A contingent liability is defined as:  
 a possible obligation, the result of past events, the existence of which will only be confirmed 

by the occurrence or (non occurrence) of future events that are not totally under the control of 
the enterprise;  

 a present obligation that is the result of past events, but which is not recognised in the 
accounts because:  

− it is improbable that financial resources will be needed to settle the obligation;  
− the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.  
 

Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the financial statements but are only reported, unless 
they are considered a remote possibility. In the latter case, in compliance with IAS 37, no 
information is given on them in the notes to the financial statements.  
 
Amounts for contingent liabilities are also subject to periodical verification because it is possible 
that events may occur which make them remote or probable with the possible need, in the latter 
case, to make a provision for them in the financial statements.  
 
The Group was subjected to a significant number of tax inspections during the year followed by 
tax audit reports, from which notices of tax assessment can arise generally towards the end of the 
legal time limits. Where tax consolidation for IRES (corporation tax) purposes exist, with joint 
liability, these inspections are duplicated for the Parent as the consolidating company. A 
summary is given below  of the companies affected by these events for each year.  
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NOTICES OF TAX ASSESSMENT  
 
BPB Immobiliare (2003) increased taxation of 16,5 million euro, fines of 17,6 million euro  
This was a contribution of company property operations considered by the tax authorities as the 
disposal of assets. A ruling was given fully in favour of the company by the Tax Commission of the 
Province of Bergamo.  
 
Banca Carime (2003) increased taxation of 14,4 million euro, fines of 22,6 million euro  
This was a contribution of company property operations considered by the tax authorities as the 
disposal of assets. A ruling was given fully in favour of the company by the Tax Commission of the 
Province of Cosenza.  

 
UBI Banca (2003) increased taxation of  5,3 million euro, fines of  6,4 million euro   
This was a contribution of company property operations considered by the tax authorities as the 
disposal of assets. A ruling was given fully in favour of the company by the Tax Commission of the 
Province of Bergamo.  

 
UBI Banca (2004) increased taxation of 4,4 million euro, fines of  6,5 million euro   
This was based on the alleged failure to apply a withholding tax on interest paid to a foreign 
subsidiary on deposits made by the subsidiary, which were classified by the tax inspectors as 
financing. These were complex transactions designed to strengthen capital performed in 2001 
with the authorisation of the Bank of Italy. On the basis of expert opinion it is considered that the 
tax regime applied by the bank – which was then Banca Popolare di Bergamo and Banca Popolare 
Commercio e Industria – complied with the requirements of contracts and the law.  

 
Banco di Brescia (2004) increased taxation of 1,6 million euro, fines of  2,3 million euro   
This was based on the alleged failure to apply a withholding tax on interest paid to a foreign 
subsidiary on deposits made by the subsidiary, which were classified by the tax inspectors as 
financing. These were complex transactions designed to strengthen capital performed in 2001 
with the authorisation of the Bank of Italy.  

 
UBI Assicurazioni (2004) increased taxation of 2,6 million euro, fines of  2,6 million euro   
This was an alleged error in the technical recognition of reinsurance premiums (2,3 million of 
increased taxation) or of other expenses. An application has been made for tax assessment by 
consent based on the assumption of demonstrable and documented  proper technical conduct in 
the performance of reinsurance transactions.  

 
UBI Leasing (2004) increased taxation of  1,2 million euro, fines of  euro 1,5 million euro   
This is a case of alleged improper application of a subsidised VAT rate on nautical lease 
transactions or undue deduction of VAT on invoices for non existent transactions and improper  
quantification of write-downs of loans for IRES (corporation tax) purposes.  

 
Banco di Brescia (2004) increased taxation of 1,5 million euro, fines of 1,5 million euro  
Alleged error in the technical recognition of expenses and improper valuation of securities owned.  

 
UBI Private Investment (2004) increased taxation of 0,3 million euro, fines of  0,3 million euro  
Alleged error in the technical recognition of expenses, including supplementary personnel 
redundancy indemnities.  

 
Grifogest (2004) increased taxation of 0,15 million euro, fines of  0,15 million euro  
This was a case of alleged infringement of the rules for the period in which income and expenses 
are recognised. The Tax Commission of the Province of Florence ruled fully in favour of the 
company’s appeal.  
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TAX ASSESSMENT REPORTS  
 
Centrobanca (2006) increased taxation of euro 3,0 million euro   
The tax authorities do not approve the criteria employed for the recognition of the disposal of 
loans to customers or the write-down of those same loans notwithstanding the tax derivation 
principle introduced for IAS entities in 2005. The conduct of the company is also supported by the 
reputable opinions of external advisors.  

 
UBI Sistemi e Servizi  (2005) increased taxation of 0,02 million euro   
These are alleged infringements concerning the application of accrual and matching principles to 
some expenses.  
 
UBI Banca (2005 and 2006) increased taxation of 8,8 million euro    
This is the same type of infringement as that reported for the notice of assessment relating to 
2004.  
 
Banco di Brescia (2006) increased taxation of 1,5 million euro    
This is the same type of infringement as that reported for the notice of assessment relating to 
2004.  
 
Banco di Brescia (2006) increased taxation of two million euro    
This is a case of presumed irregularities in the quantification of the write-down of loans for the 
year.  
 
UBI Leasing (2005-2007) increased taxation of 3,7 million euro    
These are the same types of infringement as those reported for the notice of assessment relating 
to 2004.  

 
Banca Pop. Com. Industria (2006) increased taxation of  0,3 million euro   
This is a case of presumed irregularities in the quantification of the write-down of loans for the 
year. An application for full settlement by consent of the tax audit report was made.  

 
Banca Pop. di Bergamo (2006) increased taxation of 0,06 million euro   
This is a case of presumed irregularities in the quantification of the write-down of loans for the 
year. An application for full settlement by consent of the tax audit report was made.  
 
Silf  (2007) increased taxation of  0,4 million euro   
This is a case of presumed irregularities in the deductibility of some expenses during the year (in 
particular, those related to income expenses paid to financial advisors) and of loan losses as well 
as the quantification of write-downs on loans for the year.  

 
For the purposes of these consolidated financial statements, except for some of the cases just 
reported, for which probable risks exist (demands for increased taxation, interest and fines 
amounting to 13,1 million euro) and which as a consequence justified recognition of provisions 
amounting to 6,9 million euro, on the basis of careful consideration by the organisational units 
concerned backed by external expert opinion, the remaining disputes were felt to constitute only 
possible risks not requiring the recognition of specific provisions.  
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SECTION 13 Technical reserves – Item 130  
 
13.1 Technical reserves: composition  
 

Direct insurance
Indirect 

insurance
 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Non life sector - - - 408.076 

A.1 Premium reserves - - - 89.447 

A.2 Claims reserves - - - 317.953 

A3. Other reserves - - - 676 

B. Life sector - - - - 

B.1 Mathematical reserves - - - - 

B.2 Reserves for sums to be paid - - - - 

B3. Other reserves - - - - 

C. Technical reserves where the risk is borne by the insurers - - - - 

C1. Reserves relating to contracts on which performance is linked to investment funds 
and market indexes

- - - - 

C2. Reserves resulting from the management of pension funds - - - - 

D. Total technical reserves - - - 408.076 

 
 
 
 
13.2 Technical reserves: annual changes  
 

31.12.2008 Changes 31.12.2009

A. Non life sector 408.076 (408.076) - 

A.1 Premium reserves 89.447 (89.447) - 
A.2 Claims reserves 317.953 (317.953) - 
A3. Other reserves 676 (676) - 
B. Life sector - - 
B.1 Mathematical reserves - 
B.2 Reserves for sums to be paid - 
B3. Other reserves - 
C. Technical reserves where the risk is borne by the insurers - - - 

C1. Reserves relating to contracts on which performance is linked to investment funds and 
market indexes

- - - 

C2. Reserves resulting from the management of pension funds - - - 
D. Total technical reserves 408.076 (408.076) - 

 
The elimination of technical reserves for the non life business relates to the change in the method 
of consolidation for UBI Assicurazioni Spa.  
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SECTION 14 Redeemable shares – Item 150  
 
 
14.1 Redeemable shares: composition  
 
No shares have been issued with redemption clauses.  
 
 
 
SECTION 15 Equity attributable to the Parent – Items 140, 160, 170, 180, 
190, 200 and 220  
la 16: 219000O|1 - NOTA 
 
15.1 “Share capital” and “Treasury shares”: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

No. ordinary shares 639.145.902 639.145.902 
nominal unit value in euro 2,50 2,50

No. treasury shares - - 
nominal unit value in euro 0,00 0,00

 
Tabella 17: 219020O|1 - NOTA 
 
15.2 Share capital – Number of shares of the Parent: annual changes  
 

Items/Type Ordinary Other

A. Shares outstanding at the beginning of the y 639.145.902 - 
- fully paid up 639.145.902 - 
- not fully paid up - - 

A.1 Treasury shares (-) - - 
B.2 Outstanding shares: initial  number 639.145.902 - 
B. Increases - - 
B.1 New issues - - 

- by payment: - - 
- business combinations - - 
- conversion of bonds - - 
- exercise of warrants - - 
- other - - 

- free of charge: - - 
- in favour of employees - - 
- in favour of directors - - 
- other - - 

B.2 Sale of treasury shares - - 
B.3 Other changes - - 
C. Decreases - - 
C.1 Cancellation - - 
C.2 Repurchase of treasury shares - - 
C.3 Company disposals - - 
C. 4 Other changes - - 
D. Outstanding shares: final holdings 639.145.902 - 
D.1 Treasury shares (+) - - 
D.2 Shares outstanding at the end of the year 639.145.902 - 

- fully paid up - - 
- not fully paid up - - 
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Tabella 18: 219010O|1 - NOTA 
 
15.3 Share capital: other information  
 
UBI Banca ordinary share 2009/2011 warrants  
 
On 9th May 2009 an ordinary shareholders’ meeting of UBI Banca  approved an increase in the 
share capital in tranches for a maximum nominal amount of 79.893.237,50 euro by the issue of 
up to 31.957.295 ordinary shares with a nominal value of 2,50 euro each and regular dividend 
entitlement corresponding to that of the UBI Banca shares outstanding at the time of the issue,  
in order to service the issue of 639.145.900 warrants “warrant azioni ordinarie UBI Banca 
2009/2011”.  
The warrants were allotted free of charge to the shareholders of the Bank on 18th May 2009  on a 
basis of one warrant for each UBI share held.  
The warrants granted shareholders or their assignees the right to subscribe one share for every 20 
warrants held at a price of 12,30 euro. The holders of the warrants can exercise their rights to 
subscribe for a period of 30 calendar days from 1st June 2011 until 30th June 2011.  
 
Convertible bond issue “UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con facoltà di rimborso in azioni”  
 
On 18th June 2009, the Management Board of UBI Banca, following the decisions taken on 27th 
May 2009 and in implementation of the authorisation granted by a shareholders’ meeting of 9th 
May 2009, approved the final conditions for the convertible bond “UBI 2009/2013 convertibile con 
facoltà di rimborso in azioni”, offered as a rights issue to the shareholders of UBI Banca.  
The issuance of the convertible bonds was performed for a total nominal amount of 639.145.872 
euro, through the issue of 50.129.088  convertible bonds for a nominal amount of 12,75  euro 
each, offered as a rights issue to the shareholders of UBI Banca at a ratio of four convertible 
bonds for every 51 ordinary shares of UBI Banca possessed. The issue price of each convertible 
bond was 12,75 euro.  
The convertible bonds confer the right on the holders to the payment of a fixed coupon equal to 
5,75% gross per annum of the nominal amount of the convertible bonds to be paid annually and 
which will have a term running from 10th July 2009 until 10th  July 2013.  
The Management Board also decided to increase the share capital at the service of the convertible 
bonds by a maximum amount of 639.145.872 euro through the issue of a maximum of 
255.658.348  ordinary shares of UBI Banca, with a nominal value of 2,50 euro each, normal 
dividend entitlement and having the same characteristics of the ordinary shares of UBI Banca 
outstanding on the date of issue.  
As concerns the conversion and redemption rights attaching to the convertible bonds, when 18 
months have elapsed since the issue date of the convertible bonds:  
 
• bondholders shall have the right to convert the convertible bonds into UBI Banca shares at a 
ratio of one ordinary share for every one convertible bond held. If the conversion right is exercised, 
UBI Banca shall have the right to pay a sum of money in place of the shares, not less than the 
nominal amount of the bonds, calculated on the basis of the stock market share price of the UBI 
Banca shares;  
 
• UBI Banca shall have the right to call the convertible bonds by payment in cash and/or in UBI 
Banca shares, with the addition of a premium equal to 10% of the nominal amount of the 
convertible bonds.  
 
The convertible bonds shall be redeemed at par on the maturity date. UBI Banca shall have the 
right to perform the redemption by payment in cash and/or ordinary shares of UBI Banca, in an 
amount not less than the nominal value of the convertible bonds.  
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15.4 Reserves of profits: other information  
 
The reserves of profits in the consolidated financial statements decreased by 228.476 thousand 
euro. That decrease was almost entirely the result of the distribution of a dividend for 2008 and of 
allocations of profits made by the governing bodies of the Bank and its subsidiaries.  
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SECTION 16 Minority interests – Item 210  
 
 
16.1 Equity attributable to minority interests: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Share capital 435.440 553.653
Share premiums 85.839 46.680
Reserves 347.883 395.186
Treasury shares - -
Fair value reserves 52.132 49.532
Equity instruments - -
Profit for the year attributable to minority interests 17.048 78.586
total 938.342 1.123.637

Ta
bella 19: 221010O|1 - NOTA 
Minority interests net of fair value reserves and profits (losses) for the year decreased by 
approximately 126.357 thousand euro.  
The share capital contracted by approximately 118.213 thousand euro due principally to changes 
in shareholdings that occurred during 2009:  

‐ the purchase and sale of equity interests as part of the banc assurance agreements with 
the Aviva Holding Group resulted in a decrease in Banca Carime amounting to 102.778 
thousand euro and in Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria amounting to 32.419 
thousand euro and an increase amounting to 7.935 thousand euro in Banca Popolare di 
Ancona. The change in the percentage of ownership of Banca Popolare di Ancona caused a 
change in UBI Leasing and in Centrobanca to result in a total aggregate increase of 
approximately 3.734 thousand euro;  

‐ the operation to increase the share capital of Banco di San Giorgio performed in relation to 
the acquisition of banking operations from Intesa S. Paolo (bank branches) resulted in an 
increase amounting to 5.490 thousand euro;  

‐ the agreements signed by the Parent, Centrobanca and Medinvest International for the 
enhancement and further development of the Group’s online trading and banking 
business resulted in an increase in the interest held in IW Bank  which resulted in a 
decrease of 4.779 thousand euro. On the other hand the inclusion of the company Twice 
SIM  in the scope of consolidation resulted in an increase of 3.365 thousand euro. The 
company Investnet directly controlled by IW Bank recorded an increase of 1.121 thousand 
euro;  

‐ the remaining difference relates to other consolidation entries;  
‐ minority interests included 9.844 thousand euro consisting of savings shares and 26.246 

thousand euro consisting of the privileged shares of Banca Regionale Europea Spa.  
Share premiums increased by approximately 39.159 thousand euro as a result of the corporate 
ownership transactions reported above. These changes resulted in an increase in Banca Popolare 
di Ancona of approximately 31.361 thousand euro and in Banco di San Giorgio of 16.065 
thousand euro and a decrease in IW Bank of 7.718 thousand euro. The remaining difference 
relates to other consolidation entries.  
 
The effect of the transfer to the income statement of asset and liability items when the purchase 
price allocation was performed had a negative impact on profit attributable to minority interests 
amounting to approximately 15.519 thousand euro (18,9 million euro to 31st December 2008).  
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OTHER INFORMATION  
 
 
1. Guarantees granted and commitments  
 

Transactions  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1) Guarantees granted of a financial nature 1.586.143 1.297.682 
a) Banks 222.671 62.672 
b) Customers 1.363.472 1.235.010 

2) Guarantees granted of a commercial nature 4.450.885 5.118.744 
a) Banks 65.832 64.056 
b) Customers 4.385.053 5.054.688 

3) Irrevocable commitments to pay funds 7.387.905 7.761.945 
a) Banks 143.090 291.066 

i) of certain use 141.809 251.613 
ii) of uncertain use 1.281 39.453 

b) Customers 7.244.815 7.470.879 
i) of certain use 651.512 879.625 
ii) of uncertain use 6.593.303 6.591.254 

4) Commitments underlying credit derivatives: protection sales 65.000 
5) Assets pledged to guarantee obligations to third parties - - 
6) Other commitments 2.836.715 2.406.519 

Total 16.261.648 16.649.890 
bella 

20: 301000O|1 – NOTA 
 
 
 
2. Assets pledged to secure own liabilities and commitments  
 

Portfolios  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
1. Financial assets held for trading 374.822 882.704 

2. Financial assets at fair value - - 

3. Available-for-sale financial assets 4.247.467 2.017.492 
4. Held-to-maturity investments - 1.619.076 

5. Loans to banks - - 

6. Loans to customers 73.068 102.763 

7. Property, equipment and investment property - - 

Total 4.695.357 4.622.035 
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The financial assets contained in the table relate to securities and loans implemented by the 
banks in the Group as reported in detail below:  
 

Portfolios

Financial assets held for trading
Bank of Italy advances 17.958 

Repurchase agreements 306.720 

Other transactions 50.144 

374.822 

Available-for-sale financial assets
Bank of Italy advances 1.159.890 

Repurchase agreements 2.991.150 

Issue of bankers' drafts 59.119 

Other transactions 37.308 

4.247.467 

Loans to customers
Mortgages 73.068 

73.068 

Guarantees of liabilities or commitments

 
 
 
3. Information on operational leases  
 
No items of this type exist.  
 
 
4.      Composition of investments for unit-linked and index-linked policies  
 
No items of this type exist.  
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5.   Management and intermediation on behalf of third parties  
 

Type of services Amounts

1. Execution of stock market orders on behalf of customers 9.179.790
a) Purchases 6.276.652

1. Settled 6.270.683
2. Not settled 5.969

b) Sales 2.903.138
1. Settled 2.900.549
2. Not settled 2.589

2. Portfolio managements 36.032.018
a) Individual 15.849.351
b) Collective 20.182.667

3. Custody and administration of securities 150.065.349
a) Securities of third parties held on deposit: connected with depository bank 
activity (not including portfolio management)

17.039.160

1. Securities issued by companies included in the consolidation -
2. Other securities 17.039.160

b) Other third party securities held on deposit (not including portfolio 86.563.239
1. Securities issued by companies included in the consolidation
2. Other securities 86.563.239

c) Securities belonging to third parties, deposited with third parties 45.571.501
d) Own securities deposited with third parties 891.449

4. Other transactions 47.059.572
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Part C – Information on the Consolidated 
Income Statement  
 
 
SECTION 1 Interest – items 10 and 20  
 
 
1.1 Interest income and similar: composition  
 

Items/Type

1. Financial assets held for trading 17.945 241 24 18.210 45.282 
2. Financial assets at fair value - - - - 27.383 

3. Available-for-sale financial assets 176.804 - - 176.804 140.263 

4. Held-to-maturity investments 59.659 - - 59.659 54.618 

5. Loans to banks - 40.009 251 40.260 137.137 

6. Loans to customers 6.750 3.907.728 1.852 3.916.330 5.782.623 

7. Hedging derivatives X X - - 

8. Other assets X X 2.685 2.685 2.943 
Total 261.158 3.947.978 4.812 4.213.948 6.190.249 

Debt 
instruments

Financing
Other 

transactions 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

ble 30: 501000O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
Interest on impaired assets relates almost entirely to loans to customers and totalled 191.788 
thousand euro.  
 
 
1.2 Interest income and similar: hedging differentials  
 
The interest balance for margins on hedging differentials to 31st December 2009, was negative.  
Details are given in Table 1.5 later in this section.  
 
 
1.3 Interest and similar income: other information  
 

Items/Values  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Interest income on financial assets held in foreign currency 50.635 98.954 
Interest income on finance lease transactions 300.088 523.733 

 
ble 31: 501030O|1 - NOTA 
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1.4 Interest expense and similar: composition  
 

Items/Type Borrowings Securities Other transactions  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Due to central banks (3.339) - - (3.339) (9.212) 
2. Due to banks (45.786) X (85) (45.871) (227.583) 
3. Due to customers (373.784) X (794) (374.578) (1.083.662) 
4. Securities issued X (1.195.592) - (1.195.592) (1.612.761) 
5. Financial liabilities held for trading (810) - - (810) (102.525) 
6. Financial liabilities at fair value - - - - - 
7. Other liabilities and funds X X (1.406) (1.406) (896) 
8. Hedging derivatives X X (96.724) (96.724) (157.266) 

Total (423.719) (1.195.592) (99.009) (1.718.320) (3.193.905) 

 
e 32: 502000O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
 
1.5 Interest expense and similar: hedging differentials  
 

Items/Segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Positive differentials on hedging transactions: 641.146 903.735 
B. Negative differentials on hedging transactions: (737.870) (1.061.001) 
C. Balance (A-B) (96.724) (157.266) 

Table 33: 502010O|1 - NOTA 
 
 
1.6 Interest expense and similar: other information  
 

Items/Values 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Interest expense on liabilities held in foreign currency (34.551) (140.286) 
Interest expense on finance lease transactions (146) (398) 

 
Table 34: 502020O|1 - NOTA 
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SECTION 2 Commissions – items 40 and 50  
 
 
2.1 Commission income: composition  
 
 

Type of services/Segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
a) guarantees granted 41.069 42.417

b) credit derivatives - -
c) management, trading and advisory services: 656.798 701.998

1. trading in financial instruments 37.830 39.469

2. foreign exchange trading 11.510 15.154

3. portfolio management 258.769 295.901
3.1. individual 73.660 81.542

3.2. collective 185.109 214.359

4. custody and administration of securities 19.188 20.166

5. depository banking 21.022 27.118

6. placement of securities 78.411 78.359
7. receipt and transmission of orders 48.681 43.138

8. advisory activities 5.965 7.144

8.1 on investments 5.965 7.144

8.2 on financial structure - -
9. distribution of third party services 175.422 175.549

9.1. portfolio management - 39

9.1.1. individual - 39

9.1.2. collective - -
9.2. insurance products 105.233 115.534

9.3. other products 70.189 59.976

d) collection and payment services 156.170 174.731

e) servicer activities for securitisation transactions - -

f) services for factoring transactions 26.799 21.828
g) tax collection and payment services - -

h) management of multilateral trading systems - -

i) current account administration 225.262 249.149

j) other services 223.086 197.598
Total 1.329.184 1.387.721

 
 
The sub item j) “Other services” to 31/12/2009 includes “Other commission income” consisting 
of:  

- loans to customers  149.845 thousand euro  
- foreign transactions    11.610 thousand euro  
- issue of bankers’ drafts        311 thousand euro  
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2.2 Commission expense: composition  
 
 

Services/Segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

a) guarantees received ( 765) ( 1.086)
b) credit derivatives - -
c) management and trading services: ( 82.311) ( 88.655)

1. trading in financial instruments ( 17.093) ( 17.820)
2. foreign exchange trading ( 84) ( 131)
3. portfolio management ( 2.877) ( 2.956)

3.1. own ( 1.653) ( 610)

3.2. on behalf of third parties ( 1.224) ( 2.346)

4. custody and administration of securities ( 10.687) ( 9.295)
5. placement of financial instruments ( 3.774) ( 5.331)
6. financial instruments, products and services distributed 
through indirect networks ( 47.796) ( 53.122)

d) collection and payment services ( 64.034) ( 61.798)
e) other services ( 51.899) ( 47.907)

Total ( 199.009) ( 199.446)

 
Table 35: 505000O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
The sub item e) “Other services” to 31/12/2009 includes “Other commission expense” consisting 
of:  

- stock market orders   21.836 thousand euro  
- intermediation      8.106 thousand euro  
- issue of bankers’ drafts         61 thousand euro  

 
 
 
Table 36: 505000O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
SECTION 3 Dividends and similar income – Item 70  
 
 
3.1 Dividends and similar income: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
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A. Financial assets held for trading 4.132 45 8.575 57 

B. Available-for-sale financial assets 4.581 1.851 61.690 862 

C. Financial assets at fair value - - - 20 

D. Equity investments - X - X

Total 8.713 1.896 70.265 939 

Items/Income

 
 
The decrease in dividends received is primarily attributable to the failure of Banca Intesa 
Sanpaolo Spa to distribute a dividend. In 2008 the dividend received amounted to approximately 
55,1 million of euro.  
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SECTION 4 Net trading income (loss) – Item 80  
 
 
4.1 Net trading income (loss): composition  
 
 

Transactions/Components of income Gains (A)
Income from 
trading (B)

Losses  (C)
Losses from trading 

(D)
Income (loss) [(A+B) 

- (C+D)]
1. Financial assets held for trading 60.846 275.589 (8.976) (149.947) 177.512 

1.1 Debt instruments 13.197 13.628 (1.757) (7.663) 17.405 
1.2 Equity instruments 22.448 8.595 (2.170) (6.008) 22.865 
1.3 Units in O.I.C.R.                                      
(collective investment instruments) 464 2.256 (127) (301) 2.292 

1.4 Financing - - - - - 
1.5 Other 24.737 251.110 (4.922) (135.975) 134.950 

2. Financial liabilities held for trading 480 6 (88) (7) 391 
2.1 Debt instruments 480 - - - 480 
2.2 Debts - - - - - 
2.3 Other - 6 (88) (7) (89) 

3. Other financial assets and liabilities: 
exchange rate differences X X X X 3.766 

4. Derivative instruments 355.030 2.557.847 (347.201) (2.605.091) (167.805) 
4.1 Financial derivatives 355.030 2.556.649 (346.835) (2.605.091) (168.637) 

- on debt securities and interest rates 324.163 2.534.048 (314.714) (2.567.482) (23.985) 
- on equity instruments and share indices 6.061 16.171 (6.521) (33.391) (17.680) 
- on currencies and gold X X X X (128.390) 
- other 24.806 6.430 (25.600) (4.218) 1.418 

4.2 Credit derivatives - 1.198 (366) - 832 
Total 416.356 2.833.442 (356.265) (2.755.045) 13.864 

 
The amount shown in line 1.5 “Other” relates principally to the exchange rate differences for 
certificates of deposit denominated in yen and it is linked to the amount shown in line 4.1 
“Financial derivatives on currencies and gold”.  
 
 
 
SECTION 5 Net hedging income (loss) – Item 90  
 
5.1 Net hedging income (loss): composition  
 

Income components/Amounts  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Relative income
A.1 Fair value hedge derivatives 354.334 456.411 
A.2 Hedged financial assets (fair value) 486.311 576.006 
A.3 Hedged financial liabilities (fair value) 78.921 8.394 
A.4 Cash flow hedge financial derivatives - 
A.5 Assets and liabilities in foreign currency - 
Total income from hedging activity (A) 919.566 1.040.811 
B. Relative expense
B.1 Hedging derivatives at fair value (499.582) (338.254) 
B.2 Hedged financial assets (fair value) (191.931) (1.740) 
B.3 Hedged financial liabilities (fair value) (211.041) (719.225) 
B.4 Cash flow hedge financial derivatives (962) - 
B.5 Assets and liabilities in foreign currency (90) (51) 
Total expense from hedging activity (B) (903.606) (1.059.270) 
C. Net profit (loss) on hedging (A-B) 15.960 (18.459) 
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SECTION 6 Income/expense from disposals/repurchases – Item 100  
 
6.1 Income/expense from disposals/repurchases: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Items/Income components

P
ro

fit
s

L
os

se
s
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et

 r
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lt
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ro

fi
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 r
es
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Financial assets
1. Loans to banks - - - - (37) (37) 
2. Loans to customers (81) (81) 1.035 (9.145) (8.110) 
3. Available-for-sale financial assets 33.583 (3.067) 30.516 30.980 (934) 30.046 

3.1 Debt securities 27.756 (2.720) 25.036 481 (910) (429) 
3.2 Equity instruments 5.463 5.463 30.307 - 30.307 
3.3 Units in O.I.C.R (collective investment instruments) 364 (347) 17 192 (24) 168 
3.4 Financing - - - - - - 

4. Held-to-maturity investments 37.441 - 37.441 - - - 
Total assets 71.024 (3.148) 67.876 32.015 (10.116) 21.899 

Financial liabilities - - - 
1. Due to banks - - - - - - 
2. Due to customers - - - - - - 
3. Securities in issue 65.001 (10.762) 54.239 8.619 (1.066) 7.553 

Total liabilities 65.001 (10.762) 54.239 8.619 (1.066) 7.553 
 

 
The most significant results of the transactions performed in 2009 presented in the table above 
are as follows:  

‐ the disposal of asset swapped BTP fixed rate government securities, subject to hedging, 
classified within available-for-sale financial assets. These disposals related mainly to the 
Parent and the subsidiary IW Bank Spa;  

‐ the disposal of equity instruments classified within available-for-sale financial assets, 
including 2,1 million euro for the sale of the interest held in Cedacri by Banca Regionale 
Europea Spa, 1,5 million euro in relation to the disposal of the SIA-SSB investment and 
one million euro from taking up the public tender offer on Meliorbanca shares;  

‐ information on the gain of 37,4 million euro on the disposal of held-to-maturity 
investments is provided at the foot of Table 5.4 “Change in held-to-maturity investments” 
in the statement of financial position section, which may be consulted;  

‐ the profits on line 3 “securities issued” of the financial liabilities part include 60,5 million 
euro attributable to the “public exchange offer” launched from 10th until 18th  June 2009, 
on outstanding innovative preference shares and five series of tier two subordinated 
liabilities called in exchange for senior debt securities.  

In the previous year the gain on the disposal of the investment in Centrale dei Bilanci amounted 
to 23,2 million euro and that on the disposal of the investment in the company Key Client Spa 
amounted to 7,1 million euro.  
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SECTION 7 Net income/expense on financial assets and liabilities at fair 
value – Item 110  
 
7.1 Net value change in financial assets/liabilities at fair value: composition  
 
 

Transactions/Components of income Gains (A) Profit on sale (B) Losses  (C)
Losses on sale 

(D)
Net result [(A+B)-

(C+D)]

1. Financial assets 8.985 10.792 (39.171) (5.757) (25.151) 
1.1 Debt instruments - - - - - 
1.2 Equity instruments - - - - - 
1.3 Units in O.I.C.R. (collective 
investment instruments) 8.985 10.792 (39.171) (5.757) (25.151) 

1.4 Financing - - - - - 
2. Financial liabilities - - - - - 

2.1 Debt instruments - - - - - 
2.2 Due to banks - - - - - 
2.3 Due to customers - - - - - 

3. Financial assets and liabilities in 
foreign currency: exchange rate 
differences

X X X X - 

4. Credit and financial derivatives - - - - - 
Total 8.985 10.792 (39.171) (5.757) (25.151) 

 
 
 
There was a decrease in OICR units (collective investment instruments), relating exclusively to 
units in hedge funds subscribed by UBI Banca Scpa, which resulted in a trading gain of 
approximately five million euro.  
The valuation of the Capitalgest funds, for which an official NAV quotation and the liquidity of the 
assets is guaranteed, resulted in a gain of 7,5 million euro.  
For the  other positions, however, a due diligence investigation was performed on the portfolios by 
a company specialising in alternative investments, designed to assess the organisational 
structure, the nature of the investments, the short term liquidity of the investments and the 
reliability of the NAV quoted. The latter made recognition of prudential write-downs necessary for 
the hedge funds on which redemptions had been suspended in particular, with or without “gates” 
or “side pockets”. These valuations had an impact on the income statement (both in terms of 
reductions in the gains and increases in the losses) amounting to 4,8 million euro.  
In consideration of the particularly pessimistic forecasts of recovery, full write-downs of the 
carrying amounts were performed for two positions:  
DD GROWTH PREMIUM – loss of 25,2 million euro (already recognised in the first half of 2009);  
SV SPECIAL – loss of 8,1 million euro.  
The aggregate result for the valuation of the remaining hedge funds was a net gain of 0,5 million 
euro.  
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SECTION 8 Net impairment losses on loans – Item 130  
 
 
8.1 Net impairment losses on loans: composition  
 

Impairment losses (1) Reversals of impairment losses (2)

Transactions/Components of 
income

Specific Specific Portfolio  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Impairment 
losses

Other of interest
other reversals of 
impairment losses

of interest
other write-

backs

A. Loans to banks - (3.471) (14) 3 - - - (3.482) 286 

- Financing - (3.471) (14) 3 - - - (3.482) 286 

- Debt instruments - - - - - - - - - 

B. Loans to customers (125.494) (788.506) (118.047) 29.510 128.172 - 12.636 (861.729) (559.454) 

- Financing (125.494) (787.640) (118.047) 29.510 128.172 - 12.636 (860.863) (558.576) 

- Debt instruments - (866) - - - - - (866) (878) 

C. Total (125.494) (791.977) (118.061) 29.513 128.172 - 12.636 (865.211) (559.168) 

Portfolio

 
Table 37: 514000O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
 
Table 38: 514000O|1 - NOTA3_ALTRE 
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8.2 Net impairment losses on available-for-sale financial assets: composition  
 
 

Impairment losses (1) Reversals of impairment losses (2)

Transactions/Components of income Specific Specific  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Impairment 
losses 

Other of interest other reversals of 
impairment losses

A. Debt instruments - - - - - - 
B. Equity instruments - (34.799) X X (34.799) (516.917) 

C. Units in O.I.C.R.                              
(collective investment instruments).

- (9.084) X - (9.084) - 

D. Loans to banks - - - - - - 
E. Loans to customers - - - - - - 
F. Total - (43.883) - - (43.883) (516.917) 

 
 
The main impairment loss on equity instruments related to Banca Intesa Sanpaolo Spa, for which the valuation on 30th June 2009 resulted in 
recognition of impairment amounting to 32,4 million euro. Additionally, permanent impairment losses were also recognised on the investment in 
Centrosim Spa amounting to 1,3 million euro.  
The impairment of OICR units (collective investment instruments), amounting to 9,1 million euro, relates entirely to the Polis Fund. This write-
down, the result of the adoption of a policy for the impairment testing of available-for-sale financial assets reported in part A.2 of the notes to the 
consolidated financial statements, was performed in relation to the lower value of the units with respect to the historical cost of purchase.  
The net impairment losses in point B “Equity instruments” are included in the write-downs of the shares acquired by the network banks following 
the partial conversions of restructured loans, as described in the foot note to Table 4.2 in the asset part of the statement of financial position 
section.  
able 39: 514010O|1 - NOTA1_BANCH 
 
8.3 Net impairment losses on held-to-maturity investments: composition  
 
This type of item is not present for the UBI Group.  
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8.4 Net impairment losses on other financial transactions: composition  
 
 

Impairment losses (1) Reversals of impairment losses (2)

Transactions/Components of income Specific Specific Portfolio  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Impairment 
losses 

Other of interest other reversals of 
impairment losses

of interest other reversals of 
impairment losses

A. Guarantees granted - (5.384) (2.632) - 1.204 - 2.822 (3.990) 3.394 
B. Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - - 
C. Commitments to pay funds - (1.279) - - - (1.279) 3.089 
D. Other transactions (7) - - - - - - (7) (116) 
E. Total (7) (5.384) (3.911) - 1.204 - 2.822 (5.276) 6.367 

Portfolio

Table 40: 514030O|1 - NOTA1_BANCHE 
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SECTION 9 Net premiums – Item 150  
 
 
9.1 Net premiums: composition  
 

Premiums from insurance activities Direct work Indirect work  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
A. Life
A.1 Gross premiums recognised (+) - - - - 
A.2 Premiums reinsured (-) - X - - 
A.3 Total - - - - 
B. Non life 
B.1 Gross premiums recognised (+) 191.847 - 191.847 220.153 
B.2 Premiums reinsured (-) (18.479) X (18.479) (33.624) 
B.3 Change in gross premiums reserve (+/-) (656) - (656) 2.664 
B.4 Change in reinsurer premium reserves (+/-) (3.536) - (3.536) (153) 
B.5 Total 169.176 - 169.176 189.040 
C. Total net premiums 169.176 - 169.176 189.040 

 
able 41: 516000O|1 - NOTA 
Section 10 Other income/expense of insurance operations – Item 160  
 
 
10.1 Balance of other income/expense of insurance operations: composition  
 

Items  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Net change in technical reserves (4.191) (676) 
2 Claims paid during the year (139.913) (180.915) 
3. Other income and expense on insurance operations (5.023) (9.835) 

Total (149.127) (191.426) 

 
 
10.2 Composition of the sub-item “Net change in technical reserves”  
 

Net change in technical reserves 31.12.2009 31.12.2008
1. Life
A. Mathematical reserves - - 

A.1 Gross annual amount - - 
A.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers - - 

B. Other technical reserves - - 
B.1 Gross annual amount - - 
B.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers - - 

C. Technical reserves where the investment risk is borne by the insurers - - 
C.1 Gross annual amount - - 
C.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers - - 

Total reserves life sector -                               -                               
2. Non life
Changes in other non life sector technical reserves other than claims reserves net of 
reinsurance (4.191) 676 

 
TA 
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10.3 Composition of the sub-item “Claims paid during the year”  
 

A. Amounts paid - - 

A.1 Gross annual amount - - 

A.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers - - 

Change in mathematical reserves - - 

B. Change in reserves for sums to be paid - - 

B.1 Gross annual amount - - 

B.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers - - 

Total life sector claims -                                -                                

C. Amounts paid 136.496 140.948 

C.1 Gross annual amount 158.779 165.220 
C.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers (22.283) (24.272) 

D. Change in recoveries net of portion borne by reinsurers (1.663) (1.954) 
E. Changes of the damages reserve 5.080 41.921 

E.1 Gross annual amount 22.437 43.460 
E.2 (-) Portion borne by reinsurers (17.357) (1.539) 

Total non life sector claims 139.913                     180.915                     

Life sector: costs of claims net of reinsurance

Costs for claims

Non life sector: cost of claims, net of recoveries and reinsurance

 31.12.2009  31.12.2008 

Table 42: 517020O|1 - NOTA 
 
SECTION 11 Administrative expenses – Item 180  
 
 
11.1 Personnel expenses: composition  
 
Type of expense/Segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
1) Employees (1.423.361) (1.561.900) 
a) Wages and salaries (974.448) (1.060.549) 
b) Social security charges (264.733) (278.825) 
c) Severance indemnity (1.842) (3.255) 
d) Pension expense (111) (96) 
e) Provision charge for severance payments of personnel (17.279) (31.677) 
f) Provision charge for pension and similar: (6.660) (6.344) 
- defined contribution (156) (549) 
- defined benefits (6.504) (5.795) 
g) Payments to external supplementary retirement benefit plans: (108.630) (106.836) 
- defined contribution (108.480) (106.606) 
- defined benefits (150) (230) 
h) Expenses resulting from share based payment agreements (179) 8 
i) Other benefits for permanent employees (49.479) (74.326) 
2) Other personnel in service (31.031) (45.413) 
3) Directors and statutory auditors (22.701) (25.216) 
4) Expenses for retired personnel (107) (134) 

Total (1.477.200) (1.632.663) 

Table 43: 519000aO|1 - NOTA 
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11.2 Average number of employees by category  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

EMPLOYEES 19.557 19.780 
a) senior managers 554 556 
b) middle managers 7.617 7.490 
c) remaining employees 11.386 11.734 

OTHER PERSONNEL 858 1.062 
 

 
“Other personnel” also includes the directors and statutory auditors of Group member 
companies. 44 : 519010O|1 - NOTA 
 
 
11.3 Defined benefit company pension funds: total expenses  
 
11.4 See the section 12.3 “Defined benefit company pension funds” in the statement of 
financial position liabilities section.  
 
 
11.4 Other benefits for employees  
 
The item “Other benefits for employees” consists mainly of expenses relating to the leaving 
incentive plan amounting to 4,7 million euro, expenses for luncheon vouchers amounting to 
20 million euro and insurance expenses of 14,4 million euro.  
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11.5 Other administrative expenses: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Other administrative expenses (722.215) (761.402) 
Rent payable (80.090) (73.325) 

Professional and advisory services (108.421) (95.451) 

Rentals hardware, software and other assets (36.869) (38.219) 

Maintenance of hardware, software and other assets (43.373) (44.868) 

Tenancy of premises (58.178) (57.981) 

Property maintenance (24.970) (26.740) 

Counting, transport and management of valuables (17.893) (17.493) 

Membership fees (11.541) (8.299) 

Information services and land registry searches (16.718) (13.520) 

Books and periodicals (1.970) (2.911) 

Postal (37.759) (35.743) 

Insurance premiums (27.331) (32.060) 

Advertising (28.033) (36.615) 

Entertainment expenses (2.385) (4.356) 

Telephone and data transmission expenses (67.817) (76.942) 

Services in outsourcing (47.597) (52.291) 

Travel expenses (24.396) (26.679) 

Credit recovery  expenses (42.468) (29.246) 

Forms, stationery and consumables (13.545) (16.655) 

Transport and removals (8.414) (8.276) 

Security (11.368) (11.796) 

UBI Group merger expenses (5.886) (41.920) 

Other expenses (5.193) (10.016) 

B. Indirect taxes (216.195) (186.949) 
Indirect taxes and duties (45.157) (12.878) 

Stamp duty (133.620) (134.040) 

Municipal property tax (9.818) (8.313) 

Other taxes (27.600) (31.718) 

Total (938.410) (948.351) 

Ta
ble 45: 519000bO|1 - NOTA 
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SECTION 12 Net provisions for risks and charges – Item 190  
 
 
12.1 Net provisions for risks and charges: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Net provisions for risks and charges for revocations (1.881) (5.067) 

Net provisions for bonds in default (739) (4.633) 

Net provisions for litigation (17.610) (14.805) 

Other net provisions for risks and charges (16.702) (9.984) 

Total (36.932) (34.489) 

Table 46: 520000O|1 - NOTA 
Table 12.2 “Provisions for risks and charges – annual changes” in the statement of financial 
position liabilities section may be consulted for uses of provisions for risks and charges.  
 
SECTION 13 Net impairment losses on property, equipment and  
investment property – Item 200  
 
 
13.1 Net impairment losses on property, equipment and investment property: 

composition  
 
 

Assets/Components of income
Depreciation          

(a)
Impairment losses      

(b)

Reversals of impairment 
losses                

(c)

Net result           
(a+b-c)

A. Property, equipment and investment property
A.1 Owned (115.739) (563) - (116.302) 

- for operational use (112.060) (563) - (112.623) 
- for investment (3.679) - - (3.679) 

A.2 Acquired through finance lease (1.106) - - (1.106) 
- for operational use (1.106) - - (1.106) 
- for investment - - - - 

Total (116.845) (563) - (117.408) 

 
le 47: 521000O|1 - NOTA3_ALT 
 
 
SECTION 14 Net impairment losses on intangible assets – Item 210  
 
 
14.1 Net impairment losses on intangible assets: composition  
 

Assets/Components of income
Amortisation           

(a)
Impairment losses      

(b)
Write-backs           

(c)
Net result            

(a+b-c)

A. Intangible assets (114.428) (36.342) - (150.770) 
A.1 Owned (114.428) (36.342) - (150.770) 

- Internally generated by the company (246) - (246) 
- other (114.182) (36.342) - (150.524) 

A.2 Acquired through finance lease - - - - 
Total (114.428) (36.342) - (150.770) 

 
Details are given in the footnote to Table 13.2 statement of financial position assets section, 
which may be consulted.  
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SECTION 15 Other operating income/expense – Item 220  
 
 
15.1 Other operating expense: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Other operating expenses (116.036) (128.453) 
Fines and charges for late tax payments ( 900) ( 288)
Depreciation of improvements to third party leased assets ( 7.889) ( 9.521)
Ordinary maintenance of investment properties 0 ( 12)
Other expenses and prior year expense ( 107.247) ( 118.632)

- of which costs relating to finance lease contracts (8.176) ( 6.190)

Table 48: 523000O|1 - NOTA1 
 
 
15.2 Other operating income: composition  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Other operating income 351.078 355.337 
Charges to third parties for expenses on deposit and current accounts 26.565 25.708 
Recovery of insurance premiums 31.787 35.763 
Other income for property management 1.629 1.357 
Recovery of taxes 155.308 157.860 
Rent income 6.307 7.061 
Other income, expense recoveries and prior year income 129.482 127.588 
- of which recoveries on lease contracts 13.946 13.154 

Table 49: 523000O|1 - NOTA2 
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SECTION 16 Profits (losses) of equity investments – Item 240  
 
 
16.1 Profits (losses) of equity investments: composition  
 

Income components/segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1) Jointly controlled entities
A. Income - - 

1. Revaluations - - 
2. Profits on sale - - 
3. Reversals of impairment losses - - 
4. Other income - - 

B. Expense - - 
1. Impairment losses - - 
2. Impairment losses due to deterioration - - 
3. Losses on sale - - 
4. Other expense - - 

Net result - - 
2) Companies subject to significant influence

A. Income 36.254 11.403 
1. Revaluations - - 
2. Profits on sale 203 2.034 
3. Reversals of impairment losses - - 
4. Other income 36.051 9.369 

B. Expense (676) (9.353) 
1. Impairment losses - - 
2. Impairment losses due to deterioration - - 
3. Losses on sale - - 
4. Other expense (676) (9.353) 

Net result 35.578 2.050 
Totale 35.578 2.050 

 
Table 50: 525000O|1 - NOTA 
 
The amount in line A.2 of section 2 “Profits on sale” consists of the adjustment to the price for 
the sale, the year before, of the interest held by UBI Banca Scpa in CFE Corporation 
Financiere Europeenne Sa.  
 
The amounts in lines A.4 “Other income” and B.4 “Other expense” of section 2 represent the 
profits and losses respectively of companies valued according to the equity method.  
Details are given in the note at the foot of Table 10.3 “Equity investments: annual changes” in 
the statement of financial position section.  
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SECTION 17 Net result of value measurement of property, equipment and 
investment property and intangible assets – Item 250  
 
 
17.1 Net result of value measurement (or at revalued amount) of property, equipment 

and investment property and intangible assets at fair value (or deemed cost) 
 
No “Net result of fair value measurement of property, equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets” was recognised.  
 
 
SECTION 18 Net impairment losses on goodwill – Item 260  
 
 
18.1 Net impairment losses on goodwill: composition  
 
No “Net impairment losses on goodwill” were recognised for the reasons given in the section 13 
“Intangible assets: other information” of the statement of financial position assets part of the 
notes.  
 
 
 
SECTION 19 Profits (losses) on disposal of investments – Item 270  
 
 
19.1 Profits (losses) on disposal of investments: composition  
 

Income components/segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Properties 4.448 3.211 
- Profits on sale 4.448 3.224 
- Losses on sale - (13) 

B. Other assets 95.691 79.742 
- Profit on sale 96.396 80.026 
- losses on sale (705) (284) 

Net result 100.139 82.953 

 
Gli utTable 51: 528000O|1 - NOTA 
 
 
Profits on  sales under point B, “Other assets” consist of the following:  

- disposal of 50% plus one share of UBI Assicurazioni Spa for 45.838 thousand euro;  
- disposal of part of the investment in Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa for 32.435 

thousand euro;  
- disposal of the entire share capital of Mercato Impresa Spa for 12.840 thousand euro;  
- disposal of part of the investment held in IW Bank by Centrobanca Spa for 5.045 

thousand euro.  
 
Profits on sales to 31st December 2008 consisted principally of the realignment of the interests 
held by Prudential in UBI Pramerica SGR Spa (55.860 thousand euro) and the profit realised 
by UBI Assicurazioni Spa on the sale of 50% plus one share of UBI Assicurazioni Vita Spa to 
Aviva Holding Spa (22.948 thousand euro).  
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SECTION 20 Taxes on profit for the year from continuing operations – 
Item 290  
 
 
20.1 Taxes on profit for the year from continuing operations: composition  
 

Income components/segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Current taxes (-) (466.651) (831.993) 

2. Change in current taxes of prior years (+/-) (5.834) (885) 

3. Reduction in current taxes for the year (+) - - 

4. Change in deferred tax assets (+/-) 147.141 384.298 

5. Change in deferred tax liabilities (+/-) 88.459 255.719 

6. Taxes for the year (-) (-1+/-2+3+/-4+/-5) (236.885) (192.861) 

 
Comments on changes in income taxes are given in section 14 of the part on statement of 
financial position assets. 530 
 
 
20.2 Reconciliation between theoretical taxation and actual taxation recorded in the 
accounts  
 

Theoretical IRES payable 548.389                        (150.807)

Permanent increases

- non-deductible impairment losses on AFS securities 31.285                             (8.117)
- interest expense not deductible 65.116                             (17.907)
- taxes on 2010 dividends of UBI subsidiaries -                                   (3.514)
- other minor impacts (3.076)

Permanent decreases

- dividends not taxed (10.609) 2.772
- gains 95% PEX exempt (96.157) 25.121
- tax loss used (66.313) 18.236

Effective IRES payable 471.711                        (137.292)

Theoretical IRAP payable 548.389                        (26.432)

Permanent increases

- personnel expenses + administrative expenses not deductible for IRAP purposes 1.543.295                        (74.387)
- non-deductible impairment losses on AFS securities 31.285                             (1.369)
- impairment of tangible and intangible assets not deductible for IRAP purposes 27.155                             (1.309)
- net impairment losses on loans not deductible for IRAP purposes 865.211                           (41.703)
- interest expense not deductible 114.798                           (5.533)
- taxes on 2010 dividends of UBI subsidiaries -                                   (6.416)

Permanent decreases

- dividends (10.609) 256
- gains 95% PEX exempt (96.157) 4.403
- tax wedge deductions (405.068) 19.524

Effective IRAP payable 2.618.299                      (132.966)
Substitute taxes on realignments and refunds for IRAP deductions 31.038
Total effective IRES and IRAP tax expense (239.220)

IRES (CORPORATION TAX) Taxable income IRES 

IRAP [LOCAL PRODUCTION TAX] taxable income IRAP 
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SECTION 21 Profit (loss) after tax from discontinued operations – Item 
310  
 
 
21.1 Profit (loss) after tax from discontinued operations: composition  
 

Income components/segments  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Asset/liability group

1. Income 8.490 617 

2. Expense (1.000) (22.086) 

3. Results of fair value measurement of assets and associated liabilities - - 

4. Profit (loss) on sale - (213) 

5. Taxes and duties (2.335) 5.955 

Profit (loss) 5.155 (15.727) 

Table 52: 532000O|1 - NOTA 
Details are given in the management report, which may be consulted.  
 
21.2 Details of taxes on income in relation to discontinued operations  
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. Current taxation (-) (1.695) 1.499 
2. Change in deferred tax assets (+/-) - - 
3. Change in deferred tax liabilities (-/+) (640) 4.456 
4. Taxes on income for the year (-1+/-2+/-3) (2.335) 5.955 

 
Table 53: 530010O|1 - NOTA 
 
SECTION 22 Profit (loss) for the year attributable to minority interests – 
Item 330  
 
 
22.1 Details of the item 330 “Profit for the year attributable to minority interests”  
 
Profit attributable to minority interests, inclusive of the effects of consolidation entries, totalled 
23.421 thousand euro and was composed as follows:  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa 11.520 10.149
Banca Carime Spa 8.829 18.304
Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria Spa 1.083 7.885
IW Bank Spa 668 5.439
Centrobanca Spa 502 1.279
Banca della Valle Camonica Spa 410 3.257
Banca Regionale Europea Spa - 29.018
Banca di San Giorgio Spa - 3.601
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa - 922
UBI Leasing Spa - 225
SILF Spa - 83
Other companies 409 527

Total 23.421 80.689
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22.2 Details of the item 330 “Loss for the year attributable to minority interests”  
 
Losses attributable to minority interests, inclusive of the effects of consolidation entries, 
totalled 6.373 thousand euro and were composed as follows:  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008
Banca Regionale Europea Spa (3.554) - 
Banca di San Giorgio Spa (1.279) - 
Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa (1.149) - 
UBI Leasing Spa (299) - 
Investnet International Sa (92) - 
CapitalGest Alternative SGR Spa - (2.018) 
Coralis Rent Srl - (72) 
UBI Pramerica SGR Spa - (13) 

Total (6.373) (2.103) 
 

 
 
SECTION 23 Other information  
 
No situations exist which require further information.  
 
 
 
SECTION 24 Earnings per share  
 
Introduction  
With the adoption of international accounting standards, all listed companies, or companies 
for which listing is in progress, which are required to prepare separate company and/or 
consolidated financial statements in compliance with IAS/IFRS (Legislative Decree No. 
38/2005), must report the calculation of their earnings per share (EPS) in their financial 
statements in accordance with IAS 33.  
More specifically that standard requires both basic earnings per share and diluted earnings 
per share to be reported:  

(i) basic EPS has been calculated by dividing the profit attributable to the ordinary 
equity holders of the Parent (numerator) by the weighted average number of 
ordinary outstanding shares (denominator) during the year.  

(ii) diluted EPS has been calculated by taking into account the dilutive effect of 
potential ordinary shares, i.e. financial instruments and/or contracts which assign 
rights to the holders to acquire ordinary shares.  

 
 
Earnings per share to 31st December 2009  
 
Calculation of basic EPS  
On the basis of what has been stated above, the numerator for calculating basic EPS amounts 
to 264.029 thousand euro.  
With regard to the denominator of this indicator, the weighted average of outstanding ordinary 
shares is equal to the number of ordinary shares outstanding as at as at 31st  December 2009, 
which was 639.145.902.  
In this respect:  

(i) as at 1st January 2009 the outstanding ordinary shares of UBI Banca numbered 
639.145.902;  

(ii) in 2009 UBI Banca issued no new ordinary or privileged shares,  
(iii) as at 31st December 2009 UBI Banca held none of its own shares in portfolio.  
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Calculation of diluted EPS  
For the purposes of calculating diluted EPS, as already stated, account must be taken of the 
dilutive effect on the ordinary shares of the Parent resulting from the presence of “potential” 
ordinary shares that are outstanding, such as for example:  

(i) instruments representing debt or equity, including preference shares, that are 
convertible into ordinary shares,  

(ii) options and warrants,  
(iii) shares to be issued if the conditions defined in contractual agreements are met. 

As already fully reported in the statement of financial position section 15 “Equity attributable 
to the Parent”,  potential ordinary shares of UBI Banca existed as at 31st December 2009 due 
to the subscription rights of warrant holders (a maximum of 31.957.295 new ordinary shares) 
and to the possible conversion of the convertible bond issue (a maximum of 255.658.348 new 
ordinary shares).  
The warrants, however, may only be exercised from 1st June 2011, while the right to convert 
the convertible bonds into shares of UBI Banca is not effective before December 2010. It is 
therefore clear that in neither of the two cases will the potential shares give any right to a 
share in the profits distributable to 31/12/2009.  
It therefore follows that the “diluted” earnings per share are identical to the “basic” earnings 
per share.  
 
 
To summarise: 

  EPS 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Consolidated net profit attributable to the Parent  "attributable" (thousands of euro) 264.029 68.679 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding 639.145.902 639.145.902 
Basic earnings per share (in euro) 0,4131 0,1075
Diluted earnings per share (in euro) 0,4131 0,1075

 
 
 
 
The table that follows contains: (i) a reconciliation of consolidated profit attributable to the 
Parent and profit attributable to ordinary equity holders and also (ii) the dilutive effect on the 
average number of outstanding ordinary shares.  
 

  EPS 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

EPS with recognised profits
Consolidated net profit attributable to the Parent (thousands of euro) 270.099 69.001 
Profit not attributable to owners of ordinary equity instruments (thousands of euro) (6.070) (322) 
Consolidated profit attributable to the Parent (thousands of euro) 264.029 68.679 
Number of shares existing at the beginning of the year 639.145.902 639.145.902 
Number of shares issued during the year - - 
Weighted average shares issued during the year - - 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding 639.145.902 639.145.902 
Weighted dilutive effect resulting from the exercise of potential ordinary shares - - 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares for diluted capital 639.145.902 639.145.902 
Basic earnings per share (in euro) 0,4131 0,1075
Diluted earnings per share (in euro) 0,4131 0,1075
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PART D –Consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income  
 

31/12/2009

Gross amount Tax on income Net amount 

10. Profit (loss) for the year X X 287.147 

Other comprehensive income

20. Available-for-sale financial assets: 320.749 (66.708) 254.041 

a) changes in fair value 343.054 (32.193) 310.861 

b) transfer to income statement 8.831 (109) 8.722 

- impairment losses 9.308 - 9.308 

- profits (losses) on sale (477) (109) (586) 

c) other changes (31.136) (34.406) (65.542) 

30. Property, equipment and investment property - 

40. Intangible assets - 

50. Hedging of foreign investments: - - - 

a) changes in fair value - 

b) transfer to income statement - 

c) other changes - 

60. Cash flow hedges: 15.783 (5.101) 10.682 

a) changes in fair value 15.783 (5.101) 10.682 

b) transfer to income statement - 

c) other changes - 

70. Currency translation differences: - - - 

a) changes in fair value - 

b) transfer to income statement - 

c) other changes - 

80. Discontinued operations held for disposal: - - - 

a) changes in fair value - 

b) transfer to income statement - 

c) other changes - 

90. Actuarial gains (losses) on defined benefit plans: 4.755 (1.284) 3.471 

100. Portion of fair value reserves attributable to equity investments valued 
using the equity method: 56.104 (17.918) 38.186 

a) changes in fair value 66.854 (21.440) 45.414 

b) transfer to income statement 8.421 (2.713) 5.708 

- impairment losses 5.493 (1.775) 3.718 

- profits (losses) on sale 2.928 (938) 1.990 

c) other changes (19.171) 6.235 (12.936) 

110. Total other comprehensive items 397.391 (91.011) 306.380 

120. Comprehensive income (item 10+110) 593.527 

130. Consolidated comprehensive income attributable to minority interests 18.109 

140. Consolidated comprehensive income attributable to the shareholders of the 
Parent 575.418 

Items
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Part E - Information on risks and the 
relative hedging policies  
 
 
 
Section 1 - Banking Group Risks  
 
In compliance with current regulations, the UBI Group has adopted a risk control system 
which disciplines and integrates the organisational, regulatory and methodological guidelines 
of the system of internal controls with which all Group member companies must comply in 
order to allow the Parent to perform its activities of strategic, management and operational 
control in an effective and economical manner.  
 
Group member companies co-operate pro-actively in identifying risks to which they are subject 
and in defining the relative criteria for measuring, managing and monitoring them.  
The key principles on which Group risk analysis and management are based for the pursuit of 
an increasingly more knowledgeable and efficient allocation of economic and supervisory 
capital are as follows:  

- rigorous containment of financial and credit risks and strong management of all types 
of risk;  

- the use of sustainable value creation logic in defining risk appetite and the allocation of 
capital;  

- definition of the Group’s risk appetite with reference to specific types of risk and/or 
specific activities in a set of policy regulations for the Group and for the single entities 
within it.  

 
The propensity to risk helps to define the strategic positioning of the Group and it is defined in 
such a manner as to be consistent with its mission and its strategy and its business and value 
creation objectives.  

The definition of the UBI Group’s appetite for risk includes quantitative and qualitative factors:  

• from a quantitative viewpoint, the risk appetite is given by the amount of capital that 
the Bank is willing to put at risk and it helps to define the strategic positioning of the 
Group;  

• from a qualitative viewpoint, risk appetite relates to the Group’s desire to strengthen its 
management and monitoring systems and the efficiency and effectiveness of its system 
of internal controls.  

 
As concerns the 2007-2010 Integration Business Plan, activity is continuing with the Basel 2 
project to achieve recognition of the use of internal models for the purposes of estimating 
minimum capital requirements and of implementing the second and third pillars of the New 
Accord on Capital just mentioned. Nevertheless in terms of timing, the adoption of internal 
models has been deferred due to the change in the financial and macroeconomic context and 
to recent proposals to modify prudential regulations contained in Basel Committee 
consultation papers.  
 
With regard to the second pillar, the ICAAP report as at 31st December 2009 is to be filed with 
the supervisory body in April 2010 and it will include first pillar risks, second pillar risks 
specified by regulations and risks identified independently by the Group. The structure of the 
report gives details of the following: strategic lines of development and the forecast horizon 
considered by the Group business plan; a description of corporate governance, organisational 
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structures and systems of control related to ICAAP; exposure to risks, methods of measuring 
and aggregating them and stress tests; the components, estimates and methods of allocating 
internal capital; the relationship between internal capital, supervisory requirements and 
supervisory capital; and finally the self assessment of ICAAP, which identifies areas for further 
growth in the methodological model.  
  
When the ICAAP report is filed, a report will be made available to the public at the same time 
on the UBI Banca website (www.ubibanca.it), in the investor relations sector, in compliance 
with the third pillar requirements. The regulations introduce obligations to publish 
information on capital adequacy, exposure to risks and the general characteristics of the 
systems designed to identify, measure and manage them.  
The information to be provided favours greater transparency in the ways in which banks 
manage risk. The Bank of Italy has made special tables available in this respect in which the 
quantitative and qualitative information which banks must publish is classified, thereby 
making the data comparable.  
 
This part – sections 1 to 412 - furnishes information on the risk profiles listed below, on the 
relative management and hedging policies pursued by the Group and its activities relating to 
financial derivative instruments:  

a) credit risk;  
b) market risks:  

- interest rates,  
- price,  
- currency,  

c) liquidity risk;  
d) operational risks.  

 
 
Sections 5 and 6 also provide information on the risks pertaining to the insurance companies 
and other companies in the consolidation.  
 
A report on the general framework of the risks and uncertainties to which the UBI Group is 
exposed is given in a special section of the report on operations, prepared in compliance with 
Legislative Decree No. 32 of 2nd February 2007, which implements EC Directive No. 
2003/51/EC.  
 
 

                                       
12 Sections 1 to 4 provide information for the banking group only, except in cases where explicit reference 
is made to all the companies in the consolidation.  
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1. CREDIT RISK  
 
Qualitative information  
 
1.1 General aspects  
 
The strategies and policies for assuming credit risk and the instruments employed to manage 
it are defined at the Parent, by the Risk Capital & Policies Area in conjunction with the Credit 
Area. The Commercial Macro Area, the Risk Management Area and the Studies Area also 
contribute to the formulation of policies. There is a particular focus in the formulation of the 
credit policies on maintaining an appropriate risk/yield profile and on assuming risks that are 
consistent with the risk appetite defined by senior management and, more generally, with the 
mission of the UBI Group.  
The priorities in the orientation of the Group's credit policies are to support local economies, 
families, businessmen, professionals and small-to-medium size enterprises. The particular 
attention paid to maintaining relationships established with customers and to developing them 
over the years is one of the strong points of the Group and it helps to eliminate information 
asymmetries and offers continuity in customer relationships with a view to long term support. 
Even in the current difficult economic situation, while conserving the credit quality of its 
assets, the Bank is ensuring that the economy has adequate access to credit, by participating, 
amongst other things, in “Agreements” stipulated between the Italian Banking Association, the 
Ministry of Finance and trade associations.  
 
Specific credit policies have been formulated with regard to the corporate and small business 
markets to guide and grow the credit portfolio in terms of geographical area, economic sector 
and credit rating class. Credit policies act to support the distribution network in evaluating 
the attractiveness of business with a view to value creation in particular areas and sectors and 
with particular counterparties and in assessing the creditworthiness of counterparties.  
 
Credit policies have been developed on the basis of:  

- macroeconomic forecasts which allow risk and expected growth for 2010 to be assessed 
for different sectors and geographical areas;  

- forecasts of growth in lending from which expected growth rates can be defined for 
each sub-portfolio, geographical area, sector and rating class;  

- a model for identifying the most attractive clusters from a risk and geographical/sector 
viewpoint.  

 
Finally particular attention is paid to defining guidelines for the treatment of new products, 
with adequate reporting to senior management concerning observance of risk/yield objectives, 
the calculation of minimum interest rates for granting loans, the quality of borrowers, 
guarantees received and expected rates of recovery in cases of insolvency.  
 
Credit policies are implemented in the distribution network by means of:  

- loan assessment procedures which are made easier for counterparties belonging to 
attractive clusters and through targeted marketing campaigns;  

- initiatives designed to contain risk profiles and limit the negative impact on value 
creation in the corporate portfolio (corrective pricing action/acquiring security/revision 
of credit lines) for counterparties belonging to unattractive clusters.  
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2.2 Policies for the management of credit risk  
 
2.2.1 Organisational aspects  
 
In the performance of its traditional banking business, the Group is exposed to the risk that 
the loans it grants will not be repaid by borrowers when they are due and must be partially or 
fully written-down. More specifically the risk profile for lending is sensitive to the performance 
of the economy as a whole, to the deterioration in the financial position of counterparties 
(shortage of liquidity, insolvency, etc.), or to changes in their competitiveness, to structural or 
technological changes in corporate debtors and to other external factors (e.g. changes in 
legislation, deterioration in the value of financial guarantees connected with market 
performance). A further risk factor to which the Group pays particular attention is the degree 
of diversification in the lending portfolio among different borrowers and among the different 
sectors in which they operate.  
 
The organisational model on which the units which manage lending activity is based is as 
follows:  

• Parent units for centralised monitoring and co-ordination;  
• the General Managements of banks and Group companies, to which the following 

report:  
- credit departments;  
- local loan approval centres;  
- branches;  
- corporate banking units (CBUs),  
- units for the management of private banking customers (PBUs).  

 
The characteristics of that organisational model not only ensure strong standardisation 
between the units of the Parent and the corresponding units in the network banks, with 
consequent linearity in the processes and the optimisation of information flows, but they also 
provide a clear separation between commercial and credit functions. Loan granting activity is 
also differentiated by customer segment (retail/private banking and corporate) and specialised 
by the status of the loan: “performing” (managed by retail, private banking and corporate 
lending units) and “default” (managed by problem loan units).  
Furthermore, the introduction of decentralised local approval centres (LACs) in the banking 
area to support retail branches and units for private banking customers guarantees effective 
co-ordination and liaison between different units operating on the various markets. The Parent 
oversees policy management, overall portfolio monitoring, the refinement of assessment 
systems, problem loan management and compliance with regulations through the Credit and 
Credit Recovery, Risks Control and the Strategic Development and Planning Macro Areas and 
the Audit Function  of the Parent and the Group.  
For all those entities (individual companies or groups) with authorised credit from banks and 
companies in the Group (including risk activities involving issuer and related risks), which 
totals more than 50 million euro, the Parent must set an operational limit which is the 
maximum credit that may be authorised for the counterparty at UBI Group level. The 
Management Board of the Parent is responsible for granting, changing and renewing 
operational limits on the proposal of the UBI Credit Area after first consulting the UBI Credit 
Committee.  
The banks and companies of the Group must also request a prior, consultative, non binding 
opinion from the Parent for combinations of a) amounts of authorised credit and b) determined 
internal rating classes. It is the Parent’s duty to assess whether it is consistent with the credit 
policies of the Group, according to the criteria and parameters laid down in the credit 
authorisation regulations of the Group. A prior opinion is not required for credit 
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authorisations for single counterparties or groups of companies which fall within the 
operational limits that have been set.  
  
In consideration of the specific federal organisation of the UBI Group, the Parent decided to 
adopt a “focused” model for the management of corporate customers common to more than 
one network bank on the basis of which, briefly:  
- decisions relating to credit risk management, pricing and the formulation of commercial 
policies for customers common to two or more banks are centred on a lead bank, termed the 
pivot bank, thereby avoiding the generation of a decrease in the overall profitability on the 
counterparty;  
- non pivot banks abstain from opening new accounts and/or from granting new credit 
facilities.  
 
A pivot bank may be defined as the bank which has the best chances, with its own business 
units, of arranging new business and/or intensifying existing business with the customer in 
common, in order to draw the greatest possible benefit for the whole banking Group. It 
therefore directs the other banks involved with regard to the most appropriate conduct to 
follow to improve business with the customer as a whole.  
The various organisational units in banks and product companies are responsible for credit 
and commercial activities and they also hold responsibility for monitoring both the activity 
they perform directly and that performed by those units which report to them. More 
specifically, responsibility for managing and monitoring performing loans lies in the first 
instance with the account managers who handle daily relationships with customers and who 
have an immediate perception of any deterioration in credit quality. Nevertheless, all 
employees of Group member companies are required to promptly report all information that 
might allow difficulties to be identified at an early stage or which might recommend different 
ways of managing accounts, by concretely participating in the monitoring process.  
In the second instance, the organisational units responsible for monitoring credit risk are the 
Credit Quality Management and Monitoring units, which perform monitoring, supervision and 
analysis of performing positions on both a case by case and a collective basis, where the 
intensity and degree of detail of the analysis is a function of the risk class attributed to the 
counterparties and the seriousness of the performance problems. This unit, not involved in 
loan approval procedures, either on its own initiative or on submission of a proposal, may 
assess a position and decide (or propose to a superior decision-making unit when the decision 
does not lie within its powers), to change the classification of performing counterparties to a 
more serious status. In these cases it asks, through its Credit Department, the Credit Area – 
Credit Service – Opinions Function to issue a prior non binding opinion in those cases where 
Credit Authorisation Regulations require it. The Credit Quality Management and Monitoring 
Service in the Credit Area of UBI Banca is responsible for co-ordinating and defining 
guidelines for monitoring the lending portfolio, overseeing the development of monitoring tools, 
monitoring credit policies and preparing management reports.  
 
The Risk Management Area is located in the Risks Control Area and it performs the following 
through its Credit Risk Service:  

– it defines, in co-operation with the Methods and Models Service, Group criteria and 
methodologies for the development of internal rating models – probability of default 
(PD), loss given default (LGD), and exposure at default (EAD) – in line with regulatory 
requirements and best practices;  

– it works, in co-operation with the Rating Desk and the Major Borrowers Rating units 
on the Credit Area staff, on the definition of methods for assigning counterparty 
ratings;  

– it produces periodical analyses which illustrate the risk profile of the total lending 
portfolio and the commercial sub-portfolios at Group level and at the level of individual 
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legal entities, in terms of distribution by rating class, LGD and expected loss, loan 
impairment rates and concentration in the largest customers;  

– it develops methods, in co-operation with the Tax and Administration Area, for 
calculating collective provisions to be recognised in the financial statements on the 
basis of internal credit ratings for the network banks and Centrobanca and loan 
impairment rates for the other banks and product companies;  

– it calculates loan impairment rates for the Group and defines the relative calculation 
methods for individual legal entities;  

– it works, in co-operation with the Risk Capital & Policies Area and the Commercial 
Macro Area, to provide input parameters (PD, LGD, EAD) for product pricing activities.  
 

Furthermore the Credit Risk Service plays a key role within the Basel 2 project:  
– it formulates guidelines on credit risk matters generally and also with regard to 

periodic reporting to the Supervisory Authority;  
– it draws up roll-out plans for models implemented at the Parent;  
– it co-ordinates activities for the development and maintenance of internal rating 

processes and systems.  
 
Finally, through its Risk Policies Service, the Risk Capital and Policies Area, which is located 
in the Strategic Development and Planning Macro Area, defines policies for the assumption 
and management of credit risk and, in co-operation with the other areas concerned, strategies 
for the development of the lending portfolio. It co-ordinates activities for the operational 
implementation of policies, the assumption and management of risk at Group level and it 
periodically monitors the consistency of these with Group operations and proposes corrective 
action if necessary. It monitors the implementation of credit policies in co-operation with the 
Commercial Macro Area with a view to the creation of value within commercial processes. The 
area defines in detail and undertakes active credit portfolio management action designed to 
optimise the creation of value on the loan portfolio and also takes initiatives to mitigate, 
monitor and transfer credit risk (e.g. securitisations), assessing the impact on economic 
capital and on supervisory capital requirements.  
 
Finally, the area defines, in co-operation with the Credit and Commercial Area, ways of 
assessing performances and counterparties in terms of value creation and also criteria 
concerning the appropriateness of pricing in relation to risk, in line with the general value 
creation model defined by it.  
As concerns the production and distribution of products which involve the assumption of 
credit risk by Group member companies, it formulates appropriate methods for performing 
pricing and it participates, together with the Commercial Macro Area, in defining the relative 
convention agreements.  
 
2.2.2 Management, measurement and control systems  
 
The Credit Risk Service is responsible for Group reporting on credit risk in order to monitor 
changes in the risk attached to lending for individual banks and commercial portfolios. The 
reports are submitted monthly to the Management Board and quarterly to the boards of 
directors of the individual network banks. For the network banks and Centrobanca the reports 
describe distributions by internal rating classes, LGD and expected loss  and for the network 
banks they also give changes in average risk for the corporate market, the small business 
portfolio in the retail market and for the affluent and mass market portfolios again in the retail 
market. Reporting for the “product companies” is based on the specific risk for the various 
types of lending and products marketed. Special reports on specific matters are also prepared 
on the main components of credit risk. The departmental reporting process was redesigned in 
2009 as part of the Basel 2 project, for which there is a regulatory section which considers risk 
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management measures together with output data from “parallel running” processing as part of 
the Basel 2 AIRB approach.  
 
The set of models which constitute the internal rating system (IRB) of the Group are managed 
by the Risk Management Area and by the Credit Area.  
Refinement of the internal rating systems in use on the target platform continued in 2009 in 
order to achieve increasingly more accurate measurement of creditworthiness both at 
aggregate and single counterparty level. Action was taken in particular to update some 
components of the corporate and business and private individual retail models, in order to 
improve their performance in terms of capacity to discriminate, while PD estimates were 
updated on the basis of the latest available data.  
 
The system at present involves the use of automatic models for private individuals and small-
sized businesses, automatic models supplemented by qualitative questionnaires and a geo-
sectoral module for medium-to-large size businesses, and a mainly judgemental model for 
major borrowers (i.e. groups of companies with authorised credit of greater than 20 million 
euro).  
Automatic models summarise ratings statistically on the basis of the following risk factors 
appropriately calibrated according to the type of counterparty or model:  

- economic and financial factors;  
- performance factors (internal and external);  
- qualitative factors (competitive positioning, corporate structure, etc.);  
- geo-sectoral factors.  

 
The major borrower model integrates an economic and financial assessment with a structured 
judgmental component which examines aspects such as the shareholder base, management, 
sector, competitive environment and financial flexibility, giving great consideration to factors 
relating to the group of companies to which the counterparty belongs. The calibration of PDs 
was updated for that model during 2009.  
 
The processes generated or directly impacted by the introduction of internal credit rating 
systems within the network banks are as follows:  

• identification of a model for the calculation of counterparty credit ratings;  
• assignment of a first loan disbursement rating;  
• assignment of a performance rating; ratings are assigned to all counterparties on the 

basis of operational risk and qualitative and statement of financial position variables 
where present;  

• rating change (override): requests are made by account managers and by central credit 
units of network banks to modify ratings calculated by the system;  

• monitoring of ratings: performance ratings are verified with periodical recalculations 
after the first disbursement;  

• annual verification of ratings: the input data for calculating ratings are updated by the 
staff concerned (e.g. account managers).  

 
The operational units involved in the loan disbursement and renewal process use internal 
credit ratings, which constitute necessary and essential evaluation factors for credit 
authorisations when these are assessed and revised. Powers to authorise loans are based on 
the risk profiles of the customers or the transactions as given by the credit rating, while they 
are managed using Pratica Elettronica di Fido (electronic credit authorisation) software. The 
credit ratings are used both by the management reporting system and in the information made 
available to units in banks involved in the lending process.  
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The assignment to rating classes that are different from those calculated by the internal rating 
system on the basis of the models adopted is made by proposing an override on the rating for 
which the methods of presentation, examination and validation are different for cases of:  

• higher rating override;  
• lower rating override.  

 
These changes are made on the basis of information not already considered by the rating 
model, not adequately weighted by the model or where it is intended to anticipate the future 
influence of the information.  
 
In addition to the process for the disbursement, renewal and monitoring of credit and to the 
departmental reporting process just described, the processes directly affected by internal 
ratings or in which internal estimates of PD and LGD are described below.  
 
The calculation of collective impairment losses on performing loans  

The calculation methodologies used for the calculation of collective impairment losses on 
performing loan in the network banks and at Centrobanca are different from those used by the 
main product companies of the Group.  
More specifically a method is employed for loans to customers in network banks and at 
Centrobanca based on internal estimates of PD (probability of default) associated with internal 
ratings and estimates of LGD (loss given default). The latter uses operational corrective factors 
with respect to the parameters used for regulatory purposes. It should be noted that the 
percentages of impairment resulting from the application of the PDS and LGDs are also used 
for “irrevocable commitments of uncertain use” to which the regulatory credit conversion 
coefficient is also applied.  
The approach currently used for those product companies most subject to credit risk is that 
based on impairment rates for loans which uses a broader definition of default that includes 
changes of classification from performing to impaired and non performing classes (B@nca 
24/7 and UBI Leasing) and internal estimates of LGD. As concerns LGD, different internal 
estimates are used at UBI Leasing for different types of product, while expert values are 
applied at Banca 24/7. Special “danger rates” need to be applied to render the definitions of 
default used for impairment rates and estimates of LGD consistent. For UBI Leasing these are 
estimated on internal data and differentiated by product, while for Banca 24/7, they are 
estimated internally, but with no differentiation. Further refinements and updates are planned 
within this methodological framework in 2010.  
 
The calculation of risk adjusted pricing levels  

Expected loss is one of the inputs for the calculation model for theoretical minimum pricing 
levels which guarantee achievement of a return on risk adjusted capital (RORAC). According to 
the risk adjusted pricing policy pursued, theoretical minimum pricing matrices are defined by 
market and segment, product and type of guarantee, rating and maturity.  
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Creation of value, capital allocation and incentive schemes  

As part of its capital management processes, the UBI Group applies multi-period 
methodologies to assess risk adjusted performance that are designed to measure and 
summarise the effects of operational, asset, risk and capital variables that impact the creation 
of wealth for shareholders. With regard to the incentive scheme, one of the quantitative 
objectives of the scheme is the cost of credit on loans,  which incorporates the collective 
impairment component, calculated using measurements of PD and LGD.  
 
Stress tests  

Stress tests for credit risk are performed in relation to the ICAAP Report, as support in the 
preparation of business plans and in response to specific requests by the Bank of Italy. More 
specifically, stress tests are performed on those exposure classes that can present greater 
variability in the ratio between risk weighted assets (RWA) and the corresponding amount of 
the exposure.  
The scenarios analysed involve an increase in the average ratio between the amount of the 
exposure and RWAs of differing dimensions, estimating the impact on capital ratios.  
 
The Group intends within the framework of the Basel 2 project to apply for authorisation from 
the supervisory body to use its own internal rating and LGD ratings for the purpose of 
determining minimum supervisory requirements firstly for the “corporate” and then 
subsequently for “retail exposure” supervisory portfolios. The Group pursues the objective of 
maintaining a level of capitalisation that is adequate for the actual risk of its lending portfolio 
and therefore of using the rating and LGD calculation systems which are already used for 
operating purposes also for supervisory purposes.  
 
As recommended by the Bank of Italy circular No. 263/2006, New Supervisory Instructions for 
Banks, the Group currently adopts the standardised approach for the determination of 
supervisory capital. It was decided to make use, for the “businesses and other” supervisory 
class of exposures in particular, of external credit ratings, where available, furnished by the 
agencies Moody’s and Lince which are ECAIs (External Credit Assessment Institutions) 
recognised by the Bank of Italy.  
 
Activity also continued in 2009 to revise, update and adopt policies and regulations for credit 
risk management. Existing policies are listed below together with the principal contents.  
 
 
Credit Policy  

This policy, approved by the Management Board and the Supervisory Board in the first quarter 
of 2009, outlines the growth strategy for the Group corporate lending portfolio.  

The strategy is defined on the basis of:  

− macroeconomic forecasts, with reference to expected changes in risk and trends for the 
size of the portfolio;  

− the potential creation of value for each portfolio cluster (risk-adjusted return)  

− maintaining the level of concentration of the portfolio at pre-determined maximum 
levels.  

The policy not only sets growth targets for each portfolio cluster, but also establishes easy loan 
assessment processes for sectors considered “attractive” (termed “buy” sectors) in which 
increased market share is therefore sought (higher growth than that of the market) and on the 
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other hand greater restrictions in terms of minimum pricing and security for sectors in which 
a reduction in market sector is sought (“sell” sectors).  

Credit risk policies also regulate single name concentration risk (subject to a specific policy 
since 2008), by setting maximum limits on exposure to a single counterparty in order to limit 
risks of instability that would arise from high rates of concentration of loans on major 
borrowers.  

The limits set by the policy are based on counterparty ratings and the type of transaction 
(distinguishing between short term and medium-to-long term transactions).  

At the beginning of the year, the Credit Area and the Risk Management Area introduced a 
monitoring process for the concentration limits contained in the policy, focused on verifying 
compliance with total credit authorisation limits for a given group of companies.  

 

“Country and institutional counterparty risk policy”  

This policy, approved by the Management Board in December 2007 and the Supervisory Board 
in February 2008, sets out rules and principles for managing credit granted to resident and 
non resident institutional customers and also to ordinary customers in countries at risk.  
This set of regulations is designed to guarantee adequate management of the entire process of 
assessment, approval, disbursement, management, monitoring and collection of loans. More 
specifically the policy contains strategic guidelines for Group operations in that segment. The 
UBI Group has become sufficiently large in terms of the total institutional counterparty loan 
portfolio and the number and amount of the individual transactions, that it was considered 
advisable to select and direct lending to major financial counterparties, in order to minimise 
the risks assumed (credit and operational). The international component of the distribution 
network and the need to maintain an adequate rating to satisfy Group funding requirements 
on global markets under favourable conditions mean that it is necessary to operate with a 
logic, practices and contracts appropriate to the standing and size that the Group has 
reached. Compliance with Basel 2 requirements on risk concentration make it necessary to set 
proper regulations in place for country risk, to set total limits in order to maintain an adequate 
risk yield profile on the portfolio of loans to institutional counterparties and those subject to 
country risk and to prevent undesirable concentration effects. Finally, the essentially 
commercial vocation of the Group requires some corrections to be made with respect to what 
has been said with specific reference to business with institutional counterparties and 
countries induced by and performed to support ordinary corporate clients with import and 
export activities on global markets.  
 
The principles defined by the policy are contained in a set of regulations approved by the 
Management Board in May 2008. Those regulations set out both rules for loan assessment 
and approval processes and maximum credit risk exposure limits as follows:  

− maximum exposure limits: maximum limits on total authorised credit for the different risk 
classes of the exposures (combinations of counterparty ratings and country ratings) at 
Group and individual company level;  

− counterparty concentration limits: maximum limits on total authorised credit for each 
single borrower for the different risk classes (combinations of counterparty ratings and 
country ratings) defined at Group level;  

− country concentration limits: maximum limits on total authorised credit for each country 
defined at Group and individual company level.  

 

Policy for the distribution of mortgages though brokers  
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This policy, approved by the Management Board in December 2007 and the Supervisory Board 
in February 2008, regulates the procedures for the use of external distribution networks for 
granting mortgages to non captive customers in order to contain potential credit, operational 
and reputational risks.  

The policy defines the following:  

− minimum capitalisation limits for the brokerage companies and a prohibition on direct 
agreements with mortgage brokers and real estate agents;  

− minimum contents for agreements between distribution networks and banks or 
companies in the UBI Group including, for example, the specification of a minimum list of 
risk indicators to be monitored for which there must be a provision in the agreement that 
requires the network to remain within certain limits. Once those limits are exceeded 
penalties are applied (if maximum risk limits are exceeded) or bonuses are paid (if 
particularly low levels of risk are achieved) to the distribution network;  

− an obligation by banks entering into agreements to put a process in place to monitor 
changes in the risk indicators just mentioned, with support from the Parent.  

 

Policy on the portability, renegotiation, substitution and early repayment of the mortgages of 
direct customers of the network banks  

The policy on the portability, renegotiation, substitution and early repayment of mortgages 
approved by the Management Board and the Supervisory Board in June 2008, contains the 
UBI Group guidelines for portability (in both directions), the renegotiation (including the 
rescheduling of instalments as regulated by the agreement between the Ministry of the 
Economy and Finance and the Italian Banking Association), the substitution and early 
repayment (partial or total) of mortgages. It is designed (by setting minimum standards of 
service amongst other things) to minimise times required, conditions and related costs and 
also to equip the Group with appropriate processes and instruments to manage the relative 
risks (credit, operational and reputation).  

The policy also defines objectives for the maximum time limits for responding to customers for 
which a specific monitoring process have been put in place.  

 

Policy on the portability, renegotiation, substitution and early repayment of mortgages granted 
through intermediaries  

In June 2008 the Management Board approved a policy on the portability, renegotiation, 
substitution and early repayment of mortgages in relation to mortgages granted on the basis of 
standing arrangements between the companies and banks in the Group and specific 
distribution networks.  

As was defined for the mortgages of the network banks, maximum time limits for responding 
to customers were set for which the necessary monitoring process were put in place.  

 

Policy for Centrobanca Structured Finance Transactions  

This policy, which was updated in 2009, sets specific limits and constraints (especially with 
regard to rating classes and maturity) for the structured finance transactions of Centrobanca. 
It combines the achievement of budget targets in terms of volumes disbursed and profitability 
with appropriate management in terms of concentration and distribution by rating classes. 
Two types of limits are set:  

− maximum exposure limits on the total portfolio and on rating classes;  
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− concentration limits for each single group of companies, based on rating classes.  

The Centrobanca Credit Monitoring Service introduced a target process for monitoring first 
level limits, with monthly reporting that is subject to second level controls by the Credit 
Quality Monitoring Service of the Parent.  

 
Risk-adjusted pricing policy  

The risk-adjusted pricing policy defines a process to formulate and implement risk-adjusted 
pricing approaches for various products which involve the assumption of credit risk.  

The price setting process in the distribution network involves the following units:  

− the Risk Capital & Policies Area is responsible for calculating minimum theoretical 
prices, i.e. pricing which will guarantee the achievement of profit objectives adjusted 
for the target risk that were defined when credit polices were set. The policy also 
includes details of roles and responsibilities for the various areas involved in providing 
the different inputs (e.g. cost of funding);  

− the Commercial Macro Area which implements the pricing recommendations just 
mentioned, in the areas to which they apply, comparing them with prices actually 
applied or applicable, and defines the pricing levels which the distribution network and 
the Credit Committee must use as a reference, known as the “reference prices”;  

− the Management Board, which approves the reference price framework, subject to 
consultation with the Credit Area and presentation to the Credit Committee.  

The process for the use of prices in the distribution network involves the following main steps:  

− the prices approved are used as a reference by the Credit Committee of the Parent and 
the loan approval units of the individual banks and they must be given in all loan 
approval proposals;  

– appropriate operational and IT procedures are defined to implement the pricing 
framework by defining impacts in terms of price approval powers, procedures for 
exceptions to minimum prices set, alignment or not of prices for existing products and 
so forth subject to approval by the Group Credit Committee and, where necessary, by 
the Management Committee.  

 
 
Policy on risks resulting from securitisations  

The “Policy on risks resulting from securitisations” sets guidelines for the Group to manage 
risks relating to securitisations defined as  “the risk that the underlying economic substance 
of a securitisation is not fully reflected in decisions made to measure and manage risk”. This 
risk relates to both conventional and synthetic securitisations originated by the Group which 
involve the transfer, at least partial, of the risk attaching to the securitised assets.  

In order to ensure proper risk management of securitisations, the UBI Group intends to 
introduce an internal approval and monitoring system for new securitisations, which will also 
ensure that the process  is monitored by all the appropriate units at the Parent.  

The approval process must involve stating the objective of the transaction, the role played by 
the Group in it and verification that it is fully compliant with the requirements contained in 
Title II, chapter 2, part two, of section two, entitled “minimum requirements for the transfer of 
credit risk” of Bank of Italy Circular 253 “New regulations for the prudential supervision of 
banks” of 27th December 2006.  
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The UBI Group will make sole use when assigning ratings to the bonds and/or the tranches 
issued of agencies recognised by the Bank of Italy (ECAI – External Credit Assessment 
Institution).  

 

Policy on  Residual risk  

 
The “Policy on residual risk” formulates strategic orientations relating to the management of 
“residual risk”, defined as the risk of incurring losses resulting from the unforeseen 
ineffectiveness of established methods of mitigating credit risk used by the UBI Group.  

The policy contains a definition of the process of control over the acquisition and use of 
techniques to reduce credit risk in order to mitigate that risk.  

That process is centred on the definition of appropriate risk management processes designed 
firstly to ensure the verification of compliance with supervisory regulations, distinguishing 
between:  

• “general requirements”, such as “legal certainty”, the “speed of implementation” and 
“organisational requirements”;  

• “specific requirements”, with particular attention to revaluation and monitoring of 
collateral and guarantees and verification of the absence of substantial correlation 
between the ability of the debtor to repay and the collateral.  

 
2.2.3 Techniques for mitigating credit risk  
 
The Group employs standard risk mitigation techniques used in the banking sector by 
acquiring security such as properties and financial instruments as well as personal 
guarantees from counterparties for some types of loan. Determination of the total amount of 
credit that can be granted to a given customer and/or group of companies to which the 
customer belongs takes account of special criteria for assigning weightings to the different 
categories of risk and to guarantees. Prudent "haircuts" are applied to the estimated value of 
collateral depending on the type of security.  
 
The main types of security accepted by the Group are as follows:  

- real estate mortgage  
- pledge.  
 

In the case of mortgage collateral, a distinction is made between specially regulated “land” 
mortgage loans and ordinary mortgage loans with regard to the amount of the loan, which in 
the former case must comply with limits set in relation to the value or the cost of the assets 
used as collateral.  
Pledges represent the second general class of collateral used and different possible types of 
pledge exist within the Group depending on the instrument which is used as the collateral. 
They are as follows:  

- pledges on dematerialised financial instruments such as for example government 
securities, bonds and shares in listed companies, customer portfolio managements, 
bonds of the Group, etc.;  

- pledges of material securities, e.g. valuables and/or sums deposited on current 
accounts or bearer or named savings accounts, certificates of deposit, units in mutual 
funds, shares and bonds issued by unlisted companies;  

- pledges on insurance policies;  
- pledges of quotas held in limited liability companies, which by law must be formed by a 

notarial deed and are subject to registration.  
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A pledge on the value of financial instruments is performed using defined measurement 
criteria and special “haircuts” which reflect the variability in the value of the security pledged. 
In the case of financial instruments denominated in foreign currency, the “haircut” applied for 
the volatility of the exchange rate must be added to that for the volatility of the security.  
As concerns pledges on rights arising from insurance policies, these may only be constituted 
on life insurance policies for which the regulations expressly allow the possibility of a pledge in 
favour of the Bank and only if determined conditions are met (e.g. once the time limit for 
exercising redemption rights has expired, policies which pay only in “case of death” must be 
excluded, and so forth). Special measurement criteria and “haircuts” are also defined for 
insurance policies.  
 
In order to ensure that general and specific requirements are met for recognition of collateral, 
as part of its credit risk mitigation techniques (CRM), (in accordance with Bank of Italy 
Circular No. 263 of 27/12/2006 and subsequent updates) for prudent purposes the UBI 
Group has performed the following:  

- redefined credit processes relating to the acquisition and management of collateral. 
With particular regard to mortgages, in network banks it is compulsory to enter all 
data on a property needed to render collateral eligible in account manager software 
systems. Particular attention was paid to the compulsory nature of expert appraisals 
and to the prompt recovery of the notarial information (details of registrations), 
essential for guarantees to be accepted;  

- recovered, for existing mortgages, all the information required to ensure that they are 
admissible, in line with the provisions of Basel 2 in terms of specific requirements. This 
activity was concluded in 2009 with a substantially positive outcome.  
 

Organisational and IT procedures were generally put firmly in place in 2009 for the 
management of collateral based on set processes to approve, value and monitor them.  
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1.2.4 Impaired financial assets  
 
The classification of the default loan portfolio complies with official regulations and can be 
summarised as follows:  

• exposures that are past due and/or continuously in arrears for more than 180 
days (for some types of exposure, supervisory regulations have shortened that 
period to 90 days);  

• restructured loans,  
• impaired loans;  
• non performing loans.  

 
In addition to those classes, there remains a type of problem loan in respect of “country risk” 
for unsecured exposures to institutional and ordinary customers belonging to countries 
considered as “at risk” as defined by the supervisory authority. With regard to “impaired” 
loans, in order to optimise management and solely for operational purposes, these are divided 
into positions for which it is considered that the temporary situation of objective difficulty can 
be overcome in a very short period of time (normally nine months, extendable, under 
exceptional circumstances for another three) defined as “operationally impaired loans” and the 
remaining positions for which it is felt best to disengage from the account with debt collection 
out of court over a longer period of time. Additionally, loans past due and/or continuously in 
arrears are subject to controls to decide, within a maximum operational period of 60 days, 
whether to reclassify them as either “performing” or in another non performing loan class.  
The management of problem loans is performed on the basis of the level of risk. It is performed 
by the organisational units for the management of problem loans of individual banks for 
exposures past due and/or continuously in arrears, for “operationally impaired loans” and 
“restructured loans”, while “impaired” and “non performing” positions are managed by the 
Credit Recovery Area of the Parent, where the process of centralising the management of these 
problem loans was completed in the first quarter of 2008.  
Assessment of the appropriateness of impairment losses recognised is performed on a case by 
case basis for individual positions to ensure adequate levels of cover for expected losses.  
The analysis of deteriorated exposures is performed continuously by the single operational 
units which manage risks and by the Parent.  
The resolution of difficulties by counterparties is a determining factor for the return of 
positions to “performing” status. This event occurs principally and above all for accounts 
which are continuously in arrears and for “operationally impaired” accounts  
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Quantitative information  
 
A. Credit quality  
 
A.1 Impaired and performing credit exposures: amounts, impairment losses, 
changes, economic and geographical distribution  
 
A.1.1 Distribution of financial assets by portfolio and according to credit quality  
 

Banking group Other companies
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1. Financial assets held for trading 1.269 6.594 321 1.000 1.346.167 - 742 1.356.093 
2. Available-for-sale financial assets - - - - 5.622.063 - 263 5.622.326 
3. Held-to-maturity investments - - - - - - - - 
4. Loans to banks 68 293 - 316 3.223.884 - 53.703 3.278.264 
5. Loans to customers 1.330.880 1.838.973 438.076 915.678 93.334.701 8.627 140.317 98.007.252 
6. Financial assets at fair value - - - - - - - - 
7. Financial assets held for disposal - - - - 71.158 - - 71.158 
8. Hedging derivatives - - - - 633.263 - - 633.263 

 31/12/2009 1.332.217 1.845.860 438.397 916.994 104.231.236 8.627 195.025 108.968.356 
 31/12/2008 846.190 1.171.248 106.326 205.375 105.699.221 14.823 959.795 109.002.978 
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A.1.2 Distribution of credit exposures by portfolio and by credit quality (gross and net 
amounts)  
 

Impaired assets Other assets

Portfolios/Quality
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A. Banking group
1. Financial assets held for trading 11.503 (2.319) 9.184 1.346.297 (130) 1.346.167 1.355.351 
2. Available-for-sale financial assets - - - 5.622.063 - 5.622.063 5.622.063 
3. Held-to-maturity investments - - - - - - - 
4. Loans to banks 4.255 (3.578) 677 3.223.929 (45) 3.223.884 3.224.561 
5. Loans to customers 6.366.761 (1.843.154) 4.523.607 93.823.231 (488.530) 93.334.701 97.858.308 
6. Financial assets at fair value - - - - X - - 
7. Financial assets held for disposal - - - 71.158 - 71.158 71.158 
8. Hedging derivatives - - - 633.263 X 633.263 633.263 

Total A 6.382.519 (1.849.051) 4.533.468 104.719.941 (488.705) 104.231.236 108.764.704 
B. Other consolidated undertakings
1. Financial assets held for trading - - - 742 X 742 742 
2. Available-for-sale financial assets - - - 263 - 263 263 
3. Held-to-maturity investments - - - - - - - 
4. Loans to banks - - - 53.703 - 53.703 53.703 
5. Loans to customers 10.748 (2.121) 8.627 140.578 (261) 140.317 148.944 
6. Financial assets at fair value - - - X X - - 
7. Financial assets held for disposal - - - - - - - 
8. Hedging derivatives - - - X X - - 

Total B 10.748 (2.121) 8.627 195.286 (261) 195.025 203.652 
 31/12/2009 6.393.267 (1.851.172) 4.542.095 104.915.227 (488.966) 104.426.261 108.968.356 
31/12/2008 3.648.128 (1.308.924) 2.339.204 107.098.382 (434.608) 106.663.774 109.002.978 
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A.1.3 Banking Group - On- and off-statement of financial position credit exposures to 
banks: gross and net amounts  
 

Type of exposure/amounts Gross exposure Specific impairment 
losses

Portfolio impairment 
losses

Net exposure

A. ON BALANCE SHEET EXPOSURES
a) Non performing loans 175 (107) X 68 
b) Impaired loans 3.764 (3.471) X 293 
c) Restructured exposures - - X - 
d) Past due exposures 316 - X 316 
e) other assets 4.944.389 X (45) 4.944.344 

TOTAL A 4.948.644 (3.578) (45) 4.945.021 
B. OFF-BALANCE SHEET EXPOSURES

a) Impaired - - X - 
b) Other 2.557.831 X - 2.557.831 

TOTAL B 2.557.831 - - 2.557.831 
TOTAL (A+B) 7.506.475 (3.578) (45) 7.502.852 

 
 
 
A.1.4 Banking Group - On-statement of financial position credit exposures to banks: 
changes in gross deteriorated exposures  
 

Description/categories
Non performing 

loans
Impaired loans

Restructured 
exposures

Past due 
exposures

A. Initial gross exposure 72 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - - - 

B. Increases 103 3.764 - 316 
B.1 transfers from performing exposures - 3.764 - 316 
B.2 transfers from other categories of impaired exposures - - - - 
B.3 other increases 103 

C. Decreases - - - - 
C.1 transfers to performing exposures - - - - 
C.2 impairment losses
C.3 payments received - - - - 
C.4 from disposals - - - - 
C.5 transfers to other categories of impaired exposures - - - - 
C.6 other decreases

D. Final gross exposure 175 3.764 - 316 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - - - 
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A.1.5 Banking Group - On-statement of financial position credit exposures to banks: 
changes in total net impairment losses  
 

Description/categories
Non performing 

loans
Impaired loans

Restructured 
exposures

Past due 
exposures

A. Total initial net impairment (7) - - 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - - - 

B. Increases (103) (3.471) - - 
B.1 impairment losses - (3.471) - - 
B.2 transfers from other categories of deteriorated loans - - - - 
B.3 other increases (103) 

C. Decreases 3 - - - 
C.1 unrealized reversals of impairment losses 3 - - - 
C.2 reversals of impairment losses - - - 
C.3 write-offs - - - 
C.4 transfers to other categories of deteriorated exposures - - - - 
C.5 other decreases

D. Total closing impairment (107) (3.471) - - 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - - - 

 
 
A.1.6 Banking Group - On- and off-statement of financial position credit exposures to 
customers: gross and net amounts  
 

Type of exposure/amounts Gross exposure
Specific impairment 

losses
Portfolio impairment 

losses Net exposure

A. ON BALANCE SHEET EXPOSURES
a) Non performing loans 2.751.588 (1.420.141) X 1.331.447 
b) Impaired loans 2.201.604 (362.559) X 1.839.045 
c) Restructured exposures 478.861 (40.785) X 438.076 
d) Past due exposures 937.573 (21.748) X 915.825 
e) other assets 98.994.232 X (488.660) 98.505.572 

TOTAL A 105.363.858 (1.845.233) (488.660) 103.029.965 
B. OFF-BALANCE SHEET EXPOSURES
B.1 Banking group

a) Deteriorated 200.326 (17.183) X 183.143 
b) Other 14.903.609 X (27.582) 14.876.027 

TOTAL B 15.103.935 (17.183) (27.582) 15.059.170 
TOTAL A+B 120.467.793 (1.862.416) (516.242) 118.089.135 
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A.1.7 Banking Group - On-statement of financial position credit exposures to customers: 
changes in deteriorated exposures  
 

Description/categories Non performing 
loans

Impaired loans Restructured 
exposures

Past due exposures

A. Initial gross exposure 1.865.264 1.375.557 142.306 211.417 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - 

B. Increases 1.382.786 2.814.440 637.244 2.203.767 
B.1 transfers from performing exposures 455.513 1.742.643 302.072 2.032.315 
B.2 transfers from other categories of impaired exposures 921.020 776.099 110.626 129.860 
B.3 other increases 6.253 295.698 224.546 41.592 
C. Decreases (496.462) (1.988.393) (300.689) (1.477.611) 
C.1 transfers to performing exposures (145) (326.939) (41.485) (592.146) 
C.2 impairment losses (245.476) (1.175) (26.445) (32) 
C.3 payments received (215.391) (164.898) (180.097) (24.942) 
C.4 from disposals
C.5 transfers to other categories of impaired exposures (7.504) (1.111.317) (791) (817.993) 
C.6 other decreases (27.946) (384.064) (51.871) (42.498) 
D. Final gross exposure 2.751.588 2.201.604 478.861 937.573 

- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised

 
 
A.1.8 Banking Group - On-statement of financial position credit exposures to customers: 
changes in total net impairment losses  
 

Description/categories
Non performing 

loans
Impaired loans

Restructured 
exposures

Past due 
exposures

A. Total initial net impairment (1.021.196) (221.995) (39.653) (9.437) 
- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - 

B. Increases (806.843) (300.003) (30.353) (23.400) 
B.1 impairment losses (690.885) (225.843) (19.238) (17.846) 

B.2 transfers from other categories of impaired exposures
(104.637) (3.312) (9.050) (1.569) 

B.3 other increases (11.321) (70.848) (2.065) (3.985) 
C. Decreases 407.898 159.439 29.221 11.089 

C.1 unrealized reversals of impairment losses 53.080 16.357 616 2.412 
C.2 reversals of impairment losses 50.639 30.884 1.625 1.423 
C.3 impairment losses 245.476 1.175 26.445 32 

C.4 transfers to other categories of impaired exposures
1.497 110.098 115 6.858 

C.5 other decreases 57.206 925 420 364 
D. Total final net impairment (1.420.141) (362.559) (40.785) (21.748) 

- of which: exposures transferred not derecognised - - 
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A.2 Classification of exposures on the basis of external and internal ratings  
 
A.2.1 Banking Group - Distribution of on- and off-statement of financial position exposures by class of external rating  
 

Exposures External rating classes With no rating Total

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6
A. On balance sheet exposures 3.771.804 26.033.612 9.425.686 6.765.619 2.841.534 1.223.558 57.890.558 107.952.371 
B. Derivatives 6.469 531.409 175.672 84.437 126.921 3.304 427.140 1.355.352 

B.1 Financial derivatives 6.469 531.409 175.672 84.437 126.921 3.304 427.140 1.355.352 
B.2 Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - 

C. Guarantees granted 825.174 1.390.488 325.290 201.792 96.442 45.042 3.152.800 6.037.028 
D. Commitments to grant funds 1.125.321 543.818 416.115 764.910 307.812 4.826 4.225.104 7.387.906 

Total 5.728.768 28.499.327 10.342.763 7.816.758 3.372.709 1.276.730 65.695.602 122.732.657 

 
 
A.2.2 Banking Group - Distribution of on- and off-statement of financial position exposures by class of internal rating  
 

Exposures with no rating TOTAL

Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Rating 6 Rating 7 Rating 8 Rating 9 Rating 10 Rating 11 Rating 12 Rating 13 Rating 14
A. On-balance sheet exposures 920.436 477.017 4.544.595 7.319.961 3.574.431 11.912.111 3.195.387 5.004.790 9.651.704 5.638.971 4.323.594 1.137.201 2.973.787 738.231 74.723.310 136.135.526 
B. Derivatives 6.560 138 17.488 23.596 8.882 30.306 4.702 35.822 25.030 9.353 18.758 915 14.538 4.550 1.869.750 2.070.388 

B.1 Financial derivatives 6.560 138 17.488 23.596 8.882 30.306 4.702 35.822 25.030 9.353 18.758 915 14.538 4.550 1.869.750 2.070.388 
B.2 Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

C. Guarantees granted 191.096 256.525 1.047.098 423.684 958.110 679.441 125.318 403.535 440.615 122.944 167.506 10.431 75.355 21.571 13.201.515 18.124.744 
D. Commitments to grant funds 86.887 9.028 462.849 487.629 78.699 517.533 301.999 305.629 277.575 250.143 397.535 8.281 190.516 22.832 2.574.488 5.971.623 
Total 1.204.979 742.708 6.072.030 8.254.870 4.620.122 13.139.391 3.627.406 5.749.776 10.394.924 6.021.411 4.907.393 1.156.828 3.254.196 787.184 92.369.063 162.302.281 

Internal rating classes

 
The rating classes are presented in decreasing order of creditworthiness: the best creditworthiness in rating class 1; the worst 
creditworthiness in rating class 14.  
The distribution shows the aggregates of exposures, (i.e. data gross of intercompany eliminations) to the ordinary customers of the 
network banks of the Group (Banca Popolare di Ancona Spa, Banca Carime Spa, Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa, Banca Popolare 
Commercio e Industria Spa, Banca di Valle Camonica Spa, UBI Banca Private Investment Spa, Banca Regionale Europea Spa, Banco di 
Brescia Spa, Banco di San Giorgio Spa) to which internal credit ratings have been assigned.  
The management report may be consulted for information on the organic extension of standard and uniform rating systems to other 
companies in the UBI Group  
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A.3 Distribution of guaranteed/secured credit exposures by type of guarantee  
 
A.3.1 Banking Group – Guaranteed/secured credit exposures to banks 
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1. On-balance sheet guaranteed/secured credit exposures:

1.1. fully guaranteed/secured 90.216 - 118.569 31 - - - - - 20 1 - - 118.621 
- of which impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
1.2. partially guaranteed/secured 1.325.366 - 1.291.538 - - - - - - - - - 31.000 1.322.538 
- of which impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

2. Off-balance sheet guaranteed/secured credit exposures:

2.1. fully guaranteed/secured 194.090 - - 194.090 - - - - - - - - - 194.090 
- of which impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
2.2. partially guaranteed/secured - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- of which impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Total (1)+(2)
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A.3.2 Banking Group - Secured/guaranteed credit exposures to customers  
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1. On-balance sheet guaranteed/secured credit exposures:

1.3. fully guaranteed/secured 55.934.744 40.074.541 4.104.818 50.166 - - - - - 3.523 51.379 178.866 10.241.300 54.704.593 
- of which impaired 2.058.440 1.446.280 31.620 271 - - - - - - 628 8.156 639.900 2.126.855 
1.4. partially guaranteed/secured 13.487.825 281.584 796.099 91.226 - - - - - - 15.890 89.605 5.055.124 6.329.528 
- of which impaired 801.336 20.252 135.710 1.370 - - - - - - 127 2.418 333.063 492.940 

2. Off-balance sheet guaranteed/secured credit exposures: - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

2.3. fully guaranteed/secured 3.665.557 1.572.882 138.728 29.787 - - - - - - 8.718 11.278 1.230.347 2.991.740 
- of which impaired 54.680 19.279 3.192 179 - - - - - - 48 2 25.300 48.000 
2.4. partially guaranteed/secured 520.668 14.235 41.915 23.694 - - - - - - 3.559 38.320 137.330 259.053 
- of which impaired 13.517 - 1.484 2.548 - - - - - - - - 10.882 14.914 
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B. Distribution and concentration of credit exposures  
 
B.1 Banking group - Distribution by sector of on- and off-statement of financial position exposures to customers 
(carrying amount)  
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A. On-balance sheet exposures

A.1 Non performing loans - - X 239 (186) X 13.779 (54.224) X 104 (1.548) X 919.392 (798.272) X 397.933 (565.911) X
A.2 Impaired loans - (1) X 1.827 (104) X 59.654 (25.018) X - - X 1.424.775 (277.387) X 352.789 (60.049) X
A.3 Restructured exposures - - X - - X 2.997 (448) X - - X 429.339 (36.710) X 5.740 (3.627) X
A.4 Past due exposures - - X 1 - X 91.442 (416) X - - X 631.202 (9.786) X 193.180 (11.546) X
A.5 Other exposures 4.248.769 X 1.002.249 X (495) 5.030.379 X (12.520) 111.219 X (270) 56.242.706 X (270.789) 31.870.250 X (197.013) 

TOTAL A 4.248.769 (1) - 1.004.316 (290) (495) 5.198.251 (80.106) (12.520) 111.323 (1.548) (270) 59.647.414 (1.122.155) (270.789) 32.819.892 (641.133) (197.013) 

B. Off-balance sheet exposures

B.1 Non performing loans - - X - - X 190 - X - - X 33.366 (9.160) X 266 (44) X
B.2 Impaired loans - - X - - X 1.157 (118) X - - X 96.296 (6.135) X 1.197 (43) X
B.3 Other impaired assets - - X - - X 1.432 - X - - X 48.803 (1.683) X 436 - X
B.4 Other exposures 105.920 X - 1.161.902 X (206) 874.079 X (8.361) 156.108 X (59) 10.787.507 X (17.963) 1.790.511 X (993) 

TOTAL B 105.920 - - 1.161.902 - (206) 876.858 (118) (8.361) 156.108 - (59) 10.965.972 (16.978) (17.963) 1.792.410 (87) (993) 
 31/12/2009 4.354.689 (1) - 2.166.218 (290) (701) 6.075.109 (80.224) (20.881) 267.431 (1.548) (329) 70.613.386 (1.139.133) (288.752) 34.612.302 (641.220) (198.006) 
 31/12/2008 1.703.922 - (75) 1.887.951 (118) (819) 9.863.207 (22.906) (19.906) 179.840 (40) - 64.637.711 (560.990) (232.575) 39.686.791 (401.024) (121.570) 

OtherGovernments and Central Banks Other public authorities Financial companies Insurance companies Non financial companies
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B.2 Banking group – Geographical distribution of on- and off-statement of financial position exposures to 
customers (carrying amount)  
 

ITALY OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AMERICA ASIA REST OF THE WORLD
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A. On-balance sheet exposures
A.1 Non performing loans 1.327.492 (1.395.186) 1.467 (7.947) 2.339 (12.612) - (4.142) 149 (254) 
A.2 Impaired loans 1.795.638 (345.125) 41.013 (16.461) 61 (64) 1.207 (128) 1.126 (781) 
A.3 Restructured exposures 436.934 (40.757) 797 (4) - - - - 345 (24) 
A.4 Past due exposures 844.165 (21.378) 71.486 (367) 6 - - - 168 (3) 
A.5 Other exposures 94.630.949 (477.997) 2.746.170 (9.846) 782.844 (777) 16.941 (12) 328.668 (28) 

TOTAL 99.035.178 (2.280.443) 2.860.933 (34.625) 785.250 (13.453) 18.148 (4.282) 330.456 (1.090) 
B. Off-balance sheet exposures

B.1 Non performing loans 33.852 (9.206) - - - - - - - - 
B.2 Impaired loans 98.081 (6.300) 85 - - - - - - - 
B.3 Other impaired assets 50.538 (1.677) 587 - - - - - - - 
B.4 Other exposures 13.614.642 (26.679) 1.104.488 (809) 108.734 (91) 7.115 (1) 41.048 (2) 

TOTAL 13.797.113 (43.862) 1.105.160 (809) 108.734 (91) 7.115 (1) 41.048 (2) 
 31/12/2009 112.832.291 (2.324.305) 3.966.093 (35.434) 893.984 (13.544) 25.263 (4.283) 371.504 (1.092) 
 31/12/2008 112.622.549 3.809.337 1.119.280 22.446 385.810 

Exposures/Geographical areas
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B.3 Banking group – Geographical distribution of on- and off-statement of financial position exposures to banks 
(carrying amount)  
 

ITALY OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AMERICA ASIA REST OF THE WORLD
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A. On-balance sheet exposures
A.1 Non performing loans 20 (2) 48 (105) - - - - - - 
A.2 Impaired loans - - 102 (3.471) 191 - - - - - 
A.3 Restructured exposures - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Past due exposures - - 316 - - - - - - - 
A.5 Other exposures 3.464.949 (45) 1.226.802 - 119.467 - 14.693 - 118.433 - 

TOTAL 3.464.969 (47) 1.227.268 (3.576) 119.658 - 14.693 - 118.433 - 
B. Off-balance sheet exposures

B.1 Non performing loans - - - - - - - - - - 
B.2 Impaired loans - - - - - - - - - - 
B.3 Other impaired assets - - - - - - - - - - 
B.4 Other exposures 1.653.699 - 784.202 - 91.985 - 20.282 - 7.663 - 

TOTAL 1.653.699 - 784.202 - 91.985 - 20.282 - 7.663 - 
 31/12/2009 5.118.668 (47) 2.011.470 (3.576) 211.643 - 34.975 - 126.096 - 
 31/12/2008 7.711.575 1.564.692 164.104 37.902 74.353 

Exposures/Geographical areas

 
 
B.4 Large exposures  
 
 

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008
Amount - - 
Number - - 

 
 
 
No large exposures were recognised at consolidated level. 
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C. Securitisation and the transfer of assets  
 
C.1 Securitisation transactions  
 
Qualitative information  
 
Underlying objectives strategies and processes of securitisations  
The securitisation of loans allows direct access to capital markets with the diversification of 
the sources of finance and the reduction of risk activities for the purposes of solvency 
coefficients without excluding the originator from managing the relationship with the 
customer.  
Law No. 130/99 “Measures on the securitisation of loans” introduced the possibility into 
national legislation of performing securitisation transactions using specially formed Italian 
registered companies (termed special purpose entities). Five companies in the Group have 
taken advantage of this law for the following securitisations: UBI Finance 2, Lombarda Lease 
Finance 3, Lombarda Lease Finance 4,  UBI Lease Finance 5, Albenza 3 Società per la 
Cartolarizzazione Srl – Orio Finance nr 3 plc, Sintonia Finance, 24-7 Finance.  
 
Securitisation transactions performed within the UBI Banca Group were closed during 2009 
as follows:  
- on 15th January 2009 the Albenza 2 Srl transaction was closed down in advance in 

accordance with contracts. The right to repurchase loans, held under contract by UBI 
Banca Scpa, was transferred to UBI Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa which recognised the 
loans transferred in its financial statements (66.092.428 euro). The relative servicing 
activity was therefore also closed down;  

- on 30th October 2009, the Lombarda Lease Finance 2 securitisation was closed down in 
advance because the originator (UBI leasing) exercised its option under the contract to 
repurchase all the loans held in portfolio for a total amount of 39.310.455 euro and 
recognised them within its asset portfolio. Consequently on receipt of the sales price the 
special purpose entity redeemed all the securities issued.  

 
* * * 

 
The UBI Finance 2 Srl transaction (which accommodates the UBI Banco di Brescia 
securitisation) was concluded in the first few months of 2009. On 13th January 2009 the 
contract for the transfer of the loan portfolio was signed, which consisted of 2.093.238.616,49 
euro of performing loans to small-to-medium sized businesses, while the issuance of the 
relative securities, fully subscribed by the originator (UBI Banco di Brescia), was performed on 
27th February 2009.  
 
 
The main characteristics of the UBI Finance 2 securities issued in 2009 are as follows:  

 class A securities (senior tranches): nominal amount 1.559.500.000,00 euro at 
floating rate, assigned the highest rating by Fitch. These securities have been 
made available to the Parent, UBI Banca, by means of repurchase agreements 
to be used as collateral in repo transactions with the ECB or to guarantee 
intraday transactions with the Bank of Italy;  

 class B securities (junior tranches): nominal amount 519.850.000,00 euro with 
no rating and with a yield equal to the additional return on the transaction, 
which allow the originator, Banco di Brescia, to benefit from the excess spread 
on the underlying portfolios.  

 
The Lombarda Lease Finance 3 securitisation was performed by means of a number of 
interconnected contracts, with the following structure:  
• on 11/06/03 a contract was signed for the transfer without recourse by the originator (UBI 

Leasing S.p.A.) of the principal of implicit performing loans recognised in the accounts as 
at 11/06/03 relating to leasing contracts, against payment of the nominal value of the 
loans transferred by the SPE (Lombarda Lease Finance 3 S.r.l.);  

• the amount of the loans transferred was 650.529.119 euro;  
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• collection of the repayments was managed by the “originator” as the “servicer” of the 
operation on specific mandate of the transferee  

• on 30/06/04 Lombarda Lease Finance 3 S.r.l. issued notes with different redemption 
characteristics to fund the operation;  

• class A1-A2-A3-B-C “senior and mezzanine” notes subscribed by institutional investors;  
• class D “Junior” securities subscribed by the originator.  
 
The Lombarda Lease Finance 4 securitisation was performed by means of a number of 
interconnected contracts, with the following structure:  
• on 11/05/05 a contract was signed for the periodic transfer without recourse by UBI 

Leasing to Lombarda Lease Finance 4 S.r.l. (“Lombarda Lease Finance”) of loans relating to 
leasing contracts, against payment of the nominal amount of the loans transferred by the 
SPE (Lombarda Lease Finance 4 S.r.l.). On 19/10/05, UBI Leasing transferred to LLF4, 
under the transfer contract signed, loans relating to lease contracts for an amount equal to 
the loans transferred which had expired;  

• the amount of the loans transferred in the first transfer was 1.100.007.686 euro and the 
amount for the first transfer scheduled under the “revolving” programme was 63.637.298 
euro;  

• collection of the repayments was managed by the “originator” as the “servicer” of the 
operation on specific mandate of the transferee;  

• on 15/06/05 Lombarda Lease Finance 4 S.r.l. issued notes with different redemption 
characteristics to fund the operation;  

• class A-B-C “senior and mezzanine” notes subscribed by institutional investors;  
• class D “Junior” securities subscribed by the originator.  
 
The UBI Lease Finance 5 securitisation was performed by means of a number of 
interconnected contracts, with the following structure:  
• on 13/11/08 a contract was signed for the transfer without recourse by UBI Leasing to 

UBI Lease Finance 5 S.r.l. (“UBI Lease Finance 5”) of the principal of implicit performing 
loans recognised in the accounts as at 31/10/2008 relating to lease contracts, against 
payment of the nominal amount of the loans transferred by the SPE (UBI Lease Finance 5 
S.r.l.);  

• the amount of the loans transferred was 4.024.051.893,21 euro;  
• collection of the repayments was managed by the “originator” as the “servicer” of the 

operation on specific mandate of the transferee;  
• on 28/11/09 UBI Lease Finance 5 S.r.l. issued notes with differing redemption 

characteristics;  
• class A-B “senior and junior” notes subscribed by the originator.  
 
The securitisation Albenza 3 Società per la Cartolarizzazione S.r.l. was performed in 2001 on 
performing loans resulting from mortgages granted to private individuals resident in Italy. The 
transfer contract was structured as follows:  
• the transfer without recourse of the loans to the special purpose entity Albenza 3 Società 

per la Cartolarizzazione S.r.l., in which the UBI Banca Group holds an interest amounting 
to 389.532.000 euro;  

• funding of the operation by the issue of a single Albenza 3 Società per la Cartolarizzazione 
S.r.l. bond (unrated);  

• the bond was purchased by BPB International Finance Plc (liquidated in 2004) and 
securitised again with the assistance of the Irish registered SPE, Orio Finance nr. 3 plc.  

 
The Orio Finance nr 3 plc securitisation was performed in 2002 on the securities present in 
the BPB International Finance plc portfolio amounting to 390.000.000 euro, on the Albenza 3 
notes already mentioned, together with other MBS securities (Holmes Funding nr 1 plc; 
Holmes Funding nr 2 plc).  
 
The transfer contract was structured as follows:  
• transfer of securities to the special purpose entity Orio Finance nr 3 plc., in which the UBI 

Banca Group holds no interest;  
• funding of the operation by the issue of bonds divided into three classes:  
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 class A securities (senior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor 
three month + 0,260%, for an amount of 427.200.000 euro, assigned ratings 
AAA (S&P) and Aaa (Moody’s);  

 class B securities (mezzanine securities): floating rate bonds equal to the 
Euribor three month + 0,70% for an amount of 17.800.000 euro, assigned 
ratings A (S&P) and A2 (Moody’s);  

 class C securities (junior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor 
three month + 1,00% , for an amount of 21.600.000 euro (unrated).  

• the different types were assigned a different degree of subordination in the definition of 
payment priorities for both the interest and principal components. The class C bonds were 
recognised in the trading portfolio of UBI Banca S.c.p.a., and were eliminated in the 
consolidation against the junior securities recognised within liabilities in the statement of 
financial position of Orio Finance nr 3 plc.  

 
The Sintonia Finance s.r.l. securitisation is of the multi-originator type performed on 23rd 
December 2002 on performing loans, 67% of which were residential mortgages granted to 
private individuals and the remainder were commercial mortgage loans granted to firms 
resident in Italy.  
The transfer contract was structured as follows:  
• the transfer without recourse of loans amounting to 166.313.107 euro to the special 

purpose entity Sintonia Finance s.r.l., in which the UBI Group holds no interest;  
• funding of the operation by the issue of bonds by Sintonia Finance s.r.l. divided into three 

classes:  
 class A securities (senior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor 

three month + 0,45% for an amount of 302.790.000 euro, assigned ratings AAA 
(S&P) and AAA (Fitch);  

 class B securities (mezzanine securities): floating rate bonds equal to the 
Euribor three month + 0,60% for an amount of 21.040.000 euro, assigned 
ratings AA (S&P) and AA (Fitch);  

 class C securities (junior securities): fixed rate 2,00%, bonds, for an amount of 
17.383.000 euro;  

• the different types were assigned a different degree of subordination in the definition of 
payment priorities for both the interest and principal components. The class C Bonds were 
all purchased by the two originators, of which 7.984.000 by Centrobanca, and they were 
eliminated in the consolidated financial statements against the liability recognised in the 
statement of financial position of the SPE.  

 
The 24-7 Finance securitisation was performed in 2008 on:  
• performing loans resulting from mortgages granted to private individuals resident in Italy, 

secured by a prime grade mortgages on residential properties located in Italy all fully built;  
• performing loans resulting from salary backed loans to private individuals resident in 

Italy, secured by a “deducted for non payment” clause and by a loan loss insurance policy;  
• performing loans resulting from personal loans and dedicated loans to private individuals 

resident in Italy.  
The transfer contract was structured as follows:  
• the transfer without recourse of the loans to the special purpose entity 24/7 Finance in 

which UBI Banca holds a 10% interest;  
• funding of the operation by the issue of bonds divided according to the sub-transaction as 

follows:  
 mortgages:  

class A securities (senior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor three 
month + 0,02% for an amount of 2.279.250.000 euro, assigned a rating Aaa (Moody’s);  
class D securities (junior securities): bonds with a yield equal to the “additional 
return”, for an amount of 225.416.196 euro;  

 salary backed loans:  
class A securities (senior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor three 
month for an amount of 722.450.000 euro, assigned rating Aaa (Moody’s);  
class D securities (junior securities): bonds with a yield equal to the “additional 
return”, for an amount of 113.728.307 euro;  

 consumer loans:  
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class A securities (senior securities): floating rate bonds equal to the Euribor six month 
+ 0.35% for an amount of 2.128.250.000 euro, assigned a rating Aaa (Moody’s);  
class D securities (junior securities): bonds with a yield equal to the “additional 
return”, for an amount of 435.940.122 euro.  

 
The operations described above form part of a strategy to expand Group lending, while at the 
same time they free up part of the supervisory capital relating to the loans transferred and can 
be used to generate assets eligible as collateral for refinancing with the European Central 
Bank.  
 
The entities of the UBI Banca Group involved in the securitisation operations and the 
respective roles played are listed below:  
 
UBI Finance 2 
Originator     UBI Banco di Brescia Spa 
Issuer      UBI Finance 2 Srl  
Servicer     UBI Banca Scpa 
Subservicer     UBI Banco di Brescia Spa 
Collection Account Bank   UBI Banca Scpa 
Investment Account Bank   The Bank of New York Mellon 
Cash Manager               The Bank of New York Mellon 
Quotaholder     UBI Banca Scpa 
 
Lombarda Lease Finance 3 
Originator     UBI Leasing Spa 
Issuer      Lombarda Lease Finance 3 Srl  
Servicer     UBI Leasing Spa 
Collection Account Bank   UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Investment Account Bank   UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Cash Manager               UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Class D Notes Depository   UBI Banco di Brescia 
Quotaholder     UBI Banca Scpa 
 
Lombarda Lease Finance 4 
Originator     UBI Leasing Spa 
Issuer      Lombarda Lease Finance 4 Srl  
Servicer     UBI Leasing Spa 
Collection Account Bank   UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Investment Account Bank   UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Cash Manager               UBI Banco di Brescia, Luxembourg Branch 
Quotaholder     UBI Banca Scpa 
 
UBI Lease Finance 5 
Originator     UBI Leasing Spa 
Issuer      UBI Lease Finance 5 Srl  
Servicer     UBI Leasing Spa 
Investment Account Bank   The Bank of New York Mellon 
Cash Manager               The Bank of New York Mellon 
Calculation Agent    The Bank of New York Mellon 
Account Bank     The Bank of New York S.A. Italian Branch 
 
Albenza 3 Società per la Cartolarizzazione S.r.l. 
Originator     UBI Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 
Issuer      Albenza 3 Società per la Cartolarizzazione Srl  
Servicer     UBI Banca Scpa 
Collection Account Bank   UBI Banca Popolare di Bergamo Spa 
Calculation Agent    Centrobanca Spa 
 
Orio Finance nr 3 plc 
Originator UBI Banca    (former BPB Inte Fin – Dublin)  
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Issuer      Orio Finance nr 3 plc  
Servicer     Citibank N.A. 
Collection Account Bank   Citibank N.A.  
Cash Manager                Citibank N.A. 
 
Sintonia Finance 
Originator      Multioriginator – The originator belonging to the  
       UBI Group is Centrobanca S.p.A.  
Issuer      Sintonia Finance Srl  
Servicer     Centrobanca Spa 
Collection Account Bank   Centrobanca Spa 
Investment Account Bank   Citibank N.A. London Branch 
Cash Manager               Citibank N.A. London Branch 
 
24-7 Finance S.r.l. 
Originator     B@nca 24-7 Spa 
Issuer      24-7 Finance Srl  
Servicer     B@nca 24-7 Spa 
Quotaholder     UBI Banca Scpa 
Collection Account Bank   The Bank of New York 
Cash Manager               The Bank of New York - London Branch 
Calculation Agent    The Bank of New York - London Branch 
Investment Account Bank   The Bank of New York 
Class D Notes Depository   Monte Titoli 
 
 
Internal risk measurement and monitoring systems connected with securitisation 
operations including measurement, for those transactions originated by the Group, 
where risks were transferred to third parties. Illustration of the organisational 
structure for managing securitisation operations including systems for reporting to 
senior management or to a similar body.  
 
It was decided to outsource corporate servicing to KPMG Fides for these securitisations 
described above: UBI Finance 2, Lombarda Lease Finance 3, Lombarda Lease Finance 4 and 
UBI Lease Finance 5. A professional firm of consultants was appointed for the remaining 
securitisations with the exception of 24-7 Finance for which servicing was performed by the 
originator itself (Banca 24/7).  
It was decided not to outsource IT and accounting operations related to servicer activities. 
Continuous cash collection activities were performed by the originators making use, amongst 
other things, of the main Group accounting system. This was also useful for reconstructing 
movements in the accounts of the securitisation companies and therefore for providing them 
with the information needed by the corporate servicers for preparing financial statements.  
In order to ensure continuity and effectiveness in the performance of their servicer functions, 
appropriate technical and organisational units were created to monitor the various phases of 
the securitisation process. Accounting and reporting systems were designed, which took 
account of the need to be able to reconstruct all transactions at any moment  
The major part of the management of securitisations is performed by the Finance, 
Administration and Operational Control and Risks Control Macro Areas. The roles and tasks 
relating to the performance of the various operational phases of servicing and to monitoring 
performance figures were defined in those units.  
A set of reports monitoring each individual securitisation operation is prepared quarterly for 
senior management, with half year reports for the Board of Directors and the Board of 
Statutory Auditors.  
In compliance with regulatory guidelines, the Internal Auditing Function performs its activities 
to monitor securitisation operations, with particular reference to servicer activities, for 
compliance with Law No. 130/99, with the company prospectuses and the contracts entered 
into and it reports the results of periodic monitoring half yearly to the Management Board and 
to the Board of Statutory Auditors  
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Description of the hedging policies adopted to mitigate risks connected with 
securitisations including the strategies and processes adopted to continuously monitor 
the effectiveness of these policies.  
 
All the securitisations are hedged by swap contracts where the main objective is to stabilise 
the flow of interest generated by the securitised portfolio and to protect the special purpose 
entity from interest rate risk.  
 
Swap contracts were concluded for each securitisation between the respective SPEs and the 
respective swap counterparties who, in order to be able to “close” the risk with the originators, 
signed contracts identical in form but opposite in their effects with UBI Banca which in turn 
renegotiated further mirror swaps with the respective originators The following constituted 
exceptions to that practice: the UBI Lease Finance 5 and UBI Finance 2 transactions, where 
the special purpose entity entered into swap contracts directly with UBI Banca (which then 
renegotiated mirror swaps with the originators UBI Leasing and UBI Banco Brescia) and the 
Sintonia Finance securitisation which Centrobanca closed directly, without going through the 
Parent, hedging the risk by means of a swap contract.  
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Quantitative information  
 
 
C.1.1 Exposures resulting from securitisation transactions by quality of the underlying assets  
 

On-balance sheet exposure Guarantees granted Credit lines
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A. With own underlying assets:
a) Impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
b) Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

B. With underlying assets of others:
a) Impaired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
b) Other 200.722 200.722 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Senior Mezzanine Junior

Quality of underlying assets/Exposures

Senior Mezzanine Junior Senior Mezzanine Junior

Tabella 21: 190060O|1 - NOTA 
 
 
C.1.2 Exposures resulting from “own” securitisation operations by type of securitised assets and by type of exposure  
 
No exposures resulting from “own” securitisation transactions exist.  
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C.1.3 Exposures resulting from the principal “third party” securitisation transactions by type of securitised assets and by type of exposure  
 
 

On-balance sheet exposure Guarantees granted Credit lines

Senior Mezzanine Junior Senior Mezzanine Junior Senior Mezzanine Junior

Type of underlying assets/Exposures
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A.1 CBO INVESTMENT JERSEY LTD
Securities 35.587 57 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

A.2 Cartolarizzazione INPS 19 TV - Società SCCI

 ABS Securities 88.607 (158) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.3 Cartolarizzazione INPS 18 TV - Società SCCI

 ABS Securities 40.145 691 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Cordusio RMBS Securitisation Srl

RMBS securities 21.433 1.054 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.5 Cordusio RMBS 3 UBCasa 1 Srl 

RMBS securities 14.950 1.040 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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C.1.4 Exposures to securitisations by financial asset portfolio and by type  
 

Exposure/portfolio Trading At fair value
Available-for-

sale
Held-to-maturity Loans  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

1. On-balance sheet exposures 35.587 - 165.135 - - 200.722 174.620 
- Senior 35.587 - 165.135 - - 200.722 174.620 
- Mezzanine - - - - - - - 
- Junior - - - - - - - 

2. Off-balance sheet exposures - - - - - - - 
- Senior - - - - - - - 
- Mezzanine - - - - - - - 
- Junior - - - - - - - 

 
Tabella 22: 190080O|1 - NOTA 
 
C.1.5 Total amount of the securitised assets underlying the junior securities or other forms of 

lending support  
 
No securitised assets underlying the junior securities or other forms of lending support 
existed.  
Tabella 23: 190090O|1 - NOTA 
 
C.1.6 Interests in special purpose entities  
 

Name Registered head office % interest

Lombarda Lease Finance 3 Via XX Settembre, 8 - Brescia 10%
Lombarda Lease Finance 4 Via XX Settembre, 8 - Brescia 10%
UBI Lease Finance 5 Via Foro Bonaparte, 70 - Milano 10%
24-7 Finance Via XX Settembre, 8 - Brescia 10%
UBI Finance Via Foro Bonaparte, 70 - Milano 60%
UBI Finance 2 Via XX Settembre, 8 - Brescia 10%
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C.1.7 Servicer activity – payments received on securitised loans and redemptions of securities issued by the special purpose entity  
 

Percentage of securities redeemed (the end of period figure)

Servicer Special purpose entity Senior Mezzanine Junior

Impaired 
assets

Performing 
assets

Impaired 
assets

Performing 
assets

Impaired 
assets

Performing 
assets

Impaired 
assets

Performing 
assets

Impaired 
assets

Performing 
assets

UBI Banca Scpa Albenza 2 Società per la cartolarizzazione Srl - - - 65.494 0,02% 99,98% - - - - 
UBI Banca Scpa Albenza 3 Società per la cartolarizzazione Srl 1.091 53.210 124 21.326 0,04% 86,04% - - - - 
UBI Banca Scpa UBI Finance 2 Srl (1) - - - - - - - - - - 
Centrobanca Spa Sintonia Finance Srl 4.000 27.134 1.210 8.954 - - - - - - 
UBI Leasing Spa Lombarda Lease Finance 2 Srl - - 975 66.721 - - - - - - 
UBI Leasing Spa Lombarda Lease Finance 3 Srl 5.256 57.699 1.249 43.011 - - - - - - 
UBI Leasing Spa Lombarda Lease Finance 4 Srl 24.610 337.468 4.844 201.277 - - - - - - 
UBI Leasing Spa UBI Lease Finance 5 Srl 77.157 3.040.419 2.532 898.897 - - - - - - 
Banca 24/7 Spa 24-7 Finance Srl (1) - - - - - - - - - - 

Securitised assets (end of 
period figure)

Payments received on 
loans during year

 
(1) These transactions are not reported in detail these notes to the financial statements in view of the repurchase by the originator of all the 
liabilities issued by the special purpose entity.  
 
 
C.1.8 Special purpose entities belonging to the banking group  
 
No special purpose entities belonging to the banking group existed. 
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C.2 Transfers  
 
C.2.1 Financial assets transferred not derecognised  
 

Financial assets held for trading
Financial assets at 

fair value
Available-for-sale financial assets Held-to-maturity investments Loans to banks Loans to customers Total

A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. On-balance sheet assets 306.720 - - 2.991.150 - - - - - - - - - - - 3.297.870 3.562.407 
1. Debt instruments 306.720 - - - - - 2.991.150 - - - - - - - - - - - 3.297.870 3.018.585 
2. Equity instruments - - - - - - - - - X X X X X X X X X - - 

3. O.I.C.R.                               
(collective investment 
instruments)

- - - - - - - - - X X X X X X X X X - - 

4. Financing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 543.822 
5. Impaired assets - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
B. Derivative instruments - - - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - - 

 31/12/2009 306.720 - - - - - 2.991.150 - - - - - - - - - - - 3.297.870 3.562.407 
of which deteriorated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 31/12/2008 556.295 231.339 254.312 - - - 127.969 783.491 907.199 632.304 687.187 988.263 - - - 543.822 - - 3.562.407 3.562.407 
of which deteriorated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
Tabella 24: 190120O|1 - NOTA 
Legend:  
A = Financial assets transferred and fully recognised (carrying amount)  
B = Financial assets transferred and partially recognised (carrying amount)  
C = Financial assets transferred and partially recognised (entire amount)  
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C.2.2 Financial liabilities resulting from financial assets transferred not derecognised  
 
 

Total

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Due to customers - - 2.181.795 - - - 2.181.795 - 
1. from assets fully recognised - - 2.181.795 - - - 2.181.795 - 
2. from assets partially recognised - - - - - - - - 
B. Due to banks 307.150 - 760.916 - - - 1.068.066 - 
1. from assets fully recognised 307.150 - 760.916 - - - 1.068.066 - 
2. from assets partially recognised - - - - - - - - 

 31/12/2009 307.150 - 2.942.711 - - - 3.249.861 - 
of which deteriorated

 31/12/2008 - - - - - - - - 
of which deteriorated

Financial assets held 
for trading

Financial assets 
at fair value

Available-for-sale 
financial assets

Held-to-maturity 
investments

Loans to banks
Loans to 

customers
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C.3 Banking Group – Covered bond operations  

Objectives  

The UBI Management Board passed a resolution to proceed to prepare and implement a programme 
for the issue of structured covered bonds designed produce benefits in terms of funding while 
containing the cost at the same time.  

In detail, the Management Board performed the following:  

• it identified the objectives of the programme;    
• it identified the basic structure of an operation to issue covered bonds in the light of the 

legislation and explained and examined the main elements, including the portfolio of loans, the 
criteria for selecting them, the structure of the financial transaction and the relative tests;  

• it assessed and approved the impacts and the organisational, IT and accounting  changes that 
would be required. These changes were performed to ensure proper risk management by the 
Parent and also by the single banks participating. Account was also taken, in drawing up the 
procedures, of the requirements set by regulations issued by the Bank of Italy;  

• it assessed the risks connected with the operation to issue covered bonds;  
• it assessed the organisational and operating structure of the special purpose entity concerned 

in order to ensure that the contracts involved in the operation contained clauses that would 
guarantee the proper and efficient performance of the functions of the special purpose entity 
itself;  

• it assessed the legal aspects through an in-depth examination of the parties and contract 
documents used, with particular attention paid to the nature of the guarantees given by the 
special purpose entity and the relations between the issuing bank, the originator banks and the 
special purpose entity.  

The structure  

The basic structure of the operation to issue covered bonds involved the performance of the following 
activities:  

• one bank (the originator) transfers a set of assets with determined characteristics to a special 
purpose entity to form a separate set of assets termed a “cover pool”;  

• the originator bank grants a subordinated loan to the special purpose entity designed to fund 
the purchase of the assets by the entity;  

• the bank (the issuing bank) issues covered bonds backed by a primary, unconditional and 
irrevocable guarantee given by the special purpose entity to the sole benefit of the holders of the 
covered bonds and the hedging counterparties involved in the transaction. The guarantee is 
backed by all the assets transferred to the special purpose entity and which form part of the 
cover pool.  

Moreover with the structure that was adopted, the portfolios which constitute the segregated assets 
of the special purpose entity are transferred from more than one originator bank, none of which is the 
issuer bank.  
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Organisational action and control procedures  

As part of the organisational analysis process, four general processes were identified to which the 
main activities of the programme were assigned. In detail:  

1. identification of the liquidity requirements and approval of the operation by the competent 
bodies. This general process involves assessment of proposals for the issue of covered 
bonds by the Finance Committee of UBI Banca and approval of the basic outline by the 
Management Board. Subsequently the network banks involved are informed which assess 
the proposals and their involvement in the issues on the basis of the information received. 
In this context an “arranger” is identified who will supervise the operation and the internal 
organisational units involved are also brought in.  

2. planning and arrangement of the transaction. This general process involves verifying the 
criteria for extracting and validating the assets which form part of the portfolio which is to 
cover the issue. It interfaces with the rating agencies and external auditors and 
preparatory work is done for proper segregation of the asset portfolio and for transfer to 
the special purpose entity and all the relative contracts are prepared by internal units of 
the bank and external advisors;  

3. management of the operations. This general process involves opening current accounts for 
the operations of the special purpose entity, granting the subordinated loan, stipulating 
derivatives contracts between the network banks and the special purpose entity, 
performing tests on the effectiveness of the portfolio and identifying the mortgage loans to 
top-up the cover pool which backs the covered bonds issued. These activities are 
performed on a continuous basis;  

4. Regulatory controls. This general process involves putting internal and external controls 
required by regulations in place to: analyse and monitor obligations to ensure the quality 
and integrity of the assets transferred to back the portfolio; to define effectiveness tests 
and to produce summary reports; to verify compliance with limits set on the transfer of 
eligible assets; to verify cover for financial risks; to verify compliance by the special 
purpose entities with the obligations resulting from the guarantee given; to verify the 
contract documents employed; and to verify the completeness of the controls to be 
performed by the Parent. External controls are also put in place to ensure compliance of 
the valuation criteria applied by the bank with those required for the preparation of 
annual financial statements and also to guarantee the proper performance of the 
transaction and the validity of the guarantee given to back redemption of the covered 
bonds.  

 

The UBI Banca ten billion euro covered bond programme  

As part of the structure just described, the Bank commenced a ten billion euro programme for the 
issue of covered bonds with the first transfers of mortgages performed by two banks in the Group, 
Banco di Brescia and Banca Regionale Europea, in July 2008.  

The Bank performed its first public issue of covered bonds, for one billion euro, in September 2009 
with the assistance of Barclays Capital as the arranger.  

Banca Popolare di Bergamo also joined the programme at the end of 2009, by transferring a part of 
its mortgage portfolio to back the second public issue, again for one billion euro, performed in 
December 2009, again with the assistance of Barclays Capital as the arranger.  

Details of the two issues are given below.  
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Name Issue date Maturity date Nominal amount Coupon 

 UBI BANCA 3,625% CB due 23.09.2016 23.09.2009 23.09.2016 1.000.000.000,00 36.250.000,00 

 UBI BANCA 4,000% CB due 16.12.2019 16.12.2009 16.12.2019 1.000.000.000,00 40.000.000,00 

Both the issues were given an AAA/Aaa rating by Fitch and Moody’s.  

The structure of the programme is described below.  

A special purpose entity, UBI Finance s.r.l., was formed, which as the guarantor of the issue 
performed by UBI Banca acquired a portfolio of residential mortgages transferred to it from network 
banks of the Group, which participated in the programme both as originator banks and as financing 
banks.  

The roles of master servicer, calculation agent and  cash manager were performed by the Parent, 
while that of paying agent was performed by the Bank of New York. UBI Banca then delegated 
responsibility for servicing activity, consisting of collecting payments and managing relations with 
customers for the portfolio transferred by each originator, to the originator banks as sub-servicers.  

At present, as already stated, Banco di Brescia, Banca Regionale Europea and Banca Popolare di 
Bergamo form part of the programme and they also perform the role of swap counterparties in the 
“balance guarantee swaps” stipulated with the special purpose entity in order to normalise the cash 
flows generated by the mortgage portfolio.  

The portfolio used to cover the issues, which for accounting purposes is recognised within the assets 
of each originator bank, consisted of more than 3,6 billion euro of residual capital debt as at 
31.12.2009.  

The table below gives the distribution of the portfolio (residual capital debt) for each originator bank 
and the total by class of credit quality as at 31.12.2009.  

TYPE OF LOAN TOTAL PORTFOLIO BRE PORTFOLIO BANCO DI BRESCIA 
PORTFOLIO 

BANCA POP. 
BERGAMO PORTFOLIO 

          

Performing loans  
3.332.120.290,52 

 
630.590.063,45 

 
1.400.493.813,73 

 
1.301.036.413,34 

Delinquent  loans  
284.298.253,71 

 
64.676.669,17 

 
188.206.613,62 

 
31.414.970,92 

 Collateral Portfolio (1+2)   
3.616.418.544,23 

 
695.266.732,62 

 
1.588.700.427,35 

 
1.332.451.384,26 

Defaulted  loans  
8.703.107,46 

 
3.159.159,16 

 
5.076.910,31 

 
467.037,99 

Total UBI Finance 
portfolio 3.625.121.651,69 698.425.891,78 1.593.777.337,66 1.332.918.422,25 
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In 2009 this portfolio generated total payments received of approximately 286 million euro, 
distributed as follows among the portfolios of the three originators:  

  TOTAL PORTFOLIO BRE PORTFOLIO BANCO DI BRESCIA 
PORTFOLIO 

BANCA POP. 
BERGAMO 

PORTFOLIO 
          

Payments received in 
2009 (*) 

 
286.293.913,49 

 
82.455.032,64 

 
183.733.382,18 

 
20.105.498,67 

          
 

(*) the Banca Popolare di Bergamo portfolio  relates to one month only as it was transferred on 
01.12.2009, 

The originator banks receive payment for their subservicing activities on the basis of the size of the 
portfolio managed and the payments collected. In 2009 this payment amounted to approximately 500 
thousand euro for Banco di Brescia, approximately 215 thousand for Banca Regionale Europea, while 
the payment amounted to approximately 45 thousand euro for Banca Popolare di Bergamo, which 
performed servicing activity in December only.  

In return for the servicing activities which remained with the Parent (monitoring activity, supervisory 
reporting and other reporting as well as calculation agent and cash manager activities), UBI Banca 
received total payment of 135 thousand euro for 2009.  
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D. Banking group - Models for the measurement of credit risk  
 
With regard to the measurement of credit risk, the Group has developed a portfolio credit risk model 
using the  Algorithmics PCRE calculation engine. The model, which includes PD and LGD used for 
supervisory purposes among its input variables, considers the total risk for a loan portfolio by 
modelling and capturing the component resulting from the correlation of counterparty defaults, 
calculating credit losses and the capital at credit risk at portfolio level. This involves the use of a 
complex method for measuring the total risk of the entire portfolio, designed to capture mutually 
dependent phenomena in changes in counterparty creditworthiness and to determine the distribution 
of total losses for the whole portfolio as the basis for calculating risk.  

 

Calculation of the correlation between defaults therefore makes it possible to establish the 
concentration of risk within a portfolio, which can be used as a basis both for managing and 
mitigating total risk by employing an appropriate diversification strategy and also for implementing 
efficient pricing policies.  

The model proposed uses an approach similar to that of the Merton model (1974).  Counterparty 
creditworthiness is given by an intermediate variable, the Credit Worthiness Index (affected by two 
components: a system and a specific component). The future level of this variable determines 
creditworthiness on the basis of specially calculated thresholds and therefore also any corresponding 
losses.  

The analysis of changes in counterparty creditworthiness can be performed over a time period of 
longer than one year with intermediate steps.  
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2.  BANKING GROUP - MARKET RISK  
 
2.1 Interest rate risk and price risk – supervisory trading portfolio  
 
Qualitative information  
 
A. General aspects  
 
The considerations that follow relate exclusively to the “trading book”, as defined by supervisory 
regulations. Transactions relating to operations designed to affect sensitivity at Group level and 
equity investments in other companies classified as for trading according to IAS are excluded.  
 
Management of Group financial risk is centred in general in the Parent and is performed by the 
Finance Area. Exception is made for the portfolio for which management has been delegated to UBI 
Pramerica SGR by the Parent and for portfolios managed directly by Centrobanca, IW Bank, BDG and 
UBI Banca International.  
 
The risks assumed by the Group in relation to the trading book are as follows:  

• interest rate risk; 
• inflation risk;  
• currency risk;  
• equity risk;  
• volatility risk;  
• credit spread risk;  
• commodities risk.  

 
The assumption of risks other than those listed above must be approved by the Supervisory Board.  
The UBI Group intends to continue in 2010 on the path commenced in 2009 designed to introduce 
procedures in 2009 for the approval of internal market risk models by the Bank of Italy.  
 
Price risk  is the risk of changes in price as a function of fluctuations in market variables and specific 
factors relating to issuers or counterparties.  
 
 
B. Processes for the management and methods of measurement of interest rate risk and price 
risk  
 
The guidelines for the assumption and monitoring of financial risk in the UBI Banca Group are 
defined in the financial risks regulations and policies of the UBI Banca Group with particular 
reference to market risk on the trading book and to interest rate, currency and liquidity risks on the 
banking book.  
 
Within the trading book, the monitoring of the consistency of the risk profiles of Group portfolios with 
respect to risk/return objectives is based on a system of limits which involves the combined use of 
various indicators. The following are defined for each portfolio of the Group:  

• mission; 
• maximum cumulative loss limit;  
• VaR limit;  
• type of financial instruments permitted;  
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• possible limits on composition;  
• possible limits on sensitivity.  

 
The main operational limits for the trading book of the UBI Group are given below.  
 

• Maximum cumulative loss (MCL) for the UBI Group trading book   94,97 million euro  
• One day VaR limit for the UBI Group trading book     16,14 million euro  
• Early warning level on MCL         70% MCL  
• Early warning level on VaR         80% VaR  
• Maximum cumulative loss (MCL) for investments in hedge funds   110 million euro  
• Two month VaR limit for investments in hedge funds      50 million euro  

 
Measurement of risk for individual portfolios and/or globally for the trading book is integrated with 
stress testing and backtesting.  
Observance of the limits set for each portfolio is monitored daily.  
 
The summary measurement used to assess the exposure of the Bank to interest rate, exchange rate, 
equity, credit spread, commodities and volatility risks is that of the value at risk It is a statistical 
measurement used to estimate the loss that might occur following adverse changes in risk factors.  
The VaR of the UBI Banca Group is measured using a confidence interval of 99% and a holding 
period of one day. This value is defined in terms of limits consistent with the time horizon for the 
possible disinvestment of the portfolios. The VaR gives the “threshold” of the daily loss which, on the 
basis of probability hypotheses could only be exceeded in 1% of cases.  
 
The method used for calculating VaR is that of historical simulation. With this approach the portfolio 
is revalued by applying all the changes in risk factors recorded in the two previous years (500 
observations). The values thus obtained are compared with the present value of the portfolio to give a 
hypothetical series of gains or losses. The VaR corresponds to the sixth worst result (confidence 
interval of 99%) of those obtained.  
 
The Group employs a stress testing programme to identify events or factors which could have a 
significant effect on positions to supplement the risk indicators obtained from the use of VaR.  
Stress tests are by nature both quantitative and qualitative and they consider not just market risks 
but also the effects on liquidity generated by market turbulence. They are based on both specially 
created theoretical shocks and market shocks actually observed in a predetermined historical period.  
 
The predictive power of the model adopted for risk measurement is currently monitored using daily 
backtesting analysis, which uses an actual P&L calculated on the Front Office system of the Group-  
This retrospective test considers changes in the value of the portfolio resulting from the front office 
systems of the Group, determined on day t with respect to positions present at t-1. The actual P&L is 
generated from all the transactions opposite in sign to the initial position for a total amount less than 
or equal to the total of the position t-1 without considering transactions of the same sign as the initial 
position that may have arisen during the day.  
 
The risk of losses caused by unfavourable changes in the price of traded financial instruments due to 
factors related to the issuer can be the result of daily trading activity (idiosyncratic risk) or of a 
sudden change in price with respect to general market trends (event risk, such as the risk of default 
by the issuer caused by a change in the market’s expectation that an issuer itself will default).  
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The UBI model for managing specific risk for debt securities is capable of detecting the first of the two 
components (idiosyncratic risk) because it considers spread curves by economic sector and rating 
class as risk factors. Total risk on equity instruments (and OICR – collective investment instruments) 
is measured by considering single shares as risk factors and it includes both the generic risk 
component (i.e. the risk of losses caused by unfavourable trends in the prices of the financial 
instruments traded in general) and a specific component relating to the situation of the issuer  
 
As concerns hedge funds, the system of limits on investments and the method of calculating financial 
risks are contained in the financial risks regulations of the UBI Group. In 2009 the Group 
commenced a process of disinvestment in the hedge funds present in its portfolio.  
More specifically, qualitative and quantitative limits are defined to guarantee an adequate degree of 
diversification and liquidity, to set the maximum acceptable loss and to measure the risk profile 
implicit in the portfolio (maximum capital, limits on the composition of the portfolio, liquidity of 
funds, VaR, maximum cumulative loss).  
The VaR on hedge funds is calculated using a “style analysis” method with a confidence interval of 
99% and a holding period of two months (consistent with the average time required to liquidate the 
investment). “Style analysis” is the sensitivity of the returns on a single fund to a limited set of 
market factors, consisting of the performances of the indices of CSFB Tremont funds in relation to 
different strategies for managing hedge funds. A systematic VaR is calculated for each fund which 
identifies the risk component given by the combination of market factors, which is therefore 
diversifiable, and a specific VaR (idiosyncratic), linked to the behaviour of the fund manager. Total 
VaR is given by the combination of systematic VaR and specific VaR, assuming non correlation 
between the two.  
 
At the end of December 2009, the method for calculating VaR was applied to funds amounting to 
approximately 182,4 million euro. The VaR used was approximately 10,5 million euro (against a limit 
of 50 million euro). The investments were denominated exclusively in euro (73% of NAV) and in USD 
(23% of NAV) and they were mainly in multi-strategy funds (81% of NAV), which involve internal 
diversification of the management strategies in event driven funds (12,3% of the NAV).  
 
Quantitative information  
 
1. Supervisory trading portfolio: distribution by residual life (repricing date) of the on-
statement of financial position financial assets and liabilities and financial derivatives  
 
See the subsequent sub-section which contains an analysis of sensitivity to interest rate risk  
 
2. Supervisory trading portfolio: distribution of exposures in equities and share indexes by the 
principal markets in which they are listed  
 
 
3. Supervisory trading portfolio: internal models and other methods of sensitivity analysis  
 
The graph below shows the changes in daily VaR that occurred in 2009 for the trading portfolios of 
the UBI Group. The fall seen at the beginning of March 2009 is due to the exclusion, in compliance 
with Group financial risks policy, of transactions relating to operations designed to affect sensitivity 
at Group level. These transactions, which are classified as hedges at consolidated level, do not 
generate market risk for the Group. The maximum value recorded in January is also due to 
intragroup trading activity designed to affect sensitivity.  
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Change in market risk: daily market VaR for the UBI Group in 2009  
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Market VaR does not include VaR on hedge funds, instruments for which a specific investment policy is 
employed.  
 
VaR by risk factor calculated on the entire trading book of the UBI Group as at 31st December 2009 
is given below.  
 
 

31.12.09 Average Minimum Maximum
Currency risk 70.386         190.586      37.761          456.015        
Interest rate risk 381.784       1.678.382   230.456        11.666.178   
Equity risk (1) 3.016.787    2.387.719   1.210.235     3.251.472     
Credit risk 253.478       382.518      253.478        674.921        
Volatility risk 283.759       309.453      63.669          657.814        
Diversification effect (2) 1.182.604-    
Total 2.823.590    3.416.617   1.427.982     3-     11.986.865   3-    

(1) Does not include VaR on hedge funds

(2) The diversification effect is given by the imperfect correlation between the different risk factors present

in the Group portfolios

(3) The minimum VaR was measured on 4th March 2009 and the maximum on 15th January 2009

Trading book UBI Group
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Backtesting analysis  
 
Backtesting analysis is designed to monitor the predictive power of the VaR model adopted. It uses an 
actual Profit & Loss calculated on the basis of real changes in the value of the portfolio, determined 
by repricing at the time t the positions at the end of the day at t-1 (assuming the positions are 
unchanged).  
 
The backtesting analysis for the trading book of the UBI Group for 2009 is given below. That anlysis 
gives four cases when the P&L  was exceeded with respect to the VaR limit. They occurred in the first 
quarter of the year due to the particular conditions of stress on financial markets.  
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UBI Group trading book: backtesting for 2009  
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Stress test analyses  
 
The Group has a stress testing programme designed to analyse the reaction of portfolios to risk factor 
shocks with the objective of verifying the ability of the supervisory capital to absorb very large 
potential losses and to identify possible measures needed to reduce risks and conserve the capital 
itself.  
The stress tests performed are based on both theoretical shocks and market shocks actually observed 
in a predetermined historical period. The former consist of specially created extreme shifts in interest 
rates (short, medium and long term), credit spreads, exchange rates, equity prices and volatility 
curves. The latter are conducted on historical scenarios which have occurred at particular times of 
difficulty recorded on markets. Examples of the results of the theoretical stress tests performed on 
the portfolios of the UBI Group are given below.  
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The effect of theoretical shocks on the trading and banking book of the UBI Group  
      

UBI GROUP TRADING 
BOOK 31/12/09

UBI GROUP 
BANKING BOOK 

31/12/09
UBI GROUP 
31/12/09

 Change in NAV %  Change in NAV  %  Change in NAV  % 

Risk Factors IR
Shock Parallel+ (+50b.p.) -1.458.646 -0,25% -5.023.425 -0,09% -6.482.070 -0,11%

Risk Factors IR
Shock Parallel-(-50b.p.) 1.693.608 0,29% 2.937.846 0,05% 4.631.454 0,08%

Risk Factors IR
Shock Peak+(+40b.p. on intermediate curve) -1.822.442 -0,31% -9.392.865 -0,17% -11.215.307 -0,18%

Risk Factors IR
Shock Peak-(-40b.p. on intermediate curve) 2.082.678 0,35% 9.641.558 0,18% 11.724.236 0,19%

Risk Factors IR
Shock Tilt+(flattening of curve) -2.088.235 -0,35% -13.641.910 -0,25% -15.730.145 -0,26%

Risk Factors IR
Shock Tilt-(steepening of curve) 3.229.929 0,54% 11.221.082 0,20% 14.451.011 0,24%

Risk Factors IR
Shock +1 b.p. -27.863 0,00% -79.188 0,00% -107.051 0,00%

Risk Factors IR
Shock -1 b.p. 28.269 0,00% 78.346 0,00% 106.615 0,00%

Risk Factors IR
Shock +100 b.p. -1.878.263 -0,32% -12.273.840 -0,22% -14.152.103 -0,23%

Risk Factors IR
Shock -100 b.p. 4.154.597 0,70% 4.832.436 0,09% 8.987.033 0,15%

Risk Factors Equity
Shock +10% 1.969.259 0,33% 2.594.341 0,05% 4.563.600 0,07%

Risk Factors Equity
Shock -10% -1.911.820 -0,32% -2.594.341 -0,05% -4.506.161 -0,07%

Risk Factors Volatility
Shock +20% -202.703 -0,03% -54.758 0,00% -257.461 0,00%

Risk Factors Volatility
Shock -20% 199.233 0,03% -362.496 -0,01% -163.263 0,00%

Risk Factors Forex
Shock +15% 159.775 0,03% -575.645 -0,01% -415.870 -0,01%

Risk Factors Forex
Shock -15% 1.368.317 0,23% 575.645 0,01% 1.943.962 0,03%

Risk Factors Credit Spread
Shock -1.320.721 -0,22% -40.402.564 -0,73% -41.723.285 -0,68%

Scenarios as at 31/12/2009
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The analysis shows the greater sensitivity of the total portfolios of the UBI Group (and of the banking 
book portfolios) to credit spread and to interest rates shocks (consistent with the predominant 
presence of bonds) compared to changes in other risk factors.  
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2.2 Interest rate risk and price risk – banking portfolio  
 
Qualitative information  
 
A. General aspects, management processes and methods of measurement of interest rate risk 
and price risk  
 
Interest rate risk consists of changes in interest rates which have the following effects:  

• on net interest income and consequently on the profits of the bank (cash flow risk);  

• on the net present value of assets and liabilities, which has an impact on the present value of 
future cash flows (fair value risk).  

 
The control and management of structural interest rate risk - fair value and cash flow – is performed 
in a centralised manner by the Parent within the framework, defined annually, of a financial risks 
policy which identifies measurement methods and models and limits or early warning thresholds in 
relation to the economic value of the Group.  

The 2009 financial risks policy approved by the Supervisory Board set a sensitivity limit of 3,5% of 
the consolidated supervisory capital and a limit on the impact on net interest income (for a scenario 
of +100 bp) of 2,5% of the budgeted net interest income for the full year 2009.  

The 2010 financial risks policy, approved by the governing bodies, renewed the sensitivity limit of 
3,5% of consolidated supervisory capital and raised the limit on the impact on net interest income  
budgeted for 2010 to 3% (for a scenario of +100 bp). The maximum exposure also remained 
unchanged at -300 million euro (early warning of -250 million euro), leaving the strategic policy of 
basic balance and the relative structure of limits at individual level also unchanged.  

In detail:  

Supervisory Board Limits Limits Financial risks policy 2010 Early Warning

Minimum limit - Sensitivity Scenario -100 bp -80 million euro
Maximum limit - Sensitivity Scenario +100 bp 3.5% of consolidated supervisory capital -300 million euro -250 million euro
Maximum limit - impact on interest income Scenario +100 bp 3% of 2010 budgeted net interest income 3% of 2010 budgeted net interest income

 

At individual level an exposure limit of 1% of individual supervisory capital was set for banks and of -
5 million euro for the product companies. Exceptions were made for Banca Carime, for which the 
sensitivity limit was set at -50 million euro, for Centrobanca, for which a limit of -20 million euro was 
set and for IW Bank, for which an exposure limit of -20% of the supervisory capital was set.  

Compliance with individual limits is pursued by Group member companies by means of hedging 
derivative contracts entered into with the Parent. UBI Banca may then close the position with 
counterparties outside the Group, acting in accordance with strategic policies and within the 
consolidated limits set by the governing bodies.  

Measurement, monitoring and reporting of interest rate risk exposure is performed at consolidated 
and individual level by the Risk Management Area of the Parent, which performs the following on a 
monthly basis:  

• a sensitivity analysis designed to measure changes in the value of assets on the basis of 
parallel shocks on interest rate levels for all the time buckets of the curve;  

• a simulation of the impact on net interest income for the current year by means of a static gap 
analysis (i.e. assuming that the positions remain constant during the period), considering 
different hypotheses for the elasticity of on-demand items.  
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On the basis of the periodic reports produced, the ALM and Funding Area of the Parent takes 
appropriate action to prevent the limits and early warning thresholds from being exceeded.  
Exposure to interest rate risk is measured by using gap analysis and sensitivity analysis models on 
all those financial instruments, assets and liabilities, not included in the trading book, in accordance 
with supervisory regulations. In 2009 the process of centralisation on a common measurement 
platform was completed when IW Bank was also brought onto it.  
Sensitivity analysis of economic value, which includes an estimate of the impacts resulting from early 
repayment of mortgages and long term loans, is accompanied by sensitivity analysis of net interest 
income which focuses on changes in profits in the following twelve months. The estimate of the 
change in net interest income includes an estimate of the impact of reinvesting/refinancing maturing 
interest flows and the effect connected with the elasticity and viscosity of on-demand items. Both 
types of analysis are performed by hypothesising a parallel shock on the yield curve.  

 
For information purposes, the limits set for the trading book are also used for some of the portfolios 
in the banking book containing assets classified as available-for-sale for IFRS purposes (Centrobanc 
corporate portfolio, IW Bank portfolio). At the end of December the total VaR for the banking 
portfolios of the UBI Group amounted to 41,95 million euro (16,39 million as at 30th June 2009) with 
a NAV of 5.264,51 million euro (6.066,73 million as at 30th June 2009).  
 
B. Fair value hedging  
 
Specific and macro hedges were performed at Group level using financial derivative instruments (fair 
value hedges) only, in order to reduce exposure to adverse changes in fair value due to interest rate 
risk. More specifically, fixed interest rate and mixed loans (macro hedge), fixed rate bond issues and 
fixed rate deposits (specific hedging) were subject to hedging together with some securities in the AFS 
portfolio. The derivative contracts used were of the interest rate swap and interest rate cap type.  

Activity to test the effectiveness of hedges is performed by the Risk Management Area, which 
examines the conditions which make hedge accounting applicable in advance and maintains official 
records for each hedge.  

Tests for effectiveness are performed prospectively when a hedge is first implemented and this is 
followed by monthly retrospective tests.  

 
C. Cash flow hedging  
 

The effects of “cash flow hedging” are present in the financial statements of the UBI Group in relation 
to the following:  

• issues of certificates of deposit denominated in Japanese currency (JPY), which are hedged by 
domestic currency swaps (DCS):  

• a single hedge of some floating rate positions, transformed into fixed rate exposures to protect 
flows of interest.  

The effectiveness of these hedges was tested by the Risk Management Area of the Parent.  
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Quantitative information  
 
1. Banking portfolio: distribution by residual life (by repricing date) of financial assets and 
liabilities  
 
See the subsequent sub-section which contains an analysis of sensitivity to interest rate risk  
 
2. Banking portfolio: internal models and other methods of sensitivity analysis.  
 
The exposure of the UBI Group to interest rate risk, measured in terms of core sensitivity on items as 
at 31st December 2009, amounted to approximately -227,93  million euro as at (-277,19 million euro 
as at 31st  December 2008) accounting for 2,23% of the consolidated supervisory capital, compared to 
a limit of -300 million euro set on that aggregate by the Group financial risks policy.  
The total level of exposure includes an estimate of the impact of the early repayment of loans 
(approximately +236 million euro in terms of sensitivity) and transactions to hedge loans granted as 
at 31st December 2009 (approximately +19 million euro in terms of sensitivity at consolidated level) 
performed after the end of the year in order to comply with limits set at individual company level by 
the financial risks policy.  
In detail, the core sensitivity originated by the network banks amounted to approximately -68,64 
million euro, while approximately -29,83 million euro is attributable to the activities of the product 
companies. The Parent contributes a total of approximately -129,67 million euro, including +18,09 
million euro from banking book assets and liabilities – attributable mainly to the available-for-sale 
portfolio and to loans – and approximately -147,76 million euro from action taken for structural 
balance and on sensitivity grounds with regard to Group member companies. In fact UBI Banca 
operates as the sole counterparty for Group member companies in hedging derivatives contracts and 
if necessary it then closes the positions on the market on the basis of positioning with respect to the 
limits set by the financial risks policy and expected scenarios for future interest rate trends.  
The table below gives the risk measured for the periods cited – gross of the impact of early repayment 
of mortgages and loans and for a scenario of a parallel standardised shift of the curve of 200 bp, in 
compliance with Basel 2 – measured on the tier one and supervisory capital at the end of the period.  
 

Risk indicators - annual average 2009

parallel shift of +200 bp
sensitivity/tier I 7,2% 5,5%
sensitivity/supervisory capital 4,8% 4,0%

Risk indicators - end of period values 31/12/2009 31/12/2008

parallel shift of +200 bp
sensitivity/tier I 6,8% 9,3%
sensitivity/supervisory capital 4,5% 6,5%

2008

 
Details are given below of the capital profiles by repricing date and the composition of sensitivity by 
time bucket.  
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Sensitivity analysis of net interest income focuses on changes in profits resulting from a parallel 
shock on the yield curve, measured over a time period of 12 months. The overall determination of 
exposure contributes to the analysis of the viscosity of on-demand items. More specifically, an 
analysis by contract maturities shows a favourable positioning for a scenario of falling interest rates 
of +59,14 million euro. However the introduction of hypotheses relating to the viscosity of items 
results in a reversal of the exposure, which is then favourable on aggregate for an upward shift of the 
interest rate curve and unfavourable for a fall in rates. The impact of viscosity on on-demand items is 
estimated at +174,30 million euro for a scenario of interest rates rising by +100 bp and at -210,27 
million euro for a scenario of interest rates falling by -100 bp.  
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2.3 Currency risk  
 
Qualitative information  
 
A. General aspects, management processes and methods of measuring currency risk  
 
Currency risk is calculated on the basis of mismatches existing between assets and liabilities in 
foreign currency (spot and forward), relating to each currency other than euro. The main sources of 
risk are as follows:  

• lending and funding in foreign currency with corporate and retail customers;  

• holding financial instruments denominated in foreign currency;  

• holding units in O.I.C.R. (collective investment instruments) for which, even if they are 
denominated in euro, it is not possible to determine the composition in foreign currency of the 
underlying investments and/or for which the maximum limit on investment in foreign 
currency is not known and binding;  

• dealing in foreign bank notes.  

Foreign currency risk in the UBI Group regards banking book exposures originated by the network 
banks and/or by the product companies – resulting from their commercial activities – and their 
positions relating to trading in foreign currency.  

Trading on foreign exchange markets is performed by the Group treasury function which operates by 
using instruments such as forward trades, forex swaps, domestic currency swaps and currency 
options, thereby optimising risks resulting from Group positions in foreign currency.  

Exposure to currency risk is calculated starting from the net foreign currency position using a 
method based on supervisory regulations. Equity investments and tangible assets are not included in 
the calculation of the net foreign currency position.  

B. Currency risk hedging  
 
Foreign currency risk arising from exposures in the banking book is mitigated by systematically 
hedging them with funding and lending transactions in the same currency as the original 
transaction. This activity to contain risk is also performed by the product companies for their own 
banking book positions. The remaining exposures and trading portfolio exposures are fully and 
precisely hedged with spot forex positions.  

For some network banks in the Group (Banca Popolare di Bergamo S.p.A. and Banca Popolare di 
Ancona S.p.A.), issues of certificates of deposit in foreign Japanese currency (JPY) are hedged by 
simultaneously entering into DCS contracts with customers, as already mentioned in the section on 
interest rate risk. The accounting treatment employed for these transactions is that for cash flow 
hedging.  
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Quantitative information  
 
1. Distribution of assets, liabilities and derivatives by foreign currency in which they are 
denominated  
 

US Dollars UK Yen Canadian Dollars Swiss Francs Other currencies

A. Financial assets 1.099.556 110.832 45.218 308 760.226 114.818
A.1 Debt instruments 31.245 23.366 - - 8.366 - 
A.2 Equity instruments 406 12.060 - 4 4.592 1.471
A.3 Financing to banks 185.753 19.273 16.533 141 49.027 31.381
A.4 Financing to customers 837.824 56.100 28.685 163 698.241 81.964
A.5 Other financial assets 44.328 33 - - - 2
B. Other assets 3.983 1.397 214 130 2.436 588
C. Financial liabilities 683.849 59.421 1.220.402 1.909 604.081 111.373
C.1 Due to banks 200.296 12.193 11.677 691 330.541 75.362
C.2 Due to customers 396.977 45.519 1.758 1.218 262.451 34.229
C.3 Debt instruments 86.576 1.709 1.206.672 - 11.089 1.782
C.4 Other financial liabilities - - 295 - - - 
D. Other liabilities 3.386 1.547 122 - 4.416 307
E. Financial Derivatives
E.1 Options
E.1.1 Long positions 557.062 3.040 0 5.432 1.348 9.890
E.1.2 Short positions 334.448 9.199 16.221 17.354 15.301 42.784
E.2 Other derivatives
E.2.1 Long positions 847.193 1.286.858 192.884 32.121 4.156 35.844
E.2.2 Short positions 818.796 174.203 203.534 33.866 125.231 48.309
Total assets 2.507.794 1.402.127 238.316 37.991 768.166 161.140
Total liabilities 1.840.479 244.370 1.440.279 53.129 749.029 202.773
Balance (+/-) 667.315 1.157.757 -1.201.963 -15.138 19.137 -41.633

Currencies
Items

 
 
2. Internal models and other methods of sensitivity analysis.  
 
The absorption of capital for currency risk as at 31st  December 2009 is estimated at approximately 
+30 million euro, equal to 0.26% of the consolidated supervisory capital, in line with the figure for the 
end of the third quarter of 2009, when an net open position in foreign currency was recorded of 
approximately 360 million euro.  
 
In detail, the net general position in foreign currency as at 31st December 2009 – attributable solely 
to the Parent – amounted to approximately 334 million euro and consisted of:  

• approximately 64 million euro for a net open position in foreign currency corresponding to an 
absorption of capital of approximately +5,1 million euro, equivalent to 0,05% of consolidated 
supervisory capital at the end of year;  

• approximately 270 million euro for a position in different currencies resulting mainly from 
investments in hedge funds corresponding to an absorption of capital of approximately +21,6 
million euro, equivalent to 0,21% of consolidated supervisory capital at the end of the year.  

 
Exposure to currency risk benefited during the year from a progressive reduction in investments in 
hedge funds.  
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2.4 Derivative financial instruments  
 
A. Financial derivatives  
 
A.1 Supervisory trading portfolio: end of period and average notional amounts  
 

Balance (+/-) 31/12/2008

Over the counter Central counterparties Over the counter Central counterparties

1. Debt securities and interest rates 61.564.678 1.767.200 49.100.096 2.569.976 
a) Options 22.914.562 813 24.295.012 126 
b) Swaps 38.182.339 - 24.805.084 - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - 1.766.387 - 2.569.850 
e) Other 467.777 - - - 

2. Equity instruments and share indices 152.748 97.201 128.651 116.977 
a) Options 152.748 1 128.651 10 
b) Swaps - - - - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - 97.200 - 116.967 
e) Other - - - - 

3. Currencies and gold 4.518.308 - 8.252.616 - 
a) Options 1.466.234 - 2.645.388 - 
b) Swaps 492.850 - 517.353 - 
c) Forwards 2.559.224 - 5.089.875 - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

4. Commodities 13.281 - 29.291 - 
5. Other underlying - - - - 

Total 66.249.015 1.864.401 57.510.654 2.686.953 
Average amounts 61.880.900 2.270.680 69.371.763 3.406.693 

Underlying assets/type of derivative
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A.2 Banking portfolio: notional, end of period and average amounts  
 
A.2.1 For hedging  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Over the counter Central counterparties Over the counter Central counterparties

1. Debt securities and interest rates 42.724.918 - 22.977.832 - 
a) Options 1.053.566 - 1.075.651 - 
b) Swaps 41.671.352 - 21.902.181 - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

2. Equity instruments and share indices 3.705 - 760.744 - 
a) Options - - 760.744 - 
b) Swaps 3.705 - - - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

3. Currencies and gold 1.181.753 - 3.723.816 - 
a) Options - - - - 
b) Swaps - - - - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other 1.181.753 - 3.723.816 - 

4. Commodities - - - - 
5. Other underlying - - - - 

Total 43.910.376 - 27.462.392 - 
Average amounts 37.248.541 - 21.040.563 - 

Underlying assets/type of derivative
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A.2.2 Other derivatives  
 

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

Over the counter Central counterparties Over the counter Central counterparties

1. Debt securities and interest rates 70.920 - 919.981 - 
a) Options 70.920 - 406.216 - 
b) Swaps - - 513.765 - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

2. Equity instruments and share indices 7.938.327 - 8.229.957 - 
a) Options 7.938.327 - 8.229.957 - 
b) Swaps - - - - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

3. Currencies and gold 14.180 - 14.678 - 
a) Options 14.180 - 14.678 - 
b) Swaps - - - - 
c) Forwards - - - - 
d) Futures - - - - 
e) Other - - - - 

4. Commodities - - - - 
5. Other underlying - - - - 

Total 8.023.427 - 9.164.616 - 
Average amounts 8.758.442 - 6.813.665 - 

Underlying assets/type of derivative
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A.3 Financial derivatives: gross positive fair value – by type of product  
 

31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Over the counter Central counterparties Over the counter Central counterparties

A. Supervisory trading portfolio 687.568 582 762.151 2.637 
a) Options 72.006 5 56.591 122 
b) Interest rate swaps 588.499 - 556.769 - 
c) Cross currency swaps - - - - 
d) Equity swaps - 
e) Forwards 24.995 145.529 
f) Futures - 577 - 2.515 
g) Other 2.068 - 3.262 - 

B. Banking portfolio - for hedging 633.263 - 792.398 - 
a) Options 132 - - - 
b) Interest rate swaps 625.177 - 404.231 - 
c) Cross currency swaps
d) Equity swaps
e) Forwards - - - - 
f) Futures - - - - 
g) Other 7.954 - 388.167 - 

C. Banking portfolio - other derivatives 34.681 - 9.300 - 
a) Options 34.681 - 9.300 - 
b) Interest rate swaps - - - - 
c) Cross currency swaps
d) Equity swaps
e) Forwards - - - - 
f) Futures - - - - 
g) Other - - - - 

Total 1.355.512 582 1.563.849 2.637 

Portfolio/type of derivative

Positive fair value
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A.4 Financial derivatives: gross negative fair value – by type of product  
 

31/12/2009  31/12/2008

Over the counter Central counterparties Over the counter Central counterparties

A. Supervisory trading portfolio 712.874 3.960 780.008 5.147 
a) Options 60.670 4 64.437 92 
b) Interest rate swaps 625.005 - 564.899 - 
c) Cross currency swaps 1.611 - - - 
d) Equity swaps - 
e) Forwards 24.280 147.414 
f) Futures - 3.015 3.258 5.055 
g) Other 1.308 941 - - 

B. Banking portfolio - for hedging 927.319 - 635.129 - 
a) Options - - - - 
b) Interest rate swaps 898.104 - 583.053 - 
c) Cross currency swaps - - - - 
d) Equity swaps - - - - 
e) Forwards - - - - 
f) Futures - - - - 
g) Other 29.215 - 52.076 - 

C. Banking portfolio - other derivatives 29.918 - 8.981 - 
a) Options 29.918 - 8.981 - 
b) Interest rate swaps - - - - 
c) Cross currency swaps
d) Equity swaps
e) Forwards - - - - 
f) Futures - - - - 
g) Other - - - - 

Total 1.670.111 3.960 1.424.118 5.147 

Portfolio/type of derivative

Negative fair value
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A.5 OTC financial derivatives: supervisory trading portfolio – notional amounts, gross positive and negative fair 
values by counterparty – contracts not covered by clearing agreements  
 

1) Debt securities and interest rates
- notional amount - 28.678 34.233.231 19.190.451 - 6.394.121 1.718.197 
- positive fair value - 35 313.728 105.740 - 202.247 15.336 
- negative fair value - 5 596.973 52.159 - 4.250 954 
- future exposure - 141 263.079 145.077 - 43.922 7.210 

2) Equity instruments and share indices
- notional amount - - 152.748 - - - - 
- positive fair value - - 3.351 - - - - 
- negative fair value - - 2.684 - - - - 
- future exposure - - 11.794 - - - - 

3) Currencies and gold
- notional amount - 2.974.845 704.861 324 821.760 16.518 
- positive fair value - - 31.491 5.776 3 7.722 1.410 
- negative fair value - - 40.472 5.189 - 8.058 903 
- future exposure - - 39.277 7.620 3 9.169 149 

4) Other values
- notional amount - - 10.678 - - 2.603 - 
- positive fair value - - 623 - - 106 - 
- negative fair value - - 719 - - 508 - 
- future exposure - - 1.068 - - 260 - 
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A.6 OTC financial derivatives: supervisory trading portfolio – notional amounts, gross positive and negative fair 
values by counterparty – contracts covered by clearing agreements  
 
No items of this type exist in the UBI Banca Group.  
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A.7 OTC financial derivatives OTC: banking portfolio – notional amounts, gross positive and negative fair values by 
counterparty – contracts not covered by clearing agreements  
 

1) Debt instruments and interest rates
- notional amount - - 41.027.911 1.736.727 - - 31.200 
- positive fair value - - 609.023 20.632 - - 352 
- negative fair value - - 778.006 117.534 - - 6.293 
- future exposure - - 231.176 4.155 - - 341 

2) Equity instruments and share indices
- notional amount - - 2.474.888 1.897.751 2.904.263 439 664.691 
- positive fair value - - 29.305 711 - - 319 
- negative fair value - - 21.215 - - 6 4.967 
- future exposure - - 128.216 188.300 265.285 23 55.225 

3) Currencies and gold
- notional amount - - 14.180 20.900 - 178.898 981.955 
- positive fair value - - - 68 - 992 6.542 
- negative fair value - - - 697 - 3.743 24.776 
- future exposure - - 142 209 - 1.850 9.970 

4) Other values
- notional amount - - - - - - - 
- positive fair value - - - - - - - 
- negative fair value - - - - - - - 
- future exposure - - - - - - - 
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A.8 OTC financial derivatives: banking portfolio – notional amounts, gross positive and negative fair values by 
counterparty – contracts covered by clearing agreements  
 
No items of this type exist in the UBI Banca Group.  
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A.9 Residual maturity of OTC financial derivatives: notional amounts  
 

Underlying assets/Residual maturity Up to 1 year From 1 to 5 years More than 5 years Total

A. Supervisory trading portfolio 35.116.235 17.114.661 14.018.119 66.249.015 
A.1 Financial derivatives on debt instruments and interest rates 30.760.688 16.785.871 14.018.119 61.564.678 
A.2 Financial derivatives on equity instruments and share indices 28.675 124.073 - 152.748 
A.3 Financial derivatives on exchange rates and gold 4.313.591 204.717 - 4.518.308 
A.4 Financial derivatives on other securities 13.281 - - 13.281 
B. Banking portfolio 11.928.071 24.675.885 15.329.847 51.933.803 
B.1 Financial derivatives on debt instruments and interest rates 10.680.019 20.427.777 11.688.042 42.795.838 
B.2 Financial derivatives on equity instruments and share indices 52.119 4.248.108 3.641.805 7.942.032 
B.3 Financial derivatives on exchange rates and gold 1.195.933 - - 1.195.933 
B.4 Financial Derivatives on other securities - - - - 

Total 31/12/2009 47.044.306 41.790.546 29.347.966 118.182.818 
Total 31/12/2008 38.005.412 40.469.067 15.663.183 94.137.662  

 
 
A.10 OTC financial derivatives: counterparty risk/financial risk – Internal models  
 
The UBI Banca Group does not use internal models to measure counterparty risk and financial risk for OTC financial derivatives.  
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B. Credit derivatives  
 
B.1 Credit derivatives: end of period and average notional amounts  
 

Supervisory trading portfolio Banking portfolio

Categories of transactions on individual item
on a basket of 

items
on individual item

on a basket of 
items

Notional amount Notional amount Notional amount Notional amount

1. Protection purchases - - - - 
a) Credit default products - - - - 
b) Credit spread products - - - - 
c) Total rate of return swaps - - - - 
d) Other - - - - 

Total 31/12/2009 - - - - 
Total 31/12/2008 - - - - 
Average amounts - - - - 

1. Protection purchases - - - - 
a) Credit default products - - - - 
b) Credit spread products - - - - 
c) Total rate of return swaps - - - - 
d) Other - - - - 

Total 31/12/2009 - - - - 
Total 31/12/2008 65.000 - - - 
Average amounts 23.000 - - -  

 
B.2 OTC credit derivatives: gross positive fair value – by type of product  
 
No positive fair value credit derivatives were recognised neither as at 31/12/2009 nor as at 
31/12/2008.  
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B.3 OTC credit derivatives: gross negative fair value – by type of product  
 

A. Supervisory trading portfolio - - - - 
a) Credit default products - - - 1.776 
b) Credit spread products - - - - 
c) Total rate of return swaps - - - - 
d) Other - - - - 

B. Banking portfolio - - - - 
a) Credit default products - - - - 
b) Credit spread products - - - - 
c) Total rate of return swaps - - - - 
d) Other - - - - 

Total - - - 1.776 

Portfolio/type of derivative
Positive fair value

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

 
 
 
B.4 OTC credit derivatives: gross fair value (positive and negative) by counterparty – 
contracts not covered by clearing agreements  
 
No items of this type exist in the UBI Banca Group.  
 
 
B.5 OTC credit derivatives: gross fair value (positive and negative) by counterparty – 
contracts covered by clearing agreements  
 
No items of this type exist in the UBI Banca Group.  
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B.6 Residual maturity of credit derivatives: notional amounts  
 

Underlying assets/Residual maturity Up to 1 year
From 1 to 5 

years
More than 5 

years
Total

A. Supervisory trading portfolio - - - - 

A.1 Credit derivatives with "qualified reference obligation"

A.2 Credit derivatives with "non qualified reference obligation"

B. Banking portfolio - - - - 

B.1 Credit derivatives with "qualified reference obligation"

B.2 Credit derivatives with "non qualified reference obligation"
Total 31/12/2009 - - - - 
Total 31/12/2008 65.000 65.000  

 
 
 
B.7 Credit derivatives: counterparty risk/financial risk – internal models  
 
The UBI Banca Group does not use internal models to measure counterparty and financial risk for 
credit derivatives.  
 
 
C. Financial and credit derivatives  
 
C.1 OTC financial and credit derivatives: net fair value and future exposure by 
counterparty  
 
No OTC financial and credit derivatives with contracts covered by clearing agreements were 
recognised.  
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3  BANKING GROUP- LIQUIDITY RISK  
 
Qualitative information  
 
A. General aspects, processes for the management and methods for the measurement of 
liquidity risk  
 
Liquidity risk relates to the ability or inability of the Group to meet its payment obligations and/or to 
raise additional funding (funding liquidity risk), or to the possibility that the amount obtained from 
the liquidation of some of its assets might be significantly different from the present market values 
(asset liquidity risk).  
 
It is Group policy to maintain a low level of exposure to liquidity risk by employing a risk limit and 
management system based on gap analysis of cash flow (inflow and outflow) by residual maturity.  
 
The primary objective of liquidity risk management is to meet payment obligations and to raise 
additional funding at a minimum cost and without prejudice to future potential income.  
 
At consolidated level, liquidity risk is regulated as part of the financial risks policy. Not only does the 
policy set exposure limits and early warning thresholds, it also defines rules designed to pursue and 
maintain structural balance in network banks and product companies by means of co-ordinated and 
efficient funding and lending policies  
Finally the objective of the policy is to standardise both the procedures for taking action and the 
criteria for identifying rates and charges across all Group member companies, identifying a priori any 
specific exceptions there may be  
 
The following are responsible for liquidity risk management:   

• the Finance Area (1st level management), which monitors liquidity daily and manages risk on 
the basis of defined limits;  

• the Risk Management Area (2nd level management), responsible for periodically verifying that 
limits are observed.  
 

The main objective of the analysis is to measure the degree of cover for the liquidity requirement of 
the Group and individual companies.  
 
Liquidity risk is monitored using a liquidity gap model which calculates the net cash flows of the 
Group or of individual companies over time in order to detect any critical points in the expected 
liquidity. The total liquidity requirement is calculated as the sum of the negative gaps (outflows 
greater than inflows) recorded for each individual time period. Any positive gaps found in a time 
period are used to reduce negative gaps in subsequent periods.  
The liquidity requirement thus calculated is compared to the total available liquidity (consisting of 
assets that can be liquidated immediately and assets that can be easily liquidated) in order to 
determine the cover for the risk generated by a position.  
 
The consolidated liquidity requirement as at 31st  December 2009, was entirely covered by liquidable 
assets, as was the case in the two previous financial years.  
Liquidity management also includes a stress testing programme drawn up by the UBI Banca Group 
as part of the project for the second and third pillars of the Basel 2 programme. It is designed to 
measure the effects on liquidity management of specific events (sensitivity analysis) or of the 
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combined changes in a set of economic and financial variables, hypothesising adverse scenarios 
(scenario analysis).  
 
The objectives of stress tests consist of assessing the vulnerability of the Group to exceptional but 
plausible events and they provide a better assessment of exposure to liquidity risk, of the systems for 
mitigating and monitoring them and of the length of the survival period under hypotheses of adverse 
scenarios.  
 
Seven dimensions were identified in the creation of the scenarios, where changes in the dimensions 
have impacts of differing intensity on the determination of expected cash flows.  
 
The scenarios are divided into three types:  

• ordinary operations, where liquidity concerns experienced by the Bank are not acute and 
are controlled by countermeasures which fall within the scope of ordinary operations with no 
impact on budgets;  

• Group specific crises, which involve resort to extraordinary countermeasures with 
intervention external to the Bank;  

• entire market crises.  
Each specific crisis and market scenario is assessed according to three different levels of gravity.  
 
In consideration of the development of liquidity risk management procedures, corporate risk policies 
were integrated with the adoption – as a tool to mitigate risk – of a “contingency funding plan” (CFP), 
to deal with liquidity crises characterised by the following:  

• identification of crisis signals;  
• definition of procedures and action strategies.  

 
The primary purpose of the contingency funding plan (CFP) is to protect the assets of the Bank in 
situations of liquidity drainage by putting in place crisis management strategies and procedures to 
find sources of funding in cases of emergency.  
The principal constituent features of the Group CFP are as follows:  
 

o trigger events to activate the plan. Risk indicators and the relative early warning 
thresholds have been identified which are monitored daily: exceeding an early warning 
threshold (or a combination of more than one of these) and a limit set for a specific 
indicator triggers the CFP with the relative degree of emergency severity;  

o roles and responsibilities of those involved in the CFP. The emergency plan 
consists of action strategies with a clear indication of the composition, roles and 
responsibilities of the liquidity management committee, the body responsible for 
managing an emergency;  

o emergency levels. The level of emergency (low, medium, high) determines the 
composition of the liquidity management committee and the relative powers;  

o stress tests. As part of CFP procedures, daily and monthly/quarterly stress tests are 
performed: the former are performed on the basis of specific short term (up to one 
month) liquidity risk related scenarios; the latter involve the definition of scenarios 
based on combinations of variables designed to assess the impact of a possible 
negative business cycle. The daily additional total liquidity requirement generated by 
the stress tests is calculated for the short term liquidity risk scenarios. Exceeding the 
early warning thresholds associated with the stress tests may trigger the contingency 
funding plan.  
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Finally the Group reports its liquidity position to the Bank of Italy on a weekly basis following 
standard procedures set by that supervisory authority. More specifically the level of the market 
spread recorded on its own issues, the net balance on cumulative positions maturing over up to three 
months and a summary of the structural liquidity position were reported during the first three 
quarters of the year.  
 
Weekly reporting is supplemented on request of the Bank of Italy, with the following information:  

• the principal maturities, forecast over a time horizon of twelve months, both on the 
institutional and the retail market, with details according to the type of funding instrument 
(e.g. bond issues, repurchase agreements, commercial paper);  

• details of assets available for refinancing transactions with the central bank and of liquid 
assets;  

• stress test analyses on net cumulative maturing balances, e.g.: reduction in customer on-
demand deposits, early call of own bond issues sold by the network banks, increase in the use 
of margins available to customers.  
 

Further information on Group activities on the interbank market is given in the report on operations, 
which may be consulted.  
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Quantitative information  
 
1.1 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in euro  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year
1 year to 5 years More than 5 years

Indeterminate 
maturity TOTAL EURO

On-balance sheet assets 18.435.011 5.108.116 514.334 4.852.504 5.148.130 2.368.652 4.108.476 26.092.786 34.718.332 2.015.880 103.362.221 
A.1 Government securities 295 - 20.050 - 11.602 65.563 13.357 927.713 3.082.062 - 4.120.642 
A.2 Other debt instruments 29.338 4 140 91 17.563 3.859 109.192 518.775 1.492.021 166 2.171.149 
A.3 Units in OICR 146.364 - - - - - 315 128 260 119.052 266.119 
A.4 Financing 18.259.014 5.108.112 494.144 4.852.413 5.118.965 2.299.230 3.985.612 24.646.170 30.143.989 1.896.662 96.804.311 

- Banks 879.877 141.216 115.433 489.705 389.598 233.474 20.608 438.261 96.186 101 2.804.459 
- Customers 17.379.137 4.966.896 378.711 4.362.708 4.729.367 2.065.756 3.965.004 24.207.909 30.047.803 1.896.561 93.999.852 

On-balance sheet liabilities 34.424.641 1.852.041 1.060.321 2.972.756 3.856.029 2.090.786 3.037.298 35.258.449 13.886.986 476.348 98.915.655 
B.1 Deposits 30.479.562 1.029.015 526.679 756.429 885.367 869.964 87.736 14.613.121 643.518 - 49.891.391 

- Banks 1.231.458 493.230 479.927 533.022 747.851 862.501 60.309 333.117 131.250 - 4.872.665 
- Customers 29.248.104 535.785 46.752 223.407 137.516 7.463 27.427 14.280.004 512.268 - 45.018.726 

B.2 Debt instruments 3.802.940 28.419 23.448 454.356 2.509.477 920.116 2.736.335 20.302.618 12.263.735 - 43.041.444 
B.3 Other liabilities 142.139 794.607 510.194 1.761.971 461.185 300.706 213.227 342.710 979.733 476.348 5.982.820 

Off-balance sheet transactions (809.324) (62.372) (24.740) (55.742) 95.673 472.027 725.521 1.350.209 4.082.949 (3.516.750) 2.257.451 

C.1 Financial derivatives with exchange of 
principal

- (34.968) 8.954 (19.769) 156.638 703 (76.328) 675.979 1.768.593 (2.524.850) 
(45.048) 

- Long positions - 37.143 21.668 689.773 176.923 83.276 271.018 965.883 270.704 2.731.712 5.248.100 
- Short positions - 2.175 30.622 670.004 333.561 83.979 194.690 1.641.862 2.039.297 206.862 5.203.052 

C.2 Financial derivatives without exchange 
of principal

77.961 (70.702) (35.172) (53.814) (212.149) 162.873 516.038 4.511 (12) - 
389.534 

- Long positions 129.622 89.713 53.138 71.153 419.077 17.012 76.628 56.087 987.670 - 1.900.100 
- Short positions 207.583 19.011 17.966 17.339 206.928 179.885 592.666 60.598 987.658 - 2.289.634 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be received - 15.942 - - - (5.985) (9.957) - - - - 

- Long positions - 15.942 - - - - - - 162.558 - 178.500 
- Short positions - - - - - 5.985 9.957 - 162.558 - 178.500 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to disburse 
funds

(1.851.023) - 1.474 6.520 122.787 308.562 264.849 621.037 1.522.938 (997.144) - 

- Long positions 311.502 - 1.474 6.520 122.787 308.562 264.849 621.037 1.522.938 49.195 3.208.864 
- Short positions 2.162.525 - - - - - - - - 1.046.339 3.208.864 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued 963.738 27.356 4 11.321 28.397 5.874 30.919 48.682 791.430 5.244 1.912.965 
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1.2 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in USD  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year 1 year to 5 years More than 5 years
Indeterminate 

maturity TOTAL USD

On-balance sheet assets 174.414 72.030 71.601 120.033 188.932 29.527 53.909 367.853 101.303 46.500 1.226.102 
A.1 Government securities - - - - - - 35 - - - 35 
A.2 Other debt instruments - - - - - - 3.469 1.413 26.345 - 31.227 
A.3 Units in OICR - - - - - - - - - 44.296 44.296 
A.4 Financing 174.414 72.030 71.601 120.033 188.932 29.527 50.405 366.440 74.958 2.204 1.150.544 

- Banks 84.478 35.089 32.743 20.426 43.684 8.575 480 20.143 - - 245.618 
- Customers 89.936 36.941 38.858 99.607 145.248 20.952 49.925 346.297 74.958 2.204 904.926 

On-balance sheet liabilities 521.521 81.594 16.787 61.224 59.835 14.031 2.126 63.876 5 - 820.999 
B.1 Deposits 364.675 80.819 16.582 60.156 51.877 12.220 1.956 60.162 5 - 648.452 

- Banks 123.694 44.476 10.033 40.427 34.939 8.026 1.129 - - - 262.724 
- Customers 240.981 36.343 6.549 19.729 16.938 4.194 827 60.162 5 - 385.728 

B.2 Debt instruments 76.450 775 205 1.068 6.823 947 145 74 - - 86.487 
B.3 Other liabilities 80.396 - - - 1.135 864 25 3.640 - - 86.060 

Off-balance sheet transactions (41.081) (62.725) (5.079) (130.579) (43.773) (19.561) 204.454 16.083 59.415 305 (22.541) 

C.1 Financial derivatives with 
exchange of principal

- (28.207) (5.079) (130.746) (83.706) (29.171) 201.403 (592) - - (76.098) 

- Long positions - 28.597 20.262 505.667 199.872 82.018 186.400 20.533 - - 1.043.349 
- Short positions - 390 15.183 374.921 116.166 52.847 387.803 19.941 - - 967.251 

C.2 Financial derivatives without 
exchange of principal

264 - - 3 (235) 1.550 3 - - - 
1.585 

- Long positions 2.656 - - - 10.888 3.560 - - - - 17.104 
- Short positions 2.920 - - 3 10.653 5.110 3 - - - 18.689 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be 
received

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - - - 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to 
disburse funds

(84.415) (34.708) - 164 38.729 4.178 2.242 14.395 59.415 - - 

- Long positions 257 9.024 - 164 38.729 4.178 2.242 14.395 63.151 - 132.140 
- Short positions 84.672 43.732 - - - - - - 3.736 - 132.140 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued 43.070 190 - - 1.439 3.882 806 2.280 - 305 51.972 
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1.3 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in CHF  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year
1 year to 5 years More than 5 years

Indeterminate 
maturity TOTAL CHF

On-balance sheet assets 44.206 14.208 7.376 36.498 61.670 12.880 46.502 153.338 369.628 27.409 773.715 
A.1 Government securities - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.2 Other debt instruments - 139 - - - 334 205 6.850 838 - 8.366 
A.3 Units in OICR - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Financing 44.206 14.069 7.376 36.498 61.670 12.546 46.297 146.488 368.790 27.409 765.349 

- Banks 3.004 6.407 - 27.528 31.749 498 - 238 - - 69.424 
- Customers 41.202 7.662 7.376 8.970 29.921 12.048 46.297 146.250 368.790 27.409 695.925 

On-balance sheet liabilities 222.146 33.702 20.391 140.687 174.114 15.743 11.372 6.066 24 - 624.245 
B.1 Deposits 220.647 33.542 20.169 140.271 172.644 15.173 8.520 962 - - 611.928 

- Banks 6.561 32.866 19.947 134.684 153.941 1.537 - - - - 349.536 
- Customers 214.086 676 222 5.587 18.703 13.636 8.520 962 - - 262.392 

B.2 Debt instruments 271 160 222 416 1.470 570 2.852 5.104 24 - 11.089 
B.3 Other liabilities 1.228 - - - - - - - - - 1.228 

Off-balance sheet transactions 377 24.649 (120) 83.514 24.230 539 8.016 - - - 141.205 

C.1 Financial derivatives with 
exchange of principal

- 35.097 (120) 93.624 2.036 539 8.016 - - - 
139.192 

- Long positions - - 1.550 653 965 8 74 - - - 3.250 
- Short positions - 35.097 1.430 94.277 3.001 547 8.090 - - - 142.442 

C.2 Financial derivatives without 
exchange of principal

- - - - 18 - - - - - 
18 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - 18 - - - - - 18 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be 
received

- 10.110 - (10.110) - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - 43.812 - - - - - - - - 43.812 
- Short positions - 33.702 - 10.110 - - - - - - 43.812 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to 
disburse funds

- (20.558) - - 20.558 - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - 20.558 - - - - - 20.558 
- Short positions - 20.558 - - - - - - - - 20.558 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued 377 - - - 1.618 - - - - - 1.995 
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1.4 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in GBP  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year 1 year to 5 years More than 5 years
Indeterminate 

maturity TOTAL GBP

On-balance sheet assets 54.276 14.908 3.198 24.382 13.218 193 47 36.003 18.499 638 165.362 
A.1 Government securities 16 - - - - - - - - - 16 
A.2 Other debt instruments - - - - - - - 4.851 18.450 - 23.301 
A.3 Units in OICR - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Financing 54.260 14.908 3.198 24.382 13.218 193 47 31.152 49 638 142.045 

- Banks 50.068 13.154 1.196 13.661 3.505 - - 2.697 - - 84.281 
- Customers 4.192 1.754 2.002 10.721 9.713 193 47 28.455 49 638 57.764 

On-balance sheet liabilities 84.272 9.573 1.026 18.800 3.378 599 13 2.568 - - 120.229 
B.1 Deposits 84.272 9.573 1.026 18.800 3.378 599 13 2.568 - - 120.229 

- Banks 53.389 4.606 1.023 12.308 3.378 - - - - - 74.704 
- Customers 30.883 4.967 3 6.492 - 599 13 2.568 - - 45.525 

B.2 Debt instruments - - - - - - - - - - - 
B.3 Other liabilities - - - - - - - - - - - 

Off-balance sheet transactions - 34.906 2.226 33.863 1.655 2.863 (257) 320 - - 75.576 

C.1 Financial derivatives with 
exchange of principal

- 34.906 (26) 33.863 1.637 2.863 (383) - - - 72.860 

- Long positions - - 2.448 99.762 1.884 1.878 2.273 44 - - 108.289 
- Short positions - 34.906 2.422 133.625 3.521 4.741 1.890 44 - - 181.149 

C.2 Financial derivatives without 
exchange of principal

- - - - 18 - - - - - 18 

- Long positions 34 - - - - - - - - - 34 
- Short positions 34 - - - 18 - - - - - 52 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be 
received

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - - - 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to 
disburse funds

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - - - 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued - - 2.252 - - - 126 320 - - 2.698 
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1.5 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in YEN  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year 1 year to 5 years More than 5 years
Indeterminate 

maturity TOTAL YEN

On-balance sheet assets 6.758 9.395 3.234 15.713 9.911 2.320 462 17 2.410 - 50.220 
A.1 Government securities - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.2 Other debt instruments - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.3 Units in OICR - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Financing 6.758 9.395 3.234 15.713 9.911 2.320 462 17 2.410 - 50.220 

- Banks 5.255 4.578 2.310 6.706 3.462 200 - 10 243 - 22.764 
- Customers 1.503 4.817 924 9.007 6.449 2.120 462 7 2.167 - 27.456 

On-balance sheet liabilities 7.134 68.528 109.441 121.510 447.291 367.874 89.763 5.102 - - 1.216.643 
B.1 Deposits 2.313 1.873 95 3.852 1.657 140 16 25 - - 9.971 

- Banks 970 1.244 95 2.998 1.563 71 16 - - - 6.957 
- Customers 1.343 629 - 854 94 69 - 25 - - 3.014 

B.2 Debt instruments 4.821 66.655 109.346 117.658 445.634 367.734 89.747 5.077 - - 1.206.672 
B.3 Other liabilities - - - - - - - - - - - 

Off-balance sheet transactions 3.454 3.429 1.878 341.356 31.795 42.729 11.152 - - - 435.793 

C.1 Financial derivatives with 
exchange of principal

- 6.883 1.878 340.141 10.181 42.729 11.152 - - - 26.870 

- Long positions - 6.586 1.690 167.911 1.649 15.113 98 - - - 193.047 
- Short positions - 297 188 172.230 8.532 27.616 11.054 - - - 219.917 

C.2 Financial derivatives without 
exchange of principal

- - - - 21.614 - - - - - 21.614 

- Long positions - - - - 7.602 - - - - - 7.602 
- Short positions - - - - 29.216 - - - - - 29.216 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be 
received

3.454 (3.454) - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions 3.454 - - - 2.704 751 - - - - 6.909 
- Short positions - 3.454 - - 2.704 751 - - - - 6.909 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to 
disburse funds

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - - - 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued - - - 1.215 - - - - - - 1.215 
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1.6 Distribution over time by residual contractual maturity of financial assets and liabilities – Denominated in other currencies  
 

On demand 1 to 7 days 7 to 15 days
15 days to 1 

month
1 month to 3 

months
3 months to 6 

months
6 months to 1 

year
1 year to 5 years More than 5 years

Indeterminate 
maturity

TOTAL OTHER 
CURRENCIES

On-balance sheet assets 45.660 5.895 16.655 20.321 87.527 114 2.742 10.750 - 2.183.634 2.373.298 
A.1 Government securities - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.2 Other debt instruments - - - - - - - - - 1.216 1.216 
A.3 Units in OICR - - - - - - - - - - - 
A.4 Financing 45.660 5.895 16.655 20.321 87.527 114 2.742 10.750 - 2.182.418 2.372.082 

- Banks 34.247 5.156 418 574 9.282 - - 942 - 1.097 51.716 
- Customers 11.413 739 16.237 19.747 78.245 114 2.742 9.808 - 2.181.321 2.320.366 

On-balance sheet liabilities 59.883 33.225 26.109 47.489 22.401 132 33 3.219 - 281 192.772 
B.1 Deposits 56.798 33.225 26.109 47.489 22.401 132 33 1.381 - 149 187.717 

- Banks 32.392 31.994 26.109 46.741 16.040 - - 68 - - 153.344 
- Customers 24.406 1.231 - 748 6.361 132 33 1.313 - 149 34.373 

B.2 Debt instruments 22 - - - - - - 1.838 - 132 1.992 
B.3 Other liabilities 3.063 - - - - - - - - - 3.063 

Off-balance sheet transactions - 6.719 5.990 14.360 9.741 11.947 13.267 (278) - 278 62.024 

C.1 Financial derivatives with 
exchange of principal

- - 5.990 20.818 9.080 11.947 12.883 (278) - 278 
60.718 

- Long positions - - 5.363 26.302 2.221 16.740 70 6.788 - 6.510 63.994 
- Short positions - - 11.353 47.120 11.301 28.687 12.953 6.510 - 6.788 124.712 

C.2 Financial derivatives without 
exchange of principal

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - - - 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - - - 

C.3 Deposits and financing to be 
received

- 6.719 - (6.719) - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - 19.168 - - - - - - - - 19.168 
- Short positions - 12.449 - 6.719 - - - - - - 19.168 

C.4 Irrevocable commitments to 
disburse funds

- - - - - - - - - - - 

- Long positions - - - - - - - - - 157 157 
- Short positions - - - - - - - - - 157 157 

C.5 Financial guarantees issued - - - 261 661 - 384 - - - 1.306 

 
 
Details of the securitisations in which Group member companies (originator) subscribe the liabilities issued by special purpose entities, 
at the time of issue, are given in section 1, sub-section 1 – Credit risk, part C “Securitisations and the transfer of assets” in these notes 
and in the management report, which may be consulted.  
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4  BANKING GROUP - OPERATIONAL RISKS  
  
Qualitative information  
 
A. General aspects, procedures for the management and methods for the 
measurement of operational risk  

Operational risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed procedures, human 
resources and internal systems or from exogenous events. This type of risk includes loss resulting 
from fraud, human error, business disruption, system failure, non performance of contracts and 
natural disasters.  

This definition includes the legal risk of losses resulting from violations of laws and regulations, and 
from contractual or non contractual responsibilities or from other litigation, but it does not include 
reputational and strategic risk.  

Operational risk is characterised by cause and effect relations for which one or more trigger events 
generate a prejudicial event or effect which is directly linked to an economic loss.  
An operational loss is therefore defined as a set of negative economic impacts resulting from events of 
an operational nature, recognised in the accounts of a business and sufficient to impact on the 
income statement.  

UBI Banca Group places a particular focus in the formulation of operational risk management 
policies on maintaining an appropriate risk profile that is consistent with the propensity to risk 
defined by senior management. It is Group policy to identify, measure and monitor operational risks 
within an overall process of operational risk management with the following objectives:  

– to identify the causes of prejudicial events at the origin of operational losses and 
consequently to increase corporate profitability and improve operational efficiency, by 
identifying critical areas and monitoring and optimising the system of controls;  

– to optimise policies to mitigate and transfer risk, such as for example, the use of 
insurance, on the basis of the magnitude and effective exposure to risk;  

– to optimise the allocation and absorption of capital for operational risk and provision 
policies in a perspective of creating value for shareholders;  

– to support decision-making processes concerning the start up of new business, 
activities, products and systems;  

– to develop an operational risk culture at business unit level increasing awareness 
throughout units;  

– to respond to the regulatory requirements of the New Basel Accord on Capital for banks 
and banking groups.  

In the light of the regulatory context as set out by the Bank of Italy in the publication of Circular No. 
263 of 27/12/2006, the UBI Banca Group has adopted the “traditional standardised approach” (TSA) 
in combined use with the “basic indicator approach” (BIA) for the calculation of capital requirements 
for operational risks and it has started activities to apply to the Bank of Italy for authorisation to use 
an internal “advanced measurement approach” (AMA) in combined use with the TSA and BIA 
approaches (partial AMA, where “partial” is intended as the adoption of the AMA approach on some 
lines of business or Group entities only), currently adopted for management purposes only.  
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The organisational model  

Operational risk permeates the whole organisational structure and is found in every function and 
organisational unit. An organisational model was therefore designed to manage it which assigns tasks 
and responsibilities at both local and central level of the legal entities involved in the Group as a 
whole. An Operational Risk Committee has been formed at the Parent Bank with policy-making and 
supervision duties for the overall process of operational risk management, while a specific service 
(“Operational Risks Service”) is also in operation within the Risk Management Area dedicated to the 
planning, development and maintenance of methods for detecting, measuring and monitoring 
operational risk and for verifying the effectiveness of measures to mitigate it and of the connected 
reporting systems. The Operational Risks Service receives support from the Methods and Systems 
Service that operates within the Risk Management Area for the design and development of the AMA 
methods and system structure and for maintenance of the IT environment. Within the Risk Capital & 
Policies Area, there is also a Financial Service and Operational Risk Policies Service, responsible, in 
co-operation with the other organisational units concerned, for defining policy for the management, 
monitoring and mitigation of operational risk, including policies for insurance risk management and 
for the Models and Processes Validation Service responsible for the validation process.  

The organisational model is structured with four levels of responsibility for the individual legal 
entities of the Group.  

– Operational Risk Officer (ORO): these are responsible within their legal entities for 
implementing the overall framework for the management of operational risks;  

– Local Operational Risk Support Officer (LORSO): the main role acting in support of 
the Operational Risk Officer in the general management of operational risks in the legal 
entities to which they belong;  

– Risk Champion (RC): operationally responsible for supervising operational risk 
management for the purposes of overall validation in their business areas, co-ordinating 
and supporting the relative risk owners. They support the risk monitoring process and 
participate in the definition and implementation of mitigation strategies;  

– Risk Owners (RO): their task is to recognise and report actual and/or potential 
operational loss events which occur or are detected in the course of everyday operations. 
They participate in the implementation of corrective or improvement action decided at 
higher levels designed to reduce exposure to risk.  

Management, measurement and control systems  

The operational risk management system of the Group is composed of the following:  

– a decentralised process for collecting data on operational losses (loss data collection) 
designed for integrated and systematic detection of damaging events that occur which 
result in an actual loss. Operational losses detected are periodically reconciled in the 
accounts and updated in real time by risk owners and/or risk champions by means of a 
software application available on the Group intranet, which shows any recoveries that 
are obtained separately, including those resulting from specific insurance policies;  

– a structured process for mapping and assessing risk, operational context factor and 
significant internal control system scenarios (risk assessment) intrinsic to the business 
areas of the Group, supported by a software application for integrated management, 
where the intention is to furnish critical operational self diagnosis of potential exposure 
to the risk of future losses, of the adequacy of controls and of the mitigation measures 
in place;  
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– a database of operational losses incurred by the sector nationally since 2003. The Group 
has participated in the DIPO (Italian database of operational losses) project launched by 
the Italian Banking Association to exchange loss data in the sector since it commenced;  

– a system for measuring economic and supervisory capital to calculate the absorption of 
supervisory capital by operational risk for each business unit using the AMA and the 
standardised methods. The measurement of operational risk currently performed using 
the AMA system and subject to periodic internal validation and review, is of the “loss 
distribution approach” type and it was developed internally by the Risk Management 
Area using the SAS OpRisk VaR and SAS calculation engines, integrating the sources of 
information mentioned in previous points (internal and external loss and risk 
assessment scenarios) by employing the Bayesian method.  

 
Reporting 

A reporting system has been implemented to support the monitoring of operational risks which 
furnishes the information needed for proper management, measurement and mitigation of the levels 
of risk assumed by the Group.  

That system is structured with the same levels of responsibility employed by the organisational model 
to support the multiple information requirements intrinsic to the federal model of Group 
organisation. The objective is to guarantee standardised information and allow periodic verification of 
the operational risks assumed as input for the definition of management strategies and objectives 
that are consistent with standard levels of acceptable risk.  
Reporting to corporate bodies, the senior management of the Parent and of the main banks and 
companies in the Group and to the Operational Risks Committee is periodically performed centrally 
by the Operational Risks Service. It includes an analysis at differing degrees of detail and with 
differing frequencies (monthly/quarterly) according to requirements of the following: an analysis of 
data on internal losses and the relative recoveries together with a comparison with external data for 
the sector nationally; the results of the assessment of risk exposure with the identification of areas of 
vulnerability; and a description of the action needed to prevent and mitigate risk and of the relative 
effectiveness.  
 
Risk transfer mechanisms  

The UBI Banca Group has taken out adequate insurance policies to cover the principal transferable 
operational risks with due account taken of prudential supervisory regulations (Bank of Italy Circular 
No. 263/2006). The policies were taken out by UBI Banca Scpa in its own name and on behalf of the 
network banks and product companies of the Group concerned.  
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Legal risk  

The companies in the UBI Banca Group are party to a number of court proceedings of varying nature 
originating from the ordinary performance of their business. While it is not possible to predict final 
outcomes with certainty, it is considered that an unfavourable conclusion of these proceedings, both 
taken singly or as a whole, would not have a significant effect on the financial and operating position 
of the UBI Banca Group.  

Significant legal proceedings currently pending to which some network banks of the Group are party 
include the following:  

1. revocatory bankruptcy actions against Banca Popolare di Bergamo, Banca Popolare 
Commercio e Industria and Banco di Brescia taken by various companies related to to 
Giacomelli Sport S.p.A. (claim made amounting to 84.755.557 euro;  

2. a recovcatory bankruptcy action against Banco di Brescia taken by Formenti Seleco 
Spa, currently under extraordinary administration, with a claim amounting to 
1.447.453 euro. Furthermore, in addition to the revocatory action, the extraordinary 
administrators of Formenti Seleco Spa, have also issued a writ against Banco di Brescia 
and another 18 legal entities for abusive grant of loans for a total claim of 45.608.320 
euro. In this respect, it must be underlined that the Court of Cassation in combined 
session made three rulings in March 2006, to the effect that there were no grounds by 
which a bankruptcy receiver could legitimately take action against banks with a 
“liability action for abusive grant of loans” (rulings No. 7030, No. 7029 and No. 7031 of 
28th March 2006), which was confirmed in later rulings of the court (cf. Cassation Civ. 
sect. I, 13th  June 2008 No. 16031). It must also be underlined that the Court of Monza 
– which is the court in which the case in question originates – in a recent ruling (12th  
September 2007) peremptorily  excluded that the grant of a long term loan under 
market conditions could constitute damages which should be compensated by the 
company granting the loan. In fact no grounds exist for substantial damages to an 
estate, because damages only exist in the legal sense where a legally significant interest 
has been impaired and the grant of a loan, while it may be abusive, does not cause 
damage;  

3. action against Banca Popolare di Bergamo concerning the purchase of covered warrants 
and Olivetti warrants (the latter via internet banking) with a total claim of 5.630.000 
euro. The counterparty, not only alleges failure to receive proper information on the 
risks attaching to covered trades, but also disowned the signatures on the contract 
documents, required by regulations governing financial instruments and the capital in 
question. Investigations performed by the internal audit function into the affair found 
no evidence of liability of the Bank in the transactions in question. Later the 
counterparty accepted that the signatures were his, but claimed that he had signed 
blank forms which had subsequently been filled in abusively by the bank. The court 
has not yet issued a ruling on the matter;  

4. two actions concerning Centrobanca, one of which with a government counterparty 
claiming the restitution of sums collected following the enforcement of a guarantee 
granted for approximately 20 million euro – the case is now pending in appeal after a 
successful conclusion in the court of first instance – and another in which claims have 
been made against Centrobanca in bankruptcy proceedings  for 65 million euro, still 
before the judge of the court of first instance.  
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In order to meet the claims received, the UBI Banca Group made appropriate provisions on the basis 
of a reconstruction of the amounts potentially at risk and taking account of established legal opinion 
on the matters in question.  

Furthermore, the procedures for settlement are being defined in relation to litigation initiated in 
2004, in which a customer alleged violation by Banca Popolare di Bergamo of  obligations concerning  
proper information and conduct towards him under regulations governing financial intermediation. 
The customer claimed he had not been adequately informed of the risks and inadequacy of 
investments made in bonds and equities and consequently made a claim for damages of 
5.589.536,00 euro. With ruling No.  3290/09 the Court of Appeal of Rome ruled partially  in favour 
of the customers application and ordered the bank to pay a sum in respect of capital plus interest of 
779.739,74 euro and ordered the customer to pay a sum of 334.862,00 plus interest in the amount 
and from the date specified in the ruling (amounts owed to the bank by the counterparty). The 
payments to settle this litigation will be made by drawing on provisions already recognised as at 30th 
June 2009.  

The specific sections of the consolidated management  may be consulted for information on corporate 
litigation not directly related to ordinary business operations. Information on tax litigation, on the 
other hand, is contained in section 12.5 – contingent liabilities – of the statement of financial 
position, liabilities part of these notes to the consolidated financial statements.  
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Quantitative information  

The graphs below show that the main sources of operational risk for the UBI Banca Group in the 
period January 2004-December 2009 were “external context” (44% of impacts and 74% of 
frequencies) and “processes” (46% of impacts and 23% of frequencies).  
The “external context” risk drivers included human deeds performed by third parties and not directly 
under the control of the Bank, such as for example thefts and robberies, paper fraud, damage caused 
by natural events (earthquakes, floods, etc.) and other external events. The “process” risk drivers 
included unintentional errors and incorrect application of regulations.  
 

Percentage of operating losses by risk driver (detection January 2004 ‐ December 2009)

External causes (external context)
Persons (human factor)
Processes
Systems
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Number of events

 
 

The changes that occurred in the impacts gross of insurance and other external recoveries followed a 
constant trend, if events of an exceptional nature occurring in 2008 and 2009 are not considered. 
More specifically, the cases of external financial fraud relating to the Madoff scandal in 2008 had an 
economic impact amounting to 52% of the total operational losses detected during the year. Cases of 
external financial fraud related to the liquidation of the DD Growth Fund in 2009 had an impact 
amounting to 50% of the total operational losses for the year.  
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List of the five largest losses detected in the period January 2004-December 2009  
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Business Line Type of event (Level I) Impacts Recoveries
Trading & Sales External fraud 54.229.427 0
Trading & Sales External fraud 25.233.939 0
Trading & Sales Customers, products and professional practices 9.451.500 0
Retail Banking Internal fraud 8.118.266 4.722.271
Trading & Sales Customers, products and professional practices 4.454.711 0  

The types of event which caused the greatest losses (gross of insurance recoveries and other external 
recoveries) in the period 2004-2009 were “external fraud” (49%), “customers, products and 
professional practices” (20%) and “internal fraud” (19%).  

The data for the banking sector nationally (DIPO-ABI Association) for the same period show 
operational losses concentrated in the event classes “customers, products and professional practices” 
accounting for (29%), “external fraud” (26%) and “execution, delivery and process management” 
(21%).  
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The UBI Banca Group accounts for a total of 6,90% of the frequencies and 5,53% of the impacts in 
the DIPO-ABI Association database.  
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Capital requirements  

The UBI Banca Group has employed the traditional standardised approach (TSA) in combined use 
with the basic basic indicator approach (BIA) since 2008 for the calculation of capital requirements 
on operational risk (see Bank of Italy Circular No. 263 of 27/12/2006 relating to the new prudential 
supervisory regulations for banks).  

The capital requirement calculated according to the standardised approach (TSA) is the product of 
the multiplication of gross income (the “significant indicator” consisting of item 120 in the mandatory 
income statement in the consolidated financial statements pursuant to Bank of Italy circular No. 262 
of 22nd December 2005), divided into supervisory lines of business, by the “beta” coefficients defined 
in the supervisory regulations (see Bank of Italy circulars No. 263 of 27th December 2006 and No. 155 
of 18th  December 1991). The significant indicator for the supervisory lines of business was 
extrapolated from management accounting data, by applying classification criteria defined by internal 
regulations in compliance with supervisory instructions.  

The capital requirement according to the basic indicator approach (BIA), is calculated by multiplying 
total gross income by the “alpha” coefficient defined by supervisory regulations.  

The capital requirement as at 31st December 2009, calculated as the average of the requirements for 
the last three years, amounted to 521 million euro, consisting of 473,7 million euro relating to the 
TSA component and 47,3 million euro to the BIA component. On average the retail banking business 
sector absorbed 57% of the TSA component and the commercial banking business sector 25%. The 
average coefficient of capital absorption with respect to the significant indicator was 13%.  

The capital requirement as at 31st  December 2009 had fallen by 8 million euro (-1,5%) compared to 
31st  December 2008 principally as a result of the reduction in consolidated gross income.  
 
 
Section 2 - Risks for insurance companies  
 
In accordance with ISVAP (insurance authority) regulation No. 20 of 26th  March 2008 on internal 
controls, compliance, risk management, and the outsourcing of activities by insurance companies, in 
2009 UBI Assicurazioni S.p.A. prepared its annual report on the system of internal controls and risk 
management, which was sent to the supervisory authority together with its financial statements for 
the full year 2008.  
 
In the absence of specific guidelines from CEIOPS (Committee of European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions Supervisors), UBI Assicurazioni S.p.A. conducted an internal quantitative 
impact study in the year just ended, designed to quantify the new capital requirements in view of 
Solvency II, assuming the technical specifications of QIS 4 as a basis.  
 
2.1 Insurance risks  
 
The typical risks to which the insurance portfolio of the company is exposed are attributable to risk 
assumption and reserve risk.  
 
Risk assumption is the risk resulting from issuing insurance policies or in other words from the 
selection of potential insurable risks and from the unfavourable changes in actual claims made with 
respect to those estimated when premium rates are set.  
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Reserve risk is the risk that the size of the technical reserves will be insufficient to meet the 
commitments made to insured parties who make claims.  
 
In order to mitigate the standard business risks just mentioned and as a supplement to the risk 
management controls placed in operating procedures, the company pursues an outward reinsurance 
policy to guarantee the stability of portfolios and to optimise the allocation of capital at the same 
time. The relative reinsurance plan is subject to annual approval by the Board of Directors.  
 
Credit risk connected with reinsurance  
 
As concerns reinsurance counterparty credit risk and assessment of the reliability and capital 
strength of those counterparties, the reinsurers employed are selected according to stringent criteria 
dictated by the guidelines contained in the reinsurance policies pursued by the company (capital 
requirements, minimum rating, maximum percentage of transfer for each individual reinsurer or 
group, etc.).  
 
 
2.2 Financial risks  
 
With regard to financial risks, UBI Assicurazioni Spa pursues a prudent investment policy based 
mainly on Italian government securities (99,57% of the portfolio), with a high rating, low probability 
of default and low modified duration. The residual part of the company’s securities portfolio consists 
of corporate bonds.  
 
 
 
Section 3 - Risks for other companies  
 
The company Prestitalia Spa has temporarily suspended its operations since 4th March 2010 which 
concern the grant of new loans on its own behalf and on behalf of intermediaries and its client banks. 
It has done this in compliance with Bank of Italy instructions of 3rd March 2010, which order it not to 
undertake new transactions until it has implemented the plan required to strengthen its capital.  
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Part F – Information on consolidated equity  
 
 
 
Section 1 – Consolidated equity  
 
 
A. Qualitative information  
 
Equity is defined by international financial reporting in a residual manner as “what remains of an 
entity’s assets after all the liabilities have been deducted”. From a financial viewpoint equity is the 
means measured in monetary form contributed by the owners or generated by the entity.  
Operational levers are developed on a broader base, consistent with the supervisory aggregate, which 
are characterised not just by equity in the strict sense but also by intermediate instruments such as 
innovative instruments, hybrid instruments and subordinated liabilities.  
As the Parent of the Group, UBI Banca performs supervision and co-ordination activities for the 
companies in the Group and, without prejudice to the independence of each of them in terms of 
business and company by-law, lays down appropriate policies for them. The Parent assesses 
capitalisation requirements in both the strict sense and also by issuing subordinated liabilities or 
hybrid capitalisation instruments of subsidiaries. The senior management of the Parent submits 
proposals to its governing bodies which decide accordingly.  
The proposals, once approved by the governing bodies of the Parent, are then submitted to the 
competent bodies of the subsidiaries.  
The Parent analyses and co-ordinates capital requirements on the basis of the Group development 
plan, the related risk profiles and in compliance with supervisory constraints, and it acts as a 
privileged counterparty in gaining access to capital markets applying an integrated approach to 
optimising capital strength.  
 
The following analysis metrics are used from the viewpoint of managing capital requirements to cover 
risks:  

• supervisory capital, defined as a regulatory measurement of capital – specified in regulations – 
to be held to cover capital requirements (Pillar 1 risks);  

• total capital, defined as the sum of capital elements that the Group considers can be used to 
cover internal capital and total internal capital13 requirements (Pillar 2 risks).  

Capital management activity is therefore designed to govern the current and future capital solidity of 
the Group by verifying compliance over time with supervisory requirements (Pillar 1) and by 
continuously monitoring the adequacy of the total capital to meet Pillar 2 risks.  
 
B. Quantitative information  
 
Please refer to the information given in section 15 of the notes to the consolidated financial 
statements, equity attributable to the Parent, and also to the table “Subordinated liabilities”.  
 

                                       
13 “Internal capital” is defined as risk capital, the capital requirement for a determined risk that the bank considers necessary 
to cover losses above a given expected level. “Total internal capital” is defined as internal capital required for all significant 
risks assumed by the bank, including possible internal capital requirements due to considerations of a strategic character.  
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B.1 Consolidated equity by type of company  
 

Equity items Banking group Insurance 
companies

Other 
companies

Consolidation 
eliminations and 

adjustments
31/12/2009

1. Share capital 7.658.294 - - (5.624.989) 2.033.305 
2. Share premiums 8.053.632 - - (867.415) 7.186.217 
3. Reserves 3.652.940 - 5.842 (1.103.036) 2.555.746 
4. Equity instruments - - - - 
5. (Treasury shares) - - - - - 

a) Parent - - - - - 
b) subsidiaries - - - - - 

6. Fair value reserves: 385.142 18.411 258 (116.636) 287.175 
- Available-for-sale financial assets 157.818 - - (5.556) 152.262 
- Property, equipment and investment property 33.826 - - (19.631) 14.195 
- Intangible assets - - - - - 
- Foreign investment hedges - - - - - 
- Cash flow hedges (2.010) - - 3 (2.007) 
- Foreign currency differences (243) - - - (243) 
- Non current assets held for disposal - - - - - 

- Actuarial gains (losses) on defined benefit plans (4.312) - - 774 (3.538) 

- Share of fair value reserves of equity investments 
valued at equity

- 18.411 258 - 18.669 

- Special revaluation laws 200.063 - - (92.226) 107.837 
7. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the Parent and 
to minority interests

985.635 31.975 641 (731.104) 287.147 

Total 20.735.643 50.386 6.741 (8.443.180) 12.349.590 

 
For greater clarity and comprehension of the amounts relating to consolidated equity by type of 
company, we have included the following reconciliation between total equity and minority interests 
and the equity attributable to the Parent.  
 

Reconciliation schedule Group Minority interests Total

Share capital 1.597.865 435.440 2.033.305
Share premiums 7.100.378 85.839 7.186.217
Reserves 2.207.863 347.883 2.555.746
Equity instruments - - - 
(Treasury shares) - - - 
Fair value reserves 235.043 52.132 287.175
Profit (loss) for the year (+/-) attributable to the shareholders of 
the Parent and to minority interests 270.099 17.048 287.147

Equity 11.411.248 938.342 12.349.590  
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B.2 Fair value reserves of available-for-sale financial assets: composition  
 

Assets/Amounts

 31/12/2009
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1. Debt instruments 41.586 (58.791) 32.957 (17.304) - - (32.957) 17.304 41.586 (58.791) 
2. Equity instruments 177.412 (203) 1.801 (196) - - (7.217) 197 171.996 (202) 
3. Units in O.I.C.R. 4.423 (6.609) 2.596 (1.423) - (126) (2.611) 1.423 4.408 (6.735) 
4. Financing - - - - - - - - 

Total as at 31/12/2009 223.421 (65.603) 37.354 (18.923) - (126) (42.785) 18.924 217.990 (65.728) 
Total as at 31/12/2008 58.880 (148.943) - (19.730) - - (15.637) 22.821 43.243 (145.852) 
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B.3 Fair value reserve of available-for-sale financial assets: annual changes  
 

Debt 
instruments

Equity 
instruments

Units in 
O.I.C.R 
(collective 

investment 
instruments)

Financing

A. Opening balances (130.709) 39.963 (11.186) - 
2. Positive changes 180.818 149.488 15.652 - 
2.1 Increases in fair value 163.598 148.554 4.997 - 
2.2 Transfer to income statement of negative reserves 6.476 726 9.379 - 

- following losses - 224 9.084 - 
- from disposal 6.476 502 295 - 

2.3 Other changes 10.744 208 1.276 - 
3. Negative changes (67.314) (17.657) (6.793) - 
3.1 Decrease in fair value (1.770) (2.266) (2.252) - 
3.2 Impairment losses - - - - 
3.3 Transfer to income statement of positive reserves: from 
disposal (1.374) (6.486) - - 

3.4 Other changes (64.170) (8.905) (4.541) - 
4. Closing balances (17.205) 171.794 (2.327) -  
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Section 2 Capital and banking supervisory ratios  
 
2.1 Scope of application of the regulations  
 
Supervisory capital is calculated on the basis of capital amounts and profit determined by applying 
the IFRS in accordance with Circular No. 263/06 (new regulations for the prudential supervision of 
banks) and Circular No. 155/91 (Instructions for compiling supervisory capital reports and capital 
ratios) both issued by the Bank of Italy.  
More specifically, Circular No. 263, with which the Bank of Italy implemented Basel 2 regulations, 
interpreting it for Italian banks, sets out prudential principles of a general nature for the calculation 
of supervisory capital and the absorption of capital.  
In the case of the UBI Group, the adoption of the new regulations took the form of the standardised 
approach.  
 
2.2 Banking supervisory capital  
 
A. Qualitative information  
 
Supervisory capital is calculated as the algebraic sum of a series of positive and negative items, 
which are considered eligible for inclusion – with or without limitations - in relation to the ‘quality’ of 
the capital. The amount of those items is considered net of any tax expenses. Positive components of 
the capital must be fully available to the Bank, so that they can be used without restrictions to cover 
risks to which the intermediary is exposed.  
Supervisory capital is composed of tier one capital and the supplementary capital (tier two), net of 
“prudential filters”14 and some deductions.  
 
1. Tier one capital  
 
Tier one capital includes paid up share capital, share premiums, reserves (considered prime quality 
items), non innovative instruments (not present in the UBI Group) and innovative capital 
instruments, profit for the period, net of the part available for distribution as dividends and other 
forms of distribution and positive prudent filters (termed positive elements of tier one capital). 
Treasury shares held in portfolio, goodwill, intangible fixed assets, prior and current year losses, 
other negative items and negative15 prudential filters for tier one capital (termed negative elements of 
tier one capital) are deducted from the total of those items. The algebraic sum of the positive and 
negative components of the tier one capital constitutes the “tier one capital before items to be 
deducted”. The tier one capital is constituted by the difference between the “tier one capital before 
items to be deducted” and “items to be deducted from tier one capital”.  
 
2. Supplementary capital  

                                       
14 Prudent filters are corrections made to equity items in the balance sheet made to safeguard the quality of the 
supervisory capital and to reduce potential volatility induced by the application of IAS/IFRS international 
accounting standards.  
With regard to those prudent filters that are most important to the UBI Group, the regulations state that 
unrealised gains and losses on available-for-sale financial assets are divided into equity securities (inclusive of 
collective investment instruments) and debt securities. For each of these aggregates, if the reserve in question is 
negative it reduces the tier one capital and if it is positive the supplementary capital is increased by 50% of it.  
 
15 Inclusive of the negative prudent filter pursuant to Bank of Italy circular No. 256030 of 11/03/2009 designed 
to dilute over time the impact on the income statement generated by the tax relief on goodwill.  
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The supplementary capital comprises – with some limits on eligibility for inclusion – the fair value 
reserves, non innovative capital instruments not eligible for inclusion in the tier one capital, 
innovative capital instruments not eligible for inclusion in the tier one capital, hybrid capitalisation 
instruments, tier two subordinated liabilities, other positive elements and positive prudential filters 
(termed positive elements of supplementary capital). Other negative items and negative 
supplementary capital filters (termed negative elements of supplementary capital) are deducted from 
the total of those items.  
Details of innovative capital instruments eligible for inclusion in the tier one capital, hybrid 
capitalisation instruments and subordinated liabilities are given in Part B of these notes to the 
financial statements, under Liabilities, Section 3, Securities issued – item 30.  
 
3. Tier three capital  
 
The Group has no subordinated debt eligible for inclusion in tier three.  
 
B. Quantitative information  
 
The consolidated supervisory capital of UBI as at 31st  December 2009 amounted to 10.202,6 million 
euro, an increase compared to 31st December 2008.  
 
That change is attributable to a decrease in the tier one capital, which was more than offset by 
increases in the supplementary capital and by a reduction in the deductions from the tier one and 
the supplementary capital. The decrease in the tier one capital is due to the reduction in minority 
interests following transactions to reorganise corporate structure that occurred in 2009, to the call of 
innovative capital instruments as part of the public exchange offer and to the higher deductions 
resulting from the increase in the share capital of the insurance companies in which the Group holds 
stakes. The increases (decrease in negative filters), however,  were attributable mostly to the fall in 
the negative available-for-sale reserves for debt securities and the prudential filter relating to the tax 
redemption on good will.16  
The changes in the aggregate “Deductions from tier one capital+supplementary capital” and above all 
the increase in the supplementary capital  resulted in an incresase in supervisory capital. The 
increase in supplementary capital was generated almost entirely by changes in subordinated bonds.  
More specifically, the issue of subordinated liabilities sold to retail customers of the Group (1,1 billion 
euro nominal) more than compensated for loans that matured and were called in 2009 (upper tier two 
of 100 million euro and two lower tier two subordinated bonds for a total nominal amount of 125 
million euro) and the instruments subject to the public exchange offer (696 million euro including a 
loan subject to call).  
 
Finally, the Group has no subordinated debt eligible for inclusion in tier three. In consideration of the 
low levels of market risk assumed in the Group and given the forecasts for this risk in the future, this 
type of instrument would have run the risk of not being fully efficient.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                       
16 Pursuant to Decree Law No. 185/2008 converted into Law No. 2/2009 and regulated by Bank of Italy Circular No. 256030 
of 11/03/2009.  
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QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION  31/12/2009  31/12/2008

A. Tier 1 capital before the application of prudential filters 7.016.837 7.230.050 
B. Tier 1 capital prudential filters: (58.244) (180.445) 
B.1 IAS/IFRS positive prudential filters (+) 662 1.281 
B.2 IAS/IFRS negative prudential filters (-) (58.906) (181.726) 
C. Tier 1 capital before items to be deducted (A+B) 6.958.593 7.049.605 
D. Items to be deducted from tier 1 capital (141.717) (104.882) 

E. Total tier 1 capital (C-D) 6.816.876 6.944.723 
F. Supplementary capital before the application of prudential filters 3.694.015 3.379.370 
G. Supplementary capital prudential filters: (10.978) - 
G.1 IFRS positive prudential filters (+) - - 
G.2 IFRS negative prudential filters (-) (10.978) - 
H. Supplementary capital before items to be deducted (F+G) 3.683.037 3.379.370 
I. Items to be deducted from supplementary capital (141.717) (104.882) 

L. Total supplementary capital (tier 2) (H-I) 3.541.320 3.274.488 
M. Items to be deducted from total tier 1 and supplementary capital (155.641) (258.399) 

N. Supervisory capital (E+L-M) 10.202.555 9.960.812 
O. Tier three capital - - 
P. Supervisory capital inclusive of tier 3 (N+O) 10.202.555 9.960.812 

 
2.3 Capital adequacy requirement  
 
A. Qualitative information  
 
Capital adequacy is monitored constantly with a view to the present and the future to maximise its 
efficiency and at the same time to ensure that the Group achieves its capitalisation objectives and 
also constantly complies with minimum limits set by supervisory regulations.  
Compliance with capitalisation objectives is also monitored at both individual company and 
consolidated level and corrective action is immediately taken when objectives change to bring the 
various lines of business back into line with optimum risk/yield profiles.  
 
B. Quantitative information  
 
The table below shows the absorption of supervisory capital as a function of the total capital 
adequacy requirement.  
Compliance with that requirement at the end of the year required capital of 6.854,2 million euro (total 
requirements), against which the Group recorded actual supervisory capital amounting to 10.202,6 
million euro, substantially higher than the level needed.  
Finally, the following table summarises compliance with requirements in terms of ratios. The capital 
ratios as at 31st December 2009, calculated on the basis of the Basel 2 standardised approach, had 
improved substantially compared to 31st December 2008. The core tier one ratio (calculated with the 
deductions from the tier one capital itself) stood at 7,43% (7,09% in December 2008). The tier one 
ratio rose from 7,73% (in December 2008) to 7,96%, while the total capital ratio increased by more 
than 80 basis points to 11,91% (11,08% in December 2008).  
 
The rise in all the capital ratios was generated simultaneously by changes in capital items and by a 
substantial rationalisation of risk weighted assets (RWA) already recorded since the second half of 
2009.  
More specifically, the contraction in RWA for credit risk, amounting to over three billion euro, is 
attributable to a number of factors. The main factors that determined that reduction were: the 
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completion of activities to update documentation on property mortgage security; the extension of the 
adoption of Lince17 ratings to other Group member companies; the lower exposure to derivatives 
(decreased counterparty risk). The changes just reported were only partially mitigated by the increase 
in RWA due to the increase in the volumes of loans to customers recorded by some product 
companies in particular.  
The reduction in the capital requirement for market risk was due mainly to a reduction in currency 
risk, following the disinvestment by the Group in positions in hedge funds. Finally, the decrease in 
consolidated gross income determined a fall in the capital requirement for operational risk.  
 
B. Quantitative information  
 

Categories/Amounts

 31/12/2009  31/12/2008  31/12/2009  31/12/2008
A. RISK ASSETS
A.1 Credit and counterparty risk 278.112.187 278.261.920 77.376.453 80.710.856 

1. Standardised approach 277.906.057 278.060.723 76.930.980 80.409.270
2. Method based on internal ratings - - - - 

2.1 Basic - - - - 
2.2 Advanced - - - - 

3. Securitisations 206.130 201.197 445.473 301.586
B. SUPERVISORY CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
B.1 Credit and counterparty risk 6.190.116 6.456.868
B.2 Market risk 143.085 205.842

1. Standard methodology 143.085 205.842
2. Internal models - - 
3. Concentration risk - - 

B.3 Operational risk 520.959 528.635
1. Basic indicator approach 47.273 53.511 
2. Standardised approach 473.686 475.124 
3. Advanced measurement approach - - 

B.4 Other prudent requirements - - 
B.5 Other calculations - - 
B.6 Total prudent requirements 6.854.160 7.191.345
C. RISK ASSETS AND SUPERVISORY RATIOS
C.1 Risk weighted assets 85.677.000 89.891.819
C.2 Tier 1 capital/Risk weighted assets (tier 1 capital ratio) 7,96% 7,73%
C.3 Supervisory capital including tier 3/risk weighted assets (Total 
capital ratio)

11,91% 11,08%

Amounts not weighted Weighted amounts/requirements

 
 
Section 3 – Capital and supervisory ratios  
 
No items of this type exist. 

                                       
17 An external credit rating agency or “External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI)” recognised by the Bank of Italy, 
particularly focused on Italian medium sized enterprises. The use of Lince ratings made it possible to assign credit ratings for 
supervisory purposes to many of the core customer segments of the Group.  
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Part G – Business combinations concerning 
companies or lines of business  
 
 
 
SECTION 1 TRANSACTIONS PERFORMED DURING THE YEAR  
 
The transactions listed below were performed in 2009.  
 

Name Date of transaction Cost of transaction Percentage 
acquired 

1. Purchase of Twice Sim Spa 23/12/2009 27.838 100%

2. Purchase of Intesa San Paolo business operations 16/03/2009 55.206 100%

3. Purchase of Twice business operations 22/12/2009 8.000 100%

 
Details of the three transactions are given below.  
 
Purchase of Twice SIM Spa by IW Bank  
On 23rd December 2009 the IW Bank Group completed the purchase of 100% of the share capital of 
Twice Sim in return for payment of 27,8 million euro.  
In accordance with the international accounting standard IFRS 3, the process of allocating the 
purchase price of the company Twice Sim Spa has more or less been concluded. For the purposes of 
that price allocation the financial statements of Twice Sim as at 31st December 2009 were considered, 
because no significant changes had occurred since the acquisition date.  
 
That transaction forms part of a broader business project to enhance and further develop the online 
trading and banking business of the IW Bank Group, which involves, amongst other things, the 
purchase of a 10,335% interest in the share capital of IW Bank by a strategic partner Medinvest 
International, already completed during the year, and a business project to integrate the operations 
of IW Bank and Twice Sim of which Medinvest International held 59,3% of the share capital. On 23rd 
December 2009, IW Bank, having received the necessary authorisations, acquired 100% of the share 
capital of Twice for 27,8 million euro. It then commenced procedures, expected to be complete by the 
third quarter of 2010, to obtain authorisation to merge the subsidiary into it. Important cost and 
revenue synergies are expected from the merger. An estimate of these synergies, details of which are 
given here, forms the basis  of the recognition of the goodwill identified.  
The estimate of cost synergies relates in particular to savings on personnel expenses and on other 
administrative expenses (e.g. general expenses, Borsa Italiana membership fees, etc.).  
The estimate of revenue synergies, on the other hand, is based on opportunities for  cross-selling to 
Twice customers acquired.  
 
Following that allocation, the Group recognised goodwill within intangible assets amounting to 11,2 
million euro and it identified one single intangible asset for which the fair value was not found in the 
Twice statement of financial position and which regarded existing customer relationships, consisting 
mainly of investment trading services on behalf of third parties and the collection and transmission of 
stock market orders. No  other fair value differences were found in the analysis performed to which 
part of the purchase price could be allocated. That finite life asset, consisting of customer 
relationships, amounted to 2,2 million euro (gross of deferred taxes amounting to 0,6  million euro) 
with an expected useful life of eight years. Furthermore, under the contracts, no “contingent 
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consideration” by IW Bank applies and no further contingent liabilities have been identified other 
than those already reported by Twice Sim.  
As required by IFRS 3, the contribution to profits by Twice SIM, if it had been acquired at the 
beginning of year, would have been negative by 2,6 million euro. That result was, however, affected 
by significant operating and management events attributable to the previous owners and it is 
expected that these will not recur under the management of the IW Bank Group.  
Details are given below of the results of the purchase price allocation performed.  
 

Item thousands of  euro 
Price paid 27.838 
Equity 15.015 
Total to be allocated 12.823 
  
Customer relationships 2.195 
Deferred tax liabilities on amounts allocated (603) 
Goodwill 11.232 
 
 
 
Purchase of Intesa Sanpaolo business operations by Banco di San Giorgio Spa  

On 13th March 2009 a contract was signed for the sale of business operations consisting of 13 
branches and a mini-branch, all located in the Province of La Spezia. The contract was effective from 
16th March 2009. The price for the business operations, set provisionally at 60 million euro, was 
finally determined at 52.991 thousand euro once the verification, under the contract, of funding 
business was completed.  
The statement of financial position figures and data for indirect funding at the date of the purchase 
are given below.  
 

Assets 16th March 2009 

Cash and cash equivalents 1.897 
Financial assets held for trading 36 
Loans to banks 112.000 
Loans to customers 153.427 
Property, equipment and investment property 351 
Tax assets 330 
Other assets 3.392 

Total assets 271.433 

  

Liabilities 
 

Due to customers 256.683 
Securities issued 6.295 
Financial liabilities held for trading 37 
Other liabilities 4.420 
Severance payments 2.662 
Provisions for liabilities and charges 1.336 

Total liabilities 271.433 
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Indirect funding 16th March 2009 

Assets under management 287.185 
Assets under custody 399.659 

Total indirect funding 686.844 
 
 
The transaction was recognised in accordance with the version of accounting standard IFRS 3 in 
force at the date of the transaction. That standard gives the accounting rules for the recognition in 
the financial statements of business combinations, defined as transactions whereby two or more 
separate entities are combined into a single entity which prepares a single set of financial statements.  
IFRS 3 states that all business combinations that fall within its scope must be recognised according 
to the acquisition method. That method considers a business combination from the viewpoint of an 
entity which is identified as the acquirer, which purchases the net assets and recognises the assets 
acquired and the liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed, including those previously not 
recognised by the entity acquired.  
The acquisition must be recognised from the date on which  the acquirer obtains effective control over 
the entity or the assets acquired. The transaction in question was performed by means of a single 
exchange and the date of the exchange was the same as the date on which the purchase contract was 
stipulated, while the date on which it became effective, as already mentioned, was 16th March 2009.  
 
IFRS 3 requires the cost of a business combination to be determined by the acquirer as the total sum 
of the fair value, as at the date of the transaction, of the assets transferred, of the liabilities incurred 
or assumed, of the equity instruments issued by the acquirer in exchange for control over the 
purchased entity and all the costs directly attributable to the business combination. The acquisition 
price of the assets transferred consists, in the case of transactions which involve a payment in cash 
or with instruments equivalent to cash, of the valuable consideration agreed, discounted to present  
values if the payment is in instalments. As already stated, the purchase price for the Intesa branches 
amounted to  52.991 thousand euro. In order to determine the cost of the business combination, the 
costs directly attributable to the acquisition  were added to that amount. They consisted of the 
registration duty paid (2215,1 thousand euro) on the business operations purchased and 
professional fees and contributions.  
The cost of the business combination therefore amounted to 55.206 thousand euro.  
In the interim report as at 30th  June 2009, the amounts recognised were 60.000 thousand euro for 
the purchase price, provisionally determined as already mentioned, and  2.095,1 thousand euro for 
the direct costs of the purchase.  
 
The cost of the business combination must be allocated, as at the acquisition date, by recognising the 
assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities identified of the entity acquired at the respective fair values 
as at the acquisition date, inclusive of any intangible assets identified not recognised in the financial 
statements of the entity acquired. What remains after the allocation must be recognised as goodwill, 
an amount which represents a payment made by the purchaser in the expectation of receiving 
economic future benefits from the asset which cannot be identified individually and recognised 
separately.  
 
IFRS 3 allows final allocation of the cost of a business combination to be performed within twelve 
months of the acquisition date. In consideration of the complexity of performing the activities just 
described, the Bank took advantage of that concession in the preparation of the interim financial 
reports for 2009, by recognising provisional amounts not fully comprehensive of the effects of the 
allocation of the purchase price.  
 
As already mentioned, the cost of a business combination must be allocated, as at the acquisition 
date, by recognising the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities identified of the entity acquired at 
the respective fair values as at the acquisition date, inclusive of any intangible assets identified not 
recognised in the financial statements of the entity acquired.  
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What remains after the allocation must be recognised as goodwill.  
In the case in question, the only intangible assets that could be identified and recognised separately 
were those termed, “customer relationships”. The following  specific intangible assets of this type were 
identified:  
Core deposits:  

- direct funding (current accounts and savings deposits) with which the bank finances its 
lending business. The value is in fact intrinsic to the future benefits which the acquiring bank 
will be able to receive because the costs of this funding are lower than those found on the 
market;  

- assets under custody and assets under management. Indirect funding the value of which 
consists of the net commission income calculated over the useful economic life of the 
customer relationships.  

The fair value of the assets and liabilities recognised was therefore determined, consisting mainly of 
the financial assets and liabilities and the identification of the intangible assets acquired.  
The intangible assets just identified were measured at fair value by discounting the expected future 
cash flows over the remaining useful life of the assets themselves to present values.  
The remaining useful life was considered to be 15 years. This period is estimated as that in which 
90% of customer relationships acquired will end, based on available historical data for the whole 
bank.  
The following table gives the results of the allocation of the purchase price.  
 

  

Purchase price 52.991 
Accessory costs 2.215 

Purchase price to be allocated 55.206 
Customer relationships 14.700 
Goodwill 40.506 
 
The acquisition of the branches was performed by means of a transfer for valuable consideration of 
business operations, considered profit-making from  a tax viewpoint pursuant to Art. 86 of the 
consolidated law on income tax. The increased amounts recognised, including those for goodwill, are 
therefore recognised for tax purposes, since a neutral transaction from a tax viewpoint did not arise 
as occurs for mergers, demergers and neutral capital contributions regulated by articles 172, 173 
and 176 of the consolidated law on income tax. Consequently no misalignments between the book 
value and the value for tax purposes arose for the items affected by the recognition of greater 
amounts and no deferred tax was recognised.  
 
As already mentioned, the intangible assets identified are considered of finite life, because the 
process by which they were calculated considered only those relationships existing at the acquisition 
date and did not consider the capacity to acquire new customer relationships. As a result, having 
identified the useful life as 15 years, as already mentioned, the annual amortisation was calculated 
as amounting to 980 thousand euro running from 1st  April 2009 with the end of the useful life 
occurring on 31st March 2024.  
 
Purchase of business operations belonging to Twice SIM Spa by Centrobanca Spa  

On 22nd December 2009, Centrobanca acquired business operations relating to equity capital market 
business and advisory business performed by the company Mediterranea Investimenti Spa - 
Medinvest Spa (100% owned by Twice Sim Spa) from Twice SIM Spa.  
 
This transaction formed part of a broader business project to enhance and further develop the online 
trading and banking business of the UBI Group, which involved the purchase on 23rd  December 
2009 by IW Bank Spa of 100% of the share capital of Twice SIM Spa, without the business operations 
sold to Centrobanca the day before.  
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The business operations consisted of the following:  
 
ASSETS  
 

- securities held for trading: 3,5 million euro  
- loan to Medinvest Spa: 2,0 million euro  
- investment (100%) in Medinvest Spa: 1,2 million euro  
 
LIABILITIES  
 

- borrowings and liabilities to employees and deferred income on ECM contracts: 0,1 million euro 
 
EQUITY:  6,6 million euro  
 
GOODWILL: 1,4 million euro  
 
PRICE PAID: 8,0 million euro  
 
In accordance with the international accounting standard IFRS 3, the process of allocating the 
purchase price of the individual items listed above has more or less been concluded. The entire 
goodwill paid has been recognised within intangible assets because the ECM and M&A business was 
merged with similar operations already present in Centrobanca.  
 
 
SECTION 2 TRANSACTIONS PERFORMED AFTER THE END OF THE YEAR  
 
No business combinations were performed after the end of the year.  
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Part H – Transactions with related parties  
 
 
1.    Information on the remuneration of directors and senior managers  
 
See the notes to the separate company financial statements of Banche Popolare Unite Scpa.  
 
2.    Information on transactions with related parties  
 
In compliance with Consob Communications No. 97001574 of 20th February 1997, No. 
98015375 of 27th February 1998, No. 1025564 of 6th April 2001, Communication No. 14990 of 
14th April 2005 and lastly with Communications No. DEM/6064293 of 28th July 2006 and No. 
15519 of 28th July 2006, we report that all transactions carried out by the Parent with related 
parties were conducted in observance of correct principles both in substance and form under 
conditions analogous to those applied for transactions with independent parties.  
 
Following the repeal by the aforementioned Consob Communication of 14th April 2005 of the 
third paragraph of article 71-bis of Consob Regulation No. 11971/1999, by which the previous 
Communication No. 2064231 of 30th  September 2002 defined the notion of related parties, 
since that definition is no longer valid, in accordance with IAS 24, a related party is considered 
to be related to the issuer if:  
a) it directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by or is under common control with the issuer; 
or it holds an interest that allows it to exercise significant influence over the issuer or joint 
control over the issuer;  
b) it is an associate of the issuer (as defined in IAS 28 - investments in associates);  
c) it is a joint venture in which the issuer is a venturer;  
d) he/she is a manager with strategic responsibilities of the issuer or of its parent, where a 
manager with strategic responsibility is intended to mean those who have power and 
responsibility for the planning, management and control of the activities of the issuer including 
its directors;  
e) he/she is a close member of the family of one of the individuals referred to in (a) or (d) (a 
close family member is intended as meaning those who are potentially able to influence an 
individual related to the issuer or be influenced by them in their relations with the issuer);  
f) the party is an entity that is controlled, jointly controlled or significantly influenced by any 
individual referred to in (d) or (e) or for which significant voting power in such entity resides 
with, directly or indirectly;  
g) it is a pension fund for the employees of the issuer or of any entity related to it.  
 
In particular, the Parent and its subsidiary UBI Sistemi e Servizi Spa provided Group member 
companies with a series of services, governed by intragroup contracts drawn up in accordance 
with the principles of fairness, transparency and uniformity in line with the organisational 
model of the Group. Under this model, strategic, and management activities are centralised in 
UBI Banca and technical and operational activities in the subsidiary just mentioned. The prices 
agreed for the services provided under the contracts were determined on the basis of market 
prices or, where appropriate reference parameters could not be found in the marketplace, in 
accordance with the particular nature of the services provided and also in relation to the service 
contracts signed by UBI.S with its consortium shareholders, on the basis of the costs incurred 
for the services provided.  
The main intragroup contracts existing at the end of the year included those which implement 
the centralisation of activities in the Governance and Business Areas of the Parent and they 
involved the Parent and the main banks in the Group (Banca Popolare di Bergamo SpA, Banca 
Popolare Commercio e Industria SpA, Banca Carime SpA, Banca Popolare di Ancona SpA, 
Banca Regionale Europea Spa, Banco di Brescia Spa, Banca di Valle Camonica Spa, Banco di 
San Giorgio Spa, UBI Banca Private Investments Spa) and also contracts to implement the 
“national tax consolidation” (in accordance with articles 117 to 129 of Presidential Decree No. 
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917/1986, the consolidated law on income tax) concluded by the Parent.  
There were also all the intragroup contracts which implement the centralisation in UBI Sistemi 
e Servizi of support activities for the principal companies in the UBI Group.  
 
We report with regard to transactions between companies in the Group and all of its related 
parties that no atypical and/or unusual transactions were performed; furthermore, no 
transactions of that type were even performed with counterparties that were not related parties.  
Atypical and/or unusual transactions, as indicated in Consob Communications No. 98015375 
of 27th February 1998 and No. 102564 of 6th April 2001, are intended to mean all those 
transactions which because of their significance/importance, the nature of the counterparties, 
the content of the transaction (even in relation to ordinary operations), the way in which the 
transfer price is decided and the timing of the event (close to the end of the financial year) might 
give rise to doubts concerning: the correctness/completeness of the information in the 
accounts, a conflict of interests, the security of the companies assets and the rights of minority 
shareholders.  
 
Finally, we also report, with specific reference to the provisions of Art. 81 of the issuers 
regulations which implement Legislative Decree No. 58/1998, which in turn implements the 
“Transparency” Directive, that:  
• no transactions were performed in the period with related parties which influenced the 

capital position or the results of the Parent, UBI Banca to a significant extent;  
• there have been no modifications and/or developments of transactions with related parties, 

which may have been reported in previous financial reports, that could have a significant 
effect on the capital position or the results of the Parent, UBI Banca.  

 
 
The tables below show statement of financial position and income statement items relating to 
transactions of parties related to UBI Banca as specified in letters b), d), e) and f) with all the 
Group member companies and it also shows those items as a percentage of the total for each 
item in the consolidated financial statements.  
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Transactions with related parties – principal statement of financial position items  
 

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets 
held for trading

Loans to banks
Loans to 

customers
Due to banks Due to customers

Securities 
issued

Financial 
liabilities held for 

trading

Guarantees 
granted

Associates - - 118.159 - 1.431 - - 50.000
Senior managers (1) - - 342 - 18.658 - - -
Other related parties (2) 43.148 - 289.466 - 181.436 - - -

Total 43.148 - 407.967 - 201.525 - - 50.000

(1) A “senior manager” is intended as meaning “a manager with strategic responsibilities of the entity or of its parent, where a manager with strategic responsibility is intended to mean those who have power and responsibility for the
(2) These are the parties referred above in letters e) and f) above.

 
 
Transactions with related parties - percentage  
 

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets 
held for trading

Loans to banks
Loans to 

customers
Due to banks Due to customers

Securities 
issued

Financial 
liabilities held for 

trading

Guarantees 
granted

With related parties (a) 43.148 - 407.967 - 201.525 - - 50.000
Total                            (b) 1.575.764 3.278.264 98.007.252 5.324.434 52.864.961 44.349.444 855.387 6.033.190
Percentage (a/b*100) 2,738% 0,000% 0,416% 0,000% 0,381% 0,000% 0,000% 0,829%
 
 
 
Summary of principal income statement transactions with related parties  
 

Figures in thousands of euro
Net interest

Dividends and 
similar income

Net commission 
income

Personnel 
expenses

Operating 
income/expenses

Other 
administrative 

expenses

Associates 1.098 947 68.146 (34) 481 (25)
Senior managers (1) 30 - 113 (13.011) 15 (27)
Other related parties (2) 5.917 - 1.601 (1.208) 31 (3)
Total 7.045 947 69.860 (14.253) 527 (55)

(1) A “senior manager” is intended as meaning “a manager with strategic responsibilities of the entity or of its parent, where a manager with strategic responsibility is intended to mean those who have
(2) These are the parties referred above in letters e) and f) above.  
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Percentage of income statement transactions with related parties in respect of the consolidated financial statements  
 

Figures in thousands of euro
Net interest

Dividends and 
similar income

Net commission 
income

Personnel 
expenses

Operating 
income/expenses

Other 
administrative 

expenses

With related parties (a) 7.045 947 69.860 (14.253) 527 (55)
Total                            (b) 2.495.628 10.609 1.130.175 1.477.200 235.042 938.410
Percentage (a/b*100) 0,282% 8,926% 6,181% -0,965% 0,224% -0,006%  
 
 
Principal statement of financial position items with associated companies subject to significant influence  
 

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets 
held for trading

Loans to 
customers

Due to banks
Due to 

customers

Financial 
liabilities held for 

trading

Guarantees 
granted

Arca SGR Spa - - - - - -
Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa - 15.186 - 1.149 - 40.000
Aviva Vita Spa - 10.012 - 63 - 10.000
Capital Money Spa - - - - - -
Ge.Se.Ri. Spa in liquidazione - - - - - -
Group Srl - - - - - -
Lombarda China Fund Management Company - - - - - -
Lombarda Vta Spa - 2 - 219 - -
H&C Spa in liquidazione - - - - - -
Italforex Srl - - - - - -
Prisma Srl - - - - - -
Secur Broker Srl - - - - - -
SF Consulting Srl - - - - - -
Siderfactor Spa - 79.723 - - - -
Sofipo Fiduciaire Sa - - - - - -
SPF Studio Progetti Finanziari Srl - - - - - -
Tex Factor Spa - 10.234 - - - -
UBI Assicurazioni Spa - 3.002 - - - -
Total 0 118.159 0 1.431 0 50.000  
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Principal income statement transactions with associated companies subject to significant influence  
 
 

Figures in thousands of euro
Net interest

Dividends and 
similar income

Net commission 
income

Personnel 
expenses

Operating 
income/expense

s

Other 
administrative 

expenses

Arca SGR Spa - 925 - - - -
Aviva Assicurazioni Vita Spa - - 8.066 - - -
Aviva Vita Spa - - 29.167 - - -
Capital Money Spa - - - - - -
Ge.Se.Ri. Spa in liquidazione - - - - - -
Group Srl - - - - 2 -
Lombarda China Fund Management Company - - - - - -
Lombarda Vta Spa - - 30.865 - - -
H&C Spa in liquidazione - - - - - -
Italforex Srl - - - - - -
Prisma Srl - - - (1) - -
Secur Broker Srl - 22 1 (32) 14 (25)
SF Consulting Srl - - - - - -
Siderfactor Spa 750 - 41 - 191 -
Sofipo Fiduciaire Sa - - - - - -
SPF Studio Progetti Finanziari Srl - - - - - -
Tex Factor Spa 348 - 6 - 274 -
UBI Assicurazioni Spa - - - - - -
Total 1.098 947 68.146 (33) 481 (25)
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Part I – Share based payments  
 
 
A. Qualitative information  
 
1.   Description of payment agreements based on own statement of financial position 

instruments  
 
The expression “share based payment agreements” refers to situations in which the Bank receives 
services for which it grants share capital instruments as consideration.  
The operations with which option rights on shares are granted to employees and/or directors are 
regulated by the international accounting standard IFRS 2, “Share-based payments”, the objective 
of which is to recognise the impact on earnings of those operations in the financial statements 
starting from the time when the agreement between the Bank and each person granted options is 
defined.  
The following section of this report gives the accounting details of the sole subsidiary, IW Bank 
Spa, for which a stock option plan existed as described here.  
On 20th December 2007 an Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of IW Bank Spa 
approved the “2008-2011 Stock Option Plan” for the grant of stock option rights for the 
subscription of ordinary shares up to a maximum number of 736.191 shares. The plan was 
destined to 37 employees, middle management and office workers of the bank, identified by the 
Board of Directors, whose acquired or potential capabilities were of particular importance for the 
purposes of achieving the objectives of the subsidiary, IW Bank.  
The plan had the dual objective of instilling loyalty and motivating the employees identified as 
beneficiaries, ensuring that the subsidiary would have the technical capabilities it needs to 
compete at a high level in its sector and to achieve the business objectives it has set itself. The 
grant of the options to the beneficiaries, free of charge, was performed on 20th December 2007. 
The unit exercise price, equal to the arithmetic average of the official prices of the shares of the 
bank recorded in the period running from the grant date of the options to the same day of the 
previous calendar month, plus 10%, was 3,7617 euro.  
On the basis of an agreement signed on 4th March 2009 by UBI Banca Scpa, Centrobanca Spa 
and Medinvest Sa concerning, amongst other things, the purchase of shares belonging to the 
senior management of IW Bank Spa, and a shareholders’ resolution of 29th June 2009, the 
existing stock option plan was cancelled.  
As  a consequence no share based payment agreements existed as at 31/12/2009.  
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B.    Quantitative information  
 
1.   Annual changes  
 

Number of 
options

Average prices
Average maturity 

date
Number of 

options
Average prices

Average maturity 
date

A. Opening balances          686.191 3,7617 07/01/2011          736.191 3,7617 19/12/2010
B. Increases  -  - 
B.1 New issues - -
B.2 Other changes - -
C. Decreases (686.191) (50.000)
C.1 Cancelled (686.191) 3,7617 x (50.000) 3,7617 x
C.2 Exercised - -
C.3 Expired - -
C.4 Other changes - -
D. Final balances - 686.191 3,7617 07/01/2011
E. Options exercisable at the end of 
the year - 686.191 3,7617 07/01/2011

Items/number of options and strike 
price

31/12/2009 31/12/2008

 
 
 
 
 

Part L – Segment Reporting  
 
 
Distribution by business segment: income statement  
 

 item/business segment  Banks  and SP Es  Inves tment Banking Central units  (UBI 
Banca) Other companies Total Consolidation 

adjus tments

 To tal (mandato ry 
c o ns o lidate d 

financ ial 
s tate me nts  as  at 

31.12.2009) 

Net interest income 2.065.928 126.391 -108.971 383.686 2.467.034 28.594 2.495.628
Net commission income 996.340 40.970 16.349 230.858 1.284.517 -154.342 1.130.175
Other expense/income 54.763 27.950 678.745 -18.442 743.016 -605.619 137.397

Gross income 3.117.031 195.311 586.123 596.102 4.494.567 -731.367 3.763.200
Net impairment losses on loans and 
financial assets -489.519 -115.058 -45.379 -263.331 -913.287 1.084-           -914.371 

Net financial operating income 2.627.512 80.253 540.744 332.771 3.581.280 -732.451 2.848.829
Net result on insurance operations -                      -                   -                   17.284 17.284 2.765 20.049
Net income from banking and insurance 
operations 2.627.512 80.253 540.744 350.055 3.598.564 -729.686 2.868.878
Administrative expenses -2.012.609 -59.053 -250.188 -576.142 -2.897.992 482.382 -2.415.610 
Net provisions for risks and charges -21.793 679 -2.788 -13.110 -37.012 80 -36.932 
Net impairment losses on property, 
equipment and investment property and 
intangible assets -56.381 -993 -32.849 -73.404 -163.627 -104.551 -268.178 
Other operating income/(expense) 167.606 5.856 122.825 411.584 707.871 -472.829 235.042

Operating costs -1.923.177 -53.511 -163.000 -251.072 -2.390.760 -94.918 -2.485.678 
Profits (losses) of equity investments 17.044 17.798           29.720 0 64.562 -28.984 35.578
Net impairment losses on goodwill -                      -                   11.455-          -                  -11.455 11.455         -                       
Profits (losses) on disposal of investments -128 -                   572 831 1.275 98.824 100.099
Profit (loss) from continuing operations 
before tax 721.251 44.540 396.581 99.814 1.262.186 -743.309 518.877  
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Distribution by business segment: statement of financial position  
 

 item/business segment  Banks and SP Es  Investment Banking Central units  (UBI 
Banca) Other companies Total Consolidation 

adjus tments

 To tal (mandato ry 
c o ns o lidate d 

financ ial 
s tate me nts  as  at 

31.12.2009) 

Loans to banks 25.569.189 473.601 28.278.016 3.384.419 57.705.225 -54.426.961 3.278.264
Loans to customers 69.864.690 7.078.608 12.560.060 24.628.041 114.131.399 -16.124.147 98.007.252
Equity investments 237.857 6.286 12.183.514 77.777 12.505.434 -12.091.491 413.943
Other assets 5.542.939 1.285.790 10.428.602 5.084.655 22.341.986 -1.728.222 20.613.764
Total assets 101.214.675 8.844.285 63.450.192 33.174.892 206.684.044 -84.370.821 122.313.223
Due to banks 2.805.712 3.444.133 27.737.223 21.331.155 55.318.223 -49.993.789 5.324.434
Due to customers 45.878.463 11.706 4.531.503 3.658.463 54.080.135 -1.215.174 52.864.961
Securities issued 39.084.543 4.198.156 16.746.093 5.700.498 65.729.290 -21.379.846 44.349.444
Other liabilities and equity 13.445.957 1.190.290 14.435.373 2.484.776 31.556.396 -11.782.012 19.774.384
Total l iabil ities 101.214.675 8.844.285 63.450.192 33.174.892 206.684.044 -84.370.821 122.313.223
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Disclosures concerning the fees of the independent auditors and services 
other than auditing in compliance with Art. 149 duodieces of CONSOB 
(Italian securities market authority) Issuers’ Regulations.  

In accordance with Art. 149 duodieces of CONSOB Issuers’ Regulations, information concerning 
payments made to the independent auditors KPMG Spa and companies belonging to the same 
network for the following services is given in the table below:  

1) auditing services which include:  

 audit of the annual accounts for the purposes of expressing a professional opinion;  
 review of the interim financial statements;  

2) certification services which include appointments where the auditor assesses a specific 
element, the determination of which is performed by another who is responsible for it, by 
employing appropriate criteria in order to furnish a conclusion which gives the recipient a 
measure of the reliability of that specific element;  

3) tax consultancy services;  
4) other services.  

The fees presented in the table relating to the financial year 2009, are those contractually agreed, 
inclusive of any indexing (but not of out-of-pocket expenses, nor of supervisory authority 
contributions and VAT).  

Pursuant to the regulations cited, payments made to possible secondary auditors or to firms 
belonging to the respective networks are not included.  

Type of service Firm providing the 
service 

Recipient of 
the service 

Fees (thousands 
of euro) 

Auditing  
KPMG SpA, KPMG  SA,  
KPMG Audit Sarl, 
KPMG LLP 

(*)   
5.013  

Certification services KPMG SpA, KPMG 
LLP, KPMG SA, (**)   

1.957  

Tax consultancy services 
KPMG Tax M. Michna 
sp. , KPMG LLP, K 
studio associato 

UBI Factor 
SpA,          
BDG 

Singapore Pte 
Ltd,   UBI 

Banca Scpa 

  
46  

Other services:     
  

3.801  
Advisory services (risk 
assessment and  gap 
analysis) concerning the Basel 
2, Pillar 2 and Pillar 3 projects 

KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Banca 
Scpa 1.156 

Advisory services (office, risk 
assessment and gap analysis 
projects) concerning the Basel 
2 project 

KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Banca 
Scpa 1.096 
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Advisory services concerning 
the Basel 2 project KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Sistemi e 

Servizi SCpA 206 

Advisory services (risk 
assessment and gap analysis 
project ) concerning the 
financial instrument 
management process 

KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Banca 
Scpa 205 

Advisory services (risk 
assessment, gap analysis) 
concerning the Basel 2, Pillar 
1 project 

KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Banca 
Scpa 166 

MiFID Project KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Banca 
Scpa 166 

Advisory services concerning 
the finance operating limits 
project 

KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Sistemi e 
Servizi SCpA 162 

Support for office project 
activities relating to MiFID 
Project 

KPMG Advisory SpA Centrobanca 
SpA 110 

Due diligence on the Twice 
transaction KPMG SpA IW Bank SpA 100 

Assistance with risk 
assessment activities KPMG Advisory SpA UBI Factor 

SpA 100 

Other services KPMG Advisory SpA, 
'KPMG D. Dobkowski 

UBI Banca 
Scpa, 

Centrobanca 
SpA, 'UBI 

Factor SpA, 
'Centrobanca 

Sviluppo 
Impresa SGR 

SpA 

334 

Total     
  

10.817  

(*) UBI Banca Scpa, Banca 24/7 SpA, Banca Carime SpA, Banca di Valle Camonica SpA, Banca 
Popolare Commercio e Industria SpA, Banca Popolare di Ancona SpA, Banca Popolare di Bergamo 
SpA, UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpa, BPB Immobiliare srl, UBI Leasing SpA, UBI Pramerica SGR SpA, 
UBI Pramerica Alternative Investments SGR SpA, Centrobanca SpA, Centrobanca Sviluppo 
Impresa SGR SpA, UBI Factor SpA, Coralis Rent srl, IW Bank SpA, Mercato Impresa SpA, SBIM 
SpA, Solimm SpA,  UBI Gestioni Fiduciarie SIM SpA, SILF SpA, UBI Fiduciaria SpA, UBI 
Assicurazioni SpA,  Banque de Depots et de Gestion Sa, BDG Singapore Pte Ltd, Gestioni 
Lombarda (Suisse) Sa, UBI Banca International Sa, InvestNet International Sa, IW Lux sarl, 
Lombarda Lease Finance 3 srl, UBI Finance srl, UBI Lease Finance 5 srl, UBI Management 
Company 

(**) UBI Banca Scpa, Banca 24/7 SpA, Banca Carime SpA, Banca di Valle Camonica SpA, Banca 
Popolare Commercio e industria SpA, Banca Popolare di Ancona SpA, Banca Popolare di Bergamo 
SpA, UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpa, UBI Leasing SpA, UBI Pramerica SGR SpA, UBI Pramerica 
Alternative Investments SGR SpA, Centrobanca SpA, Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa SGR SpA, 
UBI Factor SpA, IW Bank SpA, SBIM SpA, Solimm SpA,  UBI Gestioni Fiduciarie SIM SpA, SILF 
SpA, UBI Fiduciaria SpA, UBI Assicurazioni SpA,  BDG Singapore Pte Ltd, UBI Banca 
International Sa 


